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SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

CHAP. I. 

Verse 1. Ilatdaos admoortones “I. X. 3. 6.0. This 
Epistle commences in a similar way to the first. On 
O1a Gerjparos Meov see the note on 1 Cor. 1,1. Ka) 
1.6 adeadis. ‘The article has here the force of a pos- 
sessive pronoun, and may be rendered “ our brother 
in the faith and common ministry.” It may also 
have its usual sense; q.d. “ the brother (whom ye 
well know).” For, as Theophyl. truly observes, év 
TH TeWTY emioToary weplas exel Toy 'Vicbeov, cite mea 
aronawv aro, eikoTws éauTo cuvdrre Kal yap Kal 
melpay THs oiKkeias aperans cdwKxe Tipobeos Kogivbias, Kod 
ws 4d yvabpipoy aurois yeyovora, Kal diopIWoavra roA- 
Ad Twy ey adTols MeoTrAapLaveras aUTov ev TH EmITTOAY. 
And so Cicumen., whose matter, as well as Theo- 
phylact’s, is derived from Chrysost. Doddr. recedes 
as far as possible from the truth by rendering: ‘a 
beloved brother.” 

Locke, Whitby, and Doddr. think that the title 
might be given him for the purpose of conferring 
dignity and authority, as he was a young man, and 
required such countenance and support. There is, 
however, no occasion to resort to this supposition, 
since in 1 Cor. 16, 10. the Apostle says of him: 7% 
yop Epyov Too Kuplov Epyacgerat, we kal é€yo. The term 
may therefore import Co-apostle. Chrysost. and the 
other Greek Commentators remark on the respect 
and affection with which Paul always mentions him, 
whether as &deagos or cuvesyos, or réxviov, (his son in 
the faith). : 

1. ry Exkyrcin Tod Oeov rH odon ev K., “ unto the 
church of God which is at Corinth.” This, as Theo- 

VOL. VII. < B 
> Ps 
¥ 



2 2 CORINTHIANS, CHAP. I. 

phyl. observes, is meant to excite them to union; 
since those who are split into factions are no ecclesia, 
that suggesting the idea of one united assembly. 
Lov rois aylois macs Tos odcw ev OrAy TH “Ayaia. By 
this is meant simply all the Christians in Corinth 
and Achea. ‘The term ‘ay. was employed to desig- 
nate Christians, as hinting to them what their solemn 
engagements oblige them to be ; and if some indivi- 
duals were otherwise, it must be remembered, that 
the Apostle is addressing them in a general way. 
He conjoins the Achzans, in order to do honour to 
Corinth as the capital of Achzea, and to excite them 
toa common federal Christian union. So Chrysost. 
and Theophyl. 

2. xapis—Xgiorod. The same form as in Rom. 
1,7. 1Cor.1, 3. where see the notes. 

3. edroyntos 6 Ocds kal raryp tr. x. 4. I. X. Doddr. 
and Mackn. render: “ praised be the God and Father 
of,” &c., which interpretation may be defended ; but 
I prefer the common version, ‘‘ blessed be God, 
even the Father of,” &c., which is supported by the 
authority of the Fathers and antient Commentators, 
and several eminent modern Critics. (See the ex- 
cellent note of Whitby.) Grot. observes that this 
is an usual formula of thanksgiving; and Doddr. 
says it occurs in eleven out of the thirteen Epistles of 
St. Paul. On which he remarks, that as soon as the 
Apostle thought of a Christian church planted in 
one place or another, there seems to have beena flow 
of most lively affection accompanying the idea, in_ 
which all sensibility of his temporal affliction or theirs 
was all swallowed up, and the fulness of his heart 
must vent itself in such cheerful, exalted, and devout 
language.” 

Most sagacious are the following observations of ~ 
Theoph. on the scope of the clause: ’"Exyyyeiaaro év r7 
TpwrTy eTIoToAy mpos adTous EAGeiv’ cira Bpadvvas, TPodpa 
Uramreuce AuTElobas adTOvS, WS aAAwy mpoTipylevTwy 
adTo. O€rwy ody aroroyjracias, kab detEct ors reipaor pov 
TOAADY KUT TegiTElevT@Y KEKWAVT AL, EUdUMS Moreira THY 
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amoroylay. Evyapiorw yep, Oyoi, TH Oewd dyradij, ws 
puoamevw Le aro Kivddvwv" did Tis edyapiotiags aivitTs- 
PEVOS, OTE MLEYAAN TIVA Yoav TA KWAvOYTA aUTov wy erEu- 
Degwieis edyapiorel. } 

3. matig TY oikTippoyr, Kal Ocis macys mapaKkAy- 
cews. Grot. observes that these genitives are used 
for adjectives of cognate signification with the sub- 
stantive. ‘This, however, seems but tasteless criti- 
cism. The truth is, though the phraseology may 
seem Hebraic, yet it is such as is used in other lan- 
guages, and has more of energy and spirit than if 
adjectives had been employed. Theophyl. truly ob- 
serves, that God is so named €k rod cupBeByKdros. 
And Theod. admirably paraphrases: 6 rovs sixriopovs 
mnyaswv, kal Tov Ereoy avaPrAdgwy, Kol TorpiKols olKT Io LOIS 
weph mas Keypnwevos. And Theoph. thus: 6 cixrip- 
Pods Torodrous eriderEdpevos, we €& adtav rwv Too bava- 
TOU TOAAWY YLAS avayayElV, KA FHPAKAYTEWS THOS AEL- 
aoa ev rais baie. 

Wets. remarks that the Jews in their prayers used 
the expressions our Father, our merciful Father. 

Tlapaxancews, comfort, consolation. See Rom. 15, 
4. Acts 4, 36. 2 Cor. 7, 4 and consult Tromm. 
Concord. 

4. 6 wapaxarwy yas éexl macy 7H Gaiber, “ who 
comforteth us in all our tribulations.” This sense 
of mrapaxarcv, which has occurred (at least con- 
jointly) at Acts 16, 40. 20, 12. and several times in 
the Gospels, and which indeed is frequent in the 
New Testament (as 2 Cor. 2, 6. 7, 6. Eph. 6, 22. 
Col. 4, 8. 2 Thess. 2, 17. 2 Cor. 13, 11.) is supposed 
to be Hellenistical, as it is never found in the Clas- 
sical writers. It signifies literally ‘ to bid any one 
take comfort, by suggesting such motives and reasons 
for it as are calculated to raise the spirits of the 
sinking sufferer ;” and, from the adjunct, it denotes 
every sort of comfort, support, and assistance by 
which he is revived in spirit, and restored to hap- 
piness. 

It is observed by Grot., that the Apostle, not with- 
B2 
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out reason, said this in opposition to those who sup- 
posed the afflicted to be objects of God’s hatred. 
And he refers to Rom. 5, 3. 8, 35. ‘Theophyl., too, 
has the following remark: ‘‘he does not say *‘ who 
doth not suffer us to be afflicted,’ but ‘who com- 
ferteth us in affliction.’ For He suffers us to be 
afflicted, that we, by patience, may obtain the reward.” 

4. els Td dbvacdas yas mapaKkarey tT. €. 7. G., * that 
we may be able to comfort those in any affliction.” 
By the yes, I think, with the antient and most 
modern Commentators, the Apostle meant himself. 
There is sound judgment and fine taste in the fol- 
lowing remark of Theodoret : Tots cupBeByxcras aira 
OlnyouUmeEvos TELAT LOUS, TA TMY TEIGAT LOY AAEEIPapLoKE 
mporepa rélerke’ Kal delkyuci Tov Tav bAwY Ociv icome- 
Tpous TOS meipacpoIs TAS Tapapuvolas mpordEepoyTa. (See 
Ps. 93, or 94, 19.) Anda little further on: Suvybws 
O& TH peTplw KEYeNEVOS Poovyart, od OV EauTdv, AAA 
did TOUS AaoUS EGy THS Wuyaywyias Tuyyaverv. Yet (to 
use the words of Doddr.) this does not seem to have 
been, by any means the Apostle’s aim, nor is there 
any appearance of art in it; but all is the genuine 
overflowing of a heart which rejoiced in the con- 
solations of the Gospel felt by itself, and commu- 
nicated to others. ‘Theophyl. and Ctcum. with far 
less judgment, press on the eis ra duvacbas. But it is 
merely indicative of the Apostle’s accustomed mo- 
desty, and is meant to hint to other preachers of the 
word of God what was their duty. 
_ The ragaxarovsueta must not, I think, be under- 
stood (with some) of the comfort which the repent- 
ance of the incestuous person gave the Apostle, 
after the affliction he had endured on his account; 
nor, with others, (as Grot.,) merely of the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit vouchsafed to him, (though the 
possession of such would be a source of great con- 
solation) but also of that spiritual support breathed 
into his soul by the Great Comforter, the Paraclete, 
sent from God, and who zs God; or, as Doddr. says, 
the general consolation arising from the pardon of 
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sin, an interest in God, an assurance that nothing 
should separate him from Christ, that afflictions 
should co-operate for his advantage, and that a crown 
of glory, heightened by these trials, should close the 
scene. 

5. ors kabos repooee Ta ralypara, &e. The 
recent Commentators explain the repiocetes happen. 
But the Greek Interpreters treat the word as a 
very strong expression. It must, at least, denote 
abundantly happen; which sense has place also in 
Rom. 5, 15. 

At rod Xpicrod Glass, Est., Vorst., Menoch., and 
most recent Commentators think, there is an ellipsis 
of urep; and they render, “ propter Christum,”’ for 
his glory.”’ And Schleus. adduces examples from 
Lysias, p.110. ripwpia ray Seay, pence ob violatos Deos ; 
and Cic. pro Rosc. Amer. C. 24. poene parentum, 
i.e. poene ob parentes. And in this view the 
sentence may be Englished thus: ‘ As sufferings 
for Christ abundantly happen to us, so by means of 
Christ is comfort abundantly imparted to us.” Yet 
the genitive (I conceive) is meant to express some- 
thing more,* as the Greek Commentators and some 
early moderns suggest. Thus ‘Theophyl. TOU Xpiorov 
yep €oT! jmabhiparre. TOUT OL a 7np-ets TOC HOWLEY, Kol KOly@~ 

vol auto yivopcda tov radyparov. And so Beza, 
Sclater, and Whitby, who observe, that the suffer- 
ings of Christ’s members for his sake are styled his 
sufferings, because they are evils intlicted on his 
members out of enmity to him, and by reason of 
their mystical union to him, and the sympathy he 
has with them in their sufferings; as Rom. 8, 17.+ 
which surely suggests the strongest motives for con- 

_ * And that something more is required, Semler and Jaspis ac- 
knowledge. 

+ If this be thought too refined an interpretation, try that of 
Semler, which is adopted by Jaspis, namely: “ calamities suffered 
after the example of Christ ;” since at 2 Tim. 3, 12. Paul says that 

all those svho will live godly in Christ, will not want afflictions 
And in Phil. 3, 10. he mentions the cowwwviay tov rabnparwr, 
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solation. Compare Phil. 3, 10. Col. 2, 24. 1 Pet. 1, 
11. 

The word rayp.e is of frequent occurrence in St. 
Paul’s Epistles, but is no where met with in the 
Gospels. It is rightly remarked by Vater, that the 
eis za is meant for both clauses. 
Ai is explained by Rosenm. ‘‘ from the happy 

success of Christ’s religion.” Thus, Semler ob- 
serves, Christ is put for Christianity. But this is a 
most unwarranted paring down of the plain sense, 
which was distinctly seen by Theophyl., who re- 
marks: 7d ray yap TH abtrw cvaribyos. ‘The sense is 
very well expressed by Tirin., Menoch., and Est. ap. 
Pole, but most fully by Mackn., in the following 
admirable exposition. ‘ The consolation of which 
the Apostle speaks, was derived from the presence 
of Christ with him in his affliction; from a sense of 
the love of Christ shed abroad in his heart; from 
the joy which the success of the Gospel gave him ; 
from the assured hope of the reward which was 
prepared for him; from his knowledge of the in- 
fluence of his sufferings to encourage others; and 
from the enlarged views which he had of the govern- 
ment of God, whereby all things are made to work 
for good to them who love God; so that he was 
entirely reconciled to his sufferings.” See also 
Whitby. 

6. elre 0€ baiRopcba—owrrypias. The connexion 
here is by no means obvious, and is very unsuccess- 
fully traced out by the Commentators, both ancient 
and modern, especially Doddr. ‘This and the scope 
of the passage have (I think) been best laid down by 
Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) as follows: As& rodro, 
Gow, ov def Uucis Vopubetcbas eri tats baibeoi pou, dior 
Umép Thy spwy cwrnplias Kal mapakajrews FariBoneda. 
See the paraphrase of Hamm. Jaspis very well ex- 
presses the general sense as follows: ‘Si solatio 
erigor, vos quoque optima sperare potestis ; si vero 
constanter calamitates me urgent, me patientiz ex- 
emplar intueri potestis, etest vel jam hac de causa ali- 
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quod solamen miseris, socios habuisse malorum ; ergo 
sive miser, sive felix sim, hoc vobis est solatio et emo- 
lumento.” 

6. umép, useful for, tends to. Sornplas, “¢ spi- 
ritual welfare, and tending tosalvation.” Tis évepyou- 
prevns ey Umopovy, T. O. Ts ‘which is efficacious, ef- 
fectual, operative in the éndurance of,” &c. ’Evegy. 
is a passive taken as a reciprocal; as is frequent 
in verbs which in the active voice have either an ac- 
tive or neuter sense. “Oy is for &, on account of the 
genitives preceding. 

Here there is a great diversity of various readings, 
but which make little difference 1 in the sense ; but 
that in which the clause 77s évesyoupevys—mao youev is 
transposed (as in Griesbach) seems to deserve the 
preference. 

6. Kal yf €amis jpav BeBala drép tuwv, “and our 
hope of you (de vobis) is sure and stedfast.” These 
words are by Grot. and some others put into a paren- 
thesis. 

Of eamis with BeBasos examples are adduced by 
Wets. By amis umeg suwy, the Apostle meansa hope 
of their constancy in enduring evils. Theophyl. ex- 
plains: bappaovpev ed’ bpd Pebates, OT! OU Tepito 
oerbe umo Tay moor mim TayT wy ue Telpug Pay" TOAR 
ouy PLA Drov ou rapax ioe be EP ois 6 pare Has rhoxor- 

ras. Ifthe sentence kal 7 €aris be not taken as pa- - 
renthetical, eid¢res must be taken for eiddrwy: a sort 
of syntax sometimes found in the best writers (from 
whom examples are adduced by Schmid on Matt. 
10, 4.), especially Thucyd.; but which seldom (I 
think) occurs in St. Paul. 

The words following are well paraphrased by 
Theophyl. thus: WOTED, oro, OreoKapeveoy mpeoy aar- 
yEITE, ws auTos THT YOVTES TOUTO* oUTwWS iopey OTb Kal Ta- 

paKnnrovpevoy, auTol THs TOPAKANT EWS ATOAMUELY VOLISETE, 

I would render: ‘‘ not doubting, i. e. for I do not 
doubt (the participle being put for the verb) that as 
you are partakers of the sufferings which attend the 
Gospel, you are partakers of its consolations derived 
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from faith in the promises, and the comforts of the 
Holy Spirit. So Rosenm.: ‘ Scire se dicit, Corin- 
thios tangi sensu ut adversorum, itaet bonorum, que 
ipsi, dante Deo, contigebant. Nam sine dubio multi 
inter Corinthios Pauli caussa et ipsi dolebant, me- 
tuebantque, participes quodammodo omnium erum- 
narum, quibus tanti magistri ministerium obrueba- 
tur. Eosdem igitur etiam solatii, gaudiique novi par- 
ticipes esse et velle et debere, hic occupat.” It is. 
plain that at Kai ris wapakryoews the preceding éore 
must be repeated, and not évecde, as in our common 
Version and Mackn. 

Theodoret ably traces the scope of this whole 
passage thus: ereidy, de 77s Unerepas mpopeydoupeba. ow- 

ToIAS, Tage pew TOW? evar ieoy Tiy TOY oKuipomeay dExo- 

weber xpos bony, Toupee d€ TOU Acorsroy cow THY boxe 
yoylav Kapmrovpeb cn Wore Kou TOUT OMY Keiceiveoy On upeccs 

amonasoper” KOWOVEITE O€ ply dpdoréowy, re Ox Toe Kal 
qpas OLKELOULEVOL. 

8. od yap Deroner tas ayvociv. A formula frequent 
int St.Paul <as’ Rom: “lp V3ieeCor 10 Maa? 16 
1 Thess. 4, 13. and elsewhere. It is a kind of meio- 
sis for, ‘‘ I would have you know,” or ‘* I cannot but 
make you informed.” ‘Yrép r. 6. is for wepl r+. 9., 
which indeed some MSS. and Fathers read, but it 
seems a gloss. For umep is frequently used by St. 
Paul in the place of reel. It is observed by Thed- 
phyl., that as he had before mentioned tribulation 
generally, so he now _adverts to it particularly. 

8. ris batbews ypov ris yevonevns ev tr’ Acia. To 
what circumstance the Apostle adverts the Com- 
mentators are not agreed. ‘Theodoret and some mo- 
derns understand, the riot of Demetrius, when they 
suppose the Apostle was thrown to the wild beasts. 
But it is observed by Whitby and Mackn., that as he 
did not go into the theatre then, (Acts 19, 30.) but 
kept himself concealed from the rioters, he ran no 
such risk of his life, on that occasion, as to justify the 
strong expressions in ver. 9 & 10. To this, however, 
I can scarcely assent. Yet I am inclined to think, 
with Whitby and Mackn., that there is reference to 
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his actual exposure to wild beasts at Ephesus, men- 
tioned at 15, 32. (where see the note.) Chrysost. 
and Theophyl. refer it to 16, 9. But that would not 
justify the strong expressions used just after. Semler 
thinks it relates to some plots of the Jews, glanced 
at in Acts 20, 3.; though these might involve immi- 
nent peril to the Apostle. Others think that some 
circumstances are alluded to which have not been 
recorded by St. Luke. But the second opinion is far 
the most probable. See, however, Doddr. 

8. Kal drepRoryy is for drepParrcyvtws ; as in Rom. 
7,13. "EBapyiypev, “weighed down by calamity.” I 
would compare Aristoph. ap. Zon. Lex. p. 1785. ima- 
pevos Taig cupdopais. “Yeo duvapyw, “ beyond our 
strength.” Much the same as wapa dvvaui, which 
often occurs: and both are the opposite to kara du- 
vopiv, Which occurs in Thucyd. 1, 45. 

8. dare Samogyfijvasr yas Kal roo Syv. Theophyl. 
well paraphrases : weipacpis iv peyas Kal aPacraKtos, 
Kal tooouros, ware eSarogyfyvar, &c. ‘The sense is: 
“so that we even despaired of life.” Thus TheophyL.: 
Oore nye moor doKyooas yas ers Ojv. And so Theodo- 
ret. Some would interpret: ‘‘ insomuch that my life 
was despaired of.” And Rosenm. thinks this sense 
is supported by the words following. ‘That, how- 
ever, cannot be admitted by the usus loquendi; nei- 
ther will it be necessary, if those words be properly 
interpreted. ‘The term eSaz. is a very strong one; 
the preposition being intensive. This is well illus- 
trated by a parallel passage infr. 4, 8. drogodpevor 
aA ovK EEamropoupevor. It signifies ‘* to be reduced to 
an utter aropia, or consilii inopia, and despair.” Thus 
in Ps. 88, 18. it answers to the Hebr. Ji, “ prorsus 
perplexus fuit.” Wets. compares Job. 10, 1. 

9. aArAa adTroi—éaurois. ‘This sentence is very ill 
rendered by our English Translators, especially 
Mackn. The aaa plainly signifies nay, quinetiam ;* 

* It well remarked by Schliting : ‘* Rem illustrat per contrarium: 
quasi dicat, pro spe alfqud vite habuimus ipsi in nobis ipsis decre- 
tum mortis. Non tantum alii me habebant pro jam mortuo, sed 
ego ipse, quamvis alioquin nemo facile de ipso desperet.” 
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and the words following, which are exegetical of the 
preceding, contain a very strong and figurative mode 
of expressing utter despair of life; as we say, “ the 
having nought but death before our eyes.” I cannot 
think that there is any prosopopeeia, in §avaros ; as 
some recent Commentators suppose. 

"Arcxpips is a somewhat obscure word, which some 
explain karaxpipa. But as 70d baverod is added, that 
would occasion a causeless pleonasm. Chrys. rightly 
explains it r7yv V7 Gov, Ti Kplow, TH mpoodoKiay, which 
is approved by Schleus.* The Apostle means to say 
that he was like one who lies under condemnation to 
death, over whom the execution of the law is conti- 
nually suspended.~ The exposition of ‘Theophyl. 
(formed from Chrysostom’s copious matter) is as fol- 
lows: Tyy Kplow, tov WyGov, tHy amoPacw jy cdidov Ta 
T poypaTo povoy ouyt dwviy adievra’ rovtéoti, poex pr TIS 

Srovolas THS HwEeTEpas EoTH 7 TOV Gavarov meordoKia, Kal 
a droKpiols, fy 7 Toy mpayparwy PuoIs EwolETo" mEpeLi- 
répw d€ ov mpoeBy. And so Cicumen., and also Grot. 
and Casaub. See also Phot. ap. Gicumen., who 
takes the expression for 70 réAos, exBacrs. 

The word émoxpipe generally signifies no more 
than a response, or answer. But it may havea special 
sense, according to the persons who return the an- 
swers. ‘Lhus, when used of the Roman Senators, it 

* But I am surprised the learned Lexicographer did not perceive 
that the words 7))v zpocdoxiay are corrupt. Read 77 tpocdoxia (in 
my expectation), and all will be right. - Theophyl., in compiling his 
exposition from Chrysost., seems to have been perplexed with the 
words, and omits them: but it is here better to heal than to am- 
putate. 
+ So Thucyd.2.53. speaking of the people of Athens during the pes- 

tilence, says that they set all laws at defiance, from having death con- 
tinually suspended over them as a sentence of death already denounced, 
and which they might continually expect would be carried into exe- 
cution. His words, which are most affecting, are these: wodv dé 
peiew (seil. rypwpiar) Ty ijdn KareWndopérny obo éxckpepafivac. 

And so Philostr. Vit. Ap. 7, 28, p. 305. fin. doxetre rot tpoaToxrwvdy- 
res avrovs Tov KaraWnpuobévros ay bpwr, ws otece, Oavarov. And 
in Soph. Electr. 782. Clytemnestra says (in reference to the threats 
of Orestes) AX’ 6 rpooraray xpovos bujye pe aiéy ws Oavoupérny. 
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denoted a decree; as in a passage of Joseph. cited 
by Kypke, and in Suidas, cited by Wets. Again, 
when used of judges, it meant verdict, or sentence 
(see Acts 15, 19. Eng. V.), whether of condemna- 
tion, or acquittal ; and therefore it requires (as here) 
the addition of some other word to qualify it. 

9. iva py meroibores wuev, &c. These words have 
been ill understood by our modern Commentators, 
which arose from not adverting tothe ellipsis of aclause 
which must be supplied, in order to make the sense 
clear; though it is in some degree tniplied in the iva. 
The following, then, seems to be the sense: ‘ And 
this was not done without cause, but for the purpose 
of showing us and making us feel that we should not 
trust in ourselves,” &c. So Theophyl.: d:a ri 0€ radro 
eyevero, Pyow; iva, &c. And so Phot.: yéyove dé 
TOUT, Kak map EArioas éSycapnev. Theodoret explains 
thus: dard pexps Tis yerépas Cornocev Urovoias Tod ba- 
vaTou Tiy amerayy® iva py, XC. i 

The werobcres Guev may be regarded as a partici- 
ple and verb substantive for the verb. Yet it seems 
to have been used by the Apostle as better adapted 
to express continuity of action and custom. By 
trusting in ourselves is meant having regard to our 
own strength only, and human probabilities.* It is 
excellently observed by Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) 
that the Apostle says this, not that he had then to 
learn this lesson (for who ever better knew and prac- 
tised it than he ?) but, in speaking this of himself he 
means to form others to his example, that they may 
exercise the same edifying humility. 

9. éyeigovts tovs vexpovs, ‘‘who raiseth the dead.” 
Grot. remarks that by the Hebrews those are said to 
be dead who are quasi mortui; and those who are 
liberated are said to be resuscitati. And, as Phot. 
well observes, Paul was, as it were, dead, being so 

* To which purpose Wets. aptly cites Philo de Leg. T. 2. p, 574, 
43. ru péev ovy && avOowrwy rayra Kal epper kal éppérw, pevérw dé 
év rais Wuxais axaQaiperos i éxl roy cwripa Oedy eAmis, 6 moAAAKIS 
ef aynxdrwy Kai aropwy Tepréawae TO EAvos. 
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doov 77 duvajeer adrov, SO far as depended on any power 
of his own. Hence we see the propriety with which 
the Apostle has subjoined to @eds the epithet “* who 
raiseth the dead.” 

10. és ex ryAiKodTov Gayarov éppvcaro, “ who hath 
delivered us from so great and deadly a peril, and 
is still delivering us from perils.” @dvaros here de- 
notes a peril of life* So 11, 23. év Gaveros moanrais, 
(jv.) ‘This indeed savours of Oriental hyperbole ; 
yet it is sometimes found in the Classical writers, 
from whom examples are adduced by Alberti and 
Palairet. 

I would place a comma after yas; and I would 
observe, that it is not necessary, nor indeed proper, 
to repeat €k TyAIKodTOv Gavarov, but we may merely un- 
derstand deliverance in general, viz. from the snares 
and dangers, with which the Apostle was, doubtless, 
continually encircled by his relentless adversaries 
the Jews. The omission of the words kal gveras in 
some MSS. Syr., Vulg., andsome other Versions, was 
not accidental, but from intention, and to remove 
the difficulty, though very needlessly, and to the 
destruction of the figure. The reading of some 
other antient MSS. and Versions, puceros, arose from 
the fucercs just after. That svero: must be taken of 
deliverance generally, is plain from the fuceros in 
the next clause of this antithetical sentence. For 
the €sivcaro ap.ds, Kal pveros, and the puceros, form a 
beautiful chain.-- 

10. 7arikapev. Erasm. and Vatab. render speravi- 
mus. But it is better rendered in the Vulg. spera- 

* A deliverance of this kind may, as Chrys. and Theophyl. beau- 
tifully observe, be called a sort of resurrection: for when a man is, 
by the help of God, as it were, brought from the gates of death, his 
deliverance, or recovery, is a kind of resurrection from the dead. 
«© So (says Theophyl.) we are accustomed to say of such persons 
‘ we have seen the resurrection of the dead’.” 

+ And Theodoret seems to have felt this: for, after remarking on 

puerat, he has the following observation: eira ws éxywy ébéyyva trav 
Ecopévwy Ta yeyernpéva, érhnyayev, &C. 
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mus: and in most modern versions the present is 
adopted; and rightly, except that perhaps that sense 
of the aorist may here have place by which it de- 
notes custom, 1. e. “ sperare solemus.” And _ this 
seems more significant. 
"Er, “ yet again.” 
11. cuvurovpyotyrwy Kal voy, &c. i.e. “ you also 

co-operating with us in prayer in our behalf.’ The 
verb cuvur. sometimes occurs in the Classical writers, 
and properly takes a dative dependent on the ody; 
here deyres is not governed by the verb, but depends 
on a preposition understood, év or emi. 

One cannot but admire the deep humility, and 
exquisite modesty* evinced in these words, which 
must, too, have been calculated to impress the Chris- 
tians with a very favourable opinion of Paul. 

The words following are obscure by reason of the 
imperfect construction of the sentence, all which 
may fairly be attributed to extreme pathos, and per- 
haps haste. For the whole Epistle bears the marks of 
being far more hastily (and perhaps suddenly) written 
than any ofthe rest. Iuy., too, is here used in a sense 
rarely occurring in the best writers, namely, ‘fcum 
gratiarum actione celebrari,” ‘to be returned thanks 
for.” For though Polyb., Diod. Sic., Joseph., and 
the Apocryphal writers: sometimes use edyapiorely in 
the sense ‘‘ to give thanks,” yet of the passive in this 
sense I can find no example. ‘The construction is 
(as was just observed) perplexed: and Rosenm. en- 
deavours to clear it by supplying a kara at To eis yas 
xopicpa. He then offers the following explanation : 
‘““respectu habito ad beneficium in me collatum, vel 
propter beneficium, &c. Similis ellipsis rod xara est 
infra C. 6, 13. 1 Cor. 11, 2.’ The dia worrnwy he 
explains in the same manner as 01a Bgayéwy in Hebr. 

* The cai very delicately seems to suggest the necessity of their 
co-operation with him in prayers for future deliverance. 

On the duty and benefits of prayer for others, see the Greek Com- 

mentators and Mackn. 
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13, 22. But it does not follow because such a use 
prevails in dc Bpayéwy, that it must be admitted to 
have place in every adjective. A positive example of 
die mwoarwy would be requisite, which I suspect will 
not easily be found. ‘The subaudition, too, of kara 
is here too arbitrary, though it is adopted by our 
English translators. And as to the sense of the 
passage laid down by Ros., which is as follows: “ Ut 
pro illo in me collato beneficio, quod simul ad mul- 
tos pertinet, etiam gratie Deo pro me agantur,” I 
do not see how it can be fairly elicited. IfJ am not 
mistaken, the antient Commentators have been here 
more successful in tracing the construction of the 
passage and the scope of the Apostle. Thus 
Theophyl. epplours, Gyo, 6 cis pas, Kah puceres 
o1ae Tay Uner epeoy edyaoy iva TO Els pas Yapiopa, To die 
TOAAY, Tourer TW, 7 els ewe yivopern yapis O1a TOAADY, 

TOUTESTIV, Upneoy UmepenEapeveov p.0v, €K moAn@y mpowmay 
edyapiorydy, Hyou upov. ‘Tav cwrngioy yee Tip epaiy 
1a Twy euyoy URcoy yivopevyy Tao Upely exapioaro, iva 

MOANA 7 POT wa ot AUTO EDYApIT TITY umeg jpev. And 

this exposition is supported by Chrys. and more or 
less by all the antient interpreters. 

"Ex here signifies ** on the part of,” “procured by 
the prayers of.’ And so Rosenm. assigns to it the 
sense of a, denoting the efficient cause; as infra 3, 
5. 5, 1. Rom. 13, 5. On xpécwrov, see Kypke iii 
loc. 

In the words 70 ig pas yapiopa, there is an ellipsis 
of a participle ; ; which is very frequent in the popular 
style. Xapiowa seems to signify ‘the preservation 
of, or deliverance, graciously vouchsafed to us.” So 
Schliting and Wets. The next words, 6: worndy 
evyapisty iy umeg aw, signify “might be acknow- 
ledged with thankfulness by many.” ‘Yrép zuwy, 
which belongs to 76 eis ypas, signifies “ for us,” * on 
our behalf.” And so Schliting, and, upon the whole, 
Doddr. and Mackn., the former of whom subjoins : 
*‘as nothing is more reasonable than that mercies 
obtained by | prayer should be owned in praise.” 
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12. 4 yap Kavyyois, &c. The connexion here is 
not very obvious, and few attempt to trace it. 
Schliting lays it down thus: “Causam adfert cur 
velit pro se orari et gratias agi: quasi dicat, quia de 
hoc gloriari possum ac debeo.” ‘This, however, 
seems formal, and frigid. I should rather suppose 
it (with Doddr.) to be as follows: ‘And this con- 
fidence which we have both towards God and you, 
is much emboldened, as we have an inward assurance 
of our own integrity, however men may suspect or 
censure us.” Certain it is, that clauses are occa- 
sionally left to be supplied by y&p in all the antient 
writers. 

It is not necessary to press on the sense of xavy., 
which may be explained ‘‘a cause of just boasting 
and rejoicing,” ‘‘something on which one may rea- 
sonably pride, and comfort oneself,” * i. e. towards 
men: which perhaps is implied, especially as the words 
€v to Koop occur further on, and seem to have been 
in the Apostle’s mind here. Or it may signify to- 
wards himself. In which view Theophyl. paraphrases 
thus: “as my former consolation and comfort was 
from God, so this is from the purity of my con- 
science.’ And he rightly remarks, that the Apostle 
uses the strong term kadyyois, to denote the complete 
confidence he had in the purity of his conscience. 
See also Phot. ap. Gicumen. and Theodoret.-} 

The 70 paprvpiov is in apposition, 1. e. “even the 
testimony.” “Ors évdmraoryrs kal eiarkpiveia Oeod. The 
ors signifies “ It ws this, that,” &c. Of the terms 
dma. and &a. the former is well explained by Theo 
phyl. év drovijgw yrauy 3 and by Gicumen. dvev dcrov. 
Doddr. explains the terms, ‘‘ not only meaning well 
on the whole, but declining an over-artful way of 
prosecuting a good end. ‘Lhe eiaskpiveia Ocod, most 
recent Commentators (after Schliting) interpret 

* So Theophyl. rapapvOias huty apoopy éorw. 
+ Here Bulkley cites a fine passage of Phced. “Si livor obtrec- 

tare curam voluerit, non tamen eripiet laudis conscientiam,” 
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“ summa sinceritate,” adverting to that idiom by 
which the name of God added to a noun or adjective 
has the effect of raising its quality to the highest 
pitch. But this does not apply to all nouns, or ad- 
Jectives; and here there is no need to resort to that 
precarious principle. It may be interpreted, with 
Theophyl. (from Chrys.) thus : Kabaporayrs Orevolas 
Kol adonroryrs, ovdev Eyouor TUvETKIATLEvoY Kal Umouroy, 
olay 6 Oecis dumode yer cu.™ So 1 Cor. 5, 8. & agupors 
elaiKkpiias kal &ayfeias. And Wets. compares the 
following beautiful sentiment of Plutarch de anim. 
tranquil. p.- 477 A. ore olxbos TOUTEANS, ovTE Xputtov 
rijdos, ouTE BE beopror yevous, obre peyebos AXIS, ov Agyou 

HaeIs, ov deiveTys, Evdiay Tagexes iw Kal yanyyay TO0o- 

QUTYY, Cony xi Kobepetovoa mporypdereny Kal Povay- 
paereoy Tovy poy, kal tiv Tov Riou myyiy To {00s atapayoy 
éyoura Ka cpelay roy. 

12. ovk év copia TOPKIKY. Theophyl. well explains 
this: ov ev dewdryrs Aeywv Kak FAOKY TOIT paTwY. For 

that (he adds) was the usual wisdom on which they 
prided themselves, but which the Apostle rejects. 
So Cicumen. ; 3 oUK év GEVaTYTE Kal OTQObY Adywy TUTKIA- 
Savoy Ty ann fetay. 

"Aan ev yapits Oecd. Here again the sense is mi- 
serably curtailed by the recent interpreters, who 
render: ‘sapientia Deo grata.” ‘The true sense 
seems to be that assigned by Chrys. and the Greek 

* Gicumen. explains it dvev vroKpioews Kat UVrokadipparos. And 
this interpretation is supported by Est., Sclat., Viren., Menoch., 
Grot., Beza, and others. Rosenm. compares Ps. 5, 19. co-mdx nar. 
That the sense I have adopted is the one meant by the Apostle, 
is clear from the parenthetical words following, which are plainly 
exegetical of the preceding, and which (I think) justify the opinion 
of Theophyl., that the former words are levelled against the false 
teachers, And so Gicumen. and Chrys. 

Grot. thinks this was meant to anticipate an objection, as though ~ 
the Apostle had promised a return, and not kept his word. Thus 
he ineans to say, that he is just as he was at Corinth, viz. not double- 
minded, but that events over which he had no controul have altered 
his counsels. Grot. compares Senec. Omnia debent eadem esse que 
fuerint clim promitteres, ut promittentis fidem teneas, This, how- 
ever, seems too strained and hypothetical. 
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Commentators. Thus Theophyl. : €y 7% mag’ adrod 
xapicdeion codia, Kal év onpelais Kal répaciw, & HX agIs 
@cod jody (or, as Cicumen. explains, yapiopara.) 
And so Beza, Grot., Menoch., Tiren., Est., and 
others. 

"Averrpagypev, ‘* we have conducted ourselves.” 
So versari in the Latin. The word is properly one 
of middle signification, and in the Classical writers is 
chiefly used of worldly business ; asin Arrian, Polyb., 
and the later writers. It is, however, ased in the 
Old Testament in a moral sense; as Prov. 20, 8. 
Sir. 38, 28.; but chiefly in a good one. In the 
New Testament it is used both in a good (as here 
and in 1 Tim. 3,15. rws de év olkw Oeov antec ntirahat 
and 1 Pet.1, 17.) andin a bad sense; as Eph. 2, 3. 2 
Pet. 2, 18. It here has reference not only to the 
Apostle’s moral character as a man and a Christian, 
but also to his conduct as a minister. 

"Ev to Koop, ‘‘every where in the world where 
I have been.” Tlegiocoreges d€ mpos pas, and 
especially towards you.’ It 1S well remarked by 
Theophyl. oT! perce TOY TYPElWY, ETL KAI adamavey map 
AUTOS TO edaryyertoy xi puger. And so Gicumen. 

13, 14. ov ep anne yeahone upiv, aAA’ ya avayi- 
ywoKerE, 7 kal exiywookere. ‘The sense of these words 
is by no means clear. Hence Commentators differ 
in opinion. Most modern ones adopt the inter- 
pretation of Beza: ‘I write no Geist things than 
what ye read, or may understand.” And so Ro- 
senm., who paraphrases (chiefly from hee ). 3 Kage 
dem animi integritatem, quam in vita mea exprimere 
soleo, etiam in cpistolis meis agnoscetis. Non opus 
est mihi occulto et ancipiti scribendi genere ; non 
scribo alia, vel‘diversa ab iis que animo cogito ; sed 
aperté scribo, ut quivis epistolam legens vel statim 

* Wets. paraphrases thus: “ Nihil occultd, non ambigue sed 
aperté scribo, ita ut quivis epistolam legens vel statim intelligere 
possit, vel, si alicubi hzreat, post secundam aut tertiam Jectionem, 
attento animo factam, sit intellecturus.” 

VOL. VII. Cc 
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intelligere possit, vel, sialicubi hereat. post secundam 
aut tertiam lectionem, attento animo factam, sit 
intellecturus.’* This mode of interpretation, how- 
ever, seems very harsh and far-fetched, (not to 
mention that the Apostle is never observed to advert 
to such a subject as the obscurity or perspicuity of 
his language, which would, in a great measure, 
depend on ¢ime and circumstances). Still more so is 
that of Storr Opusc. p. 100. The one most natural, 
and agreeable to the context seems to be that of 
Theophyl. (from Chrys.), who traces the scope and 
details the sense of the passage as follows: ’Ezes0y 
peyana eof adyew reph éeaurod, iva pryris lay Koumoy 
pyparwy civar Tavta, Pyoly, ors éxeiva ypadopey tuiv, & 
AVAYIWUTKETE [Lev Ev TOIS YPUPp.ATl TOUTOIS, yivwoKETE OE 
mpopbcdcavres Kal jueis. Od yop evavTw0TaL ToIS ypap- 
P-ATs pov 7 UnEeTeon yuwois, Hv exyere moordovres mepl 
é€vov. And so Theodoret: Od yao, WS TIVES Amas 

iaPanrrey, emiyeigodow, ereon piv Poovornev, Crepe O€ 
KNPUTTOLEY, Kal LULTULE? TOY TPHyLATwWY 7) mEiea & yap 
mapwy Uuds eéidaka, Tavta kal arwy éemioTeAAw, TAUTA 
Kal eg toy éfis amavra ypdvov kypuEew eamrigw. And 
this is adopted by Doddr., who cannot well be sus- 
pected of having borrowed it from that source. His 
exposition is as follows: “ I speak of the integrity 
with which I have conducted myself among you, 
with great freedom ; for we write no other things to 
you on this head, but what we well know, and must 
be obliged to acknowledge ; and I hope that ye will 
have equal cause to acknowledge them even unto 
the end.” And, in his note, he remarks: ‘ The 
word avaywwoKkw is ambiguous, and may signify 
either to acknowledge, to know, or to read; but I 
think the sense here plainly determines it to Anow- 
ing.” 

There is here a beautiful paronomasia, which is 

* And in the same view Mackn. observes: ‘‘ It seems the faction 
had affirmed, that some passages of Paul’s former letter were de- 
signedly in ambiguous language, that he might afterwards interpret 

‘them, as it suited his purpose.” 
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destroyed by the Critical conjectures that have been 
hazarded on this passage, which may be seen in 
Bowyer. 

"Earigo d€—peégovs. In conformity with the mode 
of interpretation adopted in the preceding words, to 
these is assigned by Theophyl. the following natural 
and suitable sense: éari2w, Gyolv, eis Tov Ocov dy rudy, 
OTs ToLodToUS Huas emiyvwoer4e, cious Kal ai ErtoTorat 
ypwy Oyrovor, Kal 6 raperbady Bios eyyuarat. "EK peépous 
ae Ereyywre ds, TouTeotiv, Ereipabyre, yw ewidersa- 
peveov Up.iv EK [LEDOUS Thc évaperov Piov TEKLLY Ch. 

"Ori Kadyypa tov érpev—Tyood. ‘The sense is: 
*¢ You will find and acknowledge (I say) that we are 
your rejoicing, as also you ours inthe day of the 
Lord.” The force of these words is admirably illus- 
trated by Theophyl. (from Chrys.) He explains 
Kadynpa opaov eopev thus: ‘ I am such as may give 
you an occasion of being proud of me, namely that 
ye have such a teacher, a teacher instructing you in 
what is not merely of human discovery, nought 
Smovaoy or dorepov.”” Then (adds Theophy].) that he 
may not seem vain-glorious, he makes the boasting 
common to them both, subjoining: “ also, ye will be 
mine: for I shall be proud of having met with such 
disciples, not wavering, or shaken by false teachers.” 
The following words év 7% zpepe tod Kupio I. X. 
seem to fix the period of their rejoicing. Hence 
many modern Commentators render the €opev in the 
future. But the Apostle and the Corinthian dis- 
ciples would be respectively a matter of rejoicing to 
each other, both in that day and the day of the 
Lord. Others adopt the present. But this cannot 
suit the day of the Lord. It should seem that the 
sentence is highly elliptical, and may best be inter- 
preted in a close paraphrase, as follows: ‘* You will 
find (I say) and acknowledge, that we are your 
boasting, even as ye are ours (and will, I trust be,) 
in the day of the Lord.” 

15. kal raury remoibyoe, &c. ‘In this confidence, 
and reliance on your being well affected to us,” &c. 

c2 
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For that (I think with Phot.) is the sense intended ; 
though Theophyl. and Gicumen. extend it to all the 
foregoing particulars from ver. 12. The word ze- 
moldyois is one of later Grecism, and not approved 
by the Atticists. Yet examples of it are adduced 
by the Commentators from Hermog., Sext. Emp., 
Simplic., Joseph., and others. "EGouvacuyy ress suas 
erdeiy meoregov, “ | was minded to come unto you 
before ;” viz. when I wrote my former Epistle.” (See 
1 Cor. 16,5.) The Apostle means to say, that it 
was his first intention to have visited them before 
the Macedonians. He then shows that he did not 
abandon this intention from levity or fickleness, but 
for sufficient causes. 

Acurégay yap is well explained by Theophyl. “a 
double gratification,” viz. ‘that by the first Epistle, 
and that by my presence.’”? And so Phot., who says 
that yap is for yapayv; as in Philem.'7. and Tob. 7, 
20. See several Classical examples from Pind. Polyd., 
cited by Schleus. in his Lex., who adopts this inter- 
pretation, as does also Wolf. And it is confirmed 
by ver. 24. and 2, 1 and 2. Yet many modern Com- 
mentators assign to the word the sense gift, benefit. 
But this, though it may be justified, is not so natural 
a sense. 

16. Kai 6: troy, &c. Here the Apostie clearly 
indicates the plan of the journey he had first formed ; 
but, as impediments had intervened when he wrote 
his former Epistle, he there mentions only one pass- 
ing through Corinth. (Rosenm.) 

Av tay is a popular and colloquial mode of ex- 
pression for “ your city and province.” On zpoz. I 
have before treated, at Rom. 15, 24. and elsewhere. 
Rosenm. thinks that the Apostle meant that the 
Presbyters, or Deacons, should accompany him and 
be his associates in the conveyance of the alms; a 
business he had previously settled with the Palestine 
Jews. (Gal. 2,10.) But this seems an incorrect view 
of the thing. The Apostle did not then contem- 
plate being an associate in conveying the alms: nay 
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even in his first Epistle that is mentioned only as a 
contingency. See the note on 16, 4. and Est. on the 
present passage. 

17. rovro ody Bovredonevos, &c., “ This, therefore, 
being my intention (then), did I, forsooth, use (or 
show) levity ? Can I be accused of levity ? namely, 
because I took this journey alone.”* Theophyl. ex- 
plains ry €rAadpia éyontapyy by Eradpos kal evpimriotos, 
kal aanrore aArK Hoovwv. So ‘Theodoret: xouGés eis, 
oSupsores €yw peraPoras. ‘The interrogation, it may 
be observed, carries with it a strong negation. So 
Theophyl. oddapn@ds. See Grot. and Casaub. Here 
Wets. compares Phoedr. prol. 5. Cum destinassem 
terminum operi statuere—Consilium tacito corde 
damnavi meum—non levitas mihi, sed certa ratio 
causam scribendi dedit. 

17. 7} & Bovrcvopat, Kara capKa Povrcionar At & 
subaud xara. The kata capka Rosenm. explains 
perfidid. But it rather seems to denote the being 
influenced by his own private and human views and 
passions, without regard to the motions of the Spirit. 
So Theodoret: otre pry wader dovrAeuw. And so 
Theophyl.: dvbzwrivws Povrcdonas Kal olkeign yywmy 
Ooops. And Phot. ap. Gicumen. takes kara 
capka for adreEouciws, auToKencioTws, avTobec@éTas. 
Many modern Commentators interpret it of avarice, 
ambition, and other such carnal affections. And so 
Rosenm., of perfidy. But such the false teachers 
probably did not impute to the Apostle. At least, 
here are only two charges adverted to, namely, levity 
and inconstancy ; and the being guided solely by 
his own private and worldly views, without regard to 
the Spirit of God. So Theodoret. 

The words following, tva 4 map épol rd val val, Keel 
To od od, are plainly exegetical of the former, and 
must be interpreted in accordance therewith. But 
on the sense of the words, which even Chrys. ac- 
knowledges are obscure, the Commentators are not 

* Mackn, thus paraphrases: ‘“‘ Was the alteration of my purpose 
a proof that I formed it without due consideration.” 
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agreed. Casaub. offers the following exposition: 
** Non ita delibero ut solent homines, suze fragilitatis 
immemores, ut Etiam sit apud me Etiam, et Non 
Non, h. e. ut, cum aliquid me facturum dico, id certé 
affirmarem, quasi omnino facturus; aut cim nego, 
id certo negem, quasi omnino non facturus. Nam 
apud me fit aliquando ut Etiam sit Non, et [Von sit 
Etiam: ut quod dixi venturum me ad vos, id erat 
Etiam ; at idem nunc factum est Non, quoniam non 
veni: non enim permisit Deus, penes quem sunt 
actiones nostre, ut nihil ipsi de nobis certo affir- 
mare aut negare possimus.” And Erasm. the fol- 
lowing: “ Nai apud Greecos est affirmantis, od ne- 
gantis. Ergo qui non faciunt quod affirmant se fac- 
turos, iis Non est Non: et qui faciunt quod affirmant 
se facturos, iis Etiam est Etiam.” Others, as Beza, 
Grot., Bengel., and Schleus., suspect that the true 
reading is rd val, kal rd0d, as adopted by the Syr. and 
Vulg., and found in some MSS., which Schleus. 
renders : “ut apud me sit zta est, et mox, non ita 
est,” i.e. ut ego fallax sim et mendax et inconstans. 
See also Grot., who cites Fest. on the word nauct, 
“ Quidam ex Greco quod sit val kal odyt levem ho- 
minem significari volentes. Levem éaagpov.” And 
the very same idiom is in the mouths of our vulgar, 
who call a whimsical, fickle person, a yea-and-nay- 
fellow. But there is no sufficient authority for that 
reading (versions being, in cases of great difficulty 
in phraseology, no direct evidence), and if there 
were, it could not be received, being plainly not 
agreeable to the words preceding, which regard, not 
anconstancy in forming or followmg up plans, but a 
headstrong spirit in following the dictates of passion, 
caprice, or, at least, worldly policy. For this rea- 
son I cannot approve of the interpretation of Ro- 
senm.: “ut 7d val val apud me etiam sit rd od ov, ut 
affirmatio et negatio ejusdem rei apud me idem valeat, 
Non sum tam inconstans, ut eodem tempore affirmem 
loquendo et scribendo (ut dicam ore: vai vat), et 
eodem tempore aliter cogitem (animo et mente quasi 
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dicam : o¥ ov, minime).” This is neither agreeable 
to the preceding words, nor, indeed, to the usus lo- 
quendi; and is resting too much meaning on an in- 
significant particle, like vei. As to the interpreta- 
tion of Wets., it comes to much the same thing, and 
therefore is liable to the same objection. And so is 
the interpretation of Schliting and Jaspis. Mac- 
knight too has entirely missed ‘the sense. The true 
scope of the passage, upon which the sense of this 
idiomatic expression depends, has been best seen by 
the Greek Commentators, of whom Theodoret ad~ 
mirably traces it as follows: Avo rébeiKey eva ict, wy 
TO pev por Epoy | €OT! Touro, OUTE Koos Ebb, oure aguppo- 

wrous EXO 7 TUS THS yvepas PET ABOALS, WOTE voy pe TOUTO, 

yov de éxeivo aipeio Dos TO be devregoy TOUTO, OUTE pyy Tades 
dovredo, iva é€k mow Tos 7 pomrau THY emidupulay AULT 

TOUTS yap AEyels yo Rovrcdopas, Kare oaoKa Bourretioprcet, 
ive i Tap Epo} TO vous ya, Koh TO ov ov ; 3 0 yap Tas THS 

capes exibupias Em OpLEVOS, ime TOY O1KELwY Tuer Ao- 

Yio pew, Kay Abc TO aTomoy exoow 6 Oe codpovws Bou 

AEUOLEDOS, kav ayabay Th Bovredyras, cur7 pes de Touro per) 

cuvoicey werrov érepals, ouK emir liner TH Bovry TO Eas. 

So Theophyl. : dore 0 adopiow mag EUAUTW, TOUTO kak 
TApw, KQUTE vask, KQUTE 00 5 = Ouk ¢ €or ovoe Toure, AAA 

TO Thedpars ayopces, Kal odK exw eGouriay | orov berw 
Ger vEVOLL, ann omrou éxeivo TOT TAGE. "Qore TOAAGKIS 

Top ep.ol TO youl ouK ear veh, O4ee TO pa kab TO TYEUPLOT 

boSaus TOUTO" ade TO ov, ov, OloTE OrEp EyW amavivornct, 
Touro Keaeves TO IIvedua. So also Chrys., Gicumen., 
and Phot. The idiom was, I think, a proverbial one 
to denote a headstrong, self-willed spirit, which will 
either do things, or not do them, as it pleases, with- 
out giving any reasons. ‘The force of the repeated 
voi and ov may be illustrated by the usual expression 
of such positive persons, a vEygahae veypaha, G ™é~ 
mpaya mempaya. The iva 7 7 voxk va refers to any 
purpose to be effected; the ré od o8, to what is not 
to be done; as Theophyl. well shews, who also re- 
marks on the skill with’ which the Apostle turns off 
what was matter of accusation into a ground of 
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praise, namely ro py eEovcrafew eavtod, arn’ ayéobas 
ure Toy myeuparos. For, as Chrys. observes, St. Paul 
did not know, or pretend to know all things ; so that 
sometimes he prayed for doupGoge; as in ‘the case of 
the thorn in the flesh. Phot., too, has some very 
masterly discussions, to which I can only refer the 
reader. 

I must not omit to observe that the interrogation 
here involves a strong negation. 

18. micros 0€ 6 Decs, Ors 6 Adyos—od. Theophyl. 
and CEcumen. (after Chrys.) rightly observe, that 
this is meant to anticipate and answer an objection, 
such as: “ If what you say be not firm and stable, 
and you often say vai, and it is found od, may we not 
fear lest your word, doctrine, and preaching be found 
such 2” viz. val vai and ov ot, i.e. unstable and wa- 
vering. ‘To which the Apostle answers: “ My 
promising, or purposing to come, was my own, 
wherefore I attained it not. But my preaching is of 
God, and what is such, cannot deceive. Now God 
is true (wicros, verax) ; so that, as he is true, neither 
is his word to you, which we preach, inconstant and 
unstable.” This is (I conceive) the true sense of 
the passage. ‘The same has been deduced from the 
words by some eminent modern Commentators, as 
Beza, Rosenm., and Storr. The chief difficulty 
(which they, however, do not notice,) centers in 678, 
which Beza renders quia; and Theophyl., dere. 
It will be well expressed by the English wherefore ; 
a signification not unfrequent, and of which exam- 
ples may be found in Schleus. Lex. Most modern 
Commentators take it in the sense of certainly, and 
regard the motos 0 Adyos as a formula obstestationis. 
But that is destroying the construction of the sen- 
tence, the true ratio of which was alone seen by the 
Greek Commentators. 

It is so plain that acyos must mean doctrine, that 
it is strange it should have been taken by Mackn. 
(and, I suspect, Doddr.) for the promise sent to them 
by Timothy and Erastus: which, indeed (as Jaspis 
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remarks) is contradicted by what follows. With the 
miotos 6 Meds we may compare Heb. 10, 23. 11, 11. 
1 Joh. 1, 9. Deut. 32, 4. This use of rioros is some- 
times found in the Classical writers ; as Thucyd. 8, 
51. (cited by Schleus.) d0€as 3€6 A. od micros elves 
and Demosth. 1475. 

19. 6 yap Tov @eod vids I. X.—od. The best Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that by 
Jesus Christ, is here meant his doctrine. So Theo- 
doret: aytl rod Kygdypartos adroy Tov KypuTTOMeEvoy TE- 
bese. And so Theophyl.: aoimey reyes woios Adyos uk 
€yevero val Kal ob" TouTéoTiy, oU voy pev TOUTO EKypUTTETO, 
yoy O€ ToUTO’ HAAR val éyévero, TouTEcTI, BEeRaiws Kat 
aragacaneitws éexypuy$y. ‘The reason why vics rod 
@eov I. X. is used for the doctrine of Christ, may (I 
think) be on account of the mioros d€ 6 Oeod just be- 
fore. But then the words év adrw will occasion some 
difficulty ; unless, with Beza, they be referred to 
God, Christ being the constantissima Patris veritas : 
which, however, seems harsh. The edt must (as 
most Commentators are agreed) be referred to 
Christ, and the sense be ‘‘apud eum ;” as is required 
by the words following éca: yap, &c. The former 
interpretation, however, may very well be included 
in the latter; thus, “ The Son of God, Jesus Christ, 
and his doctrine ;” for the Apostle seems to have had 
both in mind. In considering the doctrine as in- 
cluded, the ancient Commentators, and some emi- 
nent moderns, notice that an argument is suggested 
of the truth of Paul’s doctrine, by its being the same 
with that of Sylvanus and ‘Timothy; since the 
multitude of preachers renders their testimony (if 
agreeing) credible. But this seems very fanciful and 
precarious. 

19. dard val ev adtwm yéyovey may be rendered: 
* but (all) in him was yea,” i.e. most true and con- 
sistent. On Silas (the same with Silvanus,) see Mac- 
knight. 

20. doar yao emayyerias Oeod. Those who inter- 
pret the I. X. in the preceding verse solely of the 
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doctrine of Christ, are here compelled to take & 
avro in the same manner. Thus Theophyl.: "Ev 
TO KYULUYLATL TOAAL EOTI TA ETUYYEAAGLEVA, GVATTATIS 
vekpay, vioberia, Kal amaws, Ermives TOU PEAAOYTOS al@yvos" 
dyoly ody, Ors od povoy To Kijovypa del Wradrws Exel, Kab 
BeBatws éxnpixby, aArAG Kal at ev QUTo emayyenrias TOU 
Qcod yap eiow" bora de UréryeTo 6 Mens, ev aUTw TO Kal, 
kal ro “Apaiy éyoucs, touTerrs, TO eBaiovs od yop ev TIVE 
Tay avIpwrwy ranpovyTal, GAN ev atta To Dew" WOTE 
PeBasre eiow. And so Chrys., Rosenm., and Jaspis. 
But this seems to be somewhat harsh. I therefore 
prefer, with most modern Commentators, to refer év 
aJrw to Christ; though it may also include the Gos- 
pel, and the new covenant introduced by Christ. 
And this is supported by the authority of Theo- 
doret, in the following excellent annotation: IIoa- 
Aal Tod Oeod ai Erayyenios, veKgoy avacTacis, THMATOS 
ADlaporin, Sw areredryros, odpavoyv Baoirela’ Ard 
TAVTA 6 THY GAwY eos bid TOD Bovoyevods Ulod Keyooyy7y- 
Key" 00 O71 yap, Kx Or adToU Tov THs EbyaploTing aUTe 
mpordépopey tuvov. It is here admirably observed by 
Doddr.: “ Nothing can really render the promises 
of God more certain than they are; but God’s giv- 
ing them to us through Christ, assures us that they 
are indeed his promises, as in Christ there is such a 
real evidence of his conversing with men, and as the 
wonders which God hath actually wrought in the 
incarnation, life, resurrection, and ascension of his 
Son (facts in themselves much stranger than any of 
the glorious consequences to follow), tend greatly to 
confirm our faith, and make it easier for us to be- 
lieve such illustrious promises as those which are 
given us, the very greatness of which might other- 
wise have been an impediment to our faith, and have 
created a suspicion, not whether God would have 
performed what he has promised, but whether such 
promises were really given us.” 

At éra: must be supplied eios: an ellipsis frequent 
after soos. The force of the article (here impro- 
perly overlooked by our common Translators) is 
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thus expressed by Bp. Middleton ; “ For how many 
soever be the promises of God, in him (in Christ) is 
the yea, and in him the amen, i.e. whatever God 
hath promised, he will, through Christ, assuredly 
fulfil.” 

The words ré Geo pos doFay 0 Os yjpeov are undoubt- 
edly a trajectio ‘for mg0s doEav To Oew, “unto the glory 
and praise of God.” So CEcumen. : eis 73 yever bas 
dav ro Oew dv poy. 

The dr ijnay is susceptible of more than one mean- 
ing. Some, as Rosenm. and Mackn., explain ; ‘by 
us his ministers ;” q.d. ‘in whom is no diversity.” 
And so Doddr. But this seems somewhat harsh. 
Teophyl. and Chrys. interpret it of add Christians, 
explaining 01 tay mpos ypas evepyersov. ‘Theophyl., 
however, reports another interpretation, by which 
there is supplied ty» mpocwyonévyy (an evident cor- 
ruption. Read zpoxy.) ‘“ For (adds he) oF ype 
doSageros.” And, upon the whole, I think it most 
probable that some participle to that purport is 
omitted. Thus Whitby supplies one. Indeed, there 
is nothing more frequent in the idictical style than 
such ellipses. 

Q1. 6 8€ BeBosdy rpas—Ocis. The connexion 
here is rable traced by Theophyl. (from Chrys.) as 
follows: “* Having before said that God fulfils his 
promises, the Apostle now proves it. This very 
thing (says he), that you stand in the faith in Christ, 
and that Iam your teacher. He himself giveth, and 
He himself hath anointed and sealed us,’ &c. 1 con- 
ceive that the chief scope of the whole passage is, 
to refer all to God, as the author both of their ori- 
ginal conversion to the Christian faith, and their con- 
firmation in it. And this is confirmed by Theoph. : 
Mz Tobvuy vouloere B OTh 7pEls eopey ob EMO YERDO EVOL uply, 

kal lows Pevoopedas ove yep ovde 7peis. copay ol oTYpl- 
Savres oJ YLas” AAW 6 Ocis Koh emayyenneres Kah orypiger 

Kal me Kah ULaS” auros ouy pearet TO TOVTO mANOOY. 

So also Theodoret : 6 Ocbs d€ rovtwy alrios Tw ayaday 
auTes yap Kal yi» PeRaiav mech roy Xpiorov edwpyjoaro 
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TITTI’ AUTOS FAS EypITE, Kal TES TOD MaVayloU mvebpo- 
Tos TPpayidos iEiwcey, oloy rive apbaPwova Tay pEeArovTwv 
ayaloy dwonrdpevos Tavryy yuly tiv yapi. 

Aé has here the sense of nempe, now. By zpés is 
meant, according to the opinion of the ancients, Paul 
himself. It may, however, include the other Apos- 
tles. By the second zyes is undoubtedly meant 
“ both of us,” i. e. both himself and the Corinthians. 

The fePomy is rightly explained by the Greek 
Commentators. The strong expressions which fol- 
low in the sentence merit especial attention, namely 
xplois, oOpayiodpeves, and dois Tiv daopupdava Tod mvev- 
patos. Butin the explanation of them (I conceive) 
neither the ancient nor modern Commentators have 
been very successful. The ancient Commentators 
dwell much on the import of these terms, especially 
the y¢io1s ; anointing being customary in the inau- 
guration of Kings, Prophets, and Priests. ‘Theoph. 
thinks this is applicable to every baptized person. 
And it cannot be denied that metaphors of this kind, 
as applicable to Christians in general, are to be 
found in the New Testament: yet when we consider 
that the yas can only be meant for himself, and 
perhaps the other Apostles, and the Corinthian 
Christians, it seems unwarrantable and injudicious to 
extend it any further. Still less (in order to make it 
of universal application) can it be justifiable to pare 
down and explain away the solid sense compre- 
hended in these strong terms; as is done by the 
recent foreign Commentators, particularly Rosenm. 
who remarks: ‘* Heec inauguratio nihil aliud est nisi 
prima institutio in religione.” (1 Joh. @, 27.) We 
are to remember that to the persons here especially 
meant had been vouchsafed many of the extraordi- 
nary effusions of the Holy Spirit, in various yepic- 
para, recorded and illustrated in three very inte- 
resting Chapters of the former Epistle. To them, 
therefore, the expressions are highly applicable in 
their full extent, but to no other, unless with qualifi- 
cation, or by way of accommodation. For, although 
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in Eph. 1,14. we have something dike the present use 
of oGpay' and apgaBave, as applied to the Ephesians 
(yet see the note there), no instance, I think, can be 
found of ypiew used of Christians in general, nor, per- 
haps, of any of its derivatives. ‘or though Rosenm. 
and others appeal tol Joh. 2, 20. kal dpeis ypiopa exere 
ams To aylov, Kal oldatre wavTa, and 27. Kal bneis Td 
Apiopa 06 €raBere am’ aTod, ev viv wever, Kal od yoElay 
ExeTe va Tis OiWaTKy Vas’ GAN WS TO AUTO yYapITpa 
OiWaokes tuas repli ravtwv. Yet here surely we cannot 
but recognize another instance of the extraordinary 
gifts of the spirit imparted in the Apostolical age ; 
and therefore this will not prove the point in ques- 
tion. Iam inclined to think, then, that by an ac- 
commodation of these strong terms, (the first and chief 
of which, ypiois, is no where else used of Christians 
in general,) the Apostle had reference to the super- 
natural yasicpara of the Corinthian congregation. 

Mackn. perceiving, it should seem, the strength of 
the terms, understands the yes of Paul only. But 
this is very harsh, and irregular. Such kind of in- 
terpretations would tend to make most parts of the 
New Testament mere riddles, and, moreover, riddles 
which never could be solved. I must repeat that 
xelev would not have been applicable to Christians 
In general; it was only applied to the mode of in- 
augurating Kings, Prophets, and Priests. 

As to cfpay., Ihave before treated on the force 
of the metaphor; and it will here be the less neces-~ 
sary to dwell upon it; indeed it may suffice to refer 
the reader to the instructive annotation of Whitby. 

21. dots roy appaPave roo w.€. 7. kK. 4. The most 
eminent Philologists are agreed that this Greek word 
appafev, and the Latin arrhabo (sometimes, by 
Syncope, arrha) were derived from the Hebr. PAY, 
pledge, from Ay, to pledge. See Genes. 44, 22. It 
denoted that (usually smal/) part of the agreed price 
of any article purchased, which was paid down by 
the purchaser as an engagement, pledge, or security 
for ratifying the agreement; called by us earnest, or 
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handsel, from German handgeld. See Hesych., Suid., 
and Voss. Etym. Lat. ‘The force of it here is well 
illustrated by Theodoret as follows: 01a rod a&péa- 
Bavos iviEaro tay dobyropevey Td péeyebos’ 6 yap appa- 
Pay pixpoy To pépos €ors Tod waves. It occurs also in 
Eph. 1, 14. ‘There is (I think) at this word a clause 
omitted, which Theophyl. has well supplied thus : 
Ort 6 TadE Kal TAdE ToITas Oeds, TAYLOI Tas broryETEsS. 

23. It is rightly observed by Rosenm., that here 
the second chapter ought to have begun. And thus 
Chrys. commences his next Homily with these words. 

"Kyo b¢ pagrupa tov Oeby éerixarcdmou, &c. - * Now 
I call upon God, as a witness against my soul (if I 
speak not the truth.)” Such is the sense assigned 
to émi. by the best modern Commentators, which 
was first fully unfolded by Schliting ; and, I think, 
considering the elliptical nature of the Apostle’s style 
and the turn of the passage, it is the true one. And 
Rosenm. compares the Hebr. swo>>.  Theodoret 
took Wuoy7v for mind, thought. But this sense seems 
too feeble. Beza and others render it caput. But, 
though caput in that sense meant the same as life, 
the context, plainly, requires soul. ‘The Commenta- 
tors account for the oaths of asseveration so frequent 
in this epistle, from the circumstances in which the 
Apostle was placed; his authority being questioned, 
and his sincerity doubted by some of the Corinthian 
congregation. It is truly observed by Doddr., that 
nothing but the great importance of St. Paul’s vin- 
dicating his character to such a church, would have 
justified the solemnity of the oath. 

Wets. adduces examples of similar expressions 
from the Classical writers; as Galen. tods Q@eovs 
emikanrecacias papripas. Polyb. p. 874. duets dé rere 
rovs beads emikanéracbas paprupas. Heliodor. 1. p. 46. 
Beads d€ cuveyws emikaroipevos paprupas. I add Thu- 
cyd. 1. p. 78. beods paprupas moimdpevor. And so like- 
wise not unfrequently in that author. 

24. ody Ors Kuplevopey Uw THs riotews. It is re- 
marked by Beza, Grot., and others, that there is 
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here an avOurodoga; since the term «0d. might 
have seemed somewhat avdevrixwregsv, or to savour 
of a domineering spirit, which, therefore, the Apostle 
disclaims. ‘The figure in question is frequent with 
an ody 671, whichis very elliptical. (See Viger. and 
Matth. Gr. Gr.) 

In the words kupievonev tua@y tis micrews there is a 
difference of opinion as to the construction. Some, 
as Phot., Theodoret, Erasm., Est., Mackn., and 
Schleus. think that wicrews depends upon an évexe 
understood, in the sense “in matters concerning 
the faith.’ Most Commentators, however, from 
Chrysostom and Theophylact downwards, take the 
THs Tictews to depend upon kupiedomev; which indeed 
seems the more regular syntax, and occurs both in 
the Scriptural (from whom Dr. Middleton gives 
several examples,) and in the Classical writers, 
especially Thucyd. ‘The sense is nearly the same 
in both cases, namely, “‘ domineer over your faith.” 
It has, however, been debated what is the sense of 
tis ticrews. Most interpreters assign to it that of 
JSaith, belief: others, the ‘religion you profess.” 
The former sense is supported by ‘Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) in the following exposition: 67: eirov, dei- 
derbar ynwy, od 1a Td EFovoiay Eye TAS micrEws dpoy" 
Toeoniperews yap ert x micTis, Kal oddEls avayKager 
TisTEsoas Toy py Povrguevoy. And so Grot. and most 
Commentators. And this is supported by the ris 
xupas duo just after. The latter mode is espoused 
by Calvin, Est., Schleus., and many modern Com- 
mentators, and seems confirmed by rq wiore: in the 
next verse. Probably both significations may be 
united,* and the word denote the religion, namely, 
including matters of faith, (as of the resurrection) or 
practice, as in that of the moral duties. See Chrys. 

"AAAG cuvepyol ecpev Tis yagas tuay, ‘but are 
(rather) helpers and promoters of the spiritual con- 
solations which the Gospel is calculated to minister.” 

* So Theodoret: rotrov Xap ércorovoapev, iva dovdelay Sefb- 
pea, kai SeororikGs Tapa cov Tadevopeda; 
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24. Ty yao mlore éeorykare. The sense of these 
words is uncertain, from the extent of signification in 
which the terms zioris and ect. may be taken. That 
sense will indeed depend upon the one previously 
assigned to ris wictews. Theophyl. observes that 
the Apostle speaks trecraapevws: and the antient 
Commentators, and most modern ones, seem to think 
that the word zicris is meant to be very emphatical ; 
q. d. “in the faith ye, upon the whole, stand; 
though, in matters of practice, ye have erred, and 
do err.” Others take it of the religion, and inter- 
pret: “ye are still firm in your profession of the 
religion; onlv let your faith be consistent.” Others, 
again, and some recent Editors, place the words in 
a parenthesis: which I cannot approve. To me it 
seems to have been not enough attended to, that the 
words relate strictly to what immediately precedes ; 
q.d. ‘ And this joy you are (I trust) qualified to 
taste ; for (upon the whole) ye have stood, and do 
stand firm in the faith, in the profession, and practice 
of the religion, and are therefore in a state of sal- 
vation.” ‘ 

Bp. Middleton paraphrases the clause thus: ‘ we 
have your welfare at heart; for by your faith alone, 
that faith which we seek to strengthen in you, can 
ye attain to salvation.” ‘This (he thinks) is a natural 
and reasonable vindication, not only of the threat 
already employed, but of any severities to which the 
Apostle might afterwards be driven in the discharge 
of his duty. 

CHAP. II. 

Verse 1. Expiva d€ €Euavtw todro. In the interpre- 
tation of this verse it is best to consider it as ex- 
pressed populariter, and elliptically. The sense 
seems to be this: ‘1 determined with myself (é 
évp.avto, for rap’ évavtrd) not again to come to you 
so as to give myself and you the pain of censuring 
irregularities.” For all this seems to be included in 
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the words €v avry. The raéaw is emphatic, and is 
meant to hint that he had before suffered that pain. 

This mode of considering the sentence is partly 
supported by the authority of Chrys. and Theophyl., 
and seems preferable to that of most modern Inter- 
preters, who (as Grot.) think that two words are put 
for one. ‘The sense (Grot. says) is: py averbetv xpos 
upas €v AUey, non redire ad vos ita ut reditus meus 
nzvorum vobis adferat. But in this, as in most of 
the expositions of our Commentators, too confined a 
sense is ascribed to avry. It refers (I think) to the 
Apostle as well as to the Corinthians; as is plain 
from the next words. (See the note.) 

2. «i yap eyw AvTw vpoas—pe. Here we may ob- 
serve great delicacy. Yet there is some obscurity ; 
as (icumen. acknowledges. And it is shrewdly and 
truly remarked by Semler: “ Non parum obscura 
est hujus versts sententia, licet verba sint satis 
clara.” This obscurity the antient Commentators 
endeavour to remove by considering the ei (as Cicu- 
men. says) for ere (1 would read elye) quanguam. 
And Theophyl. (from Chrys.) offers the following 
paraphrase: Ei cai aur vpas, ev To eriTipay viv, Kal 
amrortpeperbar vpas, AAA’ duws Ov adrd TovTe Eudpatvo- 
pol, OTb, WS Eolke, TEP) MoAAU Le TIDETHE, Ware DaKver bot 
Tay amortpehwp.cs unas, Kal eritinw viv. Ovdels yap 
EeUPpaiver oltTws ws ExEivos, 6 AuTOvpEVvos Gre Prerer mE 
opyiSopevoy’ euPaiver yap, OTs ov kaTa@govel pov. “Obey 
Kal €amidas Odors diopbdoews, Kal KaTa ToUTO Evdpaiver 
pe. But this seems too harsh and far-fetched an 
exposition. The modern Commentators have been 
more successful in tracing the sense: yet their in- 
terpretations are discordant, and little satisfactory. 
Various opinions may be seen detailed in Pole, and 
Semler, the most probable of which are those of 
Beza and Justinian, the former of whom thus para- 
phrases: “‘ nam si vos ego molestia affecerim, idque 
meo cum maximo merore, quis queso supersit, qui 
me exhilaret ? Vos sane ii estis uni, ex quibus nunc 
possim voluptatem coepere, quibus iterum molestia 

VOL. VII. D 
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affectis, non est, quod aliunde gaudium sperem. 
Nam ego gaudium aliud alid'ex re majus nullum 
capio, nisi cum quempiam video objurgatione mea 
ad meliorem frugem redire.” Semler offers the fol- 
lowing exposition. ‘ Sed, jam vero, kak ris éoriv 6 
exdpaiveov je, quis tandem (istis moeroribus, si ita 
agere pergat, et infamiam doctrine mez conciliet,) 
putabit me exhilaratum iri? Ecquid gaudii e vobis 
capiam, nisi corrigatis istam pravitatem, quam vobis 
exprobrabam? Si igitur dolet et poenitet: agite, au- 
ferte reprehensionis mez causam; tum redibit mihi 
vera letitia.” But both these interpretations contain 
far more sense than can be fairly elicited from the 
words of the Apostle. 

The simplest, most natural, and least exception- 
able interpretation is that of Grot., Rosenm., and 
Jaspis (and, as it seems, Doddr. and Mackn.) ; 
though they do not thoroughly establish the sense, 
and clearly show how it arises. Rosenm. explains 
thus: “ Quis me exhilarare potuisset, efficere po- 
tuisset, ut jucunda apud vos esset commoratio mea, 
sicut inter amicos fieri solet ? Et vos tristes fuissetis, 
etego. isi vos, a me tristitid affecti.” Ac proinde 
nemo. Vos uni estis, qui me Corinthi exhilarare 
potestis; si autem vos ipsi Aristes estis, hoc non 
poterit fieri. Quomodo enim tristis alium exhilara- 
bit?” Jaspis thus: ‘“ Vi muneris coactus essem, 
hunc vel illum duriter tractare; tunc, qui me con- 
solaretur, .-haberem neminem; nam ipse tristis ac 
solatio indigens alias dolorem consolari non potest.” 
It was Grot. that first discerned the ellipsis of a 
clause, such as ‘‘ac proinde nemo.” Indeed an 
ovdels is often left to be supplied after a rss with an 
interrogation. ‘The xai has the sense of guaeso. (See 
Glass.) Beza compares from Virgil: “ Et quinam 
Numen Junonis adorat Preterea?” The present 
indicative is used populariter for the imperfect sub- 
junctive. ‘The tis €or 6 edgpaivey is also a popular 
mode of expression for ‘“‘ and who then is there (1. e. 
would there be) to sooth my sorrows but the grieved 
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person,” i. e. the grieved persons, for the singular is, 
as Rosenm. observes, put for the plural; as in col- 
lectives. Here that designation might be said, in 
some degree, to embrace both the sound and the 
unsound part of the congregation; for the former 
would so sympathize with the latter as to afford the 
Apostle but little cordial consolation ; and the latter 
could not be expected to do it, unless in the event of 
entire repentance, and thorough reformation, which 
the Apostle would not stay to see put to the proof. 
And thus his comfort with them could be but small. 

Such, upon the whole, appears to be the sense of 
the words, which seem to have been intended to 
explain the obscure expression €ageiy év Avmy in the 
preceding verse. | 

3. Kal Eypaba duiv rovre avra—vyalgev. ‘This, again, 
seems intended to explain the preceding ; for it re- 
fers to the omitted words: ‘ I should have no one 
to comfort me; I should have no consolation.” 

In the words rovro auré there is a great obscurity ; 
and Commentators are at a loss whither to refer 
them. The ancient ones, and some moderns, refer 
them to the present Epistle, and they render éyzava 
“ T have written.” But this seems utterly unfound- 
ed. (See Semler.) The best modern Commentators, 
more rightly, refer them to the former Epistle; and 
they take rodro adro to relate to the order given to 
excommunicate the incestuous person, and the ge- 
neral admonition to reform their morals. There is 
indeed some harshness in ascribing so much meaning 
to roiro asd; but it seems a mode of interpretation 
which involves the /eas¢ difficulty, and may be tolera- 
ted by considering this as a sort of idiotical or popu- 
lar form of expression. It may, too (I think) be some- 
what softened by supposing an ellipsis of xara, i. e. 
‘to that effect (which I did).”’ This brevity of ex- 
pression has here the same effect as an euphemism ; 
since the Apostle forbears to mention what might 
have given them pain to hear. 

3. Wa pen ebay rUmny Exyw aD’ dy eer we yaloey, i.e. 
p 2 
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“that I might not have sorrow on account of you 
from whom I ought to rejoice.” Here the Com- 
mentators trifle egregiously. The sense of the for- 
mer clause iva py) erdwyv avrny Exw is sufficiently clear 
from the preceding; and in the latter clause ées 
need not be pressed upon, but simply be interpreted 
“from those of whom it is only reasonable to re- 
joice.” For the teacher, in return for his labour, 
ought, in reason and equity, to have joy of his 
disciple. 

3. reroibos ext ravtas—éor. These words are not 
devoid of obscurity: and hence Interpreters and Pa- 
raphrasts differ in opinion on their sense. The 
obscurity has here, as in many other cases, been 
occasioned by excessive brevity: and this (which so 
perpetually occurs in St. Paul’s Epistles) may, I 
think, be best attributed to the Apostle’s limited 
power of expression, his thoughts being cramped by 
a foreign and difficult language. In such a case, no 
mere translation can do justice to the sense. Now 
this will, I think, be best expressed by referring the 
merous to the yaipev preceding, as is done in the 
following paraphrase and exposition. ‘* I wrote to 
you (I say) in confidence that you would be re- 
formed, and that I should have occasion to rejoice ; 
for my joy is (i.e. would be) the joy of you all; 
since if ye saw me rejoice, ye would rejoice, and if 
ye saw me grieve, ye would grieve.* This was es- 
pecially meant of the sounder, and by far the greater 
part of the congregation. On the sense of ravras 
and wavrwy it-is not necessary to press. : 
4. €k yao moaanns Gaibews—daxpuwy.- Here, again, 
the connexion is not very clear. It is (J think) best 
traced by Theodoret as follows: Zdodgerepov abtrav 
éy Tois mporepols KabyWaro ypappacs, ddaoKes Tolvuy, ws 
oy arAws AuTyTas Pouvrdpevos Exelva yeypudev, aAAK 

* The sentiment is beautifully adapted to the one a little before. 
For the Apostle means to say that as their humiliation and grief 
would be a grief and sorrow to him, so would his joy (for their 
reformation) be a source of joy to them. 
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Ty Toy rerAnLpernKoTey iarpelay mpayparevopevos, OF 
ous Kal TAEIo THY Gduvyy edeSaTo, Kal Ouppwv eweorTElrey, 
hy Exer weph aurods pyviwy diabeciv’ cira yupvol Kal ray 
Tis AUrys aitiav. The thought seems to have been 
suggested by the foregoing words, iva pa) Avmny Exo. 
And the sense seems to be this: ‘‘ For the grief I 
should myself have felt at being compelled to reprove 
your irregularities Thus, for example, when I 
wrote to you, it was with much tribulation and 
agony of heart, and with many tears I penned the 
reproofs I did. (The purpose, however, was) not 
that ye should be grieved and pained, but that 
(sensible. of the motive which had urged me so to 
write) ye might know and recognize in this my love, 
which (I assure you) I bear very abundantly towards 
you.”’* | 

Zvvoy7s signities properly an affection of the heart, 
by which the patient feels tightened and constrained 
there ; and hence it denotes metaphorically, great 
anxiety, sorrow, and agony of mind. The Philolo- 
gists cite as examples Luke 21, 25., and Joh. 30, 3. 
cuvoy7yy Kal Tarcimopiav. And Ps. 24,17. But there 
kagdias is not found, which seems to point out the 
origin of the metaphor to be what I have indicated. 
The term may denote the being hemmed in on all 
sides, so as not to know where to turn oneself. 

The force of the other terms is sufficiently clear 
from the above paraphrase. Tlegiocoregsy signifies 
very abundantly; as in Gal. 1, 14.. and often in 
Scripture. See Schleus. Lex. : 

5. eb 0 Tis AeAUTyKey—vUpas. ‘* Now if any of you 
hath occasioned grief to the rest, he hath not so 
much grieved me as, in some measure (that I may 
not bear too hard upon him) all of you.” By the 

_ * Here Theophyl. has the following beautiful simile: "Qo7ep et 
Tis Tarp iarpos Tépvwy ij Kaiwy TOY waida, du apdorépwy uTEITaL, 
Kal Ort vooet, Kat Ore dvayKacerae airoy réuvew* Kal a&ddov dé 
Tpdrov evgpaiverat, Sue rhy rijs vyelas édXrida’ ovTws diy Kaye 
capravdyvras buds NuToy, AvTovpat Kar’ &Aov S€ TpdTOY ebdpai- 
vopat, Avroupévwy tay, die THY EArida Tis SwpIwacews vpOY,~ - ” 
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ris most Commentators are agreed is delicately 
hinted at the incestuous person, against whom punish- 
ment was denounced in the former Epistle. So 
Theophyl.: ‘He means by this that charity may 
be shown towards the incestuous person; for they 
had all, by the order of Paul, rejected him as abomin- 
able.” Some, however, as Grot., regard the tis as 
put for tis exkayoia, meaning the Corinthian Church, 
kata To ciwrwyevov: for this, he thinks, the words 
following prove. But the view taken by the antient 
Commentators seems preferable. (See the notes.) 

The ovx—aaara signifies here (as often) non tam 
—quam. °K peépous, signifies “in some measure,” 
and is opposed to wavras vpas, i.e. (as Ros. ex- 
plains) ‘‘ his offence was so great as to have thrown 
disgrace, in some measure, on all your society.” And 
this seems evidently the sense, which was distinctly 
seen by the antient Commentators, and of the 
moderns, first by Hamm., who paraphrases thus : 
“For he hath not grieved me alone, but all you in 
part (i.e. a little, or in some degree,) that I may not 
say, he hath altegether grieved you; or in plain 
words, the truth is, he hath grieved you in like man- 
ner as me, but yet that I may not overburthen him 
that was guilty of that incest, or aggravate the mat- 
ter against him, all that I say is, that in part, (or in 
some measure) ye were grieved by him.” And he 
translates the whole verse thus: “ But if any have 
caused grief he hath not grieved me, but in part (that 
I may not aggravate, or lay weight on him) you all.” 
In this he is followed by Whitby and by almost all 
recent Commentators. 

The iva pj ériBapo, is (I think) rightly rendered 
“ne quid gravius dicam,” Angl. ‘* be too hard upon.” 
So also the Syr. version. Wets. illustrates this from 
Appian: 030 émiPapodmev Trois éErépwy atvyypacr and 
O78. of pev emiPapen roils yruxynkeow aidovneves. ‘The 
formula, however, is indefinite in its sense, and may 
bear the signification assigned to it by Theodoret, 
who makes it allude to the disgrace thrown upon all 
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Christians. But the former seems the truer inter- 
pretation. “Iva py exiBapo may be rendered ‘* with- 
out being hard upon him, I will say,” &c. It is 
acutely remarked by Theophyl. (from Chrys.) that 
thus the Apostle skilfully brings them a// in as par- 
takers in the injury, that he might have them all par- 
takers in the absolution, and thus he be absolved 
from any charge of inconstancy and mutability. 

Here the greater part of the Commentators, as 
also Mackn. most egregiously mistake the sense. 

6. ikaviv rd To1ovTw eritipia a. 7.0.7.7. The Apostle 
now, humanely, suggests reasons for showing mercy 
to the penitent criminal. When he says ixaviy, we 
are to understand with repentance: and this indeed 
seems implied in the ry wepiooorépe. Avy just after. 
Toourw is taken by some antient and most modern 
Commentators as equivalent to rovrw, i. e. the inces- 
tuous person. And undoubtedly the Apostle, by a 
peculiar delicacy, has that person chiefly in view; 
yet I think the expression is adopted to supply a 
rule by which to act in similar cases, when the 
punishment of offenders has been already severe, 
and their penitence undoubted. 
 “Heésitipia, though in the Classical writers used 
to denote honour, yet. sometimes, as in Athenag. 
cited by Wets., signifies what is imposed as the 
punishment of any crime; suggesting thereby that it 
was the valued reimbursement for the injury to the 
party and to society ; and this, whether by pecuniary 
(as often) or corporal punishment, or some signal 
disgrace ; as here. So Sapient. 3, 10. of d€ aoeBeis 
Kaha eroyicavro Eyoucw emitipioy. ‘Thus there is a 
book of Philo on rewards and punishments, inscribed 
wept abawy kal éritiziwv. And in Chrys. and the Acts 
of the Councils, canonical punishments are (it should 
seem from this passage) termed émitipios and émitipia. 
See also Grot., Beza, and Suic. Thes. in v. 

The avr suggests the addition of ‘* without 
more.” And the same is implied in ixaviy, by an 
ellipsis frequent in this word. So Lucian, ‘Tim. 
10. (cited by Wets.) wary ikavy ev rorodow kal abry 
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Tippin eoros avtois. Demosth. c. Eubulidem. paia- 
pws, © avdpes Oikarral, Tos wevyTas aTimasere’ ikavov 
yao adrois To méverbasr Kaxov. At umd tay mrEtoveyv, 
many Commentators stumble. Some, as Grot., Au- 
gust., and Vales, interpret it the Presbyters. But 
these were but few in number. Others, therefore, 
as Hamm. and most recent ones, would render it 
many, and understand it of the multitude assembled 
together at the excommunication. (See Hamm. 
and Rosenm.) But the bystanders had no partici- 
pation in the act of excommunication, which (as 
Hamm. admits) was transacted solely by the Pres- 
bytery. See 1 Cor. 5, 3. and 4. It should rather 
seem that tev rreisvwv must (according to the usus 
loquendi) mean all, i. e. all the rest besides the per- 
son. And if it be enquired, how could the éritipia 
be said to come from ail—I answer, that the éxitipia 
here designates the punishment itself, as it were, 
carried into effect by all. ‘That Theodoret so took 
the passage, is plain from his remark: wavres yap 
aurey amectpadycay ws exereuce. And so Menoch. 
and Wolf. Some, as Mackn. and Jaspis, aiming at 
being very literal, render it ‘the great number,” 
as if there had been a strong party that had no hand 
in the excommunication; which is improbable in 
itself, and has not the least countenance from either 
Scripture or Ecclesiastical history. 

7. WOTE TOUVAYTIOY UAAAOY tas Yagicacbai—rolovTos, 
“¢ So that (so far from continuing the punishment) ye 
ought, on the other hand, to forgive and comfort 
(such an one), lest, by excessive grief he be, as it 
were, swallowed up.” At rovvavrioy there is a clause 
omitted, which is to be supplied by some such words 
as those above adopted. (See Grot.) There is also 
an ellipsis of some verb. Rosenm. supplies velim. 
But that seems too arbitrary an ellipsis. I should 
prefer de. Indeed the infinitive is, as it were, taken 
tor the imperative; as often. The sense of paarcy 
is strangely mistaken by Mackn., who renders it 
“more willingly,” i. e. “ ye ought more willingly to 
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forgive than I punished.” But this is quite errone- 
ous, and arose from not discovering the ellipsis of a 
clause after rodyavrioy paaroy, than which nothing is 
more frequent, and which Theophyl. thus supplies : 
pa) povey Adoare Try emiTipyoiv, AAAK TE Kal FAEoY AITO 
xapioacbe. 

On xopicacbas it is ingeniously observed by Theo- 
doret, that by being called a yess or favour the 
idea is suggested, that the sin was greater than the 
repentance. Yet this seems too refined a notion ; 
since, by directing the excommunication to be re- 
peated, the Apostle plainly conceived that the pu- 
nishment and the repentance had covered the sin; 
and this is evident, too, from his adding rapakaréoas, 
“and even comfort him,” by which I would under- 
stand “ receive him again into favour.’’ ‘Theophyl. 
explains it dvaxrjcacle, beparevoure: and he adds: 
wores el TIS PATTISwY TiV, px) [LOVOY KmOAUTAE BUTOY, 
GAAA Kal Tas TAnyaS Deparedoas TooTpATy. 

Some, as Grot., understand this forgiveness, &c. 
as indicating no more than prayer that the disorder 
inflicted upon him as a judgment for sin, might be 
removed. And he refers to Matt. 18, 18. and 2 
Macc. 4, 32. But there is no proof, nor even proba- 

bility, that the disorder had continued thus long. A 
much shorter visitation than that would serve the 
purposes intended, namely to mortify the lust of the 
delinquent, evince the power of the Apostle, and be 
an awful example to the people. 

7. pyres ty repiooorese Ary KaTamoby 6 ToLovTos. It 
is strange that many Commentators, nay, even Theo- 
dor. should interpret ketaro47 of his abandoning the 
Christian faith ; for which notion there is no support 
in the force of the word itself, nor in probability. 
For the Apostle could not in propriety employ that 
argument. ‘There is here evidently the familiar me- 
taphor by which we say any one is overwhelmed 
with grief, drowned in grief. The nature of the me- 
taphor seems not to have been well conceived by the 
Commentators. Thus, for instance, Rosenm. com- 
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pares Hom. Od. 9, '75, ou03 Kaparw re, Kal daryeos 
Qupdy dovres.. And Grot. thinks the term answers to 
the Heb. ya, to swallow up, which is used for 
cmorasew. But yor signifies merely to swallow up, 
as a monstrous beast would a human being. So 
avapragw frequently in the Old Testament. And 
see Ps. 51,6. Symm. Yet the ratio metaphore is 
not such here, but rather seems what I have above 
suggested. I might cite several examples in proof of 
this; but I forbear, because (upon reflection) I 
think it probable that the Apostle had both the fore- 
going metaphors in view. So Theodoret. do7ep tro 
Onglov Tivos, 7) Urb YEIwvos, 7) KAVdWYOS, THS AUS. In- 
deed, if I am not mistaken, he had in mind the beau- 
tiful passage of the Psalmist, 124, 2, 3, and 4. ‘* They 
had swallowed us up quick: when they were so 
wrathfully displeased at us. Yea, the waters had 
drowned us: and the stream had gone over our soul. 
The deep waters of the proud had gone even over 
our soul.” And Ps. 69,1. ‘* Save me, O God: for 
the waters are come in even unto my soul.” And 
Lament. 3, 54. ‘* Waters flowed over my head; 
then, I said, I am cut off.” See also Job 30, 14. The 
destruction here alluded to by St. Paul may be con- 
sidered as death from over-afiliction, or self-destruc- 
tion from despair. 

8. 616 ragakaraw—ayaryy, “ Therefore I exhort you 
to confirm your love to him.” So most translators 
render. But confirm is not a suitable term; for 
they had as yet done nothing towards restoring him to 
their love. Kugew properly signifies to corroborate, 
to make firm: and so here the context and circum- 
stances of the case require the sense “ make him 
sure of your love,” “assure him of it,” namely, by 
some public testimony of it, i.e. the annulment of the 
act of excommunication, “ make sure that reconci- 
liation.” Such is undoubtedly the sense of this 
seemingly idiotical phrase. Thus Theophyl. explains 
It: PeBosmoo ayarny, kal wy amrards, kal ws Ervyev, av- 
Tov mapadesacbas. 
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9. €is radTo yag—uUryKool €or, The sentence may 
be thus paraphrased: ‘‘ You may forgive him: for I 
have indeed already answered the chief* purpose I 
had in view, namely, to put your obedience to the 
proof.” “Iva yw r7y Soxipzv yncr, literally, “ that I 
might know the proof of you.” So Phil. 2, 22. rjy 
d€ doxipry atrod ywuoxere. The Apostle’s meaning is 
further unfolded by the words following: ‘‘ whether 
ye are (i. e. were) in all things (i. e. altogether) obe- 
dient.” It is rightly observed by the ancient Com- 
mentators, that by dwelling on this last circumstance 
the Apostle hints, that he expects their obedience 
also by restoring the excommunicated person to the 
church. 

10. & d€ rh yxapigerbe—eyw. It is not proper to 
press on the sense of these words, which may be 
taken without limitation. The sense is well expressed 
by Jaspis as follows: “in omnibus judiciis, que 
equitatem et lenitatem animi producunt, nemo liber- 
tius vos sequitur, quam ego.” Mackn. introduces 
the sentence thus: ‘* Now to encourage you to do 
this, I assure you that,” &c. But this is very pre- 
carious, and seems at variance with the Apostle’s 
meaning. For I agree with the ancient and some 
modern Commentators, that it may be inferred from 
these words, that the Corinthians entertained a wish 
for the restoration of the person, and perhaps had 
signified that wish to the Apostle by Timothy and 
Titus. So Theodoret. ~ 

10. ef rt kexapiopas. The sense is well expressed 
by Rosenm.as follows: ‘‘ For whatever I have hereby 
forgiven any one, if I can be said to have forgiven, 
I forgive it for your sakes, and to testify my regard 
for you.” ’Ev zpocwrw Xpiorod. This is ill under- 
stood by most Commentators. Theophyl., after ob- 
serving that the Apostle uses the expression, that 
he may not seem to have conceded the forgiveness 

* By the words “ for this cause write I,” we need not under- 
stand “ for this cause only,’ but chiefy. An idiom frequent both in 
the Seriptural and Classical writers. 
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on account of men, or from human motives, explains 
it as equivalent to cara Ociv, evwriov rou Xeiorov, Kak 
WOavEel EKElvov TOUTO KEAEvoYTOS, Kal Ws ayT] TpoTwroU. 
But this last gloss is, I think, erroneous. ‘The rest 
may be admitted, and is greatly superior to the ex- 
position of some recent Commentators, religiose. 
Rosenm. explains: “as in the presence of Christ, 
the Lord of the Church, so to-weigh what should be 
accepted by him; and therefore not from levity, or 
empty joy at your obedience.” 

11. ive pa rrcoventyfomev urd Tod Yarava—oayvoodpev. 
On the interpretation of thissentence Commentators, 
both ancient and modern, are little agreed. ‘Theo- 
doret and some moderns take it to imply: ‘* lest the 
person in question should be overcome by the wicked 
thought (namely of self-destruction), which the Devil 
suggests.” But this is very harsh, and such a sense 
cannot be elicited from the words; neither would it 
be suitable here. Rosenm. explains thus: “ ne cir- 
cumveniamur a Satana, cujus machinationem non 
ignoramus ;” and he observes: ‘‘ Verebatur nempe 
Apostolus, ne, incestireceptione in aliud tempus dif- 
ferenda, bene erga ipsum affectis Corinthiis, aliquod 
vulnus imponeretur, unde infirmiores reddi possent 
ad criminationes repellandas, quibus Satana per suos 
ministros voluntatem ecclesize a Christo alienare mo- 
liebatur. Qua de caussa restitutionem excommuni- 
cati non modo concessit amicis, sed etiam suasit et 
commendavit.” And this seems, upon the whole, 
to be a correct view of the sense. (See also Jaspis.) 
The Apostle means to adduce a reason why he 
should concede the recal, and they lose no time in 
carrying it into effect, viz. “ that we may not be 
circumvented by Satan, who (as Mackn. paraphrases) 
under pretence of duty, tempts us to pass severe 
censures, to drive offenders to despair, and to deter 
unbelievers from receiving the Gospel.” Under the 
words ob yag atrod Ta voxpara ayvouney there is (I 
think) couched an admonition: ‘‘ for we are not, I 
trust, and ought not to be, ignorant of his contri- 
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vances and devices to entrap us.’ (See Grot. and 
Mackn.) It is well remarked by Theodoret, that 
having inserted or thrown in this reflection, the 
Apostle resumes his narration. ‘Thus, having re- 
lated what had happened to him in Asia, he was 
compelled to say how sincerely he preached the 
Gospel. Then he sets forth his love towards them, 
telling them that he wished to see them before the 
Macedonians. Then, having acquainted them with 
the causes of the delay, and made mention of his 
sorrow, and taken measures for the re-admission of 
the excommunicated person, he resumes the thread 
of his narrative.” 

12, 13. addy 3€ cis Tpwada—adergoy pour “ Having 
gone (namely after writing the first Epistle) to the 
Troad for the Gospel of Christ (i. e. for the purpose 
of preaching it).” By the Troad is meant the coun- 
try of Troas. (See Schleus. Lex.) Rosenm. remarks 
that there is a reference to what is related at Acts 
20, 6. 2 Tim. 4, 13. 

12. Kal Gupas por dvewypevys ev Kugio, “ and an ex- 
tensive opportunity of spreading the Gospel being 
afforded to me.” See 1 Cor. 16, 9. Grot., Hardy, 
and Rosenm. would render the kal quamvis, which 
sense, Grot. says, is required by the sentiment and 
the change of construction. The sense will then be: 
‘‘ although an occasion was offered me,” kai being 
put for keireg. And this interpretation is supported 
by the authority of Gicumen. ’Ev Kug/w is various! 
expounded, either ‘‘in the business of the Lord,” or, 
which J prefer, “‘ by the Lord, through his powerful 
operation, through his providence.” 

13. odK ErynKe. dvecw TO Trvedpati pov, “ I had no 
rest to my spirit.” This Rosenm. interprets of im- 
patience till he saw Timothy and Titus, and knew 
how his Epistle would be received. And so Doddr. 
and Mackn. But that seems too much lowering the 
sense, Other modern Commentators give but a 
vague and unsatisfactory account of this point, The 
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ancients seem to have had a far clearer perception of 
the sense. The feeling of the Apostle was, doubt- 
less, regret at the absence of Titus not affording him 
the means of making the most of that door, or op- 
portunity, which was offered of spreading the Gos- 
pel. So Theodoret : so0dpa vy Wuyi jvialay, ToA- 
Ags peey pay TO Knpdypar mporsavras, ouvepyiv de THs 

TouT@Y ET IMEREAS ouK Exov ovderw yep adikTo mpis 
jpas 6 Tiros, ay 77s Umer epas mpopnbovpevos apencing 
amearerna moos Ups” ou 07) xapw ws TOY rovey oUK Exe 

TOY Kolwwvoy, KATAATOY avToUS egednpng a. And so 
Theophyl. : ebriByy, aiduvyiny Ove Ty amrovclay TouToU 
—éverodivero To Epyov exeivov dmovtos. It is observed 
by Theodoret, that the Apostle, not without reason, 
makes this mention of Titus, since such a way of 
speaking would be the strongest recommendation of 
him to the Corinthians. 

The ré p27 evpely depends upon ez} understood, i.e 
“ by my not finding:” a construction, of which 
Rosenm. adduces examples from Polyb. 10, 36. & 
9,17. I would add that it is frequent in Thucyd., 
and, indeed, every good writer. 

13. ard amoragaunevos adrois. Mackn. renders 
anna therefore, i.e. because [had no helper. And 
this is supported by the authority of Theodoret just 
cited. But it seems to proceed upon insufficient 
grounds, and is not doing justice to the Apostle. 
Other Interpreters lay little or no stress upon the 
arr, but treat it as a particle of transition; which 
I cannot approve. It rather seems to me to carry 
with it much meaning, which may be thus supplied : 
** But, however (effecting what I could without the 
benefit of his assistance ),* I bade adieu to them (i.e. 
the Trojans ; ; for that is what is meant by auToIS, the 
construction being what is called the xpos ro onpesve- 
py.evov), and went away into Macedonia.” Welf treats 

* Theophyl. supplies: ob d:rérpea rrelova xpdvoy éxet orevoyw= 
poupevos, 
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this as a vox pregnans; q.d. “ excessi Troade, et 
profectus sum in Macedoniam.’’ The complete 
phrase occurs in Joh. 4, 43. 

14. ro 0€ Oew yaois—Xegicrw. The connexion 
here is not well traced by our modern Commenta- 
tors, especially Doddr. Some treat the de as a par- 
ticle of transition ; which is convenient enough, but 
not justifiable. ‘The connexion is admirably traced 
by Theophyl. as follows: ‘ Having enumerated 
many griefs and troubles, that in Asia, that in the 
Troad, that arising from his being prevented from 
coming to them ; in order that he may not seem to 
reckon up all these, as if in a bewailing spirit, he 
adds: Thanks, however (3€) be unto God,” &c. 

14, ra mavrore OpiapBevovrs rds ey rH Xpiwre. 
These words show the ground of the thanksgiving, 
namely “ because he causeth us to triumph.” This 
Hiphil sense of the verb has been rightly assigned 
by Theoplhyl., the Syriac Translator, Ambrose, and, 
of the moderns, by Gataker, Grot., and most Inter- 
preters since their time. Grot. compares the Heb. 
aan, and a similar use of Bacireverv in 1 Sam. 8, 22. 
12, 1. 15, 35., of érioweddev in Esth. 6, 14., and of 
postulare in Rom. 8, 26. Schleus. compares a si- 
milar use of the very verb in question in Eurip. H. E. 
1596., of adragkelv in Deut. 32, 9., Kangovoueiv in Jos. 
17, 14., and of gv in Ps. 119, 50. Chrysost., how- 
ever, and Gicumen., Drus., Kypke, Wits., Wets., and 
others, would retain the usual neuter sense, “to lead 
any one in triumph as a captive.” But this is far 
less suitable, for those who are led in triumph are 
entirely passive ;” and Beza observes, that they are 
led ignominice caussd. Indeed that interpretation of 
the sentence involves great and needless difficulty : 
for nothing is more common, both in the Greek 
and Latin, and even modern languages, than such 
changes as the one in question. 

Wetstein’s paraphrase, founded upon the usual 
sense of Opianfevev, is most frigid and far-fetched. 
Mackn. renders it: ‘‘ carries us along in triumph 
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with Christ.” And he thinks there is here an allu- 
sion to the custom of victorious generals, who in 
their triumphant processions carried some of their 
relations with them in their chariot. But this is 
surely not a little absurd: besides, év cannot here 
signify with. ‘The ancient Commentators, however, 
had by no means a clear idea of the sense of Op:an.6. 
They explain it by display, make famous, &c.; which 
is very frigid. Perhaps they were led to adopt this 
interpretation from a scruple lest the term might not 
be justifiable; since the Apostle does not seem to have 
every where been triumphant and successful; and 
yet wavrore is added. But it is not necessary to 
anxiously press on the sense of wavrore, nor of éy 
wavtl torm just after, nor indeed of 6piap6. The 
sense may be thus expressed: “ thanks be unto 
God who, upon the whole, blesseth our labours, not- 
withstanding great obstacles, with glorious success 
and eminent usefulness.” Indeed where the Apostle 
was least successful, there was always some kind of 
victory obtained over the kingdom of Satan and sin. 

"Ev Xeiorw plainly signifies “ by the assistance of 
Christ.” 

14. Kal riy dopyy Tis yvorews adTov davepouvtt, &c., 
‘and who diffuseth, by us, every where the odour of 
his Divine knowledge.” I cannot assent to some 
modern Commentators, that the éopu7 contains an 
allusion to perfumes with which the High Priest was 
scented, or to the sacred incense, or (as others sup- 
pose) to the union of Christ and the Church, as ty- 
pified under the image of a bride and bridegroom, 
Cant. 1, 3. I rather accede to the opinion of those 
who think there is an allusion to the fragrant odours 
scattered about near the conquerors at a triumph. 
So Theophyl. : *Avw roivuy eiray, O71 ravrore Ooiepev- 
op-cba, viv yor, oT Kal €v ravTs TOrW EdwdIaouey TodS 
aviowmous. Yet it must be observed that there is 
no more than an allusion ; and therefore it is not of 
much consequence that the consistency in the meta- 
phor is broken in éopjy Gavepodvrs. It is sufficient 
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that there is an allusion to the wide-spread diffusion 
of odours so scattered, and also to the grateful 
and salutiferous influence of the Gospel every where 
disseminated. 

Theophyl. paraphrases thus : “Qoavel ody bupsary- 
ploy eopev PactasKov, Kal orov av ameAdwpev, Kal THY 
OGpay TOO TvEyLATIKOD pUgov meEpichepomey, ToUTETTI, THS 
feoyvwcias. 

15. és Xgiorod edwiia—amonrupeos. Here we 
have a continuation of the figure, though with some 
change in the application. Ctcumen. paraphrases 
thus: 0} pdvoy euwoiay Kypicoopey, GAAR Kal pels ol 
"Ardororn edwiia eopev, &c. Some modern Com- 
mentators interpret: “ Our Apostolical office is 
grateful and acceptable to God.” And this mode of 
interpretation Rosenm. adopts. But it seems to me 
that r@ Geo cannot very well (at least here) be taken 
for eis ray @eiv; though it is so taken by many mo- 
dern Translators; as the authors of our English 
Version and Doddr. ‘The ancients (I think) rightly 
interpreted it ‘* by God,” “by means of God :’’ éxi 
being understood. (See Theophyl.) The sense may 
(I conceive) be thus expressed: ‘* We are those 
through whom God spreads and propagates this odo- 
riferous, delightful, beneficial, and salutiferous Gos- 
pel of Christ.” 

Now this is said to have place both év rots cwfone- 
vos and €v trois amoaavpevois. Here there seems to 
be an ellipsis ; gq. d. “* We are a sweet odour to all, 
-both to,” &c.; and the words are explanatory of the 
weighty and awful truth. ‘Theodoret and Theophyl. 
well paraphrase thus: ‘“‘ We indeed bear the sweet 
odour of Christ’s Gospel to all, but all who partici- 
pate in it do not experience its salutiferous effects. 
Thus to diseased eyes even the light of heaven is 
noxious; yet the sun does not bring the injury. 
And to those in a fever honey is bitter; yet it as 
sweet nevertheless. Vultures, too, it is said, fly 
‘from sweet odours of myrrh; yet myrrh is myrrh, 
-though the vultures avoid it. Thus if some be saved 
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and others perish, the Gospel retains its own virtue, 
and we, the preachers of it, remain just as we are; 
and the Gospel retains its odoriferous and saluti- 
ferous properties, though some may disbelieve or 
abuse it, and perish.” Itis, I think, a misconception 
of Doddr. to suppose that there is here an allusion to 
the different effects of strong perfumes to cheer 
some, and to throw. others into violent disorders. 

There was no necessity for some of the early 
Commentators to anxiously discuss the terms roils 
cwson. and &moar. ‘They may simply be taken (as 
they are by the Greek Commentators), the former to 
denote those who believe and embrace the Gospel, 
and, by faithfully fulfilling its requisitions, are saved ; 
the latter, those who either disbelieve and reject it, 
or at least neglect to fulfil its requisitions. It is truly 
remarked by Grot., that the terms are applied to 
them respectively, ex eventu. 

16. cis pev, dop.y bavarov, &c. q. d. “ We have done 
our part, whatever be the consequences, though to 
the one,” &c. ‘The Commentators dilate much on 
these words, but (I think) to little purpose. The 
sense is, upon the whole, pretty obvious. It is suffi- 
cient to consider favarov and §wis as genitives of a 
substantive in the place of the cognate adjective. 
The words eis éévaroy and eis Swyv are exegetical, and 
meant to strengthen the sense. ‘The eis denotes 
tendency. 

In employing this mode of designating the Gos- 
pel, the Apostle is thought to have had in mind si- 
milar expressions, probably in use among the Jews. 
This is, indeed, established by a vast number of 
Rabbinical citations, of which the most important 
are the following. Taanith fol. 7, 1. Quicunque 
operam dat Legi propter ipsam Legem, ei fit lex 
aroma vite, S. D. Prov. 3, 18. 8, 36. qui verd non 
dat operam legi propter ipsum, et fit aroma mortis, 
S. D. Deut. 32, 2. Schir. R. 2, 3. Verbum legis, 
quod ex ore Dei processit, fuit dirporwrev, odora- 
mentum vite Israelitis, odoramentum = mortis gen- 
tibus. 
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16. Kok weds tadra tis ixavds; The words of this 
spirited exclamation are not well expounded by most 
modern Commentators. Vat. and Hardy render: 
‘‘ who indeed is fit, except Titus!’ Which is ab- 
surd. Grot. has written far more to the purpose, 
by paraphrasing thus: ‘** Quam difficilé est hoc quod 
nos preestamus, qui et tot adversa et pessimos ne 
nobis rumores Christi caus contemnimus?”’ And 
he adds that an answer to this question is subjoined 
further on at 3, 5.; all that comes between being 
explicatory of the difficulty.” The clause is, by 
Wolt, Locke, and others, rightly regarded as paren- 
thetical ; ver. 17., alluding, not to what immediately 
precedes, but to ver. 15 & 16. There is, however, 
a difficulty connected with the sentiment, inasmuch 
as it seems to admit that the Apostles were not qua- 
lified to preach the Gospel (that being the manifest 
sense of zpos tadra, where is an ellipsis of sorely). 
To obviate which (as I suspect) some ancient cor- 
rector inserted odtws, which crept into the Vulg. and 
several Versions; and this reading was received b 
some Fathers, and is approved by Dr. Mill, Ellis, and 
(as it seems) Dr. Mackn., who supplies “ as we.” 
But that ellipsis can by no means be admitted. 
There is neither authority to justify the insertion, 
nor necessity to plead in its defence. Tor though 
the words do imply the insufficiency of the preacher, 
yet that is only insufficiency as a man, without re- 
ference to Divine assistance. Thus Jaspis supplies 
ad’ éxvro0. No authority from the Greek Interpre- 
ters has been found for the odrws, since they invari- 
ably perceived the true sense of the passage, already 
laid down, by which the difficulty above adverted to 
will vanish. Thus Theophyl. (from Chrys.) admi- 
rably annotates as follows: ‘ Having spoken of great 
things, as edwiia éopvev, &c., and SpiapPedonev, the 
Apostle pereiddve:r, and says that for these things 
our “ own strength, or rather weakness, would never, 
suffice, unless there were superadded the power of 
God as our aid.” So Theodoret: “ We do not 

E2 
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achieve these things, but the grace of the Holy 
Spirit by us.” 

17. ov yap eopev, Ws of roAAol, KamnrcdovTeEs T. A. T. O. 
The Greek Commentators regard these words as an explanation 

of the immediately preceding, cai pds radra ris ixavos; And this 
may be defended ; but it is not necessary. I agree with several 
eminent modern Commentators that those words are parenthetical ; 
and that these refer to what preceded in ver. 15 & 16. The con- 
nexion may be thus traced: ‘* (We are indeed so favoured by God, 
that we are caused to triumph, and permitted to scatter the odours 
of the Gospel; and we do this both with zeal and sincerity,) for 
Wwe are not as the many,” &c. 

Karn evorres éopev, Rosenm. observes, is for karndevopev. T 
have, however, before remarked that this use of the participle and 
verb substantive for a verb, is meant to denote habit and custom. 

KaznAetorres tov NOyov. The force of this expression will be 
clearly understood if we bear in mind the physical sense of the word 
karnXevw, which is here used metephorically. But first it will be 
necessary to consider the real meaning of ckamndos: and this is dis- 
tinctly shown by a passage of Plato 531 c., which has escaped all 
the Commentators: épya adAdrpra mapadexopevor, dSebvTepov Tw- 
Aovor Tadty of KaTNAOL. Soalso Plato, p.600 c. And this is what 
Hesych. means, when he explains carnXever by perarwdet. Most 
Commentators explain the carnX. ‘* making a gain of”? And to 
this purpose I find noted down in my Adversaria Clem. Alex. 60 a. 
apicber covs derxOijcerat 6 Oeds, ov Karnreverat ¥ aAnGeia. Thus 
tthe schools of the Sophists were called by some carn\eia.* (See 
Wets.) And so cauponus is often used in the Latin, both with and 
without addition. We may compare, too, our old word to chaffer, 

Here, however, as is shown by the context, something more is 
meant, namely, corrupting fur the purpose of gain. So 4, 2. d0- 
otvres TOV Oyor Tov Geos. Of the numerous Classical citations 
adduced by Wets., the most apposite are AEschyl. Theb. 541 Blomf. 
éXOwy 8 Eorxey od Karnedoery pedyyny, Which 1 would render, “will 
not fight by retail ;”’ ‘‘ will not do things in a peddling way.” Here 
the learned Editor refers to Alberti on Hesych., Toup. in Suid. 3. 
p. 189., Schleus. Lex. N. T. in v. Hipponact. apud Tzetz. m -Ly- 
copar. 579., Monk on Eurip. Hippol. 956., which last passage, how- 
ever, is scarcely apposite, the word there signifying to cheat. I 
would subjoin the following interesting pussages which have escaped 
all the Commentators. Max. Tyr. D. 28, 2,57 «iBdnrevorres ra 
adnOy, Julian Ep. p. 300. ei dé év rots peyiarots AXXO pey Hpovdty 
ris, €m’ évavrwoy dé wy dpovel didackel, THs ov TOUTO éxetvo KaTHAWY 
éorcv. Jambl. Vit. Pyth. § 76. ob yap éveropevero Adyos. 

I cannot conclude without adverting to the origin of the word in 

* Hence may be supplied the true root (on which the Etymolo- 
gists wander far and decide nothing) of the Latin cavillor in the 
sense ovgsrevery. And so our cavil, which means properly to 
haggle. oor” 
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question, on which the Philologists have not well treated. I would 
derive it from car, which (in common with the Caup of the Latin, 
the Chap, Kop, and various cognate words of the Northern lan- 
guages,) signifies to vend or sell by retai/, The other part of the 
word comes from 7»\ds, which, as we learn from Hesych., was an 
old word signifying wine; and likely enough ; for both words ex- 
press two of the most notable properties of fermented drink, swelling 
and bubbling. The usual derivation from cakoveiy and zéXos is 
perfectly anile. Such persons could not be so called except in 
derision. The truth is, the word, according to the above deriva- 
tion, at first meant petty chapmen in wine, persons who retailed 
wine, as being the article most in request in retail traffic ; but after- 
wards was extended to petty traders in any article ; and especially 
designated what we call hucksters, persons who buy up an article to 
sell again; and, in some degree, was common to all retail venders. 
But as petty dealers are always the greatest corrupters of any ar- 
ticle; and as wine, above all other things, offers the greatest facili- 
ties to such tricks, so the cadznXox (in the proper sense of the word, 
namely wine venders) have in all ages and all countries been accused 
(and perhaps not unjustly) of this trickery. The most ancient evi- 
dence is Is. 1, 22. of kawndot cor puoyotar roy oivoy vdart. See 
also Arist. Plut. 435., cited by Schleus. To which may be added 
AEschyl. Eumenid. 690. airév rodurév po mexavdrvrwy (Wake, 
conjectures éxexpaivovrwy). And no wonder that of such tricks 
hucksters in provisions have, in all ages of the world, been guilty. 

The sense, then, is clearly this : ‘‘ corrupting the Gospel, in order 
to make a gain of it, by representing its doctrines and requisitions 
as otherwise than what they really are, to make them more popular 
and therefore more gainful.” We cannot doubt whaé these admix- 
tures were; though they, no doubt, varied in different teachers ; 
sometimes consisting of Jewish superstitions ;* sometimes of the 
philosophical fancies and dreams of the Sophists.¢ Perhaps, too, 
they might hold relaxed opinions on the subject of divorce, fornica- 
tion, and association with Heathens. 

As to the reading of some MSS. raXayrevoyres, it is a mere gloss. 
I must not omit to observe that the reading ot Norrol, for oi rodXol, 
supported by many MSS. and Fathers, and adopted by some mo- 
derns, cannot (as far as I see) be maintained on any just grounds: 
and as the two words are (as I have before observed) perpetually 
confounded with each other, the error is the less to be wondered at. 
Oi wrodXoil (or, as Theophyl. reads, zoAdol) need not, however, be 
interpreted the greater part, but very many. The Apostle is, by all 
Commentators, ancient and modern, supposed to have had in view 
the false teachers at Corinth. 

* So Rosenm.: ‘* Non solum ex ipsa doctrine tractatione lucrum 
queerebant, sed et ineptis fabulis eam corrumpebant (Judzorum al- 
liciendorum causs4) ; mendaciis insignibus de instante fine mundi, 
de novo regno Christi per mille annos, homines concutiebant, atque 
bonis fortunisque suis non invitos exuebant.” 

+ So Chrys.: 6ri ra abroéy avapryvvover rois Oedrous. 
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The idea is further unfolded by the following words, &dX’ ws é& 
eiAtkpiveias, Which are by Theophyl. well explained é« ka@apés cat 
adodov yrwpns, ‘‘ with purity, truth, sincerity, and integrity.” See 
the note on 1 Cor. 5, 8. The next words aX’ ws éx Oeod are eblip- 

tical, and Néyorres, or the like, must be supplied. heophyl. well 
explains them: ws ék Geotd éydvres & aovperv, Kal ovK otKober 
avrot Karopfovvres. The xarevwrior tov Ocov signifies ‘* as in the 
presence of God, and with a view to his approbation only.” Thus 
Theophyl. observes that it is said iva detEn 70 evOu rijs Kapdias Kat 
e’rappnovacrov. With respect to éy Xpeor@, it may be rendered 
““ in the name of Christ, as his Jegates.” So Grot. and most Com- 
mentators. Or it may signify (as others explain) ‘‘ conformably to 
the doctrines of Christ.” 

CHAP. Ill. 

Verse 1. “Apycucda mary éeaurous cumoravey; It 
is well observed by Theophyl., that this is meant to 
meet an objection; for, since he had been speaking 
in his own commendation, some one might say, 
© How is this, Paul, thou art magnifying thyself by 
saying these things!’ Which the Apostle refutes in 
the following words. 

The interrogation is equivalent to a strong nega- 
tive. The raawrefers to what he had said at 1 Cor. 
c.5,9 & 14. From the words following it appears, 
that with the negative we must supply need ; q. d. 
“ No; we need not.” 

The next words are, as Theophyl. observes, said 
pera PapuTytos, SINCE TAYKTIKWTEGOY Tole? TOY Adyov. 
Here there is a Var. Lect. which merits attention. 
For «i #7 some eleven MSS. and a few Versions and 
Fathers read 7 «7, which is preferred by many emi- 
nent Critics, and is received by Griesb., and is adopt- 
ed by all our Translators ; but, I think, on unsufficient 
grounds. Notto mention the weakness of MS. evidence, 
the reading in question exceedingly enervates the vi- 
gour of this cutting sentence. ‘To receive it would 
be contrary to the most certain of Critical canons, 
since it is plainly the easier reading, not to mention 
that some doubts might be raised as to the correct- 
ness of the Greek. Besides, it may easily be ac- 
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counted for, considering that the sense is somewhat 
obscure by the omission of the clause which, on the 
best authorities, I have supplied. ‘Then again, an 
interrogative particle was likely to be introduced 
after an interrogative sentence. ‘The antient read- 
ing, then, (which is confirmed by Chrysost.) is un- 
doubtedly the true one, and is adopted by Jaspis. 
The sense may be thus expressed : ‘* Unless (indeed) 
you will say, we need as some do,” &c. 

By the tives all the Commentators agree are meant 
the false teachers at Corinth, who had originally in- 
troduced themselves to notice by commendatory 
letters both there and elsewhere : of py) ExovTes (as 
Theophl. Says) € €k Tw oiKeloy epywyv proper das, O1EeKo- 
prSov ols av 7berov, Oia TouTwy cUVIoTwpLEVOL Kal yywpsso- 

_ PEvob. 
These commendatory letters were much in use in 

the primitive chureh, and were derived, as some 
think, from the fessera hospitalitatis of the Greeks 
and Romans. But it has been proved, that the 
custom was in use among the Jews also ; as it would 
be likely to be in every country where letters were 
known, and personal communication not very fre- 
quent. Now these are more properly termed £pis- 
tles commendatory than letters of recommendation, 
as Mackn. renders. ‘They were properly letters of 
introduction (which is the import of the term), 
though they, no doubt, often had recommendatory 
matter. Some of the finest specimens are from the 
pen of Cicero and Pliny. ‘They were called by the 
Name émiororal cucrarikal, OF YpapuarTike TvTTAT. 5 
as in a passage of Arrian Epict. 2, 3. appositely cited 
by Wets.: Kanos 6 Atoyevys mphs Toy GE soiree 7 poly.pol- 
TO op QUT OU AraBely CUCTATIKA" or pev avipwros, Gyo, 

el, Kal day yorer cs iO” ayabos 7 7] KAKOS, € peev cpretpos 
eos Orayva@va Tous ayasods, Kal KaKoUS yywoeTa Eb 0 
AmEpos, ov) av pupiakis ypavw adtw. Schleus.adds re- 
ferences to Diog. Laert. 5, 18, and Stob. Serm. p. 
408. It is here remarked by Rosenm.: “ Fortassis 
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auditores nonnulli Jacobi et Petri, insciente utroque 
Apostolo cum litteris aliarum ecclesiarum, quas per- 
vagati fuerant, Corinthum venerant ; deinceps vero 
per sectatores suos Corinthios eorumque litteras mire 
disseminarunt de suis in rem Christianum meritis, 
que ab ipsis demum constituta fuerit Corinthi.” 

Luvicravery is falsely rendered by Mackn. “ esta- 
blish ourselves; prove our Apostleship.” ‘The best 
Commentators, antient and modern, are agreed in 
interpreting it commend, praise. And so further on, 
5, 12. 10,12 & 18. 4, 2. 12,11. See Schleus. Lex. 

2. 4 emiororAy 7pwv upeis eore, &C. 
‘The last verse, it will be remembered, concluded with an inter- 

rogation implying a strong negative. Thus Theodoret has well 
introduced the words of the present verse as follows: jets ov ded- 
peda ypapparwr’ avira yap ypivy ra modypara paprypet. ‘Then is 
added the cause, in which there is an elegant turn, scarcely inferior 
to any thing of this kind in the best Classical writers: and the 
words are thus paraphrased by Theophyl.: ‘‘ That which commen- 
datory letters introducing and making us respected would have . 
done, this ye yourselves do when seen and heard; and wherever we 
vo we bear you about.” ‘The words, however, of this and the follow- 
ing verse involve some difficulty on account of the harshness of the 
metaphor, toremove which Doddr, would read tpey for yey, from 
some few MSS. andVersions. Andso Bp. Barrington. Now this might 
be admitted, were it not for the following words, in which the 

Apostle further unfolds the metaphor, though, at the same time, he 
varies the application. Besides, it would be in the lives rather than 
the hearts of the Corinthian converts that this letter would be legi- 
ble to the world at large. It is not easy, however, to explain the 
sense of éyyeypappévn év rats kapdiacs. Mackn. thinks that the 
difficulty may be lessened, and the jarring of metaphors removed, by 
supposing that the Apostle calls the Corinthians, not Christ's letter 
of recommendation in favour of him, but a copy of that letter; and 
that the letter itself was written on the Apostle’s heart, but the copy 
of it on the hearts of the Corinthians. But this device only ex- 
changes one difficulty for another more serious, and would convert 

obscurity, and somewhat of harshness, into inexplicable nonsense. 
The difficulty (I repeat) solely rests with the words éyyeypappévny 
éy rais Kapdiacs Hoy; so that, if these were absent, the sentence 
would be one of the most intelligible as it is the most elegant I 
know. But as they are supported by all the MSS. and by the next 
verse, retained they must be, and explained as we can. The best 

expositions are those of (Ecumen. 615 D. év v@ yap vpas éxovras, 
onoty, ws Kat éyyeypagbar hiv dSoxety dua ro avetddeurroy, Tar- 
Taxov mepepépopey tpas’ and Theopbyl. (from Chrysost.) “Qore 
ered) Upds &xw ExtoroAnY aurisrwoay pe mpos GAAous, ob déopac 
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tiAwr éxiarohoy wap’ bpdy, iva dv éxelvwy yywp.e0e rois &yvoovat 
ples “AAU Kal Exerd) Ev TH dtavoia pov éore, ov déopae iva pe ove- 
THoWow &XXoi TLves Tods buds" Tpds yup TOs ayvuoras Seirai Tes 
yoapparwr, ov rods rovs eiddras, This mode of interpretation is 
ingenious and perhaps true. Wets, and Rosenm. interpret it of the 
highly tender love the Apostle bore to them, q. d. ‘ quos ita diligo, ut 
nunquam non vestrisim memor. Quam tenere vos amore prosequar, 
omnes norunt.” But I do not see how this sense can be elicited 
from the words. Greatly preferable is the method of Theophyl., 
which is supported by Theodoret. As, however, this is not without 
difficulty, I may propose what strikes me as a simpler and easier 
mode of taking the passage. 

The Epistle here meant by St, Paul was plainly the reformed mo- 
rals and good conduct of the Corinthian converts, which might be 
said to be read and known of all men; since the extensive comn- 
merce of the Corinthians carried the inhabitants of that city every 
where, and dispersed every where a knowledge of what was there 
done: and all this would be an Epistle Commendatory* of the 
Apostle; since, as Chrysost. and Theophyl. say, rév pabnrér 
caper) Tov dvdacKkadoy Koonet. Now this reformation was indeed not 
known to all men; but it must have been especially imprinted in 
the mind and heart of the Apostle: and this therefore he would 
bear about with him every where, just as the knowledge in question 
was disseminated every where. 

Such is (I conceive) the true sense: and thus every difficulty and 
harshness seems removed.t 

3. davepovpevor or1—xp.ev. The same metaphor is 
continued, though somewhat altered and differently 
applied. 

The words gay. 6rs éore are, by a well known 
idiom, for 671 Gavepws éeore, “being plain that ye 
are;” 1, e. “it being plain that ye are,” &c. \The 
ort, however, has a torce which no Commentator has 
seen but Theodoret, who thus ably paraphrases: kat 
Th A€ywW HOV ; aTOD yup EoTE TOU TWTHpOS FucY exio- 
TOAY avTod yap TA PyjLaTa ToD KyDUypaAToS, yes b€ TOY 
ypapparey dsakovor. ‘There is here a kind of climax. 

When, however, it is said that they are even 
Christ’s Epistle, the latter must be understood in a 

* For, to use the words of Theodoret in his paraphrase, they 
would see rijy rior riv tpuerépay, ry mayTaxov yis Kal Oadarrys 
adopéevny" jpets yap buds rijs wkavyns araddacayres 7rQ Tijs eoyrvw- 
aias dwri rpoonyayoper. 
+ Here Bukeley cites a passage of Plato Phedr, Op. p. 213, who 

speaks of knowledge, as being written in the soul of the learner. 
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different sense to the former: and this sense (which 
the Commentators appear not to have clearly dis- 
cerned) may (I think) be thus traced: “ Ye bear the 
commands of Christ on your heart, and transcribe 
them into your practice. This is, as it were, a letter 
dictated by Christ to me, and by me written on your 
hearts.” The above, which appears to be the true 
sense, is supported by all the antient Commentators, 
and by Grot. and Rosenm., the latter of whom ob- 
serves, that d:axovely signifies to use any one’s ministry 
in performing any thing. 

In some sense, too, it might be said, that they were 
a letter commendatory of Christ and the Gospel to 
the heathens. 
Now by ‘‘ the Epistle of Christ” is meant the Gos- 

pel; and to this érioroay is very applicable, accord- 
ing to that sense which the word bears frequently in 
the antient writers, and in which it is here employed, 
namely, mandatum. ‘The term, indeed, is applicable 
to any revelation of God’s will to man. ‘Thus the 
law of Moses might be called an érioroAy tod Oecd 
and diaKovynleioa bro to) Mwuocod. ‘The Gospel was, as 
the Apostle says, an érioroay tov Xeiorou diaxovyfeion 
imo Tov Llavaov. 

The remaining part of the verse is (I think) meant 
not only to further unfold the meaning of ériorony, 
but (as the antient Commentators and Grot. sug- 
gest) to show the superiority of the Gospel of Christ 
over the law of Moses. And this Theophyl. thus 
illustrates ; ‘* As Moses was the minister of the Law, 
so are we the ministers of your faith in the Gospel. 
He cut the stones; we cut the hearts. ‘The law was 
written with ink; the Gospel was written upon you 
by the Spirit. As far as the Spirit is superior to ink, 
and the heart to stone; so far is the new Dispensa- 
tion superior to the old. And so Theodoret: ype 
yao maagw evexoaahiy ribivais, 4 SF Tals AoysKals eve- 
yeady Kapdieass. ‘The point (it should seem) in which 
the Apostle especially intended to represent the su- 
periority of the Gospel over the Law was this, that 
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in the Law there was a bare comment; in the Gos- 
pel the injunctions were rendered more effectual by 
the ministry of the Holy Spirit, as often manifested in 
the miraculous gifts to believers, and by whose sanc- 
tifying graces on all occasions the truths of the Gos- 
pel were especially impressed on the hearts of men. 
We may also add from Grot., ‘‘in lege veteri scrip- 
tum precipuum est; vocalis institutio ei servit: In 
Evangelica vocalis institutio precipua; scriptura ei 
custodiende servit.” 

The words év ravi kapdias cackivais are, as Theo- 
phyl. observes, to be taken as an hyperbaton for 
€y TAAEL cagkivars Kapdias, and that for * on fleshly 
tablets,” namely, those of the heart, i.e. “on the 
heart itself.” So Theodoret. 7 d€ rais royixais eve- 
yeaoy Kapdiais. Rosenm. indeed explains the words: 
** pectoribus hominum, eorum nempe, quibus inno- 
tuit, vos mea opera ad Christianam religionem esse 
perductos:” for, he adds, the minds of the Corin- 
thians, who were themselves érior0A7y Xpiorod, cannot 
here be understood. But this interpretation pro- 
ceeds on an imperfect view of the expression écre 
émioroay Xpirrov, and would involve the whole into 
greater obscurity than ever. 

Here Grot. aptly compares Jerem. 30, 33. where 
God promises, under the new covenant, to put his 
laws in the inward parts, and to write them in the 
hearts of his people. And he compares the follow- 
ing Classical passages. Plutarch. (speaking of Ly- 
CUIg.) TA ev ody KUgIWTATA Kal MeyITTE MoUs EvoELOviCY 
morews Kal aperiy év Tois Heri, wero Kal Tals dywyais 
TOY TOAIT@Y EYKATET TOI YECOpLEVEL EVEL, aKlyyTo Kol 
PeButav Eyovra tiv mponigeriy, decpov loyuporaroy Tis 
avayKys, Kal qv maidevois Exoreiro Tois veors, vop.ob€erou 
Oiaberw amepyafomern mepi exacroy adrwv’ and D. 
Chrysost. in a Discourse in which he maintains the 
preference of custom over law :.’Exeivo: weév (08 vo.o}) 
EY TUVIOLY 7) OTHAGIS QuAATTOVTAI, TWY DE EkKaTTOY EV TAIS 
aperépos Wuyaiss do Gareoreca 0€ kal KpEiTTwY H ToKUTH 
guaaky. Tadd Theophyl. Simoc. 125. D. ratra rois 
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Tis kKapdias Tapeios evamotibecbe, ypadais arumwrois 
aroygaapevor an evident imitation of the present 
passage, and of Aischyl. P. V. 814. qv éyypadou ob 
pvyorivy SérToIs Ppevarv. 

4, 5. wemoldyow, € rowmurny Exouev die Tov X. wpos 
toy @ecv. ‘The connexion here is not very obvious. 
Many early modern Commentators, as Zeger, Est., 
Menoch., and Tirin., take the words to refer to those 
immediately preceding, namely, ‘‘ye are our epistle,” 
&c. And in this view Rosenm. paraphrases : 
‘* Multum omnino est, quod vobis tribuo; sed con- 
fido per Deum et Christum hoc ita esse, et vos porro 
quasi commendationis loco mihi et meo ministerio 
fore.’ This, however, seems harsh. ‘The con- 
nexion is (I think) better traced by Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) as follows: ‘ After he had thus set forth. 
the superiority of the new over the old covenant, it 
might be inferred, as a consequence, ‘‘ So then 
we the Apostles and ministers of the New, are 
inferior to Moses the minister of the old.” To 
soften, therefore, what might have seemed a boast- 
ing, he omits that conclusion, or only alludes to it 
by saying: “ This is, however, nothing of our own, 
but our boasting is through Christ in God. For 
Christ is the author of that, and we are the humble 
instruments.’ Perhaps the force of the expressions 
may be more fully represented in the following para- 
phrase. ‘* We, however, (de) have such a cause for 
boasting (as this superiority implies) in God alone, 
and through Christ.” Thus there is an ellipsis of 
povoy. ‘The words following are (in the deep humi- 
lity of the Apostle) meant to farther inculcate their 
dependence on God. 

In the od« or: there is the usual ellipsis of od r€ye 5 
q. d. “ Mind, I mean not to say that we are sufficient 
of ourselves,” &c. By Acyicacbas is not merely 
meant cogitare, as most modern Commentators ex- 
plain (and so our English version to think any 
thing); nor (as Doddr. renders) reckon, which the. 
context will not permit. Preferable is the version 
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of Whitby and Mackn., to reason, i. e. to bring men 
to conversion by any reasoning of our own. But 
this is scarcely suited to the accompanying formulas, 
ap éavtoy and €§ éavrwv. I would therefore adopt 
the interpretation of all the antient and some modern 
Commentators, as Grot., Rosenm., Wets., Wells, 
Schleus., and Jaspis, excogitare, of which sense Wets. 
adduces examples from Demetr. Phal, noyiveo bau eG 
adrov. Aslian, V.H. 1, 6. eos be Eis Too ory AoyioTixal, 
WoTE AD eauTey exnoyleobea TAs apegas. Aristid, Si- 
cul. P- 364. tow yee eore CoPpwTaror TwY EAnjvey, 
asrok TE ud’ Upacoy auTwy aploTos Avyicacbas TH d€ovTH, 
Kal érepov A€yovtos Keivas. ‘Lhe sense, then, seems to 
bethis: “ Weare of ourselves unable even to devise, 
or conceive the mysteries and truths of the Gospel, 
much less to give them the effect by which the 
Holy Spirit writes and imprints them on the hearts 
of men; but our power and sufficiency is (alone) 
from God.” <‘ The Apostle (observes Rosenm.) 
says that he could not have discovered this mode of 
salvation, but that he had his doctrine by Divine re- 
velation.”* The ws é¢ €auray is meant still further to 
enforce the ad’ éaurav. It is plain that r+ must be 
limited to the things in view, namely, any thing re- 
lative to the peculiar doctrines of the Gospel and 
the method of salvation revealed in the new cove- 
nant. Perhaps the ws €€ €avray may be an elliptical 
form for “so as to promulgate it as from ourselves, 
(with such effect as we do.’ ) Cicumen. well para- 
phrases thus: ors ymets pev ra ikavol Ermey Tor wry O1a- 

Kovice Umi pery oar Gaj,arnn aude ev vo rapew TOU TpoeypaTos TO 

peyebos, 7 7, orws RoyiourGas They AIT Ds AN OT yudoKnrey 

vas ikovous yever bau TO THAIKOITYD mody Lark. And 
Theophyl.: avrés yap (4 cos) ixcvwoev LAS, TOUTETT IY, 

* So Grot.: ‘‘Ea que tot seculis incognita per Evangelium 
Deus patefecit, unde nascuntur vires tam eximia edendi opera, 
ejusmodi sunt ut nemini quamvis ingeniosissimno in mentem venire 
potuerint. Ideo autem ctim dixisset, ag’ éavrdy, repetit, ws éf 
éaur@y ; quia potest homo ista capere, sed non ex se reperire.” 
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eveduvdpeoe ey, emirydetous cigyararo draxavous TOU LEyarou 
rouTov Kal §elou TpaypaTos THS KIWIS dradiKns. And 
Theodoret, excellently, thus: SapZoupev TWO THY GAwy 
Ow, Tou Xpiord TOUTO 7 [LIv dedwxaras ro bdpoos" vk ED 
EauTois peas Ppovoiprey, aude €& olkeiwy OGaivovres Aoyio- 
pewy mpon degopsey TH Ky poy para. 

. 09 kak ikavwoey yas, kc. The force of és may 
be better understood by rendering: “ And he it is 
that hath enabled us, and made us fit to be ministers 
of the new covenant,” i.e. to‘preach the Gospel. 
Here ¢ivasis to be understood. On the force of the 
term Kkaivy d:a47yK7) see the note on Matt. init. ‘Theo- 
doret well paraphrases thus: Avros yep iplv 6 TOY 
dAwy eis opkauoay eyopiyyce Sdvapsv, Wore OraKov_oos 
TH To mvenaros yasitt. Grot. observes that O1akovos 
is here used generally ; as in 1 Cor. 3, 5., and diaxovia 
at Acts 1, 17. and elsewhere. 

In the words following the Apostle again (as it 
should seem, for the sake of the Judaizing Chris- 
tians) takes occasion to set forth the difference be- 
tween the Law and the Gospel. Tis xasvijs dsabyxns, 
‘‘a new Covenant, od ypappartos (he adds) &rre mved- 
pros, ** not of letter, but of spirit,” 1. e. not a religion 
literal, or comprehended i in writing, like the Deca- 
logue, and the Law of Moses, but spiritual, This 
may be understood in a two-fold way; first in the 
physical sense, since Christianity was at first promul- 
gated without any Divine Scripture,* and solely by ~ 
the Holy Spirit, which also by its miraculous yapic- 
para extended at least up to the period when it 
became literal as well as spiritual, and by its ordinary 
and sanctifying influences hath ever since enabled 
true Christians to perform the duties which the Gospel 
enjoins: and secondly, in a moral sense, as being 
raised above the dry forms and empty shadows of 
the Jaw, and aiming at true and substantial excel- 
lence. ‘* Now Moses (observes Grot.) brought the 

* The Apostle speaks of his own times. For after the Apostolical 
age it was highly necessary that the doctrine of Christ should be 
committed to writing. (Rosenm.) 
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writing in two stone tables to the people. The 
Apostle’s word was accompanied with more illus- 
trious signs than Moses had given, even with tongues, 
miraculous healings, raising the dead, nay, and with 
the power of conferring such gifts on others ; which 
had been utterly without example.”’ Thus it is remark- 
ed by Gicumen., that the law promulgated the writings 
of Moses; but the preaching of Christ ministered the 
gifts of the Spirit. And ‘Theophyl. observes, that 
the law was, in a certain sense, spiritual, as given by 
the Spirit, but did not confer the Spirit, as did the 
New Covenant: for not only did the Apostles teach 
spiritual and divine doctrines, but by the laying on 
of hands gave the Spirit.”. It may also, as Whitby 
observes, be called the covenant of the Spirit in al- 
lusion to Jerem. 3, 33., where God promises, under 
the new covenant, to put his laws in the inward 
parts, and to write them in the hearts of his people. 
And to this view Jaspis confines it, observing: Ilved- 
po appellatur nostra religio; nam interna spectat 
cum effectis et commodis suis, Mosaica maximam 
partem ad externa pertinente.” He then, with great 
taste, as well as truth, observes: “ Paulus autem, quo 
magis commovetur animo, eo elegantiori et magis 
figurata utitur oratione, i. q. indicium est, quam na- 
turalis sit illa Pauli elegantia. 

6. ro yap ypappa—Sworoe?. ‘There are several 
ways in which this will hold good. Hence Com- 
mentators differ according to the views they take. 
Without noticing refinements to which the Apostle 
would not descend to advert (and which may be seen 
in the Crit. Sacr., Pole’s Syn., Wolf’s Cura, and 
other works), some here recognize a Jewish proverb, 
expressing the superiority of the spiritual, 1. e. mysti- 
cal, interpretation of the law over the diteral. But, 
as Doddr. observes, this is a very arbitrary and un- 
warrantable exposition. By ypaéppe, all judicious 
Commentators are agreed, is meant the Law of 
Moses, and by 7d zveipa the Gospel, the former of 
which might be said to kill, in a metaphorical sense 
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eveduvdpeocey, emitydelous cigyararo draxovous TOU LEYAAOU 
TOUTOU Kak §eiou Tpayp.aTos TIS Kas dradyns. And 

Theodoret, excellently, thus: bespéniey TW THY GAwyY 
Ocw, TOU Xpiord TOUTO 7[LIv dedwxoros TO bdipoos: ovK ED’ 

EauTois peyan Ppovatpey, aude €& oikelwmy UPaivoyres Aoyio- 
pewy mpoa decopsev TO Ky Puy ware. 

. 09 Kal ikavwoey jpas, &c. The force of és may 
be better understood by rendering: “ And he it is 
that hath enabled us, and made us fit to be ministers 
of the new covenant,” i.e. to‘preach the Gospel. 
Here «ives is to be understood. On the force of the 
term kaivy dia4yK7} see the note on Matt. init. Theo- 
doret well paraphrases thus: Auris yep ply 6 Tov 
dAwy Oeis apkouray Eyopnyyce ivapsy, WoTE OlaKovy oa 
TH TO Trvenaros yasits. Grot. observes that O1aKOvOS 
is here used generally ; asin 1 Cor. 3, 5., and dsakovia 
at Acts 1, 17. and elsewhere. 

In the words following the Apostle again (as it 
should seem, for the sake of the Judaizing Chris- 
tians) takes occasion to set forth the difference be- 
tween the Law and the Gospel. Tis Kawnys duaedrians, 
‘a new Covenant, ov YPLparos (he adds) dard wveu- 
paros, ** not of letter, but of spirit,” i.e. not a religion 
literal, or comprehended i in writing, like the Deca- 
logue, and the Law of Moses, but spiritual. This 
may be understood in a two-fold way ; first in the 
physical sense, since Christianity was at first promul- 
gated without any Divine Scripture,* and solely by ~ 
the Holy Spirit, which also by its miraculous yapic- 
pata extended at least up to the period when it 
became literal as well as spiritual, and by its ordinary 
and sanctifying influences hath ever since enabled 
true Christians to perform the duties which the Gospel 
enjoins: and secondly, in a moral sense, as being 
raised above the dry forms and empty shadows of 
the law, and aiming at true and substantial excel- 
lence. ‘* Now Moses (observes Grot.) brought the 

* The Apostle speaks of his own times. For after the Apostolical 
age it was highly necessary that the doctrine of Christ should be 
committed to writing. (Rosenm.) 
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writing in two stone tables to the people. The 
Apostle’s word was accompanied with more illus- 
trious signs than Moses had given, even with tongues, 
miraculous healings, raising the dead, nay, and with 
the power of conferring such gifts on others ; which 
had been utterly without example.” Thus it is remark- 
ed by GQicumen., that the law promulgated the writings 
of Moses; but the preaching of Christ ministered the 
gifts of the Spirit. And Theophyl. observes, that 
the law was, in a certain sense, spiritual, as given by 
the Spirit, but did not confer the Spirit, as did the 
New Covenant: for not only did the Apostles teach 
spiritual and divine doctrines, but by the laying on 
of hands gave the Spirit.” It may also, as Whitby 
observes, be called the covenant of the Spirit in al- 
lusion to Jerem. 3, 33., where God promises, under 
the new covenant, to put his laws in the inward 
parts, and to write them in the hearts of his people. 
And to this view Jaspis confines it, observing: Ilved- 
po appellatur nostra religio; nam interna spectat 
cum effectis et commodis suis, Mosaicaé maximam 
partem ad externa pertinente.” He then, with great 
taste, as well as truth, observes: “ Paulus autem, quo 
magis commovetur animo, eo elegantiori et magis 
figurata utitur oratione, i. q. indicium est, quam na- 
turalis sit illa Pauli elegantia. 

6. ro yap ypappa— fworone?. ‘There are several 
ways in which this will hold good. Hence Com- 
mentators differ according to the views they take. 
Without noticing refinements to which the Apostle 
would not descend to advert (and which may be seen 
in the Crit. Sacr., Pole’s Syn., Wolf’s Cure, and 
other works), some here recognize a Jewish proverb, 
expressing the superiority of the spiritual, 1. e. mysti- 
cal, interpretation of the law over the déiteral. But, 
as Doddr. observes, this is a very arbitrary and un- 
warrantable exposition. By ypaéppe, all judicious 
Commentators are agreed, is meant the Law of 
Moses, and by 7d zvejpa the Gospel, the former of 
which might be said to Kill, in a metaphorical sense 
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{in which Grot. here understands the expression), 
as being merely minacious and damnatory, threaten- 
ing death and leaving to it those who disobeyed ; 
containing no promises of a future state even to 
those who obeyed it, Joh. 6, 49. Gal 3, 21., and for 
those who disobeyed it (as all, from the frailty of 
human nature, must do) there could be no hope. 
Nay, it not only denounced punishment and death, 

~ but often indirectly occasioned it by the multiplicity, 
the minuteness, and the difficulty of its ceremonial 
rites; thus, as the Apostle says, “ taking occasion 
from our concupiscence, it increased sin,” and did 
not confer any strength to perform its injunctions, 
being destitute of all the assistances of grace. Such 
is the mode in which the most eminent modern 
‘Commentators explain. 

On the contrary, the Spirit, namely that new and 
‘spiritual system, the Gospel, giveth life, since it not 
-only brings life and immortality to light, but, by the 
‘manifestations. of the Spirit, enables believers to per- 
form its injunctions. More may be seen on this 
subject by consulting the Crit. Sacr. and Pole’s Syn. 
I would add, that ?woromijoa, is so used in Gal. 3, 21. 
el yao €d69y vop.os 6 duvdpevos Sworoijoo, Which, I think, 
-show that the recent foreign Commentators err in 
interpreting the word solely of offering felicity ; for 
there is plainly, in both passages, a reference to that 
-erpiatory sacrifice by which the vivification is ef- 
fected. Perhaps, too, the Apostle meant especially 
to contrast the two dispensations, by considering the 
tendency and disposition of each. ‘The chief end 
and purpose of the Law was punishment, not reward. 
It was extreme in remarking, and severe in punishing 
-the least faults: whereas, the chief end of the Gospel 
is, in every sense, life and happiness. It deals in for- 
giveness, and never spurns the penitent and reformed 
sinner, but :washes away his sins. And it may be 

said gworaely, as “quickening those who were dead 
in. trespasses and sins,” and imparting new life by 
othe sanctifying graces of the Holy Spirit. See a 
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dred passage of Ephes. 2, 1., which it is strange the 
Commentators here should not have referred to. 

7. eb d€ 7 Siakovia—doEy. Having already shown 
the superiority of the New Covenant, as compared to 
the Old, that written with the Spirit to that written 
with ink, that written in the heart to that written in 
stones, and having said that the one killeth, but the 
other giveth life, he now proceeds to show that the 
glory also of the Gospel is greater; inasmuch as the 
law had only corporeal and perceptible glory, namely, 
that in the face of Moses; but the New one an in- 
tellectual and spiritual one, which no one perceiveth 
with his senses. (Theophyl.) 

Such is evidently the connexion, and the sense in- 
tended to be expressed is pretty obvious; but to 
show how it arises from the words “ Hic labor, hoc 
opus est,” for the construction is somewhat irre- 
gular, nay, as Rosenm. thinks, ungrammatical. Per- 
haps it may be sufficient to say that the sentence is 
expressed popularly, and colloquially; and, as the 
very essence of that style is ellipsis, and the using of 
one word to express two, the sense may be best ex- 
pressed by a paraphrase. 

That d:exovia must denote ministry, office, (as often 
elsewhere, ) is plain from ver.8 & 9. Yet is here ob- 
jected by Rosenm., that this d:axovia cannot be said 
to have been engraven on stones. He would there- 
fore take diekovia for diabyxy. But this is too harsh. 
It is remarked by Grot.: ‘* Dicit ministerium Mosis 
inscriptum fuisse saxeis tabulis, quia ille tabule os- 
tendebant ipsum cui Deus eas tradiderat esse peoiryy 
illius foederis.. Est ergo Metonymia cause pro 
effectu.”” Perhaps it may be better simply to take 
Oiaxovia for diaKovia SiaSyxqs, and then the évreruz., 
though made to agree with d:xovia expressed, yet 
properly belongs to dva6yxy omitted. The sense, 
then, seems to be this: ‘‘ If the ministry or office of 
promulgating a covenant engraven with letters on 
stone was glorious, (for é 00gy is a phrase standing 
for the cognate adjective évdoges, of which examples 

VOL. VII. F 
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are adduced by Wets.) and so glorious, that the 
Children of Israel were not able to look at the face 
of Moses, because of the (exceeding) glory of his 
countenance,” &c. Thus, upon the whole, there is 
no great irregularity, nor difficulty. Two or three 
things in the phraseology may, however, merit atten- 
tion. Grot. notices that évrurovy is equivalent to 
the Hebr. NAN and koaarrev in Exod. 32, 15. where 
it is used of these same tables. ‘The word signifies 
properly to impress a figure om any thing by a 
stamp, or, in a general way, to engrave. Examples 
from the Classical writers are adduced by Wets. and 
Schleus., the former of whom has an interesting pas- 
sage, as regards the thing, from Liv. 39, 27. que 
jurejurando, que monumentis litterarum in lapide 
insculptis in eternam memoriam sancta atque sa- 
crata sunt. ’Arevioas signifies, to stedfastly survey, 
keep the eyes fixed upon; as Luke 4, 20. 22, 56. 
Acts’ 1,'102 8)-426) 1527, 35: 

7. Ose tiv doa Tod reocwrov. Of this glory, called 
in the Hebry. }5)?, we are told in Exod. 34, 29 & 30. 
that it was too dazzling to be looked at. The words 
in Exod. 34, 29. are: dedéEarras 4 obs rod ypwris Tob 
mpocwmrov ato. But this version does not correctly 
represent the sense of the Hebrew words, which sug- 
gest the idea, not indeed of horns such as ignorant 
painters and sculptors have adorned the counte- 
nance of Moses, but of some exceeding great irradi- 
ation, forming what is called a glory, such as is re- 
presented as surrounding the countenance of Jesus 
and the Apostles.* 

* Onthe tsp Wolf refers to Fabr. Cod. Pseud. Vet. Test. 866. sq., 
Zorn. Bibl. Antiq. 117., and Carpzov ina Diss. on this subject, who, 
and the preceding writers, have shown, that by the ddéa rays are indi- 
cated as proceeding from the countenance. This, too, is confirmed 
by the Rabbinical writers, who (as Elsner observes) say that the face 
of Moses shone like the sun. He also proceeds to show, that the 
Mahometans ascribed to their prophet, and the Gentiles to their 
Heroes and philosophers, coruscant countenances, To this purpose 
he cites Pausan. Cor. 26. who relates, that from the countenance of 
AEculapius, when a child and exposed, proceeded an dorpa7), 
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Hardt and others endeavour to account for this 
glory on natural principles, and consequently run 
into great absurdities; so that (as usual) this new 
hypothesis draws more largely on our belief than the 
antient and common opinion. 

This 60a was, as Mackn. observes, an emblem of 
the knowledge which the Israelites derived from the 
Law. : 
7. Thy karapyoupevyy, “which glory was to be done 
away, and to cease.” On the meaning of this, Com- 
mentators are not agreed. Some, as Menoch., Est., 
and Doddr., interpret ‘‘ done away by death.” But 
that would, I think, have been scarcely of import- 
ance enough for the Apostle to have noticed. Others 
interpret it “which was but transitory, and ceasing 
with youth.” But this is alowering of the sense not 
to be tolerated, and which is plainly adapted ¢o serve 
a purpose. ‘The best founded opinion seems to be 
that of the Greek Commentators, Beza, and others, 
that this was a type of the abrogation of the glory, 
namely, all the Levitical Law. At least the Apostle 
seems to have meant to hint, that as that glory was 
temporary, and would cease at death, so was the 
Dispensation, of whose Divine origin this was the 
sign, meant also to be temporary. The glory of 
Moses, or that of the Schechinah, was a fading glory, 
but that of the Gospel would continually increase to 
all eternity. 

8. rws avy parrov—doEy ; Here is an argumentum 
a minori ad majus. ‘* How then shall not the mi- 
nistry, &c. It is observed by Theophyl., that as in 

whence the shepherd who found him thought it Oe7oy 71, and Virg. 
L, 2, 682. where something similar is related of Ascanius; and so 
of Serv. Tullius by Pliny, Plutarch, and Dionys. To other divine 
persons (he adds) other writers have ascribed axriva éxi rj cepadij~ 
And he also adduces examples from Philostr. and Porphyr. But 
their words can (I think) only be considered as strongly figurative. 
As to the preceding, and such like stories of the same kind which 
may be found in the Classical writers, I would consider them as 
fictions founded: upon truth, namely, the antient tradition of the 
eoruscant countenance of Moses. 

1 ie 
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the preceding member of the comparison we had di- 
kovia. Gavarov, so here we might have expected Gaxovia 
ews, instead of which we have rod rveduaros, which 
imports more; namely, that the New Covenant has the 
faculty of supplying not life only, but the Spirit which 
imparts life: how then must it exceed in glory.” 
Some recent Commentators take wvevxpa to signify 
religio prestantior. But this is manifestly too con- 
fined a sense. After wvevpa, Grot. supplies “ qui 
arrhabo vite eternee.” It must be observed, that 7 
Siakovla is for 7 diaKovia THs diabykyjs; as before. And 
by the spirit must be meant the Holy Spirit, not 
only as evinced at the first promulgation of the 
Gospel in signs and wonders and mighty deeds, but 
in every succeeding age, through its ordinary influ- 
ences in sanctification, given to every man to profit 
withal.. Of this it is truly said by the Greek Com- 
mentators, that it supplies life. 

The words éora: év d0&y are very wrongly rendered 
by Mackn. “ should be performed with glory.” All 
the best Commentators are agreed, that ora: ev d0&y 
is for €vd0Eos éoras. Mackn. would represent the pa- 
rallelism as drawn between Moses’s glory and that of 
the Apostles’, when the Holy Spirit descended in 
flames in fire. And so Whitby. But this seems 
founded in error, and has been refuted by Doddr. 
Mackn., however, very ably developes the sense of 
ro wveoua, understanding it of the Holy Spirit and 
the miraculous powers communicated by it. 

9. cb yao 7% dtakovin THs Karaxpicews, &c. It is 
briefly, but pithily, remarked by Theophyl.: waauw 
Tb AUTO vonwa mepiotpeger. For this is not (as Rosenm. 
calls it) a mere repetition of what is contained in ver. 
7 & 8. Theophyl. thinks, too, that it is meant by the 
Apostle to explain in what sense he had said ‘* the 
letter killeth.” “ The Apostle (continues he) re- 
presents the Law as a ministry of condemnation, and 
dealing in punishment ; the Gospel, as a ministry of 
righteousness.. For it not only absolves from sin, 
but justifies sinners. Therefore it must exceed in 
glory.” 
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It is a question whether dicasoovvy should be here 
rendered justitia, as in some Latin Versions, and 
righteousness, as in our English ones, or justification. 
The former interpretation may be defended, and is 
maintained by Grot., who understands that ‘internal 
righteousness which is so well pleasing to God, that 
He hath promised salvation to it; and on which see 
the Epistle to the Romans. But the latter seems 
preferable, which is supported by the Greek Com- 
mentators, and also by Vatab. and Vorst., who ob- 
serve, that the sense justification is absolutely re- 
quired by the antithetical term condemnation. And 
such (I find) is the mode of interpretation adopted 
by Jaspis, who explains: ** quod modum docet quo 
justi et insontes a Deo habeamur,” referring to Rom. 
QA. ands, 1 & 9; 

10. Kal yap ode dedoEacrai—doEys. Mackn. very 
incorrectly renders kai yap “and therefore.” - Far 
preferable is our common translation ‘for even.” 
Rosenm. renders it quid quod. None of our modern 
Commentators, however, perceive that the fudl sense 
can only be attained by supplying a clause omitted 
to which yap refers, and which Theophyl. well ex- 
presses thus > Kal 7 oupKpiven THY TOs KL THY VERY 5 

ToTAUTy yap THS veas yj UmEpoy7), wore, &c. He then 
offers the following very able paraphrase and illus- 
tration of the passage: wore ey TOUT WD TO [EQEL, TOU- 
TETTWY, €v TO cuykpiver Gos, ade doGav € exe vow diioerau 

To dedoEarpevoy, TOUTETTIY, a TOACUOL, Ore THY umepRan- 
Aovoay boEay 77s ven” Kolror yap DedoFacpnevos é vopLos 
avros Kal? éanuroy cps Ora To UmEpBanrroy THs doEns TOU 

evayyearlov ddoEos daiveras. 
At dedogapevoyv must be understood rpaypa. There 

is a similar use of the word 1 Pet. 1,8. Most mo- 
dern Commentators understand the munus Mosis ; 
which comes to the same thing ; and on account of 
the d:akevia before occurring may very well be ad- 
mitted. ’Ev rovtw ro péper the modern Commenta- 
tors explain hoc nomine, hac de causd, hoc respectu, 
in regard of this. But the force of the expression was 
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better-discerned by Theophyl. It plainly refers to 
the clause omitted, and is therefore to be rendered 
“in respect of any comparison,” a mode of inter- 
pretation which has been adopted by Est., Erasm., 
Vatab., Casaub., and Rosenm. 

10. oddé deddZaero1. There is here an idiom, chiefly 
consisting in hyperbole, for ‘‘ was in a manner, or 
comparatively, inglorious.” This is the simplest, and 
(1 think), closest translation. And so Theophyl.: 
ovde dofav Eye vopsobyoeras:. “The Commentators, 
however, almost invariably explain it ‘‘cannot be 
named as excellent: which is wandering too far. 
Grot. commends the Syriac version ‘* equum non 
fuit honorari.’ But this seems to be farthest from 
the truth. . 

10. évexey ris UrepParrovoys d0&ys. This is ren- 
dered by Beza and Schleus. “* quod attinet ad.” But 
that proceeds on a wrong view of €v 7 pécer. Others, 
as Grot., render it “in comparison of.” But I most 
approve of the exposition of Theophyl. 61, propter. 
Theoderet has the following elegant simile: *Ey 
UKTI Lev yap To AvyVIAloy Pos Pavwdraroy Elva doKel, ev 
pecnpPpia d€ eon KpUmTeTas, Kal odde Pos Elvas vopt- 
erat. . f 

ll. ci yap ro Karapyoupevov—doEy. The karagy. is 
very ill rendered by Pisc., Erasm., and others abole- 
tur, and by our English Translators and Mackn. ‘ is 
abolished.” It must be taken like the karapyodpevny 
at ver. 7. as a participle, not present (as the Com- 
mentators suppose), but imperfect, and that in a pe- 
culiar sense, namely, ‘‘ was (to be) done away,” which 
is equivalent to the future ‘* should be done away.” 
The sense was seen by Theophyl., who explains: 6 
perrwy Karapyeiba: kal madera. And so Pareus, 
Vatab., Grot., Rosenm., and Doddr. At karapyod- 
pevoy, as at ded0§. just before, there is an ellipsis of 
mpaype, with areference to diaxovia. The construc- 
tion is, as Grot. says, ad rem, (like triste lupus stabu- 
lis,) and d:aKovia is referred to; though that may be 
interpreted the covenant or dispensation itself. 
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11. did 30Eys. This is taken by some modern Com- 
mentators, as De Dieu, for évdogov. And Grot. con- 
siders the ds:& as put for pera. But this seems too 
limited a mode of interpretation. Something more 
is intended. Theophyl. better considers it as an 
elliptical expression for da d0Fys €d0by, 1. e. ** intro- 
duced and attended with glory.” And so Doddr. 
The sense may be accounted for thus. The real 
ellipsis is jv, which may be interpreted “ was given, 
or promulgated.” Therd pévoy ought to be rendered 
not “ that which remains,” but “ that which is fo 
remain ;” according to the idiom above occurring. 
So Theoph.: év d0&y éoras 7} pdvipes. When, however, 
it is said to be pévov, we are only, with Theophyl., to 
understand povipov, namely, lasting as long as the 
Providence of God shall see fit; for cease it must at 
the end of the world. So 1 Cor. 15,24. ‘* Then 
cometh theend.” It is also termed pévoy, since no 
other dispensation is to succeed it. When, there- 
fore, some Commentators, antient and modern, speak 
of the Gospel’s remaining for ever, they can only 
mean ‘remaining in its effects.” So ‘Theophyl.: 
pevoy OE TO TIS xagiros dwpoy, ws od AnWopevoy TEAOS. 

12. Eyovres ody rormuryy EArida—ypopeda. On the 
sense to be assigned to roal’ryy earida the Com- 
mentators are not agreed. Mr. Locke takes great 
pains to prove that the Apostle must mean by éaz. 
the honourable employment of an Apostle, or the 
glory belonging to his ministry. And so Menoch. 
and Tiren. But this seems too limited an interpre- 
tation. Others, as Rosenm,, understand ‘“‘ hope of 
the perpetual duration of the Gospel Dispensation.” 
But this also seems to be too limited a sense. It 
should rather seem to refer to all that had been 
said in the preceding verses on the superiority of 
Gospel to the Law, and which was, no doubt, said 
for the sake of the Judaizers; q. d. ‘“* Having such 
an assured hope as this of the advantages the Gos- 
pel gives over the Law, superior as it is. in all 
respects, both in nature and tendency, in the man- 
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ner of its introduction, the authority, privileges, and 
gifts of its ministers, and finally its duration.” See 
Chrysost. and also Mackn., who has discerned and 
expressed the sense better than any other Com- 
mentator, antient or modern. O si sic omnia! 

Examples of the above sense of éamris are to be 
found in 2. Cor:.1,.%.--Phil. 1;:20), Pits Lye 

12. rorry rappyoia yewpeba. ‘The sense of these 
words is somewhat uncertain. Rosenm. paraphrases 
them thus: ‘* Aperté et agimus, et loquimur, sine 
omni timore, licet Judzi maximé offendantur, sicut 
eos Christi nova doctrina offendit.”’ But this sense 
is not agreeable to the words following. Besides, 
had this been his meaning, the Apostle would have 
written tavry TH mapéyocia. The words kal xabamep 
plainly point to another sense of rapéycig, equally 
well founded, namely (as Schleus. in his Lex. ren- 
ders) “‘ aperté, perspicue et sine verborum involucris 
et ambagibus loquor.” So Mark 8, 32. kal rappyoien 
Toy Aoyoy eAares, in Which passage, Schleus. observes, 
mrappyoia is opposed to parabolical and enigmatical 
language, which Christ occasionally used when ad- 
verting to his death. And he cites, as further exam- 
ples, Joh. 10, 24. 11, 14, 16, 25 & 29. and refers to 
Wets. N. T. 1, 885. Such, too, is the sense assigned 
by Theoph., who explains: roaayy rapéyoia ypwpebee 
mpos Tos palyrevonrevous, ovdev cmrokgumTdmevor, ovdev 
imorrenrcnevot. And so Jaspis: ‘ Hec intelligatur 
de doctrina aperta, in qua tradenda nil involucris con- 
datur.” 

13. Kal od Kkabarep Mwors éribei—xarapyoupevov. 
After ov it is plain some verb is to be understood. 
Beza, Doddr., and others* supply éopev. But this 
is very inartificial. Others, as Whitby, more rightly, 
supply womdpev. This, however, would require an os 
before éride.. I most approve of the subaudition of 
Rosenm. ragaxarvrropy.ey. In strictness, the regular 

* And so Grot., who explains; ‘* Non ita se res nostre habent, ut 
cum Moses faciei sua velum imposuit.” 
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ellipsis can only be ckaavppa éridenev, from the context, 
which must be interpreted metaphorically, i. e. we 
do not use a veiled, obscure, mysterious form of 
speaking. So Theophyl.: od ypela karvrrecbas pas 
kabamep troy Mwoyy,* rovreori, od despela amoxpurresy 
THUTH OMI, WOTES TL KAAULATI, TH AoaPeEla. 

The words following show the end for which 
Moses used the veil. But on the exact sense 
neither antient nor modern Commentators are 
agreed ; for it is far easier to devise a plausible inter- 
pretation, than to remove the objections which may 
be urged against almost every exposition that has 
been brought forward. Here, as in many other pas- 
sages, the Apostle may be called by the name espe- 
cially applied to Lycophron (though from different 
causes, ) 6 cxoresvés. Schleus. renders: ‘ ut Israelite 
usque ad obitum Mosis non aspicere possint.” But 
this interpretation is plainly inadmissible. Jaspis 
understands the whole passage thus: ‘ Palam et 
aperte doces; Moses, contra, omnia typis involvit, ne 
Judi futuram legis Mosaice auctoritatis cessature 
finem animadverterent ;” comparing Rom. 10, 44. 
And he thinks that this interpretation is favoured by 
ver. 11. In nearly the same way the passage is 
taken by Theophyl., except that he seems to think 
xpos denotes effect rather than purpose. Not mate- 
rially different is the view taken by Locke and 
Wets., who think it is meant that Moses spoke ob- 
scurely, lest the mysteries hidden under the law 
should be discovered. But to this Le Clere and 
Wolf have started not ill founded objections, ob- 
serving that the institutes of the Mosaic Law were 
sufficiently clear, though so constituted as being 
only a shadow of great things to come, and to be 
abrogated when the light should appear. This is, 

* And so Whitby: ‘‘ Here is another excellency of the Gospel, 
that it was not veiled under types and shadows, so that its nature 
and end were likely to be obscured by the people drawing a veil 
over their understanding and judgment, but was delivered with 
perspicuity and plainness of speech,” 
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to a certain degree, true ; and yet- many things in 
the old covenant were dark and obscure, at least in 
their purport and intent; though the things them- 
selves might be plain. It is truly remarked by 
Doddr., that Moses was in this a type of his own 
Dispensation. For this thought Dod. was indebted to 
Grot., who observes that St. Paul begins here 0, 
to give the mystical explanation of the glory or light 
of Moses, and the veil which he put over his coun- 
tenance. And so Est.: ‘* Paulus hic eleganter et 
apposité rem gestam in Exodo ad allegoriam conver- 
tit, et latens sub historia mysterium aperit.” This 
(if 1am not mistaken) will supply an important clue 
to the right interpretation, which (omitting those of 
Rosenm., Mackn., and many others equally devoid 
of probability,) seems to me to be that of many 
antient Commentators, who by the end understand 
Christ, as is proved by the following verse. ‘Thus 
Theodoret: ézeribes ro rpocwrw Tb KeAULpOL, OdcoKwY 
Ws TOO vomov TO TEAS bel Ob DuvnTavTOL" TEAS yap voLLOU 
Xpioris eis Osikoasocivyy mavri ro miorevoTs.* And 
further on: katapyovpevoy yap Edy Tov vomov, TouTeTTs 
mauopevoy’ TEAos O€ TOO KATAapyouLLEvoU, TOY Oro TOY voKLoY 
knpuTTopevev, TouTests Tov Xpiordv. So also Wolf and 
Schoettg., the latter of whom thus states the sense : 
‘© Moses de Christo Legem abolituro paullo obscu- 
rius pronunciavit: ego vero aperté, quod res est, 
profero.” The words, then, may be thus para- 
phrased: ‘so that they did not see what was adum- 
brated under the Law that was to be done away, 
even the substance, the Gospel of Christ, which was 
to be the complementum of the Law.” It should 
seem that the glory was meant to prefigure and 
signify the divine knowledge revealed to Moses, and 
perhaps to typify the Messiah. “It was also (I sus- 
pect) a symbolical action, meant to teach that the 
divine knowledge he was to reveal would be, in 
some things, veiled and dark. | 

* These are the words of Rom. 10, 4. which are very applicable ; 
since karapyouvyévov must be understood as the ro karapyoupévov: 
at ver. 11., and denote the Old Covenant or Mosaic Dispensation. 
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Such is (I conceive), upon the whole, the true in- 
terpretation; though the brevity of an annotation 
will not permit me to enlarge further upon some of 
the details of proof and illustration. 

14. aA éexrwpwhy Ta vopara adtov. The drrd has 
here (I think) not its ordinary sense, but seems to 
refer to a clause omitted; q. d. ‘‘ Nor has this only 
been so in old time, but ever since their understand- 
ing and perceptions have been and are stupefied.” 
This sense of twgow and rapwois, by which they de- 
note mental stupidity, is frequent in Scripture. Com- 
pare Mark 3, 3. Eph. 4,18. Nay, the verb is used 
of the Jews themselves in Mark 6, 52. 8, 17. Joh. 12, 
40. And this sense is inculcated by the Greek 
Commentators. See Chrysost. and Theopbyl., and 
especially ‘Theodoret. . 

14. ayer yap—p7 cvaxnrAurropevov, “ For to this 
very day the same veil in the reading of the Old 
Testament remains unremoved.” ‘There is supposed 
to be an allusion to the veil with which the Jews 
even now veil themselves on the further reading of 
the Scriptures. But I do not see how that will here 
apply. Whatever be the allusion, it is plain that,the 
Apostle here uses kaavuue in a figurative sense, and 
(as Rosenm. observes) compares the moral state of 
the Jews of his time with the physical state of the 
Jews of old. 

14. riev Xpiorw@ karapyeras. Almost all the Com- 
mentators take xzAvypoe as the noun referred to in 
katrapyerrat. And they render: ‘ because the veil 
is removed by Christ ;” or “ which veil is,” &c. But 
Katapy. cannot, without great harshness, be taken in 
such a sense; not to say that thus the clause would 
be very tame and frigid, and require a povoy. Mr. 
Slade has rightly remarked, that the clause is expla- 
natory of the nature of the veil (i.e. is meant to illus- 
trate the figurative use of kéAvypoe in the last pas- 
sage.) That (he says) consisted in an ignorance of _ 
what was to be done away by Christ, of the real 
scope and meaning of the law. And he translates 
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thus: ‘‘ The same veil remains, viz. that being un- 
discovered, (literally not unveiled,) which is abolished 
by Christ.” But this is scarcely sense at all, much 
less the sense of the Apostle. Preferable is the ver- 
sion of Mackn.: ‘it not being revealed, that it is 
abolished by Christ.” Yet it is very harsh to dis- 
sever pi dvakarurropevoy from pever: neither could 
avakan. be well taken in such a sense as Mackn. 
assigns to it. Finally, it would be requisite to add 
an éy after dvax. Mackn., however, is right in re- 
ferring katagy., not to Kaéruuya, but to y marae 
diabyKy Just before.. And so Schleus. It should 
seem that after p7 dvax. is to be supplied from the 
preceding, by a sort of dilogia, “ it remains (I say) 
unrevealed, that in Christ this old covenant is ab- 
rogated.” 

15. aan gws—xeiras. These words are a repeti- 
tion, with further explanation, of the words aa’ 
erwgwy—cavaKarurT ouevoy. 

It is plain that by Moses is meant the Books of 
Moses, or rather, in a general way, those of the old 
covenant. Keiras, lies. ‘This word is often, as here, 
used of a garment. ‘Thus we say a coat sits well. 

16. yYvikad dv emiorgedy rpos Kopi, x. 7.x. These 
words (as Chrys. observes) suggest the only remedy 
for this blindness and stupidity, and the only mode 
of restoration. ‘They may be thus rendered: “ But 
when they shall turn to the Lord, (and then only) 
the veil will be removed.” At émiorgedy some supply 
7 Kagdla avray, others tis, or €xacros adrwv. But the 
only legitimate subaudition is that of 6 Icpaya, from 
ver. 13., and which is referred to at ver.14. By 
Kopiov is plainly meant the Lord Jesus, the true 
Messiah. 

Ilegicigetros, “is removed, is to be removed, will 
be removed.” ‘The remaining sense in both these 
verses is so clear as not to need dwelling upon. 
The Paraphrasts and Commentators (especially Pole) 
may be consulted. 

17. 6 8€ Kupios ro wvedpa eoriv. It is not easy to 
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ascertain the sense of these words, which are inter- 
preted variously by Commentators antient and mo- 
dern. Almost all those modes of interpretation yield 
a tolerable sense; but seem too strained, and require 
much arbitrary subaudition. The Greek Commen- 
tators unite the words with the preceding, and would 
prove from hence the deity of the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. But one can hardly suppose the Apostle would 
introduce such an important doctrine here. Theoph. 
paraphrases thus: rodro d€ rod peArdvros TUros jy, 
OT! orav emiotpady Tis mpis Td LIvetpa (rovro yap 6 
Kupios) tore yupvov oWerasr Td mpccwroy Tov vopobérou" 
peairrnroy 0€ autos eoras ev TaSer Macéws, kal rs d0Sys 
aroraures THs UmEpPAAroUeNS THY TOD vouov dosav, oooy 
elpyrou Tauryy yao yapioeros TO [Ivetpa, ws Kopios Kat 
TOVYTOOUYE[LIS. 

Rosenm. takes zvejue to denote the author of a 
more perfect religion, namely, the Christian. And 
in nearly the same manner Morus understands it, 
who thus paraphrases: ‘‘ Quum dominum dico, 
intelligo illam divinitus datam religionis scientiam.”’ 
As examples of this signification he adduces Gal. 
3, 2,and 3., where it denotes the knowledge of a 
religion which reaches to the heart (with its effects 
and benefits), and is therefore superior to the Jewish, 
which had regard to the outward conduct only. 
And it would be some confirmation of this mode of 
interpretation if (as Dr. Paley was of opinion) this 
clause were a resumption of the subject treated on 
at ver. 13., and all from kal od to Karuna might be 
considered as parenthetical. But knowing the un- 
certainty and arbitrariness of such arrrangements, I 
feel no little distrust of any interpretation founded 
thereon. Dr. Doddr. details the sense very ingeni- 
ously, but not satisfactorily. I find no interpretation 
which seems so well founded as that of Dr. Mackn. 
(and, in some measure, Wets.), which is as follows: 
“ Now the Lord signifies the covenant of the spirit 
of which we are the ministers. And where the 
spirit, the inspiration of the Lord is, as it is with us, 
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there,” &c. Or more plainly thus: “ By the Lord 
I mean the covenant of the spirit,” 1. e. accompanied 
with the inspiration of the holy spirit.* And where 
the spirit thus obtained by the Lord is, there,” &c. 
Ifthis be the true interpretation, the words do not 
refer to these at ver. 13., but to those which imme- 
diately preceded. 

17. éxel erevbepia, “there there is freedom.” Mackn. 
very wrongly renders this ‘‘ freedom in speaking.” 
It undoubtedly means freedom from the yoke and 
bondage of the law, and servile slavery to the letfer, 
and an admission to the privileges of the spzrit. 
There may be also an allusion to the use of the veil ; 
q. d. “ we are there permitted to see unrestrainedly 
the glory of God. So ‘Theophyl. See more in the 
Commentators ap. Pole. Thus in James 1, 27. 
Christianity is called 6 vouos réreos ris encudepias. 
and James 2, 12. dia vopov ercvbesias. See also 1 Pet. 
2, 16. 

18. pels dé ravres dvaKeKnrup evo moos wrw—amo Ku- 
giov rvevatos. This is a passage of no ordinary beauty, 
but, at the same time, of no little difficulty. Whom 
does the Apostle mean by ‘‘we all.’ Est., Beza, 
and nearly all the recent Commentators say, the 
Apostles ; or perhaps also ministers. And this seems 
to be somewhat confirmed by the context. Most 
Commentators, however, (including the Greek ones, ) 
Grot., Calvin, and Jaspis, explain it of all true Chris- 
tians. And I cannet but consider this as the right 
interpretation; though the words may be meant 
more especially of the Apostles and ministers. So 
Theodoret: Moioys povos amnarauce TIS Coens’ evradba 
0€ of miotevovtes dravres. And ‘Vheophyl.: Toootroy 
cr ohousopsey ercubepias Keel edyevelas, Gyolv, wore TavTES 
jects oi TioTOl, avy domep Exel eis o Mooys, cvakeKce~ 
AuEpEVHD TeoTwTrw (ov yap cori Tapa ToS micTEITAC! 
Kenupya), &e. 

* So Theodoret : mvevpc Kupéov avTo mrpoanydpevoer, ereed)) 
Se abrod } rovrou KexopHynrat Xapts. 
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18. karorrpiopevor. Many modern Commentators, 
as Est. and Mackn. render this: “ reflecting as mir- 
rors ;” which sense, if the ravres were meant of the 
Apostles only, would be more suitable. But that is 
not the case ; and the common interpretation behold- 
ing, (which is supported by the most eminent Philo-~ 
logists, as Bos, Elsner, Wets., and Schleus.,) seems by 
far the best founded ; nor/does it exclude the idea 
supposed to be intended on the other interpretation. 
Doddr. renders: ‘‘ beholding as bya glass.” But 
this undoubtedly proceeds on a misconception. It 
is rightly rendered, in the common translation, “be- 
holding as iz a glass.” It must be remembered that 
the xarorrgoy of the antients was not what we call 
glass, but a piece of very highly burnished metal. So 
Xen. Cyrop. 7,1, 2. ra Oe Kupou OTAQ WomTeED KOT OMT pov 

eSeraapmrev. Kurip. Troad. 1107. edit. Bekk. Xgucea 
& évorrpa, waglevwy Xapiras, Eyourn ruyyaver Ards Kope. 
Eurip. Hec. 919. xpucewy evorrpwv Aedooous’ arep- 
povas eis atdyas. /schyl. cited by Abresch. on 
#Eschyl. Agam. 812. Blomf. xé&rorrpov eidous yarxds 
éot, oikos 6€ vou. Now a substance of this sort re- 
flected images with great distinctness and brilliancy. 
So Plut. cited by Schl. Lex. Womep év xarérrpw Ka- 
§ag@s. ‘To which I add Philostrat. Vit. Ap. 8. 
p- 340. odk €% Goregov mech adras ovdév elvas diopay 
domep ev KuTorTgov ayy, mavTa yiryvoweva TE KO éoo- 
peva. Ibid. 2, 30. domep ev katortpw cldwra diabecvras. 
Procop. 129, 26. ratra Neamoruy doreg év katortpw— 
bgav racyoucav. Eurip. Hippol. 430—3. Kakotg 8é 
Guyrayv éFeGyy, bray tux, IIgorbeis KaTOrT pov, Wore 
mapléve vex, xpovoss where the Commentators com- 
pare Ter. Ad. 3, 3, 60. “denique Inspicere tanquam 
in speculum in vitas omnium Jubeo.” 

Thus the sense is undoubtedly that of clear and 
distinct knowledge; as indeed is also suggested by 
the words subjoined, avaxexaruppevw tporwrw, which 
(as Rosenm. observes) show the mode in which they 
had seen the splendour, and cannot refer (as would 
appear) to the face of Christ. The words ray deEav 
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Kuplou karomrpiSopevos might signify: “ beholding the 
clear and brilliant image of his doctrine, and recog- 
nising its glory in its saving efficacy on the hearts 
of men;” and thus having our minds enlightened by 
it: for (as Parkhurst ap. D’Oyley observes) as the 
antient mirrors were made of metal highly polished, 
it must necessarily happen that the person who 
looked on his image in them would have his face 
strongly illuminated by the reflected rays. 

By so doing, the Apostle continues, yy adryy 
clove perapopPoopela ams d0Eys eis dogav. Here there 
is an allusion to the changing of the face of Moses 
on beholding the Schechinah. It is rightly re- 
marked by the modern Commentators, as Beza and 
Wets., that there is an ellipsis of kar&, not eis. And 
for this reason, since the latter would denote an 
absolute change into the very form; while kara 
merely implies a change in some measure conformed* 
to it; and is therefore here very suitable. ‘Thus in 
Col. 3, 10. St. Paul speaks of the regenerate Chris- 
tians as Tov dvakatvoupevoy Kat’ Elkove TOU KTIcaYTOS 
auroy. 

The annotation of Doddr. on this passage has 
great beauty of thought and expression ; and as it is 
extracted by Slade and Valpy, I shall not introduce 
it, but only point out the source from which Doddr., 
derived it, namely Chrys. or Theophyl., who ex- 
plains tiv adriy d0fav perarapPavoner by ray adray 
doFav perarcpPdvonev, oloy KAT OMT pOV OYTES Kal dexop.evor 

THY AOPLTpOTy TO, Kor avis avtiotinsovtes. Kal @orep 

a pyueos auTiKpy abou KElwEvos, AYTIMELTEL TIVAS AKTIVAS 
kal avtos TH meooRoAy Tou jaiov. It does not appear 
that either he or Chrys. had any other idea of the 
words than that expressed above from Parkhurst. 

The words azo d0Eys eis do€av imply that the more 
we behold this brilliant and glorious light, the more 

* So Wets., who paraphrases: “ juxta eandem imaginem, ad 
similitudinem ejusdem imaginis, quam quasi in speculo contemplati 
sumus, et ipsi transformamur.” 
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do we reflect back its rays, i.e. (casting aside the 
figure) the more we contemplate the great truths of 
the Christian religion, the more do our minds be- 
come imbued with its spirit. ‘We goon (to use the 
words of the Psalmist, 847., a passage entirely pa- 
rallel to the present) from strength to strength,” or 
(as Mr. Merrick translates) “ from stage to stage ad- 
vancing still,” or (as it is well explained, in its true 
spiritual import, by Bp. Horne) we are enabled to 
proceed from one degree of holiness to another, 
until we come to the glorified vision of God in hea- 
ven itself. 

Hardy (from the earlier modern Commentators) 
well annotates thus: ‘‘ Subinde majori glorid et cla- 
ritate, nempe a sanctificatione, que est initium glo- 
rificationis; per eam enim reparatur Dei in nobis 
imago, que nostra gloria est.” Finally, Theodoret 
has the following most beautiful illustration : "Eaxo- 
prev exeibev od opikpay Oo&ys pappaupuyyy Toure de idsov 
Tay Kabupay KeKTHLEvwy Kagdiay’ wWarTreEp yap TO diadaves 
Ddwp EKMATTETO THY Elcog@yTwY Tas WEIS, Kal adTOD TOD 
YAlov TOY KUKAOY, Kal THY oUpaVOY TA KUTY* odTwS 7 KAbape 
Kapdla tis being d0Eys ofov ts Exuoyeiov Kab KaTorT pov 
vyiveras. 

18. xalamrep amo Kugiov rvevparos. Whitby and 
Mackn. render: ‘‘ as from the Lord of the Spirit.” 
But this construction is very harsh and unusual. 
Beza, Locke, Wolf, Rosenm., Doddr., and Jaspis, 
render: ‘‘ as from the Lord, the Spirit.” And this 
interpretation seems preferable; but, as Bp. Mid- 
dleton observes, the article would then have been 
added. I see no reason to deviate from our common 
version, ‘‘ as from the Spirit of the Lord.” This in- 
terpretation (which supposes a trajectio very fre- 
quent in the Apostle) is supported by the Vulg. and 
almost all the early translations, and also by Grot., 
Hamm., and others. The sense is: ‘* the Holy 
Spirit procured or imparted by the Lord.” 

VOL: Vit. G 
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CHAP. IV. 

VERSE 1. d1& ToUTO Eyoures THY Oiakoviay TavTyy. Vater 

observes that the Apostle here again describes his 
mappyoia. It is well remarked by ‘Theophyl., that in 
order to soften what might have seemed arrogant, 
St. Paul ascribes the whole to God} q.d. “ Our 
ministry is not our own, but proceeds from God and 
his grace and mercy:” for éa¢o4as is often (in the deep 
humility of the Apostle) used of the grace of God, 
as shown in bringing men to salvation, and benefit- 
ing and blessing them; as Rom. 9, 15, 16 & 18, 11, 
30 & 32. 12, 8. 1 Cor. 7, 25. ais erxenwévos bro Kupiou 
mores eivar. And so 1 Pet. 2, 10. of odk 7renpevos, 
vov de e€renfevres. ‘The passage is well paraphrased 
by Theophyl. thus: dsor1 roodrwy 7Eiwoynev, oK ara- 
yopevomey mpos Tovs Kivddveus, mpos Tas Babes” epee 
Omak enenfevtes erayinmev diakovelv. Rosen 
phrases the odk €xxaxodpey thus: ‘“ diligentis 
cio, quod meum est, licet eximiis difficultatibus, m 
lestiis, et malignis aliorum artibus fere obru € \ 

2. aan amemapea Ta KpurTa TIS alo yuv7iae Lhe 
aremapeda is strangely rendered by Mackn.: “ we 
have commanded away.” ‘The common translation, 
he says, implies that the Apostle had formerly used 
these hidden, shameful things, for the purpose of 
spreading the Gospel. But Doddr., with far greater 
judgment and taste, says that it does nof imply that 
they had ever any thing to do with them; and he 
would render: ‘‘ set them at defiance.” The com- 
mon translation, however, sufficiently well represents 
the sense: and this force of the word is learnedly 
illustrated by Dresig. de verbis mediis N. T. p. 187., 
and by Schleus. in his Lex., who expounds it, mzhi 
ipst aliquid interdico, me abdico aliqud re, renuntio, 
recuso, depono, abjicio, vito, caveo. And he renders 
the present passage thus: ‘sed renuntiavimus oc- 
cultis sceleribus seu consiliis improbis, sensibus tur- 
pibus et perversis.” ‘The sense, then, is this: “ we 
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have (all g)*renounced, and do renounce; we 
have noth to do with and keep ourselves from, &c.” 

Tu Tis aicxdvys. ‘This is usually ex- 
yy hidden baseness ; all such base prac- 

tices as , from shame, conceal.” In which view 
I would compare Herodot. 2, 35. ra péev aicypa, 
dvaykain 0€ €v amoxpupw moe yeewv. It may, how- 
ever, denote all underhand and dirty dealings, and 
especially hypocrisy, such as the false teachers, whom 
the Apostle is supposed by all to allude to, were 
chargeable with. This, too, would appear to be a 
sort of generic term, which the Apostle then fol- 
lows up with a more particular allusion to the evil 
practices of the persons in question. 

2. pai) wepim@arobvres ey mavoupyia, not pursuing a 
erafty conduct; not aiming at what is called at 1,12. 
the codia capKiky. 

e dorouvres Toy Adyov Tov, Oeod is synonymous with 
t Aevew Toy Adyov Tov Mcov in the last Chapter, 
a tes corrupting the word by impure admix- 
tlfres of Gentile philosophy, or Jewish tradition ; or 

yy i ixing any opinions inconsistent with its 
. parie introduced for the sake of private in- 

terest, or to flatter the passions and prejudices of 
men. Now this wasa frequent sense of dorcw. Thus 
Schleus. in his Lex. cites Pollux 7, 169. dorcdv ra 
apia. AXlian H. A. 16, 1. Baga yyoia, arr od dedo- 
Awpeva, and elsewhere. Thus wesay “to play tricks 
with an article.” This sense, too, is confirmed by 
Theophylact.* Our common translation renders : 
‘‘ handling deceitfully.” And so several Interpre- 
ters. This signification is frequent both in the Old 
Testament and the Classical writers, and is applicable 
enough here: but it is not so significant as the other ; 
not to say that it would be the same with the imme- 

* His words are these: Ov pdvoy, dnaty, 6 Bios hudy amdods éore 
kal kaBapds, kai dxdvypos, Adda Kal 70 Odypa Kal Ndyos ddodos. . OV 
yap Tapapiyvuper ri ris kw codias abr@, i) KoNaKeurtKov TL, 7} XpH- 
para ovd\déyoper éx tod NOyou, i) viv pév TovTO, voy dé éxeivo de- 
datKOMEY Teds TOUS Kaipous Kal Tu TPJcwTG, ws oi LevdaTdoTONOL, 

G2° 
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diately preceding. Both senses, however, may be 
admitted, since the false teachers might be said to 
corrupt the Gospel as well by the suppression of 
truth as by the introduction of falsehood : and this 
last seems hinted at in the following words. 

By cuucrayvres énvtovs 7. 7. o. & is meant ‘ acting 
so as to recommend ourselves to the good opinion 
and unbiassed judgment and feelings of men;” a 
sense of cuveid. which occurs in 1 Cor. 10, 29., and 
of which examples may be seen in Schl. Lex. So 
Theophyl. : atrois rots rpaypact paprupos ypupevos. 
The next words évwriov rod Oeovd are, by Commenta- 
tors, supposed so be a formula of asseveration; or 
to have the sense ‘ consentiente et probante Deo.” 
The former opinion seems the best founded, and is 
confirmed by the Greek Commentators. Thus 
Theophyl. renders: dv oi Pevdardrrore: pauprupia exesy 
ouk ay d€EaivTo. 

3. eb 0€ Kal €or Kexarvppevov. In KexarA. we may 
recognize a continuation of the same allusion as that 
in the foregoing verses to the veil which covered the 
face of Moses. ‘The kai is not (as some treat it) 
pleonastic, but may be rendered even. Most modern 
Commentators (see Hardy and Rosenm.) explain 
Kexar. un-acknowledged. But there seems no neces- 
sity to resort to any such straining of the literal 
sense, which is this: ‘“* If our doctrine, and the ex- 
cellence of it, remain unperceived by some, and 
consequently not embraced by them,” &c. This 
might very well be ; for, as Grot. observes, however 
conspicuous of itself, yet, like the sun, it would not 
be visible to the blind. For this simile he was in- 
debted to Theophyl. 

The words following may be rendered : ‘it is hid- 
den or obscure to them (only) that are reprobate.” 
Such, I conceive, is the true sense of aroaa., which 
Grot. renders: ‘‘ those who deserve to perish; who 
foster their vices, and will not see the truth, which 
condemns those vices.” And this comes to the same 
thing. The early modern paraphrasts include the 
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inference which necessarily results from hence; 
namely: ‘* it is not our’s nor the Gospel’s fault if 
they perish ; and it is no proof of obscurity or want 
of evidence that they cannot perceive it.” Theo- 
doret here compares the expression in the foregoing 
Chapter, that the Gospel is to some an odour of 
death unto death. See the note on that passage. 

4. év ols 6 @ets rod aiavos, &c. ‘These words are 
exegetical, and show the sort of persons meant by 
the aroaa., namely, those unbelievers whose percep- 
tions have been blinded by the God of this world. 
Such (I conceive) is the true sense : though the con- 
struction is somewhat irregular, it being what may 
be called popular. It is tor dy aricrwy 6 Ocis— 
airoyv. For want of discerning this, some (as Mack.) 
have strangely misconceived the sense of the passage, 
nay even the error of the Manicheans and others, 
noticed by Theophyl., may be ascribed to a gram- 
matical blunder, into which, however, they would 
not have fallen, had they not sat down predeter- 
mined to find or introduce their opinions wherever 
there might be any colourable pretence. 

By this world is meant the wicked part of it, the 
mere worldlings. And the Prince of it is obviously 
Satan, the evil Spirit, to whom, as the original au- 
thor and continual promoter of sin, sinners are, as it 
were, bound to yield obedience.* Joh. 12, 31. 14, 
30, &c. He is said to blind the understandings of 
the unbelieving, which many recent Commentators 
render: “ permit their understandings to be blind,” 
&c. But this is a very precarious gloss. It is, in- 
deed, found in the Greek Commentators ; but they, 
most unaccountably, take 6 fess rod aidvos to denote 

* So Beza, Sclat., and Grot.: ‘‘ cui se manciparunt homines 
hujus seculi, qui terrena buna eternis anteponunt, quales plurimi 
sunt. Porphyrius de malis Demonibus agens,% tpcecréca airay 
duvdpers dSoxet Oceds eivae péyioros. Ita, tanquam si Deus esset, 
hominibus imperat ; et idolorum cultus ad ipsius usum redit. Plu- 
tarchus de Iside, aoa piots cdoyos kai Onpew@dys ris Tov Kakov dai- 
provos yéyove poipas. Diabolus sic Deus quomodo Venter Phil. 3, 
19. quia Dei vice colitur.” 
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the great God of the universe; which cannot be 
admitted ;. since of this sense of the expression there 
is no example in the New Testament; whereas, as 
denoting Satan, it occurs in Joh. 12, 31. 14, 30., and 
elsewhere. We must, then, retain the common in- 
terpretation, and understand the blindness of such 
an influence from the author of evil as may be con- 
sistent with the free agency of man: a question 
which it would be out of place here to discuss. 

This sense of ruga. Wets. illustrates from Joseph. 
Bell. 5, 8, 2. ereckores yap avrav rails yywpos Oe TAS 
macovopias 6 Yeos, and several other passages. 1 add 
Joseph. 337, 20. ravrav 77 Siavoia TeruprAwpevev. 

4. eis TO py adyaoas auros Tv d. rT. €. 7. 8. rT. X, “S80 
that the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ (who 
is the image of God) might not shine unto them.” 
Here, as in many other places, Mackn. deserts the 
common translation very unnecessarily, and even 
erroneously. Eis 70 pj avyacas must be taken me- 
taphorically for, “ that it might not show its true 
purport and its excellencies to them, so that they 
should neither understand the one, nor appreciate the 
other.”  Baricptyv, illumination, and here, metapho- 
tically, excellence. It is said (Grot. observes) with a 
reference to the preaching of Christ’s miracles, resur- 
rection, and ascension to Heaven; and also of a 
celestial kingdom and the sending of the Holy Spirit 
procured by him. Tod evayyeriau ris d0Eys is, by an 
usual Hebraism, for “ the glorious doctrine.” 

4. Os é€orw eikay Tov Oeod, 1. e. (as the early modern 
Commentators ap. Pole explain) etther, 1st, in respect 
of his Divine nature, by which he proceeds from the 
Father, as an image bearing an exact and perfect 
resemblance to him; or, 2dly, in respect of his office 
of mediator, of which the principal part is, that he 
should hold forth the Father to our view. (See 
Mackn.) Slade (partly from Mackn. and Rosen.) 
subjoins: ** Dispensing light to the world; like 
God, who is the fountain of all light, natural as well 
as spiritual.” Grot., taking another view of the 
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scope, says Christ is so called as shewing us the per- 
fect attributes of the Deity, his power, wisdom, ho- 
liness, goodness, &c. Heb. 1, 3. Joh. 1, 18. Col. 
1, 5. 1 Tim. 3, 16. Wets. has numerous Classical 
citations illustrative of that sense of «ikwy which: is 
used metaphorically of the son of any one. But this 
does not seem applicable here. 

5. ot yap émutods Kypicoonev— Kupiov. ‘The con- 
nexion, whichis not very clear, and has not been indica- 
ted by our modern Commentators, is thus ably traced 
by Theophyl.: “ The Apostle had before said od 
mepirarooney ev mavoupyia, after which he inserted 
something concerning unbelievers, how they are 
kexxavppevos. Now then he says: “ We do not act 
in a tricky manner, or practise base arts, because we 
do not preach ourselves, as do the false teachers.” 
For they persuaded their disciples to name them- 
selves after them. Mackn. introduces the passage 
thus: “ Now, though we Apostles are the images of 
Christ, we preach not,” &c. But this is a very licen- 
tious and unwarrantable mode of paraphrasing (if so 
it may be called), into which that Commentator too 
often falls. 

The words éaurots kyptiooopey are variously and 
somewhat vaguely explained. Rosenm. paraphrases 
them thus: ‘* We have not in view our own glory 
and private interest, in preaching the doctrine of the 
Gospel.” And so Calvin and Kst.: ‘* non nostro 
vel queestui vel utilitati servimus.” But this sense 
cannot, I think, be established. I conceive that the 
principal view in which the expression is to be under- 
stood is this. Kypicow may signify to act not merely 
as a herald, but also as an ambassador. And so 
Knové is used in 1 Tim. 2, 7. éyw Kypv§ kal amorronos" 
and2 Tim. 1,11. 2 Pet. 2,5. Thesense, therefore, 
seems to me to be this: ** We do not act in this 
business as principals, nor dispatch as if it were a 
business of our own: we merely act as ambassadors 
and procurators on the part of another, namely Jesus 
Christ.” This interpretation has (I find) been pre- 
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occupied by Grot. The interpretation first men- 
tioned may, indeed, have place, but only as secondary 
to this; since the inference (which is popular) might 
very well be: ‘* and therefore we can have no in- 
terests of our own to serve, and it cannot be our 

fault if men will not hearken to our representations.” 
Doddr. paraphrases: ‘‘ we do not make ourselves 
the end of our preaching.” But that does not seem 
to be the sense directly had in view; though it may 
be included. 

Wets. illustrates the expression eaurabs Kyp0o 6 One? 
from Dio Chrys. 13. p. 222 A. Ob pey yap monnol Tw 
KoLoupLEveny dirocopey avrous avaKnpir Tour wy, dorep of 

‘Orvpmiakal KajpoKes® and Syn. 70 Kygurrew EauToyv Kok 

TOVTO FOLEY bmrep emidelEews, ob coblas, AAC copicrelas 

€oTL. 

In the interpretation of the latter clause of the 
antithesis, it must be observed (what it is strange 
should have escaped the Commentators) that there 
is a Dilogia in kygdooov.ev, which must here be taken 
with a modification of sense, and merely import: 
“ we hold forth, or represent ourselves.” ‘The dé has 
a strongly adversative force, and requires to be il- 
lustrated by a clause which is omitted; q.d. ‘ So 
far from acting as principals in this business with 
you, we are rather servants to you therein.” Theo- 
doret aptly compares 1 Cor. 4, 1. odtws Tpeas Aoys- 
géobw aviowros, ws bmngeras Xpiorov, Kak oiKovopous 

pvotrypiwy @cod. Here, we may observe, there is still 
greater humility evinced. 

Asa ‘Tyooby is explained by Theophyl. O1ors eKElvos 
oUTWS Tas WyawyTe, Kal TovTa twep ypwv Ergaker. 
But the sense should rather seem to be: “ for Jesus 
Christ’s sake ; out of love to him, and gratitude for 
all that he hath done for us.” 

6. O71 6 Oeds deirwy &k oxorovs—Xpiorod. This is 
a sentence of some difficulty, occasioned partly by 
the construction, which is irregular, and partly by a 
slight deviation in the terms from the norma lo- 
quendi. The recent Commentators explain 687 6 
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@ecis by ‘* idem vero ille Deus.” The question is, 
what is the connexion. Rosenm. traces it thus: 
«The Apostle shows the origin of this his doctrine ; 
declaring that he had not learnt it from men, from 
the Jews or Jewish teachers, but from that God who, 
Gen. 1,3., formerly bade the light arise upon the earth 
from darkness.” Theophyl., however, takes ér: for 
diors because (and so all the early Latin Versions, 
which have quoniam), as assigning a reason why they 
preach not themselves. But this seems somewhat 
strained ; and the former method is preferable. 

With respect to the construction, we must either 
supply an éor: after 6 Oeds, or else take és for odros ; 
as in Rom. 16, 27.; which Rosenm. prefers, and (I 
think) with reason. Only it must be remembered, 
that wherever és is used for odros, there is an ellipsis. 
The passage, then, may be so translated as to repre- 
sent the ellipsis thus: “ For the God who bade the 
light to shine from darkness (he it is) who hath 
shone in our hearts.” The use of the participle and 
relative for the verb and relative, is common both to 
the Hebrew and the Greek. 

The use of etre in the sense of bid, order, though 
said to be Hebrew, is found in the Greek writers; as 
Thucyd. ”“Eaapabev is employed in the Hiphil sense, 
as Ociapeverv in the last Chapter. It must therefore 
be rendered: * hath caused it toshine in our hearts.” 
The Apostle has reference to the state of ignorance 
and prejudice to which he had formerly been so 
wedded, when, in a twofold sense, the light from 
heaven broke upon him. 

The next words zpis dwricptv, &c. are meant to 
indicate the purpose for which it might be supposed 
this light was vouchsafed to him; namely, in order 
that he might communicate to others a knowledge of 
the Divine majesty, which is so conspicuous in Christ 
Jesus. For so (with Schleus.) the general sense of 
the words may be expressed. 

Pwricpts usually signifies light, or illumination. 
Here it denotes the illumination of instruction. The 
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syntax in Gwticp. is somewhat irregular ; and the 
Commentators perplex themselves to little purpose. 
The simplest method (though it seems to have oc- 
curred to none of them) is that of understanding 
wept, or the like, which may be rendered : “ for en- 
lightening and instructing them concerning the know- 
ledge of the glory of God.” 

In the words év xpocw7rw there seems to be again 
an allusion to the d0€a shining in the face of Moses. 
The sense is: ‘‘ in the face or person of Christ the 
glory of God shone clearly, and the Divinity ap- 
peared without a veil.” And so Hardy, from the 
early modern Interpreters. See Noesselt ap. Ro- 
senm., from whom Mr. Valpy very well paraphrases 
thus: ‘* The face of Moses gave a feeble and tran- 
sient reflection of the glory of God, which was co- 
vered with a veil: but the face of Christ, the image 
of God, displays it fully and permanently to those 
who are illuminated by his Holy Spirit.”” Theoph. 
takes it simply for 0:0 rod Xeiorod. But this seems 
too limited a view, and neglects the manifest allu- 
sion. 

7. eyomev de tov Gyoauvpiy rtodroy éy ortpakivols o. 
The connexion is thus traced by Theophyl.: “ After 
having said much concerning the ineffable glory, 
some one might say: ‘ And how do we remain in a 
mortal body who receive such things as you speak 
of?) To which the answer is, that this also is from 
the power of God, that an earthen vessel holds such 
treasures.” And Theodoret well adds: 6ycaupo pev 
ameikager THY Oedomevny Tov TyEUMATOS YaoIV' GTTPUKW OE 
tiv duow Tov cwparos. It is observed, too, by Schli- 
ting, that this is said lest any one should think that 
these continual tribulations and miseries were not 
consistent with Apostolical dignity, such as he re- 
presented it. 

"Eyoney tov iycaupov, is well explained by Theophyl. 
xwgovnev, ‘we hold or possess.” By Sys. is meant 
the rich treasures of the Gospel, so highly precious 
and beneficial; and, as Theophyl. adds, this was 

? 

i 
* 
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meant to show the power of God. The same com- 
parison occurs in Matt. 13, 44. 

Ey ooreakivois oxeveotv, in earthen vessels,” i. e. 
in bodies very mean in substance, fragile, and liable 
to various accidents from the common occurrences of 
life. No expression could more aptly designate the 
human body. Now cxevos properly signifies a vessel, 
or an utensil. In both these views it is here con- 
sidered: the former, inasmuch as it is the depository 
of the soul; the latter, as being the organ, or uten- 
sil, or tool by which the human mind acts. Com- 
pare Thess. 4, 4.* So 855 in 1 Sam. 21s) 6. and 
cxevos frequently in the Greek Philosophers (from 
whom examples are cited by Gatak. M. A. 3, 4.); 
and from them the Latins so used vas; as Lucret. 
8, 4. Cic. Q. 1, 5. See Suic. Thes. 2, 970. 

"Ooreax. properly signifies testaceous; as bein 
from torpaxov, a shell: but it also (from the simila- 
rity) was employed to denote a piece of baked earth. 
Now as that is a proverbially brittle substance, so 
it came to signify whatever is fragile, mortal, subject 
to evils and calamities.~ This use of oorpcékivoy (for 
it was confined to the neuter,) in the place of kepa- 
peoov, is said by the Greek Grammarians to have 
been of the common dialect. It is, however, found 
in the later Greek writers, from whom examples 
have been adduced by Wets.; as Anthol. t}yavoy 
éorpax. Lucian Lexiph. 6. toa dorpakiva rd dpc. 

* Sometimes it denotes the man himself; as Acts 9, 15. (See 
Schl. Lex.) For (as Grot. observes) the Platonists made two 
bodies of a man, one the dynpua Wvyxijs, or vehicle of the soul; the 
other the palpabile, or the grosser carnal part, which we touch; 
and that they called the dovpaxoy, from its standing in the same 
relation to us as theshell to the fish. See Jer. 32, 14. Thren. 
4, 2. 
of As is plain from the following passages of Artemid. cited by 

Wets. 1, 52.: ayAuov dé Kal dorpaxivoy yeyovévac raoe Oavaroy 
onpaiver. 6, 25. Oavarov péev yup eikdrws éotpaiwve 7H yuvackl, rd 
eivat éy dorpaxivw oxever. Wets, also cites the following witty 
saying from Arrian Epict. 3, 9. ratra éyw avri ray apyupwpdarur, 
dvrt TOY Xpvowparwr' od xpvod okevn, daTpaK.voy dé NOyor, 
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There is a similar metaphor in 2 Tim. 2, 20. St. 
Paul, I conceive, had reference to a dict of the Phi- 
losophers, who called man an earthen vessel. So in 
the answer of the Delphic Oracle from Arcesilaus 
(recorded by Herodot. 4, 163.) qv d& Kapsvov edpys 
Tréwy audopewy pa eSorryons kK. 7. A. Herodot. re- 
lates that the Oracle was thus verified: rivas r7s 
Kupnvaley és Tipyoy weyav KaTaduyovTas UAny Tregivicas 
evergyoe. This clearly proves the existence of the 
dict, that ** men are but earthen vessels.” 

7. va 7 Uregory—rjpav. The tregor7 t7s duvdpews, 
is elegantly put for ‘‘ exceeding great power,” summa 
vis. See Krebs, who has adduced several examples 
of this use from Joseph. *H is put (populariter) for 
Gaivyrai, ‘might evidently appear to be.” By the 
dvoe. Rosemn. (partly from Sclater) understands 
that power of Ged by which he delivered Paul and 
the other Apostles from dangers and troubles. But 
this seems erroneous. The trezGor rijs duvap. is 
rather considered in its effects, 1. e. the mightiness 
of the things effected,* whether miracles (signs, 
wonders, and mighty deeds), or the amazing work 
of conversion effected by a few poor, illiterate, and 
insignificant handicraftsmen. ‘This clearly evinced 
the power of God to be with them ; since, had the 
Gospel been committed to the wise, the learned, 
and the powerful, its success might, and probably 
would, have been ‘ascribed to their influence. So 
Theophyl.: ive prj vopsSapeba Karogbody €€ éaurwy Ti, 
ANAK TavTES ob opwvTes TOV Oecd A€ywow civas TO Tay. 
He might have applied the words of the Psalmist 
(64, 9.) ‘‘ And all men that see it shall say: This 
hath God done: for they shall perceive it is his 
work.” 

8. éy mavri baiBopevos, do. o. So great (the 
Apostle means to say) is God’s power, that although 
we be earthen, and encompassed and beaten about 

* So Theophyl.: tva % brepBor) ris pawomerns ev hyiv duva- 
pews. 
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by so many trials and tribulations, we are not broken 
down, or destroyed.” Theophyl. Doddr. thinks that 
the true key to this passage (which may seem a di- 
gression, though very pertinent to the Apostle’s 
purpose) is this, that he aims at recovering the affec- 
tions of these Corinthians, which were much alien- 
ated from him; for this purpose he freely opens his 
heart towards them, and tenderly represents the 
many and grievous pressures and hardships to which 
a to souls, and to theirs among the rest, exposed 
im.” 
Rosenm. supplies écwev. But I should prefer 

ovres, with Theophyl.: or rather these participles 
are dependent on the preceding verb €youev. At 
mavtt Rosenm. subands rorw. ‘This, however, is too 
limited. The ellipsis is better supplied by Theophyl. 
as follows: OaiPeuela yap ev mavTh Kaipw, Kab TOTW, 
Kal roaypars, ev Oirais, ev exOpols. 

In this energetic and noble passage the terms 
are of a very peculiar cast; hence on their exact 
import modern Commentators are not agreed. Some, 
as Hamm., Le Clerc, Krebs, and Schoettg. (and in- 
deed, to a certain degree, the ancient Commentators) 
regard the whole passage as a series of agonistical 
metaphors. To their very learned and ingenious 
expositions I can only refer my readers. Others, as 
Ros. and Schleus., recognise no such allusion. The 
truth is, that the first mentioned Commentators carry 
the matter too far. To me it appears that they may 
rather be regarded as military allusions, taken from 
an army so harassed as scarcely to know how to 
turn itself. So 6a6. and orev. may be under- 
stood, of which the following words a@rop. and é§ar. 
are exegetical. Certain it is that 64:6. is quite ap- 
plicable to soldiers closely besieged. It is indeed 
not very unfrequently so used in the Classical 
writers; though almost always of a place rather than 
aperson. Thus, in Arrian Diss. Ep. 1, 25. 6aiew 
and orevoywpeiv, are terms conjoined. ‘This passage 
is adduced by Schleus. in his Lex. under the same 
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head with the re§ampevy od0s, at Matt. 7, 14. which 
I would also refer thither. As, however, no other 
example of this signification has been adduced by 
Philologists, the following may be acceptable. 
Theocr. Pde Qi ae. OriRoevay Karupayv tpudegoy 
7 poo evanye iinaote, where Toup alone saw the true 
sense, who renders @ai8. angustam, and compares 
Pollux 9, 28. morass basBopevy? and Arzian; K. Aso, 
23. év KaruBais wuiyygais. But the last passage is 
not quite apposite; as the learned critic himself 
would have seen, had he been aware that the origin 
of the expression €v KoA. zvy. is no other than Thu- 
cyd. 2, 52, apassage which has given rise to numer- 
ous imitations ; ; which I shall point out in my forth- 
coming edition of that writer. 
The expression is well explained by Theophyl. 

ov oTEY., TOU Beod TAATUVOYTOS TAS kapoias Woy. 

In ¢Eamogovpevor the preposition is highly intensive, 
and signifies utterly, quite ; as in é§abevev. The 
word also occurs in 1, 8. dore EEaropydivas rps Kal 
rod S7v. And in Ps. 88, 18. it stands for PIB, “ to 
be altogether perplexed, or aghast.” It is some- 
times found in the later Greek Classical writers; as 
Plut. Alcib. 5. (cited by St. Thes.) ratr’ axovoavres oi 
Terwvas E€ymopwiycav. Schafer also refers to Diod. 
Sic. 2, 507. D. Hal. 3, 1354. and éEardpyoas in Orig. 
2.491. In this, as well as in other compounds of 
aropelv, and also in the simple itself, the passive is 
used in an active sense, 1. e. becomes a deponent. 
The expression is well paraphrased by ‘Theophyl. : 
eis dmopias Kauh pnxavias cuminrorres, mAqy AN igboh 

lorcpevot Kol ovK amoywadeKovT es Koh YT TWPEVOL, AADAC 

mogous ev Mew cipioxortes kal vuikwvres. It must not be 
supposed, because Theophyl. has égbol iorépevor— 
qrrwpevot, that he recognised an agonistical allusion. 
For in ier. there is an allusion to soldiers standing 
to the enemy, and not sinking under their blows, &c. 
There is a parallel passage in Eph. 6, 13. (where i is 
a whole knot of military allusions) iva duvy$y re avric- 
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rivei—kai oranvesr.* And so Thucyd. 5, 102. kal 
duly ro mev eiEas evdus avéamioroy, petra be Tod dpwpyevev 
eT Kal oTHvas EAS Opbas. 

Q. diwxopevos, AAN odK eyKaTarelmonevol KaTA/AA- 
Agmevos, AAA’ ovK admorrvpevor. In the former part of 
this clause all modern Commentators since the time 
of Hamm., recognise an agonistical metaphor. And 
so Schleus., who renders oJdK éyxaravem. “ in cursu 
superiores.” But there seems something incongru- 
ous in this idea; since, as Mackn. observes, “ the 
Apostle’s enemies could not be said to contend with 
him in the Christian race,” nor (I would add) in any 
race. There seems no reason, then, to reject the 
interpretation of the antient and early modern Com- 
mentators, “we are not deserted,” namely, by God. 
So Theophyl.: diwxovciy ras of av8ewro1, arr’ 6 Oeos 
ouk eykaraneirer. And he adds: zoos yupvaciav yao 
7pwv, oJ Tpos YTTAv, cvyywpouvTas TavTa. It is a very 
beautiful remark of Theodoret : éreid7 dé ws éolkapev 
Gurois €u rug) rebyarcos, KypUrropev OV wy raryorTES 
ri [LAVT Ok durarréneda, roo mpoacrifavros Ocov tiv 
bo Yuy. 

In the next words karaBarrdzevor, AAD’ odK arorrv- 
p-evor almost all recent Commentators recognize an 
agonistical allusion. But this, I repeat, would here 
again involve incongruity, as in the preceding sen- 
tence; with this additional harshness, that aoa. is 
not applicable to an agonistes defeated in the con- 
test ; since such were not destroyed. And as xara- 
Paar. is quite as applicable (or even more so) to the 

* Perhaps the Apostle had in view Ps. 20, 8. (Hebr.) ‘“ Some 
put their trust in chariots, and some in horses : but we will remem- 
ber the name of the Lord our God. They are brought down, and 
fallen: but we are risen, and stand upright.” Where the Sept. has 
avéornpey kai avop0wOnpev. But the true sense of yp is, I think, 
that expressed by Pisce. and Gigerus, stitimus, or stamus, immoti et 
victores. See Josh. 7,12. Dan. 7, 4. The next word ynyp1n1 is 
exegetical of the preceding, and it is well rendered by Tirin. con- 
sistimus. It would have been better rendered, in the Greek, by 

6900t iordyeba. 
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soldier,* indeed droxr. must determine it to that 
alone. Theophyl. paraphrases thus: a&mroravpevor; 
77 mpobupia, kal TH TAS WuyTs evoTacel, Kal KaT adTd O€ 
TO TWpe Urb Deod cuvrygodpevos. 

10. ravrore tTHy véexpwow Tod Kupiov I. €v ro capars 
mepiPepovres. ‘This isan energetic mode of expressing 
the mortal perils to which he was perpetually ex- 
posed; it is altogether parallel to that in 1 Cor. 15, 
49. Kal’ repay yao aro§vycxw. In interpreting the 
words of the present passage it will not be proper to 
press too much on the terms. There is only a ge- 
neral comparison intended to be drawn between the 
case of Jesus and his own, which, as St. Paul had not 
then suffered death for the Gospel, was not complete, 
as it afterwards was. Yet his perils were unto death, 
and he was, in that sense (as he says of himself) in 
deaths oft. So that regsbézovres tiv vexpwow tr. k.'I. 
must mean “ bearing about every where (i. e. ‘ con- 
stantly sustaining and enduring ;’ (for that is all that 
is meant by wepid.) mortal perils to the body, as well 
as excessive perturbations of mind ;” all which Jesus 
suffered even unto death itself. 

Neéxpwois answers to the Heb. MNvan in Ps. 79, 11. 
102, 21. 1 Sam. 21,4. The genitive rov “Iyood has 
the sense “ after the likeness of.” So Grot., who 
adds: ‘ Solent enim similia similium nominibus 
nuncupari, ut in sequenti opposito.” And so Theo- 
phyl.: davarcus cabynepivods dpsoropevor, Kal pipovpevor 
tov Gavarov rod Kugiov del, &C. Rosenm. and Noes- 
selt would take vexp. for the signa periculorum, i.e. 
wounds, the oriypzara rod I. mentioned at Gal. 6, 17. 
But that yields a very frigid sense; and the allusion 
there is somewhat different. (See the note.) 

In the interpretation of the words following, tva 
Kal 4 Sw Tod “Iycod —davepwhy, the recent Commen- 
tators causelessly stumble, and run into strange di- 
versities of exposition. ‘The words seem to be in- 

* As is plain from Schleusner’s examples; though he adopts the 
agonistical metaphor. Indeed of the military sense the Greek wri- 
ters are full of examples. 
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troduced to suggest the cause, or one principal cause, 
why the Apostle was permitted to suffer all this, 
namely, in order to establish their faith in the resur- 
rection of Jesus. So Theophyl.: & yap tis amore 
ért aveory 6 Kupios, yas opwy Kad’ rpepay wey arobyy- 
oKovras, Kab’ repay O€ SwvTas, oUK av ETL EUAdyWS GmrI- 
oryoy. And so Whitby, who paraphrases: ‘* It 
being a certain demonstration that Christ is risen, 
and still lives; that we, who persuade others to be- 
lieve this, are enabled to do such mighty wonders in 
his name, and patiently and constantly to suffer such 
fiery tricks by his grace.” The reasoning, it must 
be observed, is popular. 

The above seems by far the most simple and na- 
tural interpretation. ‘Theophyl. proposes the fol- 
lowing ; 671 womep yucis Tov Oavaroy Tod XpioTov drope- 
vonev vOV, Kal Swvres aipodweba OF avTov Gavel, obTrw Kal 
auTos algoeror amobavovras Swoyovijrat TOTE’ WomTEg Kal 
arnAAYOD Gyo. Ki yao cuvamclavonev, kal cusyjoonev.* 
But I do not see how any such sense can be elicited 
from the words. 

11. This verse is entirely explanatory of the pre- 
ceding. It is observed by Theophyl.: efwie yap det 
TH acady cagyvigev. A remark which it will be pro- 
per for students to treasure up in their minds. 

Nothing in the phraseology seems to require much 
explanation. Theodoret well paraplirases the pas- 
sage thus: Tourov 04 yapw doraciws Seyoneda rods 
bavarypopous umep toy Aeomdrov Kivduvous, iva Kal r7¥s 
Suns atrod perarywuev, Kal tyyv mpockaigov Oidovres 
Swijv, TIS Tapkos THY APbapoiay avTiAaBwpey. 

12. dore 6 pev bavaros—ypuiv. Here we have an 
inference, intended to draw a contrast between his 
own Christian condition and that of his converts. 

From the hyperbolical phraseology of the pre- 
ceding verse it is plain that d&varos is to be taken in 
the sense of ‘ peril of death.” Here, however, 

* Taken from Rom. 8, 17., which passage it is evident Theophyl. 
cited from memory: for there we have not cveyjcopev but evydo- 
Eacboper. 

VOL. VII. H 
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sulted, also Slade. It is truly observed by Theo- 
phyl., that this was said on account of those who 
calumniated the Law. Here Bulkley compares 
Plato Symp. Op. p- 190. réreiopas 8 eyo, rereiopevos 
de TeLe@p.cLl Kal Tous AAAoUS meifely. 

14. eidores —Oid “Iyood éyeget, ** Being fully confi- 
dent that he who raised up the Lord Jesus, will also 
raise us up, and will present us together with you.” 
Some recent Commentators recognize no more in 
these words than a profession of expectation that 
God would deliver him from the perils to which his 
life was exposed. But this is not only little agree- 
able to the context, but requires much violence to 
be done to the words. Indeed there must thus be sup- 
posed a dilogia in eyeip., which would here be ver 
harsh. Equally inadmissible is the method of taking 
mrapactyce of preservation, or understanding da Tod 
*Inood in the sense of propter Jesum. The ancient 
and the most judicious modern Commentators are 
agreed that the words must be understood solely of 
the resurrection. (See Chrysost.) Theodoret very 
well par aphrases th US: mavTe@y evexa Tov Javaroyv 6 Aeo- 
rors KaTedegaro, iva TAVTES AUTO 778 avar rar ews gel 

YOviT oper” TIT TEVOLEY® TOLyOLpO0Y, ws ka jpcs or aut ou 

Kpeirrous aTroPaves TOU bavarou, Kol Koy, ULaS Kak ios 

TO Poepo Pyxatimapactycea. The rapacrice is well 
paraphrased by Doddr. thus: ‘ will present us, with 
you, before the presence of his glory with exce seding 
great joy, in each other and in him ; and will intto 
duce us to that heavenly kingdom, to the prospects 
of which he hath called us by that Gospel which we 
have preached, and which you have believed.” 

15. Ta yap wavra OV tuas—Q@eov. Here again the 
terms are plain, but the sense is somewhat obscure 
and indeterminate. The question is, what is meant 
by ra wavta? Chrysost. and the other ancient Com- 
mentators, referring it to what precedes, say, “ the 
death and resurrection of Christ, and the other bene- 
fits of the Christian revelation ;” q. d. “ All these 
are given 6v Juas, and not for, or on account of, 
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others,” namely, the false Apostles, who represented 
themselves as mediators between God and them. 
And soGrot., Beza, Est., Sclater, our English Trans- 
lators, Doddr., Storr, and others. Thus there will 
be an ellipsis of eos in the sense funt. And this in- 
terpretation is supported by the words following. 
Most modern Commentators, however, from Tirin., 
subaud vmropévonev. And thus there will be a re- 
ference to the @avaros at ver. 12. (See Rosenm., 
Mackn,, and Valpy.) But this is too arbitrary an 
ellipsis to be admitted. 

The next words Wa 7 yapis—z7od eos must be in- 
terpreted according to the view taken of the pre- 
ceding. On the reese interpretation, the 7 xaprs 
will denote the preservation of Paul alive, and waéay 
will refer to his frequent exposures to death. But 
this is harsh, and the interpretation on which it pro- 
ceeds is (I think) inadmissible. ‘The words are well 
pantacee by Theophyl. thus: rovro 0€ roel 6 Geis, 

L yogis 2eral TOAAG: S, WOTE Breovasourrs TIS Xapiros 

shemeres Kas THY enyapistiay Oia woAA@y Toorwmrwy 
mpocayonevyy cis S06av @eod. See also Doddr. It 
appears that wegioc. eis here signifies to redound to. 
The terms mreovagery and wegisoevery are also conjoine ed 
at 1 Thess. Sy h2. UUKS d€ 6 Geos mEOVET Ob Kal 7 Evie - 

TeuT aL. The construction is: ta y Kags wAcaved cmos 
els TH OoEav Tod Weod die Twy TAELOVWY THY evyapioriay’ 
which Schleus. renders: “ ut redundet in honorem 
Dei, multis nempe Deo pro hoc beneficio gratias 
agentibus.” ‘This sense of regioo. with eis (redound 
unto) occurs infra 8, 2. & 9,12. Some, as Erasm. 
(and recently Mr. Valpy), refer ds trav racer to 
mreovasiz, and take the verb wegioc. in an active 
sense. But this seems to be doing great violence to 
the construction. 

16. 016 odx éxkakoupev, “ Wher Sete (I repeat) we do 
not faint or flag.” The Apostle here repeats what 
he had said at ver. 1., to which the particle 4:3 is 
very suitable: for it has sometimes a transitive or 
resumptive force; as Rom, 2, 1. Jam. 1, 21. The 
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815 seems to carry with it much meaning left to be 
supplied, and which refers to the preceding: and this 
may be expressed in some such way as the following: 
«“ Wherefore (although we suffer calamities, and en- 
counter perils of various kinds, yet, knowing the 
power of God, and feeling assured that as he hath 
delivered us now, he will continie to deliver us, and 
finally raise us up at the last day) we faint not nor 
despair under our sufferings.” This paraphrase is 
chiefly founded on the antient Commentators. 

The sense of the next words is sufficiently clear. 
On the import of 6 €w and 6 écw avbpwros see Rom. 
7, 22. and the note there. Wets. here _compares 
Sext. Emp. a Phys. 353. rov TPAYy roy, 7 vy KEQaATY, 
pe) TOO EKTOS avipurmroy TUPTANPOTIKC EiVOLE LED. 

16. diaGbetperas, Grot. compares a similar use of the 
Latin perire in the Roman law, as used of things 
which are not destroyed, but only injured. It were 
more to the purpose to compare Luke 12, 23. os 
diadbeiper. The truth is, that dsaddeipw is there put 
for $§eize, which the Classical writers employ in this 
sense. For though they sometimes use @§eiew for 
diaPbeipw, yet never the contrary. ‘Theodoret, Theo- 
phyl., and some MSS., indeed, read @6eigeras; but 
that is evidently a correction. The term here relates 
to the effects of persecution, harassing, &c. on the 
body. 

16. dvaxaiwourat, is renovated, invigorated, recreat- 
ed, acquires new strength. There is a similar use of 
renovare in Latin; as Liv. 21, 21. (cited by Schl.) 
milites renovati quiete. Also Liv. 28, 35. (cited by 
Wets.) Aitas in medio virium robore, quod plenius 
nitidiusque ex morbo velut renovatus flos juvente 
faciebat. It seems to savour of Latinism. Iam not 
aware that the word occurs any where but in St. 
Paul. 

This avaxaivwors has nothing to do with the reno- 
vation implied by regeneration; as 'T. Aquinas and 
Est. suppose. It is rightly explained by Chrysost. as 
effected rH ricres, ry EATIOL, TH meofupia, namely, by a 
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holy confidence resulting from former deliverances, 
and an implicit faith united with an anticipation of 
the glory that shall be revealed. And here it is well re- 
marked bp Theodoret : Méysioroy yap 7 Woy? Kopi2erou 
képdos avopela Xpwpevy’ cita Tois moor doKkwpevors cyabors 
mapeseTager To mapevros Biov Ta AvTypA.* ~ 

16. ypéog Kal ypéon is said by Rosenm. to be a 
Hebraism, formed from Myamy. But that means 
** day by day.” Grot. more aptly compares DY DY 
in Esth. 3, 4. Job 1, 4. Ps. 68, 19., which is rendered 
by the Sept. Kal” exaoryy ypépay. 

17. 7d yap mapoutike erAaPpiv—yuiv. ‘This verse 
and the next contain a passage which in energy and 
beauty of expression is little inferior to any one of 
Demosthenes himself, to whom indeed and to Thu- 
cyd. in his Orations (I would observe) the style of 
the Apostle, when it rises, as here, to the oratorical 
bears no slight resemblance. Thus, for instance, 
both these writers frequently use the neuter adjec- 
tive with the article for a substantive; and both 
(especially the latter) frequently use the word za- 
pautika. 

Rosenm. observes, that racavrixa, like adrixe, not 
only signifies immediately and suddenly, but also in 
presenti; and that the adverb is put for the adjec- 
tive. But although that use of the particle is often 
found in Thucyd., Demosth., and other writers who 
formed their style on the Attic model, (as fully ap- 
pears from Wetstein’s numerous examples), yet 
whether rapaurixae is here to be taken for an adjec- 
tive, may seem doubtful. Instances of this adjectival 
use of ragautixa, when applied to a neuter adjective 
with ro standing in the place of a substantive, are 

* Here Bulkley compares Plato de Repub. L. 9.T. 2. p. 274. who 
speaks of man’s inward man, and says that it is rendered more 

strong and powerful by him who inculcates the saying and doing of 
things that are just. Also Max. Tyr. Diss. 41, p.493. who says, that 
though the body be diseased, disturbed, and corrupted, yet if it have 
but a robust and vigorous soul, all this will be slighted, and made 
light of. Nowei cpa, cai rapdrrerat, Kal @Oelpera, add‘ dy érco- 
thons, &c. which passage is chiefly applicable as illustrating the 
diapBeiverac, 
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very rare.* It is plain that rapaurixe must here be 
taken for an adverb qualifying éradgiv; literally, 
‘for the at present lightness of our affliction,” or 
‘‘ for our at present light affliction.” In this com- 
pound particle rap signifies at, and adtixa signifies 

present. Here it is well opposed to aiwvoy: for in 

the best authors it is found in similar antitheses, 

with rd pearrov, a05is, Ererra, or similar words expres- 

sive of future time. 
But, to turn to the consideration of the sentiment, 

Theophyl. has truly observed, that it is meant to be 

explanatory of the preceding, i. e. ‘* to show how the 
inner man is renovated, namely, on reflecting that 

this affliction is bué temporary, and is comparatively 
light, because it is temporary and procures a weight 
and magnitude of glory and reward exceeding all 

comparison.” This view of the sense of rapavutixa and 

érago is highly ingenious; yet it cannot be regu- 
larly elicited from the words; though it may be true 
that their being temporary tends to make them even 

now seein light. I therefore assent to the opinion of 
some recent Commentators, as Rosenm. and Schleus., 
who take wagavr. (as did the Syriac and Vulgate 
Translators) in the sense present (which sense almost 
all Wetstein’s examples tend to confirm) ; q. d. “ for 
our present afflictions, which are (comparatively) 
light, &c. And Schleus. rightly thinks this is con- 
firmed by the ei#y in the antithetical clause. The 
common interpretation assuredly would require 78 
yap mopourT ike, kal To eAagpoy 7. 6.7%. Besides, the 

authorities for ragaur. in the sense momentary are 
very slight. As to those adduced by Beza, they | 
rather prove the other sense, namely, at present ; as 
will be manifest to any one who shall examine the 
passages (which are Demosth. p. 72, 16. Edit. 
Reiske, and Thucyd. L. 1, 124.) The error arose 

* Yet, I acknowledge, they do occur. Wetstein’s examples supply 
one from Thucyd. 3, 46. (or rather 56.) ei ydp r@ airixa xpynoipnp 
ipoév. Towhichl add 4, 56. kat ro rapavrika rov Hay opédcpoy 
xaQtorfrat, For such is required by the true construction of the 
passage. 
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from this, that rapaurixe, especially if there be an 
ellipsis of pcvovy, naturally suggests the idea of what 
Is temporary. 

The é€aaggsy must be understood in the sense 
comparatively light ; as indeed is evident from the 
words following. 

17. kab’ SrepBoriy cig vrepBorry is admirably ex- 
plained by Theophl. strepBoaiKkds vresBorxty. For 
cig Urepfacany is a phrase standing in the place of an 
adjective, and xaf’ ‘mepGorjy is an adverbial phrase 
qualifying it. Rosenm. compares the Hebr. 8) 4IND. 
Mr. Slade renders it ‘infinitely exceeding.” 

17. Bapos dons is rightly said by Grot. to be for 
dsEav Bapeiayv, so called because it is solid. He seems 
to think it a metaphor taken from gold or silver 
articles, as compared to plated ones; which may ac- 
count for the Bd&pos.* Wets. too adduces an ex- 
ample of a similar use of pondus in the Latin. 

17. Katepyagerat, works out, produces, acquires, 
obtains; as in Joh. 6, 27. and elsewhere. And so 
also in the Classical writers. ‘Thus Rosenm. adduces 
an example from Dionys. Hal. Ant. L. 5, rodro rd 
Epyov abcvaroy auT@ d0Sav eipyacaro. 

18. py cKorowvrwy ypay Ta Rrcréueva—aiwvia. This 
is explanatory of the preceding, and (as Chrysos. sug- 
gests) is meant to show dow they become light, or 
come to seem light: which will appear (he means to 
say) if we look not at the things, &c. For (as Cecu- 
men. remarks) if we weigh the things of the present 
state with those that are in the unseen state, light 
indeed will seem the former; and the reason is, be- 
cause they are temporary only, the others, eternal.” 

18. cxorodvrwy is explained by Cap. Est., and Hardy 
“ nobis instar scopi proponimus.” But this is being 

* Theophyl. indeed explains it as simply put for péyeOos. And so 
Hamm., who observes that Bdpos signities riches and plenty, as well 
as weight ; hence the word in the Sept. often denotes multitude, or 
greatness ; as 1 Kings 10, 11. 2 Kings 6, 4.18, 17. 2 Chron. 11, 1, 
1 Mace. 1,17. 3 Mace. 6, 33. He therefore renders Bapos ddéns 
‘* riches, plenty, and abundance of glory.” 
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slavishly literal. The word is admitted by all the 
most judicious Commentators to have here a meta- 
phorical sense yet farther removed, namely, keep an 
eye upon, mind; care for, be intent upon, &c.; as in 
Phil. 2, 4. 3, 17. and sometimes in the Old Testa- 
ment, and often in the Classical writers, from whom 
examples may be seen in Schleus. Lex. 

At mpoockaipa must be understood povov. And in 
the Bareropeva must (as Theodoret suggests) be com- 
prehended not the calamities only, but the conveni- 
ences and comforts of this present state, to neither 
of which (he adds), as being érixaipia, we ought 
mpornrwobas to be devoted. ‘These are elsewhere 
called the ra exryeia and Ta €v korn, as being those 
things on which the people of this world set their 
hearts. 

By the 7& pj Barercueva are meant the things not 
yet corporeally seen, as being of an another world. 
See the impressive and beautiful y4sxov (moral, or ap- 
plication,) with which Chrysost. concludes his Ho- 
mily on this portion of Seripture. I’rom this I shall 
extract the following fine passage, tom. 5, p. 35, 30— 
36. Podae palely ras atry Lev 7 Sw 7 mapouoe ev dd7Aw 
Keira diamavTos, EKElvy O€ 4 PeAAOUVTH, 7% DoKOUTA Ady- 
ros Elva, Davepwrepa TIS Tapovoys eats Kal CEPatorEca 
Kal povimos; e&eTarwpey, Eb OoKEel, TA AnpmrEe THS Ta- 
povrrs Swis, Toy acute, THY ddSav, THy duvacreElav, TAS 
Tipas Tas maga avoowrey, Kal oer ToUT@Y addey adyrGTE- 
poy, TL Yap ATIOTOTEPOY TADUTOU TOU [LIE LEYpL TIS éome- 
PAs MoAAAKIS ly rapapevovTes; Kalames yap dpamreTys 
Ayywpwv aro TouTov els eKelvoy cuveyws peblioraras, 
Kal TAaAW awd ToUTOU Mpos aAAov’ ToouTEy TE Kal 7 doFa 
EoT IV. 

J. Capell, here compares a beautiful passage of. 
Senec. Epist.59. Omnia ista que sensibus serviunt, 
quee nos accendunt et irritant, negat Plato ex iis esse 
que veré sunt. Igitur ista imaginaria sunt, &c. Mit- 
tamus animum ad illa que eterna sunt. Contemna- 
mus omnia que adeo pretiosa non sunt, ut an sint 
omnino dubium sit. Bulkley too compares Proclus 
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in Plat. Theol. 24, 234. Tas pev Wuyds avaeyovros (rod 
Gerd apidn09, scil.) ard rwv Gawopevwr el ra adavy. In 
this passage there seems a remarkable coincidence 
in words, which may be accounted for from the effect 
which the Scriptures had, when universally dispersed, 
on the writings of the Philosophers. 

CHAP. V. 

The commencement of this chapter is most closely 
connected with the conclusion of the last; and 
therefore the division was made at an improper 
place. ‘This is apparent from the yap: and the con- 
nexion is not ill traced by Schliting as follows: 
** Rationem adfert, per prolepsin, cur ea que sunt 
eterna spectet: quasi dicat, nam si quis mihi obji- 
ciat, corpore nostro mortali dissoluto nullam nobis 
amplius spem superesse.” It is otherwise traced by 
Theoph., who concludes by saying, that “the Apos~ 
tle here again discourses of the resurrection, but not 
so distinctlysor particularly as in the former Epistle, 
lest he should seem to think them as yet uninformed.” 
The truth is, it is here introduced incidentally. The 
Apostle enlarges on the supports he enjoyed in pre- 
sent trials by hopes beyond the grave, and this evi- 
dently with the view of exciting others to animate 
themselves with the same hope, that they may after- 
wards partake of the same fruition. 

VERSE 1. oldapev yap, bT1, dv 4 embyetos Hwy oikia 
Tod oKyvous KaTarvby, &c. By oldapsy is expressed as- 
sured knowledge and faith. ’Eeyv almost all Com- 
*mentators explain although. But it was long since 
my opinion, that it ought rather to be rendered post- 
quam or quando; as ina similar passage of Joh. 12, 
52. eav Www ex ris y7is. And this is confirmed by 
Est., Schott., and Jaspis. The common interpreta- 
tion, however, may be retained, if the signification 
of karaav$y) be modified, thus: ‘ For though our 
earthly house of this tabernacle be to be dissolved ; 
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though it must be dissolved.” And certainly there 
is something mure natural and vigorous in this sense 
than in the former, which would moreover lead to a 
difficulty, as if this celestial body were to be given 
immediately on the dissolution of the other: which 
would be at variance with what is said in the last 
chapter. 

1. émlyews, carthly, as opposed to the sikia év odga- 
vois just after, i.e. odpavios. With respect to the ex- 
pression oikia tov oxyvouvs, some Commentators, es 
Rosenm., regard the oikia as redundant, since cxjvos 
of itself denotes the human body; as indeed is fully 
proved by Wetstein’s numerous examples from the 
Classical writers.* Yet I see not how oixfa can be 
thought redundant; neither can I approve of Rosen- 
muller’s version: ‘ Etiamsi corpus nostrum fragile 
dissolvatur,” which by no means expresses the full 
sense. Many eminent modern Commentators, as 
Michaelis, Schleus., and Middleton, following the 
Syriac version, take tov cxzvovs simply to denote the 
body ; and for an example of that sense they appeal 
tover.4. But that will afford no support 5 since it 
comes after (and immediately after), not before, or 
in any distant part. The word is added kar’ é&yyz- 
ow: but if by rod ckyvovs the Apostle meant no more 
than the human body, an explanation was scarcely 
necessary; and the fact that he has no where else in 

* From these it appears to have been used very frequently by the 
Philosophers, especially the Pythagoreans. ‘Thus it occurs several 
times in Stobeus, and is also found in Plato 1093 pn. 1094 p. 1096 
A,, and occasionally in the medical writers (who often borrow ex- 
pressions from the Philosophers), as Hippocr. Aphor. adwoAurovca } 
Wux7) 70 TOD cwparos oxijvos, Nicander, Areteus spe, Longin, 32.. 
kat rapa Zevaberre } 7 avOpwrelov oxhvovs &varo) Topruds, Kat 
ére GaAXOY Avacwypadeirat Oeiws mapa UAdrwr. Elian A. N. 9, 
33, abros b€ dpayw rive kai Geia duvaper awédwKe TO oKHVEL TiY 
Kedadoy, kat thy bévny avéornse’ though the expression is there 
used improprié of the body of an animal. Sometimes the allusion 
is made to a house; as Lucian Somn. § 23. p. 71. (cited by Bulkley) 
"Ey& coucds—éitypi—é Mrijcapxos ekepyaonrat por roy oixov. To 
which I add Lycoph. 783. éxovoiay cpwdiyya mpoopdcowy Sdopy, 
voluntariam vibicem apponens corpori suo. 
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his Epistles used the word in this sense seems to dis- 
countenance this notion. I cannot but think, then, 
that the Apostle had something more in view, and 
meant to advert to the body as a mere tent, booth, 
hut, or shed, set up for a temporary purpose, and 
liable to ruin: and thus it contrasts well with the 
oiKiay ayegoroinroy, aiwviov, here placed in opposition 
to it by the Apostle. Besides, this is required by the 
mporkaiga in the preceding sentence. ‘Lhe common 
interpretation, too, is supported by all the antient 
Commentators.* And so also Wets.: ‘ Est domus, 
quam ad tempus habitamus; 1. e. diversorium sive 
hospitium, in quo commoramur. comm. 4.” 

The words rod cxyyous, however, are not in apposi- 
tion with the preceding; as Est. and Mackn. sup- 
pose; but (as Grot. has rightly noticed) are genitives 
of explication: as Fons Timavi, Arbor feci, Xe. Pos- 
sibly the Apostle had in view Sap. 9, 15. rd yewdes 
eKyves, Similarly to which Plato has called the body 
yiivey cxjvos. “Lhe author of Sapient. probably had 
Plato in view. 

The antient Commentators plainly pay no attention 
to the article, which is seas te taken by some for 
the demonstrative. 

Karaav$4 is used with great propriety, since the 
term was employed of the destruction, usually gra- 
dual, of substances of every kind, as buildings, includ- 
ing that of the human body. So Philostr. Vit. Soph. 
im 9. (cited by Schleus. -) p27} Karanuby vet TO Twn Uo 
yipws. And so Joh. 2, 19. avoure rov vaov rodtov, 
namely, the temple of his body. In Matt. 26, 61. his 
accusers attribute to him the term karaatout. 

1. oixodourv Ex Ocod € EXOPEY, i.e. (as Wets. explains) 
“we have laid up for us droxeimpévyv. "Ex Oecd, i. e. 
made by God, and therefore divine. Now this is 

* Thus Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) : emiyerov be oixiay TKIVOUS, 
TO copa éxddecer’ Sia 5€ rod oxhvous aio Kadéoat, TO ™pdakacpoy 
edn wae Towovrov yao n oxnvyj. And a little after : “Opa O€ ras 
mpos THY exbyewov avrébeke Thy ovpdviov" pos 70 CKiVOS, THY aiw- 
veov. And so ‘Theodoret and CEcumen, 
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called an cikia, as opposed to the ex7jvos, and is termed 
axergorolytov, &c. which may be paraphrased: ‘a 
house not (like our present fleshly tenement) made 
with hands, (and therefore mortal), but immortal 
and eternal in the heavens.” On the d&yesporoiyroy 
the Commentators, antient and modern, have raised 
needless difficulties. Of the former some would take 
it to mean no more than supported by hands, 1. e. the 
work of hands which procure food and drink. But 
this is quite anile. Schleus. treats it as no more than 
explanatory of the former é @eov. And Theophyl. 
seems to have been of the same opinion. But he 
gives no better reason than that the human body is not 
xe1goroinrov, which indeed is, in strictness, true ; but, 
in a certain sense, the term may be admitted, inas- 
much as being begotten or formed by human beings, 
it may be said to be so. In proof and illustration of 
this I need only refer to the kindred term zasdoroin- 
ros, begotten. So rasoroiew, rasdorolytos, masdorosos, 
and other compounds perpetually occurring in the 
best writers. Such is (I conceive) the sense of 
axepor., which no Commentator seems to have per- 
ceived, except perhaps Theodoret, who says the 
Apostle opposes ry Ux avbpwrwy KaracKkerfonern THY 
ayeooroinrov. The Apostle, then, means that the 
future and glorified body will be as much superior to 
human begotten and formed body, as the habitations 
of the blessed exceed in glory earthly and human 
made habitations. 

It is strange that some recent Commentators, as 
Morus, Rosenm., and even Mackn., should so explain 
away the solid sense of the terms oixodou7) and oixia, 
as theydo. Mackn. thinks it nothing less than ab- 
surd to refer these expressions, of the earthly and 
heavenly house, to the earthly and heavenly bodies 
of the saints, since it occasions a confusion of the 
metaphors. And he (in common with the above 
Critics) understands them of an earthly and heavenly 
dwelling ; translating érevdicachas “to go perma- 
nently into,” and yupvel “ destitute of a habitation.” 
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But no sound Critic, or judicious Philologist, will 
ever admit such a violent and arbitrary exposition ; 
and the common interpretation is supported by the 
best scholars, as I have shown in my note in loc. 
Mr. Slade, very properly, resists this perversion, and 
makes the well founded objection, that évdvedpevor, 
in the same passage, with yuzvel, must refer, either 
literally or figuratively, to putting on a garment ; 
not to say that we have no instance of the compound 
erevovcacbas being used in any other sense; éobjTas 
exevoedupevor yuvosKelas Tois Gwpa&s. (Plut. ap. Steph.), 
and there is no greater confusion in the metaphor 
here, than what is often observable in St. Paul and 
other good writers.” 1 Tim. 6, 17. 1 Cor. 16, 9. 
Eph. 2, 19 and 20. 6, 16. 

2. Kah yap ev ToUTH oTEvagop.ev—emimofaiytes. ** For 
(while we are) in this (tent, or hut,) we groan,” 
Here there is an ellipsis of ovres, and cxyjves (not pépes 
or mpaypars, as Phot. Zeger, Grot., Est., Vorst., 
Rosenm. and Jaspis supply); as appears from ver. 4. 
where there is an epanalepsis, and this clause is 
given complete. ‘The words may be rendered: 
* For we (I repeat), as being, or while being,” &c. 
Drevagouev, “‘we groan,” i. e. under the various 
distresses and calamities to which the frailty of that 
tabernacle subjects us; and (as Doddr. suggests) 
with longings after immortality. I would compare 
a parallel passage of Rom. 8, 23. kal yjueis adrol év 
eautois stevasouev. ‘The participle here stands for a 
verb andcopula; q. d. ‘and, (or since,) we earnestly 
desire.” ‘The ézi is (as often) intensive. This verb 
is very often used by the ardent and warm-hearted 
Apostle. 

2. 70 olKyTyoI0v 7.wy To EF odpavod erevdscaucbasr. Some 
would interpret the oixrzpiov merely of that heavenly 
domicilium, or habitation, mentioned at ver. 1. But 
it may be questioned whether domicilium be there 
meant ; and here érevd. cannot admit of the sense 
“go into, enter upon.” All the best Commentators 
antient and modern are agreed that it can only sig- 
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nify “to put on (as it were) one dress over (ez) 
another.” So Plut. Pelop. p. 283 pv. éc6jras: érev- 
dedupevor yuvasKelas Tois Bwpaks. We have only to 
suppose that the Apostle here changes the former 
metaphor, by which the body was compared to a ha- 
bitation, into another by which the body is compared 
to a garment.* ‘The only harshness is, that it is 

* On this change of metaphor it may be observed that as the 
Pythagoreans compared the body to a tent, (or Aut,) for the soul, so 
did the Platonists liken it to a vestment. Thus (of the passages cited 
by Wets.) Plato, 356 v. rovnpas Luxus éxorres nuptecperoe eto 
owpara te kata. To which 1 add Synes, 268 c. pndeév ipyetobat 
dervov, dvaxwonoat Tov Ovdrakiov Toy KpeiAXiwy. Max. Tyr:13,, 4,.1. 
239. ris Woxns—Kagabdoxovons Tijy axaddayiy Tov dvoxpharou 
rovrou mepyprnparos. Apoll. Tyzn. Ep. 58, p. 403. iv (scil. Loyny) 
édy pu) perappéon. : 

This, and what follows, Schoettg. illustrates from the writings 

of the Jews: and though I cannot accede to the interpretation 
adopted by the learned Commentator, yet, as his remarks contain 
much curious information, I shall insert them, with the omission of 

the illustrative examples. 
I. It must be observed, that the Hebrew word wad signifies cir- 

cumdari aliqud re, or instructum esse. II. The Jews ascribe to the 
soul a vestment both in this life and the next. III. They maintain 
the pre-existence of both, i.e. affirm that the soul has already a 
covering, while as yet hidden under the throne of God, and as yet 
not clothed witha body. 1V. This vestment is no other than what 
we call the image of God, which was lost by the fall, and is to be 
restored in the next life. V. After the fall, Adam and all men are 
stripped of this, as long as they remain in sin, and then they are 
said to be naked. VI. The good are clothed therewith, as soon as 
the Schechina begius to dwell in them. VII. When they are 
clothed therewith, then they are enabled to perform good works, 
nay, even sometimes to work miracles. VIII. Hence it is the duty 

of every one to preserve this vestment pure, and, as far as lies 
in him, without spot. IX. In life eternal this will be a vestment 
for the sou], or rather an ornament assigned to it for the virtues 
practised in this world. X. This celestial vestment they describe 
as lucid, and radiant, such as on this earth no one can attain. 
XI. It is necessary for the soul to be clothed with this vestment, 
for, till it is clothed therewith, it cannot behold the majesty of 
God. And so the Apostle himself, 1 Cor. 15, 53. says it is neces- 
sary for this mortal to put on immortality.” 

Schoettg. then subjoins the following application: ‘* Since, 
therefore, the Apostle speaks both of an habitation, and a vestment, 
with which he is to be clothed, it is obvious that he means, not a 

corporeal, but a spiritual vestment, clothed with which he desires to 
enter the heavenly kingdom.” 
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introduced in the same sentence with the preceding, 
and therefore causes somewhat of incongruity. 
Such things, however, are frequent in the popular 
style, nay, not without example in the best writers 
of antiquity, especially Pindar. 

It is plain from these words (especially when com- 
pared with a parallel passage at 15, 51., that the 
Apostle here professes a wish to put on, as a vest- 
ment, this glorified body, i. e. enter upon a blissful 
immortality without passing through death, which, 
as we learn from 1 Cor. 15, 51—53. and 1 Thess. 
4, 15—17., will not be the lot of the righteous who 
are alive at the day of judgment. See more in 
Hamm. and Slade. 

2.70 €& ovpayod, is by almost all Commentators taken 
as a circumlocution for odgaviov. But this seems 
paring down the sense. I should prefer supplying 
didcnevov, and would take ovgavod for Oeod, which is 
often so used; as Matt. 21, 25. ‘‘ the baptism of John 
whence was it? €& adpavov, 4 && dvb pair eoy ;” Mark 11, 
30. Luke 15, 18 and 21. 20, 4. and 5. John 3, 13. 
Hebr. 12, 25. rov om’ odsavoy (i. e. Christ). The 
complete phrase occurs in Joh, 3, 27. éav pj 7 dedo- 
pévoy adra@ éx rod odgaved. And this is confirmed by 
the antient Commentators. Thus Theophyl. says 
it is so called, not that it descends from heaven, but 
that we aha (as it were, sent from thence) the rv 
Tis adbascias yexpv. And so Theodoret and Cicu- 
men., all from Chrys. ‘They, however, did not hit 
on the true sense of ovpavod. 

It is rightly remarked by the antient Commenta- 
tors, that the Apostle makes use of the term cixyr7z- 
prov and not ox7yvos, as being one which has a stronger 
notion of continuance. 

3. el ye kal Evduocpevor, od yupvol edcednooueda. 
On the construction and sense of these wor ds neither the antient 

nor modern Commentators agree. The antient Commentators all 
read evdvodpevor, as in our present text; at évdvedperoe they stip- 
plied ry apbapaiav, i.e. oGpa &pOaproy, and at yupyol, o ddkns ; 

VOL. VII. I 
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q. d. ‘If indeed it may so be that, after assuming this corruptible 
body we shall be not found deprived of glory and acceptance.” 
‘* For all men (say they) will put on the clothing of incorruption, 
but all will not partake of the divine glory.” ‘This construction, 
indeed, seems to be accurate; but the ellipsis is too arbitary to be 
admitted ; and Dr. Doddridge’s interpretation, as being also founded 
on the same ellipsis, (though with a harsher application), must 
equally be rejected. Other modern Commentators who retain the 
common reading, propose various interpretations. Hamm. endea- 

vours to remove the difficulty by altering the punctuation, thus: e% 
ye kal évovotpervor, ov yupvol, evonodpeba, with the following sense : 
“Tf, indeed, we shall, happily, be among the number of those faith- 
ful Christians, who will be found clothed upon, not naked.” But 
this destroys the construction, and would require évdedvpevor. Ro- 
senm. assigns the following sense: ‘‘ Nam in alter& vita non penitus 
destituti corpore erimus, sed habebimus omnino corpus.” But this. 
sense cannot well be elicited from the words, and would not be 
agreeable to the context. Wets. gives the following explanation : 
‘© Opponit vestitos, die Judicii superstites nudis, i. e. ante illam diem 
mortuis.” But this would require the same construction as the 
one laid down by Hamm., which is evidently inadmissible. Besides, 
the sense, whici is literally this: ‘* hoping that we imay be found 
alive, and not dead,”) is feeble and frigid. The interpretation of 
Hardy, (adopted by Mr. Slade) yields the very same sense, and in- 
deed seems to have been founded on Wets. They endeavour in- 
deed to support their opinion froma remark of Bos, that the Apostle 
uses the Platonic sense of yusvds to denote the dead, and évouck- 

peevot to denote the living ; as Plato 277 c. dre h Wuyh yup rod 
goparos wap éxetvoy awépyerac and AKlian, A. N. 11, 39. rod dé 

Biov aweOovra—kal amodveapevoy 70 cdpa, Kal Puy yeyernpévor 
yur} [iépnxa]. But this is not quite a satisfactory proof that 
yupevos was so used absolutely; and that the Platonists employed 
évdvcacfar in the sense here required, there is not the shadow of a 
proof. Nor is it probable that the Apostle knew any thing about 
the Platonic philosophy. Besides, the sense (I repeat) is frigid, and 
the phraseology tautological. It would make the Apostle thriee 
express the same wish, namely, that he might be allowed to put on 
his incorruptible body, without having to put off his corruptible one 
by death. Now it is not likely that the Apostle should have been 
so anxious about so very unimportant a point; not to say that this 
would be inconsistent with the courageous spirit every where shown 
by the Apostle. . 

Under these circumstances, I cannot but think that the common 
construction is to be retained; though not the common reading. I 
would certainly adopt éxdve., with some of the most antient MSS., 
the Arabic Version, several Latin Fathers, and (whose authority 
weighs with me more than that of all the Laéin Fathers) Chrysost., 
who evidently himself adopted this reading, though he also notices 
and explains éydvc. It is strange that Griesbach should have 
omitted so important an authority. The reading has also been 
adopted by some moderns, as Beza, Mill, Pyle, Wells, Schleus, and 
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others. And if the MS. authority be thought weak, I would observe 
that éx and éy are contiaually confounded, 

[t is proper to observe, (though it has been unnoticed by the Com- 
mentators) that these words etye—etpeOyadue0a are parenthetical. 
For (as I observed on ver. 2.) the words cal ydp of ovres, &c. at 
ver. 4. are, by epanalepsis, a repetition of what was said before the 
parenthetical clause was introduced. 

The clause, it may be observed, is expressed with that profound 
and heartfelt humility which every where distinguishes the 
Apostle; yet I assent to the antients, that it was meant to inculcate 
a lesson of humility on the Corinthians, and, in this view, may very 
well be compared with that in 1 Cor. 9, 27. “ lest that when I] have 

preached to others, I myself should be a cast away.” Where, see the 
note. It is, however, of importance to ascertain the sense of 

yupvet. Some Commentators, both antient and modern, have 
inferred from this term, (and not without countenance from the 
context) that the wicked will be left not only yusvoil, as regards the 
incorruptible body, but even as regards any body at all, i. e. will not 
be clothed with their former mortal body, and that on the soul, 
(which alone then remains,) will be inflicted such punishments as 
God shall, in his justice, award. And | myself formerly adopted ~ 
this interpretation, rendering the passage as follows: ‘* (Hoping) if 
so be that after having put off (our mortal and corruptible body), 
we may not be found (by the Lord at the day of judgment) naked, 
and without a body, (as the wicked).” But this mode of interpre- 
tation seems to be too arbitrary. I now rather assent to the ge- 
nerality of antient and modern Commentators (see Slade), who 
think that the term does not necessarily imply, that the unfaithful 
and rejected will have no bodies at all; only that they will be naked 
as far as regards a heavenly body, that they will not be clothed upon 
in the sense intended by the Apostle. And this is strongly counte- 
nanced by the preceding words; for by yuyyoi the Apostle seems 
to mean unfurnished with the éxévdupa just before mentioned. If 
this interpretation be admitted, (as I think it ought), it will surely 
follow that nothing can be, with certainty, pronounced on the na- 
ture of the resurrection of the wicked ; at least, that nothing here 
said has any reference tothem. And this, indeed, seems most pro- 

bable, especially as in the more copious discussion on this interesting 
subject in the former Epistle (which it is clear the Apostle has here 
in mind), it is acknowledged by the most judicious Commentators 
that the Apostle has reference in all that he says to the resurrection 
of the righteous only. Therefore the question as to the state of the 
wicked will have to be decided by other passages of Scripture, or by 
inferences from what is there found. With such passages we have 
here nothing to do; yet we may be permitted to observe, that there 
is No occasion to suppose that their bodies will not be raised, as well 
as those of the righteous ; the reasons for which would be here out 
of place. 

So that, upon the whole, the true sense of the Apostle is attained 
by Theod, (from Chrys.) who writes as follows: Ilavres yey ydp 

12 
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AvOpwrot 70 ris AGOapsias evdupa repyadrovrrat, oby arayres dé 
rijs Oeias peracyxjoovar ddins’ yupvovs toivuy Kadel Tous Tijs d0éns 
yeyupvwpevous, ois Eavroy ovvérabey 6 amdaroXos, perpragery Kat 
Kopivfious kat ravras dvOpwrous diddoKwr. 

4. Kal yap of dures ev THO oKivEL TTEVALoMEV—Sw7s. 
This (as I before observed) is a repetition, per epanalepsin, of 

what was written in ver. 2., in which the Apostle expresses his 
meaning somewhat more clearly, as in the case of orevaZoper Pa- 
povpevot, i.e. weighed down by calamities, trials, and infirmities. 
’"E@’ &, inasmuch as. This shows the nature and extent of the wish. 

In the interpretation of this verse, as in the preceding, many 
modern Commentators, from Grot. to the present day, attribute to 

the Apostle the sentiment, expressed from them by Hardy, as fol- 
lows: ‘‘ Nollemus mori, sed per mutationein superindui corpore 

coelesti, et immortali; nam corporis, et anime grave est divor- 
tium.” And so Mr. Locke, who paraphrases the whole passage 
thus: ‘ For we that are in the body groan under the pressures and 
inconveniences that attend us in it; which yet we are not therefore 
willing to put off, but had rather, without dying, have it changed 
into a celestial immortal body ; that so this mortal state may be put 
an end to by an immediate entrance into an immortal life.” Now 
as I have shown that the sentiment was, without reason, ascribed to 
the Apostle in the former verse, so there is as little reason for suppos- 
ing it here. Such a thought never (as far as I can find) entered 
into the mind of the ancient Commentators. The sense of the words 
is briefly, but ably, expressed by Chrys. 603, 3S.: od yap dc rovro 
orevacoper, pyaty, iva rov swparos awadAaywpey (TodTO yap oVdé 
éxdvoacbat ovrAepeOa) adrAa rijs POopas Tis év avTo orevdopev éXev- 
Gepobijvar, Soalso Theodoret: orevagoper, dé, ovK araddayjvac 
TOU owparos eptepevor, AANA TOY TobTOV TaBwy érXEVBEpoL yiyvecBaL 
woQovvres. ‘The sense, then (I think) is plainly this: “ For (I re- 
peat) while we are in this hut, or shed, though groaning under the 
weight of many afflictions, yet our wish is not so much to put off 
this body, and thereby be rid of these evils,* but rather our anxiety 
is to put on an heavenly garment, even our incorruptible body.” 
Much difficulty has been occasioned by the extreme brevity of the 
Apostle, especially in the words éxdvodpevor and évduocdpevor, which 
are very clumsily and darkly rendered by our English Translators, 
and Doddr., to be unclothed, and clothed upon. ‘The force of the 
middle voice will not permit such a sense, and it is neglecting the 
ellipsis, which I am surprised the Commentators should not have 
seen. For at éxduc. must be supplied, from ver. 1., 7) olklay rod 
oxnvous, and ézeyd. must also be supplied from ver. 2. 70 oiknripror 
jpa@y ro a& ovpavov. Now although we have there a confusion of 
two metaphors, yet it is plain that the Apostle especially rests on 

* To which purpose may be aptly cited Arrian E. A. 7, 2, 8. 
where Dandamis, the Indian philosopher, says he desires nothing 
that Alexander can give, nor fears any thing that he can inflict, 
ovre pev yup ot rhy “Ivdéy viv ébapxety, pépovoay ra wpata’? tro- 
Bavdrre 52, dwadrrAayhoecOar ov érceixovs Luvoixov rov cwpazos. 
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that derived from a garment. The question, however, is, what 
sense we are to assign to éwevdvcac@uc here and at ver 2. Accord- 
ing to the literal signification of the term, and the force of the ézt, 
it must mean ‘ assuming another over the former,” i.e. the incor- 
ruptible over the corruptible. Now that the wicked are to be 
clothed upon with their former mortal body, was the opinion of 
most of the Fathers, and of some moderns, and (as I have before 
shown) seems well founded. But whether the righteous are to have 
another and glorified body, besides their mortal and raised body, is the 
question here. Some of the ancient and modern Commentators 
have thought that they will have. See Whitby, and the authorities 
by him cited. And so Schleus. They suppose that the raised bo- 
dies of the just will be covered and surrounded with another body, 
which shall be bright, aerial, and resplendent, and shall, somehow, 
communicate a principle of immortality to the raised mortal body. 
But this lies open to many objections. How could it be called an 
oixnripcov? Besides, for this notion there is no support in Scripture, 
nay it seems inconsistent with Scripture, For, as Mr. Locke ob- 
serves, it is accompanied with this difficulty, that ‘then it would fol- 
low that the wicked should not have immortal bodies at the resur- 
rection: for whatever it be that St. Paul here means by being 
clothed upon, it is something that is peculiar to the saints, who have 
the spirit of God, and shall be with the Lord in contradistinction to 
others, as appears from the following verses, and the whole tenor of 
this place.” Mr. Locke, indeed, acknowledges that it is somewhat 
countenanced by 1 Cor, 15, 53 & 54, det yup 70 dO0aprov rovTo évdv- 

cacOa agbapoiay, kai 70 Ovynroy rovro évdvcacbat aavaciay. But 
there we have, not érevd., but évdve., which means no more than 
““ acquire a principle of incorruption and immortality,” (See the 
note.) Now these two passages are gemini gemelli; and, according 
to the well known Critical canon, the more obscure (\which is the 
present one) must be explained from the more familiar ; and then it 
will be plain that évev8. is put for the simple, or, at least, that éevé, 
has only a slightly intensive force. It were highly injudicious, in- 
deed, to erect a notion so wild and objectionable on so slight a 
foundation as the sense of a Greek preposition in composition. As 
to such of the Latin Fathers as have supported the interpretation, 
it may very well be accounted for by reimarking that some of them 
had been Platonists, and most of thein were inclined to those popu- 
lar philosophical doctrines, which they are supposed to have some- 
times introduced. Nor will there be any discrepancy between this 
and the passage of 1 Corinth., if we interpret the éwev6. and the évd. 
of the acquirement of some principle of incorruption and immortality 
superadded to (which is the force of éxt) what is corruptible and 
mortal. Now this sense of évdvoacQac is very frequent. Thus 
Schleus, in voc. § 2. gives the following definition: instruo me, 
ornor, afficior et preditus sum aliqud re, utor, And so the Latin 
induo, which was derived from this source. The above sense of 
ézevd. (I must observe) is countenanced by Chrys., Theophyl., and 

others. Thus Theophyl.:—Oédorres éxevdvcac0ar rijv apbapoiay’ 
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“@S TOUTO ye OVdSEe.€xdvCaTIat Bouvropeba, AAG THS PAopas awaddayij- 
“vat, iva dvadwOh Kai daravnO7n } 00pt io Tijs Zwijs, ov TO cpa. 
And so it was evidently taken by Clem. Alex. p. 802. ’Evevdicac0at 
roOovvres ra apOapra, moly éxdvcarbar ripy POdpar. 

Hence it will be obvious that the obscure, because highly figura- 
tive words, iva kararoOq 70 Ovnrov io Gwhs, which (as Chrys. ob- 
serves) are explanatory of the preceding, must signify, “ that thus 
the mortal principle may be absorbed, overcome, and annihilated by 
the vivifying and immortal one.* Almost all Commentators have 
failed to see the sense, by supplying after 70 @vnrdv the word cépa,t 
whereas Oy. appears from w7s to be a neuter adjective for a noun, 
‘in the sense I have laid down. I would, moreover, observe that this 

passage affords an explanation of a parallel one in 1 Cor. 15, 54. 
xarer00n 6 Odvaros eis vixos, where, had the Apostle written vo 

-Cwys, all would have been clear. 
Thus, I think, no further difficulty remains ; and the whole is as 

clear as we can expect a passage of this nature to be: and, above 
‘all, it is plain that there is no reason to impute to the Apostle the 
sentiment of wishing to avoid death, by having his mortal body con- 

‘verted into an incorruptible one, by being alive at the resurrection. 

I have been the more anxious to show the fallacy of this opinion, 
(which chiefly rested on a misinterpretation of the common idiom 
ovx—adXu), because it involves the notion that the Apostle thought 
the world was soon to come to an end, a sentiment which has been 
imputed to him in some texts, but perhaps always without reason. 
“Mr. Locke appeals to 1 Thess. 4, 15. & ver.6. 1 Cor. 1, 7, 7,29 & 
31. 10, 11. Rom. 13, 11 & 12. Heb. 10, 37. But see the notes on 
those passages. I must venture to say that I think it doubtful whe- 
ther the Apostle any where clearly expresses that opinion; assuredly 
‘he no where authoritatively asserts it. 

«5. 6 06 KarEesyaodp.evos ius els ToUTO, Meds. There 
is something awkward in these words. For, though 
it is manifest that €or: is to be understood, yet it is 
not clear what sense is to be ascribed to karepy. 
Some Commentators, as Camer. (understanding an 
elliptical antithesis), render it: “ hath created us to 
this.” But that mode of interpretation seems harsh. 
Still more so is that of Doddr. and Mackn., “ hath 
wrought us to this,” i.e. this desire ; which, it is ob- 
vious, is very far from being the sense. Preferable 
to this is the interpretation of Grot. “ who hath pre- 

* Thus, to use the fine simile of Theodoret, ®srep avicyoy ro 
gas ppovdoy TO oxdros rotel, ovTWs % avw@AeAp0s Fan) Thy POopay 
apavicer. ; 

+ So Rosenm., who renders: ‘ ut corpus mortale absumatur ab 
immortali.” 
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pared us for this, namely, by the preaching of the 
Gospel.” But this sense of xarepy. is quite unautho- 
rized. Upon the whole, I think the true sense was 
seized by the ancient Commentators, as Chrys., 
Theophyl., CEcumen., and Theodoret, who under- 
stand it as said per prolepsin, 1. e. “ created us origi- 
nally \ with this view.” Thus Theophyl. paraphrases : : 
Ocas 0 de €or 0 ty auto TOUTO €G aexis KAT Ep y AG ELEVOS 

mpas: Kal yap edx psoupyng ev mwas Wve, wey adbbasros 
Kal oF vov rovTo EdoSev aITwO, HAN EE Apy7s. | CEcumen. 
rightly regards it as an answer, by anticipation, of 
the question, “* Who is there who will work this 
change?” So Schliting paraphrases: “ Let no one 
doubt the certainty of this, for,” &c. The sense is 
well expressed by Theodoret thus: *Avwev dé r& Ka 
7 pas oUTWS 6 ToIyTIs WKOVOUATE’ Kel mpoopioy Too "Ada 
7iy Tapapacsy, Tokar ETkEvare TO T POUT KATAAANAOY 

Gdpuakey. So that it appears the meaning of KOTEpy. 
€. 7. is * destined to, or for.’ And so Schle us. Lex. 
and Grot. By rovro is unquestionably meant this 
change from corruption to incorruption, and from 
mortality to immortality. Indeed it might equally 
well be said that God destined us to it, or destined 
it for us: but the former mode of interpretation is 
preferred, as being more suitable to Karepy., which 
carries also with it the notion of creation. We vig 
compare this with a similar expression in Eph. 2, 10., 
where Christians are said to be created unto wood 
works. On the contrary, in Rom. 9, 23., we have 
TKEUY OpyHs KaTypTioMEva Eis arwaAciav: and a little fur- 
ther on we read cxedy ér€ous, & meoyroiparey cis dSay. 
We may therefore render: ‘* Now he who hath crea- 
ted and destined us unto this very thing, or purpose, 
is God.” 

The words following are extremely ha but 
‘they are meant to show the ceréainty of the thing, 
since God hath evinced this by previously giving us 
the pledge or earnest of the Spirit. On the force of 
appaay see the note supra 1, 22. The sense of roo 
myeupatos is, 1 conceive, quite perverted by the re- 
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cent foreign Commentators, who take it to mean no 
more than “ sensus vere Christianus.” So Rosenm. 
and Jaspis: “ Qui autem media dedit ad futuram 
felicitatem consequendam ejusque spem certissimam 
instillavit, ipsam quoque profectd dabit.”. But how 
could this be considered as a pledge, or evidence of 
their immortality? Mr. Locke has well observed 
that the spirit is mentioned in more places than one, 
as the pledge and earnest of immortality ; more par- 
ticularly Eph. 1,13 & 14., which, compared with 
Rom. 8, 23., shews that the inheritance whereof the 
Spirit is the earnest, is the same which the Apostle 
speaks of here, viz. the possession of immortal bo- 
dies. But this requires us to suppose the Holy 
Spirit, and the extraordinary and miraculous gifts 
(yoploparax) which Paul himself, and indeed several 
of the Corinthians whom he was addressing, enjoyed. 
In fact, this may be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the 
case of Christians of every age, who only enjoy the 
ordinary graces of the Holy Spirit unto sanctifica- 
tion, since they may be regarded as a satisfactory 
evidence and pledge (at least to themselves) that 
they shall receive the other blessing destined for 
them, namely, a happy immortality. 

The ancient Commentators clearly saw and have 
carefully illustrated this higher sense of rod rveduaros. 

So Theophyl. (from Chrys.) paraphrases : ** Would 
you have a demonstration? 1 will give you another 
also.’ Yet he, with most other ancient Interpreters, 
confines himself too much to the secondary view 
above adverted to. ‘Theodoret, however, is an ex- 
ception, who in the following few words has better 
pointed out the primary sense than any other Com- 
mentator: rouro b€ TéJeiKev, amo Tw die Tod TvEULATOS 
évepyoupevay Jaunarey Tas wepl TWY LEAAdYTWY ErayyE- 
Alas deiKvds aArfeis. 

6. Guppotvres obv ravrore—Kupiov. This and the 
two next verses have not been well interpreted by 
ancient and: modern Commentators, few of whom 
sufficiently discern the scope of the passage, whose 
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sense can only be elicited by a strict attention to 
the context, and cannot well be expressed but ina 
paraphrase. It must be observed that the construc- 
tion is suspended at the participle 6a2¢., not concluded. 
It is then resumed after the parenthetical words ds 
—eldovs. The Commentators supply ecpev. It is, 
however, of more importance to enquire what is the 
meaning of kai «ores: for upon this the sense of 
the whole passage hinges. Some modern Commen- 
tators, as Rosenm., render it: ‘* although we know.” 
And indeed this is a sense sometimes found attached 
to participles: but it is here at variance with the 
context, and the scope of the passage, which is in- 
tended (I think) to point out the grounds of that 
holy confidence amidst dangers, of deliverance by 
God, which the Apostle always felt. The ovv has, I 
think, much meaning, and may be thus expressed: 
“‘in reliance, therefore, on these gracious aids, which 
are the pledge of resurrection and glorification, we 
are of good courage in encountering danger, nay 
even death.”” Then the words kai efdores are meant 
to show the mature of that courage, as it respected 
death, and may be rendered: “ especially since we 
know this,” 67s évdypotvres ev TO copati— Kupiov. 
Now évé. is very ill rendered by our English Trans- 
lators and Mackn. “ aé home,” which suggests an 
idea the very opposite to that which the Apostle 
always affixes to human life. See Heb. 11, 18, and 
Philipp. 1, 23. Dr. 8. Clarke, Doddr., and others, 
on the contrary, render it sojourning. But this is a 
signification completely at variance with the usage 
of the Classical writers, who never employ the word 
in that sense. Indeed, it is not necessary to adopt 
either of the two objectionable significations. From 
what follows at ver. 9. (where our English Transla- 
tors did see the sense) it is plain that the term has 
the frequent signification versarz in aliquo loco, simply 
to be in. 

"Exdyp.., especially when followed by ed, implies 
separation from; and it was almost always used of 
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being absent from home; as évd. and éxd. are here 
opposed. Thus Thucyd. 1, 70., contrasting the 
-Athenians and the Lacedemonians, says they are 
amodnuntal meds evonnorarovs’ which passage has been 
imitated by Philo Jud. 359 B. ava oonunt al 7 pos €K- 

dednuyKoras* and Aristid. 2, 174. who notices among 
traits of the Athenians, oftryta Kai ryv éxl wacr 

F BA - & 

TASOUGIAY KOKYOY. 

The ara may be considered as pleonastic; at 
least it was not used in such a case by the Classical 
writers. ‘Thus Eurip. Hippol. 655. és 7 dv 4 Exdnpos 

bovos. 

This was meant to fortify them under persecutions, 
and prepare them to suffer even death itself for the 
Gospel’s sake. And it is judiciously observed by 
Theophyl., that the Apostle has concealed the name 
death under an euphemism. 

7. 01a riaTEws yap wEepimaroupey’ od dia eldous. The 
scope of the Apostle in these words (which few Com- 
mentators have seen) seems to be, to show how, and 
in what sense, it is true that we, in this world, éxdyp. 
and tod Kupiov. (See Theodoret.) Now the chief 
point to be attended to is the ellipsis of povev, which 
the ancient Commentators, and, of the moderns, 
Whitby and Rosenm., have best discerned. ‘The 
sense is: ‘‘in this. state regimarovmey, 1.e. (by a com- 
mon Hebraism) sor, we live, conversamur.”  Grot. 
renders: “ vitam nostram componimus.” Aid zic- 
Tews and dic eldous are for €v riore: and ev ede. So 
Camer. and Beza explain adrober. The other, how- 
ever, is more significant, and signifies, ‘‘in the exer- 
cise of.” By diving is here meant living in a spi- 
ritual sense, subsisting on the blessings of Christ and 
his religion. ‘* Here (Theophyl. observes) we know 
him, but only perpiws, not face to face; which is 
alluded to in the é? efdous.”  <* Now (remarks Theod.) 
we see the expected blessings by faith only, and that 
is the reason why we desire to be absent from the 
body, and to be present with the Lord.” By eéos, 
Casaub. thinks, the Apostle means ro €idopevoy Kot 
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mapov, as the Latin Jurisconsults give the name species 
to the thing itself which happens. See his note on 
the Crit. Sacr., or Pole’s Syn. Many Commentators 
aptly cite from the Epistle of Paul to the Hebrews: 
‘** Faith is the evidence of things not seen.” Wolf 
observes, that according to the Biblical use, the ex- 
pression 0a micrews repirately implies conjunction 
with God, and enjoyment of celestial benefits, as op- 
posed to the beholding the Deity, united with per- 
fect beatitude. | 

Here I would compare a fine passage of Plato, 
Phaed. 30. where he describes the state of a person 
utterly subdued by the blandishments of the body, 
and intent only on what the senses can offer: ’Eay dé 
YE, OiVoL, pepIarpeyyn Kal aKabagros TO TwWLATOS aTaAr- 
AGTTYTOL, ATE TH TWP.ATL Kal GwovTn, Kal ToUTO Gepa- 
mevouca Kah epwon, Kal yeyonTEevjevyn Um auTov, urd TE 
tay emibupsmy Kal dovav, wore pydev KAA doKely Elvan 
aarrnies, aAN 7 7d cwparoesdes, oF Tig dv Casto, Kal Yar, 
Kal iol, Kab Payor, Kal mpos TH AGgodiota ypyrairo. 

8. Gapéodpev d€e—Kogiov. Thisis an epanalepsis, and 
a continuation of what was said before the parenthe- 
sis. ‘ Now we (I repeat) are of good courage.” 
The 0& is paraphrased by Theophyl.: “ since these 
things are so.” Evdoxodmev paarroy exdnpjocu. It is 
thus explained by Theophyl. : c@edpga emifupodpev rod 
exducacia: To cwpa toto. But this is overlooking 
the paaaov. The word signifies literally, “ to think 
good, or well,” and with parroy, * to prefer.” The 
sense of the passage, however, seems to require, not 
malimus, but (as Rosenm. renders) mallemus. And 
he adds, by paraphrase, “ si nostram tantum condi- 
tionem respicimus.” But it may also refer to the will 
of the Lord. 

The éxdyu. and éevdnu. I have before explained. 
IIpis roy Kigsov, apud Dominum, with. This sense of 
mpis occurs both in the Gospels, Acts, and Epistle ; 
and examples may be seen in Schleus. in v. § 8, who 
compares a similar use of the Hebr. 78 in Gen. 
24, 11. and elsewhere. He has also some Classical 
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examples, which, however, are not of the same na- 
ture. Theophyl., with great taste, observes, that the 
Apostle does not say “ partake of incorruption,” but, 
what is more, be with the Lord. 

Q. 310 Kal Pirorimoupeda, elre evdymovvres, etre exdy- 
powvres, evacertas attw civas. The 6s, which is very 
significant, denotes effect, and may be rendered 
“wherefore, since we have such hopes of resurrection 
and glorification, having the earnest of the Spirit, 
Ke. BDirorimodpela, “ we strive eagerly,” mpodvpou- 
peda; as Rom. 15, 20. Giroriporrda edayyeasser bau. 
where see the note. Doddr. renders: ‘* we make it 
the height of our ambition ;” but this is being un- 
necessarily literal. 

The efre évdnpoovres and elre éxdyjpodvres merely 
mean “ whether in this world, or in the next.” See 
the note on ver.6 & 8. Evaperro: aire evar is syno- 
nymous with evapecrjco: adr@; as in Hebr. 11, 6. 
wpls 0€ ricTews aduvaroy EdaperTyTa TO Oew and ver. 

5.and 11,16. The present expression is however 
found in Eph. 5, 10. Phil. 4, 18. Sap. 4, 10. and 
elsewhere. Our Translators render it ‘‘ to be ac- 
cepted, or acceptable,” or “to be pleasing.” It 
signifies “ to be well pleasing,’ and (from the ad- 
junct) ‘accepted in his sight,” or rather ‘ to act so 
as to approve ourselves in his sight.” For it carries 
with ita notion of works and action, as will appear by 
consulting the passage adduced by Schleus. in his 
Lex. So Theophyl. well explains it: ro eagérrws 
adro gyv. And he adds, that it reads the lesson ors 
Trovdacoy Evrokios amendely, Oia TOO evTavla edapertws 
adit® Piooat. And Theodoret remarks, that this 
shows that faith is not sufficient for salvation without 
obedience to the commands of our Benefactor. 

I must observe, that throughout this and the pre- 
ceding chapter Mr. Locke (and after him Dr. Mackn.) 
invariably expresses the plural pronouns by singular 
ones; which may sometimes be very proper; yet 
there are others when the Apostle uses the expres- 
sions he does, rather to suggest to them their duty ; 
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as in the present verse: which may account for much 
of what would otherwise seem to savour of person- 
ality and vanity; and to this the use of the plural is 
to be ascribed. But as the zee in the next verse is 
evidently meant to be applied generally, (thus, to 
make that certain, the Apostle has added rots ravras,) 
so by the use of yap, which has reference to the pre- 
ceding verse, it is evident that he meant that to be 
applied to their case as well as his own. 

Here it is remarked by Wets.: ‘Tria tempora 
Paulus distinguit: primo vestiti sumus corpore, et 
in hac terra habitamus; secundo nudi deposito cor- 
pore et exuté veste dormimus, expectantes judi- 
cium et resurrectionem ; tertio resurgimus, et judi- 
cio sistimur.” 

10. rods yop—Xpiorod. This (as Theodoret ob- 
serves) places in another light the necessity of ac- 
quiring virtue. 

The rods ravras was (I imagine) added for the reason 
just suggested. ‘The Commentators, however, think 
that the Apostle meant to refute the Jews, who held 
that the Gentiles alone would be brought to the 
judgment-seat of God; foras to the Jews, their being 
God’s people would secure them acceptance. And 
so Rosenm., who cites the saying of the Rabbins: 
* Universo Israeli portio et pars competit in mundo 
futuro.” But this seems too limited a view. 

10. Pavepw4Syves. On the import of this word Com- 
mentators are not quite agreed. ‘The antients, 
pressing on the literal sense, remark that it imports 
more than rapacriva; q. d. * we shall be made ma- 
nifest.”” So Theophyl.: py yap trordBys ors exe? rol- 
yov, Kal rapareracpara, Kai Paburys kapdlas amroxpurTes 
Tk Epya, 7 TA PourAcipara, AAAR mavTA Pavecouyras. 
And so Beza: “ Non modo siste presentes, sed 
etiam illic in nos inquiri, ut palam fiat qui fuerimus.” 
So also Doddr. and Valpy. Yet Pisc., Grot., Ro- 
senm., Schleus., and most recent Commentators ren- 
der it comparere. And so our common version ap- 
pear. And this seems more agreeable to the words 
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following. Yet I should wish for some example of 
this use of the word, which is not, I think, to be found 
in Scripture. Inthe mean time, I would not venture 
to say that the Apostle had nof a reference to the 
manifestation of what was before the ra xpurre ris 
Kapdias. 

10. tva kopionras exarros Ta dia To cwWuaTos. Supply 
nexpadypeva. from the following érgaéev. Here Bulk- 
ley compares Lucian Nicom. p. 78. Aurai Towuy, 
(scil. oxic) emery am abdvenrer, KaTHyOpoUT TE, Koh Ko 
THLLDTUDOVT!, KA OIEAEY HOUT! TH TEMOdypEva Fly Topol 
tov Biov. In kowionra: the force of the middle verb 
is to be observed. In the active, the term signifies to 
bear, carry; in the middle, to carry off as cur own, 
receive. Hence it is very applicable to the receiving 
of rewards, or punishments; as here, and in Eph. 6, 
8. Col. 3, 25., in all which passages the action is put 
for the merces, or reward of the action, whether for 
good, or for evil. Asa rod cwparos. Erasm., ‘Tirin., 
Vatab., and others render thus: “ per corpus.’’ But 
that cannot be the sense, since under the rerpaypeva 
must also be comprehended criminal thoughts, and 
all evil mental habits. Beza, and most recent Com- 
mentators, rightly, take it for év ra cwpars, ‘in the 
body,” ‘in this life.’ The words following are 
added, to explain and strengthen the preceding. 
IIe0s signifies according to, suitably to. 

[t is remarked by Theophyl. and Gicumen., that 
in the elre ayabiv, elre Kakov, motives are suggested 
both of reward and punishment; and all the antient 
Commentators are agreed that hence it is plain the 
soul will be punished in conjunction with the body 
which it occupied in this life. See Acts 17, 31. 
1 Cor. 4,5. 2 Thess. 1,7. 2 Tim. 4, 1. 

11. eidores ody Tov Popov Tod Kuptov, avbgwaous reibo- 
pev. The Apostle again uses the plural of himself 
only: ‘since therefore we know.” Pov refers to 
the awful tribunal just mentioned. The sense, then, 
is: “ well knowing how the Lord is to be feared,” 
"Aviowsrous melbopevs The antient Commentators, as 
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also Hamm. and others, assign to these words the 
sense: ** we strive to sway men, by giving none oc- 
casion to stumble, providing things honest in the 
sight of all men.” But, however that may be true of 
the Apostle, it does not appear to be the sense in- 
tended; neither is it necessarily required by the 
words following, on account of which the Com- 
mentators in question seem to have devised the in- 
terpretation. ‘The plain and natural sense is that 
assigned by Grot. and most other modern Com- 
mentators, “‘ we endeavour to persuade men, by. 
means of these awful considerations, to embrace the 

Gospel, and obey what it enjoins, that they may avoid 
the evil, and attain the good.” | 
.The meaning of the next words is not very clear, 

Hence the variety of interpretations. The words 
come in very awkwardly after ¢idstres reMouev, whe- 
ther de be taken (with some) for a simple copula, or 
whether for an adversative. Of the attempts made 
in the way of critical conjecture take the following. 
Some insert an odxk, or make the sentence in effect 
negative, by placing a mark of interrogation. But 
this method produces a frigid sense; and the other 
is both unauthorized and harsh. Bishop Hoadley 
would render zreiSomev convince, and the oe “and 
thereby.” But no reliance can be placed on any such 
violent and factitious interpretations. Various others 
may be seen in Rosenm., not one of which seems 
probable. To me it rather appears that there is an. 
ellipsis, here harsh indeed, but such as is not unusual 
to the Apostle, namely, of odrw meifovres at red, and 
to be supplied from the preceding. The sense will 
then be: “ In thus urging you to embrace the Gos: 
pel, by motives both of fear and hope, we are made 
manifest to God, and your consciences.” Yet this 
has some of the harshness found in all the other in- 
terpretations. I may then be permitted to suggest a 
new mode of removing the difficulty, by a change of 
punctuation, thus: place eores—zeibouey in a paren- 
thesis, or, at least, put a period after rei§ouey, and 
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take redav. in the sense ‘‘ we are already manifest to 
God,” namely, that such are our views. This use of 
med. was doubtless suggested by the reGavegwhevas 
just before. 

"Earigw de—regavecoobar, ‘and I trust I am so 
(manifest) to your minds,” i. e. I trust it is also ma- 
nifest to your minds and judgments. ‘This sense of 
cuve.d. is found in many passages of the New Testa- 
ment. See Schleus.* Lex. It is strange that almost 
all Commentators should render it consciences. The 

_ syntax de, autem, is often found in Thucyd. 
Here Wets. compares a very beautiful passage of 

Plato Gorg.: yaipe ov Exoas Tas TiLas TAS THY TOA- 
Ay aviowrov, tiv arjleay TKoTdy TEIGaToU.C TW OVTE, 
ws dy duvwpas, BérAtioros dy Kal Syv, Kal, ereidav azob- 
wyikow amolvycKey. Llapaxaaw 5€ Kal rods aAAous may- 
Tas aviowrrous Kal’ drov duvapcs. 

12. ot yap rarw—r7yorv. Here we have (as Schlit. 
observes) an anticipation (by prolepsis) of an objec- 
tion, such as: ‘* Why, then, if your views be so ma- 
nifest to us, do you again commend yourself to us.” 
To which the answer is: * I do it not for the sake of 
self-commendation, but I commend myself, in order 
to afford you matter and cause to glory of me, 
namely, that you have been converted by a true 
Apostle.” Thus there is an ellipsis in od yag maaw 
EauTols cuvicTavoEy, OF TUMTT. IS A VOX pregnans. 
Theophyl. well paraphrases: €is rodrous rods Adyous 
AAonev, ody EauTos cuviot@rres, ‘ we do not say this, 
as commending ourselves,” i.e. for the purpose of 
commending ourselves. See also Theodoret. The 
above seems a far more probable mode of filling up 
the ellipsis than that adopted by Rosenm., who pa- 
raphrases thus: ‘* Nec enim hancin rem plura dicam, 
ne me denuo vobis commendare videar.” Doddr. ob- 
serves, that it is clear from hence, and ch. 3. that the 
Corinthians were ready to misrepresent the care St. 

* Thus Jaspis paraphrases : ‘‘ plane mihi est persuasum, vos quo- 
que me bonum virunmr cognitum perspectumque habere,” 
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Paul took to vindicate himself, as pride and vain- 
glory. On the other hand, they would have inter- 
preted his silence as the effect of guilt and confusion. 
He therefore plainly, and very properly, tells them, 
that he said this in his own necessary defence, and 
to furnish his friends with an answer to those whose 
consciences condemned them, while they endea- 
voured to asperse him.” 

Kavynpa here denotes “ matter for boasting,” i. e. 
for feeling pride and satisfaction. 

The words following more fully develope the sense 
of the preceding, and the expression rods ev rpocwrw 
Kavywpevous, isa periphrasis descriptive of the false 
teachers. “Iva €yyre. Here there is some verb wanting. 
Theophyl. supplies réyew cat xavyaobo1, which may 
be admitted, but the elliptical term, in regular con- 
struction, can only be kavy.; as Rom. 4, 2. [pig is 
rendered against. But in all this there is something 
harsh. I cannot but think that it were better simply 
to supply kavyypo, and render rgés “ in comparison 
with,” “that you might have a matter of boasting 
over us in comparison with,” &c. That by the fol- 
lowing words the false teachers are designated, there 
can be no doubt; but the exact sense of the terms it 
is not easy to ascertain. The antient Commentators 
regard them as descriptive of hypocrisy. ‘Thus 
Theophyl. (from Chrys.) interprets €v mpocwrw by 
év tois mps éewiderEw kal Kara meoowroy, namely, such 
(he adds) as had an appearance, or wore the mask of 
piety, but carried nothing good in their hearts. But 
the kavywp.évovs will scarcely admit of this interpre- 
tation. I therefore prefer (with Drus., Pisc., Grot., 
Est., and most modern Commentators) to interpret 
the words as descriptive of thase (namely, the false 
teachers) who were proud of ‘their outward advan- 
tages, their learning, eloquence, wealth, rank, &c. ,* 

* Thus Grot. compares tpdowroy with the Hebr. m810 in 1 Sam. 
16, 7- where the Sept. has oyu. He explains zpdécwz. of all 
that which is highly esteemed among worldly-wise men. And so 

VOL. VII. kK 
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as opposed to the virtues of the heart, that purity of 
heart, and that testimony of a good conscience of 
which Paul had reason to boast. See supra 1, 12. 
So Mackn., who observes that €v rpocwrw here de- 
notes those superficial outward qualities, which raise 
the admiration of the vulgar, and of which, it seems, 
the false teachers boasted ; whilst he was deficient 
in the qualities of the heart, namely, sincerity, ho- 
nesty, disinterestedness, benevolence, and concern 
for the glory of God.” And, considering the circum- 
stances of the Apostle, and of the false teachers, 
there can be no doubt but this is the true interpre- 
tation. 

13. elre yap é&éory,<¢—vpiv. On the scope and 
exact sense of these words neither the antient nor 
modern Commentators are quite agreed. Some of 
both classes (as Locke) think this is a tacit reply to 
a charge from some of the Corinthians (See ch. 11, 1. 
12, 6 and 11.), that St. Paul was a fool or madman, 
for what he said in commendation of himself; and 
then the meaning is, ‘‘ You say I am distracted for 
my present conduct; but this is between God and 
myself. Iam sure you Corinthians ought not to say 
it; for all my sober thoughts and most painful 
labours are for you.” ‘To this, however, Doddr. 
makes objections. He takes the efecr. to denote 
being transported beyond oneself and the due exer- 
cise of reason, through zeal for God’s glory.” But 
this comes to much the same thing.* I cannot, 
however, regard this in the light of a tacit answer 

Schleus. in his Lex., who explains it of external advantages of every 
kind; as Matt. 22,16 ob yap Srérets eis tpoTwTw aybpwrwr* and 
Mark 12, 14. Luke 20, 21. Job. 13, 8. 2 Cor, LO, 7. 

* Theophyl. pursues, buf’more successfully, the same kind of in- 
terpretation, by softening "down the éféor. thus: "Av 7é re péya 
d0eyyopeba (€xoracty yap Touro Kudel, Horep Kai AANaXOU APpood- 
vyv) did tov Oedy TovTo Torotper, iva pup Vets vopicorTes has, 
evre\eis, KaTapporvijre, Kal amddvabe. "Ay Té Tt pérploy Kat TaTeELVoY 
elzopev, d¢ tpds, iva pabyre rarevvoppovetyv. Some antients, 
and also Grot. would understand those extacies which the Apostle 
had. 
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to any charge of madness or folly; though such is 
the opinion of some antient Commentators; since 
the yap evidently confines it to what went just be- 
fore: and therefore I most approve of the interpre- 
tation of Theodoret: Dodyoruvyy evrauda tiv tTamrel- 

vodporuvyy exarere, ExoTacIy Oe Tiy THY Karoghaparoy 
omyyow. And so the Schol. ap. Matth. And this 
exposition is supported by Vorst., Beza, Menoch., 
Tirin., Rosenm., Jaspis, and most recent Commen- 
tators.* Schleus., in his Lex., also supports this 
interpretation; but he mistakes the true ratio me- 
taphore, by aiming at being very literal. He says it 
means “to exceed due meesure in my commenda- 
tion of myself.” But this weakens the force of the 
term, in which there is much acrimony. *Eg€écrac6as 
or éSerryKevas Tov vood, or Tay Ocevwov, or the like, 
were phrases used to denote being mad, or a fool; 
on which I have treated at Mark 3,21. But the 
phrase seems to have been sometimes used metapho- 
rically in the sense fo boast, since all vain boasting 
is mere folly, and the vain boaster is the greatest 
fool. Thus &ggwv and adpoouvy, are used respectively 
of a fool, and folly, in 2 Cor. 11, 1 and 16 and 21. 
compared with 12, 6and 7. I could, too, if it were 

* Of all the moderns, the true interpretation was most distinctly 
seen and ably discussed by Krebs, Obss. p. 301., in the following 
masterly note: “ Non audiendi videntur, qui hoc verbum ad ecstases 
Pauli, de quibus infra, putant referendum ; cum totius orationis 

consilio et seriei non conveniat : propius ad rem accedunt, qui éééo- 

tnpev de insanid, qualis scilicet nonnullis videbatur, interpretantur, 
adeo ut statuatur, Paullum, ob singularem zelum, quem in munere 

suo obeundo adhibebat, quibusdam visum fuisse insanire: quod ip- 
sum quoque Jeremie prophete accidisse, testis est Josephus, a. 10, 
7,3. Of yyepdves Kat oi aoeets ws eLeornkdra rév dpevey abroy 
ovrws éLepavdizov. Sed, ut verum fatear, nec hec sententia mihi 
probatur, cum oppositioni rod cwdpovety nullo modo sit congruens. 
Nam cwdporveiy, totius orationis ratione exigente, hic est modeste 
de se logui: ergo, ex lege opposilionis, ékorAvar gloriandi notionem 
obtinere debet. 

I would add, that the complete phrase occurs in Eurip. Bacch. 
340. egéorns gpevor’ and Aischin. p. 28, 18. ebéorny bv éuaurod, 
kal rnv airiay Bdpews itveyca, & 33, 21. 

K 2 
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necessary, adduce many passages of the Classical 
writers where there is a similar allusion. Now the 
opposite to this was expressed by cwdgoveiv. ‘Thus 
in Acts 26, 25., in answer to a charge of madness, 
St. Paul says: dayfeias kal cw Pporvvys pipara amroP- 
béyyou.cu. 

It is manifest that the verbs must here be re- 
peated: a breviloquentia found elsewhere in St. 
Paul, as Rom. 2, 28. With respect to the words 
@co and piv, the general sense intended by them is 
well traced by Theodoret thus: dpddrepa d€ 6gho 
roo Aovyicpwm. Thus Oed may denote “ for the glory 
of God, to whom the ; raise of my virtues is due, 
and not my own glory.” By éyiv is meant, “ for 
your advantage,” namely, by setting you an example 
of modesty and humility.” So the antient and the 
best modern Commentators explain. 

14. 4 yao ayamrn tov Xpiorod cuveyer yas. ‘This 
seems to rise out of the former; and the construc- 
tion is (I think) traced by Dr. Whitby better than 
any other of our English Paraphrasts, as follows: 
“For the love of Christ constraineth us (thus to 
promote his glory and seek your good) because,” 
&c. Or better thus: “ For (your benefit, I say,) 
the love I bear to Christ compels, urges me to 
act as I do (and promote his glory, and zealously 
further your salvation, and that of all men).’’? Chrys. 
well explains cuvéyes by ovk adinow . yovyager. 
Cicumen., by cvvw$e, which illustrates the ratio 
metaphore. 

Theodoret, however, thinks this sentence is pro- 
perly connected with ver. 13. Ass cal Giroripodpeba— 
evaperror avTw eivat, and, consequently, that ver. 10 
—13. are parenthetical. A very ingenious criticism, 
and which is adopted by Noesselt, but (I think) 
not well founded; since at that rate we ought to 
supply after zpas the words eaperro adr@ elvas: 
which would be hardly consistent with the words 
following. The question, however, is, what are we 
to understand by the ayary rod Xgiorov ? Some take 
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it of the love which Christ bears to us, as ayary 
rod @eov in Rom. 5, 8. 2 Cor. 13, 13., eyary Xesorod 
in Eph. 3, 14. ‘This interpretation was adopted by 
Theophyl. and Theodoret, and has been strenuously 
maintained by Rosenm. Most modern Commen- 
tators, however, as Beza, Grot., Calvin, and Schleus., 
take the dyary tov Xpiorov to denote the love borne 
towards him; as in John 15, 9 and 10. Rom. 35. 
And this (they say) is favoured by the course of the 
reasoning. But such a point, in so irregular and 
desultory a writer as St. Paul, is not always easy to 
be ascertained: and perhaps the former interpreta- 
tion may deserve the preference. ‘The sense (which 
can only be expressed in a paraphrase) seems to be 
this: “ For a love similar to that which animated 
Christ to die for the salvation of men, impels us to 
attempt all means whatever, encounter all dangers, 
and incur all sorts of obloquy.” Then the words 
following will show the motive for this conduct, and 
may be rendered: ‘Since we reason and think 
that,’ &c. 

Ei, “if (as is the case),” i.e. since. So Theo- 
phyl.: éxel, &c. In the same sense it occurs in 
Matt.) 22, 45. Eis, :** one (even ‘Christ),”’ :%..eouf 
Christ died, as one for all, in the place of all, as an 
expiation and atonement for the sins of all.” For 
I cannot approve of the version of Rosenm. and 
other recent Commentators “ in commodum;” since 
though oérep has sometimes that sense, yet when the 
subject is the expiatory sacrifice of Christ, it can 
have no other sense than that which I have assigned, 
and on which the antient and all the best modern 
Commentators are agreed. I cannot but consider it in- 
cumbent on me to caution students, and the younger 
part of my readers, against this gloss on vzép, (too 
frequently countenanced by recent Commentators, ) 
since its tendency is evidently very favourable to So- 
cinianism ; it being quite consistent with that system 
which rejects the fundamental doctrine of atone- 
ment; for even on that hypothesis Christ’s death 
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tended to the benefit of man, but in no other way 
than the death of Socrates ! 

The very next words, dpa oi mdvres amedavov, ate 
interpreted by the foreign Commentators in the 
same spirit with the preceding, in which folly and 
rashness (not to say irreverence) are equally pro- 
minent. None surely but those who wish to be 
deceived, can bring themselves to interpret this (as 
do Gabler, Noesselt, and Rosenm.) of the obligation 
under which all lie to be dead unto sin. The con- 
text and the scope of the whole passage forbid awed. 
to have the metaphorical sense which they ascribe to 
it.* This gloss, then, (cooked up from Est. and 
Schliting) must be given to the winds. The language 
of the Apostle is popular, and must not be judged 
by the rules of strict philosophical accuracy. The 
sense, however, is so obvious, that the antient Com- 
mentators have not one of them thought it necessary 
to explain what they thought no one could mistake. 
The early modern Commentators, on the contrary, 
chose, as usual, to dilate on what is plain. The 
most judicious moderns regard it as a figurative 
hyperbole, said dogicé, since all were as good as 
dead, in a state of condemnation, and thus might be 
considered as dead.t But, in fact, the expression 
may be justified on the strictest principles of gram- 
matical accuracy. There is an ellipsis of av. Now 

* “ For,” to use the words of Whitby, ‘in these two verses the 
word a&7é0avoy, dead, is four times used, once before, and thrice 
after these words, then were all dead, and both before and after it 

undeniably signifies death in the proper acceptation of the word. 
Who then can think that in the second time, in the same sentence, 
it should import only an obligation to die to sin,. or to ourselves ? 

. Whensoever in the Scripture it bears a metaphorical sense, some 
other word is joined to it which enforces the sense; as when we 
are said to die to sin, Rom. 6, 2. to die with Christ, Rom. 6, 8. Col. 2, 
20. to die to the law, Gal. 2,19. to die to the world, Gal. 6, 14. Col. 
3,3. Here, therefore, nothing being added to it to inforce the 
sense, it must be deemed alien from the text.” 

+ So Doddr. paraphrases: ‘* For had not all, even the very best 
of men, been ina state of condemnation and death, there would 
have been no need of his dying for them,” 
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(as I have before said, and proved,) that particle 
very frequently carries with it the ellipsis of aaaws. 
Thus the sense is as follows: ‘ Then all would 
otherwise (i. e. if he had not died) have suffered 
death.”* ‘This idiom, especially in the verb to be, 
is found in our own language: and when Theophyl. 
paraphrases wévres yev amoreruKores, it is evident 
that he had it in view. 

15. Kal vméo ravtwy amrelavev—eyeghcvts. ‘These 
words are meant to illustrate the purpose of Christ’s 
death, namely, to redeem from spiritual and eternal 
death, not those who should rest content with bare 
thankfulness for the benefit, but such as should 
exert themselves to rise, as much as their human 
nature would permit, above that wretched state from 
which the mercy of Christ had delivered them; those 
who should aim at that spiritual life to which he had 
raised them, and the complete and eternal fruition 
of which he had purchased for them by his death. 

By living to themselves is meant living subservi- 
ently to their own carnal inclinations, as opposed to 
Christ’s plans for their spiritual regeneration. And 
this is further suggested by the words following: 
AAAG TH Orep aUT@Y amobavevTs Kab eyephEevTt. 

The reasoning (which is popular) seems to be this: 
That it were most injurious to Christ to frustrate his 
holy and gracious purpose, which was not only our 
delivery from spiritual death and perdition, but our 
restoration to that spiritual life and happiness which 
we had lost in Adam. And this is what is meant 
by living to ourselves, and our carnal inclinations, 
without reference to those purposes of our Re- 
deemer. Chrysost. (who has here risen above all the 
Commentators) had something of this in mind when 
he wrote the beautiful passage above cited. And 

* On which Chrys, observes: écyarns yap éoriv aOAdrnros, Kat 
yeévyns avrijs xadeTwrepoy, avTov moaypa Tocovroy érdercapévou, 
evpeOijvai twas pera THY Toca’TnY aiTov mpdvotay pndéy KapTou- 
pévous. Kai yuo roddy ris ayarns  brepPod), Kat TO arobaveiv 
vrép rocaurns oikoupérns, Kal otrw dSuaxecpévns aroOaveiv. 
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Theophy1. concludes his annotation with the follow- 
ing admirable reflection : Tis yep oAws xpeto ekeivoy 
avenbery, él per ELLEAAOLEY Kal 7peis TOY opoley TUNEL 5 ; 

WOTE Kotb Olors dem ebavey Umrep Ty, Kal Osors Ewmoev 

7pas, Kot OloTk TOUS appaBeovas 7 jpy TIS aplaprias edwKEY, 

OPEirAopev aUTW Srv, Kal oUY! THY EnUTUY é€ribupiass. 
yet Valpy here observes, that from ver. 13. to 6, 
2. the Apostle gives another reason for his disin- 
suites in preaching the Gospel; and that is 
his life to Christ, who, by his death, having given 
him life who was dead, he concludes, that in grati- 
tude he ought not to live to himself any more. He 
therefore being as in a new creation, had now no 
longer any regard to the things or persons of this 
world; but being made by God a minister of the 
Gospel, he minded only the faithful discharge of his 
duty in that embassy, and accordingly took care that 
his behaviour should be as he describes it below, 
6, 3—10. 

The passage is thus paraphrased by Wets.: ‘* Om- 
nes mortuti sumus. Prior vita, quam nobis vivebamus, 
finem habet: Incipit jam nova periodus nova vita, 
quam Christo debemus.” 

16. wore ypeis—ywookoner. The sense of ‘this 
verse is not a little obscure, from brevity of expres- 
sion, and the Hebraic and mystic nature of the 
phraseology. Hence the variety of opinions, all of 
which it is impossible for me to detail, much less 
review. And it is unfortunate, that from the ex- 
treme flexibility of the terms it is easier to devise a 
tolerable sense, than to ascertain andestablish the true 
one. The ancient Commentators (I conceive) have 
here failed in discerning the Apostle’s sense, by ex- 
plaining the words as meant to be affirmed of all 
Christians. ‘The best modern Commentators have, 
more rightly, maintained that they are only to be 
understood of St. Paul, or at most his brother 
Apostles who had forsaken the errors of Judaism. 
Some modern Commentators (See Pole) increase the 
difficulty by grotesquely mixing together both these 
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senses. To me it appears that the words are na- 
turally connected with the 12th verse, and that the 
13th and 14th verses are parenthetical. The wore 
is thus resumptive, (See Hoog. de Part.) and gives, 
as it were, an epilogus, or coda, to a former chain of 
reasoning. Grot. and other modern Commentators 
rightly notice that kard cagka refers to those things 
on which men, nay, even teachers of religion, some- 
times pride themselves, namely, external qualifica- 
tions, as of form, appearance, learning, eloquence, 
wealth, rank, and all other carnal advantages. 

Some eminent modern Commentators, as Rosenm., 
Est., Le Clerc, Locke, and Mackn., take the words 
to signify, *‘ J have no particular regard for any one 
on the score of being circumcised, ora Jew.” But 
that can only be included among the particulars of 
carnal privileges, and perhaps not occupy a promi- 
nent place among them. ‘The ed rov yvuy is inter- 
preted by most modern Commentators “ from the 
time of my conversion.” It may also have reference 
to what immediately precedes, and denote “ from the 
time of this sacrifice of Christ.” Certainly the kara 
capka, relates to the oi gavres—eaurois, in the pre- 
ceding verse, according to the most approved in- 
terpretation of those words. The viv may very well 
signify that time, since it is used of any time, espe- 
cially present and past, but chiefly recently past time; 
as Acts 7,52. and often in the Classical whites: 
Thus the Greek Lexicographers render it &griws. 

Ofdiapev is used (by a Hebraism) in the sense, ‘* we 
have respected no one, 3 or “ we respect no one. r 
The words following «i 6€ kal eyvwxapev—yiyvirkopey, 
are not a little obscure, and admit of at least two 
sonses. Some early modern Commentators, and 
Whitby, interpret them of Paul’s knowledge of the 
nature of the Messiah before his conversion, which 
was doubtless carnal, yet such as even the Apostles 
themselves clung to till after the resurrection of 
Christ and the illumination of the holy spirit: q. d. 
‘* And though we formerly recognised in Christ a 
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temporal King, yet now we know him no longer in 
that light, but as a mighty Spiritual deliverer, whose 
kingdom is not of this world.” Others, as Grot. and 
almost all recent Commentators, take the indicative 
for the subjunctive (more Hebreo), and render: 
‘‘ nay, though we had known Christ in the flesh, had 
conversed with him on earth, and enjoyed the be- 
nefits of his personal instruction, yet we should now 
recognise him no longer as the Jesus we knew, but 
as the glorified Saviour and judge of men, and the 
heavenly King.” ‘This Rosenm. thinks is levelled 
against some sojourners at Corinth, who, proud of 
having enjoyed the personal converse of Christ, and 
perhaps affinity by relationship, affected to lord it 
over others, as if they enjoyed a ground of just 
superiority. See 1 Cor. 1, 12. For further parti- 
culars in support of this interpretation, I must refer 
to the note of Rosenm. ‘The interpretation, how- 
ever, seems precarious, and the former (I think) de- 
serves the preference. 

Noesselt ap. Rosenm. offers the following expo- 
sition: ‘* Etiamsi alias fuerimus Christiani sectantes 
Judaica; nunc tamen non porro tales oportet esse.” 
But this is too formal, and evidently factitious. 

17. wore eitis ev Xpiorw, Kouv} xriois. This ap- 
pears to be a resumption of what was treated on in 
WOTE Fp<is—oapka, and meant to further develope 
the sentiment, and show that it was intended to 
be applied generally ; i. e. there is here substituted a 
general maxim in the place of a particular one. 

At each of the clausulas of this sentence éo7s must 
be supplied. *Ev Xgiore cives is a formula signifying 
to be admitted (by baptism) into the society of 
Christ and his followers,* to become a Christian. 
In kouvy Kriois éors, the €or: has what may be called 
a popular sense, i. e. “ he is a new creature, being 
cleansed from original sin; and he becomes rege- 

* So Bp. Fell explains: ‘ be ingrafted into Christ by the spirit 
of Christ received in his regeneration by baptism.” 
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nerate, inasmuch as he has undertaken an obligation 
to abandon the lusts of the flesh,’ alluded to in the 
preceding verses. Schliting and Rosenm. interpret 
the éor: debet, “ for it is his duty so to be; it is his 
profession ; and this is the especial force of Christ’s 
religion, and without which in vain will any one say 
he is in Christ.”.. Thus the Christian is like an 
edifice rebuilt, being created in Christ Jesus unto 
good works.” 

17. Ta dpyoia ragyrbev—ravra. Here we havea 
farther illustration of the preceding. In the inter- 
pretation of these words many Commentators, both 
antient and modern, take the apyata to relate to the 
abrogation of the Jewish economy. And of this 
exposition the recent Commentators furnish abun- 
dant illustrations. I cannot, however, embrace it, as 
being too limited and hypothetical: for it proceeds 
on the supposition that the Apestle has here alone, 
or chiefly, in view certain Judaizing Christians, or 
persons who prided themselves on the external ad- 
vantages of connection, or society with Christ. But 
I have already shown how precarious is that inter- 
pretation. I must therefore assign to apyaia the full 
sense, since I conceive the Apostle meant it to be 
applied generally; and it seems to have especial 
reference to adult baptism. I say generally, since, 
as it regarded the Jew, it would include an abandon- 
ment of all his former (for that is the import of 
&pyaia) prejudices, and narrow views, also a going 
through that change of principles which may best be 
conceived by contrasting together the dispensations 
of the law and the Gospel : as it regarded the Gentile, 
it would denote a still greater change, even the total 
change especially expressed by the term kasi xricis, 
as implying a total abandonment of the errors and 
corruptions of Atheism, or Polytheism, and also 
those demoralizing principles which were generated 
and fostered by such opinions. Finally, as re- 
garded both Jews and Gentiles, it imported a solemn 
abandonment of sin and immorality, a renouncing 
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the works of the flesh and the Devil, a ceasing to 
live after the flesh, and henceforth a living after the 
Spirit : a change which might well be called a Kasyvy 
KTILOLS. 

It is true this cannot apply to infants: but when, 
after being admitted into Christ’s Church by bap- 
tism, they, at years of discretion, take on themselves 
the solemn obligations entered into for them by their 
Sponsors, and faithfully perform the same, even to 
them the words will apply, because they undergo the 
same total change, and their life is a koswy Kriois in 
comparison with what it would have been had they 
not become Christians ; for the old man, which is 
corrupt, is crucified and put off. See Rom. 6, 6. 
Eph. 4, 22. Col. 3, 9. To enlarge further on the 
subject would be here out of place, and I should not 
have said thus much, had 1 not observed the expo- 
sitions of Commentators in general to be too vague 
and indeterminate to supply theological students 
with any clear or precise ideas. 

Wets. here adduces numerous Rabbinical passages, 
which my limits will not permit me to introduce. 
And he compares Polyb. 4, 2. parwra de aro tovTwy 
jpeapela trav Karpwv, did Td Kal THY TUXNY WoavEl KEKO- 
YOTOINKEVAL TAYVTO TH KATH THY OlKOULEVYY Ev TOIS ™poELpy- 
prevols Kauipols. 

18. ra 8€ mwovra €x tov Oeod. ‘Theopbyl. rightly 
explains: ‘ All these things are given us by God.” 
And it is well observed by Rosenm., that by all 
things must be understood all the things now in 
question, all that God had planned and effected by 
Christ for the salvation of men. The whole of the 
Kaiv7 Ktiows, the Apostle means to say, is to be ascrib- 
ed to God. Tot katanrrcgavros yas cauTo dit I. X., 
* who hath reconciled unto himself by Christ (as 
Theophyl. says, da tis weciresas Tod viov avrov) us all 
(namely who embrace his gracious offers), whether 
Jews, or Gentiles ;” the offer being made to all by 
virtue of the sacrifice of Christ, which was efficacious 
for all. Tod ddvros apiv tiv dsaxoviay tr. K., “ and who 
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hath given to us (namely himself and the other 
Apostles) the ministry of reconciliation, i.e. the 
office of announcing this gracious offer to men, and 
pressing it on their acceptance. All this is fully il- 
lustrated at ver. 20. 

19. ws ori Ocis yy ev XpiorwH— Kararrayys. This is 
meant to further develope the sentiment propounded 
in the last verse; and therefore the best Commenta- 
tors have rightly rendered ws ér1 by quippe quod, or 
nempe. Others, however, defend the common ren- 
dering sicué. (on which see Hoogev. or Valpy in loc.) 
The sense is: ‘“* Namely, it was God himself who, 
by Christ, reconciled the whole world to himself.* 
This seems to involve a point on which the ancient 
Commentators particularly dilate ; namely, that God, 
in his mercy, sought out the world, and not the world 
him, for salvation. Some other such like reflections 
may be seen in the theological and practical Com- 
mentators. 

It is obvious that by xéopos is here meant the hu- 
man race generally, without distinction of religion, 
nation, condition, all without exception. 

19. py AoyiBopevos adTols TA TaparTwWpaTA avTwY, 
‘not reckoning, or imputing to them, and (by the 
adjunct) not visiting with punishment their former 
transgressions.” So Rom. 4, 8. © od py Aoyionras 
Kogios apapriav. Compare also Rom. 4, 3 & 6. and 
1 Cor. 13, 5., where see the notes, in which the ratio 
metaphore is explained. 

19. kal Gepevos €v rmiv tov Aoyoy TiS KaTUARLYAS. 
Most Commentators, after Grot., regard éuevos év 
jyiv as a Hebraism (referring to Ex. 4, 15.); in the 
sense ‘‘ giving any one orders.” It is, however, some- 
times found in the Classical writers, and seems to be 
a metaphor derived from putting any thing in any 

*Wets. takes jy» ka radAdoswy in the sense reconciliavit, cart\- 
ake. ¢ 

On this subject there is the following remark in Theoph. Sim. 62. 
70 owrhproy rdOos (crucifixion of Christ) 60 ob rdv Kéopér eiaeroth- 
caro 6 povoyeris mais Tov Qeov. 
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one's hands, or, figuratively, committing to him any 
trust. So here the sense is simply: “ hath commit- 
ted to our charge this word of reconciliation,” i. e. 
the delivery of this message of reconciliation ; this 
being suggested in the very term Gospel. Rosenm. 
thinks the KaTarnayys is governed of west under- 
stood. But he is mistaken. ‘The genitive is put, 
after the manner of the Hebrew, for its cognate ad- 
jective ; q. d. ‘ the message which bears this mode of 
reconciliation.” 

20. imép Xpiorod obv mpecRevopev—Ocw. The ody 
is here very significant, and may be thus expressed. 
« Thus, then, by virtue of this office of reconciliation 
committed to us, the Apostles of Christ, we are now 
discharging this ambassadorial office.” ‘Yxeép Xgic- 
tov, * on the part of (for so the meer. requires) 
Christ, the sender.”’ In this sense Umep occurs in 
Plato. Menex. (cited by Wets.) kai avros Bedpas v uUmeép 
Exeivwv, eorum nomine. ‘The word rpecBedw, in the 
Classical writers, signifies to discharge the office of 
ambassador, or sometimes merely to convey a mes- 
sage for another, without being empowered to do 
more than deliver and explain it.* And this, from 
the nature of the case, must be the sense here. 

The next words are explanatory of the vxep, and 
show that, in delivering the message, they act on the 
part of God; and therefore God may be said to ex- 
hort and entreat them to be reconciled unto him ; 
ambassadors and messengers delivering any one’s 
message being supposed to represent their sender. 
The message and exhortation thus earnestly en- 
joined is Keer aan nent TO Ow ; on which Theoph, re- 
marks that it is not Karannakare € Eavrous Toy @eov, but 

jmeis KaTarrnyyre avtwo. ‘This, however, seems a 
needless refinement, the expression being used in the 
same manner as at Matt. 5, 24. diarnrayydi ro adEAga. 
It therefore simply means: “ embrace the means of 

* So Thucyd. 7,9. (speaking of the messengers sent by Nicias to 
the Athenians ) ot mapa rod Nixiov, oa Te aro yAooons elpntro av~ 

rois, elroy, Kat el Tis TL IpwTa amekplvovTO, Kal TY ExLaTOAIY ané= 
war, 
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reconciliation offered you, by embracing the Gospel 
and fulfilling the conditions of salvation.” 

Q1. rev yap py yvwta—adro. In yep there is an 
ellipsis which may be thus expressed: ‘* For (not to 
mention other proofs of his goodness and mercy).” 
The expression roy py yvovra apagriav is (as Vorst. 
observes) an emphatic periphrasis of Christ ; and, 
indeed, it has infinite dignity and beauty. It is ex- 
plained by Theophyl. rev avrodixasortvyy ovra: by 
Erasm., Beza, and others: ‘‘ did no sin.” But this 
is very inartificial. Others render: ‘knew no sin 
experimentally.” Grot., Glass, and others, account 
the expression a Hebraism, and explain it: ‘ was 
not conscious of sin.”? See Ps.35, 11. and 25,5. It 
should therefore seem to be a dignified and refined 
way of expressing the former sense, with which we 
may compare the “* Hic murus ahenius esto, nil con- 
scire sibi, nulla pallescere culpa.” 

Q1.’Apapriay éroincev. These words are by some, as 
Hamm. and Whitby, considered as sacrificial terms. 
and to be explained by their use in the old law, when 
applied to legal sacrifices. Thus they take dpapria 
for sin-offering, like the Heb. DDN in Lev. 7, 2. 780M 
and NON for TND MAM in Ps. 40, '7 Exod. 29, 14. 
(where the Sept. has wegi ayapriav) and elsewhere. 
And so Cicumen., who explains it ro rep) dpaprioy 
§ona. Others, however, as Vorst. and Schoettg., re- 
gard the expression as an abstract for concrete, i.e. ws 
apaptavevra eroiycey, “ treated him as a sinner.” So 
the Ps, pera avopwy éroyicby. On either interpretation, 
indeed (as Mr. Slade observes) the doctrine of atone- 
ment is clearly deduced. And though the latter is 
represented by Whitby as wholly indefensible, yet 
it is adopted by no less a critic than Bp. Bull.* 

* His words are as follows: ‘‘ Certum est (quod notant plerique 
interpretes doctissimi) in utroque membro hujus dy7iécews ab- 
stractum poni pro concreto, more Hebrzo, peccatum pro peccatore, 
justitia pro justo.—* Ut Christus propter nos peccatum, sive pec- 
cator, factus fuit, ita nos justitid Dei, sive justi, coram Deo facti 
sumus propter Christum ; hoc est, ut propter nostra peccata Chris- 
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The peculiar use here of &apr. was introduced to 
strengthen the antithesis ; and it is well observed by 
the ancient Commentators that apacriav éroincev is 
a much stronger expression than apaprwaoy eroincev. 

21. iva ypeis ywopeda dixatorvvy Ocov ev avto. Here 
there is a Hebraism, abstract for concrete, namely 
Sikasoruvyn @eod for dixaso: Qcod, i.e. Eevwriov Oeov, “ be 
accounted justified, and accepted.” So Theophyl. : 
Todro yag éotiv 7 Tov Oeod dikosorvyy, oray tis YapiTs 
Sixaiwhy, orav pydenia Kyrls edpefy. And it is well 
observed by Doddr., that ‘‘this is avery strong phrase 
to signify our being accepted of God, as perfectly 
righteous, when considered as by faith united to him 
who was perfectly so.” There is (he adds) an evident 
and beautiful contrast between Christ being made 
sin, and our being made righteousness, that is, treated 
as perfectly righteous. Slade here refers to Dr. 
Magee, Illustr. No. 27., and Vitringa on [s. 53, 10., 
as there quoted, and also Barrow’s Serm. 32. vol. 
1. fol. 

21. évaire, “ by him.” So the Heb. 3. 
The sense of the verse is thus neatly expressed by: 

Theodoret: ‘Apaprias yap €reviegos wy Tov Tay apag- 
rwrdy vmenewe Odvatov, va trav aviewrwy Aon Tiy 
auaptiay, Kal TouTo KAnfEls Grep pe pels, Exarerev 
ids ores Umigye autres Tov yap THs OiKasocdvys piv 
Edapycaro TAOUTOY. 

CHAP. VI. 

VERSE 1. cuvegyodytes 0€ Kal rapaKarodpev—dtuas. 
Most Commentators, ancient and modern, are agreed 

tus tanquam peccator tractatus fuit, clm revera peccati expers 
fuerit ; ita nos, propter ejus justitiam et satisfactionem, tanquam 
justi a Deo tractamur, cim revera perfecte justi non simus, scil. 
propter Christi sacrificium, remissis nobis poenitentibus peccatis nos- 
tris, concessoque jure ad vitam zternam.’ Exam, Cens. sive Resp. 
ad Animadvy. 11. 

The learned Prelate further shows, that these words of the 

Apostle afford no countenance to the notion of Christ’s righteous- 
ness being imputed to believers, 
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that at cvvepyodvres we are to understand ré Oca. 
Rosenm., however, thinks this harsh; and remarks 
that the Apostles are only so called as being joint 
workers for the same end, the conversion of men. 
And so Jaspis. But the propriety of the common 
interpretation is defended by ver. 20. in the last 
chapter, where they are said to act as rgecPeis, or 
procurators, on the part of Christ. And at 1 Cor. 
3, 9. the Apostles and Christian teachers are called 
cuvepyo! Oeov. Theophyl., indeed, conjoins both the 
above senses, as also does Doddr. ‘Theodoret under- 
stands it of the latter only, avrois Trois ragaKaroupevors 
Cupmrearrovew of mpecPevoyTes. 

1. pa eis Kevoyv—dpas, ‘we exhort you not to re- 
ceive the grace of God in vain,” i. e. not so to act as 
to seem to have received it in vain. By the yagis is 
meant the gracious offer of salvation and opportu- 
nity thereof, the grace contained in the Gospel,* and 
reconciliation with God, offered through Christ, of 
which there is mention at 5, 18—91. Wets. com- 
pares a similar passage of Plut. p. 125 F. wapeokevac- 
pevos adiypas Te vac edpev@s diarAraTTomevou. 

1. cis xevov is for Kevos, “* without any fruit or 
benefit to you.”-+ The Apostle does not here advert 
to the positive injury attendant thereon; though the 
neglect of cflered grace manifestly increases con- 
demnation. It is rightly remarked by Mr. Slade, 
that this may be regarded as a very plain intimation 

* Grace of every kind, both ordinary, as in the case of general 
Christians, and extraordinary, which was confined to the Apostolic 
age. See the able note of Whitby in loco, and the masterly 4ppendiz, 
in which he has successfully shown that God, in every succeeding 
age, has vouchsafed to men not only the outward dispensations of 
his Word to be the ordinary means of their conversion and sanctifica- 
tion, but also some inward assistances and operations of the Holy 
Spirit. In this he shows that these assistances may be so explained 
as to be no more unintelligible than are all the influences of God on 
the soul, or the temptations of the Devil. 

+ OF cis cevoyv Wets. adduces an example from Diod. Sic, 19, 9. 

viv &xOpar eis cevdy ovk évdApor évdeixvvcIac. 

VOL. VII. I, 
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of the possibility of finally departing from grace 
given. 

2. never yop’ Kaipw dextw® exjxovre cov—co. For 
he (i.e. God) saith (at Is. 49, 8., where he is repre- 
sented as addressing himself to the Messiah): ‘* In 
an accepted time I have heard thee, and in a 
day favourable to the saving of thee have I suc- 
coured thee.”? ‘Theodoret remarks on the propriety 
with which the testimony of prophecy is called to 
strengthen admonition. 

Though @es may be supplied (as Rom. 15, 10.), 
yet Jaspis renders the aéyes yap not amiss by: “ scrip- 
tum enim exstat.” The words of the Prophet, it 
may be observed, are adduced in their spiritual and 
mystical sense, such as has always been assigned to 
them even by the Jewish Interpreters. 

Kaipos dexrés, PET MY, time of acceptance, or 
the time when he will receive our prayers for help.* 
Thus it will answer to the antithetical phrase jpega 
cwrTnpias, “ time of, or suitable to, deliverance.” So 
the Psalmist: ‘* Seek thee in a time when thou 
mayst be found.” Theophyl. explains it Keipes edrpoo- 
dextos, ‘the time of grace, in which is remission of 
sins, and a bestowing of justification; the time in 
which God hearkens to and saves us.” ‘The sense is: 
“© Now is (kar €€oy7v) the accepted time and the day 
of salvation ; since now it is offered by those whose 
Divine mission is confirmed by signs, and wonders, 
and mighty deeds.” ‘Though, in a certain sense, 
the present is the only accepted time, or day of sal- 
vation, because on the future we cannot calculate. 

The terms érykouce and €Royfyoce elegantly corre- 
spond to each other. The former has here a sense 
also found in 2 Paral. 13, 20. Gen. 16, 2., namely, 
“to hearken to, and grant any one’s prayers for 

* This is not (as some suppose) a mere Hebraism: which will 
appear from Seneca Med. 3, 7. Meus dies est: tempore accepto 
utimur, 
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help.” So Lucian (cited by Wets.) éraxooas ray 
eJyov. This notion of listening to or granting the 
request, seems confained in the emi, which is ex- 
pressed in our phrase “ to lend an ear.” ‘Thus 
hearken (which has perplexed the Etymologists) 
come from hear and ken (to know or mind). 

These verbs may be rendered as presents, nay, 
(more prophetico,) as futures; which, indeed, the 
mystical and spiritual sense requires. This the 
Apostle, in the next verse, skilfully applies to the 
case in hand. 

The present verse is evidently parenthetical, and 
in the next and following ones the Apostle proceeds, 
in a style unusually ornate, and in expressions most 
pathetic, to remind them of his labours and perils for 
their spiritual benefit, as an additional reason why 
they should not receive the grace of God in vain. 

3. pydeniay ev prydevi didevtes mporkoryy. Erasm., 
Vatabl., and Mackn. render, “ give no offence,” as 
if it regarded the Corinthians, and the following 
were moral precepts. But this is very harsh, and 
the d:devres will not admit of such asense. Both the 
ancient and the best modern Commentators are 
agreed that the diddvres belongs to mapaxarovmey at 
ver. 1., ver. 2. being parenthetical. A Classical 
writer, indeed, would not have so written ; and there- 
fore some take the participle for a verb, or supply 
éopev. But this would be too arbitrary, and the for- 
mer method is preferable. ‘The Apostle (I conceive) 
means to connect with the term rapaxaaodpev (which 
is a general designation of the office of a Christian 
Minister), as it were, by apposition, a more special 
exposition of the mode in which he discharged this 
office of earnest exhortation ; q.d. “* We are conti- 
nually exhorting you, we (I say.) who give no offence 
—who—who,”’ &c. 

This seems to be the true ratio of the construc- 
tion. And it may be observed that the Apostle 
enters into these particulars, in order, thereby, to 
call upon them for greater attention to his exhorta- 

2 
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‘tions, and also, that they may, in some particu- 
lars, follow his example. For as Theophyl., with 
great taste, observes, €v rae de diyyyoews cupPov- 
Aceves, Iva Kal adrol mpos autov aPopwow. Such is the 
scope of the passage, which merits attention, since 
otherwise this long and affecting paragraph might 
seem to savour of vain-glory. 

The participle pydepiav ev pydevi didcvres seems to 
be put first, as being the most general of all, and in- 
variably kept in view. Audcvres rpockoryy, “ putting 
no stumbling-block (rpéckoppa, Rom. 14, 13.) by 
which.the course of any Christian may be interrupted, 
and he be made to trip, or fall,” i. e. be shaken in his 
religious faith, or be altogether turned away from 
it. This must, of course, import, ‘ endeavouring to 
throw no stumbling-block ; not intentionally throw- 
ingany.” Theophyl. well paraphrases thus: Odrw 
ameviivw tov Bioy pov, Wore od Acyw Ort KATH yopIas, 
BAN oddE peprlews Ways, parrov 0€ cKavdarov ywoay ob 
Owpt Tvs, Wo 7] popndy 7 Sakovia ypov. And ‘Theo- 
doret: crovdy yap ypwy pyde tTyy Tuyocay mpoPacww 
TKAVOAAOD TacEevery Tih. 

By dsaxovie some ancient and modern Commenta- 
tors understand the preaching of the Gospel, or the 
Gospel itself. But this sense is destitute of autho- 
rity, nor is there any necessity to inculcate it here, 
since the frequent signification, office, and ministry, 

. yields a sufficiently good one. Most recent Com- 
mentators render, “‘ our ministry.” But though the 
article sometimes bears this sense, yet here it must 
have its usual one; as appears by the next verse ; 
and 7 diexovia will denote the ministry in general, i.e. 
all ministry. For the misconduct of one minister 
throws a sort of stigma upon the others, indisposes 
men to listen to their exhortations, and thus injures 
the religion itself. Indeed, this also the Apostle 
probably had in view; for it is well observed by 
Theophyl., that the Apostle here means to hint an 
admonition to them not so to act as to throw any 
stumbling-block in the way of unbelievers, and hin- 
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der their conversion, by giving them cccasion to 
speak or think ill of the religion. 

4. GAN év wavtl covicréytes é.w. O. 6., © But (what 
is yet more) approving, manifesting, ourselves as the 
ministers of God.” Yuvioravery here denotes to show, 
manifest, demonstrate ; as in Rom, 3, 5 & 8. Gal. 2, 
18., and especially in a similar passage infra 7, 11. 
EV TAYT! TUVETTYTATE EQUTOUS AYVOUS ElVAL EY TW TPAYPATh. 
So Theophyl. explains it arodemvivres. This signifi- 
cation arises out of the primitive one ‘‘ to place to- 
gether,” and imports the juxta-position of two things, 
for the purpose of showing their comparative size. 
At ws @eod diaxoves there was no occasion for the 
early modern Commentators here to stumble. The 
true ellipsis is évres, nor is there any solecism. The 
cuvicr., &c. seems to have especial reference to un- 
believers ; q.d. ‘‘ showing and proving ourselves to 
be (what they deny) persons to whom is committed 
a divine legation. 

4. év wavri, “ in every circumstance and business, 
both by words and deeds.” 

The év éropovy must be taken with the following, 
and seems to be a general term implying endurance 
of every kind, which is then followed up by several 
words exemplifying it i specie,* where (as Theoph. 
observes) the év denotes mode. ‘The observation of 
Theodoret, however, deserves attention. ‘“ The 
Apostle (says he) gives various instances of the 
things which invaded him from without,’ namely, 
external troubles. He first details his involuntary, 
and then his voluntary labours.” The first remark 
seems well founded; but not the second. And I 
would add, that here, as in other similar lists, the 
Apostle does not throw the particulars together in a 
confused manner, but distributes them into groups. 
Thus after the general term Uroxovy ovaj, denoting 
endurance of hardships and trials of every kind, 

* Rosenm. wraps all up by treating the terms following as syno- 
nymes, expressing various kinds of calamities. 
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comes the first group, év bairbeow, év avayKais, €y ore- 
voywpiais, which seems to denote such afilictions, 
necessities, and pinching adversity as he every 
where endured. There moreover appears to be a 
climax: for avayx. is a stronger term than 4anb.,* 
and crevoy. stronger than either, denoting pinching 
necessity and dire calamity. Thus, in a similar 
group, infra 12, 10. eddoxw év aobevelais, év dBperry, 
EV AVAYKEIS, ev Olwypols, ev cTEvoywpiois’ and Rom. 8, 
35. and supra 5, 8. ObaiBopevor, arr’ od TT EVOY WPOVLLEVOLS 
where see the note. The strength of the term was 
not unobserved by Chrysost. 

The next words év rayyais, €v Quaakais advert to 
those actual and direct persecutions which he some- 
times encountered, by stripes and imprisonments. 
Theophyl. remarks on the accumulation of both; 
where one would be hard enough to bear. ‘Ev aka- 
tactacios. This is usually rendered tumults, sedi- 
tion; and in such, indeed, the Apostle had sometimes 
to encounter the assaults of the idolatrous rabble at 
various places. ‘This sense is strenuously, but not 
(I think) successfully, supported by Grot. I prefer, 
with all the ancient Commentators, and, of the 
moderns, Casaub., Beza, Pisc., Sclater, Schmid, 
Rosenm., and Schleus., to understand it of the life of 
exile and banishment from place to place, which 
resulted from persecutions, insomuch that, like his 
Divine Master, he scarcely had where to lay his 
head; yet I would include (what some take to be 
the principal force of the term) that unsettled and 
wandering life which his very office of Apostle of 
the Gentiles necessarily brought upon him. And 
this is countenanced by what he says at 1 Cor. 4, 11., 
where, in a very similar passage, he says: wenopev 
Kah dnbopev, kal yupynredopev, Kal aoraroupey. And 
so axatacraros in Is. 54, 11. 

5. €y Korols, €v &ypumviaus, év vyrtelais. Some an- 

* So Theophyl.: rovro éziraots rijs ONiPews, druv adegodevra 
> i] NE as , n Ta Kaka dyyovra Tov dvOpwror. 
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cient Commentators understand these as the Apos- 
tle’s voluntary sufferings. But this seems an un- 
founded notion. The interpretation was, I imagine, 
devised to afford a countenance to Monkisk. austeri- 
ties. ‘The words may very well refer to his corpo- 
real labour at his trade; the e&ypur. to the abridg- 
ment of his nocturnal rest, occasioned by the neces- 
sity of making up at over-hours, and in the night 
time, for part of the day consumed in his Evangelical 
labours ;* and the vyoreia: may very well refer to 
that scanty fare which a trade followed up with such 
divided attention would necessarily occasion. The 
above view (which is completely established by the 
parallel passage at 1 Cor. 4,12 & 13. rewomev, kab 
dnbaper, Kol yuuyyrevoner, Kal KoraPiSoneda, Kal dora- 
ToOMEY’ KAI KoTIMMEY, Epyagomevos TAS Wiais yeoot) is 
partly supported by Chrys. and Theophyl. The /at- 
ter Commentator, in conjunction with some modern 
Interpreters, thinks that by the vyoreios, volun- 
tary, irreligious fastings are meant. But though 
they may be included, I cannot think they were prin- 
cipally intended by the Apostle. Others (see Har- 
dy) recognise in the aypurviais, €v vyoreiass aN agonis- 
tical metaphor. But that notion seems utterly un- 
founded. 

6. €v ayvoryrs. This seems to denote integrity, 
purity, and sanctity of life in general, like the ‘* in- 
teger vite scelerisque purus” of the Poet. Many 
Commentators unjustifiably dimit the sense of the 
term, by explaining it of one or other of the species 
of which this genus consists. - 

6. év yywoes. On the sense of this term Commen- 
tators are little agreed. Some early modern ones, as 
Sclater, would understand by it prudence or skill in 
right action. So Rosenm.: “ ut quidquid faciam, 
suo loco et tempore faciam.” And so Schleus, ex- 
plains it, “ cognitio religionis practica, que se ipsis 

* In which view I would compare /Zschin. 42, 33. tposéOnxKe 
THY ertpéecay Ty avrov—xKai gudakds Twas Kat &ypuTvias. The 
term is often found united with words expressive of care, trouble, 

&c.,as raXaitwpia, dpdv7ts. See Wetstein’s examples. 
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factis et virtutis studio exserit.” Others explain it, 
‘a firm and stable knowledge and persuasion,” as 
opposed to one that is wavering. Grot. interprets it 
of a knowledge of the law, literal and mystical. 
But both these last interpretations are hypothetical 
and precarious. ‘The first may possibly be the true 
sense. Jam, however, inclined to give the prefer- 
ence to that assigned by Chrysost., who takes it to 
mean, ‘‘ the wisdom that is from above, the only true 
wisdom ;” not (he adds) like the wisdom of those 
who seemed to be wise, and boasted of their Gentile 
knowledge, but were, in Divine wisdom, miserably de- 
ficient.” Indeed this interpretation is (1 conceive) 
placed beyond doubt by an altogether kindred pas- 
sage of James 3,17. 78€¢ dvwhey cofia TPOTOV pev HYVY 
éor1, &e., where it would seem that the Apostle had 
this passage of St. Paulin mind. And the interpre- 
tation is also supported by Theophyl. Theodoret, 
indeed, takes it for didacKxeaia, which (he adds) is 
itself laborious. But this signification is utterly un- 
authorized ; nay, it is so harsh that authority itself 
could not justify it. ‘That Commentator was (I sus- 
pect) led into this interpretation from fancying (as 
many moderns have done) that the Apostle is solely 
speaking of practical virtues; whereas this class, I 
imagine, though it consists chiefly of practical vir- 
tues, yet has some few ones intermixed in it which 
are not properly such (as, for example, év mveduats 
ayim), since they were such as especially distin- 
guished him from the false Apostles, with whom he 
seems here to intend a contrast. Besides St. Paul 
here enumerates qualities which were not his own, 
and which therefore could not be called practical, as 
they cost him nothing, namely, év rvedpari cyiw, and 
ev duvapes @cod. Now as the ywoe occurs before 
these, (and considering the peculiar sense given to 
Adyos yvwoews in ver. 12—14. of the former Epistle,) 
I have sometimes thought that the Apostle might 
mean by the yywois the Avyos yvwoews, in the sense in 
which it is there employed ; and that the terms here 
are placed in order, by climax, namely, év yvwoer, 
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ev mvevpar aylw, ev duvrdper Meo. But these are diffi- 
culties attendant on the sense of rvedu.« dyiov and 
dvvapis @eod, which (though it is supported by emi- 
nent Commentators) induce me to abandon it. 

6. €v paKpobupia, év ypnororyts. These terms (I con- 
ceive) form another group, since they are closely re- 
lated to each other, and are conjoined at 1 Cor. 13, 
4. Rom. 2,4. and Gal. 5,22. They are explained 
conjointly by ‘Theophyl., who observes (from Chrys.) 
"Adapayrivns Wuxis, To, mavtoley rapoEuvopevoy Kal Kev 
Toupevov, ov pLovoy pokpodupely, aAAa Kal ypyorederbas. 
Yet I cannot but think that the ypyer. is not meant 
to be represented as exercised towards the same kind 
of persons as the pakgobuyia. Theodoret has alone 
seen the sense, who observes, that the Apostle in- 
tended poxpofupiay as shown wep) rods &ArOTelous, Ty 
xentrornTa weet Tovs oikelous. I also assent to some 
modern Commentators, as Erasm. and Est., that in 
the latter term there is intended an opposition to 
superciliousness, and starched austerity of manners. 

6. ev [Ivetp.ars eyfw. Some antient and modern Com- 
mentators (as Grot.) understand this of the yagicpa- 
ra, or gifts of the Holy Spirit, such as we read of in 
the former Epistle, and such as the Apostle un- 
doubtedly possessed. But it is difficult to conceive 
why they should be placed here. Bishop Middleton 
has remarked, that the absence of the article will 
not permit us to interpret it of the Holy Spirit, in 
the personal sense. Now this reason would also be 
fatal to the interpretation above detailed, which is 
also refuted by this, that év duvaper @eod includes it. 
Other interpretations may be seen in Pole, and a 
very ingenious and able note of Schoettg. may be 
consulted. ‘The only interpretation that bears the 
stamp and impress of truth is that of Chrysost., who 
understands, ‘‘ the sanctifying graces and aids of the 
Holy Spirit,” to which the Apostle ever yielded. 
And so Theodoret, and, of the modern Commenta- 
tors, Est., Menoch., Bishop Middleton, and Doddr., 
which last Commentator, of all the other moderns, 
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has best expressed the sense in his paraphrase: 
‘¢ And these amiable dispositions we cultivate, in 
humble dependence on the sanctifying influences of 
the Holy Spirit, who dwells in our hearts, as a con- 
tinued principle of that undissembled love which we 
exercise without limitation, not only to friends and 
benefactors, but enemies and persecutors.” Here I 
see nothing to object to, except that I could wish the 
clause kal &yary ovurokpirw had not been interwoven 
with this,* since it is (1 conceive) naturally con- 
nected with the words following. Moreover, instead 
of the words ‘‘in dependence on,” I should prefer 
“‘ by the aid of:” for Chrysost. has truly observed: 
ey AUTO yup TavTA TAUTA KATopIoUpEY. 

I cannot but notice the digraceful error into 
which Mackn. has fallen, who renders éy rvedpars 
ayiw “of a well regulated mind.” The word zrveipa 
(as Bishop Middleton rightly remarks) is no where 
so used, when associated with é&y:v. Iam surprised 
Dr. Mackn. did not see that this is betraying a 
strong hold of orthodoxy, and playing into the 
hands of the Socinians. Most of the recent Foreign 
Commentators unwarrantably lower the sense by ren- 
dering “in mente Christiana.” 

6.'7. €v ayarn avurokpitw "Ev acyw aanfelas. These, 
I think, go together. And they are conjoined by 
Theodoret, who explains the former “ undissembled, 
pure, and genuine love,” confirmed by deeds, such as 
becomes a spiritual father to his flock ; not such as 
that of the false teachers, dissembied and self-inter- 
ested. He loved them, not their’s. ‘The expression 
occurs in Rom. 12, 9. And Schleus. compares 2 
Tim. 1, 5. James 3, 17. 1 Pet. 1,22. Closely con- 
nected with this is the next quality, namely, an ab- 

* He seems to have heen led into this by Beza, who remarks : 
«‘ Commemoratis aliquot speciebus, eas ad duo quasi genera revocat, 
nempe Spiritum Sanctum, ut causam efficientem; et charitatem, 
ut finem universalem.” This indeed sounds well, but (I think) 
wants solidity. I presume not, however, to determine positively in 
so uncertain a case, 
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staining from any dissimulation, or suppression of the 
truth; preaching the Gospel ev Aoyw ary feias. So 
Chrysost. and Theophyl.: o¥ Sourcoyres Toy Adyoy TOO 
@cod, speaking the word of truth, not corrupting 
it, as did the false teachers, with impure mixtures of 
Gentile Philosophy, or Jewish tradition. And on 
this sense the best modern Commentators are agreed. 
The connection which I have indicated between 
these two clauses may (I think) be confirmed by 
Eph. 4, 15, “but that, speaking the truth in love, 
ye may grow up,’ &c. 

7. €v dvvéner Oecd. This clause has been strangely 
interpreted by certain modern Commentators. Some, 
as Sclater and Est., attending solely to the words 
immediately preceding, explain it of the Divine 
deworys, or eloquence high St. Paul employed, 
either for refutation or conversion. But this is 
utterly unfounded. Grot. (and after him Doddr.) 
connects it closely with what follows, rendering : 
“ Dei virtute nobis arma subministrante, tam dextra 
quam sinistra, ad justitiam implendam.” But this, 
though supported by most recent Commentators, 
seems using too great a license. I see no reason to 
desert the common interpretation, as found in the 
antient Fathers, and Greek Commentators, who ex-. 
plain it of the power of working miracles.* So 
Chrysost. 615, 27.°Orep cel To4el, udev cQUTO, anr0. 
TO Oew 7b ray daaribels, kab asro Ay iSoprevos TH avToD 
karogbaipare, Touro Kal evravda mem olnkey" ereioy yap 
peyana epdeyEuro 5 Kal Edyrey aAyaToy raper yr 
Gtoy 1a TayT wy, Kal dirocodiay aKa’ TO TVCULAT hy Kok 

7 Oca Tadre aver tino, And Theophyl.: ovdey 
epi, BARA TOT OL TOHUTA Ev Ouvaynes Ocod € ey evovTo, 7) Kal ev 

onnetors Kol TELACH. And Theod.: éravra d¢ eEypryce 
rijs belas duvdpews. A strong proof, moreover, that the 
Apostle uses ev in the sense of per, is, that after so 

* Of the few modern Commentators who have supported this in- 
terpretation is (mirabile dictu) Schliting, to whose acuteness and 
learning I bear a willing testimony. 
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using the ¢v, and intending to add another clause, 
where he meant to express the means whereby he 
had been supported, he changes the preposition é 
to the more familiar one é:d. 

I would observe, that in almost all editions the 
punctuation is here incorrect, by a comma only 
being put after @eov, when it ought to have been a 
colon; as was (first of the moderns) seen by Gries- 
bach. Certain it is, that Chrysost. and the antients 
so pointed. 

7. O1e TOY OrAwy Tis DiKkaoTdyys Tw deEiwv Kal agio- 
tepwy. In the interpretation of these words, many 
Commentators have been much perplexed, and even 
our venerable guides, the antients, here fail us. They 
lose their accustomed good sense and tact, and run 
into mysticisms about Christians being armed (like 
those soldiers who fought with arms in both hands) 
as well against the temptations of prosperity, as of 
adversity. All which (however ingeniously sup- 
ported) is quite unfounded. ‘The question is, what 
is the scope of the passage? Now the Apostle has 
just been adverting to the power of God, by whose 
aid he had done signs and wonders and mighty 
deeds, and been defended against his enemies. Here 
he (I think) intends to advert to the human means 
of defence, namely, simply the armour of righte- 
ousness. 

As therefore the Apostle is speaking of defence, it 
were absurd to interpret (as do most Commentators) 
the oraa of swords and spears, or other offensive wea- 
pons. The Apostle can only mean defensive arms, 
as a shield, and armour; in which last sense (as 
Schleus. rightly observes) the words allude to the 
armour of a Grecian hoplite, who when completely 
encased, was said to be d&p.GideEi0s. The sentiment, 
which is popular, and therefore not to be pressed 
upon, is as follows: That he employs no other arms 
of defence against the attacks of calumny and preju- 
dice than those of righteousness; namely, refuting 
their slanders by good deeds. Now this interpreta- 
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tion has simplicity to recommend it, and bears the 
stamp of truth. As to authority, it has little or none 
in its favour. For the modern Commentators, in 
general, err egregiously by confounding together 
offensive and defensive armour. Rosenm. and Valpy 
think there is an allusion to a proverb by which 
Eyes Orra deEia Kal dpiorepeimported “ ad utrumque 
paratus.” But they have not proved the existence 
of the proverb, and if they did, it would have little 
bearing on the present case. 

8. did d0Ens Kal dripies. Here again many Com- 
mentators err, by mistaking the scope of the passage, 
and especially by closely connecting the words with 
the preceding; whereas there ought rather to be a 
colon placed at apiorepwv, since there is a change of 
the idea; d:& not signifying through as denoting the 
means, but the medium; for this is plainly what is 
had in view in the dia dcéys Kal dripias did duo Gypias 
kal eddypias. The sense therefore seems to be as 
follows: “ This is the only armour we use: these 
are the only defences we employ. ‘This is the 
tenour of conduct pursued by us under all circum- 
stances; and whatever be the consequences of such 
conduct, though ever so disastrous, through honour 
and dishonour,”? &c. On which it is well remarked 
by Theodoret: mévra éx diaperpov evavria—Kal dice 
TOY evavTiov Ti piay eKeoureEv apEeTIY® OUTE ya ddEa av- 
Tov emypev, ovTe aTipia kaTyveyKkev’ dK eddypia eguoy- 
TEV, ov DUT Pye Fviarev, AAAA O1e TwY evavTiwy ddEdwy, 
dperaparyros enewe. So Theophyl. (from Chrys.) 
finely observes, that dve¢ypic« is ill to be borne by 
the generous and virtuous mind, being worse than 
bodily tortures; these affecting the body only, but 
those pressing, with their whole weight, on the mind. 

8. ws radvor, Kal aanicis. Here again the construc- 
tion is changed, and one adopted in which the Com- 
mentators think there is an ellipsis of habemur, and 
sumus. But this, though it may sufficiently well re- 
present the sense, the construction will not bear, 

according to which, we can only supply after ws 7aa- 
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yor the participle ovres; which, by a usual change in 
these pliable terms, is very common; q.d. “ being 
(forsooth), or thought to be.” Thus kai is for xeiror, 
and yet. The racvor doubtless refers to some appella- 
tion which had really been given to him, either by 
the opposite faction at Corinth (as Mr. Locke 
thinks), or rather (as I should imagine) by the Jew- 
ish Priests and Heathen Philosophers and Priests 
every where; those being times when impostors of 
every kind swarmed, to whom was commonly applied 
the terms radvos and Planus. ‘Thus in Matt. 27, 63. 
we find the name applied to Christ by the Jewish 
Priests: in the note on which passage I have ex- 
plained the force of the term; and to the citations 
there adduced I add a most curious one from Athen. 
20 a. where after giving a list of the names first of the 
most notorious jugglers, he then subjoins: yeysvacs de 
Kal waravos evdoeos ; and, after giving their names, adds 
that of a yeAwrorotot, or merry-andrews. I must not 
omit to notice an excellent remark of Chrysost. and 
Theophyl., namely, that these words were meant to 
exemplify the eddyp, and duegyp; as the ws dyvoov- 
peevor Kal erryivwokopevor the d6&ys Kal dripios. I had 
myself imagined that the ws radvo, &c referred to 
the da d0§ys, &c., and the ws a&yvoodpevor, &c. to the 
duod., &c. But the antients must be supposed, in 
criticism of that kind, better judges than we can pre- 
tend to be. Chrysost. well illustrates the force of 
the ayy. and émy. thus: Tots pev yap joav yyapipor, 
Kal mepiomovdacros of de ovde eldévar avrois 7Elouv. 
‘* With some we are in great estimation; others do 
not chuse to know us; affect to treat us as obscure 
nobodies. Grot. refers to his note on Matt. 19, 29. 

Thus it appears, that after ares there ought to 
be only a comma. 

9. ws amolvickovtes, kal idod Sapev. The Apostle 
here uses a sort of Oxymoron. ‘Qs amobvjcKovres is 
explained by Chrysost. and Theophyl. ws éribaverios 
kal karadixot, namely, “in the opinions of our ene- 
mies, and those that plot against us, condemned to 
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death, and, as it were, dying.” This Grot. parallels 
by Semper casuris similes, nunquamque cadentes. 
And one may compare 1 Cor. 15, 31. “I die daily.” 
Kal ido0, “and yet strange to say, we live.” For 
that is the sense of idod. ‘The Commentators add: 
‘*¢ and this by the aid of God, and until God shall 
chuse to honour us with a glorious death. The 
amobyjoKovres, it may be observed, refers to death by 
persecution. 

Q. ws madevdpevot, Kel 1.7) Javarodpevor. Most modern 
Commentators (as Est., Menoch., Vatab., Cajetan, 
Schlit. and Rosenm.,) explain this of punishment 
from the magistrates, whether Hebrew or Gentile, 
to hinder them from preaching ; q. d. ‘“‘ when we are 
scourged as malefactors, men regard us as chastized 
for our crimes. Yet we are not put to death.” But 
this is very harsh ; and the words kal p27) averodpevos 
are thus incongruous. The true interpretation 
seems to be that of Chrysost. and the other Greek 
Commentators, and, of the moderns, Erasm., Pisc., 
Calvin, Doddr., and Schleus.: “we are chastened by 
God, but not given up to death.” Thus the xa} p7 
Gavarodpnevor will be very apt. And the words are 
meant to farther develope the idea contained in the 
preceding. ‘This interpretation, moreover, is re- 
quired by the words of the Psalmist, 117, 18. (ITcs- 
dedwy éraidevoe we 6 Kupios, rw d€ Oavarw od mapeduxe 
pe.) to which there is here (as the antient Commenta- 
tors remark) an evident allusion; q. d. ‘* God per- 
mits these things as chastenings intended for our 
good in the end, and to work out for us a far more 
exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” So Hebr. 
12, 6. “whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth’’ (from 
Prov. 3, 12.) Compare Apoc. 3, 19. Sap. 3, 5. Sir. 
10, 28. 2 Macc. 6, 15. And so especially 2 Cor. 11, 
32. Keivoévor O€ brs Kupiov rasdevopeba. This, it may 
be added, is the filial correction. | 

10. 69 Avrodpevor, cel D€ yalzovres. ‘These words 
arise naturally out of the preceding; q. d. “ Under 
these corrections and difficulties we seem (to the 
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heathens) to be suffering grief, and to be always in 
meerore, but (in fact) always rejoicing, namely, in 
the testimony of a good conscience; exulting that 
we are accounted worthy to suffer in God’s cause, 
and comforted with the strong consolations of the 
Gospel, in the hopes of a glorious reward.” The 
Commentators remark on the magnanimity evinced 
in these words; and it is finely observed by Chrysos. 
116, 42. ri roivuy radrys ioov yevort’ dv THS Swys, ev 7H 
ToroUTwy ExiovT@y Sey, pElSay 4 yapa yiveTa. 

10. ws rrwyol, roraads be waoutiSovres. The waour. 
is by some explained in a physical sense, with allu- 
sion to the sums of money which Paul was continu- 
ally collecting and distributing to the poor Christians. 
And this mode of interpretation is preferred by 
Chrysost., Est., and others, on account of the words 
following. Yet it seems unfounded ; as will appear 
by the note infra. Others understand it of spiritual 
and eternal riches. See Matt. 6,10. So Hamm. 
explains: “ by conferring on multitudes that which 
is the true, the most valuable riches.” And this in- 
terpretation is adopted by Grot., Menoch., Tiren., 
Rosenm., and Schleus. I see no reason why both 
significations. may not have been intended. And 
such is the view taken by Theophyl., who, very pro- 
‘perly (I think) places the spiritual frst. His words 
are these: Kal kaTa& Toy TveuLaATIKoy TAoUTOY TOAAONS 
érarotrige, kal Kard tov aicdyrov de. It is judiciously 
remarked by Theodoret, that having said ws rrwyol, 
the Apostle does not subjoin ray d€ avayKaiwy evro- 
poures, but roarovs de maAouTigovres. ; 

10. ws pydev Exovres, kak ravra kateyoyvres. I am sur- 
prised that the Commentators should not have seen 
that here again the Apostle intends what he says to 
be taken in a two-fold sense; Ist. physical, namely, 
the possessing nothing, and yet, in a manner, possess- 
ing all things; q. d. “all that my converts possess 
being at my disposal,” namely, for the benefit of 
others: for the Apostle does not appear in these 
words (which evidently correspond to the preceding 
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clause) to have had in view any use of his own of that 
wealth; though most Commentators here explain, 
** having all things necessary for me,” which spoils 
the sense ;* 2d. spiritual, namely, “ though we lite- 
rally have no property or possessions in this life, we 
in fact have, in the glorious promises of another and 
a better, what infinitely outweighs all that earth can 
give.” Whitby explains: ‘“ possessing all things, in 
contentedness of mind,” Phil.4, 18; inthe favour of 
that God who giveth all things richly to enjoy, 1 
Tim. 6, 17; in Christ Jesus, who is all in all, Col. 3, 
11; and in whom we are blessed with all spiritual 
blessings, Eph. 1,3; and in the promise to inherit 
all things,” Rev. 21, 7. 

‘© This (observes Doddr.) is one of the sublimest 
passages ever written.” In which I entirely coincide; 
and I would remark on the long sustained point and 
antithesis, in which I know no one comparable with 
it except that inimitably fine passage of Thucyd. 
1,.70. where he contrasts the character of the La- 
cedemonians and the Athenians. 

ll. ri crépa yay avéwye mpis ty.as—merardrorral, 
The expressions avéewye and reradruvras, it may 
be observed, have great propriety, considered in 
reference to that impassioned strain of fervid ora- 
tory in the preceding verses, poured forth asfrom the 
mouth of a cataract. 

* And therefore, in this view, the Classical citations of Wets. are’ 
not quite to the purpose, though curious, as exemplifying the oxy- 
moron. Thus Athen. 124 a. ddekis—éLovres ovdér, evropovpev 

trois téXas. Terent. Eunuch. 2, 2. Omnia habeo, neque quicquam 
habeo: nil ciim est, nil desit tamen. Curt. 4, 1, 25. nihil habenti 

nihil defuit. Philostr. 105. eidov, gnowy, “Ivdovs Bpaxpijvas oixovr- 
Tas él Tis ys Kat ovw éx abrijs’ Kal areryiorws rereryiopévous* 
kat ovdey KexTnuévous, KatTamavrwy. Tauri dé éxeivos pey copwre- 
pov éypave. ‘To which I add Liban. Orat. 380 c. éxdobrour, ovdév 
kexrnuévos. Quintill. 4, 5. quam tacent, clamant, nihil habentes, 
omnia possident. In the above cited passage of Philostr. 1 am sur- 
prised Wets. did not notice the manifest imitation of the present one 
of our Apostle. Many such have been pointed out in the course of 
this Work, 

VOL. VII. ; M 
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The force of the avéwye will be best understood 
by considering that the mouth may be said to be 
opened, when the oratorical faculty is exerted ; and 
there is an even philosophical exactness in the words 
following, since, as Schliting observes, ex cordis 
dilatatione etiam oris hac assertio consecuta est, or 
fervent oratory proceeding from the heart, which, as 
it were, being warmed, pours forth its affections in 
correspondent words. So Matt. 12, 34. Out of 
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.” 
(where see the note.) Wets. here refers to Deut. 
11, 6. Ps. 34, 21. 80, 10. 118, 32. Esaj. 5, 14. 60, 
5. Prov. 24, 28. 1 Kings. 2, 1. 1 Joh. 3, 17.) Phil. 
2,1. Luke 1, 78. Acts 16,14. He also cites from 
a Rabbinical writer: “an latum est mihi cor tuum.” 
The sense therefore is: “I pour forth my whole 
soul :” for (as the Poet says), ‘* thoughts that breathe” 
easily find vent in “‘words that burn.” Moreover, 
as maatuvesbas is applied to the heart in such cases, 
it may be observed that in joy, and all the impas- 
sioned feelings of the mind, the heart really feels as 
if loosened and enlarged; whereas in the contrary 
affections, as sorrow, fear, alarm, &c. the heart seems 
tightened. 

This, too, seems the most natural account of the 
phraseology. ‘The Commentators, however, in ge- 
neral (too formally) interpret it solely of rapgyota ; 
q. d. ‘* I venture to speak freely to you.” And they 
compare 1 Sam. 2, 1. snbp Sy m5 am: and Grot. 
observes, that avewye has an Hithpahel sense; as 
1 Cor. 16,9. But the Apostle does not merely, as 
it were, apologize for his freedom of speech, but 
means to say, that what he utters comes from the 
heart, and proceeds from his great affection for 
them. So Theophyl. 7 veg Géppn TIS ayamys Kal 
To CTO pov avolyel, Kal THY Kapdiay frou erAaTuVE. 
The Apostle, it must be observed, intended to make 
use of this profession of affection, the better to intro- 
duce a subject on which they required admonition, 
the want of mutual éyary; a remark for which I 
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am indebted to Chrys. and Theophyl., the former of 
whom has, in a very masterly manner, traced the con- 
nexion; and the latter has well abridged this matter 
thus: Tods oixelous aywvas Kararegas, Kal deiEas aurots, 
ws ev TaEEL Oinyiccws, Orws Xpy adTo pipciobas, WLEArEL 
rome Kalarrecbal atrwv, ws ov cPodpa avtiv aya- 
TWITWY. II giv 0€ TOUTO woljoal, delKvUTIW avTOlS THY 
oikelay dyamryy, Kal dyoiv, ort det BodrAopar mporrarely 
bplv Kal diaréyerbor, Kal avurorTérAws, Kal mere mapen- 
Tias AAAEIY* TOUTS yag OnAGt Did TOU, dvewye TO oTEUM. 
Also Theodoret excellently thus: "Aw rod zepl juas 
TRUTH A€yely avayKkagonas Hiarpov' mavras yap vedas ey 
cuatro mepibésw' roar, yap Tis dydmys 4 vets, 
<upuywpous eoyagerar TAS TMY KEKTYLEVWY Kapdias. 

12. ov crevoywpeicbe ev rpiv' crevoywpciobe SE ey 
Tos onadyyvos vpov. The sense of this passage 
has been strangely misunderstood by some Com- 
mentators, who take the crevoywpeiobe as an impera- 
tive. So the Arabic Version, Luther, Wolf, and 
Schleus., the last of whom~thus translates: “ rogo 
vos, me de nobis anxii et solliciti sitis, quanquam 
vos, nostrum amore ductos sollicitos esse haud ig- 
noro.” But this sense the following words will by 
no means-permit. Besides, it would require, not ov 
but zy. The indicative is confirmed by all the antient 
Commentators, of whom Chrysost. best saw the 
complete sense, and from whom Theophy]l. gives the 
following exposition : ‘Ypeis pev, dyow, ev rv ewh Kap- 
Sia, TAATEIR ITH, ATTEvV«YwWETWS YopeveTE, (read yo- 
pevobe, from Chrys.), kai tavra rooodro: ovres. “Ey 
O€ Tals UETepals OTAAYYvoIS TTEVoYwWplay moAAyy ExeErTE, 
Kal ob duvacbe TAaTEws Yupyoal pe, KalTor Eva ova 
TOUTETTIV, yw Ley THGIGH ULUAS dyara, Uels bé dyamare 
Pev JE, KUL EXETE PE ey ToS TMAyYVOIS, AAA’ EoTEVO- 
Ywpipéevws, Kal od rauréws. ‘Thus any one who is 
hated is said to have no place in our affections. The 
above interpretation is also supported: by Theodoret 
and GEcumen. and, of the best modern Commentators, 
by Beza, Grotius, and many others ap. Pole, especi- 
ally Hamm., who explains, ‘* Ye have nosmall place 

M 2 
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in my affections; but ye are straitened in your 
affections towards me.”’ And so Rosenm.: “ Non 
exiguum locum possidetis in animo meo. Sed vos 
mihi non pariter locum facitis in animis vestris,” 1. e. 
justo pauciora documenta mihi datis amoris vestri.” 
On the sense of crevoy. See the note on 4, 8. It 
here signifies to be straitened.* The ra orrdyxva, 
by a common Hebr. metaphor, denotes the tender 
affections, which occupy the inmost place in the 
heart. (See Vorst., Est., Grot., and other Com- 
mentators ap. Pole.) Yet it sometimes occurs in the 
Classical writers; as Eurip. Med. 215. cmadyyvov 
éxpabely. Orest. 1, 201. dod pev ypovw parnagew 
omaayyvev. Hipp. 118. cmadyvov evrovoy depwy. Alc. 
1012. popdas ody bro orrdyyzvos Exel. 
When the Apostle gently reproved them for being 

straitened in their affection to him, he doubtless 
means, that they failed in giving the most unequivocal 
proof of love, namely, obedience. ‘They had not 
sufficiently observed his admonitions on abstaining 
from heathen society, &c. 

13. riy dé adriy dytipscbiav, (ws TEKvaIs AEyw) TAG- 
rivénre Kai dpeis. Such is (J conceive) the true 
punctuation, by which the sense is much cleared. 
It is, too, adopted by the most eminent modern Com- 
mentators, and is also sanctioned by the Syr., Arab., 
and Theophyl. At r7y there is an ellipsis of xara; 
and after kai an otws must be supplied. ‘The literal 
sense is, “ Be ye also thus enlarged in your affection 
for us, according to (i.e. by making) the same (i. e. 
an equal) return of affection, which is due to us.” 
The parenthetical words ws réxvois Aéyw (similar pa- 
rentheses to which are found with aéyw, &c. in Rom. 

* The force of the metaphor Wets. has illustrated from the fol- 
lowing Classical passages: Arrian. Epict. 1, 25. od oavT@ arero- 
xwplay mapéxets, ov cavToy OufJeis—KaBdroy yap éxelvou pépyyao, 
dre éavrovs OiPoper, éavrovs orevoxwpovpev. Achmet 76. éay 71s 

iy, Ore evpvverar Kat éLavolyerat srepews Ta orij0n avrov—pera- 
dorixds €orar Kat wAovTOddTys—eay SE res idy, Gre Ta orHOn adrov 
éarevoOnoay Kat eapuxpvyvOncayv—getdwrds yertcerat, 
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7, 1. 1 Cor. 6, 5. 2 Cor. 11, 23. and elsewhere) sug- 
gest the ground of the claim, namely, as a debt due 
on the score of paternity. So Theophyl.: ry airqy 
cinosx) Kal iooryta THs Pirlas EloeveyKare, Kal rAATUY- 
NTE Kal UEls, ws Kal eyad. 
14. px yiverbe erepofuyodvres airictas. Here the 

Commentators do not very clearly discern the con- 
nexion, which I would thus lay down: ‘* Make me 
then this return of affection, and, as a proof of it, ob- 
serve my admonitions, especially this, py yiver$e, &c. 

On the exact sense of the words themselves Commentators are 
not agreed; though, as it seems to me, there need have been no 
difference of opinion. ‘Erepogvyéw is a very rare word, formed 
from érepdevyos, which occurs in Levit. 19, 19., and érepoeuyia 
in Schol. Lucian 2, 35. The question, however, is, what is 
the ratio metaphore? Nowas @vyos signifies both a beam, and 
a yoke, that may be thought uncertain. The former is adopted 
by Chrys., Theophyl., Gicumen., and several moderns, especially 
Cam., Hamm., Wets., and Rosenm. And as craps érepdeuyos 
was the name given by the Greeks to steelyards that draw wrong, 
i. e. draw one way, when they ought to hang equal,* so they think 
the Apostle here means, as Theophyl. expresses it, sur) adcKetre ro 
dixacoy, érikdevdpuevoe Kai mpookeipevor ois ov Oémus, or, as Phot. 
Epist. 155., od dei tpuas éreppoperas Exew mpds rods amiorous, Kal 
éxeivwy paddov pvOois mpocdyerv, ijrep Toy mioTwY didacKadia. 
But this seems somewhat harsh. The latter therefore (namely, the 
allusion to a yoke) is (1 think) with reason preferred by some an- 
tients, as Phot. and Theodoret, and almost all the moderns. It 
should seem, then, that érepo@vyery signifies ‘to draw on the 
other side of a yoke with another :” “‘ be a yoke-fellow,” like dpo- 
Guyety and ovgvyeiv, So the Vulg.: “ nolite jugum ducere cum 
infidelibus.” And so Phot.: ov dei tyds ws oixelors Kal éraipors 
€aurovus Trois amioros oucevyvuvat. The sense, therefore, may be 

tius expressed: ‘‘ Do not maintain any intimate society, or form 
any close connexion or friendship with unbelievers.” So 1 Mace. 
1, 15. é€2evxOnoay rots €Oveot. And this interpretation, which is 

supported by Grot., Erasm., Pisce. Sclater, and most modern Com- 
mentators, seems to deserve the preference. 

I must not omit to notice one or two other opinions. Theodoret, 
and some moderns, as Schwarz, and recently Mr. Valpy, think there 
is an allusion to animals which, when yoked together, draw con- 

* Asin Phocylid. 13. (cited by Wets.) ora®por po) Kpovew ére- 
posuyiay rovs avdgiayras. And Wets. compares many similar 
words as érepdyapos, érepdywaaos, érepdpOadpos, érepadkns, ére- 
popjkns, éreodpporos, Ereodyvabos, érepdpadXos, érepdoktos, Erepor 
‘oxéAys, erepdrados, ErepdyavKos, Odovres éErepopeyeOnaarres, 
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trary ways,* as if it were meant to admonish them not to make 
schisms from Paul and their brethren. But this is very harsh, and 
at variance with the words following. Finally, Kypke and Schleus. 
think that the term has a sense the Opposite to duoeuvyety and sveu- 
yeiy, and denotes, metaphorically, to associate themselves with per- 
sons unequal, dissimilar, &c. And Schleus.renders: ‘‘nolite societatem 
inire cum paganis, vobis plane imparibus, eorumque mores imitari, 
et ita consortio, vobis indigno, uti.’ Such seems to have been the 
opinion of our common translators; and it is eountenanced by the 
use of érepocuyos in Levit. 19, 19. 7a Krijvy sév ob Karoxevaets 
érepocvyw (as a horse and an ass, or an ox or an ass). And this 
interpretation (which differs very slightly from, and indeed comes 
to the same thing with, the second mentioned one} may be ad- 
mitted; but it seems scarcely accordant with the usus loquendi and 
the analogia lingua. At Jeast it seems incongruous to jumble the 
two allusions together. If the Apostle had a reference to the 
passage of Levit., then he could not also have in view ovevyéw in 
the military sense. 

I cannot conclude without adverting to the opinion of almost al} 
Commentators (though few else), that the Apostle had here no re- 
ference to matrimonial connections. This is (I think) ill founded; 
since the spirit of the Apostle’s injunction must be contrary to such 
connexions. For a marriage with a heathen could not but bring 
the Christian party into close contact with heathen society, in the 
family and connexions of the heathen party. And it is in vain to 
urge that the Apostle at 1 Cor. 7, 12—16. seems to permit this, 
since there he has in view only those cases where one of a married 
couple had been converted, and the other not, and he directed that 
the believing should not separate from the unbelieving, or break 
the marriage bond on the ground of the heathenism of the other 
party. But that will not prove that he authorized the raarriages 
of Christians with heathens. To me it appears that the Apostle 
purposely used a word which admitted of a double sense, i. e. inti- 
mate connexion, or marriage, in order that while he condemned the 
former, he inight delicately repress the latter. That the Cuyos 
suggests the idea of marriage, cannot be doubted ; as appears from 
the following passages which I find noted down in my Adversaria. 
Eurip. Suppl. 791. ei yaporv arefiyny* and 823. éudrv bé po) zor 
é2iyn démas eis tiv’ dvdpos evvav. Yet that the Apostle had ge- 
neral society chiefly in view, is quite clear from the air of the words 
following ; and that he meant habitual, and not casual society, 
and this did not intend to exclude all communication whatever,+ 
I would infer from his writing pu) yiveoOe érepoevyotvres, and 

* In which view I would compare Eurip. Med. 244. kay pe» 
rao’ hpiy éxrovoupévacory ev Tldows Euvouxy, py Bia gépwr evydr, 
Enruros aivy* ei dé ju}, Oaveiy ypewr. 

+ Indeed otherwise, as he himself observes at 1 Cor. 5, 10., the 
good must go out of the world. 
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not ju) Erepoeuyeire: for, though the two modes of expression are 
thought by the Commentators synonymous, yet the former, I think, 
generally imports what is habitual. 

14. ris yao peroryy Sikasordvy Kal avoute—okoros 5 
This and the next verse assign the reasons for this 
keeping apart from heathen society; and as those 
are expressed populariter, they must not be too 
minutely scanned or pressed upon ; it must, too, be 
observed, that interrogative sentences with tis have 
a strongly negative force. Schliting has therefore 
well expressed the sense thus: ‘* nullum est justitia 
iniquitati consortium,’? The Apostle means there is 
no affinity, there is not the idem velle and idem nolle, 
and thus there cannot be the firma amicitia. Oppo- 
sites cannot wnide any more than oil and vinegar can 
amalgamate.* 

Of these clauses one cannot but admire the deivorys. 
Wets. here compares Philo T. 2. p. 56, 29. ris ody 
KOLVOVIA TeDS ATOAAWYA TH pyOeV OIKElOY 7) TUT VEVES ET I- 
sydeoxots; I add Aristoph. Thesm. 137. ri PagPsros 
p-EAEL KPoKWTW ; Ti de AUga KeKpuparw; (So the Latin 
proverb: Quid asinus cum lyra.) tis dal Karorrpov 
Kat Elpovs Kkoiwwvie; Comicus Epicharmus ap. Stob. 
p- 501, 4. tis yap Karértpw Kal TuPAd Koivwvia ; Phi- 
lostr. p, 662. cot 3 ri kal [Iporreoiréw Koivev; & 867. 
fin. tis 7 Kowovia Spakovtos re—roo te irmov. Eurip. 
Iph. Taur. 254. kal tis Oardoons BuKoras Kowvia ; 

Here there is, as in ver. 12., a parallelism of mem- 
bers; and to peroy7 in the first correspond kowwvia, 
cundwvyris, pepls, cvykatwoeors, and the following 
ones.f Arkasoodvy and avopia are for diKaios and 
évopois. Thus by ¢wri (as Schliting well observes) 
is denoted those enlightened by the Gospel, and by 
okoros those who are involved in the darkness of 
Pagan ignorance. So Theophyl.: Ouk eirev, ors ris 
Kowwvia Tos Tou dwros mpos Tods TOU TKOTOUS ; 7 TOIS TOD 

* For as Philo Jud. says (1. p. 584.), dyaOdv ob Oédex (ie, dv- 
vara) Kak@ avyépyecOar. 
+ Theophyl. explains: ‘Ypeis dcxacooivyn airoxpnua éore’ éxetvor 

dé dyopia’ tis rotvyuy perox bpiv KgKelvots ; 
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Xpicrod weds Tors rod Beatap; aan avra re meaypara 
auTl Tay rpocwrwy TéEiKe, dws Kal EKOTOS, 6 TAEOY Hy. 

15., Here again, by Xgiorw and Beriaa (like the 
Heb. Sy 55a, who will do no one any good, i. e. who 
will do evil to him,* the author of all evil, the Evil 
Spirit, the Devil, the Prince of this world, who 
works in the children of men disobedience-{-) we are 
to understand the Gospel, as opposed to the systems 
and plans of the world and the flesh. 

15. tis peépis TioTw peta ariorov; The term pepis 
is here rightly put in parallelism with kowovia. It 
primarily signifies portion, and party (as in 1 Kings 
12, 16.), as cognate with society, communication, &c. 
Iliera pera amicrov; “ hath a believer with an un- 
unbeliever."t In believing and unbelieving is in- 
cluded the correspondent actions. 
16. rhs 0€ cuycardberis vaw cod per’ cidatawy ; Jas- 
pis compares the well-known : “Exas. éxds doris aru- 
spos! Here one cannot but remark the surprising 
copia verborum evinced by the Apostle, which can- 
not (I think) be easily paralleled in the best Clas- 
sical writers. 

By this vinculum cuvyxardfecis is brought into the 
parallelism. The word properly denotes assené ; but 
that implies consent; and that, again, conjunction. 
It is explained by Theophyl. énodrys, cuvércuors. 
So the ancient Lexicographers explain it : adsensio 
and consensio; and Cyr. cun¢davyois: both with a 
view to the present passage. Though Schleus. com- 
pares Polyb. 4, 17. It is well remarked by Theo- 
doret : did rovtwy bé ravrwyv eke Tovs evavtious didac- 
KaAOUS Gvowlas Kal okoTOUS Tmpokevous Kal Urousyous dic- 
oro. ‘The sense is: ** What hath a temple of God 

* So the Scotch A neer-do-weel. 
+ Theophyl. reads Bedéap, and explains it the Apostase. And he 

observes that the term is used in ¢errorem. 
t It is well remarked by Theophyl., that the Apostle makes a 

transition from things to persons, that he may not seem simply to 
censure vice and commend virtue.” Would that some of those to 
whom is committed the preaching of the Gospel more followed this 
example, instead of confining themselves so much to generalities. 
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to do with (a worshipper of) idols?” For «ié., ac- 
cording to the mode in which the former terms are 
employed, may very well be tolerated. 

The words following seis yap vats beod eore Saves 
are to be regarded. as exegetical of the preceding. 
The sense is: ** For ye (Christians) are (each of 
you*) a temple of the living God.” By temple is 
meant a place where He dwells, and exerts his in- 
fluence, namely by the Holy Spirit. So 1 Cor. 6, 
19 & 20. 73 cGpadpdy vads Tod év tuiv cylov rvedmaTos 
eotiv’ where see the note. Compare also 1 Cor. 3, 
16. and Eph. 2,21. And so Hierocl. Aur. Carm. p. 
24. Kal vaby cig Srodoyny Tod Oecd Pwrods Tov éauTo wa- 
packevacare voov. Whocan doubt but that the Phi- 
losopher borrowed this, as well as some ofher spiritual 
sentiments, from the New Testament ? Some who 
aim at being exceedingly literal, here translate “ a 
living God.” But that would surely be frigid. The 
truth is, the article is often omitted when the parti- 
ciple to which it belongs is so common an epithet 
as to form a kind of regular appellative; as in the 
present case, and in that of ravroxparwg at ver. 18. 
Yet there is no doubt but that epithet was first ap- 
plied to Jehovah, as denoting a real and existing 
God, as contrasted with the pretended Gods of the 

- heathens which were but stocks and stones. On this 
subject, (on which omnia sunt protrita,) it will be suf- 
ficient for me to refer my readers to an instructive 
note of Mackn. On the indwelling of God in all 
Christians by the Spirit, the theological Commenta- 
tors must be consulted, and especially Doddr. in loc. 

16. kabos cirev 6 Oeds, &c. See Levit. 26, 11 & 

* Such is (I conceive) the true sense; notwithstanding that re- 
cent Commentators (as Rosenm.) stumble at it, and would under- 
stand the vets of all the Corinthian congregation, taking collec- 
tively, and forming a Church; than which nothing can be more 
harsh, frigid, and devoid of foundation. But why this tortuous 
interpretation? Is it to get rid of the doctrine of spiritual in- 
fluence altogether ? But as this is impossible, why haggle about a 
few examples of it more or less. 
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12., and compare Ez. 37,27. The sense is: “ to 
employ and apply the words of God to the present 
case.” For there is some slight change in the words, 
in order to fit them for this accommodation ; though 
the solid sense remains the same. Can any thing, I 
would observe, more strongly prove the Divine inspi- 
ration of the Old Testament, (even that of the Penta- 
teuch, which has been so much called in question) 
than such language as this, so decided, and at the 
same time thrown out in a sort of way which least of 
all induces us to suppose that the New Testament 
writers meant formally to enjoin such a belief! 

16. éumepiratyocw,  versabor inter eos.” The Sept. 
render: kal Oyow tiv oKyyyy pov ev bpiv, which is a 
free translation. I would compare Joseph. 1068. 
adros (Deus) érigoitay cuckyyy, rapatoyyovwy Tais 
evyais. How this applies to the case of Christians, 
and in what respects it differs from that of the Jews 
is obvious, and may be sought in the doctrinal and 
practical Commentators. 

16. Ecouas adtwy @cis. ‘This promise (as Mackn. 
observes) which was originally made to the Israelites 
living under the Sinaitic covenant, was renewed to 
believers living under the Gospel covenant. See 
Jerem. 31, 33. 

17, 18. 010 é€éaSere. ‘These words are taken, with 
a slight change, from Is. 52, 11.; what is there said 
of the idolatrous Babylonians being here applied to 
the Gentiles in general. "Adopicivre. A passive 
in a reciprocal sense: ‘* Keep yourselves separate 
from them.”? Rosenm. observes that this means a 
separation of counsels and plans, not accompanied 
with that hatred in which the Jews always held fo- 
reign nations. 

17. Kal axabaprod py &mrrecbe. Our English Ver- 
sions (except Mackn.) render: “ touch not the un- 
clean thing ;” which, though it admits of some sense, 
yet is very far-fetched and frigid.* It is therefore 

* Though Grot. observes that the wiser Jews supposed that by 
the prohibition not to touch unclean animals, was also meant absti- 
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better, with some few Commentators (as Drus., 
Mackn., and Schleus.), to render it, ‘‘ an unclean 
person.” ‘The sense, then, is: ‘ have no close con- 
nection with idolaters, the singular being put for the 
plural.” Now whatever may have been the meaning 
of the Prophet, this is clearly the sense (at least 
the primary one) of the Apostle. 

The words following are not (it is supposed) to be 
found ¢otidem verbis in any one passage of the Old 
Testament ; though by some referred to Jer. 31, 1. 
or 31, 9., or rather 2 Sam. 7 & 14., where God says 
of David: ‘ I will be his father, and he shall be my 
son.” ‘There can (I think) be no doubt but that the 
Apostle especially meant to apply that very passage ; 
though that he had some similar ones in mind there 
can be no doubt. 

The ciod€gopu.cs signifies, I will receive you to my 
especial society.”? Yet, as Rosenm. observes, “ se- 
paratio hec non pertinet ad externum discrimen 
agentibus et infidelibus, sed distinctionem interne 
indolis. Hzec perfectior mentis indoles facit nos 
conjunctiores cum Deo.” With this last reflection I 
would compare, from Theophyl.: dray yag araa- 
Anyijs Tw Tovnpawv, ToT Evwbyor Ocw. 

On zavroxpatwp it is observed by Wets.: “ Deus 
omnipotens et vivus comm. 16. opponitur idolis et 
mortuis.” And he gives examples of the term from 
Polycarp, Origen, and the Symb. Apost. 

CHAP. VII. 

After having adduced the words of Scripture to 
inculcate this important truth, and after comforting 
them with the promises therein attached to its ob- 

nence from society with idolaters. And Theophyl. (from Chrys.) 
has some beautiful remarks on the necessity of mental as well as cor- 
poreal purity. 
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servance, the Apostle proceeds to subjoin his own 
admonitions, and that in the way of inference.* 

VERSE 1. ravras obv éyovTes TAS EmayyEAias &. K. 
d. wp. o. kK. m., * Having therefore these promises, 
dearly beloved, let us,” &c. In these words the 
Apostle meant (I think) to more fully explain the 
axalaprod px dmrrecbe just before, in order to still fur- 
ther extend its sense, and show that he intended it 
not only of persons, but of things. He says kadagi- 
cwpey Eautovs, ‘let us studiously keep ourselves pure 
arb mavros—mvevparos, from all pollution both of the 
flesh and the spirit.” By the former are obviously 
meant not only the gross vices ‘of lasciviousness, 
drunkenness, gluttony, and idolatry, but a// such ac-. 
tions (including all such words as have the force of 
actions, namely, lies and slanders) as are inconsistent 
with the virtue and purity with which the body, as a 
temple of the Holy Spirit, should be kept holy. By 
the latter are meant all such thoughts as lead to evil 
actions, and therefore (to use the words of our Sa- 
viour) defile the man, such as lascivious or revenge- 
ful thoughts, or any meditation on future, or reflec- 
tion on past sins. Thus Wets. observes: ‘* Corpus 
polluitur impudicitia, animus cupiditate.” And he 
cites Tacit. Ann. 3, 50. mentem suam et aures ho- 
minum polluerit. He also adduces several senti- 
ments inculcating mental as well as corporeal purity 
(and the former, as tending to the latter, from the 
Philosophers and Philo Jud.); as Simplic. on Epict. 
208 & 218. Lucian Vit. Auct. 3. Kabapay regorepoy 

* And as such it is closely connected with the last verse of the 
preceding chapter ; so that the division was here (as in many other 
instances ) made ata very improper place. If the authority of Theoph. 
and Theodoret be pleaded in favour of the present division, I would 
answer, that those Commentators are too modern to be of much 
weight. Whereas it is certain that in Chrysostom the verse was not 
separated from the preceding ; since he concludes his Homily with 
that verse, and commences a fresh one with the second verse of ch. 
8, CE&cumen. also begins the new chapter with ver. 2. 
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Thy Wuyiy épyardpevos, Kal Tov ex’ avry pumov ExKAUTas. 
Porphyr. de Abstin. 1, 51, 

1. exirenouvtes eyiwovvyy €v PoBw Ocov. Most mo- 
dern Commentators (and the Syr. Translator) render 
this simply working, doing, studying. But the ex- 
amples of this sense, addaced by Schleus., are all 
such as have a sacrificial sense only. I therefore 
prefer the usual signification of the word, and that 
adopted by most Interpreters, ‘“ ad finem perdu- 
centes; perfecting, accomplishing. ‘This, too, is con- 
firmed by the preceding kai rvevparos. Tor he that 
is not pure in thought as well as action, does not 
complete and perfect the work of holiness. ‘There 
is, however, another mode in which, if this significa- 
tion be retained, the verb may be rendered ; and 
this is supported by the ancient Commentators, and, 
of the moderns, by Grot. and Rosenm.; viz. not 
resting in mere mental resolutions and intentions, 
but accomplishing and carrying them into action by 
a virtuous life. On either of these latter interpreta- 
tions the word must be emphatical. 

The next words év }c6w Kupiov are by some ex- 
plained: out of a fear of God rather than man: 
for there i is a certain holiness which is intended to 
please men.” But this would suppose another strong 
emphasis, and would therefore be too bold. They 
must, I think, be taken in the usual sense, “* pre re- 
verentia Dei,” ‘ out of fear and reverence for God ;” 
asuntActs: 9, SbioKom: 13,7. 2: Cori, o11: edéres 
tov doBoyv rod Kupiov. Eph. 5, 21. év doBw Xpiorod. 
Piieen rj 1 86 $6 Sj ies Ps.: 53855 101, 9.0 Proves 79 
& 10. 16, 4. 22, 4 

2. xwpyicare ypas. Most recent Commentators 
explain this: “ locum date; admittite admonitiones 
meas. But the ancients rightly (I think) recognize 
here a continuation of the metaphorical language 
employed a little before at orevaxupeia be and warartuy- 
Gyre: for the words following, pj yiverbe—mavro~ 
xeatwp from ver, 14—18., are an independent para- 
graph containing the admonition concerning absti- 
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nence from heathen society. The sense therefore 
seems to be this: ‘* give us a large place in your af- 
fections,* and (which is connected therewith), observe 
these our earnest. and affectionate admonitions.” 
Then at the words oddéva yoikjouperv, ovdeva EGbeipap.er, 
ovdeva erarcovertycapey there is a clause omitted, equi- 
valent to: “* We may claim to possess, or retain this 
place in your affections, for we have injured none of 
you.” &c. These words all Commentators suppose 
to be levelled against the false teachers: and they 
think that the words also have reference to some 
charges against the Apostle, which had been made 
by the Anti-Pauline party at Corinth. But the lat- 
ter opinion seems not well-founded. It is little 
probable that they would have brought any such 
serious charges against St. Paul, whose character was 
least of all liable to them. Besides, on this supposi- 
tion, éP§eicauey must signify: “ we have not cor- 
rupted any by false doctrines, or deceiving words :” 
which is somewhat harsh: and 7dicyoapev does not 
then admit of a tolerable sense ; for it cannot be re- 
ferred (as Mr. Locke would have it) to the Apostle’s 
decision in the case of the incestuous person. It is 
(I think) clear that the words are not (as the ancient 
‘Commentators have thought) spoken in the way of 
apology, any more than those of Samuel, which the 
Apostle seems to have had in mind (though the Com- 
mentators do not notice it), 1 Sam. 12, 3. ‘* Witness 
against me before the Lord, and before his anointed : 
whose ox have I taken? or whose ass have I taken? 
or whom have I defrauded? whom have I oppressed ? 
or of whose hand have I received any bribe to blind 
mine eyes therewith?” The Apostle merely reminds 
them that he deservesto hold a place in their affections, 
since he has not, like the false teachers, been guilty of 
those actions which especially alienate the affections 
of a people from their ministers; q.d. “ We have 
(as you know) injured no one,” &c. . Perhaps the 79. 

* So Theophyl. : dé£ac0c tipds taréws, Kat po) orevoxpwpeba éy 
UULY. : 
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may be better rendered, ‘‘ we have aggrieved no 
one,” viz. in the exercise of our ministerial office, by 
unjustifiable harshness, or undue severity.” 

2. &pbeipajev seems to mean: “ we have wasted no 
one’s substance by extorting gifts.” Pagninus well 
renders it expilavimus. Ovdéva emrcovertycupev is 
well translated by Schleus.: “ neminem pecunia 
emunximus (as 2 Cor. 12, 17 & 18. 1 Thess. 4, 16.) ;” 
“we have cheated no one of his money.” ‘This cer- 
tainly refers to more than (what some would explain 
it of) receiving a stipend for the office of instruction. 

3. od moos Katakpiow aé€yw. The sense has here 
been best expressed by Theodoret thus: od cpixzo- 
roylay buiv dvediowy ravra Eegyv; q.d. “ I do not say 
this for condemnation, or to reproach you of want of 
liberality towards me (whatever you have shown to- 
wards others).” Grot. paraphrases thus: “ corrigere 
vos volo, non traducere, ut ingratos.” ‘The antece- 
dent (he observes) is here put for the consequent. 
By the Greek Commentators the words are ex- 
plained: “I say these things not for reproach, but 
from motives of love and affection.” And this latter 
exposition seems preferable. ‘Though the sense may 
be better expressed thus: “I say not this to hint 
any reproach of illiberality to me; but I speak merely 
to show my claim to a large place in your affections 
(as ye have in mine); for, as I have before said, ye 
are in our hearts,” &c. As to the rpoelpyke, it is not 
to be interpreted strictly of the very words, but si- 
milar expressions, which occur at 5, 13, 8, 2. 2, 4. 
12, 13. 1, 6—8. 

In the words é& rats Kapdias the phraseology is 
somewhatirregular,and, as itseems, idiotical. Itis for 
ey TAisKapdiaisrcy (oUTwW) €oTE WoTE(UPIv) cUvarobaveEly 
Kal covery (juas). Indeed eg ro and dere are often 
interchanged. The «is 70 cuvamc§avely kal cugyy sa- 
vours of a proverbial phrase. So Athen. 249. (cited 
by Wets.) rovrous 3° of Pacineis Eaves cufwvras Kal ouy- 
amobyicKkovras’ and the well known Horatian; “ 'Te- 
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cum vivere amem, tecum obeam libens.” And so 
Mark 14, 31. éav pe d€y cuvarrofavely oor, &c. 

4. TOAAT pros Mapeyola mpds dp.cas. This verse, like 
the last, is meant to soften the seeming harshness of 
the preceding expressions, as orevoywpeicbe, ywpysare, 
&e.; q. d. “Out of the love which I bear to you 
(and which is, I trust, in some degree mutual,) I 
venture to use this freedom of speech to you, which, 
however, is not from any ill opinion of you, for great 
is my boasting concerning you to others, but rather 
for your good, and spiritual improvement.” ‘The 
words following seem added by way of climax; q. d. 
« not only do I boast of you to others, but your spi- 
ritual progress gives me the greatest private com- 
fort in all my afflictions.” 

4, mapaxayjoes, solace, comfort. ‘There is a climax in 
KQUYYTIS, TETANLMOLO TagakAnTEr, and vmeprepiooeto- 
por Ty ape. On mapaxayors [have before treated. 
‘Vregrepiocevonct, which also occurs at Rom. 5, 20.. 
is a very rare word, occurring (I believe) no where 
but in St. Paul. Indeed there is nothing like it but 
the Ureprepiccws at Mark 7, 37., from which it ‘ap- 
pears that the expression was in use in the common 
dialect ; though it did not find its way into the 
Classical writers, who indeed never use an Uzep in 
composition with wei. St. Paul, however, from 
the fervency of his temperament, frequently employs 
this urép in composition, as in UrepavEdvw, vrepexre- 
GIo ou, UmrepeKTeivw, UrepaAlay, UmEpViKaw, UmEepTAcovaca, 
urepuyow. The other sacred writers use scarcely 
one of them. St. Luke, however, has sxepexytva, 
Gosp. 6, 38. The consolation and joy here men- 
tioned were doubtless occasioned by the account 
Titus brought of their state. 

4. emi racy 77H Oahves zjpav. The éri Rosenm. ren- 
ders post. But it rather signifies a¢, in, under; a sig- 
nification found sometimes in the Classical writers. 
It is well observed by Rosenm., that the Apostle, 
after mentioning this generally, proceeds to explain 
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particularly what were the tribulations, and the 
origin of this gladness. 

5. Kal yop érbovrwy apayv eis M. “ When, for in- 
stance, we went,” &c.; for that seems to be the 
meaning of yag. On the thing itself see Acts 20, 3. 
seqq. and supra 1, 16. 

The expression 7 cae ya» may be compared 
with similar ones at 2 Cor. 2, 12. Acts 29, 23. infra 
8, 13., all which savour of Hebraism; the body or 
the soul being put for the person. ‘The sense, then, 
is simply, ‘* we had no rest,’ namely, from the per- 
petual persecutions and plots of our bitter and unre- 
lenting foes, the Jews and Pagan zealots. ’Aaa’ &v 
mavti Gri Sopnevor (scil. espev). Here must be supplied 
rorw, or xpovw, or both. OaiBonevo: may be rendered: 
** pressed down with affliction.” So supra 1, 6. and 
4, 8. where see the notes. 

5. €§wbev payor, erwber GoGo. These words are 
explained in two ways. Some, as the antient Com- 
mentators, and, of the modern ones, Cajetan, Kst., 
Vorst., Sclater, and others, take the €£w$e to have 
reference to the opposition of unbelievers, both Jews 
and Gentiles; and the évdobev to the fear from false’ 
teachers, lest the weaker brethen should be drawn 
away by their seductive arts. And, in that view 
Wets. cites Thucyd. 7,71. €aricas—yeigwbjvar odi- 
ow—dicx Tov Evdobev re Kal EEwhev KATA TO ElKaS yevyTOLE- 
voy §ogufov" where the Schol. explains: ryy wéaw Evdodev 
Terelogubynevyy dia oTao, Kx EGwOev O12 ToS ToAEyOUS. 
Others, as Pisc., Vorst., and most recent Commenta- 
tors, take the €£wSev to denote the body, or exterior 
state and situation; and ¢w$e, the mind of Paul. 
Both interpretations, indeed, are supported by the 
usus loguendi, but the former far more than the lat- 
ter; since for €€m$ev in the sense which the recent 
Commentators assign to it there is no decided autho- 
rity ; whereas in the other sense it is unquestionably 
used by the Apostle; as in 1 Tim. 3, 7. d¢f 0€ avray 
puptugiay Karjy eye aro ray coher. And écwbey, 

VOL. VIL. N 
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which must be interpreted according to the sense 
assigned to é&wfev, the plural geo is (I think) more 
agreeable to the former than the latter interpreta- 
tion. On these accounts, then, and because it is 
supported by the united authority of the antients, it 
seems to deserve the preference. Yet it is not im- 
possible that the Apostle had both in his mind. 

6. aA 6 rapakaror, Tos Tareivous “* But God, who 
is the comforter of the afflicted, comforied us under 
these trials, by the coming of Titus, which was suffi- 
cient to dissipate our affliction.” ‘This, Theophyl. 
observes, was mentioned, to do Titus credit in their 
eyes, and excite their reverence for him. 

7. BAKA Kal ey TH TapaKkryoes y TapeKAyon Ed’ vpiv. 
There is something in these words not a little awk- 
ward, and what we should have little expected. The 
sense is tolerably clear; but how to establish it on 
any principles of construction, is not easy. The 
best Critics, as Grot. and others, say that ragakay- 
cer is put, by a metonomy of the subject, or by a me- 
talepis, such as is found elsewhere, 1. e. rapakajoes is 
to be taken for the narration of the rapakanors. And 
this is supported by Theophyl., who takes the words 
as if written thus; AW ori Kal ro1auryy tiv a&eeray 
Upov aminyyeinev, €& Fs Kal adros mapekayoy, TouTEoTiy, 
exapy ED dul, amoderSdmevos twas die Ta KaTopPlwpare 
Upov. Perhaps, however, the sense may be expressed 
thus: ‘‘ but also in the comfort and joy with which 
he rejoiced over you (and which he imparted to me) 
on telling me,” &c. So ver. 13. éyapapev eri ry yapa 
Tirov, i. e. at the joyful tidings which Titus brought.” 

- J. tiv opev erimofzyow. Some interpret this, * your 
love towards me.” Others (with far less probalibity) 
“- your desire to reform the abuses which I had cen- 
sured.” But both these interpretations are too arbi- 
trary. The most simple and natural sense that can 
be assigned to the word here, and at ver. 11. is that 
adopted by the antient Commentators and some mo- 
derns, as Grot. and Rosenm., namely, ‘ desire of 
seeing you.” And this is confirmed by a similar use 
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of érimofia at Rom. 15, 23. Theophyl. explains it 
Thy chodpay eriSyrynsiv. 

7. Tov yu odoppov. By this some would understand 
penitence for sin. Others, with more reason, grief 
for sin, i.e. that it had been committed. It seems, 
indeed, to have been a combined feeling, consisting 
of mourning over sin, and deep regret that any thing 
should have happened to keep their beloved Father 
in God from visiting them. The term in question is 
a very strong one, and, as Theophyl. observes, im- 
ports more than daxpua. It is in Matt. 2, 18. joined 
with Krav§pis. ” 

7. Tov duwy Snrov umrep epod, “ your zeal, and well 
affectedness towards me against calumniators, and 
your desire to fulfil all my injunctions.” Both these 
particulars ought (I think) to be united, though 
almost all Commentators separate them ; some taking 
one, and some the other. It is well observed by 
Theophyl. (partly from Chrys.) that the Apostle not 
only says this, to heal the stripes of former reprehen- 
sion, but as really giving approbation to those who 
had conducted themselves aright; though there 
might be also some persons ill affected to him, and 
unworthy of these praises. Yet he draws no invidi- 
ous distinction between them, but makes both the 
encomiums and the censures common and in medio, 
leaving it to the conscience of each to appropriate to 
himself what belonged to him.” 

7. dere pe paarroy yaojvar. A very brief, and there- 
fore somewhat obscure clause, which is explained by 
Theophyl. thus: ‘“ And, though rejoicing at his pre- 
sence, I the more rejoiced at what he told me re- 
specting you.” ; 

8. OT6 ef Kal EAUmyTM UKs ev TH EIT TOAY—pETOPLEAO- 
pv, ‘** Wherefore if I ever did pain your feelings in 
the Epistle (which I wrote to you) 1 do not (now) 
repent ; though I did repent (during the time after 
I had sent it off, and before I saw Titus).” On the 
sense of these words it is not necessary to minutely 
refine or press. For, after making due allowance for 

nN 2 
~ 
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the laxity of popular phraseology, it cannot be inferred, 
because the Apostle felt regret, that he had written 
with undue, or unjust severity. The warm-hearted 
kindness of his disposition might generate that feel- 
ing, though, strictly speaking, it were unwarranted. 
When, however, he found the good his well-meant 
rebukes had done, he would abandon all feelings of 
regret. ‘Theophyl. says he so speaks, not as hav- 
ing really rebuked them too severely, but with a 
view to raise the encomium the higher. But this is 
one of those ingenious but too refined fancies which 
we occasionally meet with in the antient Com- 
mentators. 

8. od perapéerouas, eb Kal pereperouyy is rendered by 
Grot: “non doleo, quamquam doluit mihi,” namely, 
when I was-writing the letter. (See 2 Cor. 2, 4.) 
But this is doing too great violence to the plain sense 
of per. to be admitted. Nor indeed is there any dif- 
ficulty that. requires to be removed by so desperate a 
method. As little necessary, and still more objec- 
tionable, is the mode by which Doddr. would elude 
the difficulty of supposing any actual repentance of 
what was done under the guidance of the Spirit. 
He renders: ‘* However anxious I might before 
have been.” Yet his own excellent judgment and 
good taste, on after thought, guided him to the 
truth, which yet his timidity made him hesitate to 
embrace. ‘‘ It may (subjoins he) also signify a kind 
of misgiving of heart, natural when the reproof, how- 
ever necessary, is given.to a person one tenderly 
loves, where the event is dubious, as in this instance 
it might be.’’ It is remarked by Wets.: “ Inter- 
pretes, qui putant, et consilium scribendi epistolam, 
et ejus consilii poenitentiam, et poenitentiae poeniten- 
tiam ab afflatu spiritus S. fuisse profectam, parum 
consentanea dicere videntur.” But the remedy to 
which the learned Commentator alludes is ‘too vio- 
lent to be thought of, and most irreverent to be hinted 
at. It is strange that his acuteness did not at once 
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show him, that the inspiration of the Apostle at all 
the three times is not in the least affected. 

8. Parérw yao—tpas, “ For I find (or understand) 
that that Epistle did give you pain, though it were 
but for ashort season.” Itis remarked by Theophyl. : 
Tpos Woay 7 Ava To O€ Kepdos OiyveKes. 

Q. vuv yalpw, ody irs eraum7ydyre—peravoiay. A sen- 
timent more delicate than this is not (as far as I re- 
member) to be found in the whole range of Classical 
literature. The words are very weil paraphrased by 
Rosenm. thus: “ Grata fuit mihi tristitia vestra, non 
in se, sed quatenus per eam declarastis vestram re- 
sipiscentiam.”? See also the other Commentators. 
The delicacy of the expression has been alone seen 
by Chrysost. He observes that the Apostle ascribes 
the rd Avice to the Epistle, yet does not expressly 
say: ‘but I rejoiced that it benefited you ;” though 
that was true; but gives such a delicate turn to the 
expression as rather ascribes it to their own good 
feeling. This remark, indeed, is in the spirit of true 
Criticism, such as it was professed in the School of 
Longinus and the other mighty Aristarchi of antient 
times. Theodoret paraphrases thus: éyw dé yaiga, 
od yupyyy Ty AUTYY, AAA THS AUaNS Dewpwv Tov Kaprey" 
 Avwy yap exelvy PePrAdoTyKE Try EratvouLevyy mETaL- 
yolay. 

8. erumilyre yap kara Oey. The sense of these 
words is somewhat obscure. Rosenm. renders thus : 
‘¢ Tali enim tristitia estis affecti, cujus Deus auctor 
et suasor fuit.” vel, ‘ qua Deus afficere solet. ho- 
mines.” But this seems harsh, and is little suitable 
to the sense of kara, which must here have its usual 
signification, suitably to, conformably with, &c.; and 
so it seems to have been understood by the antients. 
Thus Cécum. observes, that this is the 4 Karj 
avy, whereas the katd& dvopwmrov rumeiobasr 1s KaKsy. 
Rosenm. remarks, that there is meant a sorrow 
which arises from causes out of which God would 
have it arise, and which has the effects which he 
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wishes them to have. ‘* Now (continues he) God 
afflicts men by calamities with the intent of working 
reformation of mind, and promoting their true hap- 
piness.” This is indeed very true; but the avr here 
seems simply to denote the pain they felt at the 
reproof of the Apostle; and that was kar& @eoy, be- 
cause the tendency and result of it was moral re- 
formation, and a life conformed to the will of God. 

The next words, iva év pydevl onusmbyre €€& yoy, 
show the result, or consequence of that wholesome 
pain; iva being put for wore. Rosenm. lays down 
the sense thus: ‘‘ Jam non opus fuit, fatali poena et 
morbo guodam corporis afficere sontes.” And he 
adds: ** quod haud dubieé accidisset, sic auctorita- 
tem Apostoli temeré sprevissent. De ejusmodi fa- 
tali et inusitato poene publico genere agitur, 1 Joh. 
5,16.” But this seems to be founded in error. The 
term will by no means warrant any such sense, which 
involves something too serious to be introduced on 
such insufficient grounds, and is destitute of any au- 
thority from either antient or modern Commentators. 
In fact, though ¢gypsw signifies properly to impose a 
mulct, or punishment, and gypia denotes a mulct, yet 
in the Classical writers the words are often used 
in the sense of injury, hurt, &c.; and in the New 
Testament, though often used, they have scarcely 
ever any other sense. Here, therefore, assigning the 
usual signification to gypu., the sentiment will be sim- 
ply this: So that no real injury was in any respect 
done you on my part. 

10. yf yap Kara Oedty rAvwry perdvoiav eis cwrTypiay 
dperaperantoy Karesyaserat. The 7 xara Oesy has 
already been explained at ver. 9. Wets. here refers 
to Sirach, 30, 23. and cites from a Rabbinical writer : 
‘* Sapiens quidam, videns hominem meestum et tris- 
tem, dixit ei; si mceror tuus est propter mundum 
hunc, Deus tibi eum minuat: si vero moeror tuus 
est propter mundum futurum, Deus illum tibi au- 
geat.” And also Plut. de tranquill. p. 476 F. ras pev 
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yap arras dvaipel AUmas 6 Adyos, Ty De BeTAvolay adTOS 
epyageras. 

10. karepyagerou, efficit, produces; as Rom. 4, 15. 
5, 3. batlis sropoviy karepyageros andelsewhere. In 
cig cwrypiay the els denotes the end, result, conse- 
quence. The recent Commentators either pass over 
the cwrnpiav, or explain it felicity. But the sense 
they assign is too vague. ‘The word generally sig- 
nifies the being placed, or kept in a state in which 
we receive the blessings, present and future, of the 
Gospel of Christ. 

Meravola plainly here denotes not so much re- 
pentance (i. e. sorrow for sin) as the consequences 
of it in amendment of life, and moral reformation. 

It is not so easy to decide as to the mode of taking 
aperaperyrov, on which Theophyl. and some Latin 
Fathers and modern Commentators, as Erasm., 
Zeger, Est., and Schleus., connect with cwrygiay. 
But on the sense they are not agreed: nor does it 
seem to admit of any but a very harsh one. Others, 
as Cicumen., and most moderns (as Grot.) write it 
with peravoiav. Grot. notices the guasi antanaclasis ; 
since had there been &meravoyroy, it would have been 
perfect. And so also Wets., who compares Curt. 10, 
7,12. Nec velle nec nolle quicquam diu poterant ; 
peenitebatque modo consilii, modo peenitentiz ipsius. 
Plin. Epist.'7,10. ne rursus provincie, quod dam- 
nasse dicitur, placeat, agatque poenitentiam poeniten- 
tis sue.” I would also observe that there is a 
meiosis. Schleus. compares Polyb. 21, 9, 11. apera- 
péeanros mooaipeois’ and 24, 12, 11. dper. riotis. Ju- 
lian, Or. p. 447. der. rpofupta. I add Antisthenes ap. 
Athen. 513 a. Avtiobévys 3€ tiv ydovjy ayaboy (a 
good) civa: dackwy, reorebyxe THy anerapeanroy. Max 
Tyr. Diss. 1. jdovjv aperayyworov. Liban. Or. 683 b. 
Auray Ary Tiy AvoITEeAoUTaY. Joseph. 737, 30. ws 
apeTayvwrrtoy Toca To ploos. See also some pas- 
sages of Dionys. Hal., and Porphyr., cited by Wets. 
on Rom.11, 29. Upon the whole, it seems advisable 
to take der. with peravolav. Yet I know not whe- 
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ther it might not be better to treat it as an adverb, 
and construe with it Karepyageras. 
10. ¥f 0€ Tod Koopov Avan Gevarov KaTEpyageras. Lam 

surprised Rosenm. sheuld have rendered rot koopov 
“hominum improborum et vanorum,” by which he 
would understand, either the sorrow felt by worldly 
and wicked persons, or (with Schulz, Tittman, and 
Storr.) that produced by-bad men. Both interpre- 
tations equally harsh and unsuitable to the words 
andthe context. Thé true sense was (I think) best 
seen by the antient Commentators. Thus Theophy]l. 
(from Chrysest.) observes, that the Apostle here 
DiroroGer west tis Avrys, and shows that it is not 
always an evil, but only when it is kara Kéopoy, i. e. 
on account of wealth, or honours, or death of friends 
[to which may be added sorrow from disappoint- 
ment in our just expectations, or that from unme- 
rited ignominy, &c. Edit.|: for the tendency of that 
is death, both spiritual and temporal.” I would 
compare Soph. Aj. 259. kal vov Pgoviprov veov aryos 
EXE. 

1. idod yao avr rovrTo To KaTa Ociyv—erovdiy. The 
unas is meant to be emphatical ; q. d. ‘for see now 
in your own case,” &e. So Theophyl. well para- 
phrases : od« ax’ darwy deixvups TIS KaTa Ocov AUaHS THY 
wdenciav, GAN ard tav Kal spas. Ov p.cuvoy yap ad me- 
TEMEAYOyTE OTE EAuTiOyTE, AAAK parroy Kab oTmovdase- 
regor yeyovate. Here erovd), which properly signifies 
hurry, bustle, denotes diligence, industry, care, &c. 
Indeed it seems to be here used as a general term 
denoting the diligence with which they exerted 
themselves to remove the abuses complained of by 
the Apostle: and it is then followed up by a more 
particular detail of that disposition. 
_ The aaaa& signifies not simply cai (as some antient 
and modern Commentators explain it), but nay even. 
The zocyy, by the rules of all regular construction, 
must be repeated with every one of the following 
nouns of this chain, And it was by a most injudi- 
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cious deviation from our common version that 
Mackn. omits it.* 

It is strange that Calvin and some other eminent 
Theologians should have here fallen into so gross 
an error as to suppose that these verses contain 
seven distinct marks of true repentance, to be found 
in every sincere penitent, whereas (as Doddr. ob- 
serves,) these are not characters of the temper of 
each, but of different persons, according to the part 
they respectively acted in the affair in question. 
And so Mackn. Thus the droaoyia, addressed (we 
may suppose) to Titus, would be a justification of 
certain persons, by which the faults complained of 
would be confined to fewer persons. 

11. ayovexryor, i. e. indignation against the per- 
sons who, by their individual sins, had drawn down 
this general censure. Gov, fear. ‘This is variously 
interpreted. Some understand by it fear of the pu- 
nishments which Paul might call down from heaven 
for their disobedience. But this is very harsh. It 
should seem to denote a combined feeling of fear to- 
wards Paul, and an anxious care that all he com- 
plained of should be corrected. So in Phil. 2, 12. 
‘© work out your salvation with fear and trembling.” 

11. éximdbyoiv. Some interpret this “ desire of re- 
moving the cause of complaint.” But, conformably 
to its signification at ver. 7. (where see the note) it 
must import, as the antient Commentators and. the 
best modern ones are agreed, their well affectedness 
to Paul, and desire of seeing him, and evincing to 
him their repentance. It is meant to soften the 
Qoov. 

11. @naov, zeal. This, and the next word éxdikyow 
seem to belong together: the former denoting zeal 
and diligence in inquiring into abuses and offences ; 

* He however well observes, that in describing the effects of the 
sorrow of the Corinthians, the Apostle speaks of the emotions of 

their minds, without mentioning the objects of these emotions. 
This he did (Mr. Locke remarks) from modesty, and from respect 
to the Corinthians, _ 
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and éxdikyois, the reforming of the abuses, and pu- 
nishing the offences. (See Theophyl.) These words 
are rightly referred to the Presbyters and Ministers. 

ll. éy ravtl cuvectycare EnuTols aKyvous Elva év TO 
moaypart. Some antient and modern Commentators 
here seek needless refinements; and* since dyvos 
seems to denote the not being guilty of any sin, and 
offences not a few had been laid to their charge by 
the Apostle; so Theophyl. takes év ra reaypari to 
allude to the being puffed up, with which the Apostle 
had charged them generally. “ Now of this they had 
shewn themselves clear by their ready obedience.” 
But this exposition is harsh; and still more so Mr. 
Locke’s version of €v r® rpéypari, in fact: a signi- 
fication destitute of authority. He also stumbles at 
eyvovs, and thinks it can only mean that they are now 
resolved on a contrary course, and were so far clear, 
i. e. “ were set right and ina good disposition again.” 
So Whitby (after Sclater) remarks, that true repent- 
ance clears us from the guilt of it, not only in the 
sight of God, but man: so that it is both uncha- 
ritable and unchristian to stigmatize or reproach any 
man for the sin which we know or believe he hath 
truly repented of. But making the whole sense de- 
end on a supplied now, is harsh and precarious. 

After all, there need be no difficulty raised, if the 
words be only taken in their plain and natural sense. 
"Ey to mpaypars is used populariter, and can only 
denote the matter which the Apostle had had in 
hand with them, by his endeavours to reform the 
abuses mentioned in his former Epistle, and correct 
the unreasonable prejudices many had taken against 
him personally. Now the most effectual way of re- 
moving all scruples about the &yvots is that which 
was first propounded by Sclater, and afterwards 
adopted (without acknowledgment) by Doddr.; 
namely, that the Apostle by you means the people as 
a body, or Church, and does not advert to individuals : 
for (as Sclater observes) the misconduct of 2 few had 
redounded to the disgrace of the rest ; though it might 
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be displeasing to them. ‘Thus Doddr. paraphrases : 
*“ there is no further stain remaining on the church, 
where I was so much afraid of lasting infamy and 
reproach.” In nearly the same way the passage 
seems to have been taken by Chrysost. And so 
Theodoret: “Edeigare cages ws od cuvycbyre Trois 
Kakes um exelvwy yeyevnevols’ TolTo yap A€yer dyvous 
eivas. Even individually, indeed, those were pure 
that had no hand in the sins complained of, espe- 
cially after they had shewn their non-participation by 
the measures they took to repress offences, and re- 
form abuses. And to these only the Apostle’s words 
properly belong; though, with his usual delicacy, 
he applies them generally. Whether the term &yvovs 
is applicable to those who have repented of, and 
forsaken any sin, is only a question of words and 
names, tending to a mere Aovyopayia. 

12. dpa eb kal Eypaba spiv. ‘This is meant to an- 
swer a tacit objection, namely: “ Why, then, if 
clear, did you rebuke us.” The Apostle, therefore, 
explains his purpose in writing as he did. 

The &px is by most interpreters rendered there- 
fore. But itseems rather to signify sane, profecto, 
utique; as a particle of asseveration. So in Gal. 2, 
21.1 Cor. 5, 10. and elsewhere. See Schl. Lex. in 
v.§ 2. Ei kai éygaba suiv, “ if I wrote to you (what 
I did).”. Some Commentators, as Rosenm. and 
Mackn. supply harshly. But this is too bold. Oudk 
elvexev, &c. “(I wrote) not so much on his account 
who had done the wrong,” &c. This use of ovx 
arAra, non tam quam, is of perpetual occurrence ; 
though (as here) it is seldom noticed by the Com- 
mentators. 

In the interpretation of the words following, the 
antient and early modern Commentators raise needless 
difficulties. Some understand by the roo ddicjoavros 
the adulteress. But this is frigid, nay, even absurd, 
not to say ungrammatical. Theodoret, of the an- 
tients, and some of the best modern Commentators, 
have seen that it must refer to the father of the in- 
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cestuous person, who was especially the aggrieved 
party, and that whether he were alive, or dead. 
Though I think with Doddr. and Mackn. that one 
may reasonably infer that he was then alive. ‘To 
refer the words to the family, or to the Corinthian 
Church, were absurd. 

The next words show the purpose which the 
Apostle had principally in view, namely, to evince 
his affectionate anxiety for the spiritual good of the 
generality: for (as Theophyl. observes) he feared 
lest the contagion should spread to them also; for 
which reason he took measures that they should wipe 
away the stain. 

The évwriov ros @eod, may be referred to avepw- 
Oyvar tiv omovdyy (asis done by Theophyl. and others), 
as denoting that it was genuine and true, 1. e. “ that 
it might appear to be what in the sight of God it is, 
namely, true.” 

13. did TodTo mapaKeKarypcba eri TH rapaKAyoes Upwy. 
This sentence is obscure from its brevity, which 
brevity was occasioned by its being a repetition of 
what had been said more at large ver. 7., where see 
the note. ‘The sense seems to be: ‘‘ we were com- 
forted in the exhilarating news of you which Titus 
brought.” The next words repiocorépws b€ parrov— 
Tirov, are also best explained by comparison with 
ver. 7. The Apostle means, that his own joy was 
exceedingly increased at the evident satisfaction 
which Titus felt at his reception among them. ‘The 
expressions, it may be observed, have great energy, 
and, at the same time, much simplicity and beauty. 
With the éydpypev éxl rx yapa Virov, we may com- 
pare “rejoice with them that do rejoice, and weep 
with them that weep.” The use of paaroy, with the 
comparison, is justified by the examples of the best 
writers. See the note on Mark 7, 36. It may be 
remembered that these double comparatives have 
great energy. | 

The words 67s dvaréravrai—ipov are exegetical 
of the yega. With this expression, which savours 
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of Hebraism, and occurs in the Old Testament, may 
be compared similar ones at 1 Cor. 16, 18. OVETOLUTE 
yap To éuby mvedpa Kal Td tpdv and Philem. 7 & 20. 
Thus avar. signifies to recreate, exhilarate, or in a 
general way to make happy. From the above passage 
it appears, that we cannot infer from this word (as 
has been done by Rosenm.) that Titus had gone on 
his mission to Corinth in great fear and doubt as to 
what would be his reception there. 

14. iri atro® trép tuay Kexadynpc, Katya yovoay. 
The ef r: is for érs. And the sense is: ‘* For, what- 
ever I had boasted of you to him I was not ashamed 
of it;” i.e. (says Rosenm., from Grot.) “I could 
not in this be convicted of telling an untruth,” in 
karyoxov. the effect being put for the cause; “ for 
those who are convicted of lying, are usually put to 
shame.” It is a sort of meiosis very common. 
Theophyl. well paraphrases thus : Ou Toure €xYapny, 
oTs eupev unas Tiros roioutous, olous eyw auTwm Ereyov 
elvas das’ Kal daveravin kal adris eipwy dpa Torodrous, 
Kol avdev dur yepes adr 7] andes AP’ dnwv amqyTyCeE. 

14. aan ws ravra—éyevyfy. The sense of these 
words is somewhat obscure, or at least uncertain, 
and this from the dubiousness of the expression éxi 
Tirov, which would seem at first sight to signify de 
Tito, for rept Tirov. And so some antient and mo- 
dern Commentators. And this interpretation, as is 
observed by Phot. ap. Gicumen., who learnedly dis- 
cusses the point, seems to be confirmed by what pre- 
cedes. Yet the air of the whole context evidently 
points to the explanation of apud Titum, in which 
that most erudite critic acquiesces. And this is 
embraced by the most eminent modern Commen- 
tators, as Erasm., Beza, Grot., and almost all the 
recent Commentators. It is also confirmed by the 
antient Versions, the Vulg. and Syr. &c. This sig- 
nification of ér} is somewhat rare. Schleus. thinks 
it founded on a similar use of the Hebr. 2, to which 
éxi generally corresponds in the Sept. ; yet he cites 
an example from Demosth., as Grot. had done be- 
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fore him from Lucian. As to the reading of some 
antient MSS., xpis Tiroy, it is evidently a gloss. 

’Aanbeia is put populariter for aarnfis. 
15. kal ra orrnyyva adres. ‘The word omaayx. is 

used, after the manner of the Hebr. D>0n2, to denote 
the inmost affections of the heart. It is therefore a 
very strong expression, and Theophyl. says the 
Apostle uses it, ive ro évdiaberoy Kal didmruge tis 
yysias ayarys onadoyn. Grot. compares Ps. 145, 
19., and renders éors fertur. But Pagn., Pisc., and 
Beza supply affecta, which perhaps may be prefer- 
able. Theophyl. seems to have supplied regixaspeve. 
It is well observed by Theophyl., that this is intended 
to recommend Titus to their warm affections. 

"AvapspyynoKkopevou THy mavTwy vpwv Umraxoyy. The 
évay. is put in apposition with avrod, i. e. ** while he 
remembers the obedience of you all.’ ‘Qs pera 
Gohov Kal rpdpov edegacbe aurov, ‘* that with great 
respect and deep reverence * ye received him,” or 
“recognised his authority, and followed his admo- 
nitions, whenever he opposed them. For the ex- 
pression implies obedience, as to a ruler; and as the 
Apostle had before mentioned the affection they 
bore him, so he now notices their obedience, (as 
Theophyl. says) ta pyre 7 ayary ywpls doBov odon 
exavdy, pte 6 Goos yuwpis tis ayarys wy, ayapIs 7. 
He also judiciously observes, that all this is meant 
to inculcate a continuance of the same feelings to- 
wards ‘Titus. 

16. yalpw iri év rath bape év vpiv. ‘These words, 
from their great brevity, admit of some slight variety 
of interpretation. In such a case, our best course is. 
to carefully attend to the context. ’Ey zavri is used 
as at ver. 11., with the subaudition of pepe, for 
mavtws. ‘Lheophyl. proposes two interpretations : 
1. “I rejoice that I have found you not to have 

* This expression occurs elsewhere; as in 1 Chron. 3, 3. Eph. 6, 
5. Phil. 2, 12., and must (as Rosenm. observes) be every where in- 
terpreted according as the context may require. 

/ 
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falsified my commendations, but have enabled me to 
have confidence in you in every business, and at all 
seasons. @. “I have a trust in you, that whatever I 
shall do or say ye will receive with alacrity, and apply 
to your improvement whatever I may have to re- 
buke, or commend, or enjoin, however irksome it 
may seem.” ‘These interpretations may, however, 
be conjoined. Q@agém may (with Tirin. and Me- 
noch.) be taken populariter for ‘‘I may rejoice.” 
And Grot. very well paraphrases thus: ‘* Gaudeo 
quod tales sitis, ut de vobis mihi omnia optima passim 
polliceri.” Est. observes that there is a metonomy 
of the effect for the cause. The sense, then, is: ‘* I 
rejoice that, from the experience I have had of you, 
I may in every thing feel confidence in your ready 
obedience to:all my admonitions or suggestions.” 
This forms a very easy and natural transition to the 
subject which the Apostle now enters upon, and 
which forms the second part of the epistle, namely, 
the exhortation to make eleemosynary contributions 
for the relief of the poor Christians at Jerusalem, 
c.8& 9. Schoetg. observes, that the arguments by 
which the Apostle urges this liberality are (semotis 
7$sxois interspersis) the following. 1. Because the 
Macedonians had afforded it liberally, 8, 1—3. 
2. Because the Corinthians would thus testify their 
firm faith, 7 & 8. 3. Because they would thus imi- 
tate Christ, 9. 4. Because they had before been 
liberal, 10. 5. Since they will thus confirm the 
authority of the Apostle in what he had boasted of 
them, 9, 3—5. 6. Because the divine blessing would 

- compensate all that they bestow, 6—11. 7. Because 
others would on that account praise God, and inter- 
cede with Him in their behalf, ver. 12—14. 

CHAP. VIII. 

The Apostle, having expressed his confidence in 
their ready obedience, paves the way for the requi- 
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sition he was about to make, that they should form a 
contribution for poor Christians at Jerusalem, by 
informing them of what had been done elsewhere, 
thus prompting them to follow so good an example. 

VER. 1. yvwoiSouev dé tuiv, &c., “I have to an- 
nounce to you, brethren, the grace,” &c. The ex- 
pression yagi Tov Oecd riv dedopevay €.7.€. has occa- 
sioned the Commentators no little trouble. Some 
take it to denote the virtue of patience in adversity. 
But that is refuted by ver. 3. 671, &c., which is an 
epanalepsis of ver. 1., and evidently has reference 
to almsgiving. Besides, év would not then have 
been used. Others, as Hamm., Knatchb., and Pyle, 
take tov @eod as used, by Hebraism, for great; as 
the cedars of God, the mountains of God. But that 
idiom is confined te a very few nouns (of which this 
is not one), and is not of universal application. 
They were induced to have recourse to this idiom 
in order to-avoid the difficulty of accounting for tov 
cod, if ry yagi is to be interpreted, with Whitby 
and several others, of alms-giving to the poor. That 
xapis does sometimes signify gift, is certain even 
from ver. 4 & 7.; and this signification is acknow- 
ledged by the antient Lexicographers. Some an- 
tients, however, regard yap as equivalent to 
xopiopc. But this need not exclude the notion of 
eleemosynary gifts: for, as Grot. observes, the cause 
is put for the effect, in order to show that all that is 
done by Christians is owing solely to the goodness 
of God, who hath remitted so many sins, hath re- 
vealed his will so openly, hath, of his own good plea- 
sure, called to him those that were alienated, and 
hath confirmed this call by so many miracles.” ‘These 
(he adds) are the causes why there is so much more 
said of grace in the New-than in the Old Testament. 

The above mode of interpretation is embraced by 
Wolf, Locke, Hardy, and Doddr.; and is perhaps 
the true one. The name denoting these alms may, 
however, be regarded as a compound appellative ; 
q. d. God’s-gift, i. e. something given for God’s sake. 
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And this seems to be confirmed by the ev following. 
The alms were so called, as Theophyl. suggests, out 
of delicacy. 

2. Sri év worry doximy baibvews, &c. The Apostle 
now proceeds to show under what circumstances this 
gift was made, by way of enhancing its merit. “Or, 
namely, that. "Ev woany 3. 6., “amidst great trials of 
affliction,” i. e. amidst much trial occasioned by 
affliction. So Theophyl.: woard baimkevres, Kat ouUTwSs 
Bore doxipss yeverbas bie THs Uromovis’ buws od KaTErE- 
TOY, AAAK panrrov Kal yapay excyov. Here may be 
compared Rom. 5, 4. 4 Uropov7), Soxipyy Karepyagerat. 
The affliction in question was doubtless by persecu- 
tion for religion’s sake, both from the Gentiles (Acts 
16, 20.), and the Jews, 17,5 &13. 

2. 4 meciccela THs yapas avtwv. An Hebraism for 
** your abundant joy ;” namely, arising from the in- 
fluence of the doctrine and precepts, the glorious 
hopes, supports, and consolations of the Gospel, in 
this age of the special outpouring of the spirit. 

2. yi Kara Pabous rrwyeia adtwyv. Here we havea 
phrase for an adjective, which, in this instance, has 
not been exactly paralleled. Soph. Aj. 130. (cited 
by Schleus.) comes the nearest: 4 pakgod maodrou 
Baber. The reading 6aécs found in some MSS. and 
in Theodoret, would be less harsh. Of cara Babos for 
Pabos, examples are adduced by Wets. from Theoph. 
H. P. 3, 10. Zi8as odre woanrds, otre Kara Pabos, and 
15. The adjective Babds is often used by the Clas- 
sical writers in a similar manner; as waovros Pabos, 
fElian V. H. 3, 18., and the adjective Baburacuros. 
IIrwyeie properly signifies beggary. But as that 
term, even in our own language, is sometimes used 
comparateé, of one in narrow circumstances, so such 
is the idiomatical use of the word here and at ver. 9., 
as also Apoc. 2,9. Ps. 30, 11., and elsewhere in the 
Old Testament. (See Schleus. Lex. V. T. and 
Tromm.) Wets. too adduces an example from 
Lucian. Suid.(cited by Schleus.) explains it the being 
utterly destitute of property. Rosenm. thinks the 

VOL. VII. ) 
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term is applied to them, since the Macedonians were 
poor in comparison with the Corinthians. But the 
strong expression used by the Apostle seems hardly 
to admit of this exposition. Probably the converts 
were persons chiefly of the lower orders, and the 
poorer classes. Grot. thinks they had become poor 
by confiscation, and by the desertion of the rich con- 
verts. But this is little more than mere Speculation. 

a: ereplooeurey els Tov mAOUTOY THS OMAOTHTOS QUT OY. 

This is a somewhat difficult sentence, and that from 
the antithesis in the words BadSous and ereploo eur ey. 
The sense of the latter seems to be redounded unto, 
tended unto; as in 2 Cor. 4, 15. and perhaps 9, 12. 
The meaning, then, of the words (by a sort of Oxy- 
moron) seems to be this: “their deep poverty ended 
in their rich liberality.” Rosemn. explains: ‘ their 
liberality appeared much greater than could be ex- 
pected from persons so poor.” And Theophyl. thus: 
aorEp 7 monn Sans emeploceurey cis Koper, ouT ws y 

TOAAY QUTWY Kal Pabetan TT wxElo., ov peovov OUK ever adirey 

eis enenpor Ov, GAA PArAoY Kou TEeploc euros auTOUS 

mapereioey eis Toy WAcUTOY. See also the elegant para- 
phrase of Theodoret. In wacdrov ras amnbenros there 
is a Hebraism; as just before in y wepioceia THs 
xopas. Yet I find i in that classical jackdaw, Arista- 
netusp. 10, 3. bro wAoUTOU Tis eum pemelas. It must be 

observed, that axaorys, which properly signifies sim- 
plicity, yet, like the Latin simplicitas (as in Tacit. 
-H.3, 86.) also denotes free-heartedness, and liber- 
ality; as in Rom. 12, 8. and infra 9, 12 & 183. 
Krebs observes, that this signification is frequent in 
Joseph. and the Sept. See Schleus. Lex. 

It is remarked by Mackn. (after Grot.) that this 
is a very masterly, and yet delicate, mode of exciting 
the rich Corinthians to liberality. 

3. Ort kara ddvapsv. ‘Theophyl. rightly observes, 
that this is explanatory of the preceding. It is in- 
deed a kind of epanalepsis, and. yvwpigw may be 
supplied from ver. 1., but with a slight accommoda- 
tion of sense; q. d. “I say that,” &c. Maprugo 
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cannot be used as ¢he verb, since it is purely paren- 
thetical. Yet again at atéaiperos, some verb must 
be supplied, namely, joav, or éyevovre, But some 
verb is yet wanting to complete the construction ; 
and that (I think) is d:d0vas, which may be supplied 
from the context ; since dedouevyy has preceded, and 
Zdwkay follows. Then decuevos will be in apposition, 
and require a verb to be supplied after it. Ad§ai- 
peros iS a strong term, denoting what is wholly 
voluntary. 

In the next sentence desp<voi—deeoIou tpas, the 
construction will depend upon the question whether 
jéEachas yas is to be retained. The words are 
omitted in very many excellent MSS., almost all the 

. Versions, all the Greek Commentators, and many 
Fathers, and have been rejected by the best critics. 
There can be no doubt but that they are from the 
margin: and this, indeed, is proved from the cir- 
cumstance that this verb is proposed by the Greek 
Commentators to be supplied for the purpose of 
completing the construction; and yet this is not 
necessary. If the words were genuine, the con- 
struction and sense would be as follows: despevor 
jpav (Wore) zpos d€Eacba: yas tiv yap Kal THY 
kowwviav, &c. The ry yapw, will denote the 
beneficium, like the yagw riyv dedopévyy, Kc. at ver. 1, 
according to one of those words. > But yeu, in this 
sense, would scarcely be necessary ; and there would 
be a dilogia in d€§ae06a:, which, as applied to xowe- 
viav, must be for avadéEacba:r. It seems better, 
therefore, to dismiss the words d€€acbas z.as, and 
then ry» yap will have the sense of the favour, and 
there will be an Hendiadis for riy yapw rijs kowwvias, 
“the favour of taking part in,” i. e. “ they asked of 
us to do them the favour of taking part in the trouble 
of conveying this collection for the saints to Judas.” 
Now the hendiadis was necessary, in order to avoid 
the offensiveness of having three genitives in suc- 
cession dependent upon one another. 

4.778 dsaxovias isput for the sum of money collected, 
o2 
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which was to be administered to the necessities of 
the saints. At Rom. 15, 31. it denotes the convey- 
ance of the collections; and in some MSS. there 
occurs the gloss dwpogopia. 
5. Kal od Kalas yaricanev. The Commentators 

here supply éroiymay and povov. But €didooav, taken 
from the following édwxev, would be a more regular 
ellipsis. “The sense is, “‘they did not give what we 
expected only,” i.e. some small sum. And so, I find, 
it was taken by Theodoret: for he says the words 
od Kabos 7am. are not sail repi tis yywurs, but of the 
amount of the money. And he paraphrases thus: 
APogwvres TpiKgd TVA mewoedoKyTAapEey TVAACYATATOAL, 
GAN eviknoe Tiy Teviay 7% peyararuyia, “Eawigey, in 
the sense expect, is not unfrequent; especially in 
Thucyd. as 7, 38.5,7&9. The most remarkable 
example I know is Aristoph. Av. 956. rodro—ro kakoy 
ouror jamioav’ and Thucyd. 7% €amis rod PoBov. 

The words following, 2a” €dwxav—Q@eod, are very 
energetic, and in some measure hyperbolical. ‘The 
sense seems to be: “ They not only gave more than 
we expected for the use of the poor, but they gave 
and devoted themselves first to the Lord, to do his 
will in every good work ; and then to us, to fulfil all 
our wishes, and observe our admonitions.” And 
Theodoret. well paraphrases thus: airia d€ rovrwy 7 
mepi Tov Oca ayaris Eautods yap avebykay rom Oew, Kat 
Helv 0€ doadtws ws diakovois cod. ‘The phrase éavrav 
didovas is properly used of nations yielding themselves 
to the subjection of another power; of which Wets. 
adduces examples from ‘Theodoret. 3, 19. 5, 13. 6, 
108. 7, 130, 132 & 139. 
We may observe that cai, when it follows zparoy, 

necessarily carries with it an ellipsis of some particle 
suitable to the sense of an ordinal, as éreira. The 
accompanying phrase dia beajparos @eod is variously 
interpreted. Grot. and Rosenm. render it ‘“ Deo 
ipsorum animos movente.” But I should prefer 
taking it for “ Deo ita permittente ;” as 2 Cor. 1, lL. 
** Paul an Apostle d:adeajparos Ocod and Rom. 1, 10. 
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x beajparos @eod, and 15, 32. And so Est. and 
Calvin. Theophyl. explains: ws apecxer Ocw, Kat 
ook aviowmriven AoyiTLO. 

6. eis TO ragakaréror ras T., &c. There is, it 
must be observed, much sense concealed under the 
es to, Of which few Commentators seem aware, 
since they simply render itaque, insomuch that. ‘The 
truth is, cis here, as often, signifies result; and eis 
70 is for dere. Yet the full meaning of the Apostle 
cannot be elicited without supplying more words 
than can regularly be accounted for by any principle 
of grammatical ellipsis. The sense may be thus 
expressed. ‘* The result of this unexpected success 
with the Macedonians was, that (fearing lest you 
should be outstripped by the Macedonians) we de- 
sired Titus, that as he had formerly begun, so he 
would also go on, and finish among you this col- 
lection.” 

6. eis vpas, *‘apud vos,” for ev spiv. The verb xpoev., 
which also occurs at ver. 10, is somewhat rare. 

7. GAN wdorep &v mavtl wepiccevere. ‘The Apostle 
follows this up with exhortation; and ean ought 
not to be rendered therefore, but “now then;” as 
is done by Mackn. ‘This particle indeed is not un- 
frequently prefixed to hortative and precatory sen- 
tences; as Mark 9, 22. aan ef ri dvvacas, Bondnooy 
jpiv. Schleus. well renders it gueso, and among 
other Classical passages, cites Arist. Nub. 183. aa 
avorye THY Gupav. See Hoogev. de part. Now this hor- 
tative sense is here the more necessary to be insisted 
on, since from it alone can we account for the ellip- 
sis of a verbum hortandi before ive, Commentators 
subaud ozovdagere. 

The words following (icra, Acyw, and yywoes,) are 
too vaguely rendered by our modern interpreters. 
The scope of the Apostle seems to be, to remind 
them of their great obligations to God, in order 
thereby to excite them to make a due return, by 
charity, to men for God's sake: now of these obli- 
gations the most remarkable were the spiritual and 
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extraordinary gifts with which so many of them had 
been favoured, and which are so copiously treated 
of in the former epistle. Now these, as the antient 
Commentators rightly saw, the Apostle here intends. 
See Chrys. and Theodoret. ‘The best commentary 
on this passage may be found in 1 Cor. 12, 8 & 9. 
pay yap buck TOU Tlyevparos didoras Adyos codias, AKAD Be 
Adyos yareos, KATO TO AUTO Tveop.ce ‘Erego be mors, 
€v TO AUTO Tyedpors: GAAW 0€ yapiopara iaparwy, €v 
TO AITO TIvedpars (where see the notes). ‘To these 
extraordinary gifts the Apostle subjoins some ordi- 
nary endowments ; as raon orovdy, 1. e. zealous per- 
formance of every religious duty, the following after 
piety and virtue; examples of which are found in 
Rom. 12, 11. 73) omoudy, pa oxvypot. Heb. 6, 11. and 1 
Pet. 1, 5: TATA oTrovdyy mapermeveykavtes. Wets. 
adduces several Classical examples of the phrases 
TAC OY omovdiy rosea bas or Tidevas. ; 

7. Kal TH €& Guy €v yp ayary, ‘and in love 
from you to us:” év upiv being put for esypas. The 
é€§ may seem pleonastical, and certainly is not Clas- 
sical: but it answers to the Heb. 2. The Apostle, 
it may be observed, with the most delicate address, 
endeavours to work on them, by appealing to their 
well-known affection to him: and this motive he 
urges further j in the next verse. 

8. odKar’ émitayyy AEyo. The kar’ exer. is not well 
rendered ‘* by commandment,” as if it meant, by 
command from God, as Rom. 16, 26.; whereas, it 
simply signifies ex imperio, authoritatively ; as 1 
Cor. 7, 6. rovro dé A€yw Kara ouyyvopay, ov KaT’ Et 
tayjv & ver. 25. So also per’ erirayis at Tit. 1, 3. 
& 2,15. Theophyl. well explainsit: od karovaid gery. 
The Apostle then pe hel two reasons for the in- 
junction. 

8. aarrd dic ris Erépwy evaosHli “on account of the 
alacrity shown by the Macedonians, lest ye should be 
outstripped by them.” Kai rd ris vmerepas ayanys 
yurorov Ookipagwy, and i in or der to try the genuine- 
ness of your love :” 73 yyorv being put for yryotdrys. 
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So elsewhere avurdxpiros ayamy. Aoxipagery signifies 
to put to the proof, doxiyay moeicbor. Some modern 
Commentators, as Grot. and Rosenm., interprét the 
ayann of love to the poor Christians in Judea. But 
I rather think, with Phot. ap. Gicumen., that it de- 
notes their love towards God and Christ, and also 
towards the Apostle, (see the able note of Phot.) ; 
this indeed is required both by what precedes, and 
what follows. This, too, is further enlarged on in 
the next words, where the argument is the same as 
at 1 Joh. 4, 19. ‘* we love him because he first loved 
us.” See ver. 7—21., which admirably illustrate this 
subject. 

9. ywookere yap THY yapw—mrrotyoyre. ‘This is 
meant to suggest another reason why they should 
give liberally, namely, as bestowing some portion of 
those riches conferred by the Lord of the universe, 
who, for their sakes, left his supremely exalted state 
in the bosom of his Father, and assumed the condi- 
tion of lowliness and poverty, that they might be- 
come spiritually rich, rich in the blessings of his re- 
ligion, in the means of grace afforded them here, and 
in the hopes of glory hereafter. 

Such I conceive is thesense. And hence it is not 
without reason that this passage is thought to af- 
ford a decided confirmation of the pre-existence of 
Christ.* Theodoret well paraphrases thus: ’Azo- 

* Tt is truly remarked by Mr. Slade, that the Socinian interpreta- 
tion, that he was rich in power and in the Holy Ghost, has no force 
at all; this might be said of the Apostles as well as of Christ; nei- 
ther would there be, in this case, any remarkable contrast between 
rich and poor, nor any thing in the circumstance peculiar to Christ ; 
since it was usual, at that time, for al/ who were rich in miraculous 

endowments to lead a life of poverty. The context (adds he) fur- 
nishes no argument in favour of such an hypothesis: Christ became 
poor that the Corinthians might become rich. Now this is addressed 
to the converts at large, for all were concerned in the Apostle’s ex- 
hortation. In what sense, then, were all the disciples of Christ to 
be made rich? not merely in spiritual gifts, but also in the eternal 
** recompense of reward;” rich in glory, rich in heaven. It is con- 
sistent, therefore, to interpret the word zAovstos, when applied to 
Christ, in a similar nanner, viz. of the ‘* glory which he had with 
the Father before the world was.” Juh. 17, 5. : 
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Baebare yap els TOY TwY drwy morn 7)3 y Kas Aermaryy, Tov 
provoyert tov @eov viov, os 7s UpETEpaLS EVEKOL cwrnpias 
ray eOYATyY peTeanavie TEVIO, 7pely TOV eK THS MmEvias 

Qudpevoy TF poly LOT EUDPLEVOS marooroy. ‘The word raouctos 

must here mean, “ rich in dignity, greatness, feli- 
city, as having the dominion of all things.” So 
Schleus. in his Lex.: “ Intelligitur autem bbb illa 
quam Christus ab sterno habuisse apud Deum di- 
serté in N.T. traditur, Joh. 17,5.” And _ he refers 
to Heb. 12, 1. The Vulg. well renders: “ cum 
esset dives.” And this is justified by the participle 
wy; since participles present (as they are called) are 
often used ina past sense. In fact, what is termed 
the participle present, might be called the participle 
present and imperfect, the imperfect having none. 

Q. érrwyeuce IS also well rendered by the Vulgate, 
“eoenus factus est;” examples of which significa- 
tion may be seen in Pe NS, Lex., who rightly re- 
gards this expressiou as equivalent to that of Phil. 
2; 7. exevwrev EnuTov, LopGyy dovAcv Aawy, ev Oporepare 
EVO EVES. ‘Theophyl. well explains thus: pa yap 
exeivos ETTWYEUTE, TOUTETT I, ry KaTW KEY LEVY Kal a ar boy 
oapKe avena[e, Kal THANG moyTO THs OT ILLES Umeorn, 

Kal TAUTH OF yas Tous ovaelous, TOUS éxizods, ovx ay 

jucis eraouticape. Of course the rrwyeia must be 
interpreted in accordance with érrwyeuce. 

The waouvrqeyre (which Theophyl. explains of the 
riches of piety, purity, holiness, and all the other 
benefits which Christ hath given, and will give) may 
be understood of the various endowments and bless- 
ings of the Gospel, both in this world, and in the 
next. So zaAovrigovres supra 6, 10. “ making many 
rich;” where see the note. The argument. is well 
stated by Whitby thus: ** Now if Christ thus emptied 
himself of his glory, that we might be spiritually rich, 
it becomes us, in imitation of his great example, to 
part with our temporals, to supply ‘the exigencies of 
his needy and afflicted members..* 

The words yiwwoxere—didops are supposed by 
many eminent modern Critics to be parenthetical. 
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And thus the words kal yrwpny év rovrw didwps will be 
united with doxipegev. For yrwpyy didwus the Clas- 
sical expression is yywpny momovpa: (as at 1 Cor. 7, 
25. youryy didwps), or cupPovrayy didwps. It is ob- 
served by Theophyl., that the Apostle is here ave- 
max§ys, merely gives counsel, does not issue orders. 
And Grot. remarks, that it was, indeed, a precept of 
Christ to assist the poor, but the degree of that as- 
sistance was left to every one’s liberty. ‘Thus what 
the Corinthians had done was a matter rather of per- 
suasion than order.” 

10. Todro yap vpiv cupbeper. The yep does not (I 
think) refer to what immediately precedes, but to 
ver. 7. (omavddgere) Wa Kal év ravtl +H yolpits repio- 
cevere’ tor I cannot but regard the whole of the 
words ov Kar’ éritayjy—didwps as parenthetical ; q.d. 
*¢ T bid you abound in this gracious and good work, 
for cvopgéser, which is rendered by the best Com- 
mentators, expedit, decet, decorum est. So Grot.: 
** expedit vobis tueri bonam famam quam ccepistis 
consequi. Vetustum jam vobis exemplum proponam. 
Non est pulcrum audire, caepisti melius quam desinis : 
ultima primis distant.” Others, however, as Theo- 
phyl., Est., Menoch., Erasm., Montan., Pisc., and 
Beza, render confert, conducit, utile est, viz. “ for their 
spiritual and eternal profit.” And this may be very 
true: but the former interpretation is more suitable 
to what follows, which shows that the Apostle (as 
Vorst. observes) argues not e¢ utili, but et honesto. 
It was (he means to say) expedient for the support 
of their reputation, that what they had begun they 
should accomplish. The words are plainly con- 
nected closely with ofrives, &c. following. But in 
these words there is something not a little singular. 
One would have expected od povov 76 berciv aAAA Kat TO 
monocot. And so some have conjectured: but neither 
MSS. nor Versions support this conjecture. Others, 
thinking of the st superos non flectem, Acheronta 
movebo, endeavour to work out the same sense by 
grammatical levers, calling in the Ociv ard pyyavijs, an 
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Hysteron proteron. ‘Thus many Commentators sup- 
pose, with Grot., that we have here a genus loquendi 
inversum, where, in the comparison of things unequal, 
that precedes, which, by the natural order, ought to 
‘follow. And in this manner (they say) the words 
were understood by the Syriac and Arabic Transla- 
tors. So, too, Doddr. But they appear to have alike 
founded their interpretation on mere conjecture, and 
thus their authority will be entitled to no more 
regard than that of other Interpreters. Indeed, the 
principle is too precarious, and too little established, 
to be safely admitted. Here we must recognize one 
of those things hard to be understood, which are 
found in this Apostle ; and it must be laid to the ac- 
count of Hebrew or idiotical phraseology, and ex- 
plained in the best manner we are able. All the 
antient Commentators, and some modern ones, as 
Cajetan, Est., Calvin, Vorst., Sclater, Beza, Whitby, 
&c. have (rightly I think) supposed that derciv must 
be understood of free will and zeal (rorjoos being 
repeated after it) 1. e. to do it pera wpofuptas. And 
this interpretation is placed beyond doubt by ver. 11. 
y mpobupia Tov Jere. 

The érirenéoas, at the next verse, is very signifi- 
cant, denoting the actual accomplishment of the 
thing. ‘The expression ard répuo1 (which also occurs 
at 9, 2.) is Hellenistical, and formed from the Heb., 
where there is a similar use of ©. ‘The Classical 
writers only use the ar; which, indeed, is harsh, 
since méguot is properly a dative plural of the obso- 
lete word zepds, and depends on the preposition éy; 
and zepts comes from zépw, cognate with zeiga, 
transeo, and literally signifies time past, which, by 
usage, came to mean the year past. So the French 
Vannée passée. ‘The ard, however, is not pleonastic, 
but answers to our back, or ago. It was (it seems) 
about a year since they had begun to collect. See 
1 Cor. 16., and consult Whitby. 

11. vuvi dé Kal +b worjra emitercoare, ** But now 
accomplish the doing of it (and do not rest content 
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with having begun it, with whatever alacrity).” 
Grot. notices this use of the infinitive of a verb 
in the place of a substantive; a very common 
Grecism, Yet a Classical writer would not have so 
written, but rather épy® em ITED. ; as in Thucyd. 1, 
70. oi pev ve yewreporotol, Kah €mivonoas OF€ls, Kal €mt- 

TEAET ALL Epyw, dav yveoov. Isocrat. ap. St. Thes. THOT OL 
Tos Epyors eritenes. Procop. 56, 20. eyo TAHUTO €TI- 
Terelv ovdapy ereibev & 77; 13. Epyw ETITEAY) 

On the present verse it is remarked by Theophyl., 
that as the Apostle had before excited them to give 
from the motive of others’ zeal, so now he does it from 
their own past promptitude ; q. d. €xovres én TOUTO 
qabere, kal ov povoy apyyy kareaanerbe eis. TO moaueiv, 
AAG Keel eos ro béAeiw TouTeoTs, mpas To EKoUTIWS 

Toei, Koh panievis mporpevapevov. Nuvi coy yrwpyy opiv 
OiMwps, We Kal TO Epyoy ewiTEneoyTE. 

The words following further develope the idea ; 
and in them two verbs must be supplied: both, how- 
ever, the verb eiva:, viz. jy in the first clause, and 7 
in the second, "Emiteneooas signifies to bring the 
thing é én] TEDOS, to perfect it. 

Aik. sade teal exer. A very elliptical expression, at 
which must be supplied spas, and ra ypzpara, have 
to give: though a Classical author would not have 
thus written. So the Apostle elsewhere says: ‘ be 
content with such things as ye have.” Theophyl. 
well illustrates the scope. and sentiment thus: "Iva 
i) aX ps THS mpabupioes ory 70 KAY, ADAG Kak €gyao hy, 

TEAELOTED OY. "Qomep yep Tay m podupiay ke} m goceiperty 
70 Genes motel oUTw Kak TO epyov € ek TOU Eye yiveras. 

12. ef yap x mpobupia—eéyes. Grot. remarks that 
here also, as at 1 Cor. 14, 34. 1 Tim. 4, 3., a verb is 
to be supplied; and he paraphrases : “‘ Grata est 
Deo voluntas pro facultatibus ; supra facultates non 
exigitur ;” i.e. God does not ask impossibilities. So 
Luke 11, 41. ‘* Give alms of such things as ye 
have.” Rosenmuller paraphrases thus: ‘* Placet 
Deo ista alacritas pro facultatum presentium ratione, 
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ut non opus sit, tenuitatem pretexi a quoquam, 
quasi non sit Deo futurum gratum ipsius munus, 
nisi par fuerit locupletum collationi. Nam spectat 
Deus in probando munere, non id quod aliquis non 
habet, sed id demum quod habet: alioquin charitas 
esset divitum propria. Ef. Luc. 21, 3. Marc. 12, 
43.’ There is, however, much acuteness in the ob- 
servation of Theophyl. from Chrys. “ Remark 
(says he) the wisdom of the Apostle. He bears tes- 
timony that the Macedonians gave trép dtivayiv: but 
he asks of the Corinthians only kara divapsy, and 
tells them that God will accept it.” 

The Translators here do not attend to the force 
of the article ; though the 4 mpo$upia tov béarew just 
before, might have guided them to it. Kypke ren- 
ders: “ Si prompto et alacri animo consilium capi- 
mus beneficiendi.”” And he learnedly illustrates the 
sense of rpoxeicbot, by which (with the subaudition 
of kara yovv) it signifies take counsel, and generally 
perform any thing: asense which has been embraced 
by most recent Commentators. Yet it seems too 
refined and far-fetched to be ascribed to the Apostle. 
Far more natural is the common interpretation, adsif, 
or precesserit. See Exod. 10, 10. Sept. ‘Thus 
Hesych. explains: rapéxerras. 

At evrpécdexros must be supplied éor:, “is ac- 
cepted.” Some modern Commentators, as Rosenm., 
apply this to the person. But this seems harsh. 
Far more natural is it to apply it to the thing, i.e. 
moobupia. So Rom. 15, 16. va yeyras 7 rporpopa 
toy edvov evrpood. & ver. 31. ‘Thus also, in the two 
other passages of the New Testament (1 Pet. 2, 5. 
& 2 Cor. 6, 2.) the word is used of a thing, never of 
a person. And so the antient Commentators, of 
whom Theodoret well paraphrases thus: Tijy pev yao 
apoluplav rerclay elvar mpoorKel’ TH OE TeoTPegopeva TH 
Ouvaprer perpelv elwbey 6 THY CAwY OEss* ov yap THY ToTO- 
THT A, AAAL THS YUOLNS Ope TiHy WowTyTa. 

12. xa§’ 6 is equivalent to kara rodTo 6. And éav 
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is not (as Rosenm. treats it) pleonastical, but is for 
av; on which use see Matth. Gr. Gr., and especially 
Weiner’s Gr. Gr. 

With the sentiment I would compare Aristot. Eth. 
L. 10. C. 8. p. 493. kal yap amd perpiwy duvaito ay 
Tis moaTTEeW Kara tiv adperyv’ where some MSS. read 
kata tiv audryyv; others, kara tiv doy7yyv: and others 
again, Kata ra kata tiv aper7y. But the common 
reading is preferred by Wilkinson, and with reason; 
since from it we may account for all the others. 

13. ot yoo Wva Barros aveois, vpiv d€ Ganlis. The 
force of the ya¢ is not well discerned by the Com- 
mentators. ‘his particle refers (as often) to a clause 
omitted, and may be thus expressed: ‘* Misunder- 
stand me not; for I mean not that,” &c. Here 
there is an ellipsis of Bovrcues, on which see Bos 
Ellips. “Aveois, after which 7 is to be understood, is 
not well rendered by our English Translators, “ that 
they be eased, and you burthened; which suggests 
wrong ideas. ”Aveois (in which there seems a musi- 
cal metaphor) properly signifies a relaxation from 
any labour or trouble, pain, distress, &c. ‘Theophyl. 
explains: ody iva adarct pera averews TpYPwo, xen 
Unos umep duvapsy Oodval, wore Kal evderav, Kal Ganley 
imropeivar ex rourov. And some would take aveois to 
mean idleness, and Satis work ; q.d. “ I mean not 
that they should be idle, and you work like slaves 
(to supply their wants).” But the Apostle could not 
suppose that they would so understand him. The 
same objection will apply to the explanation of Ro- 
senm. and Schleus., prosperity, abundance. Now 
§atlis evidently here means pinching distress, nar- 
rowness of circumstances ; asin Phil. 4, 14. cuyxot7- 
cavres pov TH Garber: and, ex ratione oppositi, dveris 
(I think) means relief from distress. So Acts 24, 
23. (in a physical sense) yew re aver. And as 
divers and 6anbis are here opposed, so in 2 Thess. 1, 
2. kal uuiy roils GaiRouevars aver pe 7c. The 

sense, then, appears to be this: “ My meaning is 
not that they should be relieved by you from dis- 
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tress, so as to occasion distress to yourselves, but that 
you should give what you can spare.” ‘This sense is 
more fully developed by the words following, aaa’ 
“ but (my meaning is) that,” &c. 

The phrase €& icsryros is parenthetical, and very 
elliptical. It may be rendered, “ there being now 
an equality.” ‘The construction is aan (iva) yevyras 
TO wepicceupa’ and eis signifies ‘‘ for the supply of.” 
Tévyras, tend, serve. ‘The words may be rendered: 
‘“‘ That, at the present time, your abundance may 
serve for the supply of their want, so that (at another 
time) their abundance may be for the supply of your 
want.” ‘The words following ¢ omws yevyTas ioorys are 
explanatory of the preceding ne icoTyros, and signify : 
“that there may be an equal reciprocity, of giving 
and receiving, or of good offices, between you.” The 
kai after ive must mean “ and, on the other hand.” 
And there is an ellipsis of some phrase answering to 
ev To voy kaipw in the preceding clause. 

Such appears to be the real sense of this somewhat 
difficult passage, in which certain Commentators, by 
not attending to the context and the real sense of 
icorys, have assigned to it senses most wild, (as if an 
equalization of property were meant to be incul- 
cated), contrary to the context of the Apostle, and 
at variance with the course of things which must ever 
subsist in the world. What the Apostle here says is 
only meant of the ¢wo countries, Corinth and Judea, 
and is not to be extended to the case of individuals, 
except with careful accommodation. We may, how- 
ever, hence infer, that it is the will of God that every 
perscn should give out of his superfluity, in order 
that there may be a mutual reciprocation (icarys) of 
good offices ; so that he, if he should ever fall into 
necessity, may receive out of the superfluity of 
others. And so the ior. seems to have been taken 
by Theophyl., who thus annotates: Hos vent ces 
inorys 5 3 edly Kou upels ko EKEIVOL TH TEQITO CUOYTO CYT b= 

OLNWTE, Kal To dorepy pare. dvamanqgoure. 

15. xabos yéyoamras ‘O 16 rorxv—yaarrovyce. ‘This 
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formula xebds yéyparras must every where be inter- 
preted suitably to the context. Here it may be 
rendered: “So that the saying of Scripture may be 
thereby fulfilled.’ The words quoted are from 
Exod. 16, 18., and are said of the manna which fell 
from heaven. 

At ro moad and 70 éaryov there must be supplied 
ovrneSapevos from the preceding cuvéracgav. The 
verb éaarrovéw is found in no writer earlier than the 
Sept. translator, who appears to have used it to suit 
the antithetical term éracvace. It issometimes em- 
ployed by the Ecclesiastical writers. See Steph. 
Thes. in voc. Nov. Edit. ‘The application of this to 
the point in question is too obvious to need explana- 
tion. The Commentators may be consulted. ‘They 
have, however, fallen into great errors; and all omit 
to notice the intent with which the Apostle has ap- 
plied the passage to the present case, namely, to 
teach that ‘“‘as the manna gathered was from heaven, 
and the gift of God, and therefore to be equally dis- 
tributed, so the riches which men ‘ heap up’ and 
‘eather’ are also the gift of God, and therefore to 
be communicated to those that are in need.” 

16. yapis 0€ ro Oco—Tirov. The Apostle now 
returns to the subject of Titus, of whom he had been 
speaking at ver. 6. Tor the intermediate verses are, 
in a manner, parenthetical and digressive. He thanks 
God for having put into the heart of Titus a readi- 
ness to hearken to his request, &c. Xapis de ro O. 
is, very improperly, degraded by Rosenm. to a com- 
mon proverbial expression of little or no meaning ; 
whereas, whatever may be the case with other wri- 
ters, the Apostle is not accustomed to use such 
phrases as words of course. And here the force of 
his requisitions is evidently meant to be strengthened 
by his making what was done the work of God. 

Aidovrs is used for the more Classical évriSévr1, and 
THY adryy omovdyy is an elliptical expression which the 
context requires should be expressed thus: “ the 
same well-affectedness for you (that I feel).” ‘Yep 
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jucov is by most Commentators explained, “ for ex- 
horting you to accomplish the collection.” But this 
seems harsh. It rather (I think) signifies “ for your 
good; for your credit and spiritual good,” (as cup- 
Peper vpiv, ver. 10.), which required that the collec- 
tion so voluntarily and zealously commenced should 
be completed. 

17. ort THv pev mapaxanow edéEato. The force of 
the apodosis peév and d€ is here to be attended to. 

"HdeEaro, ** received, granted my request; acceded 
to my exhortation.” For tv has here the force of 
the pronoun possessive. Zrovdassregos dé Urapywy. 
The de may signify ‘‘ nay, on the other hand.” ‘The 
o7ovd. is very ill rendered by our English Transla- 
tors, who, though they variously express the force of 
the comparative, yet have all (I think) failed in dis- 
cerning its true import. It should rather seem that 
no comparison is here intended; nor is any recog- 
nised by the best Commentators. But ifsuch beex- 
pressed, it must (I think) be this: “he being readier 
to engage in this service than I to put him upon it; 
anticipating my request.” 

17. ad@aizeros signifies willingly ; asa little before. 
17. €€y24e is not well rendered “ he went out :” for 

Titus had not gone when the words were written, 
since he conveyed the present Epistle. ‘To remove 
which difficulty various methods have been devised. 
Beza and Pisc. render it iter suscepit. And so Grot. 
Est. renders: ‘* paratus est ad profectionem.” But 
the same scruple might be raised on érépbopev just 
after. ‘The true way of accounting for this expres- 
sion is that which Est. (though too timidly) pro- 
poses, namely, to consider the past tenses as meant 
with reference to the time when the Corinthians 
would read the letter. 

18. cuveréurapev O€ per’ adrod tov adeagoy, “ and 
we have sent with him the brother,” &c. Who is 
meant by this brother has been variously conjectured. 
The antient Commentators, and some modern ones, 
think it was Luke; others, Mark. Nor are there 
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wanting those who maintain it was Silas, or Barna- 
bus. ‘The first opinion seems to deserve the prefer- 
ence. See Whitby, Mackn., and Storr. Nothing 
positive, however, can be determined: and Chrys. 
himself regarded it as altogether uncertain. Indeed 
the matter is not of much importance, 7f (as it seems 
probable) év 7 evayyeriw signifies, not “ for writing 
the Gospel,” but ‘‘ for preaching the Gospel.” And 
such is the sense assigned not only by the best mo- 
dern Critics, but by Chrysost. 

19. od pdvoy d€ aAAR Kal, “ and not only (that),” i.e. 
“and he not only deserves that praise, but also,” 
&e. At yetporovyfels must be supplied éo71; as in 
the former clause. ‘The word is not well rendered 
elected, or chosen; though that is its original sense, 
with allusion to the antient custom of publicly voting 
by the extension of the right hand. It merely de- 
notes appointed, constituted; asin Acts 14, 23. ye- 
porovycavres de auTois mpeg PuTépaus kat exkayoiav, where 
see the note. Zuvexdyyos signifies fellow-traveller. 
So Acts 19, 29. cuvexdyprous rov Tladaov. The cvy is 
used populariter for “ to go with,” i. e. in charge 
with. Xdeis here signifies the same as at ver. 1, 
namely, this gift of grace, God’s gift, alms. Ataxovia 
includes every trouble which accompanied the col- 
lection, namely, the procuring, conveying, and dis- 
tributing this gift. 

19. mpis tiv adrou—vpov. Many MSS. here read 
jyov, which has been received into the text by 
Griesb. and Vater; but (I think) on insufficient 
grounds. MS. authority, in so minute a variation, is 
of no weight. The question as to the reading must 
depend upon the comparative suitableness of the 
words. Now the yy admits of a tolerable sense, 
but one by no means so suitable as juev, which is 
read and explained by Chrysost. and ‘Theophyl., 
and strongly supported by the context, supra 11 & 
12. and infra 9,2. At wpofvuiay the preposition mpos 
must be repeated. ‘The expression is explained. by 
the Commentators as put for eis deGav ris mpoduptas 

VOL. VII, P 
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upeov; which may be admitted: or, more simply zpis 
may denote ‘‘for the manifestation of.” 

20. crerropevor TodTo, py Tis yas, &c. This par- 
ticiple depends upon the cvveréulopey at ver. 18. 
rear. is here used in a somewhat uncommon sense, 
namely, to beware of. ‘The antient Commentators 
explain it to fear. And so Hesych. oreanerau, Po- 
Beiros. But, from a comparison with a similar use 
of the word at 1 Thess. 3, 6. the former interpreta- 
tion would appear to deserve the preference. ‘The 
mode by which it came to mean this may be thus 
traced. Yréarec$as, in the middle voice, signifies to 
go on an expedition, and, generally, to go off, retire, 
keep off. Hence it came to signify keep off from 
any person, or thing, beware of it, guard against it: 
and this seems to be the sense here. So Zonar. ex- 
plains dodaarigeras. ‘This use is rarely found in the 
Classical writers; though something like it is cited 
from Polyb. 5, 17. 

20. paris ypds popyoyras, lest any should have 
a handle for slander or calumny, as if I appropriated 
any part to my private use.” So Hardy, who rightly 
observes that there is a metonymy of the adjunct 
for the subject. ’Eyvseems to be used like the Hebr. 
3, and to have the sense of ém}, on account of. *Adge- 
ts properly can only mean abundance, or greatness ; 
but as adgis was often applied to a sum of money, 
and thus of itself signified wealthy, (as in Isocr. cited 
by Wets. rots ddzorépors adray, Kal morv Perrioosy elves 
doKovclv), SO adporys is here used to denote wealth, or 
rather a large sum of money; and (as Wets. says) it 
is four times used in Zon. to denote a great gift. It 
must be observed, that adpos properly signifies heavy; 
and in Hesiod, Op. S, 71. (cited by Wets.) we have: 
adpordyn oTa&yues vesoew Epave. So we say ‘a heavy 
crop.” With the sentiment Wets. compares a simi- 
lar one in a passage of Maimonides, where he enjoins 
great caution to avoid scandal in the administration 
of charitable collections. . 

21. mpovoovpreva—cvOpwrewv. So Rom. 12, 17. mpov. 
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KAA EVWTIOY TAYTOY aviowmwy, where see the note; 

Here no further explanation of the expression can be 
necessary, as the plirase évwrsov has been before con- 
sidered. Wets. here compares a similar sentiment 
from Tanchuma, 128, 2. Homini necessarium est, 
aqué coram hominibus peccati suspicione carere, ac 
coram Deo debet innocens esse. Also Cic. de Offic. 
2, 21. Caput autem est in omni procuratione negotii 
et muneris publici, ut avaritie pellatur etiam minima 
suspicio: and Sueton. Jul. 74. Interrogatus, cur igi- 
tur repudiasset uxorem? quoniam, inquit, meos tam 
suspicione She crimine judico carere oportere. 

22. cuverepapey Oe adrols Tov adeadiy 7nwv—ovra. 
It has been much debated who is here meant by the 
brother; as at roy adeadty in ver. 18., and with as 
little success. It is easy to raise objections to almost 
every opinion that has been brought forward, but to 
prove whom the Apostle had in view is sc arcely pos- 
sible. See Whitby and Mackn. The least objection- 
able opinion seems to be that of the antients, that 
this was Apollos. 

The words 6» édoxiv.ccapev—ovra may be rendered: 
** whose diligence we have often approved in many 
things.” "Ovra is put, by a Hellenism, for eivai, 
« whom we have approved and found to be diligent 
and zealous.” In the words following yvuvl dé oad 
crovdauregov, &c. there is an ellipsis, which must be 
supplied from the context, namely, doxipageras (he 
will approve himself) edoxipacayv. Vhe words follow- 
ing may be rendered: ‘by his great reliance on 
you,” i.e. hoping the best of you in this matter. 
Theophyl. well remarks on the energy imparted to 
the sense by the union of ev woaacis and woaardis. 
Such indeed is not unusual in this Apostle. And so 
Arist. (cited by Wets.) oi ae, ris aduvas € éy moArols 79H 
TorraKIS OeiEavres ws apbws eiow Exwvuzo. ‘he words 
are well paraphrased by Theophyl. thus : Nuvi de 
omoudcelor Epos VEY, OTE meroilos 6 OT! ULES dasnrccre- 
pay THY EACH MOT UYHY Torre, 4) yy PeEADEL CraKovy ra. It 

seems that he repeated éJoxi. before cravdasrepoy; 
ie 
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which is indeed more simple, but then orovd. must 
be interpreted rather of zeal and alacrity in under- 
taking: though it will have the same sense with 
orovdaioy just before. 

23. elredwég Tirov. Here again is a harsh ellipsis, 
on which Grot. remarks: “ amat eaaciters Paulus 
rem eloqui properans.” Some supply: ‘ If any 
enquire of Titus.’ But this is a peculiarly harsh 
subaudition ; and still less admissible is that of 
Mackn.: ‘“ If any of the faction do enquire about 
Titus.” Far milder is the ellipsis supposed by the 
antients, namely, d¢ eireiv. Thus Theophyl.: f de? 
tT elmelv Oreo Tirov, ravra exw areyew. And he well 
explains the words koiwwvis épos Kai eis duds cuvegyos 
by : Ort Kowwvos eos, cuvegymy jnor eis THY Uwy didac- 
kanriay Kat wPerciav. ‘The Apostle seems to have 
felt, that after having made such honourable men- 
tion of Luke and Apollos, he must say something of 
Titus, and the brethren who were going with him to 
Jerusalem. ‘This confirms the ellipsis at «ire just 
proposed. At the second «re something similar 
must be supplied, namely: “ If our brethren (are to 
be spoken of),” If I must speak of them too.” In 
the eulogium ‘they are the amccrore exkaynoiwy, 
from a comparison of ver. 19. it is manifest that the 
word a&mrocroaos is to be taken in its proper sense, i. e. 
simply ‘one sent out as on any mission as a legate, 
to discharge business for others.’ ‘Thus it is here 
well explained by Theophyl.: mo éxxanoiwy rep.Pbay- 
res kal yeigotovyfevtes. So it simply means one sent 
in Joh. 13, 16, Phil. 2,25. ‘These the Apostle calls 
the dea Xpiorod, i.e. (by metonymy,) instruments for 
spreading and promoting the glory of Christ and the 
Gospel. It is finely remarked by Theodoret: oi 
épa@yTes aUTMY THY Aaprydova Tis apETyS, TOY Uo ToUTOY 
kypuTropevoy ayupvovos cov, 

Q4. tiv oov—exkayoiwv. The construction is: €y- 
deiEacbe oty Eis avrols THy EvderEw, &c. “ Give there- 
fore to them, in the presence of the churches, this 
evident testimony of your love to them, and of (the 
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truth of) our boasting concerning you.” ‘EvdeEw 
Tis ayarys is said to be put for evdeiEache aydmyy: 
but it is a stronger expression. 

The chief peculiarity in the phraseology is the 
ellipsis of kavyyoéws, which signifies “ (of the truth) 
of our boasting.” Compare 7, 4 and 14. The xa, 
which is an encumbrance to the sentence, may be 
removed, on the authority of many very antient 
MSS. Now whatever they did in this matter, might 
truly be said to be done in the presence of the 
churches, not only because Titus would proclaim it 
wherever he went (as Rosenm. suggests), but be- 
cause Corinth was in all respects placed in excelso, 
and, from its perpetual communication with all parts 
of the civilized world, the tidings would soon spread 
to all the Churches, i. e. the Gentile Churches planted 
by Paul. . 

Theophyl. well paraphrases thus: Noy defEure ras 
BEV ULEIS yamaTE Yas TOS GE Kal HEIS oD paTnYy KaU- 
xopcla éb tpiv: deiEare be, edv ayamrny eis avrods évdel- 
Syobe. And Theodoret thus: [lavre roivy ris eya- 
TS VULOV TOY TAGUTOY yuPYWTATE, Kal TAS Epos meEpl Upcov 
eddypias Kupwoure’ macas yop TAS eKkAynolas die ToUTwY 
TILYTETE. 

CHAP. IX. 

VERSE 1. wegl pev yap THs diakovias—vuiv. The par- 
ticle yap shows that this verse is closely connected 
with the last of the preceding chapter. And this 
the Commentators have not failed to perceive: but 
they do not enough advert to the apodotic force of 
pev, which has %€ opposed to it at ver. 3.;, and to 
that of yap, which is used not only in transitions, but 
sometimes in guasi-transitions, when a writer stops 
short; in which case, it has the same sense as aArw 
ye, and this is to be completed by supplying the 
elliptical words. Here it may be done thus: ‘ But 
I need say no more, for as to the ministering,” &c. 
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The dsaxovia must denote the contribution or sub- 
sidium itself; as at Acts 11, 29. eis Olakoviay mepas 
TOIS KATOIKOUGIY Ev TH, ‘Tavhertee adergots. 1 Cor. 16. 15. 
and supra 11, 8. Hepiooty ‘signifies superfluous ; as 
in Matt. 5,37. and elsewhere. After yeagev must, 
from the nature of the subject, be supplied wacio. 

2. olda yap tiv mpoduptay dnov, ‘for I know your 
pr romptitude (on that head) ; 3’ as 8,12 & 19. In Gy 
UTED Up.coY kavyopar M. the v Umés Ucwy is treated as pleo- 
nastic by many eminent modern Translators ; and yet 
it seems intended to add meaning to the sentence, and 
may be regarded as an elliptical phrase to be supplied 
by diareyopevos or AaA@y, and signify ais when speaking 
mn your pr aise.” So infra ver. 3. To Kadynpa ypwv TO 
umeg vpwv. At ors there is the ellipsis of a verb of 
speaking, which may be supplied, either from the 
elliptical acady, or from the expression kavyapet, 
which sometimes bears that sense; ‘‘ saying, or 
telling them that Achea,” &c. Here Achza stands 
for Greece, of which Corinth was then the capital: 
and there were doubtless Christians in various parts 
of it, as well as at Corinth. Certain it is, this use of 
the word is fully justified. 

2. maperkevarras, “has been prepared.” Some mo- 
dern Commentators remark, that the force of the 
word zapecx. denotes the imtention only, and the 
will; since the collection had never been made.* 
But this does by no means appear to have been the 
ease, and is not at all probable. Nay, from the 
words of the former Epistle, 16, 2. kara piav caB- 
Barwy exactos Upeay mag’ EQUTO ribero, byraupisey, 6,7! 
ay evodw@ra: ive py, orav tnbo, TOTE DAoyias yivwvTas, 
(where see the note). It may be presumed that much 
money had really been aid by for the purpose, and, 
it is probable, was partly br ought together. Consi- 
dering, too, the force of the mepprieneud bee fees in the 
middle voice (on which see Dresig. or Schleus. Lex.), 

* And in this view Mackn., after discussing the circumstances, 
says that the Apostle asserted what he firmly believed to be true. 
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to which this tense has a strong affinity, it appears to 
signify, “ have been preparing themselves, preparing 
contributions, for a year past.” ‘Theophyl. para- 
phrases thus: kavywmai, ors éroipy €or TacK 7 
"Ayalia, od povn 7 Kopivdos Kal oddev reires eb x) Td €A- 
Gel rods deEauevous TA yoymarn. WaTE aloyuvy [Lor ear 
Eb davycouar paryy Kai Wevdy Kavywuevos. But this 
appears to be the other extreme. That the Apostle 
could not mean to say that they were ready, strictly 
speaking, is clear from the passage of 1 Cor. just 
cited. 

2. kal 6 €& vpav eyros ypebioe Tovs waciovas. Grot. 
and Rosenm. regard the €§ as pleonastic. But per- 
haps a participle is left to be supplied, épyoneévy, or 
the like. It savours of Hebraism; for the 9 is some- 
times so used. "Hpé4ioe, ‘* hath excited, roused, im- 
pelled (to give).’ The Classical writers use the 
compound avepi6., of which examples are given by 
Wets. Theophyl. needlessly stumbles at robs raciovas, 
as if it meant the greater part: though the Apostle 
at 8,3 & 4. says 671 adbaiperos Kal deomevos yyav. He 
concludes that some few were willing of themselves, 
but the greater part required the incitement just men- 
tioned. But this is refining too much. The Apostle 
is not so very exact in the use of the article that we 
must be compelled to explain raclovas of the greater 
part. For he not only uses racloves for roaaol, but 
also of racioves. Sol Cor. 10, 5. aan ovk &v Tols wrel- 
only aur@y evdoxycey 6 Bess’ and 1 Cor. 9,19. 15, 6. 
2Cor. 2,6.4, 15. et alibi. It is therefore well rendered 
by Beza complures, and by our English Translators 
very many. 

Here it is acutely remarked by Theophyl.: ’Opas 
TOS KakElvous Oia ToUTwWY' Kal ToUTOUS OF exelywy eyEigel 5 
OWaoKkara, Pyoww, exelvois eyiverbe’ py cov Pavyre Tay 
pealyray vorepoivres of didarKaAol. 

3. Erepaba b€ rods adeahods—roirw, ‘1 however 
have sent the brethren (just mentioned), that our 
boasting vmép icy, in your praise ;” as ver. 2. where 
see the note. Mz xevw$7, might not be found empty, 
vain, and false. So Theophyl.: parasov kal kevov 
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ereyoy, from whom Hesych.: kevw$y* paras amo- 
davby (where I would read param). The & ro 
pepes signifies ‘in this respect,” (as in 3, 10.), namely 
‘< the promptitude to contribute for the relief of the 
poor Christians, of which I boasted.” So it is used 
in 1 Pet. 4, 16.; though in a somewhat different 
sense. 

3. iva, kabods Ereyov, rapuckevacpevor 77, ** that, as 
I said, so ye may be ready;” or, “that ye may be 
ready, as I told them.” ‘This agrees with and ex- 
plains the injunction at 1 Cor. 16, “ that there may 
be no collections (to be made) when I come.” 

4. payjrws eav—ravry, “ Lest, if any Macedonians 
should accompany me, and find you unprepared, we 
may be put to shame.” He does not say they would 
accompany him; but it was not unlikely that they 
should, considering the frequent intercourse of Ma- 
cedonia with this emporium of Greece, and the cus- 
tom, which every where prevailed, of the zgoroury, 
or setting forward the Apostles on their way, and 
sometimes accompanying them, so as to bring them 
safe to the next Christian congregation. 

In yueis, va py A€ywpev vpels, one cannot but re- 
cognise a most refined and delicate turn, inferior (I 
think) to none in the best Classical writers. °Ev 77 
Umortace TavTy THS Kavyyoews. Here ev (like the 
Hebr. 3) it for ezi, “ on account of.” On trooracis 
Kypke has a learned annotation, in which he assigns 
to év Ty Urocrace TauTy the sense “ in hac materia,” 
i. e. negotio, like év revr@ TH peges Just before. And 
so Theophyl. and CGicumen., as also Grot., Erasm., 
Casaub., and Beza. But this would occasion a very 
disgusting tautology, and enervate a sentence which, 
for vigour and elegance, has few to match it in St. 
Paul’s writings. I therefore prefer, with Calvin, 
Vorst., Capel., Strigel, Wets., the English Versions, 
and almost all the recent Commentators, to assign to 
it the sense confidence. Capellus rightly takes it as 
put for Kavyyjoer dPicrapery, 1.e. vmorraces mel as 
kexavyouar That it must have this sense, is clear 
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from a repetition of the clause in this very sense infra 
11,17.: and that passage establishes the genuineness 
of the word kauxyjcews, which is omitted in several 
good MSS., and has been rejected by many Critics. 
But how (it may be asked) can its omission here be 
accounted for? I answer, from the prurigo or cacoe- 
thes emendandi which seized so many librarii in the 
earlier ages. Thus among these MSS. we find the 
emended Codex Cantab. But why should they have 
thus altered? Because no Classical author (I be- 
lieve) ever uses vxocrdaoe otherwise than absolutely, 
and without any addition. See many examples cited 
by the Philological Commentators. It often occurs 
in the Books of Maccabees. By the Classical writers 
the word is used simply to denote fiducia in a good 
sense. And so Hebr. By 14, and: Ps::37,¢1 hk. 

5. Kal mpokaragricwor tiv mooKaTnyyerpevyy EdrAo- 
ylav nov, “and that they should make up before 
hand, and complete the before mentioned benefit.” 
Here one cannot but notice the energy imparted to 
the sentence by the reiteration of rpo. Lpoxaryyyea- 
pray is for rpoeisypevyv. Many MSS. and some Ver- 
sions and Fathers read mgoerayyeapevyy, promised. 
But that is by no means so apt as the common read- 
ing. Perhaps they meant rpoarayy. Neither, how- 
ever, is that comparable with the common reading. 

As to the term edacyia, I would observe that it 
may be numbered with the euphemisms which the 
delicacy of the Apostle so often employs, especially 
in terms denoting alms, (or what we call charity,) for 
which he substitutes names which spare the feelings 
of the receiver, and remind the giver that he is exer- 
cising a duty towards God. The Commentators, 
however, are not sufficiently aware of this custom of 
the Apostle, and therefore overlook it here, where 
they assign very insufficient reasons for this use of 
the word, which they term a Hebraism; referring 
to a similar use of 372 in Gen. 23, 11. Jud. 1, 15. 
1 Sam. 25, 27., and of edaoyia in Eph. 1, 3. Gal. r. 
a ; which passages, however, are not to the pur- 
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pose. Rosenm. says the word is so used “ quia pro 
beneficiis Deo aliisque agimus gratias, et bona omnia 
precamur.” And so Theophyl. But this seems 
harsh. I should rather think we may compare it 
with the use of evaoyia for evyapiotia, in 1 Cor. 10, 
16., and here render it a thanks-xift, ‘<a gift bestowed 
on man, in grateful thanks to God for his goodness.” 
Now this will enable us to fix the sense of edaoyia 
immediately after, which otherwise must be used in a 
very different one to what precedes. ‘That sense ap- 
pears to be the same, and I would render: ‘ so that 
it may be ready (as it ought to be), being thus (as it 
is) a thanks-gift, and not, as it were, a parsimony, 
niggardliness, or a niggardly gift, or as something 
wrung from * any one, as no such gift ought to be.” 
Upom the whole this sense differs but slightly from 
that elicited by the Commentators ; though we arrive 
at it in a more regular manner. 
The use here of racovegia is (I think) unprecedented 

in the Classical writers. Yet it has great sprit, and 
easily arises out of the common signification, avarice, 
for niggardliness is the daughter of avarice. 

6. rovTo 0, 6 orelpwy Peiopevws, Pesdonevws Kat bepi- 
ce. The mention of zacoveia in the sense above 
assigned, naturally leads the Apostle to advert to a 
parsimonious contribution: and here he tacitly en- 
counters the objection: ‘“‘ Well then, the gift, you 
admit, is to be voluntary, not to be wrung from any 
one, and is to be bestowed only from our superflui- 
ties; we may then give sparingly.” ‘This the Apos- 
tle denies. 

Tovro d& (scil. ¢ypt), “* This I plainly tell you.” 
‘O oreipwy Geidonevws, &c. ‘These words have the air 

* Tt is acutely remarked by Theophyl., that he who gives an 
alms unwillingly, gives it as if he were over-reached or cheated. 

(So Shakespeare: “ wrung from the hard hand of peasants their 
base pelf.”) And Doddr., in the same view, very well defines the 
mAeoveéia a kind of extortion, by which money is, as it were, wrung 
from covetousness, by such obstinacy as covetous people themselves 
use where their own gain is concerned. 
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of a proverb, and probably are such; as we may 
judge from Cic. de Orat. 2, 65. (cited by Wets.) Ut 
sementem feceris, ita metes. As to the sentiment, 
it requires no explanation: but we may remark with 
Theophyl. on the delicacy of the Apostle, who uses 
the mildest term he could select to express a nig- 
gardly gift, namely, Gesdonévws, not Gerswrws or p- 
Kgoroyas or kuizas’ (Anglice, nippingly.) Itmust be 
observed, too, that the Apostle has recourse to the 
present metaphor (calling the gift a sowing,*) to sug- 
gest the idea of the ayridecis or reward, and, more- 
over, to hint that it will be manifold, as. is the 
produce of seed sown. 

The evaoy. here is used to denote liberal gift, be- 
cause the very idea of a thanks gift for God's sake, 
necessarily carries with it that of a bounteous one. 
Schleus. explains the ozeipwyv GeiMopévws ‘ qui ma- 
ligné dat pauperibus,” and the oreigwy éx’ edaoyiais, 
** qui liberalis est erga pauperes.” And he observes, 
that among the Arabs also spargere, in the sense 
copiosé distribuere, is used of alms and benefits. 

7. Exacros Kabws mpoapeiras t. k. Here there is 
ellipsis of d:dcrw. The Apostle resumes the subject 
of giving not Womep racovegin ; as was said at ver. 5.: 
for ver. 6. is, as it were, parenthetical. So Gicumen. 
éxi 7o mporepoy mary Arse. LIpoaipeiras rH Kapdie 
is not well rendered “hath determined or pur- 
posed in heart ;” for the Apostle is here speaking, 
not of determination, or purpose, but will. His 
meaning is, that every one should give only what he 
pleases, and not grudgingly, or as of necessity ; 
which would destroy the merit of the gift, and de- 
prive it of any reward. And so Theopbyl. under- 
stands the word, as does also Gicumen. And so 
many eminent modern Commentators, as Grot., who 
observes that it here signifies velle ; as at Prov. 21, 

* This is mentioned among the agricultural metaphors so frequent 
in Scripture. Yet it occurs in the best Classical writers; as Soph. 
El. 1291. rarpoay krijotyv—ayrret, Ka’ éxye?, ra S€ dcaoreiper. 
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25. Thus rpoaigeois is used by Aristot. in the sense 
deliberata voluntas. And Krebs. in loc. adduces 
several passages from Joseph. where zpoaipeois signi- 
fies will; and Loesner many from Phil. where zpoai- 
peio Gas signifies velle, and reouipeois voluntas: and he 
observes, that a knowledge of this sense of the 
words, which occurs in every good Greek writer, 
might have prevented many Doctrinal controversies 
among Christians. Krebs. and Rosenm. remark that 
the xgo has no force. But in this they are mistaken. 
"Aigeicfas in the middle voice signifies “ to take any 
thing to oneself ;’’ zpoaig., to take any thing to one- 
self pree aliis ; and thus it signifies to chuse. Kapdia, 
mind. 

7. My &k avryzs, sub. did0rw. The Greek Commen- 
tators take the auxy to mean aversatio animi, unwil- 
lingness. But €x Atrns may signify, “ as if he were 
suffering an injury,” which sense of adr is frequent 
in the Classical writers, and is found in 1 Pet. 2, 19. 
Thus much the same sense is expressed as in the 
preceding ver. 5. ws evaoyiay kal py mareoveElav, where 
see the note. The é§ daveyxys will refer to the rpoci- 
peiras. ‘This necessity, it may be observed, is moral, 
1, e. arising from the example or authority of others. 
‘The next words trapiv yap dorqv ayara 6 Oeds have 

the air of a proverb, and indeed the same is found 
in Prov. 22, 8. and Sirach. Wets compares a beau-. 
tiful sentiment in a Rabbinical writer: “ Esto exci- 
piens quemvis hominem cum aspectu vulttis sereni. 
Quomodo? docet, si dedisset homo proximo suo 
omnia dona, que sunt in mundo, et vultus ejus 
fuerit indignabundus, in terram despiciens, scriptu- 
ram ei imputare perinde ac si non dedissit: Sed si 
quis excipit proximum suum cum adspectu vultis 
sereni, etiam si nihil quicquam illi dederit, scrip- 
turam ei imputare, perinde ac si omnia dona bona ei 
dedissit.” ‘The Classical Illustrators have here no- 
thing apposite. The following citations may there- 
fore be acceptable. Pind. Pinth. 18. xépdos d€ Giara- 
rov y', éxovros el Tis €x dopwy Dépor. where the Schol. 
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annotates thus: dvycis €or Tay didopever, bray Tis Tap" 
Exdvros Aap Bavy* TO OE peTa Blas dyopevoy K'pdos avovnTOY 
ésrt. Thucyd. 2, 40. ult. where Pericles finely says 
of the Athenians: kal ra és dgeray yvavridpeda Trois 
moAAvig—p.cvor ov Tod Evpdhepovros pannroy AoyioTpa, 7) 
ris ercviepias TH TiIoTw adEw@s TWA WHEAOLEY. 

8. duvaris d€ 6 Ocss—ayasoy. Chrys. and Theophyl. 
have rightly seen that this is meant to pre-occupy an 
objection: “But if I give, I shall impoverish my- 
self.” To which the answer is; God is able (and, as 
he sees fit) will make,” &c. The yapw is by Grot., 
Rosenm., and most modern Commentators under- 
stood of the gifts of God. So Rosenm.: “ Hécay 
xapw appellat Dei dona, ut rei domesticee augmen- 
tum, opportunitatem commodam acquirendi hujus 
vite bona,” &c. ‘Theophyl., lowever, (from Chrys.) 
takes it to denote the beneficium itself, which is 
bestowed by man on man; and he explains thus: 
Gyo ov ort 6 Ocds duvaras: Tooovroy twas avevdeeis 
FOTA, WOTE Kal TaTAY YUpIY, ToUTETTI, Maoay eren- 
posvyyy duvachor twas, per& mepioceias woe. Adore 
roivuy dalsacs, iva 7 eAenpoovvy Upwy wel Kal El TEpIO= 
cevy. But the former is (I think) the more natural 
interpetration. 

Ilepioceverv is here used in a Hiphil sense, and 
by éyov eyalov, is meant every beneficent work, 
every work of beneficence. 

9. kabds yéyparrat, “Thus the saying of Scrip- 
ture will be made good.” ’Eoxégmricev, edwKe Trois 
mévyotv, “he hath dispersed, expended for, he hath 
given to the poor.” Koprigw properly signifies to 
scatter, as in sowing; for the same metaphor seems 
employed at ver. 7. Or rather, as in the Psalm 
(112, 9.), there may be an allusion to the Oriental 
custom of scattering money among an assembled 
multitude of paupers or others. So Prov. 11, 24. 
clow of r& Yi oreipovres’ where Aquila, Symm., and 
Theod. have cxoprigovres. But the Apostle here 
seems to have taken éox. as the Sept. did ozeig, in 
the Psalm. It is observed by Theophyl., that the 
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word €éskopr. imports abundance and exuberance, 
like (I would add) that of men when sowing, who 
know that if they do not sow liberally, they cannot 
expect to reap abundantly. 

9. 7 Sixcsordyy pever. The best Commentators are 
agreed that dixasoodvy signifies beneficium (as often in 
the Old Testament and in Matt. 6, 1. and elsewhere. 
See Schl. Lex.). Méve:, remaineth, i. e. in its fruits 
or consequences. Eis tiv aiwya, i.e. ‘both in this 
world and in the next;’’ in this world, from “the 
blessings of him that was ready to perish,” a blessing 
attendant both on the giver, and his posterity; and 
in the next, in the rewards of Heaven. So the an- 
tient and many modern Commentators. Schleus. 
too, refers to Tx yevvypare Ti9 OiKalordyys, in the 
next verse.* Yet that interpretation does not seem 
to be agreeable to the preceding verse, of which the 
present is an ?tlustration. Preferable, therefore, 
seems the interpretation of most Commentators for 
the last century, as Doddr. and Rosenm., who take 
the meaning to be, (by a sort of oxymoron,) that the 
sums so distributed will, as it were, remain with him 
perpetually, inasmuch as, by the blessing of God, he 
shall never want wherewithal to supply future liber- 
ality. Thus the oxymoron is not dissimilar to that 
of Prov. 11, 24., which the Apostle possibly had in 
View : clot, of TA Tosa oreipovtes mAElova TomovoI" Elos 
d€ Kal ol TuveeyovTEs eratrovouvrat. He seems to have 
read eokoprioey, with Aquila, Symm., and Theod. 

10. 6 d€ ertyoonywv—vpwv. The connexion here 
is ably traced by Chrys. and the other Greek Com- 
mentators. ‘Theodoret remarks, that the Apostle, 
together with exhortation, unites prayers and pious 
wishes; thereby teaching them the riches of the 

* So Grot. observes, that in the Psalm the péve: eis roy aidva 
signifies ‘‘ leaves a lasting fame,” but in the Apostle, ‘ remains 
perpetual i in the memory of God,” or, ‘ carries with it eternal re- 
wards,” namely, if it be accompanied with the other Christian 
virtues, among which beneficence holds a distinguished place. And 
so Whitby. ; 
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divine power, and showing them that God can in 
all things liberally confer blessings, who, as he at 
first gives the seed to man, so does he nourish it 
when committed to the earth, and supply the food 
thence arising.” ‘Theophyl. also observes, that in 
the same expressions he entreats for them both tem- 
poral and spiritual blessings, and introduces, as a 
surety for it, the mention of the “ sensible and visible 
agriculture.” ‘The application is obvious. It is too 
refined an observation of Gicumen., that under the 
form of prayer the Apostle hints that they ought not 
to be faint-hearted and apprehensive lest by giving 
much they should fall into need.” Now the sentence 
is couched in the form of a pious wish, but it seems 
to partake of the predictive as well as the optative. 
Hence many antient MSS. read the verbs in the 
future. And so the Vulg. But that seems to be a 
mere gloss. The predictive may be engrafted on 
the optative; but not the contrary. 

The words 6 62 érsyopyyev—Poaow, are a very apt 
and beautiful periphrasis of God, namely, “ the coop 
being (for such is the import of the word), who 
give thus all things richly to enjoy)” and is, as Theo- 
phyl. observes, taken from Is. 55, 10. dws &y—doa 
oTrEepp.a To orelpovTs Kal aorov cis Bewow. ‘The verb 
exiyapnyew usually carries with it a dative of the end 
of action ; as Gal. 3, 5. and elsewhere. 

In yopnyjcat Kal wayfovear there is (I think) an 
hendiadis, i.e. ‘may he abundantly supply.” ‘Tov 
oropoy vy, for cropoy piv, “may he abundantly sup- 
ply the seed to you.” ‘The next words are exegetical 
of the preceding, and show that the Apostle meant 
the former to be taken in a metaphorical sense. By 
your seed (agreeably to the metaphor in the verse 
preceding) is denoted the means whereby we give 
alms, or, as it were, ‘sow unto the Lord.” ‘That 
seed the Apostle piously wishes and prays may be 
abundantly increased to. them. Hence the sense of 
the next words kal ad&jout ra yevvipara Tis OiKaLorUyS, 
is plain, and ought not to have been mistaken. They 
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are, I must think, strangely rendered by Mackn., 
“the fruits of your honest industry.” One (by the 
way) among a thousand other instances of his gross 
ignorance of Greek idioms. The antient Commen- 
tators, and the most judicious modern ones, have 
rightly understood by yevyjpara ris diKcaroodyys tHy ek 
diKaroouvns TauTys BAacravoucay wPerciayv, ** the fruits 
and effects of their beneficence.” And Grot. truly 
observes, that the sense is the same as in the pre- 
ceding clause. ‘Though it is (we may notice) ex- 
pressed in a more refined manner; for to wish the 
increase of beneficence in the charitable, is equivalent 
to wishing them an increase of the means, since their 
benevolent principles will always impel them to give 
in proportion to those means. 

The Apostle in this clause is supposed to have had 
in view Hos. 10,12. (Sept.) €ws rod erhelv yerypara 
dikasoouvys viv. But I apprehend that he only bor- 
rows the expression yevvxpara trys Sikatoordvys: and 
we are not compelled to confine the general sense of 
the Apostle to that of the Prophet. 

11. év wavri waourigouevas. This is a very singular 
construction, in accounting for which the earlier 
modern Commentators refer waour. to mepiocevovTes 
at 8,9 & 10., and regard ver. LO & 11 as parenthe- 
tical. But ver. 11.is plainly not so. The recent Com- 
mentators supply éore, or éoec4e; which, however, 
seems too arbitrary a subaudition. I should rather 
(with Sclater, Erasm., and Pisc.) regard the waours- 
Sowevot aS a NOMinativus pendens for rrcurionevwy 
vuov, and that for ive raourigycfe. Schleus. well ren- 
ders: “ ut contingant vobis opes, divitia, nempe ad 
summam liberalitatem exercendam.” ‘This (as Theo- 
phyl. observes) is meant to suggest how they ought 
to use their wealth, namely, not bury it in the earth, 
but possess it cis maoayv dractyra. ‘The eis denotes 
end, purpose. “Ey zxavti is for ravtws ; as 1 Cor. 1, 5. 
év mavth erarouticbyre ev adrm. On ardor. in the sense 
liberality, see the note on 8, 2. 

Ll. aris Karepyageras ov rpdy edyapirriay TO. Os. 
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The sense of these words is not very clear. Grot., 
Hardy, and Rosenm., assign the following one: 
“ que causa est cur nos gratias Deo agamus.”” But 
this sense is frigid and feeble, and cannot well be 
elicited from the words. Est. rightly saw that do? 
jpov, Must signify per nos, i. e. “ interveniente nos- 
tro, ut scilicet intelligantur gratize qua Deo aguntur 
a pauperibus sanctis in Judea, de quibus proximé 
loquitur.”. And so our English translators. And 
this mode of interpretation is supported by the au- 
thority of the Greek Commentators, and is indeed 
placed beyond all doubt by the next verse, in which 
there is the same thought further developed. ‘The 
Apostle here means to show the peculiar benefit of 
this yapis, or God’s gift, namely, that it not only 
supplies the necessities of the poor, (and that, from 
its very nature liberally) but also excites and 
nourishes religion in the hearts of the poor, since 
they have to thank God, as well as their fellow- 
creatures, for what the Apostle further on calls this 
unspeakable gift. 

12. ors 4 diaxovia—O@es. This verse is entirely 
explanatory of the preceding, where see the note, 
Aiakovia is well explained by Theophyl. ériyapyyia. 
The term Aeitoupyia properly signifies a public office, 
a nunistry discharged for the public service, which 
almost always carried with it a considerable ex- 
penditure of money. Hence the word is employed 
by St. Paul to denote the general ministration of 
alms for the service of the poor; and such is the 
sense here. ‘This, the Apostle says, is productive of 
much good, since od povev errs mporavarangotoa, &c. 
The compound zpecavara. has nearly the sense of 
the simple; as infra 11,9. 7d yao dorépyua pod xpor- 
averajpwoay of adeadol, and mporavanrioxw, in Luke 
8, 43. Yet, in these cases, the preposition has an 
intensive force. The word in question occurs in 
Sapient. 19, 4, and an example of it is cited by Wets. 
from Liban. and Athen. The use of the participle 
and verb substantive for the verb (though, as usual, 

VOL. VII. Q | 
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unnoticed by the Commentators), seems to be a 
Stronger mode of expression, and is adopted to ex- 
press what is habitual, and perpetually takes place. 

In the next words, kal resiccevouca 1m ToAAwY 
edyapictiav to Od, Krebs, Wets., and Rosenm., 
regard the ré Oew, as governed by edvyapiorioy, 
*<since verbals may have the sense of their verbs.” 
But syagieria is not a verbal; and wrepiocevw is in 
St. Paul almost always followed by an eis, never by 
a Oia, either in him or any other good writer. Llepioc. 
must be construed with ro @ew, which is for eis rov 
Ocov; a very common change of construction. Now 
repicoesery TH Oca, signifies “to redound to the praise 
and honour of God ;” and dia trav edyaciotioy, sig- 
nifies by the thanks offered to him by the poor re- 
lieved, and by the blessing of all true Christians. 
This mode of interpretation is placed beyond doubt 
by a very similar passage of 4,15. dia rwv wrersvayv 
THY edyapiotiny wepiocedoy eCis THY d0Eav Tod @eod. 
where see the note. | 

13, 14. These verses are also exegetical of the 
preceding. ‘The construction is dofagovres trav Ocoy 
Oia Tis OoKip7as TIS SiaKovias Tavtys, “ glorifying God 
for this trial of your ministration (to the saints).” 
Aogagorres is a nominativus pendens ; as warouriSonevor 
at ver. 11. Aoxipis tHs dsaxovias, the moderns say is 
an hendiadis; or the substantive éox. is, by a He- 
braism, for the cognate adjective: and this is con- 
firmed by the antients. So Theophyl. explains: da 
THs OoKipov TadTYS Kal pEenaprupyerys ext diravopwria 
dcaxovias. The next words éri rn urorayr, point at 
another reason for their glorifying God, namely, ézi 
7h v., “on account of,” &c. There is, however, in 
the expression an irregularity which has perplexed 
the Commentators. Hence various have been their 
explanations. Grot., (following the Syriac Version,) 
takes tis 6uorcyias for Oia Tis suoroyiag: and he 
paraphrases thus: “ gaudent fratres Judzi quod vos 
quoque, per professionem factam in Baptismo, sub- 
jeceritis vosmet Evangelio Christi.” But this is 

, 
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doing great violence to the construction. The two 
most probable interpretations are the following. 
1. That of Beza, Sclater, and Rosenm., who take ris 
6oroyias for TH ELLorAoyoup.evy) ; ; since (as Rosenm. re- 

marks) those who were liberal to other Christians, 
by that very thing publicly professed their consent 
with them in the faith.’ 2. That of Schleus., who 
renders: “ob obedientiam quam prestatis religioni 
Christi quam profitemini.” But this requires a very 
harsh transposition ; ; and then ris aponroyias, must 
be taken for 76 éuorcyodpevev, which is nowhere ap- 
plied to the Gospel itself. I therefore prefer Beza’s 
method, which is indeed confirmed by the words of 
the next verse. 

13. kal crroryti tis Kowwvias, &c. Rosenm. ex- 
plains: Et quod sinceré consentiatis (in religionis 
professione) cum zis (in quos liberales estis) ef cum 
omnibus (aliis Christianis). But this sense, which 
is frigid, cannot be elicited from the words, Be- 
sides, the terms amaot7s and kowwvia have been so 
often, in this and the preceding chapter, used of 
liberality, and distributing to the necessities of 
others, that there is the more reason to think the 
same sense is here intended. And both the antient 
Commentators, and, of the moderns, Grot. and 
Schleus. interpret: “they rejoice at the free-heart- 
edness of this your ministration (to the necessities) 
both of them, and of all (others who are in need),’ 
So Theophyl. : ¢6 AsgaSauer yap tov Bev, ors odes 
dmeraynre Tw elayyenie, WOTE THA Teor rey jnerr a Tob 
pera darincias TA1pouy. Thy yop eRe OT I YHY TO 
edu yensoy didaocke. Kai or anAO dobagours Toy Ceiv, 
ors 7 cm norgs Kah ¥ ayaborns J UpLoV, oUK els avTous povor, 

GAG Kah «is TAYTAS Tous TITUS TEVATAS EKYEIT AA. 

14. Kal adray deyoas, &c. Notwithstanding what 
some modern Commentators think, (as Beza and 
others) these words form part of the same construc- 
tion with edyepioriay ro Ow, at ver. 12.; and wy. 
13 & 14, were rightly thrown into a parenthesis by 
Pagnin., our English ‘Translators, and Wets. ‘The 

Qe 
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Commentators, however, are not a little perplexed 
to find a construction: and Doddr. observes, that 
he hardly knows any passage of the New Testament 
where the construction is more embarrassed. Yet if 
they had seen the true construction of repsocevovusa— 
7 O«ad, as above laid down, they need not have been 
ataloss. The dejoe, is for eis déyow: for, as the 
Apostle before said, that this supplying of the neces- 
sities of the saints would redound to the praise and 
glory of God, so here he adverts to another effect 
which would thence result. ‘* It will also (he says) 
tend to (excite) their prayers for you.” And thus 
erimofouvrwy vcs, is in apposition with vpwv. Kir. 
is rendered by some Commentators “ desirous to see.” 
And so our English translators, and Doddr. ‘longing 
after you.” But this appears to be incurring a 
needless harshness, and is by no means agreeable 
to the words following. It may be sufficient to 
regard the éz} as intensive, and (with Theodoret 
and, of the moderns, all the most eminent) regard 
the verb as simply expressive of warm affection for 
them. So, in a kindred passage of Phil. 1, 8. ws 
erimola wavtas ines. On this interpretation. (which 
is also supported by the Syr.) the words following 
yield a natural, and very convenient sense. 

14. did tiv UrepParnrovoay yagw Tod Oeov Ed’ vpiv. 
The antient Commentators take the yapiv to denote 
the alms itself, which, they say, is so termed, in 
order to ascribe it to the grace of God. ‘Thus (as 
I before observed) it is called a God's gift. So 
Erasm.: quia in vobis Deus tantam beneficentiam 
ipsis contulisset.”. Many early modern Commenta- 
tors take it to denote ‘‘ the influence of God’s grace 
on the minds of the Corinthians,” by which they were 
excited to bestow this gift. It, however, seems more 
agreeable to the context to explain yépw the benig- 
nity of God, to which the words éxi +7 dvexdimyerw 
airod dwpee justafter exactly correspond, which seem 
to be exegetical. One thing is clear, that the Apostle 
means to strongly inculcate that the chief thanks 
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are due to God ; it being his pleasure that it should 
be so: which would suggest to the Corinthians the 
strongest motive for contributing to their utmost 
ability. The antient Commentators rightly observe, 
that the terms vregbarroucay and avexdinyyrw are 
meant to excite them to liberality in contributing. 

15. avexdimyirw, inexpressible. So Arrian, cited by 
Wets. apis ryy avexdijynroy torpay exrarayevres. This 
term may be compared with avexaaanros; asin 1 Pet. 
1, 8. ayarrdobe yapa avexa. ‘These words are 
neither of them found in the Sept. 

CHAP. X. 

Now commences the third part of this Epistle, in 
which St. Paul vindicates himself against the false 
teachers and those that calumniated him. For there 
had come to the Corinthians certain false teachers 
(11, 13.) from among the Jews (11, 22.) who had 
calumniated the Apostle, had invidiously depre- 

_ ciated his gifts and denied his pre-eminences, and 
had even accused him of profanity and hypocrisy ; 
(10, 2.) while, on the other hand, they had bestowed 
on themselves the most unqualified praises. To 
these, therefore, the Apostle adverts in what fol- 
lows, in which he says, 1. That he had come to the 
Corinthians with no other but divine: powers. 10, 

-4—7. 2 That he does not boast, except of the 
promotion of God’s glory, ver. 18—18. 3. That his 
affection for the Corinthians is greater than that of 
false teachers, 11, 1—15. 4. And lastly, he compares 
himself with them, 16—12, 13. (Schoettg.) 

On this portion of the Epistle many modern Com- 
mentators run into strange speculations. From a 
certain change which may here be observed in the 
phraseology, some have fancied that it was another 
Epistle, which was in process of time tacked to the 
first. But there is no appearance of another Epistle 
having commenced, noy have we here any of the 
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introductory matter observable at the commence- 
ment of all the other Epistles; and moreover the 
use of 0é, which is never proemial, utterly discoun- 
tenances the notion. As to the slight difference of 
style, it may easily be accounted for from the dif- 
ference of subject, and perhaps from the difference 
of situation in which it was written. The preceding 
chapters (I think) bear some marks of haste, and 
slight incoherency, as if written on the spur of the 
occasion, in the course of journeying from place to 
place. The following portion is more connected, 
and elaborate, and was probably written at some 
fixed place, and with deliberation. As to what 
Rosenm. and some others urge, that the censures on 
the Corinthians here expressed or implied, are in- 
consistent with the laudatory expressions supra C, 7. 
8 & 9., and therefore this must have been written at 
quite another time, that seems very frivolous, since 
neither the praises nor the censures were meant, or 
understood, to be general, but were only intended 
for those to whom they might apply. In proof of 
this, the reader tnay compare the laudatory and the 
incusatory expressions together, and especially recur 
to the annotations in loco ; and he will find they are 
not irreconcileable. 

The connexion of the present portion is ably traced, 
and the subject matter and scope admirably illus- 
trated by Chrys., to whose remarks I can, however, 
only refer my readers. Rosenm. introduces this 
portion with the following prefatory observations. 
‘“‘ Defendit stiam agendi rationem et auctoritatem ad- 
versus adversarios, aliquos qui ipsi adhue obtrecta- 
bant, epistolas ejus quidem severas esse concedettes, 
sed presentem eum nihil valiturum, nec minis suis 
re ipsa satisfacturum, v. 10. Primo igitur Paulus 
mansuetudinem suam defendit exemplo Christi; de- 
inde ipsis illis amore et modestia plenis precibus 
confirmat, non modo absentem verbis, sed preesentem 
quoque re ipsa castigaturum se esse immorigeros, Si 
salus ecclesite aliter non possit restitui, v. 8. _ 
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VERSE 1. avris 0€ €yo Tladaos. ‘The antient Com- 
mentators well remark on the dignity comprehended 
in this expression. Ae is here copulative and transi- 
tive; as at Rom. 6, 18. ércvfepwévres d€ are ris 
opnaptias, &C. 

1. rapakarw twas dia THs mpacTyTos Kal émiesKelas 
tov Xeicrov. ‘This use of ds in the sense per in ob- 
secrando et obtestando, occurs also in Rom. 12, 1. 
15, 80. 1 Cor. 1,10. In which cases the force of 
the per seems to be this: ‘* by the instrumentality 
of,” or ‘‘ especially adverting to any thing.’’ It here 
seems to signify ‘“‘ by the exercise of,” ‘ exercising 
that mildness of which we have both the precept and 
the example in Jesus Christ.’ [paerns and émiesxele 
are nearly synonymous. 

“Os, (1) who.” Kara rpécwrov, by the force of 
the antithesis, is for rporwy. ; but its full sense seems 
to be ‘‘ when present in person.” ‘The pev and dé 
merely serve to point the antithesis, ‘Tames év upiv, 
scil. efus. By raewos is meant meek, lowly, humble. 
Oassw cis tuas, am confident towards you.” Such 
is the natural sense of the words: but, as it appears 
from ver. 10. (and Theophyl. notices it), that the 
Apostle is here adopting the language of his detrac- 
tors, both the epithets must be somewhat modified. 
Tarewos may signify servilely meek and lowly, as op- 
posed to evkatageovyros; and fags denote ‘* am ex- 
cessively confident.” 

2. deopoi—repimarowyvtas. The de is resumptive ; 
q.d. rapakarw kal decpot. Ilapav is for rapgovrea. And 
bageyoes is used idiwrikws, for ‘* have to be, be obliged 
to be confident towards you.” Our English Trans- 
lJators do not perceive the distinction between 4azéw 
and roapo@, in which there is (I think) a climax. 
The former of these the Apostle employs, as being 
the term used by his detractors. The sense may be 
thus expressed: ‘* I beg that I may not, when, pre- 
sent, have to be confident against you, confident, I 
say, in the determination wherewith,” &c, Theoph. 
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offers the following paraphrase: Aéouor tva py pe 
avaykacyte bapsouvtws ypyoxcbns TH Ouvapes 7) UroAap.- 
Bdavw rorpijoo: Kard tov diaParrovrwy yas ws vme 
KpiTas Kal aralavas. 

2. ws Kata capka mepirarodytas. ‘This does not 
signify hypocrites, as Theophyl. and Cécumen. first 
explain it, but, according to their second exposition, 
Tov arcgova and ray mpos ériderEw moioovra. Or rather 
the sense of this phrase (which may be compared 
with the kara cagka Bovr€vones at 2 Cor. 1, 17.) seems 
to be “to act merely from the dictates of frail and 
corrupt human nature,” such as levity, inconstancy, 
boasting when absent, and timid when present, and, 
in a general way, “being guided by personal interests, 
and carnal and worldly views of ambition, avarice, 
or sensuality.” The phrase, upon the whole, strongly 
implies the absence of every supernatural endow- 
ment and divine commission, such as the Apostle 
claimed. This I conceive to be the full sense of the 
expression, which both antient and modern Commen- 
tators limit too much; though with this difference, 
that the former assign too strong, and the latter too 
weak a sense. 

3. & capkl yap mepimarouyres, 03 KATA TapKa o7g0- 
revon.eba. In this clause we must especially attend 
to the antithesis in év capxl and Keraé capxa, and that in 
mepirat. and orparevopeda. Llepirarew here signifies 
to be or live ; as in Joh. 8,12. od pa) wepimaryoe ev 
cKoria” & 2 Cor. 5, 7. "Ev cagki signifies “ in subjec- 
tion, through human frailty, to carnal and fleshly 
necessities,” such as must necessarily, in some mea- 
sure, influence the actions even of the most holy. 
So Theophyl. explains: cépxa mepixeipeba. The mo- 
dern Commentators do not sufficiently perceive 
(what was distinctly seen by the antients) that the 
Apostle is here especially vindicating and establish- 
ing his divine commission and authority as Apostle. 
(See Chrys.) Thus Theophyl.: seg) roo kypoyparos 
in / A a b] v > U aN 

Omareyerat, Servis OTs ovK Eat avOowmivoy, ovde TIS 
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karwbey desnevey Ponlelas;” q.d. ‘* though, in the or- 
dinary affairs of life, we are compelled to endure the 
infirmity of the flesh,” &c. 

The force of crparevéneda was better perceived by 
the antients than by the moderns, thelatter of whom 
chiefly confine it to the powerful supports which the 
Apostle had to employ, in order to maintain his 
Apostolical authority. But the former (and, of the 
latter, Hamm.) have well seen that the term has re- 
ference, in a general way, to his office and commis- 
sion. For as otparever$as signifies ‘to go out ona 
commissioned warfare,” so, by a military allusion, it 
may denote “to hold a commission, and exercise an 
office.” And the same applies to ocrpareia. So 1 
Tim. 1, 18. iva orparedn Karjy orpareiav, * that thou 
mayst discharge thy office diligently and faithfully. 
The sense therefore is this: “ In the exercise and 
support of this our sacred office and Apostleship we 
do not depend upon carnal supports.” 

The following parenthetical sentence, ra yap rrx 
—éyvpwp.arwy, is explanatory of the preceding, and 
confirms the sense just laid down. 

4. Ta ydo Oran tis orpareias, &c. At cagkixe 
must be understood povev. The sense, which is not 
very perspicuous, may be thus expressed: “ The 
supports of our ministry are not merely carnal, and 
therefore weak, as resting on human force alone, but 
strong (as resting) on God and his aid.” Thus the 
antithesis is more apparent, from which it is clear 
that the above is (as the antient Commentators point 
out) the true sense of @ew, and not that assigned by 
most recent Commentators, who explain it, ‘ judice 
Deo,” or ‘‘ approved unto God ;” or regard it merely 
as a phrase communicating a superlative force to 
duvera. There is (I think) an ellipsis of éxl. The 
carnal weapons have reference to those human aids 
and supports by which the plans of men are carried 
into effect, as riches, fame, eloquence, and human 
policy of every kind. It is well observed by Theo- 
phyl., that the Apostle does not say, ‘‘ we are power- 
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ful,” but our arms are powerful by God (i. e. God 
hath made them powerful) ; for the strength evinced 
by them is God’s, and it is he who energizes and 
wars, though we wear the armour.”” Thus (I would 
add) when Patroclus, clothed in the armour of 
Achilles, conquered, he conquered by the strength 
of Achilles, not by his own. 

The Apostle then follows up the metaphor, and 
further developes the sense (in order to introduce 
the words of ver. 5.) by pointing out the end to 
which these powerful aids must tend, namely, the 
removal of all impediments, however formidable, in 
the way of the propagation of the Gospel. This, of 
course, includes the overcoming of the more imme- 
diate obstacles in the Apostle’s course, arising from 
the perverse opposition, and crafty misrepresentations 
of the false teachers. The dvvara must be construed 
with the wees: and the sense is: ‘‘ have power, avail 
to the destruction of sin.” "Oxvgwpa properly sig- 
nifies a strong hold; yet it is sometimes used, as 
here, in a metaphorical sense, of which Schleus, ad- 
duces as examples, Prov. 10, 30. 2Sam. 22,2. And 
Wets. has numerous instances of cognate terms simi- 
larly used: as Philo 1, 32, 31. roy émitesyiopiv Tey 
evavtioy do&ev Kahaiges & 31. Td KarerKkevacpevoy 
Cxvewp.c dia THS TwY Aoyay wiavernTos’ 424, 21. ava- 
TEEMETHL TAS AdYOS, Ov CdypsoupynTEY ao«PEle. 

5. royiopods Koborpoovres, &c. ‘These words are 
meant to further explain the preceding &ara divaras, 

For though the grammatical construction requires 
that ver. 4. should be regarded as parenthetical, yet 
here (as is often the case in Thucyd.) words placed 
out of a parenthesis refer to those within tt. 

As to the rvyiopods Kabaipovvres, observe, that the 
Classical writers often use Kabaipely To dpovypa, ara- 
2oveiav, &c., and Euseb., cited by Wets., has rods ro- 
yiopovrs erorponevor. The royicpovs is rightly thought, 
by Theophyl. and Wets., to refer to the syllogisms 
and rhetorical strophe of the false teachers, who 
were proud of their Gentile learning. ‘The term has 
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here (as sometimes in the Old Testament), an ad- 
junct notion of vanity and emptiness; as Ps. 93, 11. 
Kuptos yokes rods diaroyiopovs rwv avOpwrwy, Ort Elot 
put cLtob. 

5. mav bUopa eraipsuevoy Kata TIS yywoews Tov 
@cod. Some Commentators (as Grot. and Rosenm.) 
introduce needless perplexity, by supposing here a 
trajectio and an hendiadis. “Yona is here used, by 
a similar metaphor, with dydpwme just before: and 
as aoyiepous has reference to the false teachers, and 
perhaps hostile Jewish doctors, so tywpa may (I 
think with Strigel) be meant for the Heathen Philo- 
sophers, since the pride of philosophy was the greatest 
impediment to the admission and reception tis yvw- 
cews tov Oeov, against which it raised itself like a 
rampart, to prevent its entering the heart. The 
force of the metaphor is well illustrated by Chrys., 
Theophyl. and Doddr. 

In the next words way vénpa I cannot, with Ro- 
senm. and Schleus., recognize any military metaphor, 
as if it meant machinations, since véypa is never so 
used, and the signification would not here be appo- 
site. It rather seems to be used like the aAcyiopods 
just before, and to be meant of vain imaginations. 
See Rom. 1, 21. Aiyparawrigovres is a stronger term 
than vikewvres. This also seems to be meant for the 
learned Heathens at Corinth, who found it more 
difficult to subject their imagination and reason to 
the obedience of Christ than their actions. Against 
this the pride of human reason has ever rebelled. 
Thus it has been in every age; and such is the case 
at the present day. Of those who reject the Gospel 
few are indisposed to admit the excellence of its 
moral precepts, but against any subjection of the 
thoughts or reason of men they loudly protest. 

At umaxojy tod Xpicrod the genitive is used, be- 
cause vUraxovery takes a genitive, and verbal nouns 
often assume the case of the verbs from which they 
are derived. 

6. Kab €v €roinew Exovres—vraxoy. In these words 
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the Apostle plainly reverts to those alluded to at 
ver. 1. ’Ev éroiuw Eye signifies ‘‘ to have in readi- 
ness,” eros exe. It not unfrequently occurs in 
the Classical writers. The sense, which is not fully 
developed, may be expressed in the following para- 
phrase : ‘“‘ We are also ready to punish all disobe- 
dience when (we be present, and) your general obe- 
dience* be completed :” for the Apostle delicately 
hints that it is as yet imperfect. ‘The éxds«yoa: may 
be compared with the rod threatened, and sometimes 
exercised, by the Apostle; asin the case of Elymas, 
the incestuous person, and Hymeneeus and Philetus. 

7. Ta kata tpocwmroey Pacrere; It is well remarked 
by Theophyl., that the Apostle here turns from the 
deceivers to the deceived, and as he threatens the 
former, so he rebukes the latter. Some antient 
Commentators read this.annunciative, or without an 
interrogation. But the latter mode is far more spi- 
rited, and suitable to the context, and agreeable to 
the style of the Apostle. The sense is: ‘* Do ye 
then (think it right to) judge, or form an estimation 
of things (i. e. concerning an Apostle or teacher) ac- 
cording to the outward appearance?” Here there 
is an evident allusion to the false teachers, who in 
person, manners, learning, eloquence, the influence 
of wealth, birth, rank, and all other outward ad- 
vantages, were greatly superior to Paul. Storr and 
Rosenm. also think there is a reference to the ad- 
vantages of having been converted under Christ’s 
own ministry, or being, in some way, related to him, 
&c. But this seems very improbable. One may 
compare the saying of Christ in Joh. 8, 15. dpeis care 
riv cagka Kpivere’ where see the note. 

7. «lf 0€ tis weroiley éxuTm® Xgiorod civos. This, 
again, is evidently levelled against the false teachers. 
In wérobey adro. Rosenm. thinks there is a He- 
braism ; 7 being so used. By trusting or relying 

* So Rosenm.: “ Postquam in catu vestro omnia fuerint Christo 
subjecta, tum etiam membra se mihi opponentia in ordinem re- 
digam.” 
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upon himself is (1 think) meant placing reliance on 
some especial personal merit of his own: and there 
may perhaps be an antithesis between reroey adto 
and aroyiSécbw ap’ Eavtov, where a? éavrov signifies of 
himself, 1. e. without any suggestion from me. On 
the exact force of the words Xgiorov civas Commen- 
tators are not agreed. Theophyl. thinks that some 
boasted of being especially Christ’s disciples, as. 
having been adrorrai. Which may probably be true. 
But we want the light of contemporary history to 
illustrate the obscurity. Some antient and modern 
Commentators think that Xpiorod evar signifies to 
be a minister of Christ: and it is observed by Theo- 
phyl., that when the Apostle says odrws kal yn<%s, he 
speaks by condescension only, since he was greatly 
superior. But this seems very harsh. ‘The opinion 
of Theophyl. above mentioned seems to be the true 
one, since by it the phrase Xgiorod eivas has in both 
clauses a sense far more worthy of the Apostle. He 
might very well say that he was Christ’s, in the sense 
which they affixed to the expression, namely, Xpic- 
Tov avtorrys, since he had as truly seen Christ as they 
had, namely, in the journey to Damascus. On this 
point he has touched in his former Epistle, 7, 8., 
where see the note. This view seems to be confirmed 
by the words following. 

8. €av TE yap Kal megiocdrepov, &c. ‘The sense is: 
** Nay if I should boast somewhat more (than I have 
done) of my power,” i.e. ‘* if I should even make 
greater claims than I have already done to a divine 
commission.” This (I think) plainly alludes to that 
é§oucia which was given him by the personal revela- 
tion of Jesus Christ. Ovk aicyuvbyoonas, “ I should 
not be convicted of falsehood,”* or ‘* feel the shame 
which accompanies the detection of falsehood.” 

In the words 7s €dwxev 6 Kogios piv there is (I 
think) plainly an allusion to the commission given 
to him personally by Christ. The words following 

* So Theophyl.: ov dcayOijoouae Wevorns i} dager, 
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are, perhaps justly, supposed to be levelled against 
the false teachers, whose measures were founded in 
pride and vanity, and tended, not eis olkodouyy, but 
eis kabaiperw, contrary to the Apostle’s earnest and 
repeated injunctions in the former Epistle, 14, 12 
& 26. , 

9. iva py d0&w ésiororxw@v. ‘There is here a remark- 
able ellipsis, which depends upon the words édy kau- 
xijowpor, i.e. “If I were (I say) to boast. But this 
I will not do, in order that I may not,” &c. Acéa, 
« seem, be thought.” ’ExdoBelv ipas dia rev émioro- 
ay, to strike awe by my letter,” namely by ad- 
verting to his €§ovcia, and speaking with authority : 
which implied an indirect threatening towards those 
who resisted it. It appears from the words follow- 
ing that these were the very words of the false teach- 
ers, upon which the Apostle here sarcastically plays. 

10. ér1 ai pev emsotonal, dyol, Pageias Kal ioyupai’ 
7 0€ mapovoia Tod Twparos doberijs, Kai 6 Aoyog ESou%evy- 
pevos. The article has here the force of the pro- 
noun possessive. yoi seems to refer to some one 
person, who, as it appears, had uttered the words. 
Bageias kal isyupal, “weighty and powerful ; autho- 
ritative, influential.” Mackn. and many Commen- 
tators notice the use of émimroaal for émioroay ; as in 
the Latin epistole. But that does not hold good of 
erioroay. Thus the singular, as used of one letter, 
occurs in Acts 15, 30. 23, 25. Rom. 16, 22. Indeed, 
it can hardly be proved that this had place in the 
Classical writers, and it is here unnecessary to have 
recourse to it, since the plural, in such cases as the 
present, is often used for the singular ; and that in 
all languages. It may be observed, that there is a 
sort of hyperbole, or exaggeration, connected with it. 

10. 7% 8€ rapovcla tov cwparos. Here the genitive 
of the substantive is for an adjective, and that for 
mapoy Kata To copa. The dobevys must be inter- 
preted in accordance with the Pageio: and icyupal, 
i.e. ‘carries with it no authority, dignity, or weight.” 
This is justly supposed to allude to some bodily im- 
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perfections, most probably to the Apostle’s very di- 
minutive stature,* and ungracious air and manner. 
The +péowrov is used in the same manner as the 
ox7pc of the Classical writers, and the French main- 
tain (whence our mien) countenance, presence. See 
Steph. Thes. in voc., and Blomf. on AXschyl. Theb. 
484. 

10. Kal 6 Adyos eFovbevypneves, * and his words and 
elocution contemptible, of the lowest estimation ;” 
so 1 Cor. 1, 28. Schleus. renders it vilis et meticu- 
losus. On what is denoted by the term, there has 
been much discussion. Some think that the Apostle 
had a very weak and squeaking voice; others, that 
he had an impediment in his speech. Both, indeed, 
may be conjoined; or we may suppose a mean ad- 
dress, and a great defect in elocution: and, consi- 
dering the little power which the Apostle possessed 
of Greek style, and that his phraseology was, no 
doubt, idiotical, provincial, and popular, the expres- 
sion (especially when considered as the satirical ex- 
ageeration of an adversary, and bearing in mind the 
fastidiousness of the Greeks in such respects) will 
not seem strange. 
~ 11. rodro rAoyiSérbw 6 rowvres, &c. Aoyi2erbw is 
well explained by Theophyl. ywwoxérw. The ex- 
pressions r@ Acyw und Tw "pyw are (as in a thousand 
other cases) opposed; and at ragovres must be sup- 
plied écopne$a, from the verb substantive which oc- 
curred in the former clause. Wets. compares from 
Gabrias: xpis avOpwrous Opaceis mets Adyous, Kah pos 
€pye detaxovs. ‘The sentiment is thus paraphrased by 
Theophyl].: od povov drerodpey Pagéa, aAAd Kal duve- 
pela mapovres cis Epyov Tas ameiras eZeveyxeiv. But 

* Pseudo Lucian, in his Philopatris, gives the following descrip- 
tion of him: “‘ corpore erat parvo, contracto, incurvo, tricubitali,” 
i.e. a petty, crooked, shriveling of four feet and a half. There is 
‘little doubt, however, but tricubitali is no more to be taken for the 
exact measnre than triobolarius necessarily signifies of the exact value 
of three oboles. It seems to have been a proverbial exaggeration 
for one of very diminutive stature. Considering, too, the hand which 
drew this sketch, there can be no doubt that it is in en caricature. 
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this is making the Apostle’s expressions more mina- 
tory than they really are. The sense is: ‘‘ as my 
letters have been (viz. fearless, reproving, authorita- 
tive, and denouncing punishment), so my presence 
shall be.” 

12. od yap ToApwpev—ouvicrayvevtwv. The Com- 
mentators do not perceive the force of the yag in 
this passage, which seems to be nearly that of érara 
yep in the Classical Greek ; q.d. ‘ But we will say 
no more, since we cannot venture to,” &c. Ov roa- 
pope, i.e. ‘non sustinemus,” “‘ we venture not,” 
‘* we cannot bring ourselves ;” as Rom. 5, 7. and 1 
Cor. 6, 1., where see the notes. ‘The zpeis is em- 
phatic ; this (as Theophyl. well observes) being le- 
velled against the false teachers, who exceedingly 
boasted of themselves. 

"Eyxpivas and cuyxpives are well explained by Theo- 
phyl. cuvapiuyous and dvtimapabeivar. The force of 
the terms has been learnedly discussed by Hammond, 
who shows that éyxpive éautods Tois aAAas signifies 
“‘ aliis accensere. Schleus. defines it catalogo ac nu- 
mero insero, socium me addo. Numerous examples of 
this signification are adduced by Steph., Thes., Bu- 
deus, Hamm., Wets., and Schleus. Lex. ‘The word, 
however, occurs no where else in the New Testa- 
ment; and this sense of it was probably not very 
familiar to the Apostle ; for which reason he seems 
to have meant to further explain it by cuyxpivas, 
which, though it generally denotes to compare, yet 
as comparison is supposed to be made by ranging 
objects together, and by the side of each other, so it 
here must have the primary sense, no idea of com- 
parison being included. It is evident, too, that 
trony is couched under the expression. 

The term cuvicravas, commend, has been before 
treated on. That the false teachers did so, and 
boasted, often very groundlessly, of their labours in 
propagating the Gospel among foreign nations, there 
is no reason to doubt. 
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The words following é4\Aa airol—eavyiotory contain a very acute 
dict, which would not have been unworthy of Thucydides himself. 
There is, however, as Theodoret remarks, some obscurity : and this 
is rightly (I think) attributed by that Commentator to the Apostle’s 
backwardness to deal tuo plainly with them. ‘The obscurity, how- 
ever, has (as usual) occasioned much variety of interpretation, and 
(as is not unfrequently the case) some variety in the reading, which 
may he fairly ascribed to the methods adopted by the early librarii for 
clearing the sense, though these (as in many ether cases) were 
rash enough. A few antient MSS. (most of them interpolated), 
and the Vulg., omit the words ov ovyvote.w" ‘Hpyets dé. But this is 
discountenanced by the antient Versions, Chrys., and the other 
Fathers and Commentators, and is plainly a paradiorthosis. Had 
the words not been written by the Apostle, no one would have 
thought of inserting them; whereas, as they stand, they have been 
thought to involve some difficulty; and hence we may account for 
their omission. As to the difficulty, however, I confess I see it not. 
The construction is sufficiently clear, and the sentiinent by no 
means obscure. The words are well rendered by Wets.: “ Hlivero 
semet ipsos in semet ipsis metientes, et semet ipsos sibimet ipsis 
comparantes, non intelligunt quicquam, i.e. stuiti et inflati.” 
Phot., however, and Bos, and also some recent Commentators, as 
Rosenm. (supported by Bengel and Kypke), think that the Apostle 
is speaking of himself, and not the false teachers. They think that 
the phrase to measure oneself by oneself is meant to express modesty, 
and that ovy.otevy is the participle dative plural, ov avvcotc.y, not 
with the wise. But to this sense the article would be indispensable, 
The common interpretation is ably maintained by Grot., and has 
surely nothing objectionable. The only difficulty is in cvriodar, 
which involves an ellipsis, though not unfrequent in other similar 
words, nor even in the one in question. Thus Matt. 13,13, 14 & 

15. kat rH Kapdia ov ovvicr. Mark 6, 52. ob yap cvvijxay éri rois 
dpros’ 7,14. 8,17. ovrw voeire ovdé cuviere ; & 21. ras ob cuviere ; 
and other places, in which the verb is used absolutely, and some- 
thing is meant to be supplied from the context to complete the sense, 
Here we must supply év éaurois éavrovs perpourrTes, i. e. “ while they 

thus measure themselves by themselves only, and not with the true 
Apostles, they perceive not what they are doing, and the self-delusion 
into which they are fallen ;” which is the greatest mark of folly. 
Such (I conceive) is the sentiment the Apostle meant to express, 
And thus our common version is sufficiently defended. Theophyl. 
very well paraphrases thus: éxeivoc ob« décover rpds Tevas Tov &ANwY 
avOparwv cvyKpOijvat, aXN avrot éavrois ovyKpivoyrat Kat dpud- 
Awyrat mpds AAAHAOUS, Kal OVK alcOavovrar THs elot KaTayéaoTOL 
Towavra adazopevdpevot. "Exaoros yap éavroy kpeirrw éywr, 
Tov Erepoy karaPddXder’ Kal ovrw raves dv GAHAoY EvdSdKLOL Pal- 
vovrae’ brep yeXoloy by ov auytovaLy airot. 
Among the numerous passages of the Classical writers which 

Wets. here compares with the present, the following are the most 
apposite. Hor. Ep. 1,7, 98. Seneca de Ira, 2, 21. Non pro fastigio 

VOL. VII. R 
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tuo te metiris, te ipsum projicis. Liv. 3, 54, 3. odium inse aliorum 
suo in eos metiens odio. Cels. ap. Orig. p. 180. oxkwAnKes eiowy év 
yovia Tov év TO iw Tov avOpwTwy Bop[Idpov, EavTOds ju) pETPOUYTES, 
Kat due rovTo amopatydmevoe wept THrALKOUTWY, WS KaTELhnPdreEs. 
Aristot. Rhet. 2, 12, TH yap avToy axaxia Tous méAas perpovat, 

which reminds one of an homely adage of our own country, “ to 
measure another person’s corn by one’s own bushel.” Plutarch 2, 

540 a. dray O€ pydé azd@s Kal Kal’ éavrods éwatveiaOar SyrGow, 
aXN dprAOpevoe Tpds &dorpious éwatvous, Epya Kal rpdbes avre- 
mapaPaddovary avTay, ws dpavowoorres Erépous, TPOS TO KEY@ Pac- 
Kavoy rodypa kat Kaxdnbes towovar. Tor pév yup év &ddorpiw xop@ 
moda TiWévae replepyoy f wapoupia Kal yedotoy amodeiKvuce THY O€ 
év adXorptors éxaivors eis pécov U0 P9dvov Kat EndoruTias é6wOov- 
pévny repiavrodoyiay ed pada dei puddrrecOat. See Dio Chrys. 613 
c.Wets.subjoins the following remark: ‘¢ Si quis-@cAavréas vitio labo- 
rat, et pre arrogantiaé magnifice dese ipso sentit, is se metitur regula 
Lesbia et plumbed; puer sibi magnus videtur, donec se circumspi- 
ciens viros viderit, suamque cum illorum staturA& comparaverit : 
pseudapostoli Corinthiaci comparabant se ipsos sibi ipsis: olim dis- 
cipuli fuimus, nunc doctores; olim pueri, nunc viri; olim paucos 
-habuimus discipulos, nunc multos ; ergo magni sumus, Hec com- 
paratio erat fallax, prava et stulta.” 

13. wpeis 0€ ody) cis TH kperpu Kavyyncopeba, The 
same metaphor is here continued: though there is 
some obscurity, arising from harshness in the meta- 
phor, and excessive brevity in the expression. There 
is evidently a verb wanting in the second clause. 
Some recent Commentators, as Morus and Rosenm., 
supply “ gloriolam quero.” ‘The truth is, kevyyoo- 
peda must be repeated. At &nerza must be supplied 
péoy: but it is not necessary, with Morus and Ro- 
senm., to interpret ‘* extra diocesin meam,” which is 
too formal. The sentiment intended is simply this: 
“J will not boast, or seek glory in respect to any 
parts further than the limits God hath assigned to 
my evangelical labours.” The next words kare 7d 
PETPOv TOU KavEvS ov Enepioey iiuiv 6 Oeds werpou are exe- 
getical of the preceding, and there is somewhat of 
pleonasm in the expressions, which, however, is not 
unusual in similar cases.* 

* The phraseology is thus illustrated by Rosenm., from Morus 
« Kavor h. 1, est certum, finitumque doctori spatium, uno verbo 
diecesis ; et is:kar& ro pérpoy Tov Kowvdvos KavyaoOar dicitur, qui in 
tantum gloriatur, in quantum sua diocesis patet, sive intra fines su 
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In the words é€@ixéobar ayes Kat vpwv there is ano- 
ther ellipsis. We must understand éore, and supply 
something to complete the sense from the preceding, 
as: * And these limits extend so as to reach even to 
you. Of you therefore I may justly boast.” 

14. od yae—Xeiorod. ‘This verse is parenthetical, 
and explanatory of the preceding. The phrase vze- 
pekreivey éavToy 1s compared by the Commentators 
with the Greek treprytay tov bgov, tmép TA Erkappevee 
aydav. (Other similar phrases may be seen in Pollux 
Onom. 3, 151.), and therefore it well corresponds to 
the eis Ta duerpa kavyaodas at ver. 13. At the words 
ws pi edikvovpevor eis vpas some Critics stumble. 
Morus conjectures ws oi pi é. But no change is ne- 
cessary. The present reading is quite accordant to 
the style of the Apostle. The sense is: ‘‘as if we 
did not reach to you,” i. e. as if our boundaries did 
not extend so far as to comprehend you. “Ayps yep 
—Xopiorod. “ For [ advanced as far as you also, in 
(preaching) the Gospel of Christ.” This verb is often 
used in Scripture with an eis following ; as in Matt. 
12, 28. Luke 11, 20. Rom. 9, 31. Phil. 3, 16. where 
see the notes. ‘The verb properly denotes, as here, 
an arrival first at any place. For the Apostle plainly 
alludes to the right of pre-occupancy. 

15. odk eis TA dmerpa Kavyapevor Ev KAAOT phos KéraLS. 
Vater here points as if kavydmevos were dependant on 
the 13th verse. But by what verb? Kavyyodueda ? 
That, however, were harsh. It is better to suppose 
that the Apostle here, as often, separates the parti- 
ciple from the verb; or the participle may be a no- 
minativus pendens. ‘There is, however, an epanalep- 
sis. The Apostle resumes the sentiment of ver. 13. 

diceceseos, Tod pérpoy autem rov kaydvos est modus seu mensura, 
quz constat definito ambitu, que nunc est definitum spatium, ut si 
scriptor peperpnpevov Kavova dixisset. Est ergo pérpoy genus, 
Kav@y species, qua specie nominandA genus accuratius definitur, 
quale nominatim jé7poy nunc intelligendum sit. Quare sive dicat 
peérpov solum, sive kaydva solum, sive wérpoy rou Kayovos Conjungat: 
ubivis eadem res exprimitur.” 

R2 
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in order to ingraft another on it: “ We do not boast 
beyond our limits upon other men’s labours.” Here 
there is an evident allusion to the false teachers, who 
had actually done this at Corinth. ‘The sentiment is 
too obvious to need explanation. Wets. compares 
Hor. 1 Epist. 19, 12. Libera per vacuum posui ves- 
tigia princeps, Non aliena meo pressi pede. 

In the words following the Apostle hints at the 
resulé which he hoped for from his labours, namely, 
not merely acceptance and honour at Corinth, but, 
yet more. ’Earida be Eyoures, “ We have, moreover, a 
hope ad&avonevns THs Ticrews ip.wy ev Uulv peyaruvOj vat, 
namely, that as your faith increases, i. e. as the pro- 
fession of the Gospel extends further among you, &c. 
The Apostle seems to have in view the further per- 
fecting of the faith in some, and the extension of it 
to others at his next visit to Corinth. The expres- 
sion éy bpiv peyaruv4yver signifies “to gain fame and 
glory by you,” namely, as the teacher justly may by 
theimprovement of his pupils. In peyaaruverbas, to be 
praised for, get honour by, there is a sort of He- 
braism; and this use also occurs in Acts 19, 17. 
Phil. 1, 20. and sometimes in the Old Testament. 
See Schleus. Lexx. Nov. et Vet. ‘Test. 

15. kara rv kavova signifies the same as at ver. 13., 
namely, “ within my limits, and according to my just 
right.” Eis repicoeiav is to be construed with peyaa. 
and signifies “ ad abundantiam usque ;” an adverbial 
phrase. 

16. cis re Urepexea vpay evayyernicacbos, &c. The 
construction of these words is obscure ; though it is 
not touched on by the Commentators. At edayye- 
rAicacba: I would supply wore, which is equivalent to 
eis ro. Now eis 7 often denotes result. ‘The sense 
therefore is: ‘* The result which I hope for this 
abundant success of my labours among you is evay- 
yerioarbas (scil. pe) eis Te trepexeva tuov, “ that I 
may spread the Gospel to the parts beyond you.” 
To what part the Apostle here alludes we can only 
conjecture. Rosenm. observes, that as the Corin- 
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thians carried on extensive navigation and com- 
merce, the Apostle hoped that some tidings of the 
Gospel would, by them, reach to the regions beyond ~ 
them, and thus an opportunity be afforded to him of 
preaching there; as was formerly the case at Antioch. 
I should be inclined to think that the Apostle had 
chiefly in view the parts beyond the Isthmus, namely 
Peloponnesus, and perhaps Acarnania and Epirus, 
which had a close connection with Corinth. Mackn., 
however, is of opinion that he alludes to the regions 
of Italy and Spain, whither he intended to go. ‘ For 
(continues he) in Laconia, Arcadia, and the other 
countries of Peloponnesus, which composed the Ro- 
man province of Achaia, he had already preached the 
Gospel; as is plain from the inscription of both his 
letters to the Corinthians.’ Yet Doddr. denies that 
there is “ any thing to be found in the New Testa- 
ment of planting churches in these parts of the Pelo- 
ponnesus.”’ I am certainly not aware of any such. 

16. odK éy adroTpiw Kaveri cis TH ETOILA KavxATATbAE, 
“so (however) as not to aim at boasting over that 
which is readily obtained, and in another person's 
bonds.” The sentiment is similar to the preceding 
€y Korois AAR Kavyaobar. Attra érona must be sup- 
plied égya.* The whole passage is thus paraphrased 
by Theophyl.: Ti otv earigouey : brs Kal els Ta Urepere- 
Kea Uuoy edayyeniToueda Kal TUxoy Kal em’ Exeivols KaU- 
Hic opeba, lye WhEAjroney avTovs. 

17. The Apostle concludes with a most weighty 
dict, which would be especially valuable to all such as 
were in the ministry (for whom itis evidently meant), 
but which is also introduced, (very judiciously,) in 
order to lessen the feeling of disgust, which is apt to 
rise on hearing any one excessively commend him- 
self. In this view Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) ex- 

* So Appian, Syriac. p. 151. (cited by Wets.) dcaXeiy eis ripv EA- 
Aada dn Tapaxadodyres, ws él Epyor E€rouov. Schol. on Aristoph. 

Equit. 391. Thucyd. 1, 70. ipeis dé 79 éwedOeiv Kat ra Eromua ay 
Prabar, 4, 61. yor re po) TeocHhKoyTa éxikrwpévous adv, 7] 7H 
érouwa PAawTOVTAs. 
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cellently paraphrases thus: €yovres yap Tormura Epy ots 
ou KOA AS ope, ovde ExuTols Th roysSopedon One TH Ow 
TO wey, Kab aur edbacamey peer pov" eles ouy KaKElvous Ev 
TOUT Kay eo Gat. Compare 1 Cor. 1, 31. 

18. 03 yop—owicryow. The Commentators do not 
perceive that this is directly levelled against the false 
teachers. See ch. 1. Acxipts, accepted, approved: a 
metaphor taken from coins, which are approved by 
the Prince, and accepted by the subject, and pass 
current. So doxipos ev Xpiorw in Rom. 16, 10.) Ht 
is not necessary to refine so much as some do on the 
sentiment, which must be taken in its plain import. 
By cuvicryow is meant “ commends by the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit, and the evident blessing on his mi- 
nistry.” Such is what the Apostle seems to have 
intended: and to this he might safely appeal in his 
own case; though he delicately suppresses all men- 
tion of himself. Theophyl. well annotates thus: Osx 
cimey, apes eo pney BoKipot, ann ov 6 Kupios ouvio rye 

 TOUTET TH, ov 7 anrbere TOU Epyou Kal TOO Komwou PETA TIS 
Hagiros To Oeod awoderkwes doxiprov. 

CHAP. XE. 

VERSE L. oferty avelyerGE prov pikpoy TH aPporvoy— 
pov. As ver. 17. of the.preceding chapter was in- 
tended to deprecate the +o Goprikiv, or indigna- 
tion, which arises at hearing self-praise, so is the pre- 
sent verse, where it was the more necessary, since he 
had to subjoin more of such praise. The words may 
be rendered: “ Would that ye could bear with mea 
little in my folly (of boasting). Now do bear with 
me!”* Qn this sense of dderty, utinam, see Matth. 
Gr. Gr. or Schleus. Lex. Here there are two read- 

* Rosenm. thinks that the words a\\a cai avéyeobe are ironical: 
and he paraphrases thus: ‘* Vos nihil Jibentius auditis, quam si quis 
se laudat.” But that is far-fetched, and inconsistent with the words 
immediately following, which assign a reason why they should bear 
with him. 
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ings, adpoovvy and agpocvvys. In the former case 
must be understood ér}; in the latter évexa, and this 
reading seems to be the best founded. "AGpocuras, 
‘* folly of boasting.” To this the Apostle has often 
before adverted. "“Aaad kal, guinimo, qguinetiam ; as 
Luke 12, 7. 16, 11. where Schmid. says it is eis 
aveno iv. 

It is plain that this self-praise is compulsory, aris- 
ing from necessity, and employed with a view solely 
to the good of his converts, lest they should be alien- 
ated by the false teachers, who so studiously depre- 
ciated him. 

2. nro yap pas Oeod e7jaw, ‘I love * you with a 
divine affection,” i. e. not through any human mo- 
tive, but solely for the sake of God. (See Theophyl.) 
This metaphor suggested to the Apostle’s mind the 
comparison which follows, of which the imagery and 
cast is Jewish and Oriental, and therefore not very 
distinct to our Western conceptions. The question 
is, whether by yauoreuyv the Apostle had an allu- 
sion to the apyoorral, those friends who made and 
procured the marriage for the bridegroom ; as is the 
opinion of the Greek Commentators, and some mo- 
derns, as our English Translators, Wets., Raphel, 
Elsner, and Wolf; and in this sense the word often 
occurs in the Classical writers, and so it is used in 
Prov. 19, 14. See also Rom. 7, 4.:+ or, whether he 
has an allusion to persons who, like the a&ppocvves 
among the Lacedemonians, formed the lives and 
manners of virgins, making them virtuous and dis- 
creet, and so prepared them for marriage. The 
point, though of little importance, is indeed perplex- 
ing, and hardly admits of determination. It should 
seem better not to press on the nuptial allusion in 
the term, but, with Krebs and Mr. Mall ap. Park- 
hurst, render thus: ‘ adaptavi enim vos (Christianis 

* Or rather “ I ardently love you;” for, as Theophy!. observes, 
Enroruria éxt roy dikads EowyTwy TiKkreTat. 

t Krebs, too, refers to the example of Esther, ch. 2, 12. and Jo- 
seph. 11, 6, 2. 
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doctrinis et virtutibus.... ornavi) ut uni viro, tan- 
quam virginem puram sistam, nempe Christi.” Hf 
there be any metaphorical allusion in ypp., it may be 
not so much to the epuocvves as the offices of guar- 
dian and preceptor, &c. See the note of Krebs, 
whose objection to the conimon nuptial sense of the 
term cannot (I think) be removed by throwing the 
words ijppordpyy yay Uuds evi avdpt into a parenthesis 
(as is done by Schleus. and Doddr.), thus joining 
enaw with ragacrjZoos: which is offering great violence 
to the construction, and can by no means be ad- 
mitted. 

3. doPodpas d¢—Xeicrov. Rosenm. remarks that 
the Apostle proposes the example of the woman 
being deceived by the serpent, because he had just 
compared the Church to a virgin. And Woif ob- 
serves, that the Fathers, and the best modern Theo- 
logians, have from hence rightly inferred that Satan 
used the serpent as the instrument wherewith to 
seduce the human race. See Suic. ‘Thes. 2, 536. 
and see Joh. 8, 44. Rev. 12, 9. 20, 20. Wisd. 2, 24. 
Besides, as Mackn. observes, the serpent, in the his- 
tory of the fall, is said to be punished as an ac- 
countable agent. See more in Mackn. 

3 éy 77H rayovpyia. An adverbial phrase for zay- 
oupyws, craftily. See more on the sentiment in 
Doddr. and the other practical Commentators. 

3. odtw Gbapr—Xpiorey, “so your thoughts and 
reasonings be corrupted and perverted from the sim- 
ple, pure, and unadulterated truth as it 1s in Christ.” 

4 ek pev yelp 6 epyopevos, &c. In these words there 
is no little obscurity ; and hence there has been some 
difference of interpretation. (See Pole.) Rosenm. 
paraphrases thus: “ Si quis istorum, qui ad vos 
veniunt, alium Jesum vel Salvatorem (verum) aliud- 
que Evangelium (verum) commendat, (quod tamen 
fieri non potest), recté sané eum toleraretis.” He 
also proposes another mode of interpretation, but ex- 
ceedingly harsh. The former (which is adopted by most 
modern Commentators) is greatly preferable. Ro- 
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senm. and most moderns treat the sentence as troni- 
cal. But this seems to be utterly unfounded, and is 
without any warrant from the antient Interpreters, 
who, after all, have (I think) best discerned the true 
sense. Thus Theophyl. (from Chrys.) : ékoumragov oi 
Wevdarsrrorol, WS TA€oY TL THY ATOTTOAWY cio Depovres* 
Eel ody TOAAR EPAVapOUY avEnTa, Ty EEWIEY ToPin YpwLE- 
vor, OPyoly ors Ek wev exypuTroy erepoy Xpioriv, ov knovy4yvas 
der, Hcis O€ wapenrcimoner, Karws yveiyerbe. So also 
C&cumen. and Theodoret. ‘The scope of the Apos- 
tle, and the nature of the subject is ably treated on 
by Phot. The yvex., he remarks, implies censure ; 
since, as appears from the yap, it must be taken in 
connection with the preceding sentence, where a 
corruption of the Gospel is imputed to them. The 
ground of censure (he adds) is this: ‘ Your being 
deceived is inexcusable, since, when both we and the 
false teachers say the same thing, you abandon us, 

-and hold with them: you have not to plead novelty 
and variety, which are usually so attractive, and mis- 
lead the simple.” 

By érepov, as applied to Saviour, Spirit, and Gos- 
pel, is meant (by a not uncommon ellipsis) another 
and better. Now had that been the case, they would 
have been excusable. To complete the argument, 
there must be supplied, at the end of the verse, 
‘“‘ But that is not the case ; therefore ye are inexcus- 
able.” So that it is not true that the Apostle (as many 
recent Commentators tell us, and to which Mr. 
Valpy assents,) supposes an impossible case. He 
merely means what actually is not the case. 

After all, however, one difficulty remains. *Hyvei- 
yeobe is rendered *“‘ you might bear with them.” 
But in this term, upon every interpretation yet 
offered, there is something peculiarly strange: for 
they are reproached not only for having borne with 
them, but admitted their pretensions, nay preferred 
them. Nor can the jveiyerbe be so tortured as to 
yield the sense “ ye might admit their pretensions.” 
And to suppose any trony would be very frigid. I 
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cannot but suspect a corruption: and this is counte- 
nanced by the variety of readings; though, by a 
strange coincidence, they afford no clue to unravel 
the difficulty. I have however little doubt but that 
the true reading is évetyeo$e: and this is preserved in 
at least one very antient MS. ¥ (of the ninth cen- 
tury), and (if I am not mistaken) it was read in the 
MSS. from which the MSS. pb, £, and many others 
which read dvelyecbai, were copied; a and e being 
perpetually confounded. Nay, Phot., when he ex- 
pounds rpocsyew and rporriferbe, seems to have so 
read. Certainly éeveiyeode yields an excellent sense, 
since it is not only very applicable to the evident 
intent of the Apostle, but is a more cutting expres- 
sion, as if their putting themselves under these men 
were a kind of bondage. And the truth of this read- 
ing is placed beyond doubt by a kindred passage of 
the Apostle himself at Gal. 5, 1. py maaw Suye dov- 
rAclas eveyeo%e, where there is the very mistake in 
many MSS. which read aveyerbe. Examples of the 
term it were unnecessary to adduce, as they may be 
found in the Greek writers passim. 

5. roylouor yap pydev, &c. Here there is left to 
be supplied, in order to complete the sense, a clause 
to which the yap refers, namely, “ (No, you can 
pretend to no such thing. They have noé found 
you another and better Saviour, more ample en- 
dowments of the Holy Spirit, nor have promulgated 
better doctrines than those ye have received from 
me; nor can any others) for I account myself to be 
nothing inferior to the first Apostles.” Theophyl. 
remarks on the modesty of the expression, which is 
not directly affirmative. By the “chief Apostles” the 
antient Commentators justly conclude are meant 
Peter,* James, and John. So, in Gal. 2, 9. they 
are called the pillars of the church. He had (I 
think) Peter chiefly in view; since it appears from 
1 Cor. 1, ,12. and 3, 12. that there was a party at 

* T leave it to the Roman Catholics to determine how this is 
consistent with the superiority they maintain of that Apostle over 
the rest. . 
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Corinth who were followers of Cephas, i. e. Peter. 
Agains these persons, therefore, the present sentence 
seems to be levelled. 

‘Yorepyxévas, ‘ to be inferior ;” as 1 Cor. 8, 8 and 
12., 24. and frequently in the later Greek writers. 
‘Yrtp alav, highest; the adverb being put for the 
adjective. The Commentators compare veces, to 
which may be added umepregicows and Umepexrepiocod, 
both used by our Apostle, who is indeed much at- 
tached to compounds in vrep. I would also add 
Thucyd. (7, 70. T. 3, 10,13.) ray Krome peyav Atay. 
Wets., too, aptly compares Eustath. on Hom. Od. Oe 
p: 275 "35. Kal’ 0 orpcsvonevoy A€yopey Tive Umrep Alay 
oOQoy. 

6. «1 b€ Kal idiwrys TO Ady, AAA od TH yvwoes. The 
Apostle (I think) here adverts to what was urged by 
the Antipauline party, as the grounds. of inferiority 
in him. The rapgovcia tod cwpartos aobevys, he does 
not deign to advert to; but in respect to the other 
charge, he admits that his phraseology is not po- 
lished or elegant: for that is the sense of id:arys, 
which signifies one of the common people; q. d. 
«“ My language i is that of a plain unlettered person,’ 
The term Y here signifies rude, unskilled. So Gloss. : 
6 Pa vorpwy. Hesych. : Piel ttes ameipous. And this 
sense is very frequent in the Classical writers. So 
Themist. 10. p. 184. (cited by Wets.) Tpenyopoy 
cixev—ov0e domep Yrorry BagBapoy, ouTw o€ Kal TH 
Oravoter, GAN éy TH CTuvEives panroy Topwrepoy i €v ToIs 
omhats. Diogen. Laert. 87. Tgity de dralpeois Aoyou, 
oy of sora Biain€yovra pos AAANAOUS ‘OUTOS O7 6 TeoTros 

mporayopeveTas idiwtikos. See also the note on Acts 
4,13. and 1 Cor. 14, 16. To the faculty of learn- 
ing and eloquence, he says, he makes no preten- 
sions ; but, he adds, he is not an idiotes, év yuwou.* 
By yvaéors is here meant divine knowledge, the a¢cyos 

* Thus, we may observe, every one is an idiotes to a certain de- 
gree; as he must, in some things, be deficient: since, non omnia 
possumus omnes. 
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yvwoews, as the Apostle elsewhere calls it. So 
Theodoret: tiv pev Yrorray amalseutoy Exw, THY dé 
Oravoiay Ty Oeoyvwoia Kexoopypevyy. See the learned 
note of Elsner, who, among other passages, cites the 
following from Origen contra Cels. L. 3. p. 122. ra) 
oi), OTL 7 Oqueceont Toy vouv Ted avdpos ey biwriKy TH 
rete peyarn Tepivoovytos’ 7) py Gavpacas, adtos Karo- 
yenacrtos daveirar. “ArAK OU, 4 yet not. 
The words following, av’ é& ravti davegwbevres— 

twas (in which the antient Commentators recognise 
a reproach on the false Apostles) seem to merely 
contain this sentiment: ‘‘ But I need not enlarge on 
this point, having sufficiently manifested myself to 
you as such, or being manifested as such to you at 
all times, in all businesses, and on all occasions.” 

"Ev wavtl €v waow is an intensive form elsewhere 
used by the Apostle: and Gavepwhevres, is for davepw- 
Bers which propr iety of language would have required. 

VW. 7) Gpaptioy exolyoa— iyi. There is here a some- 
what abrupt transition, which may be softened by 
supplying the following links in the chain of con- 
nexion, which seem to have existed in the Apostle’s 
mind, though not expressed in words. (Having thus 
granted my inferiority, where it affects not the ob- 
jects which my evangelical office is especially meant 
to serve, and having asserted that dignity and rank 
which the grace of God warrants me in claiming, 
I may well ask where is my offence.) Have I com- 
mitted an offence in humbling myself, that you might 
be exalted,” &c. The interrogation has great force 
and energy; nor is there in it, what some modern 
Commentators fancy, irony; which might be the 
case, if the interrogation were removed, thus: “ It 
seems then that I have done wrong by,” &c. But 
the mode pursued by the Apostle is justified by the 
example of the greatest writers, and in desorys is 
scarcely inferior ‘to the most admired passages of 
Demosthenes and Cicero. 

7. euaurov rarevav, humbling myself, i. e. by labour- 
ing with my hands, submitting to a voluntary po- 
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verty,* and by not claiming the privileges of my 
equals, thus, as it were, tacitly admitting inferiority.” 
“Ive vWwSijre. Theodoret well explains this : iva cixo- 
dournbyre meds tiv wiotiv, built up in the faith. See 
the Commentators ap. Pole, who trace various senses 
in which this might be true, a// of which, however, 
could not have been meant by the Apostle: but 
they omit what it is probable he had chiefly in view, 
namely, the fame and reputation which the church 
of Corinth sustained among the Christians, from the 
pre-eminence of the spiritual gifts of its members, 
and which might fairly be ascribed to the labours of 
the Apostle. It is justly supposed by Theophyl., 
that in the rarevey and spwbyre, the Apostle means 
to play upon his own expressions; as in 10, 10, 7 de 
Tapoucia cwoparos acbevys. 

The dwpexy is a noun, with a subaudition of xara, 
taken adverbially ; as in Matt. 10, 8. dwpeay ercBere, 
dweeay Oore. And so also in the Old Testament. See 
Schl. and Tromm.-+ The note of Mr. Locke may 
also be consulted ; but it seems too hypothetical, 
and far-fetched. 

8. aAras ExkAnoias eovAnta, AaPav cbwvov, pos 
riy vey Siakoviav. It is observed by Theophy]l. that 
he might have said, ‘but I lived by the labour of 
my hands,” he, however, adopts this mode of put- 
ting the case, to make his language the more cut- 
ting; q.d. ‘*nay, 1 even abandon my rule, to render 
you service, and advance your spiritual welfare.” 
When he speaks of other churches, he is supposed 
from Phil. 4. to have reference to that of Philippi 
only. On this idiom see the note on 10, 10. 

The word écvajoae must be understood comparate. 

* SoChrys.: év creroxwoig duayaywr* and Theophyl.: Acwrror. 
Also CEcumen.: éyavrov Aipw@ rarecvwoa. Perhaps be had in 
mind Ps. 35, 13. “ I humbled my soul with fasting.” 

+ Here I would notice an evident imitation in Philostr. V. Ap. 8, 
21. 6 Sé (i.e. Apollonius, ) dorep rods Tvyas gaa, kai rovs Kpoloous 
a&kAetorous mapéxey Tas Tov Onoavowy Ouvpas, iy’ éravr\elv ein, 

Tois Seopévots, oUTw mapeixe Ti} EavTOV copiay ToIs Cpwrwat, 
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For, by making an exception in that case, he, as it 
were, spoiled them. ‘This, it seems, he was com- 
pelled to do in this instance, since we may suppose 
his close attention to the forming such a church as 
that of Corinth would prevent his so labouring with 
his hands as to altogether support himself. How- 
ever, the little he would want was gladly supplied 
by the Philippians for so important a service; and, 
be it remembered, that he had previously earned it 
by his evangelical labours at Philippi. Some think 
that he even contributed something out of what he 
had received from the Philippians for the mainte- 
ance of a minister, after he had left Corinth. But 
this is not countenanced by any antient authority, 
and is in itself very improbable. 

8. Kal ragwv rebs Upas Kal dorepyfels, “and when, 
on having come to you, I was in need.”” Soin Phil. 
4, 12. vorepeiofa: is opposed to mepiooevery’ and so 
also 1 Cor. 1, 7. adore tpas px vorepciobar ev pydevi 
xupiopors and Heb. 11, 37. ‘This signification is, 
however, more frequent in the active voice, as Heb. 4, 
1., and often in the Gospels. It may be hence in- 
ferred that he only accepted assistance when he was 
votepyfels, put to streights; and therefore there is 
the less reason for the supposition adverted to in the 
verse preceding. 

8. od karevapKynoe ovdevis, ** I was heavy on, or bur- 
thensome to, none of you;” or more literally, ‘I 
did not lie a dead weight upon you.” The term 
properly signified to affect any one with torpor, from 
yaok7, a fish possessing that power (See Athen. and 
Philo, cited by Wets. ; and this is confirmed by Mr. 
Humboldt), and cera, down. Thus it merely signi- 
fies to weigh any one down with an overpowering 
load;* like that of the torpedo, or incubus, Of this 

* The word is thought, by Jerome (Algas. 2, 10., cited by Wets.), 
to be a Cilicism. His words (which deserve attention) are these: 
«‘ Multa sunt verba, quibus juxta morem urbis et provincia sue fa- 
miliarius Apostolus utitur ; a quibus exempli gratia pauca ponenda 
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term the words further on, kal éy ravtl aBapy—rypjcw 
are explanatory. The words 73 yap vorepnpe wou— 
Maxedovias are parenthetical. The rpocavarajpwouy 
is explained by Rosenm., “* suppleverunt, si quid 
deesset ad meum victum, quod manuum labore non 
poteram parare.” So 9, 12., where see the note. 
By the brethren coming from Macedonia the Apostle 
is supposed, from Phil. 4, 11., to mean the Philip- 
pians. Some of them were probably brought to Co- 
rinth by commercial business. 

9. kal, yea. ’APBapy, unburthensome. ‘The word 
occurs no where else in the New Testament, and no 
where in the Old Testament. It is, however, cited 
trom Piut. by Schleus. And Wets. adduces exam- 
ples of it, as from Diotogenes ap. Stob.: aPapéa det 
Hey woth mavras avopwrws, parAwora O€ FoTh TOUS pajovas 
kal karadecatépous Tals Wuyais. Inscrip. od povov de €v 
ToUTAS apupy EauTov TageckyTat. ‘These writers seem 
to have had in mind this passage of the Apostle. 
The words dag) tpiv évautoy éeripyoa, Kal TypHow 
breathe most dignified magnanimity ; as at ver. 12. 
6 b€ mod, Kal roryow. Theophy]. remarks that this is 
as much as tosay: *‘I mention not thisin order that 
I may henceforward receive of you.”* There is 
something, too, very cutting ; q. d. ‘* I cannot so far 
rely on you as to take aught of you.” 

10. The Apostle follows this up with a solemn as- 
severation, and that confirmed by an oath ; for both 
are included in the formula éorw aaybere Xeiorod ev 
évol. The form of asseveration is found in 1 Tim. 

» 

sunt—ov karevdoknoa bpov, h.e. non gravavi vos, Quibus et aliis 
multis verbis usque hodie utuntur Cilices. Nec hoc miremur in 
Apostolo, si utatur ejus linguze consuetudine, in qua natus est'et nu- 
tritus.” I see no reason why the Apostle may not be allowed his 
Cilicism as well as Livy his Patavinity. But it may be questioned 
whether this use of the word was confined to Cilicia, Thus Plut. 2, 
8 F. (cited by Wets.) a&xavapkaor yap Kal dpirrover rpds Tous TOvOUS, 
ra pey Sie ris ANynddvas Tov TANYGY, Ta OE duce Tods UBpets. 

* One may compare a very kindred passage of 1 Cor. 9.15. 
ey bé ovderi éxpnodpny robrwr. OvK éypata dé radra, iva rovro 
vyévnrat év épot. 
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2,7. Both are united in Rom. 9, 1. danferey réyw 
ev Xpiorw, ov Yevdon.ct, which is exactly of the same 
import with the present formula, though much 
plainer. The phrase here used is very harsh, and the 
ratio of it has not been satisfactorily pointed out by 
any Commentator. Péscator does the most towards 
it, who renders: ‘‘ ne censeatur in me esse Christi 
Mika nisi affectus sim,” &c. Perhaps the sense 

be more literally expressed thus: ‘* There is 
ae truth of Christ in me as (07+) this my boasting,” 
&c., or ‘ Let the truth of Christ, i.e. the real trath 
before Christ, be thought to be in me, as I shall do 
what I protest, namely, when I say that this my 
boasting shall not be stopped (by any) in the regions 
of Achea.” Iam surprised that the Commentators 
should not have compared an altogether kindred 
passage of 1 Cor. 9, 16., where, after making the 
very same protestation, that he will take nothing of 
them, the Apostle subjoins : Kaihoy yap panroy dmoba- 
very - TO KAUY TG [Lov Woe TIS KEVWOr. 

10. 4 Kavynois airy od dpayjreras, ‘ this boasting 
shall not he hindered, obstructed, taken away.” On 
the general sense intended the Commentators are 
agreed ; but not on the ratio metaphors. ‘The an- 
tient, and some modern ones (as Grot.) think there 
is an allusion to a river which is dammed up, and has 
not free course. And to that use this verb is often 
applied, both in the Old Testament and in the Clas- 
sical writers, but not in the New Testament, where 
it is only employed of the stopping of the mouth, 
physically (as Hebr. 11, 33. and 2 Macc. 14, 36. 
.d Macc. 2, 60. Dan. 6, 22.), or metaphorically ; as in 
Rom. 3, 19. iva wav oropa Gpayy" where see the note. 
And this, it should seem, is the allusion in the pre- 
sent passage, since he who is convicted of falsifying 
a solemn asseveration in the sight of God, may be 
said to have his mouth effectually stopped. So ‘Theo- 
dor et: Ovdels, ya, EP pases pou TO OTOP, Ode, ATOT~ 
TEpyores pe TOD THS OE PiroT Lins avy TAT OS. The eis 
eve is thought to be equivalent to pod or evy. But 
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why did not the Apostle use one of those words? 
Because the «xar’ éue, which signifies guod ad me at- 
tinet, was better suited to his purpose, which seems 
to me to have been to glance a reflection on the false 
teachers, who were so burthensome to the Corin- 
thians. ‘Thus ver. 20. avéyeobe, ef tis tucs xaradou- 
Aol, ef rig KaTET Het, El TIS AapBaver. 

11. diari; brs odk ayarw pas. Being about to in- 
troduce the reason why he took not of them, namely, 
because of the false Apostles, he first destroys the 
supposition of the Corinthians, (because, forsooth, he 
did not love them,) replying that it is rather because 
he loves them more, and therefore does not wish them 
to be injured by the false Apostles. Theophyl. It is 
rightly observed, too, by Theophy]., that this is said 
to soften the preceding. The Corinthians might, 
without knowing the Apostle’s private reasons, think 
it a token of less unreserved affection, that he had 
deigned not to take any thing of them. This, it 
seems, they had thought, and to this the Apostle ad- 
verts: and in the answer to the interrogation, the 
words 6 @eds oidev, Which contain a most solemn asse- 
veration,* imply a strong negation of the preceding, 
Yet he does not plainly tell them his reason for so 
acting. Nor does he express it directly, but leaves 
it to be inferred from what follows. 

12. 6 d€ raw, Kal rojow, * But what I do, I will 
also continue to do.” “Iva €xxolw riv aPopyyy—rpeis, 
“ that I may cut off a handle from those who seek a 
handle, in order that wherein they boast they may be 
found even as we.” The sense of this pointed and sar- 
castic sentence, according to the opinion of the best 
antient and modern Commentators, is this: “ that 
wherein they boast, not really act, namely, in teach- 
ing gratis, that they may be found to do even as we 

* So Terent. Hecyr. 4, 2, 22. (cited by Wets.) Sic optime, ut 
ego opinor, omnes caussas precidam omnibus, et me hac suspi- 
cione excludam. Hierocl. Aur.Carm. Pyth. p. 173. (cited by Kypke), 
70 dé BovretecOar mp0 Epyou mpods Trois tdAats ayabots, Kal THs oif- 
Gews €xkdmTEt TAS APOPMaS. } 

VOL. VII. s 
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do (viz. if they would aim at the reputation we 
have), i. e. *‘ to take nothing, which now they are not 
found to do:” for (as the Apostle proceeds to say 
further on) they shamefully pillaged the converts. 
Such I conceive to be the true sense of the Apostle 
in this very brief and obscure passage, which some 
Commentators ap. Pole strangely misconceive. . 
12. of yap rowdra Wevdarcctoraci—Xpiorov. The 

Apostle now proceeds to more plainly designate the 
persons against whom the above sentences were 
levelled. 

The yap has reference to a clause omitted; q. d. 
“It is no wonder that the persons I allude to should 
seek a handle to censure me, and should boast of 
themselves falsely, for such are false Apostles.” Here 
must be supplied eos. “Epyaros dors, “ crafty, frau- 
dulent, and hypocritical teachers ;” for such is the 
sense of ésydéros, and not workers (on which it would 
be vain to cite Luke 13, 27. oi épyaro: tis adixias). So 
the word is used in Matt. 2. 37 & 38. Luke 19, 2. 
Phil. 3, 2. Baewere rods kakovs epyaras’ and 2 Tim. 2, 
19. épycrys dveraisyuvtos. And so the Schol. on Aris- 
toph. Pace 1068, Bragrys EvoiKos dorm Povreurygia. 

The next words perarynpariopnevor eis amrorrcaous 
X. are explanatory of Wevdarcrroran. Meracynp.. is of 
the middle voice, and signifies ‘‘ changing themselves 
into, assuming the appearance of :” a direct charge 
of hypocrisy. 

14. adris yap 6 Daravas perarynpariveras Eis eyyenrov 
dwres, “ Satan himself is transformed into an angel 
of life.” ‘The present tense here denotes custom. 
As an example of this Mackn. thinks Satan did so 
when he tempted our Saviour in the wilderness. 
@wrcs may here be taken both physically and me- 
taphorically to denote virtue. (See Rosenm.) Thus 
it corresponds to d:kasoovvys in the next verse. Here 
Theophyl. draws the following inference: Mavédévonev 
0€ evredbev, Ors To mpos EmidelEw Th wore, parArora mov- 
Tey diaBorrKoy. 

15. od péya ody, sub. Egyov. This formula is equi- 
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valent to the ov davpacrey just before: for péya signi- 
fies wonderful; as in 2 Cor. 11,15. Stob. Hor. Serm, 
1,9, 52. Ei xal of StaKovor adtoo perarynparigovras 
ws diaxoves dikosoruvys, “ if his servants also change 
themselves (and become) as the servants of righteous- 
ness.” Wicked persons are, throughout the Scripture, 
described as being servants of Satan. So Joh. 8, 44. 
* Ye are of your father the Devil, and his works ye 
will do.” And in 1 Joh. 3, 8. sinful actions are said 
to be the works of the Devil. Now these persons 
were especially servants of Satan, as being false 
teachers, since nothing is more promotive of the De- 
vil’s works than false doctrine. 

15. dikesordvys, truth, virtue, as opposed to the hy- 
pocrisy, craft, and injustice of the false teachers. ‘Q» 
To TEAOS EoTaL Kara Ta Epya adrav. The Commenta- 
tors take réaos to denote punishment ; as in Rom. 6, 
Q1. ra yae TEALS aUT@Y Oavaros. But it may be better 
to keep close to the proper sense, and render, “ whe 
shall come to the end suitable to their works, 
namely, a bad end;” as Hebr. 3, 9. js 7d réros eis 
kadow. So Theopbyl.: &aw otk éxfedgovras eis TéAos" 
KAT yao TH Eva HUTMY ETTAL TO TEAOS AUTMY, TOUTETTI, 
qrovnpoyv" TO yap TEAS KATAAANAOY ToS Epyors €Souery. 

16. marw, r€yw, par Tis we B0Ey AGoove eivar. The 
waaw has reference to the ogeaty yvelyerbe—adpoovvys 
at ver. 1, and as there, so here, being about to speak 
very much in praise of himself, he deprecates envy, 
or censure, by the use of such softening expressions 
as this and that at ver.1. ‘The sense is: “ let no 
one charge me with the folly of vain glory and self- 
praise.” For, as Theophyl. says, 76 cavyaobat ararws 
adpoouvys extiv. ‘The Apostle does not directly say 
on what ground he deprecates the censure, but that 
appears from what he is about to say, and indeed 
from what he has said. 

Theophyl. thus admirably depicts the state of 
mind in which the Apostle wrote this passage: TIoa- 
AakIS OppyTas ie tiv roy rabyrwy WHEAELAY TOUS oiKElouS 
wovous dieSerGeiv, tard Tod olkelou marw Eyarivwby Poovy- 

a2 
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pars’ Kavradbe molvuy mapakare pr) d0Fas map’ avrois 
addpovos Epyov motely. 

16. ei dep ye, Kav ws adpova déFacbe we. The sense 
is: ‘* But if ye will not acquit me of this charge, nor 
allow my reasons for so doing, why then even (x¢yv) 
regard me as a foolish boaster.”? So Theophyl.: od 
maporoopas, “be itso.” For (though the Commen- 
tators have failed to perceive it) the force of the 
phrase is the same as in 1 Cor. 11, 16, where see the 
note. So that, upon the whole, it is equivalent to 
avéyerbe pov at ver.1. It also occurs in Plut. de 
Orac. Def. p. 412. (cited by Elsner) deGacde pas Egy 
—kal drws ov cuvakere TAS Ebp0s OkomelTe. 

The next words iva pixpoy Ts Kayo KavyyTwpo1 are 
sarcastic. The xal is emphatic, and has reference to 
the false teachers; q.d. *‘ that I also, as well as some 
other people, may boast of myself a little.” There is 
also something sarcastic in the pixpov rs, as if they 
to whom he alludes boasted a great deal. 

17. 6 ABAD, od ABAW KaTa Kupiov—Kavyyjoews. On 
the interpretation of these words, which are some- 
what obscure, Commentators are not agreed. Theo- 
phyl. (after Chrysost.) expounds thus: @ AeA@ ovK 
€or kata Kugiov, rovrecti, TH pypara’ 6 0€ okores THY 
pyparey oOodpa kara Kupiov. But in this there seems 
something very subtle and precarious. Hardy (after 
the early moderns) offers the following exposition: 
* Non dico ex mandato Christi; vel secundum re- 
gulam modestiz quam Christiana religio passim pre- 
scribit ; sed pro meo affectu.’” And Rosenm. re- 
marks: ** Non negat Paulus se optimo consilio hee 
scribere, sed modum hune defendendi honorem, sibi 
non placere, fatetur. Alio modo honorem suum de- 
fendisset, si per rerum circumstantias potuisset fieri.” 
Doddr. paraphrases thus: ** What I speak on this 
head, I speak not after the Lord, not by any immedi- 
ate direction or inspiration from Christ; nor is it so 
evidently in his spirit as I could wish, or so appa- 
rently conformable to that example of modesty and 
humility which he hath set us; bwé I speak it, as a 
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were, foolishly in this confidence of boasting ; on 
which account I return to this subject with some sen- 
sible regret.’’? But in all these expositions there is 
something very precarious and unsound, not to say 
dangerous. I am surprised the Commentators should 
not have seen, that as both the verse preceding and 
that following are ironical and sarcastical, so is ¢his. 
The Apostle is not speaking seriously: and we are to 
repeat the formula be i¢ so, which, we have seen, was 
implied in the verse preceding. ‘The sense, then, 
may be thus expressed: ‘‘ Be it so, if you think that 
what I speak, I speak not (as I profess to do) accord- 
ing to the Lord, or with a view to serve the purposes 
of his religion, but, as i¢ were, in folly, in the confi- 
dence of boasting,” i. e. in the use of this confident 
boasting. Thus all will be clear; and the senti- 
ment in the verse following will be extremely apt. 
‘This mode of interpretation (which appears to be 
the only admissible one) was (I find) thought of by 
Mackn.; though (as usual) he has much matter that 
is too hypothetical. He thinks that these were the 
sarcastic words of the false teachers. 

The sense of the ws, as it were, must also be at- 
tended to; since by it the Apostle hints that he does 
not really admit that he speaks od kare tov Kupiov. On 
the sense here of vroor. see the note on Y, 4. 

18. €xel ronal Kavy@vrTas KATA THY TApKA, Keyed KoU- 
xijcouo, This is said similarly to kav ws &dpova—Kav- 
xicouo: at ver. 16. The sense is: ‘‘ since many 
boast of these external advantages, as learning, elo- 
quence,” &c. So the xara cagka is explained by the 
best Commentators ; and though it is a phrase of ex- 
tensive signification, to this mode of taking it the 
verses following confine it. 

19. 7déws yap aveyerbe tawv adpovwy, dedvipos dvres. 
This is perhaps the most sarcastic sentence even 
penned by St. Paul. Yet what the Apostle said was 
as just as it was severe. It was indeed folly and sot- 
tishness in the extreme for persons so well informed 
as were the Corinthians to bear with the boast- 
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ing, hypocrisy, and arbitrary conduct of the false 
teachers. 

19. 7d€ws, lubenter, is used in the same sense asin 
2 Macc. 2, 28. ydéws t7y Kakorabelay vroiconer. To 
the Classical authorities cited by Wets. I add Thucyd. 
5, 10. and 8, 89. 

20. avéyerbe yap, el ris, &c. The yap signifies exr- 
empl gratid. ‘These words place in a strong light 
the faults both of the teachers and the taught. To 
the former the Apostle imputes t. a haughty, violent, 
domineering spirit, which is included in éraizeras, 
kaTadovac, and eis rpocwmov beper. ‘The first denotes 
hauteur in general, and is well explained by Theoph. 
kateraiperas. And he adds: odde yap 7epar of derrd- 
TO, AAAA Hoptikol kal éeraybeis. ‘The karadovaa de- 
notes a despotic, arbitrary conduct, as especially 
shown, we may suppose, in the imposition and en- 
forcement of the external forms and ceremonies, 
after the example of the Jewish Rabbins. So Gal. 
2,4. va yas katadourdcovras and Is. 43, 23. (Ac. 
& Symm.) ov Keredourdcaper oe év Buciass. The word 
is also used by the Classical writers in a metaphorical 
sense. The els rpoowrov dees 1s not to be taken lite- 
rally (as it is done by Whitby). It is an hyperboli- 
cal expression, implying the greatest disgrace ; since 
a slap on the face was considered most ignominious. 
See 1 Kings 22, 24. Matt. 5,39. Luke 22, 64. And 
I would compare Joseph. 1172, 12. demagcuevor yap 
avexeobe kab Trurropevos Tiwrare. It therefore seems to 
denote the most violent injurious treatment, like that 
employed by brutal pedagogues towards their pupils, 
or cruel masters towards their slaves. No doubt 
this has reference to the violent means whereby they 
supported the rights and ceremonies they enjoined, 
and the severity with which they punished any 
breach of their orders. 

The words €i tis kareobies and €f Tis AapPaver are to 
be taken together, and understood of rapacity. Yet it 
seems strange, and contrary to the Apostle’s cus- 
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tom, to introduce the weaker term after the stronger. 
To avoid which difficulty, (I suppose,) some Com- 
mentators, as Schleus., take xareo$ies in the sense 
worry, ver: and they appeal to Gal. 5, 15. But 
there it is subjoined to dékvere: whereas here it 
would be harsh, and the sense thence arising frigid. 
I would therefore retain the sense usually ascribed to 
it, which is adopted by all the antient and almost all 
modern Commentators, and is supported by the very 
same metaphor used in Matt. 23, 11. Mark 12, 40. 
Luke 20, 47, where see the note. See also the 
Classical passages cited by Wets. in loc. What, then, 
is the difference between xarecfies and rapPaver? 
Grot. would take the latter of private receiving? But 
it should rather seem that raauGaver refers to their 
taking, or receiving the ministerial stipend (perhaps 
from the sums collected for the poor), though they 
pretended not to do it. Thus rapRavew is often em- 
ployed to denote taking, or receiving money ; which 
use Wets. illustrates from Isocrat. Panathen. ray pev 
puTopwy WOAAOUS aux Umep TMV TH TOAEL Tup.PegoyTwy, 

AAD Umep wy adrol AnberGas mpordokwor, Oywryopely TOA- 
pevras.  Aristid. in Antonin. p. 65. arajorws pos 
Xeyjpara kal Th rapBaver diaxesmevous. So raPav oba- 
viov, ver. 8. The xareo$ies may be understood of 
those various devices of rapacity which they prac- 
tised by wheedling the superstitious out of valuable 
presents of money or goods, or eating at their tables, 
and thus diving upon them, and (to use our common 
expression) eating them up. That such is the way 
in which the words of the passage may be understood 
I have shown in the note in loc. 

Ql, Kara aripiay ANeyw, ws ors yeis yobevyoaper. 
The sense of these words is by no means clear. Chrysost. and 

the other antient Commentators notice the obscurity, which, they 
think, was purposely introduced by the Apostle, out of modesty. 
But this principle is (I think) scarcely admissible. The truth is, 
they needlessly increase the obscurity, by joining the words cara 
ariiay Aéyw with the preceding sentence: whereas it is clear that 
whatever be the sense, that clause must be taken with the words 
following. And so almost all modern Commentators, who, how- 
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ever, are not agreed on the sense. Considering the air of the whole 
of the preceding verses, I think there is little reason to doubt but 
these words also contain irony, or sarcasm. Extremely ingenious is 
the interpretation of Storr. (for which, however, he was indebted to 
Camerar.), who paraphrases thus: ‘‘ Cum dedecoré fatear, quod 
ego; si iste (ver, 20.) sunt virtutes, imbecillus fuerim, eamque, si 
placet, Svvapuv assequi inter vos non potuerim.” For the adversa- 
ries (he observes) had reproached Paul with his rawevoydérns and 
doOeveia. (See ch. 10,1 & 18.) He therefore here opposes his 
own aobeveia to their dvvapis. They could domineer, eat up, &c. ; 
but in these things he confesses he is weak. Yet he says that it is 
to the disgrace of the false teachers, inasmuch as they boasted of 
their similarity to the Apostle. Rosenm. offers the following expo- 
sition: “‘ In dedecus (vestrum, vel, ut alii volunt, falsorum Apostolo- 

rum,) hoe dico, me nimis fuisse timidum, i.e. me nunquam hujus- 
modi aliquid esse ausum: ut ws redundet.” 

These interpretations indeed coincide on the sense of és dre 
fets foOerjoapey, which (I think) may have the signification 
there ascribed ; but on the sense of cara aripiay Néyw (on which 
the difficulty chiefly hinges) the above Commentators differ mate- 
rially: and I cannot but differ from both; since the signification 
they assign is frigid, and not agreeable to any regular use of cara. 
And moreover the interpretation of Rosenm. sinks the sense of ws, 
which so-far from heing pleonastic, appears to be very significant 
and of importance in guiding us to the sense. It seems to mean in 
reference to, quod attinet ad: and aripiay must (I think) signify the 
disgrace cast on Paul by the false teachers. Thus cara arupiay Néyw 
may have.the following sense : ‘I say this with a reference to the 
disgrace whigh has been cast on me.” The ws 671 may be rendered 
as if namely ; which sense of ws dre is found in 2 Cor. 5, 19. and in 
Isocrat., cited by Wets.: xkarnydpour dé abrov, ws drt Kava datmovia 
elopéper. The Apostle means to say: ‘I speak this with reference 
to the reproach cast on me, and to excite you to make a -compari- 
son of their conduct with mine in such respects, that you may see how 
little similitude they bear to me as an Apostle, and that you may de- 
termine which party has the better claim, to the title of real Apostle.” 
He then follows up this indirect comparison of the mode in which he 
exercised his ministry with that of the false Apostles, by a direct ex- 
amination of the qualifications on which they prided themselves, in 
order to show that they also exist in himself: and he then points out 
in what respects his qualifications and merits in the cause of the 
Gospel were vastly superior to theirs. This he introduces with the 
words év ¢ & ay ris rohug—K¢ye, Of which the sense seems to be 
this: ‘‘ If any one be so bold as to enter into comparison with me, 
I may be so bold likewise as to enter into comparison with him.” 
Yet he softens this with the parenthetical clause év agpociryn; q. d. 
« [ know I incur the imputation of foolish boasting, but I am com- 
pelled to it, and so let it pass.’’ 

22. ‘EPpociot clot, Koyo" Tooanriras: elon; Kayo. 

Here there is little that needs explanation. It may 
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suffice to refer the reader to Mackn. and Rosenm., 
the latter of whom observes (from Carpzov), that the 
name Hebrew was one rather designating religion, 
that of Israelite and Jew, race and nation. By ’I¢ga- 
yatras we must understand Israelites born, not prose- 
lytes. ‘The false teachers were, it seems, Jews. 

23. mrapagpovwv rAarA@. ‘The Apostle here, by a 
sort of climax, applies to this boasting not the pre- 
ceding term a ¢pav and agpactvy, but ragagpovay, 
which term properly signifies to be beside oneself, or 
mad. 

23. treo €yw. The preposition is here used for an 
adverb, and is explained by the antient Commenta- 
tors raedv, more. Some other prepositions, including 
weog and pera, are also used as adverbs by the best 
authors, but never (I think) trép. This should there- 
fore seem to be a Cilicism or an idiotical use. A 
Classical writer would have written treppépw. So 
Soph. Ed. C. 1006. eiris yq Oeods exiorara: Tipais oe- 
Bigew, 7d roo? vreggeces. 

23. é€v koros wepiccorepws, sub. eis, “more fre- 
quently have I been,” &c. Wolf observes, that ac- 
cording to Clemens. Rom. Eph. 1. to Corinth. § 5. 
St. Paul was seven times in bonds. And he refers to 
T. Ittigii Selecta Capita Hist. Eccl. Sec. 1. p. 469. 
Eivas év zwi, Rosenm. remarks, here signifies fo be 
subject to any thing, to be obnoxious to any thing ; 
as in Luke 23, 40. *Ev Guaakats, prisons. See Mackn. 
and other Commentators. QOavarois, mortal perils ; 
as supra 1,9 & 10. and often. See Schleus. Lex. 

24, 25. ‘These verses are (I think) rightly put into 
a parenthesis by Vater. Certainly by this method 
the construction is much cleared, and the matter 
seems to be explanatory of the word bavarors. 

24, tro lovdalwy metas TeccagaKovTa mapa ploy 
eraBoyv. The noun zayyas is omitted, since it may 
very well be supplied from the rayyais in the pre- 
ceding verse, especially as this is directly explana- 
tory of that. Though even had it not preceded, the 
noun in question might have been omitted; for the 
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ellipsis is frequent in the best writers, from whom 
many examples are adduced by Bos Ellip. p. 385—7. 
Edit. Scheef. The sense here of rapa, except, is found 
elsewhere in Scripture, and also in the Classical 
writers. Now the number of stripes was by law 
limited to forty: but to prevent the accidentally ex- 
ceeding that number, it was, with prudent humanity, 
confined to thirty-nine. So Joseph. Ant. 4, 8, 21.6 
O& Tapa TATA ToInTAS TAHYAS pie AEIToUTAS p. TO O7- 
pociw oKUTE AaBwY Tipwplay TaUTyY aloyloTyy Ercubezos 
iropeverw’ & Ant. 4, 8, 23. rpooripoy ExTeTW TANYAS 
pe Plas AEirovons AawPavev both passages cited by 
Wets., who also adduces some curious passages from 
the Rabbinical writers on this subject (on which see 
also Wolf’s Curae, and the ccpious Collectanea of 
Schoett. to which Wets. was much indebted). And 
he adds, that the Rabbins infer from thirty-nine 
being the number acted upon in practice, that three 
parts of the body were to be flageliated with an equal 
number of stripes. 

25. tpl éppuPdicbyy, “ thrice was I beaten with 
rods;” namely, by the Gentiles : for this was a Ro- 
man punishment, of which only one instance is re- 
corded, namely, that in Acts 16, 22. Of stripes no 
mention is made any where. “Eaidachyv. See Acts 
14, 19. Tis evavayyoa, ‘thrice I suffered shipwreck: 
and that in the service of the Gospel, for which alone 
I exposed myself to this and all other dangers.” 
Where and when this took place is uncertain, since 
no mention of it is made either in Scripture, or in the 
Ecclesiastical writers. As to the shipwreck recorded 
in Acts 27., there is every reason to think that this 
took place much later, and thus it must have made at 
least the fourth. 

25. wybrinepov ev to Pubd werolyxa, a day and a 
night; which must, in its full sense, signify a com- 
plete natural day, or twenty-four hours. Nuy6ypepov 
is a rare word, which occurs in two passages cited by 
Wets. from Alex. Aphrodis. ro vuy6yjpepov prpeiros 
Toy 0. op@v THv Kpaow' and Proclus in Tim. Platonis. 
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‘i €v tH Kevtpw bers TIS Yas avarcyoy mole? THY TeV 
wyonpepwy €arrayyy. To which I add Ttetz. Com- 
ment. in Lycoph. Cass. 818. ©. vux4yjpepa Seivois ave- 
pois EDepovro dexary d€ yuegn Kk. 7. A. & Ttez. in 
Lycoph. 1204. So the Latin ¢rinoctium, which is 
used by Gell. Anson. and Am. Marc. 14, 2. Tle- 
roinka, have passed; as Acts 20, 3. momjoas pivas 
tpeiy’ and Acts 15, 33, 18, 23., where see the notes. 
So the Heb. wy in Cohel. 6, 12., and the Latin 
facere, which occurs in Seneca and Cicero. See 
Schleus. Lex. "Ev r@ 6vfe, “in the deep or abyss.” 
It is absurd to explain this (with some) of a wellor a 
dungeon ; or (with others) to suppose that he sup- 
ported himself by swimming. Most Commentators, 
antient and modern, rationally conclude that he sup- 
ported himself on some rafter, or other fragment of 
the ship, on which Mackn. thinks he reached land. 
But that is mere speculation. As to the conjecture 
of some Commentators, that he spent the time on 
some rock on which the ship was wrecked, it cannot 
be reconciled with the sense of é€v r® fv : whereas, 
according to the common interpretation, he would 
be really inthe deep, though supported by a rafter. 
BvSos in this sense, like the Latin altum and our 
deep, is used by the best writers. So Allian H. A. 
8, 8, 7. (cited by Wets.) abéaroy vyyerbasr ev Bude. 
A similar passag2 to the present occurs in Lycoph. 
753. Tlovrov & aimvos evonpouevos pmuyots. ; 

26. sdorropiais woarakis. Here ev must be repeated 
from ver. 23., with which this is closely connected in 
construction, Kuvdvvois worapwy, Kivddvois AyoTov. 
So I would point ; for (though the Commentators do 
not notice it) it seems proper to take these three 
particulars, the cdomoplais morrdkis, Kivduvois moTap@Yy, 
and Kivddvois AneTay in a group, and keep them apart 
from the rest of the context. And, if I mistake not, 
the Apostle added the second and third terms to 
further explain the first. For to the great fatigues 
and privations which he would have to undergo in 
his long peregrinations, were to be added the danger 
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to which he was thereby exposed, both in crossing 
and sometimes making his passage along broad and 
deep rivers in petty boats, and also the perils from 
robbers, with whom, at that time, even the most 
thickly inhabited and civilized parts of Europe 
swarmed. 

This passage is imitated by Heliod. 2, 4. (cited by 
Wets.) kivduvois baracowy, Kivdivos meiparyglwy vroPa- 
Aotoa, AnTTals Tagadovcn morrdkis. Wets. also com- 
pares Plut. 2, 603 £. 

The two next particulars form another group. 
Kuvddvois ex yevous, scil. éuov, “ from my own country- 
men; and these perpetual and formidable from the 
unrelenting hostility of those blind bigots. Kuvddvers 
e§ ébvwy, “ perils by the heathen.” These are suffi- 
ciently manifest from the Acts of the Apostles, 
though doubtless the persecutors there recorded 
formed but a small portion of what St. Paul suffered. 

The next three particulars form (I think) another 
group. Kuvdvvors ev mores, Kivduvors ev egypia, Kivduvols ey 
bardcoy. ‘This is (I conceive) a refined mode of say- 
ing that dangers met him wherever he turned himself, 
whether in the busy haunts of men, or in the soli- 
tudes of the desert, or on the bosom of the mighty 
deep. It is to be observed (what has, however, not 
struck the Commentators) that the dangers here ad- 
verted to are dangers from the persons alluded to in 
the last group. Of these, such as he encountered in 
cities will occur to any one. ‘Those in the deserts 
are unrecorded ; but, considering that such places 
were well adapted to ambushes, they may easily be 
imagined. Ofthe same kind (and not from tempests 
or pirates, as Grot. supposes) must be understood to 
be those in the sea. To which purpose Menoch. 
and Est. aptly refer to Acts 20, 3. yevopevys aire 
€riPovarrs brd Twv "lovdaiwy, perrovts avaeyerdas eis Ty 
Zupiav. This passage had occurred to myself; and 
from the words of it, when properly understood (see 
the note), there can be no doubt but that the Apostle 
here has it in view. 
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To the other dangers from men, whether Jews or 
Gentiles, he adds kiwdtvois ev Yevdudergots, where the 
ev is used conformably to the év of the preceding 
particulars of this group; otherwise €§ would have 
been clearer. ‘These false brethren are supposed by 
Grot. to have been heathens who pretended to be 
Christians, in order to gather a knowledge of the 
businesses and practices of the Christians, that they 
might betray them. He, however, adduces no proof 
of this; nor do I know any passages of the New 
Testament that afford any countenance.* As to 
the present passage, I am surprised the Commenta- 
tors should not have seen that the Apostle has espe- 
cially in view Judaizing Christians, who might very 
well be so called, since they were sometimes Jews at 
heart, seldom more than half Christians, and always 
bitter enemies to Paul, as being the Apostle of the 
Gentiles. The Acts and the Epistles supply abun- 
dant proofs and illustrations, of which I need only 
instance Gal. 2, 4. dia d€ rods ragerraKtous Wevdadér- 
Govs, oiriwves maperonarloy KaTackoryncas THY érevdepiay 
jay jv €xouev ev Xoictw@ ‘Iyood, va yas Karadovrw- 
TwvTe. 

Thus the Apostle enumerates his perils from the 
Jews, the Heathens, and the Judaizing Christians. 
He then subjoins to perils of life, and great personal 
violence and danger the less remarkable, but, as of 
continual occurrence, scarcely less difficult to bear, 
grievances to be endured in the course of his perpe- 
tual peregrinations, and, indeed, at all other times, 
namely, personal fatigues, sleepless nights, hunger 
and thirst, nay, destitution of food, the suffering 
from cold, and want of convenient clothing, &c. On 
which Theophyl. observes: Ovdx joker ra mapa rav 

* For as to 1 Cor. 11, 10. “ because of the angels.” And 1 Cor, 
14, 25. “ the secrets of his heart are made manifest.” It would be 
vain to cite these passages, since the interpretations of them, which 
alone would make them apposite, are (as 1 have shown in the notes 
there) quite unfounded. 
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EEwbev, ava Kal adros olkobev movais Kal poyboss exer pi 
Bev éauroy, Kal eypumvioss. 

In xoras and poxGos there is a climax ; since the 
latter is the stronger term, and denotes such labour 
as it is miserable to have to sustain. Tupverns signi- 
fies a want of necessary clothing, which would be es- 
pecially felt on journeys; though I cannot think, 
with some recent Commentators, that this whole 
passage has reference only to the hardships he suf- 
fered on his journeys. Itis (1think) tobe extended 
to all other times, whether travelling or sojourning. 
And this view is supported by the terms kémos Kal 
pox ets, which, considering how the Apostle’s time 
was occupied by his labours at his trade, in conjunc- 
tion with those of his ministry, are very applicable ; 
and thus the force of d&ypurviais may very well be 
comprehended. ‘This view of the passage is, more- 
over, countenanced by an altogether kindred pas- 
sage supra 6, 4.& 5. aan é€v ravtl cumora@yres adrovs 
ws Oeod dickovos’ €v bxopovy, TAA, ev Gatbeoi, ev dvay- 
kais, €v otevoywpiais’ “Ev ranyais, ev durakais, €v &Ka- 
TacTacloss, ev Karls, EY aypumviais, ev vyorelais, Where 
see the notes. ‘The two passages serve as a mutual 
commentary on each other. 

28. ywpis twv ragexros. On the sense of these 
words Commentators are not agreed. Some, as the 
antients, and, of the moderns, Casaub., Wolf, and 
Rosenm., interpret “ preter ceetera.” besides other 
things, raparespbevra here not enumerated. But of 
this signification no sufficient proof is adduced ; not 
to say that that sense is frigid, since it would be dif- 
ficult to imagine any toils or sufferings which may 
not be thought included in the above particulars. 
Other interpretations, less probable, I shall omit, 
and content myself with subjoining one which I 
doubt not is the true one, namely, that of our English 
Translators, and also Beza, Erasm., Pisc., and Schl., 
“ que extrinsicus eveniunt,” sub. yevouevwy, i.e. things 
out of the regular routine of his office, as perigrina- 
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tory and the usual course of his labours therein. To 
which purpose Wets. aptly cites Fragm. Pythag. p. 
670. ri [f. eri] de ard ray exris ernpTnpera KaTa TAS 
Erropfapias, Kai adypas, Urepornas Kauparwy, UTEpPoras 
WSs ; . 

The words following 7 émiotoracis pov 7 Kad ajpme- 
gav, Kc. are explanatory of the ra@v mrapexros: and 
here Rosenm. would supply ofov: but é>7s must also 
be supplied. Hence the antient Commentators and 
the Syriac Translator have done wrong in taking 
émiovcracis to denote the successive attacks of ene- 
mies, since those would not be ék ray wagexros, and 
may be supposed included in the above mentioned 
particulars. ‘The word does, indeed, properly de- 
note a ‘‘ multitude making repeated attacks one after 
another ;” and therefore most recent Commentators 
take it to mean the zmpetus interpellantium. ‘Thus 
Schleus. explains: ‘* strepitus eorum, qui confluunt 
ad aliquem et aliquem adeunt, distractio et pertur- 
batio ex multitudine adeuntium et sollicitantium 
orta, familiaris et amica incursio cum temporis dis- 
pendio et animi perturbatione conjuncta.” And he 
compares Cicero, Or. p. Archia C. 6. quotidianos 
hominum impetus. But this is. somewhat harsh. 
Far more natural is the sense assigned by Sclater, 
Beza (and, I imagine, our English Translators), who 
understand it of the multiplicity of cares with which 
he was overborne as with a column. So Chrys.: 
amaywyas Tas cuvexels Tods OogdRous, Tas mEepioTacess. 
Thus the émovoracis and the pépiva (the latter of 
which is in apposition with the former) constitute a 
sort of hendiadis; q.d. ‘* the overwhelming and 
daily cares and anxieties which beset me.” So Sext. 
Emp. a. Eth. 127. (cited by Wets.) dore Kab rij 
didEw trav Aceyoucvwy Urapyew ayabdy odK &raralrwgov 
elves Kal ray meoikryo marEloywy KaKoy Urapyew eriod- 
oraci. ‘These would press heavy on his mind, since 
he had to maintain a correspondence with the various 
Churches he had planted in the most distant parts of 
the civilized world; though these cares, as they came 
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upon. him one after another, would be é« rawv rapexras. 
So that one may apply to him the words of Aischyl. 
Eum. 129. pépipvay odmor’ exairoy trovov. 

— 28. 7% pépipva macwv tov exxanoiwv, ‘ the care of 
all the churches.” By these are especially meant 
the churches he had planted, all of which would suc- 
cessively demand anxious care;* though the words 
must be extended to others also, and so may be 
taken as a kind of hyperbole. That his anxieties 
were sometimes called forth by congregations he 
had never seen, is clear from Col, 2, 1. ‘* For I 
would that ye know what great conflict 1 have for 
you, and for them at Laodicea, and for as many as 
have not seen my face in the flesh.” 

29. ris aolevet, Kal odk aobevoe ; Vis cKxavdarigeras, 
kal otk éyw mupoduos; This further illustrates the 
nature of the pépiva. On the sense of acbever Com- 
mentators are not agreed. Many modern ones take 
it to denote worldly calamity ; and thus debeve will 
be for cuvacbevw, and denote sympathize with him. 
The antient, and many eminent modern Commenta- 
tors, however, take it of spiritual weakness, i.e. 
weakness in the faith. And thus docfeva denotes 
** comply with his weakness ;” for it was the Apostle’s 
plan in non-essentials to thus accommodate himself 
to all. Soi Cor. 9, 22. * To the weak became [as 
weak, that I might gain the weak.” ‘This sense of 
aclever is supported by the antithetical clauses tis 
cKxavdaniseras, which latter designates the effect of 
the former. So the terms are also united in Rom. 
14, 21. “any thing whereby thy brother stumbleth, 
or (even) is made weak.” By écfevo he means ws 
atrés dobevwy, as in the passage of Corinthians just 
cited. I’or we are not to suppose he became really so. 

The zvpotpo: represents, in a lively manner, the 

* In this use of pépcpya there is (I think) an allusion to the ety- 
mology or primary sense of the word, quia dividit (jepizec) et distra- 
hit animum et in partes rapit varias, to use the words of Virg. En. 
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excessive agitation of mind he would experience on 
hearing of any scandal, or falling off from the faith 
having occurred, especially from the neglect of those 
persons who were not (as he was) careful to avoid 
giving any occasion for scandal, and the anxiety he 
would feel to have it repaired. See 1 Cor. 8, 9. 
& seq. Bulkley here compares Cic. pro Milone. 
** Quis tum non gemuit. Quis non arsit dolore ?” 

30. eb yavyacboa: def, &c. These words are (I 
think) said (by way of epanalepsis) with reference to 
ver. 21.: for the whole of the portion 22—9. is pa- 
renthetical. The sense is: ‘‘ If; then, I must needs 
boast (as I am compelled now to do), I will boast of 
my weakness.” For ra ris dobeveias is put, by a 
common idiom, for rjyv acbeveiav, or rather ras aobe- 
veiag. Here, however, it has especial propriety, 
since there is no doubt but -the Apostle, by the ra, 
means to refer to the preceding particulars of his 
labours and sufferings: and the best Commentators, 
antient and modern, are agreed that éo4. here (as at 
Rom. 8, 26. cuvavrinapBaveror tats acbeveiais jpav 
Gal. 4, 13. Rom. 9, 5., and elsewhere) denotes afilic- 
tion, calamities, and troubles. It is not improbable, 
however, that the Apostle may mean also to rebut 
the charge of a&c8eveia, which the false Apostles had 
cast upon him; as appears from ver. 21. kata dripiayv 
A€yw, ws OTs ip.els WGeviouev, where see the note. 

31. 6 Ocbs Kal rarip Tov Kupiov zpav Iyoo0 Xpiorov 
oldev, 6 wy EUAOYYTOS Els TOUS alwvas, OTs od Yevdoopcs. It 
is strange that theantient and some modern Commen- 
tators should refer these words to the narration which 
follows of his escape from the plots of Aretas. Surely 
the Apostle would not have employed so solemn a 
form of asseveration on an occasion which so little 
required it. The best modern Commentators have 
rightly seen that the words must be referred to the 
preceding, and be regarded as a general confirmation 
by oath of the truth of the foregoing statements of 
his merits and sufferings. And though it is true that 

VOL, VII. t 
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some of the things were so well known that even his 
enemies could not deny them, yet others, in which 
he has entered into particulars, were probably not 
known, even to his friends, nor would have been 
known to us, but for this passage, not being recorded 
in the Acts of the Apostles. 

The clause 6 dy edacyytis cis Tous aiwvas is put 
somewhat out of its regular order ; since it should 
have come after Xpiorov. 

32, 33. & Aapacko 6 vasyns—asrod. This cir- 
cumstance, which is brought in as a kind of éxiperpov 
to the above detail of his perils and sufferings, was 
probably written at another sitting. ‘The story is 
related in Acts 9, 23. seqq. (though without mention 
of the name of s\retas.) It may suffice to refer the 
reader to the note on that passage.* I will only 

* I cannot, however, omit the following judicious summary, of- 
fered by Rosenm., of the best information on the subject, almost en- 
tirely formed from an admirable Dissert. of Walch, ‘* ‘Tres hujus 
nominis reges Arabes habuerunt, probe a se invicem discernendos. 
Arete primi mentio fit 2 Macc. 5, 8. secundi apud Joseph. Ant. 13, 
15. 2,16. 1,4. Aretas3. Herodis Antipz socer, est is, de quo h.]. 
sermo. Indixerat is tum ab illo uxorem filiam suam, ejusque co- 
pias fuderat. Hine factum est, ut a Tiberio, cui soceri insolentiam 
per litteras Herodes significaverat, Vitellius, mitteretur qui Arabem 
coerceret, eumque aut vivum abduceret, aut occisi caput Romam 
mitteret. Vitellius aliquamdiu in itinere heret ; Tiberius moritur ; 
Aretas vero ab imminenti periculo preter spem liberatum se videt. 
Joseph. Ant. 18. c. 5. Quid tum Aretas gesserit, queve ceperit con- 
silia, veteras scriptores quidem haud referunt ; haud improbabile 
tamen est, eum de Tiberii morte certiorern factum, ne opportunam 
hance occasionem dimitteret, ex improviso in Syriam impetum fe- 
cisse, urbemque Damascum occupisse Quis hujus Arete ethnarcha 
fuerit, Damascenorum civium, an solummodo Judzeorum, Damasci 
habitantium, prefectus? de-eo non consentiunt eruditi. Videtur 
autem intelligi €@vayns Judeorum ; nam vocabulum hoe plurimam 
partem, ut patet ex Josepho Ant. 13, S. 6,14. 7, 2. aliisque testi- 
moniis, de Judeorum prefectis adhibitum est; habuerunt porro 
Judzi eo tempore in nobilioribus extra Palestinam sitis civitatibus 
suos Ethnarchas ; neque ullo testimonio probari potest, eos, qui ab 
Imperatoribus, aut tum Arabum regibus Syriz, imprimis Damas- 
cene regundz impositi fuere, Ethnarcharum gessisse nomen. No- 
minat autem Paulus Regis drete Ethnarcham, quia ut conjicere licet, 
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observe, that what is there called ortpids, is here 
termed cazyavy, which signifies either a large wicker 
hamper, from carr, onero (according to the Etym. 
Mag.), or rather, as the most judicious modern Cri- 
tics are of opinion, from 3D, to twist or braid. (See 
fEschyl. Suppl. 801.) So Hesych. capydvas derpot 
Kal TAeypara yupyadwoy. It should seem, therefore, 
to have been not so much a hamper as a sort of very 
stiff net work, formed of stout cord, for catching fish. 
See Atheneus p. 119 8. & 407 F. referred to by Schl. 
Lex.), probably left in the sea for sometime. The 
Etym. Mag. defines it dr cyoviov rrcyparioy eis U7ro- 
Soy7v ix$iwv. Whether it was a large fish-hamper, 
or stiff fishing-net, is not certain: but either would 
be suitable to the purpose. 

I cannot but advert to a trifling apparent discre- 
pancy in the accounts of St. Luke and St. Paul. In 
the former it is said that the Apostle was let down 
d:& Tod telyous, which is rendered “ by the wall,” by 
which is meant over the wall, or, as Doddr. explains, 
“« by the side of it.” Now this will net agree with 
St. Paul’s account. Yet there is no contrariety in 
the original; for ds&¢ may mean through the wall, i. e. 
through an aperture of the wall, a loop-hole, embra- 
sure, window, (or, as it ought to be spelt, in reference 
to its true origin and real import, windore; and so, 
indeed, it is pronounced by the Lincolnshire people), 
i.e. an orifice-through which to let in the wind: 
though it was sometimes applied to the Jattice, or 
moveable casement by which the orifice was either 
opened or closed. See the note on Acts 20, 8. 
Such is the sense of tsa reiyous in St. Luke: but St. 
Paul makes the thing clearer by using both did rod 
telyous and dc bugidos. Besides the passages cited on 
the note on Acts, many might here be adduced of a 

a Rege Aret& Judzis, dimisso priore, prepositus fuit, et a Romano, 
sive potius a Romanis constituto, erat secernendus Vid. b. Jo. Ern, 

Imman, Walchii diss. de Ethnarehd Judeorum Damascenorum Paulo 
insidiantium, Historia narratur, Act. 9, 22. seqq. sed sine nomine 

Regis Arete,”’ 
7, re) 

~~ 
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similar mode of escape: but the expedient was so 
common that I omit them. 

The éyaadcbyy has reference to the chain or rope 
by which the capyavy was let down. With e&éguyov 
Wets. compares from Polyb. 6, 1424. édyv ras rodrwv 
draddywos yEloas. 

CHAP. XII. 

_ VERSE 1. kavyaobas, &c. As ver. 82 & 33. seem 
to have been a supplement added to the preceding 
detail of the merits he could boast of in the cause 
of the Gospel, and written (as it should appear) at 
another. time, so was the following portion, which 
some think was also a supplement to the preceding ; 
though, in fact, it contains things quite of another 
kind, of which he might boast, and which are not 
hinted at in the preceding, namely, the supernatural 
gifts he had received, and the revelations with which 
he had been favoured from Heaven, both which 
might, in a popular sense, be said to be matter of 
boasting, and, at all events, sufficiently established 
his claim to a high superiority over his opponents 
and depreciators, the Corinthian teachers, who pre- 
tended to the dignity of Apostles. Yet, in in- 
troducing these further grounds of boasting, the 
Apostle, with the prudent caution we have seen 
above at 9, 1 & 16, 21 & 23., commences with a for- 
mula meant to soften envy or disgust. It is remark- 
able that these formulas all differ. The present is. 
Kavyacbas 07 0b cupéper, which words must not be 
pressed on, as has been done by the antients. Zup- 
$épes signifies decet: and the sense is well expressed 
by Schleus.: ‘* quanquam indignum mea persona 
gloriam de rebus externis videtur.” Hence it will 
appear that there is no reason to adopt that change 
of reading which Storr, Semler, and Rosenm. pro- 
pose, and which Griesbach puts nearly on a footing 
with the textual one, namely, kavyaoa: def. This, 
indeed, is found only in about a dozen MSS., both. 
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Syriac Versions, and the Arab. To me, this and 
the other various readings on the next words ov, cup- 
épes, and wos only appear to deserve notice as bearing 
marks of the passage having been tampered with by 
the antient Critics, and arose (I imagine) from a 
misapprehension of its true nature, and an unfounded 
fear that it was open to censure. Now de would 
seem to remove the objection : but then the sequel of 
the sentence would no longer be suitable to the 
commencement, according to the words of Hor. 
Art. Poet. ** Humano capiti cervicem pictor equi- 
nam Jungere si velit, et varias inducere plumas, 
Undique collatis membris, ut turpiter atrum Desinat 
in piscem mulier formosa superne.” Whereas the 
sense they aim at producing by the change of 37 into 
de is, in fact, inherent in the context, being contained 
in. a clause omitted, to which yap (as often) has re- 
ference. The sense, then, may be thus expressed: 
“I know, indeed, that it is unbecoming in me to 
boast (but I am compelled to do so, and I have 
causes enow to justify me), for to proceed, as I shall 
now do, to visions and revelations from the Lord,” 
&c. Thus all will be clear: nor will there be any 
occasion to resort to the methods adopted by Doddr., 
Mackn., and Slade. LEllipses, as remarkable as the 
present, are of no unfrequent occurrence in St. 
Paul’s writings. 

On the scope of the Apostle Chrys. has here ad- 
mirably treated, whom see, and Theophyl. Theo- 
doret, too, very well illustrates it thus: “Epol pev od 
AUTITEAYS 7 TUTwY OinyynTIS, Kuiv Dé oUHopos" Tis te- 
Tépas Tolvuy mpoyrnfodmenevos wherelas, dvayKagopas rE- 
yelv dimrep Ep.auTe cup.dégery ovk olonas. ‘They evidently 
ollowed the textual reading. ae 
On the words érracias and amoxaradvers I would 

observe, that the latter is a much stronger term than 
the former, since, as Theophyl. says, 4 ueév pcvov Bre- 
Tew Oidwow; alry d€ Kal ri Babdrepoy Tov dgwpevou amro- 
yupvol, ‘Orracia answers, in the Sept., to the Heb. 
FINW and WV in Dan. 9, 23. 10, 1. 7,8, 16. It is 
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used, in Luke 1, 22., of the vision of Zacharias; ir 
Luke 24, 23. of the vision of the angels to the women 
after our Lord’s resurrection; and in Acts 26, 19., 
and elsewhere, of the vision of the Lord to Paul, in 
order to his conversion; all which were visions 
clearly seen by day, and not night visions beheld in 
dreams.* ’Azwoxaauvtis denotes properly a revelation 
of some secret or mystery, and is, in 1 Cor. 14., ap- 
plied to one of the supernatural gifts in the Corin- 
thian Chureh. But, as applied to St. Paul here (and 
compared with Gal. 1, 2. 9 dmroxardWews “Inoov) in 
connection with what we learn from the New ‘Testa- 
ment of the events which accompanied his conver- 
sion, it must signify a direct and extraordinary com- 
munication of Divine knowledge and Gospel myste- 
ries, derived from the fountain of all truth. 

2. olda dvOpwrov év Xpiot@, sub. dra, “ I know a 
disciple of Christ.” In this mode of speaking we 
have another instance of the modesty with which the 
Apostle brings forward the grounds of boasting and 
superiority over the false. Apostles; which, for the 
good of the Church, he was obliged to do. So (on 
the contrary (as Rosenm. observes), when any thing 
odious is introduced, he assumes the first instead of 
the second person. 

It is rightly remarked by Chrys. and Theophyl., 
that he, not without reason, mentions the ¢ime, in 
order that they may learn (as Theophyl. says) 67: €i 
mpo GeKareroagwv Erwy TolwvTwy WEiwro THAIKoS vO¥ 
Un agixet pera Tocovrous umtp Xpirrov Kivddvoug. “So, 
Doddr. observes, that it appears that the Apostle 
had concealed this extraordinary event fourteen 
years; and if this Epistle was written about the 

* Slade defines it “‘ a supernatural communication, during which 
the inspired person was awake with his external senses bound up, 
and, as it were, laid in a trance.” And he refers to Bp. Lowth on 
Is. 1, 1. Joel 2, 28. and Luke 1, 11, 26. Acts 10, 3. But Mackn. 
observes that by visions of the Lord must be understood his seeing 
the Lord Jesus on many occasions after his ascension, Acts 9, 27. 
18, 9. 22, 18. 23,11. And, above all, those visions of Christ which 
he saw when he was caught up into the third heaven. 
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year 58, as we suppose it was, this vision must have 
fallen out in the year 44, which was so long after 
his conversion, as to prove it quite different from 
the trance mentioned, Acts 9,.9. with which some 
confounded it.” Dr. Benson thinks this representa- 
tion was made to him while he was praying in the 
temple, in that journey (Acts 11, 30. 22, 17.), and 
intended to encourage him against the difficulties he 
was to encounter in preaching the Gospel to the 
Gentiles. 

2. elre €v cpati,—elre extds TOU Taparos, ovK olde" 4 
@cts cidev. Doddr. observes, that as St. Paul must 
know his body was not actually dead during this 
trance, but that the animal motion of his heart and 
lungs continued, it would lead one to imagine that 
he really apprehended the principle of animal life to 
be something distinct from the rational soul, which 
he calls himself. “ It appears at least (continues 
he) that he lost all consciousness of any thing about 
him at that time; and what the presence of an im- 
material soul in a body can be, distinct from the 
capacity of perceiving by it and acting upon it, I 
am yet to learn.” Whitby and others have ob- 
served, that this is a proof of the Apostle’s persua- 
sion, that the soul may have perception when out of 
the body; and therefore that it was an independent 
existence. Others, again, have supposed the Apos- 
tle to mean, that things were represented in so lively 
a manner, as to leave it doubtful whether they had 
not been really seen and heard, that he was— 
quasi raptus extra se, &c. (See Bp. Law’s Appen- 
dix, p. 395. Philo ap. Wets. ver. 3.), and that_the 
Apostle is accommodating to his case the Jewish 
notion. So Rosenm.: .‘* Homo nempe spectatur 
quoad animum. Putant quidem Judai, animam ho- 
minis interdum eo corpore duci, et rapi in coelum ; 
alii vero totum hominem rapi putabant, ut ex apo- 
crypho. narrat Clemens At. L. 5. Strom. de Sopho- 
niz raptu in coelum guintum. Dicit autem Paulus, 
nescire se, utro modo ei, id, de quo agit, evenerit. 
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"Ey cdpars est corpore translatio ; éxrés rod cwparos 
est animo, sine ulla corporis motione. Dicit igitur 
Apostolus, se nescire, utrum tum fuerit animus ejus 
in corpore, an minus. Ergo non fuit sibi conscius 
rerum externarum ; fuit in extasi, ut Petrus, 

Act. 10, 9.” * 
I must here imitate the modesty of Doddridge, 

and candidly avow, that Iam yet to understand the 
mode in which this most wonderful circumstance 
took place; and I cannot but think that due reve- 
rence, in such mysterious cases as the present, ought 
to restrain us from a vain curiosity on such points 
as it is not granted to our human faculties fully to 
comprehend; and that we must cautiously beware 
(to use the ‘words of the Apostle), o px ewpaxaprey 
epParever, 

2. oprayevta Toy TorouTay Ews Tpitov ovgavod. The 
Jews, in the Apostolic age, divided the heavens 
into three. 1. The aerial, “including the clouds and 
the atmosphere. 2. The sidereal. 3. The habita- 
tion of God, and his angels. The names of these 
are thus detailed by Wets. from the Rabbins, many 
of whose passages he quotes (chiefly from Schoettg. 
whom see): 1. Vetum. 2. expansum. 3. nubes. 
4, habitaculum. 5. habitatio. 6. sedes fixa. 7. Ara- 
both. 

4. Ors yomayy cis Tov mapadercov. ‘The obscurity 
which involves the preceding verse also overhangs 
this. Hence the variety of opinions entertained by 
Commentators. ‘The most antient one deserves our 
first attention, especially as it will, perhaps, be found 
the best founded. ‘Theophyl. (from Chrys.) re- 
marks: "Ard rod TpIrov, pyr, oUpayvou aubis iprayy 
cis Toy mapaderroy. ‘Herayn prev ouv? iva pande é év TOTO 
EAaT Tov Exy THY Aowm ey amor TOAw@Y TWY ouyyeyover@y TO 
Xpiore. Kai Els Toy Tp aDELT oY de, ereidy TOAD TO Byopece 
Tov Ywplov ToUTOY epypigero: odev Kak TH Anory TovTOY 6 

* Tadd Joseph. 151, 30. cat 6 pév rovaira éreBeiager, ove ay 

éy €aury, i, e. extra se raptus, 
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kipios. And such was the general opinion of the 
antients, namely, that this is another vision, and 
that by Paradise is to be understood the place 
of departed souls. So also Grot., Bp. Bull, Whitby, 
Doddr. Mackn., and Rosenm. Others, as Beza and 
Hamm., think the same circumstance is meant. And 
the same it may, in a certain sense, be accounted, 
though in another, a different one; i.e. it was probably 
a different part of the same vision. For a vision (if 
we may venture to speak on so mysterious a point) 
it seems to have been, and not (as Whitby thinks) a 
reality. Indeed (as Doddr. remarks) if the Apostle 
had thought it so, he must surely have concluded 
that he was nof then in the body. Sed éreyo. 

4. kal qKourey apinta pypara, & ovK eFov avipwrw 
aaarjoa. “Agsyra may signify either what cannot 
be uttered, or what ought not to be uttered. If the 
latter sense be the true one, the words following 
a ovk e&dv, &c. are explanatory of the preceding ; and 
yet d&éyra, in that sense, required no explanation, 
since it was the common signification of the word ; 
as, for instance, when applied to the mm, the Te- 
tragrammaton, called the &éyrov évoua. And Wets. 
adduces an example of it from Sotades ap. Stob. 3. 
dpiyta pa aeye. Plut. Symp. 4, 5. rd pev moana 
TwY Els TOTO TEKLNpiOY OvoIg ETT PUTA Kal OOaKTa ToIS 
pupoupevols map’ ypiv tiv TpreTypiKyY mavrerciav. Which 
passage is imitated by Soph. Cid. Tyr. 308. ‘O 
mavra vopdv, Teipecia, didakra re” Apenra 7, ovpavie 
te kab ySovorr17. ‘The former signification, there- 
fore, seems to deserve the preference, viz. ineffably, 
inexpressibly sublime, such as no human and unen- 
lightened intellect could comprehend, ‘“ verba (to 
use the words of Horace) sacro digna silentio. 

The words following & odk é&tv avOparm rarnjoct 
signify, ‘‘ and which, if they were capable of being 
expressed, it would not be lawful for me to commu- 
nicate ;” and that (Schoettg. observes) because the 
Apostle had not the authority to declare the mys- 
teries revealed to him, this having been done not se 
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much for the sake of the Church, as for that of the 
Apostle himself, who had these convincing proofs 
of the divinity of the Christian doctrine vouchsafed 
to him, that he might be enabled to bear cheerfully 
all labours and all afflictions. 
Upon the whole passage, it is well remarked by 

Rosenm.: “ Though the manner in which these 
things happened is unknown to us, yet they can by 
no means be ascribed to mere imagination. For the 
Apostle mentions it as a singular favour vouchsafed 
to him by the Almighty, that he tasted the happi- 
ness which is in Paradise.” 

5. imép rod Towtrov Kavyycouat. The Future 
has here a mixed sense, compounded of the Future 
and the Potential, i.e. ‘1 may and will boast.? At 
rowourov we must subaud ypyparos, or redyparos; for 
that it cannot (as some fancy) be referred to a per- 
son, is plain from what follows. The sentiment is 
well explained by Rosenm. thus: ‘I can indeed 
boast, and justly, of my being caught up to heaven, 
as of a thing, the whole glory of which pertains to 
him from whom it came; but of myself, or any 
thing that.it is in me, I will not boast.’ The sense, 
then, is: “ But as to myself, or any thing in myself, 
I will only boast of my dcbevetc, i.e. (as the antient 
and most modern Commentators are agreed) my afflie- 
tions, &c. (detailed in the last chapter, and there 
called by the same name). We must also, after 
boast, understand, ‘ when necessity requires it.’ 

The humility of the Apostle is truly edifying. 
6. édv yap berjow kavyjoacbos. Here the ex-- . 

position of Commentators, both antient and modern, 
are by no means satisfactory. Rosenm. explains : 
Licet, sic de factis meis loqui vellem, non essem 
vanus, i.e. non opus esset mihi vaniloquentia; satis 
rerum mihi suppeteret. Ne quis in eam partem hec 
accipiat, quasi ostentem ea, que neque verbis, neque 
re appareant; ne quis majorem de me opinionem 
habeat, quam dicta et facta mea merentur.’ See 
also Whitby and Doddr. But neither their exposi- 
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tions nor those of the antients are satisfactory. I 
cannot but suspect that all the Commentators are on 
the wrong scent. Surely the Apostle here alludes 
to the high visions and revelations before mentioned ; 
and, after having before assigned them, in some 
measure, to another, he here thus delicately appro- 
priates them to himself. Now this he had (I think) 
partly done in the preceding verse, in the words 
umrep 0€ guaurov, &c.; q. d. ‘As to myself, I will boast 
of nothing but my afflictions; though I could boast 
of far more.’ Thus it is of these further grounds of 
boasting (namely, the visions and revelations) that 
he now speaks of. And the sense may be expressed 
by supplying a clause through modesty (which in- 
deed caused the obscurity) omitted, as follows: 
‘(Of these further grounds I shall not speak in my 
own name; though I might do so) for if I should 
chuse to boast of them, I should not be foolish (i. e. 
it would not be foolish boasting), since I should tell 
the truth: but I forbear to do it, lest any one 
should fancy of me beyond what he seeth me to be, 
or heareth of me.’ And, for this plain reason, since 
to claim merit for what had not, and could not fall 
under the observation 6f men, would have been too 
much in the manner of the false Apostles, who 
claimed credit for those internal and rapt feelings of 
sanctity, which, if real, admitted of no evidence, or 
proof to others, and therefore ought not by them to 
have been claimed as any ground of superiority. As 
to the other claims, namely of the preceding class, 
of these he might and did boast, inasmuch as they 
were things which fell under common observation. 

6. deidomos, § I refrain (from saying it).? So at 
1 Co. 7, 28. eyo dé Spay deidouor. His exe, in respect 
of me;’ as Matt. 6, 34. Acts 2, 25. reyes eis avroy. 
So also 4, 20. Gal. 5, 10. Eph.5, 32. adyw eis Xowroy. 
Other passages, too, may be seen in Schleus., who 
compares the Hedr. 4 for by fre Sain Tl, 7 eee 
11. Ob. 5, 1. andthe Latin in for de in Martial. 
Ep. 1, 68. And he also cites Diod. Sic. 11, 50. eis 
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cddev eregoy 7) Td rapwv Aeyeiw’ where see Wolf. Hence 
it is clear that this idiom is chiefly confined to verbs 
of speaking. The €& is put for cd’. 

7. Kab Ty tregbory Tay amokarvpewy, &c. 
The «cai signifies, not for (as Mack.), nor simply and (asthe E.V.), 

but however. And so autem in Latin. The wrepBory seems to be 
governed of an ézi understood, and is for i@’ izep. “Yrepaipwpac, 
‘ Jest I should be (too much) exalted, or become proud.’ This use 
of the word is also found in Thess. 2, 4.; but not (f think) in the 
classical, writers, who so employ ézaipouat. Thus Appian 1. 551, 
52. ra AirwXorv trepewaipoyres’ where there was formerly read 
dmepaiporres, for which Schweigh. rightly edited treperaiporres. 
Indeed the term izeperaipery is of frequent occurrence in Appian. 

The mention of the circumstance, which follows, of the thorn in 
the flesh, is introduced most judiciously, and from a thorough 
knowledge of the human heart, namely, in order to lessen that 
spirit of envy, and consequently ill will, which a disclosure of his 
high privileges might excite in the breast of not a few. ’Edé0n pot 
oxodoW rh odpx.. Here é666y is used, populariter, in the sense 
mflicted; as in Joh. 18, 22. édwxey pariopa ro “Incov? & 19, 3. 
And the Philologists compare the Hebr. }n3. Yet this use is found 
both in the Latin dare, and our give, by a sort of popular sarcasm. 
Sometimes, too, it occurs in the Greek classical writers : to which pur- 
pose Schleus. refers to Markl. on Lys. 545. Itis of more importance, 
however, to consider the sense intended by the Apostle to be con- 
veyed in this oxo 7H capxi, thorn in the flesh, than which there 
is scarcely a more controverted expression in the New Testament, 
nor one that has more exercised the powers of Commentators and 
Theologians, to whom, and indeed to their readers, it has been 
really a thorn in the flesh. To detail all the opinions and specula- 
tions on this obscure, mysterious point, is impossible for me to do; 
nor indeed is it necessary. Those who are disposed for such dis- 
cussions may fully satisfy themselves in the Collectanea of the Crit. 
Sacr. Pole, Wolf, Essn. &c. I shall content myself with detailing 
and reviewing the principal opinions of the Commentators, and 
endeavouring to point out what may be thought to approximate 
to the truth. Chrys..and Jerome suppose that the Apostle means 
by this term an head-ache; Tertullian, an ear-ache; Rosenm. 
and most recent Foreign Commentators, the disorder called the 
Kopfgicht or Migraine. And Rosenm. thinks it was a periodical 
disorder, and suchas affected him also when he was with the Gala- 
tians, since he alludes to it in his Epistle to them, 4, 13. All severe 

‘disorders (he observes) were supposed to be inflicted by Satan, &c. 
R. Baxter thinks it was the stone and gravel. But any other painful 
disorder might be as well imagined. All this seems mere hariolatio, 
In truth, all these opinions seem liable to this objection, that one 
can hardly suppose the Apostle would have expressed such exceed- 
ing anxiety for its removal, nor thought it of so much consequence 
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as to ascribe it to diabolical instrumentality. For, as the Poet says, 
** Nec Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus Inciderit.” As to 
the opinion of certain Latin Fathers, and some moderns, that it is to 
be understood of temptations to lust, it is utterly inadmissible. Such 
a mode of humiliation (as Mr. Slade observes) would be unworthy 
of the Almighty to inflict and the Apostle to receive. Indeed it 
were more suitable to some of the redoubted saints of the Romish 
church than of the great Apostle; and it is quite negatived by what 
follows. For, as Mackn., (with more than usual shrewdness,) re- 
marks, how could an unruly lust, which certainly was restrained by 
the Apostle, hinder him from being exalted above measure?” Or 
how could it make him appear contemptible to others, unless he 
discovered it, which he was under no necessity of doing? Or how 
could he take pleasure in such an infirmity.” Some refer it to the 
false teachers (appealing to 11, 15.); as the Canaanites are said 
(Num. 33. 55.) to have been to the Israelites, oxddowes év 6p0aX- 
prois, kal Borides év rats mevpais, which signifies eye-sores and 
grievances. But this, like almost all the other interpretations, is 

utterly inconsistent with the verses following. Besides one adver- 
sary cannot be supposed to have been so formidable as such an ap- 
pellation would suggest; I say one, for it cannot be extended to 
the plural (as is done by Chrys., who understands Hymeneus and 
Philetus), since had that been intended, the singular would not 
have been used. Indeed, were it not for the messenger of Satan and 
the glorying in the grievance, mentioned further on, many of the 
interpretations might seem admissible. It should appear, then, to 
refer to some bodily and chronical infirmity which was calculated to 
hinder his usefulness. Now we have no reason to suppose him to 
have been affected with any of the violent disorders imagined by 
some, since, otherwise, he could never have gone through such in- 
cessant labours, peregrinations, &c. It is plain, too, that the 
Apostle cannot allude to any radical defect of body, such as had 
chiefly caused his adversaries to say 4 4€ tapovsia rov owparos 
aober)s, so far as that may refer to his diminutive size, and crooked 
form; since to have prayed even once tor the removal of such dis- 
advantages would have been presumptuous. Besides that, these 
could not be imputed to the instrumentality of Satan. Upon the 
whole, I see no opinion but what is liable to insuperable objections, 
except the one which I shall now detail, and which is not only 
highly probable, but, if 1 am not mistaken, absolutely true. It was 
first propounded by Whitby, and afterwards confirmed and illus- 
trated by Lord Barrington, Benson, Doddr., Mackn., and Slade. 
though they do not quite coincide on the particulars. They are 
all agreed that it was a paralytic affection brought on by his vision, 
which occasioned a distortion of countenance, stammering, and 
paralytic affection of the nerves. But I do not see that the words 
of the original, rH trepBodryH roy arokadiWewy iva pi) ITepalipwpat, 
€560n joc oxodow, compel us to suppose that the infirmity was 
absolutely occasioned by his vision, since that would exclude the 
instrumentality of Satan, There isan évi understood ; and all that 
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we can infer is, that it came on after the vision. It is probable, 
however, that the high excitement of that vision, and of the other 
revelations with which he had been favoured, (and was afterwards 
favoured ; see note on v. 9.) and the excessive and constant fer- 
ment of mind, joined to fatigues of body, would bring on chronical 

infirmities of the paralytic sort, such as, especially with diabolical 
co-operation, might occasion distortion of countenance, and some 
slight defect in utterance, yet fatal to oratory, not to mention hy- 
pochondriac and nervous affections (to which last the sacred medi- 
cal writers, Weddel., Barthol., &c. confine it), all which would tend 
to raise contempt with the multitude, and which, joined to his 
diminutive size, and crooked form, will readily account for the 
aabeveia rou cwparos dwelt upon by his adversaries. This, there- 
fore, as it must have materially impeded his acceptableness and 
usefulness, he might well pray to have removed from him. I see 
not any objection to which this interpretation is liable; and it is 
quite agreeable to Gal. 4, 14., where, speaking of this same subject, 

he says, “‘ my infirmity in the flesh, which they did.not despise.” 
It is scareely necessary to add, that grievous afflictions, whether 
bodily or mental, are in all languages expressed by metaphors taken 
from severe pain inflicted by the piercing of thorns or sharp splin- 
ters of wood driven into the flesh, as being one of the most severe 
of bodily. tortures.* 

But to proceed to notice the terms @yyeAos Saray and codagien, 
the method of taking the words employed by Whitby and Doddr. 
can be admitted on no principle of sound criticism: and by bring- 
ing in the false teachers it embarrasses us with a needless difficulty. 
Disorders, whether acute or chronical, were by the Jews commonly 
ascribed to the instrumentality of Satan; and considering the pre- 
valence of diabolical influence, then permitted by the Almighty, 
might sometimes truly enough be referred thereto, At least, in 
the present case, we have it on the Apostle’s word, and therefore 
that ought to be sufficient. ‘This affection he calls ayyeXos Lardy 
(I think), by asort of Hebraism, after the manner of mbw; q.d. 
‘‘immissus a Satano.” (See Gesen. Lex. Hebr. in v. mbw.) As to 
Kodkagi2y, it is very applicable, since the term was used of violent 
beating ; as 1 Pet. 2, 20.; but is explained by Schleus. Lex. gra- 
vissime affligo: and I have shown that such is the sense of the word 
in a passage where the Apostle is in like manner speaking of his 
afflictions, 1 Cor. 4, 11. wetvOpev cat dupeper, cal yupynrevoper, 
kat Kkod\agieopeOa, where there is no reference to persons. Here 
the term may very well designate any afflictions, mortifications, and 
hindrances occasioned by the infirmities in question. 

Bp. Bull has, very rightly, contended for the natural sense of the 
words, by which diabolical influence must be inferred; yet he em- 
barrasses us with needless difficulties, by supposing the oxddAow to 

* [ have somewhere read of splinters of wood being employed by 
the savage Indians of America as instruments of torture on the most 
sensible parts of the body. 
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have been a malady altogether supernatural, and inflicted on him 
{with God’s permission) by Satan. 

8. Ureg rouTou regis Tov Kupioy mapexarera, iva arorry 
am enod, “On this account (i. e. for the removal of 
this) I thrice besought the Lord.” I cannot but 
agree with those Commentators, who (as Whitby 
and Mackn.) represent this as an instance of prayer 
addressed to Christ. Nor do I see why Mr. Slade 
should think it* “ not sufficient to prove, that Christ 
was the object of divine worship:” though he admits 
that from the answer of Christ it appears that the 
Apostle’s address was regarded in the light of a 
prayer. Schleus. renders it “ precibus adii.” 

The zpis is by most recent Commentators taken 
in the sense scepius, or aliquoties. And so Chrys. 
and ‘Theephyl., who explain it roanc«is. A certain 
for an uncertain number. And Schleus. cites Soph. 
ap. Stoboeum de Amore vel in ipsos Deos dominante : 
civ’ od madaiouc es tele exBarre. But in that pas- 
sage there is merely an agonistical allusion; which 
cannot be the case in the present one. ‘The very 
learned Lexicographer might more aptly have com- 
pared Eurip. Hippol. 45 & 6. "Ava Tloceday dracey 
Ono yepas, Madey parasoy cis tpis ebEacbas Oeo and 
Hor. Carm. 3, 22, 3.°(to Diana) Virgo que labor- 
antes in utero puellas ter vocata audis, and especially 
Job. 33, 29. ay wow roynys Sy-Syp nox tr 23, 
which may be literally rendered: “ Lo all this 
worketh God as far as three times with man,” where 
our common Version renders oftentimes; Symma- 
chus, dss reis (I would read «is rpis). Yet even those 
passages will not prove that the Apostle did not in- 
tend a certain number. It were indeed quite con- 
trary to his custom so to do. However, considering 
the above passages of Eurip., Hor., and Job, (and. 
others which only float in my memory) it should 
seem to have been an antient maxim with the 
Israelites to prefer prayers to God as far as thrice 
(and no farther) for deliverance from danger. From 
them it appears to have passed, together with some 
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other Jewish notions, to the Greeks, and from them 
to the Romans. 

«8. ha arorry am’ épov, “that it might depart from, 
be removed from me.’ Ter the Aorists active of 
this and other compounds of ioryps are often used 
passively. Or it may have reference to the inflic- 
ter of it, Satan. So ina not very dissimilar passage 
of Job 7, 16. awécra am Epod, Kevis yao pov 6 Bios, 
‘¢ depart from me; let me alone:” said of a delirious 
disorder which affects the patient with frightful 
dreams. Soalso Sirach, 23, 12. ard tov evoeBav 
rauTa wavta amoorycerat. It is evident that this ex- 
pression is quite irreconcileable with most of the 
interpretations that have been brought forward of 
the «Koro. 

Q. kal eipyjxe pros. Slade observes that “ the request 
was granted, not exactly as the Apostle desired, but 
in a way which the Lord saw fittest for the accom- 
plishment of that purpose which the Apostle had in 
view.” It may rather be said, that his prayer was 
not in vain, since it produced a gracious assurance 
of support under his infirmities. See the excellent 
note of Whitby. It is here remarked by Rosenm. : 
‘‘Non mediate e/oyxe. Apostolus suos animi sensus, 
et solatizm in his afflictionibus Christo ejusque doc- 
trine tribuit.” But surely this is a presumptuously 
irreverent way of treating the Apostle’s words, 
which plainly hint (as Mackn. observes) at another 
revelation from Christ, made (as Grot. with great 
probability thinks) by the bop na, the Beth Kol. the 
still small voice mentioned in 1 Kings, 19, 12. In- 
deed what but this could have instilled such heroic 
confidence? ‘Theophyl. (from Chrys.) excellently 
paraphrases: “Exefipouv ws dvOpwros, amanrayivas 
Tey d€ivV* EEL? OE FKOUTA A KOUTA, EKTOTE Kal KaU- 
Yopos kal eddoKe:, TouTeT TI, EmEuPgaivopes, EVApETTOUpLOLE 
ev ac beveios. 

Q. apkel cory yapis pov. Many recent Commenta- 
tors (after Kypke) take dpxet for erapkel, adjuvat, 
auxilio est tibt. And this signification is not untre- 
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quent in the Classical writers, though almost entirely 
confined to the Poets. (See the example adduced 
by Kypke.) But it is no where found in the New 
or the Old ‘Testament, where the wordhas always the 
common signification suffice. And this indeed is 
here far more apt than the other; since the apxe 
seems to have a double sense, and to signify ‘ is 
sufficient for thy help and support, (which implies a 
promise of support ; as supra 9, 8. ‘God is able to 
make all grace abound to you, (where see the note.), 
and is sufficient to work out my purposes, though in 
so weak an instrument.” ‘Thus, in connexion with 
the following words, 7 yag duvapnis, &c. yapis signi- 
fies the gracious support of God, as shown both 
internally, in supporting and comforting his mind, 
and externally, in imparting to him such superna- 
tural and miraculous powers as should overshadow 
his infirmities. 

9. ¥ yap ddvapis pov ev dobevela TercouTat, 1. e. is 
more completely manifested, plenius sese exerit. 
For, as Grot. remarks, this verb has sometimes a 
sort of Hiphil sense, referring to the effect of know- 
ledge.” So James 2, 22. €x twv Eoywy 4 rioris ére- 
-rewby. 1 Joh. 2, 5. év rovrw 7 ayaryn tot Oov rere- 
Aciwrar and 4, 12. 17,18. On the sentiment I must 
refer to the learned note of Grot., who, however, 
only gives a collection of interesting Classical dicts 
on the advantages of sickness over health. The 
same arguments might be used to prove the advan- 
tages of age over youth, (and indeed have been elo- 
quently employed by Cicero de Senectute), since 
the mercy of God hath, in all that respects his gifts 
to man, preserved a wonderful balance. Yet all this 
seems here not apposite. 

Q. qdiore ody paArrov Kavyjoouar. Grot. would 
take the 7diora parry for jo1ov; as Kardy parrov for 
Kanrrsov, in Mark 9, 42. But the idioms are not of 
the same nature: and certainly the mode proposed 
pares down the solid sense. Both Grot. and other 
Commentators seem to have perceived a sort of 

VOL. VII. U 
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awkwardness in the words; and there is indeed a 
little incongrvity between qdicra and Kavyjoopas. 
But that may be best removed by supposing that 
the Apostle, in his usual elliptical mode of ex- 
pression, has melted two verbs into one; for jdoore 
would properly require déroiconev; as in 2 Macc. 
2, 28. (which passage the Apostle seems to have had 
in mind), jdews tiv KaKorabeiay vmoiconev. And so 
supra 11, 19. qdews dveyerbe pov. The sense may, 
then, be best expressed ina paraphrase thus: ‘“ Most 
willingly, therefore, will I bear with, nay, rather will 
rejoice in, and boast over mine infirmities.” In the 
next clause part of the sense is likewise left to be 
supplied, and may be expressed thus: “since I 
know that they are therefore sent, that the power 
of God may rest upon, exert, and show itself in me, 
and amply suffice for my defence, and the illustra- 
tion of his glory.” So Theophyl. (from Chrys.) : 
bo yap mrEious io ai co bevelas pov, TOToUTo dalirer= 
TEpay Ti dvyapsy TOU Ocov mpoFevoicl p08. 

10. 616 eddoxw €v aobevetais, &c. “ I willingly ac- 
quiesce and rejoice in” (as Hebr. 10, 6 & 8. Matt. 3, 
17., and this signification is found in the Old Testa- 
ment, and sometimes in the latter Classical writers) 
“ not only this particular thorn in the flesh, these 
weaknesses, but in all contumelies, necessities,” &c. 

10. ray yap aobevw, tore duvards cvs. It is not 
necessary to press on the words of this sentence, 
which is expressed populariter. It may be thus 
paraphrased: ‘* The more I am pressed with cala- 
mity, the more do I feel the efficacy of divine 
strength, and the moré da [ rejoice.” So Deut. 33, 
25. ‘“‘as are thy days (of trial), so shall thy strength 
be:” and Hebr. 11, 34. ‘* who out of weakness were 
made strong.” In ‘illustration of this spiritual 
strength, ‘Theophyl. remarks: ére tO Oskaory rap- 
€or dedewevos, TOTE aUTOD Kab TwY KATHYOpWY TEDIEYEVETO. 
and Wets. compares the following beautiful passage 
of Philo T. 2. p. 92, 3. pa) avartarrere, 7d dobevés pov 
Ouvapis €OTs, Y Kal KevTEl Kal KaTATITpPwWoKEL puplous, Ure 
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Twv éFavarnmoar vas yrAryouevoy Td yevos akovTwy 
diacwhicecbe parroy, 7 amorciobe: Trois KakoIS oD Kakw- 
Oioerbe, AAAK, OTay parniota mopbelv vonloy TIS ULES, 
TOTE PAAIOTA Tpos EUKACIAY exrapreTeE. 

11. yéyova &Gpwy kavywpevos. The sense of these 
words has been too much pressed on by the antient 
and some modern Commentators: though this is here 
not judicious. As the Apostle began the detail of 
his merits and endowments with the deprecatory 
softening dveyeobe pov tis adsocuvys’ and ws a&dpova 
dcEacbe we, so he ends with a similar apology for his 
boasting, accompanied with the reason for it, namely, 
Upeis we yvaykacate, “ you have compelled me to do 
it, by rendering it necessary ;” I have been compelled 
to do it for your good and benefit, in order to dis- 
abuse you of the prejudice you had in favour of false 
teachers ; and therefore you ought surely to excuse 
me for this boasting. 

Kavywpevos is omitted in many antient MSS. and 
some Versions, and has been, with reason, suspected 
by many Critics, and is thrown out by Griesbach. 
This criticism, indeed, is confirmed by all the previ- 
ous passages where the Apostle excuses his boasting. 

11. eyo yag WGeiroy bP tpwv cuvicracba. ‘Theoph. 
Kal evPypeiv? eel O€ TouTO ovK éroijoare, AAA éxelvois he 
well explains thus: "Edel dpcs parroy rd ea KaTareyely 
mporelyete kal diePbeipecbe, elroy Tatra did TH Uwov Tw- 
tygiav. ‘The sense, then, seems to be: ‘* My merits, 
virtues, and endowments ought to have been summed 
up by you rather than by myself.” 

11. oddev yap vorépnoa Twy Ureg Aiav drortoAwy. The 
yap has reference to a clause omitted, i.e. “ Which 
they might justly have been; for I am nothing infe- 
rior to the highest Apostles :” a repetition of what 
was said supra 11, 5. (where see the note), except that 
(as Theoph. remarks) what was there said somewhat 
hesitatingly, is here asserted eSovrsacrixwrepov. ‘The 
ei Kal ovdev eius may be regarded either (with the 
early modern Commentators) as spoken seriously, 
and with humility, i. e. considered by himself, with- 

uz 
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out a reference to Christ; as 1 Cor. 15, 9. ‘‘ for I 
am the least of the Apostles, that am not worthy to 
be called an Apostle :” or (with Sclater and most re- 
cent Commentators,) as said “ pro concessione, et ex 
opinione Pseud-apostolorum ;” q. d. ‘ though I am, 
it seems, nothing, anothing ;’* which is more agree- 
able to the sarcastic air of the whole of this portion 
of the Apostle. I cannot but think (though the 
Commentators do not notice it,) that the words have 
reference to the contumelious expression of the false 
apostles respecting him, mentioned at 10, 10, 7 d¢ xa- 
povola To cwpatos acberijs. 

12. rd pev onpeia Tov aroctoaev, &c. ‘These words 
have reference to the dmroordawy, the last clause 
of the preceding verse being, in some degree, paren- 
thetical; q.d. “ And that I am such you know; 
since the signs of an Apostle,” &c. The pev is put 
for yap; asin Rom. 14, 20. Nor is the article rov 
without its force. It may be rendered “signs 
of the Apostle.” So we say the hero, the general. 
Kareipyacby ev duiv, “ have been effected among 
you.” Schleus. renders “exhibita sunt.” And he 
compares Isocr. Evag. c. 10. dow peifw Kal mrelovos 
asia katepyacavto. See also Thucyd. 7, 21. The 
Apostle modestly leaves 5@” éu0d to be supplied. Sy- 
pci Sivnifies documenta, proofs; as in Matth. 16, 3. 
28, 3. 26, 48. Rom. 4, 11. and 1 Cor. 14, 22. where 
it is said tongues are els oypeiov trols aricras. So 
Thucyd. 1, 10. odk apes onueiov. The onpeiors just 
after is to be taken in the more common Scriptural 
sense of miracles. In the Gospels the word is often 
associated with répas. And so in Acts 2, 22. we have 
OuvapEr Kab TEpaATk Ka onpELOIS. 

The words & racy vrop.cvy, on which the early mo- 
dern Commentators say much to little purpose, are 
to be taken as an adverbial phrase, persevering ly, and 
are used for want of some abverb, as iroyevovrws. The 

* To which purpose I would compare, Sophocl. Trach. 1109. k¢» 
ro pnder &. & Aj. 76, 7. Kgy TO pndev ov. 
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accumulation, too, of év in different senses obscures 
thesentence. ‘The first év signifies inter ; the second 
cum; the third per. 

13. th ydp err 8 arribyre Umep Tas AolTas EKAnTias. 
Having shown that no signs of an Apostle were 
wanting in him, he enquires whether there be any 
other deficiency, namely, any neglect on his part, 
which should leave them inferior to other churches. 
It is strange that he does not remind them of the 
supernatural gifts which had been imparted to so 
many by him. However, he does not enter regularly 
into the enquiry, but asks merely in what they are 
inferior to other churches; which carries with it 
the answer—in nothing. And then, by a fine mixture 
of sarcasm and irony, not exceeded by any exampleé 
in Demosth., he adds €i 7} brs aires éyw od KaTEvapKyTE 
upcv; yapicache poi tyv adikiav Tavtyy, where the 
autos eyd and the duay are both emphatic; q. d. “7 
have not, whatever others have done; I have never 
been burthensome to you, whatever I have been to 
others.” On the sense of carev. see the note on 11, 8. 
Xapicacbe, forgive. ‘This verb has a dative of the 
person, and an accusative of the thing; as in Col. 2, 
13.; though the accusative is sometimes omitted ; as 
in 2 Cor. 2, 7.7, 12. Eph. 4,32. I must not omit to 
observe, that in 7rrnbijre, just before, there seems an 
idiotical use ; and in drég, which is well rendered by 
the Vulgate pre, there is a Hebraism, formed on J. 

14. 10d, rpitov éroipws Eyw erhelv rpds Upds, Kal ov 
Karavapkycw vuev. ‘There is no little address shown 
in this sentence. ‘The most prominent circumstance 
is, by a delicate turn, put last. For the scope of the 
whole seems to be to reply to acalumny, which might 
possibly be thrown out by the false teachers, that he 
had only urged to them his previous moderation, in 
order that he might now receive of them: and the 
Tpiroyv éroipws exw, though put first, is a very inferior 
circumstance. So that the true sense of the Apostle 
may be best represented by the clause being thrown 
into a parenthesis, thus: “I have not, I say, been 

: 
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budensome to you (heretofore); and when I come 
to you again (as I am now for the third time pur- 
posing in mind to do,) I will not be burdensome to 
you.” ‘The xupioacbe prow THY QOiKiaY THOT HY is paren- 
thetical; and in od karevépxnoa and od Kar avapKye@ 
there is the same elegance as at 11, 12. 6 3€ row, Kat 
romow, as said of the same subject. The éroipws éyw 
is an idiom occurring also at Acts 21, 13. 1 Pet. 4, 5. 
and sometimes in the later Classical writers. And 
the rgiroy is to be taken with it, and not with ease ; 
since the Apostle’s purposed visit would only be the 
second ;* having been disappointed in one he had 
before contemplated. 

The words ot yap Syrw ra voy, arn vas have 
great energy, poi int, and elegance. At ra must be 
supplied urapysvra, or ypipara. The sentiment 
may be thus expressed: “I seek not your money,” 
but your souls (1. e. your salvation); your welfare, 
not my own, is my aim.” So _Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) : SnT@ THy UpEeTEepay TwTnpiay Kal Tas poyas, 
od TX Ypyparae. Wets. compares a similar sentiment 
of Cicero, de fin. B. & mM. 2, 26. Me igitur ipsum 
ames oportet, non mea, si veri amici futuri sumus. 

This the Apostle follows up with a sentence 
in which may be discerned exquisite delicacy and 
address; though it has not been fully seen by the 
Commentators. It is strange they should not have 
perceived that it is an adagial sentence, and that (as 
is usual in such) the terms are not to be pressed on, 
but understood comparatée. ‘Thus otk aaa signifies 
non tam quam. The odeiraes may be rendered must: 
but the must has often avery feeblesense. It refers 
to what is usual, natural, and in the regular order of 
things ; for (as CEcumen. says) ard TOU Kolvod Avyiop.00 
Kal THY hucews mic TodTaL Tov Acyov. No other antient 
Commentator saw this; and of the moderns only 

* So Rosenm.: ‘* Apostolus, ex quo primum adierat Corinthum, 

(Act. 18, ‘1. sq. | Cor. 3, 6 & 10. 4, 15.) interea non rediit ; Act. 
18, 18—20, 1. quumque e Macedonia in Achaiam proficisci nunc 
pararet, secundum; non tertium iter suscepit.” Act. 20, 2. 2 Cor. 
9, 4. 15. plura vid. ad. c. 13, 1 & 2. 
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Est. (from T. Aquin.), Selden, and Grot., which last 
Commentator cites the following law dict: Ratio 
naturalis, quasi lex quedam tacita, liberis parentum 
hereditatem addicit. And he refers to his own re- 
marks de Jure, B. & p. 2, 7, 5. This therefore will 
not prove that children need not provide for their 
parents, nor disciples for their masters. For the right 
is assigned by Christ, and often asserted by St. Paul. 
It is plain the Apostle here waves this right, and 
says what he says out of a refined delicacy. ‘This 
indeed is plain from what follows, ey d€ daravyow, 
&c.: for itis neither enjoined, nor would it be possi- 
ble for ministers to spend their substance upon their 
people: and the rules of natural paternity will not 
apply here. 

15. éyad 0€ fdiota daravyjow Kal exdaravybyoopas. 
There is infinite spirit and beauty in this sentence, 
which is admirably paraphrased by Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) thus: "Ey ov pcvoy od px AyqWouat ap’ dnoy, 
GAAK PAAALY TeeTswWow' (ToUTO yap eoT! TO dumavicw.) 
Kal ri rA€yw yxpjpara daravycw 3 adres eyo éxdamavy- 
Onoopos* Tour eat, Key THy caupKa déy daravicas vmep 
TIS Twrypias THoy Wuyay Udy, od Pelronas. It is well 
rendered by Schleus. thus: ‘ ego vero lubentissimé 
sumptus faciam, immo me totum dabo saluti vestre, 
me ipsum, meas vires, vitam adeo meam plané ex- 
hauriam et profundam.” ‘The é« has an intensive 
force, of which Kypke cites an example from Polyb. 
17, 11. card yi rrciotov atrois yopyyiay éxdedamavy- 
pevov and Wets. has one from Josephus. He has 
also illustrated the force of the verb, as applied to de- 
note the gradual consuming or wasting of the body 
by disease, or excessive labour, &c. | 

This unequivocal proof of his affection the Apostle 
follows up with a gentle reproof, that they have not 
hitherto returned his love. So Theoph.: Kat rodro per’ 
eyKAjparos éyo0 Kal &yarys. For I would not apply 
the words (as is done by most Commentators) to 
what would hereafter take place. The Apostle was 
too delicate to augur so ill of them. The sense may 
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be thus expressed: ‘‘ though indeed (I am sensible, 
and by past experience may say it,) the more I love 
you, the less I am loved by you. 

Chrysost. (with his usual exquisite taste) points 
out the kind of climax which may be traced in the 
virtues shown by the Apostle towards the Corin- 
thians : Aco raLeiv, OUK Erne deurepoy, bo repotjnevos’ 
Tphrov, Kaul avrois KygoT Toy" TETOPTOY, OTb Ka par didwrt. 

TeLrroy, ary kal ovx OT AOS, anNG Ket per Giror pias” ex 

TOU borepywaros oP" EKT OY, Tk kal éauroy EPdop.0v, umeég 

Toy ou) opodpa Dirovyrwy* Oydooy, OTL Kak oPadpa @irou- 

peevenv. 
16. éorw de—éraBov. The Apostle seems to speak, 

as it were, in the person of his calumniators; or at 
least he adverts to a charge which they might possi- 
bly make against him, namely, that his not taking a 
stipend of them was a piece of refined policy, the 
more effectually to attain the same purpose by means 
of another. This objection the Apostle anticipates, 
and refutes. I cannot think with the Commenta- 
tors, that they had actually made this charge ; since 
there was not the slightest ground for it: for it is 
clear that the Apostle had enjoined both Titus and 
the brother minister who accompanied him (namely, 
Luke or Mark,) to take no money from them. 

17. py twa wy—ipoas. This is, as Rosenm. re- 
marks, a Hebrew mode of expression, for pe 01m THOS 
wy, OF dic Tivos EKELYWY, OUS ATETTAAKO. TOS ULAS, ew AE0- 

VEKT OO Une 5 ; 
18. rapexarera Tirov—Tiros ; This has reference 

to what was said supra 8, 6. cis TO TOPAKAAET OL Hp.cs 
Titov, iva erITEnEry THY xapy rautyy & 18. cuverepba- 

peEV LET QUTOD tov aoengey. ‘The Apostle appeals to 

their own conscience, asking: Mari émaeovextyre 
tpas Tiros; ‘ did he?” &c. No. The whole sentence, 
if changed from the Oriental, and written accord. 
ing to the forms of Occidental and regular composi- 
tion, would run thus: “ Did Titus, whom J re- 
quested to go to you, or the brother whom I sent 
with him, make a gain of you ?” 
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This the Apostle follows up with a sentence in 
which there is, by a sort of delicate turn, the conse- 
quent put for the antecedent. He does not say, 
** No, they walked in my steps,” but delicately sub- 
stitutes: ‘*‘ Have we not walked in the same disinter- 
ested spirit, pursued the same course ?”* As to the 
speculations of Rosenm. and Storr on this verse, they 
are (I think) ill founded. 

It is remarked by Theoph., that by using rapexa- 
areca for érepa he increases the merit of Titus’s 
moderation, since kata rapaxaynow 7abev. The other 
brother is not mentioned, since he seems to have 
acted a subordinate part; yet he is included in the 
we all. 

19. radu Soxeire S71 yiv arorcyoupeda 5 The Apos- 
tle says this out of fear lest, the anxiety he shows to 
justify himself in all respects should be ascribed to 
improper motives, whether timidity, or selfishness. 

The raaw refers to 3, 1. & 5,12. This the Apostle 
checks, by making a solemn protestation katevwatoy 
700 Qcod—ovixodonzs; q.d. 1 protest before God and 
in the presence of Christ, or in the spirit of Christ’s 
religion, ra 0€ revTa, &yamnTol, UTED THs Up.wy oiKodouns. 
where «io: (fiunt) isto be supplied. The 4€ signifies 
autem; and the sense may be thus expressed : 
« All that I have done, either before, or now, in 
writing as I have done, has been from disinterested 
motives, and for your spiritual good alone, to pro- 
mote which I have now ventured to disabuse you of 
those prejudices against me which the false teachers 
instilled.” On oixodou7) I have more than once 
treated. 

20. PoRovjrar yap, px mas erday ody olous béAw cipw 
upas, Kayo cigebw Up.tv olov ov Oerere. In this antithetical 
sentence there is great elegance; and it is intended 
still further to apologize for saying so much in refu- 

* An expression similar to the rots aurois tyveoe wepreTarhoaperv 
occurs in Rom. 4, 12. and Philo T. 2. p. 385, 44, (cited by Wets.) 
TOS OUY OVK droroY HY, pH TOIs avrois ixveoey €maxorovOjaae 5 
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tation of the calumnies against himself, and finding 
such fault with them. 

Olous od b€aw, “such as I would,” viz. reformed 
of the offences for which I have rebuked you, and 
not corrupted by the misrepresentations of the false 
Apostles. By kéyo edpe§w ofov od berere is denoted 
(though spoken with exquisite delicacy) a punish- 
ment; as is clear both in itself and by comparison 
with 10, 2. and infra 13, 2. ov deicouas. 

The words following are explanatory of the pre- 
ceding oious f€aw. At Epeis, 2¥jAo1, &c. must be re- 
peated dofotp.c1 pzjrws; and some verb must be sup- 
plied, namely, the verb substantive aot, “ lest there 
be found.” ‘The change of construction is (I think) 
to be imputed to delicacy. For if he had finished 
the sentence as he had begun it, he must have used 
instead of nouns denoting vices, nouns denoting the 
persons guilty of those vices, q.d. lest, namely, I 
should find you zealots, quarrelsome, back-biters, 
&c.; as Rom.1, 30. It is manifest that the charges 
here indirectly made are not to be supposed as 
levelled against the generality, but against certain 
persons (chiefly of the Anti-Pauline faction), and 
even in them in different proportions. The nouns by 
which these vices are denoted need little explana- 
tion. Schleus. Lex. may be consulted. It may, 
however, be observed, that égeis, 9701, Gupol, and 
epiJetas seem to denote the vices of strife and angry 
contention in its more violent forms: and karararsal 
and Widugiopoi, those lower and meaner modifications 
of the same spirit, by which the flames of discord 
are blown up. The last words may seem to denote 
the effects of a party spirit, duoiweeis, with which the 
Apostle reproaches them at 1 Cor. 4, 6.18 & 19. 5,2. 
13, 4.3; akatacracios, refers to that state of universal 
confusion and disorder which would be the result of 
such strife, to which the Apostle adverts at 1 Cor. 
14, 33. and of which St. James 3, 16. justly says: 
omov Syaos Kal epibela, Exel AkaTaoTacin. 

21, pa waa erbovra—x expaéav. In these words 
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the Apostle hints at something yet worse than strifes 
and disorders, namely immorality. Yet he expresses 
his fear with equal delicacy and affection. 

The zaav may be taken either with @4ovra, or 
with rarevecy. But the former mede seems pre- 
ferable. My pe tarevicn 6 Ocis pov ross vuds, lest 
my God should humble me in respect of you, i. e. lest 
I should be mortified, and grieved to find in some of 
you so little profit of my labours.” In order, how- 
ever, that they may not think he means this gene- 
rally, he adds, pi revdyjow rorrods Tay mponpaeTyKoTwyY, 
for ev). rorrovs mponpaprykoras, as at 10,12. See 
Casaub. ap. Crit. Sacr. The sense, then, is: “I fear I 
shall have to bewail many who have not repented, 
and forsaken their sins.” The Apostle then adds yet 
more, and ventures even to specify vices of a very 
foul sort, axabapsoia, ropvela, and doreryeia, all which 
terms have been treated on in the note on Rom. 1, 
24. Theophyl. explains dxabagoia by ras rav cwpo- 
Tikoy pigewy appyroroias. Llevbyow is rightly ren- 
dered by Chrysost., Theophyl., and Grot. “ have the 
grief not only of seeing impenitence, but of punish- 
ing it.” So, Grot. remarks, the Romans when about 
to condemn a citizen put on a black robe. On this 
sense of rev§civ he refers to his note on 1 Cor. 5, 2. 

CHAP. XIII. 

VERSE 1. rpitov Toro epyouas mpos tpas. These 
words involve some uncertainty, if not obscurity. In 
their plain and obvious sense they would seem to 
signify that this was to be the third visit made by St. 
Paul; and yet, from the Acts of the Apostles, it 
would appear to be the second only. Those, there- 
fore, who take the words in their literal acceptation 
(as do Mackn. and Slade) are compelled to suppose 
that one visit has not been recorded by St. Luke. 
And if the words of the present passage were alone 
to be considered, I should agree with them: but 
since these words are evidently introduced per epa- 
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nalepsin, and by way of resumption of what was said 
a few verses before, 12, 14. (where the sense is more 
clearly expressed, namely, tpirov éroipws eyw €rbeiv), 
I cannot but assent tosome antient and most modern 
Commentators, who take the sense to be: ‘“ this is 
the third time that I am about to come; i. e. 
am preparing and purposing to come. So Grot., 
Whitby, Wolf, Doddr., and Wets., which last Com- 
mentator renders: “ Semel et iterum et nunc tertio 
consilium cepi, ut ad vos venirem. Bis quidem nulla 
mea culpa impeditus sum. 2 Cor. 1, 15 & 16. Spero 
tamen jam denique mihi successurum, ut vobis de- 
monstrem, serid me desiderasse ad vos venire: Sicut 
ea, que trium hominum testimonio probantur, in 
judicio fidem faciunt.”’ See also Dr. Paley. On the 
epanalepsis see Mr. Locke. It is truly remarked by 
Doddr., ‘‘ that such interruptions are frequent in St. 
Paul, and in many other writers who have not a re- 
gard to an artificial dress, and do not stand to correct 
every little inaccuracy, but abound in quickness and | 
variety of thought, as Mr. Locke justly observes.” 

1. é@l oroparos dbo paoTipwy kal rpiwy oradyceTos may 
pipe. ‘The sense ot these words has been somewhat 
controverted. ‘The law maxim alluded to is found 
in. Num. 35, 30. Deut. 17, 6.19, 15.,.and it is sane- 
tioned by Christ himself, Matt. 18, 16. Those who 
interpret the dast words literally pursue the same 
course with these, and think that the Apostle means 
to say, that in any examinations before him on the 
accusations respecting the vices imputed to the Co- 
rinthians, every question (or thing) would be esta- 
blished and determined according to the above men- 
tioned /aw. But this seems too formal a mode of 
interpretation ; nor is it necessary to resort to such a 
sense, which indeed, if it were the one intended by 
the Apostle, is expressed very imperfectly. Still 
more unfounded is the opinion of Lightfoot, who 
supposes the witnesses to have been Stephanas, For- 
tunatus, and Achaicus. It is far more rational to 
understand by the witnesses here mentioned the 
Apostles own admonitory Epistles: and such is the 
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opinion not only of the most eminent modern Com- 
mentators, as Grot., Hamm., Locke, Rosenm., and 
others, but also of the antient Commentators. There 
is surely no occasion to stumble at a figurative mode 
of expression like this, which is quite agreeable to 
the genius of Oriental thought and expression. 

It is remarked by Rosenm.; ‘* Mosis dictum 
transfert. Voluerat nempe bis ad eos venire, sed non 
fecerat; nunc tertia vice venturum se dicit; ergo 
tandem aliquando verum fore id, quod promiserat ; 
q. d. Quemadmodum res, in judiciis duplici aut tri- 
plici testimonio probata, est certa, sic etiam nunc id 
erit verum, quod bis atque adeo ter promisi.” 

2. mpcelonka Kal mporeyw, “ I have (just) signified, 
and I (hereby) say it beforehand.” ‘Qs zapay rd 
devtepov, Kat away voy, ‘as if I were present the se- 
cond time; though now (as yet) absent.” This is (I 
think) rightly supposed to be the sense by the best 
Commentators ; though the phraseology is so lax 
and indeterminate, that nothing but the context and 
the scope of the Apostle can fix it. TIgoefonxe is used 
as at 1 Cor. 4,21. Nov may be taken either with xpo- 
raéeyw or axav. The sense will be much the same 
either way ; but the latter is the more natural con- 
struction, and is more agreeable to the Apostle’s 
style. Kalin the sense although is very frequent. 
Tois rponpapryKkoos must be understood as at the last 
verse of the preceding chapter, where see the note. 
By the trois Aomois taow is meant all the rest of the 
congregation, who, it is hinted, are to bear witness 
that he has said it, and take warning, should they be 
tempted to sin. 

Kis ro waa. A verx rare phrase, which occurs 
no where else in the New Testament, nor (as far as 
I know) in the Classical writers. The Commenta- 
tors subaud pégos ypovov, which seems as frivolous as 
to attempt to supply the ellipsis in the correspondent 
English particle again, which, by the way (though 
the Etymologists have not perceived it) is derived 
through the medium of the Anglo Saxon Azen, from 
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the Greek aie, sometimes written aidv. Eis aies often 
occurs in Thucyd., and eis aies in the Poets, as Ap. 
Rhod. 2,'714. But I must find some more suitable 
occasion of further illustrating this matter. 

2. 0» Geloouas. An euphemism for ‘I will punish ;” 
examples of which might be adduced in abundance. 

3. émel doxiary Syreire Tod ev enol AndAadyTos Xpiorov, 
‘“‘ Since (as it seems) ye seek a proof of (the reality 
of) Christ dwelling in me.” ‘Theophyl. (from Chrys.) 
well annotates thus: Mera roraod rod bupo0 apis tovs 
eEoubeyouytas autov ws aclevy Kal eSoudevymevoy, Tavra 
yo’ Exeide yap Bovrerbe doximagery, et ev enol o Xpio- 
TOS vlKE, Ka) O61 TOUTO LE KwpWdEITE Ws aobery Kal Epy- 
pov Tov Xpiorod, yuwoecrbe ravrws, elreg adioghwro 
pelynte. Acixyuos O¢ OTs rveuparika Elo TH pyar & 
A€yel, KAI Aosroy del PoPeicbas T7y areraAyy, ws Tov Xpio- 
rou AaAodyTos. Ou dich TodTo Oe exoragey ws doKinY av- 
Tols Kal meipav dwWowy' AAA’ Ered) avinTa aLUpTavETE, El 
dvaykachw, Oyo1, Koracor pas, eloeobe dia Tw Epywy 
adray Ti OoKiyy hy Syretre. 

3. O9 cig Uas ovK adobevel, GARG dUVaTE evduiv. The 
force of this sentence is strangely enervated by most 
recent Commentators, as if it only had respect to 
the great efficacy the doctrine of Christ had had 
among them. But surely, in connection with what 
went before, there is reason to think, with the an- 
tient and most early modern Commentators, that the 
Apostle has reference to the effects of Christ’s power 
as exercised in the supernatural infliction of disorders 
on certain persons. See 1 Cor. 4, 21., and Ephes. 
2 30., where see the notes. So Theophyl.: gyolv, 
OTL AP wy oy wEeipay ElAYheTeE, ylWwWOKETE TAYTWS, OT Els 
jpcs, ok arhevet, dAAX duvaret. See also Bp. Burnet 
ap. Doddr. There may likewise be an allusion to 
another mode in which the power of Christ was 
mighty among them, namely, by imparting the su- 
pernatural yapiopera treated of inch. 12—14. of the 
former Epistle. 

The otk dobevel, dA Ouvare’, like a similar expres- 
sion infra ver. 8. od duvapeda Tr Kata ris adarnbelas, 
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GAA’ Urep THs danbelas, has great energy : and duvarel 
is a stronger term than duyaras. 

4. Kah yop «i eoraupwy €& dobevéras. There are 
several ways in which this brief and somewhat inde- 
terminate phrase €€ dcbevelas may be explained. 
Rosenm. expounds it thus: ‘ ’Ac§eveix hic est con- 
ditio caduca et infirma, quam Christus nostri caussa 
susceperat. Christus nempe, provocatus ad aucto- 
ritatem suam miracul's firmandam, Matt. 27, 40 seqq. 
Luc. 23, 1. ad salutem hominum infirmus videri, et 
contemptus mori non dubitavit. Hujus exemplum 
imitari se, Apostolus dicit. Se libenter velle oppro- 
bria pati, si modo -saluti Corinthiorum inserviatur.” 
Schleus., in his Lex., offers the following exposition : 
“qui habebat naturam humanam infirmam et debi- 
lem, aut, quod, eodem redit, secundum humilem 
conditionem, qua Jesus his in terris usus est.” But 
it requires a much fuller periphrasis to do justice to 
the sense, -which is well expressed by Whitby thus : 
‘* For though he was crucified through (the) weak- 
ness (of that human nature which he took upon him, 
and in that appeared to others as weak), yet he liveth 
(and discovers efficaciously that he doth so) by the 
power of God (so gloriously attending the invocation 
of his name, and faith in him, we also (Gr. and so we 
also) are (as yet in your apprehension) weak in him, 
but we shall (appear to) live by the power of God 
(exerting itself by us) towards you.” See also Doddr. 

In the latter clause of this antithetical sentence é« 
duvapews must be taken for dia duvapews. 

4. kal yoo jpels dobevotpev—ipas. Slade renders: 
* Though we appear weak and contemptible in our- 
selves, yet by the power of God we shall be found 
strong in the working of miracles on your behalf, 
especially for the infliction of punishment, just as 
Christ appeared to be weak when crucified, but was 
re-animated and glorified by the same divine power.” 
At acbevoimey must be supplied es pas. The 
sense is: “ Thus I only show myself as weak, ab- 
staining for a time from severity.” ’Ev advo, “ after 
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hisexample.” Zyocueda, “ will show myself vigorous, 
and, contrary to your opinion of my timidity and 
weakness, will, if need be, and by the help of God, 
exhibit my strength and firmness by punishing.” 

5. éavtovs wespagere. ‘The connexion is thus ably 
traced by Theophyl. (from Chrys.): Kal ri aéyo, 
dyol, wegh Euaurov, ort, 6 Xpioros ev €vol, AnAel, Kal OTs 
OUvoepou ev, TAYY EKElvoy psprovjevos Toy cTaUpwbeyTa, OUK 
ereSepyoucr viv; Kal ues yap eb Povayfyre éavravs 
eSeraoas, sWeorbe ev énutois tov Xpiorov' elreg Eyyre 
mates THY wiotiv. Phot., too, discusses the sense in 
a very ingenious and masterly manner. Yet the for- 
mer seems to be the more natural and satisfactory 
one. The context shows that the Apostle refers them 
to the miraculous powers in some, and the total refor- 
mation of life in others, as a proof of the divine au- 
thority by which he imparted the one and produced 
the other. 

Ackipagere is a much stronger expression than 
weipagere. ‘There is in it a metaphor derived from 
metallurgy. So Wets. paraphrases: ‘* Qui aurum 
ad lapidem lydium explorare vult, prius lapidem ly- 
dium ipsum exploratur habere debet. Vos ergo, 
qui me examinatis, comm. 3. explorate prius vosmet 
Ipsos.” 

In 4 ovk ériywewokere there is a very common Hel- 
Jenism, in which éaurovs is pleonastic. ‘There is here 
a further unfolding of the sentiment in the preced- 
ing clause. The words may be thus paraphrased : 
** Do you not, on examination, find (as ye will do) 
unless ye be not genuine Christians, that Jesus 
Christ is in you (by his power) ;”? a power evinced in 
the two ways just pointed out. Nothing is more 
certain than that é&doxiol cannot be interpreted, with 
the Calvinists, reprobate (in the sense they affix to 
the word), that having no connection whatever with 
the subject of the Apostle’s present discourse. See 
the notes of Whitby and Mackn. on this word, and 
also Bp. Tomline’s Refut. p. 225. All the antient 
Commentators, and the most judicious modern ones, 
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are agreed that the Apostle solely has reference to 
the corrupt lives of some, and those vices with which 
he had charged them in various parts of both his 
Epistles, and indeed just before at 12, 21. And 
this yields a very good sense. (See the paraphrase 
above.) As, however, the Apostle has just before 
used the terms doxipay, reipeSere, and doximagere, and, 
on other occasions, deals much in the paronomasia, 
it is probable that he alludes to that primitive sense 
of adoxipis, by which it means not genuine, adulte- 
rated. ‘Thus Schl. Lex. compares 2 Tim. 3, 8. ad0- 
kios wep ryy wiot. It may, however, have a mid- 
dle sense between the two, namely, that of reyectanet. 
So Hesych.; adcxipove arcBayrov. Wherever else the 
Apostle has used the word he has intended by it 
corrupt, worthless, good for nothing. 

6. eawigw sé ori yowoecbe O71 yueis odK eopev cd0- 
kizot. Here there seems to be a clause omitted, 
which may be thus supplied: “ (But, whatever may 
be the result of your own examination of yourselves.) 
I trust that you will discover that we are not cddoxip.0l, 
i.e. “ that Iam a true Apostle, and have the proof 
(doxip7jv) of it in still retaining those Divine energies 
which are the strongest proof,” namely, in the super- 
natural infliction of disorders, as well as cure of 
them. Many Commentators, antient and modern, 
go much further in assigning the sense; but they 
seem to wander too far, and involve all in uncer- 
tainty. 

It is rightly remarked by Theophyl., that this 
Carries with it a threat. 

7. Uyouas 0& meds Tov Ociv—auev. The harshness 
of the preceding sentence, which implied a threat, 
-is here softened. 

By Sono: is meant “ giving proof of our divine 
-commission,” namely, in the way hinted at in the last 
verse, i.e. by punishment. It is also proper to notice 
the ellipsis in ody tve, &c., or rather the dilogia in 
evxoua1. The sense is: ‘‘ However, I pray to God 

VOL. VII. X 
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that ye may do nothing evil, and deserving of punish- 
ment (for it is my wish), not that our divine com- 
mission be thereby approved, but (rather) that ye 
may do what is right, and we may thereby be, as it 
were, without that proof, by not having to exercise 
the power.” 

8. od yap duvapela rikara ris danbelas, AAN Umep TIS 
aanieias. It is evident that a clause is here omitted 
to which yep refers; q.d. (nor need you fear any 
unjust or partial construction of your conduct), for 
we can do nothing against the truth, but for the 
truth,” i.e. ‘* in the exercise of those powers we can- 
not but be subservient to that system of truth which 
is contained in the Gospel ;”’ or, ** our decisions can- 
not but be agreeable to the truth, being preserved 
from error by the same power that has entrusted us 
with these exalted faculties.” ‘That such is the sense, 
the best Commentators, antient and modern, are 
agreed; though from the extent and uncertainty of 
the terms variety of interpretation must be expected. 

9. yalponey yao orav yeis dobevaper, Upeis de Ouvarol 
yre. ‘This seems to have reference to the preceding 
words ody ive vipers, kc. And the intermediate ones 
od yap duveaveba—olaydeias are, I think, parenthetical. 
‘The sense may be thus expressed: ‘‘ Nay, so far are 
we from wishing to give proof of our power, by 
having to punish your irregularities, that we rather 
rejoice when we are thus weak (i.e. seem weak, by 
not having our power shown by the proof), and you 
are strong (in faith and good works).” ‘That the 
above is the sense the best Commentators are agreed. 
It is probable, however, that in do4. the Apostle may 
have also a reference to the dofeveia, or timidity, 
charged upon him by his adversaries. So Theophyl. : 
xalpw yap pdraora drav ards mev eyo dobeva, ToUTETTIY, 
dobevis vousewpot, ws py emiderkvipevos Odvaply Tivee év 
Td Tipepetobas pels de Suvarol rE, TouTErriv, Evaceros, 
ATTAIOTO!L. 

9. rodro de Kal edyouela, tiv duwv Karaptiow. The 
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xoxi is emphatic; q.d. ‘* This we not only wish, but 
even pray for (namely) your reformation and perfec- 
tion, that we may have no occasion to exercise seve- 
rity towards you.” Kardpriois is a somewhat rare 
word, though sometimes occurring in the later 
Greek writers, yet only in the physical, not in the 
moral sense, as here. It is derived from kataprivec- 
§a:, to be perfect ; agriws bearing the same sense as 
téarews. See the note on ver. 11. 

10. ha rodro Tatra amrayv ypadw, &c. This is (as 
Theophyl. observes) intended as a sort of apology 
for the reprehension and threatening language he 
had employed, namely, as wishing that it would have 
to be extended no further than eyp trav ypapparoy, 
and not shown in deeds. 

"Ive ypjowp.os is a popular mode of expression for : 
** that I may not have to treat you harshly.” ‘Ypiv 
is, through delicacy, left to be supplied : and ypycw- 
pos signifies treat, by an idiom common both to the 
Latin uti, and our verb use. The sentiment is the 
same as at 10, 1. déopor 0€ 7d pw} mapeav, &c. 

The next words are a repetition of what was said 
at 10, 8., where see the note. Wets. compares Jo- 
seph. Ant. 2, 6, 9. covodv, & magéerye vpiv 6 beds, 
TAUT ExovTa EEavoray abercobas, Sovvar? Kal pydev exelvou 
dieveyKely TH YapiTY TIS yap Ex apdhorépwy duvapews 
TETUYYKOTA KAADY TAUTHY ev ToIS ayabols emidelKvuc bau 
Kah Tapov Kal ATOAAUEW, THS LEY KATA ToUTO EEouTiAas, WS 
pnd brapyoions, emiravbdverGas, povov 0 émiterpagbas 
7b cwSew vrorapbdvew. Rosenm., unwarrantably, li- 
mits this power to imprecation ad terrorem, and ex- 
communication, either temporary or final: whereas, 
it isclear from various passages of both these Epistles, 
as well as from the Acts of the Apostles, that it ex- 
tended to the actual infliction of disorders as tempo- 
ral punishments for sin. 

11. Now follows what may be called the Coda to 
the Epistle ; as in Rom. 16, 25—7. 

On the aariy Grot. observes: ‘* est properantis 
x 
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sermonem absolvere.” But its force has been better 
discerned by Theophyl., who well expresses it thus : 
"Eye TH € [LUT OO émoine ce Um OAObroyv ouv erry URS Te 

EQUT OY cover eveyKely" diopbeobevres veep, cepeckpayroy KTY- 
oeobe Thy Grd TO TUVELOOTOS Hopay, €b Kak Avrys prjp.cer ee 
Uply €irov. 

a: xaigere. This is rendered by Rosenm. : * hilari 
estote animo.” Andso Schleus. and others. But 
the passages cited by Schleus. Lex. as examples of 
that sense are none of them quite to the purpose. I 
see no reason to desert the interpretation of the early 
modern Commentators (supported as it is by the 
antient ones), who render it farewell; a formula 
which the antients were accustomed to subjoin to 
their Epistles : on which see Schl. Lex. in voce. §. 2. 

11. karagrigerSe. See the note onver. 9. In this 
moral sense the word occurs in many passages of the 
“New Testament ; as Luke 6, 40. and 1 Cor. 1, 10. 
jre O€ Karypriopevos ev Tw adT@ vol, and Elsner incul- 
cates the same sense here; but (I think) erroneously. 
Almost all the Gamientators, antient and modern, 
are agreed that it refers, not to the removal of dis- 
cord, ‘but to the removal of vices, by moral reforma- 
tion. It seems to have a reciprocal sense, literally : 
*‘ make yourselves reformed and perfect ;”’ i. e. strive 

‘after reformation and perfection.” ‘Thus our Lord 
says, Matt. 5, 48. écecde odv rérxcior, by which can 
‘only be meant aim at, strive after being perfect.” 
‘That God hath his part in this as well as man, is 
clear from Heb. 13, 10. xaraprice (scil. 6 @cts) ev 
“mwavth epyw ayabo alsol Pet. 5, 10. Theophyl. well 
‘paraphrases thus: réaetos ylecte 3 Evre Ooypact kab €y 
Bio, Kol ovo A1DOUT E TX A€lrovTa Up. 

11. mapaxarciove. The antient Commentators and, 
of the moderns, Schleus. have rightly regarded the 
word as used in a reciprocal sense, namely, “ com- 
fort each other ;” though it may include the sense 
comfort yourselves, take comfort, namely, under the 
trials which are continually befalling you. 
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11. rd adr> Ggoveire. Doddr. ap. Slade explains 
thus: “ Attend to the same thing,” pursue with the 
greatest unanimity of heart and intenseness of affec- 
tion that which ought to bethe great end of all our 
schemes and designs, the care of glorifying God and 
adorning the Gospel.” He argues that to be of one 
mind might, in some respects, have been impossible. 
But this seems founded on a mistaken view. ‘There 
is no occasion to press on the sense be of one mind, 
which, as in the case of the xataprigecde, is to be 
modified by aim at it. Grot. renders ‘‘ concordes 
este :’’ observing that this is to be referred ad affec- 
tum, non ad intelligentiam. But I rather assent to 
the opinion of the antient and some eminent modern 
Commentators, that it denotes “ aim at concord in 
your religious sentiments, avoid dissensions and fac- 
tions (one saying, Iam of Paul; another, I am of 
Cephas). It is not probable that the Apostle would 
have omitted an admonition so seasonable; and 
which he gives at Rom. 15, 5. 70 adro Gpoveiv ev &AAY- 
Aas KaTa Npicrov "Incovv. Besides, the sense assigned 
by Grot. and others is expressed in the next word 
eloyvevere. This it was necessary to mention, since 
(as Theophyl. observes) this might agree in doctrines, 
and yet not live in peace and concord one with 
another. 

11. kal 6 Ocos ris dyamrys Kal cloyyys €oros pel Upwy. 
The Apostle fortifies his exhortation by proposing a 
strong motive to the practice of this unanimity and 
concord, namely, that the God of all love, the Giver 
of peace and all other blessings, will be with them, 
namely, for their protection against all who seek to 
interrupt that peace and concord. 

12. domacacbe crryaous ev cylin Giajpati. The 
same direction is found in Rom. 16, 16., where see 
the note. 

12. dorcovras vpds of dyio mavres, “ all the Chris- 
tians (here) send their salutations.” 

13. 7 xepis—vpov. It is evident that in this sen- 
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tence the Optative «fy is to be supplied. Xdpis +. 
x. "I. X. is explained by Rosenm.: ‘‘ universitas be- 
neficiorum, que nos Christo ejusque religioni debe- 
mus.” And the IIveuze dyiov he explains ‘‘ beneficia 
religionis, sensus Christianus.” But in the former 
case his interpretation is too vague; and in the lat- 
ter he unwarrantably curtails the sense. I would 
render: May the favour of Christ, from which so 
many blessings flow, rest upon you, and the love of 
God, which bringeth salvation, be upon you, and 
may the Holy Spirit impart to you his Divine gifts 
and graces. ‘ Here (as Whitby rightly observes) 
the Father and Son being mentioned as distinct per- 
sons, we have no reason to doubt of the personality 
of the Holy Ghost thus mentioned with them.” And 
it is justly observed by Mr. Slade, that ‘‘ the remark- 
able analogy which the latter clause bears to each of 
the two preceding, must naturally lead us to under- 
stand that the Holy Ghost is not here spoken of as 
amere quality, or agent.” 



EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. 

EPISTOLA ARGUMENTUM. 

Avcrore E, A. BORGER. 

Vixus acerbitatis, quod in Paulum evomuerant homines malivo- 
lentissimi, epistolam peperit, que universa in frangendis adversa- 
riis eorumque retundenda improbitate consumitur, cujusque argu- 
mentum trifariam dispertimus : 

1. Pauli doctrina ad Deum, non item ad humanam referenda est 
auctoritatem. 

2. Sequuntur doctrine Pauline ab adversariorum calumniis vin- 
diciz. 

3. Paulus, quam doctrinam jam antea tradiderat, eandem et 
nune probat et predicat. 

Ad primam igitur, quam commemoravimus, epistole partem, 
qué monet Apostolus doctrinam suam originis esse divine, neque 
eam pendere e reliquorum auctoritate Apostolorum ; ad hane ergo 
partem quod attinet. Paulus apertis verbis falsitatis arguit sceles- 
torum hominum criminationem, cap. 1,1, 11, & 12. In Chris- 
tianorum enim ipsum se contulisse castra, religionisque Christian 
doctrinam se tradere gentibus, non humanA auctoritate adductum, 
sed divinitus admonitum, cap. 1, 18—16. Imo tantum abesse, ut 
munus docendi ab Apostolis sit sibi oblatum, suamque ipse doc- 
trinam ex horum consortione traxerit, ut potius per longum satis 
tempus nulla cum iis sibi fuerit familiaritas, sed, simul ac sacra 
Christiana approbasset, in longinquas regiones secesserit, cap. 1, 
17—2,1. Se quidem dein fatetur itinera fecisse Hierosolymam, 
(que erat religionis veluti sedes) ; ut vero suspicionem propulset, 
se eo tetendisse discendi causA, monet, cm primum illue profectus 
esset, se in ea fuisse urbe, quindecim tantum dies commoratum, 
(quod temporis spatium brevius erat, quam ut universa religio 
Christiana discendo perciperetur), neque alium preter Jacobum, 
se ibi reperiisse Apostolum, cap. 1, 18,19. Secundum verd, quod 
commemorat, iter factum esse divind admonitione, eam potissimum 
ob causam, ut doctrine suze omnibus pateret puritas, ac pravé sen- 
tientium convelleretur opinio: neque hac occasione novi se quid 
aut incogniti ex Apostolis didicisse, cap. 2, 1, 2, 4, & 6. Sed 

hos, divinam se legationem gerere intelligentes, ipsum in Apostolo- 
rum tamquam collegium co-optare haud dubitasse, 11, 7—10. 
Quinimo Petrum, magne virum fame, legis Mosaice studium si- 
mulantem, palam a se fuisse reprehensum; adeo nihil esse, quod 
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Apostolorum institutioni deberet ! cap.2, 11, seqq. Haud denique 
scio, an huc pertineat sepius facta azroxahiiews mentio (cap. 1, 12, 
16, 2, 2.) quae vox, ut sepius in N.T. ita plerumque in nostra 
epistolA, significat divinitus, sive a Jesu Christo, factam institu- 
tionem, seu admonitionem. Theodoret ad Gal. 1, 12. Similiter 
Theophylactus ad h.1. Elus& adversariorum primé calumnia a re- 
prehensione, cujus ansam habuerat Petrus, proficiscitur, ob cause 

similitudinem, doctrine defensio, quam secundam epistole parlem 
diximus, queeque precipueé in labefactanda religione Mosaica, ad 
adipiscendam dixkaiwo.y neque utili neque necessaria versatur, 
atque in extollend& doctrine Christiane prestantia ac salubritate, 
qui solf duce et rectrice, veri nominis felicitatem consequamur. 
Cujus rei est hee fere demonstratio: Paulus igitur legis Mosaice 
nullam apud se esse auctoritatem scribit, omnem vero vitam suam 
religioni Christiane consecratam esse docet, cap. 2, 19—21. Ga- 
latarem se ergo levitatem mirari, qui, cum usu et experimentia 
nove salubritatem doctrine didicissent, in pejus tamen ruerunt, 
reciderentque in jejunitatem pristinam, cap. 3, 1—5. Animum 
advertere ad exemplum Abrahami jubet, quem gentis Judaica auc- 
torem apud Galatas Judaica studia secutos summo fuisse in honore, 
res ipsa monet. Jn hujus igitur viri ipsos memoriam revocat, 
ostenditque, eandem illam fiduciam, (wiorwv), quam tantopere com- 
mendet doctrind Christiana, jam olim Abrahamo fuisse divine 
conciliatricem amicitie; facta vero, (épya védpov), in quibus lau- 
dem eximiam, tamquam Jaureolam in mustaceo, quereret vanitas 
Judaica, benevolentiam erga Abrahamum divinam gignere nequa- 
quam potuisse: porro omnem illam felicitatem, quam aliquando é 
posteritate Abrahami orituram promisisset Deus, minimé in un& 
PalestinA veluti carcere salutis includendam, aut solis vindicandam 
esse Judzis, quos Tanta generis teneat fiducia; sed debere illam 
ad quasvis dimanare gentes, cum et his et Judzis eadem sit ad 
ducaiwoty caleanda via, ea eadem tenenda fides, salus expectanda 
eadem. Quz quidem omnia insigni cum subtilitatis laude, inge- 
niique sollertia, Apostolus monet, cap. 3, 6, seqq. 

Objectam dein difficultatem ex eo petitam, quod, Pauli probata 
doctrina, legislationis Mosaice nulla fuerit utilitas, egregié diluit, 
ctim ostendit, legem istam hominum, tamquam puerorum, fuisse 
moderatricem, que juvenilem petulantiam coerceret, usque dum, 
ad etatis maturitatem perducti, sue futuri essent tutele, leniori 
ac paterno moderamini subjecta, cap. 3, 19—4, 7. Inspersa dein~- 
ceps longiore levitatis reprehensione, (cap. 4, 8—20.) redit illue, 
unde deflexerat oratio, iterumque Christianis legis Mosaic immu- 

nitatem asserit Paulus, servee Hagare comparatione institut et 
Sare ingenue, quarum altera similis fuerit Judeis, Christianis 
altera, cap. 4, 21—31. Hine usque ad finem’ epistola, in eadem 

quidem persuadendé causa literee versantur, simul vero Apostolus 
suam ipse doctrinam ad virtutis exercitium revocat, et cum hoc 
quasi connectit. Continet nimirum hec epistolz pars admonitiones 
efficacissimas, ne libertatis doctrina in mollem agendi desidiam tur- 
pemque scelerum pratextum trahatur: amabilem enim virtutem 
colendam, amoris ac benevolenti legi parendum, cap. 5, 183—15. 
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Prave animorum indolis vim, quoad ejus fieri possit, esse ener- 
vandam, cum mens, divini lumine spiritus collustrata, sit omnis 
virtutis ac preestantiz sedes et fons et altrix, 5, 16—25. Pellendum 

ergo esse livorem, lenitatem adhibendam, sibi cuique cavendum, ne 
peccandi abripiatur libidine; omnem vero virtutis ostentationem 
arcendam esse longissimé, 6, 1—5. Universe igitur sectandam esse 
morum viteque probitatem; in primis vero beneficia ctim in reli- 
gionis doctores, tum in reliquos conferenda Christianos, 6, 6—10. 
Redit tandem, tamquam e vie deverticulo, Apostolus ad precipuum 
epistole argumentum, 11—16. Salutem denique multam imper- 
tiendo finem facit scribendi, v. 18. 

De tertid autem, quam supra memoravimus, epistole parte, non 
est quod multa dicamus, ctm Paulus in hac epistola nusquam suam 
in docenda religione constantiam, continud quadam orationis perpe- 
tuitate, teneatur, sed omnia hujus argumenta per universum scriptum 
diffusa sint ac dissipata. Itaque in epistole explicatione notabimus 
passim loca, que ad hanc causam pertineant. Vid. Gal. 1,1 & 8. 
2,18. (sive hune locum de solo Paulo, sive universe de omnibus 
accipiendum esse existemes), 19—21, 4, 12. (si quidem nostram de 
hoc loco sententiam probaveris), 5, 2, 3, 10, & 11.6, 11. 12, and 
14, Alia videbimus in ips& literarum enarratione. Ex e& autem 
ipsa, quam his literis Apostolus exponit, doctrina, intelligere omnino 
Galateze poterant ipsius de legis Mosice vanitate et Christiane 
prestantia religionis sententiam a vetere ill4, quam antea tradide- 
rat, nil fuisse mutatam. 

CHAP. I. 

VERSE 1. IIada0s arooroaos. St. Paul commences 
this Epistle with that which was intended to form the 
chief subject of it, the assertion of his Apostleship 
and Divine commission, i. e. claiming it as an office 
not derived from men, but from God alone. So 
Theophyl.: Ev§éws avaize rb civar avdowrwv pabyris, 
ouk am’ avinwroy yap, aAr dvwlev, Kal am’ atgavod &k- 
a79y. This rushing at once in medias res, and, 
as it were, by an insertion made in the inscrip- 
tion of the Epistle (for the words odx—vexpay are 
parenthetical) is very agreeable to the ardent temper 
and disposition of the Apostle. Of this insertion we 
have another example in the beginning of the Epistle 
to Titus. 
At arorréaos Rosenm. would supply «ajros. But 

that is not quite necessary ; though the word is some- 
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times added; as in Rom. and 1 Cor. Yet in those 
cases it is not followed by aro: and some past parti- 
ciple is required by the prep. It should rather seem 
that amorrerrouevos is to be supplied; which is the 
less harsh, since arecroavos, answering to the Heb. 

' past participle now, was thought equivalent to the 
past part. of the cognate verb. And thus T. Mag. 
explains it by 6 drocraapevos. 

_ The expressions ox am’ dvipwrav, odde 30 avOpwrov 
are regarded by Koppe, Borger, and most recent 
Commentators, as synonymous: at least they will 
not allow any difference between the a7o* and dia. 
The latter position may be true; but not (I think) 
the former. ‘The error has arisen from this, that it 
seemed difficult to account for dV av8garov; though 
some have, not absurdly, conjectured that Peter might 
be meant. (See ver. 18.) But this would destroy 
the climax which seems to exist in the sentence. By 
aviperwy the best Commentators, antient and mo- 
dern, are agreed is meant the Apostles and Presby- 
ters at Jerusalem.f By av§gwrov is (I think) to be 
understood (with the Greek and Latin Fathers and 
early modern Commentators) any mere man ; andthe 
expression is used with accommodation to the third 
step of the climax. 

1. daad dia Inood Xpiorov, kal @cod. He means to 
say that his Apostleship is not of mere human autho- 
rity, but rests on Divine appointment.{ Theophyl. 

* This is said to be for tz0, bya Hebraism. Yet examples are to 
be found in the Classical writers, and are here referred to by 
Borger, as Chariton, Elian, and Diodor. Sic. And he might have 
added, that it is one of the peculiar idioms of Thucyd.; which seems 
to me to prove, that it is not properly an Hellenistical idiom (as 
Gataker supposed it), but probably a relique of Oriental idiom. 
+ As Matthias had been by them chosen, and others had been ap- 

pointed to the ministry, as Judas and Silas. 
+ This view of the subject is supported by the following able 

annotation of Wets.: ‘ Qui ab hominibus mittitur, opponitur misso 
a Deo ut Gen. 45, 8. et qui per homines mittitur, opponitur ei qui 
per filium mittitur, ut Heb. 7, 25. Matthias electus fuit Apostolus 
a Deo per homines. ‘Titus et Lucas electi fuerunta Paulo: Paulus 
vero electus est per Christum, adeoque ab ipso patre, qui filium a 
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explains: dvwbev, an’ odpavov. It is true that in the 
Acts 13, 2. we are told that the prophets at Antioch 
laid hands on Paul and Barnabas, for the work of the 
ministry, (or rather of a ministry ; for it was a parti- 
cular work, namely, a deputation to Cyprus, &c.) 
(See the note there.) But then the laying hands on 
them was done at the especial command of the Holy 
Spirit. Thus it is said: ere 7d [Ivedpa 1d eytov 
"Agopioure 0% por Tov Te BapvaBav Kal rev Savaoy cis 7d 
Epyov 0 mpooKkekanp.as avrovs. And at ver. 4. obra: pev 
avy exreu.Pbevres Ud Tov IIveduaros rod eyiov. Besides, 
that was nine years after Paul’s conversion. This, 
therefore, will only prove (what indeed is remarked 
by the antient Commentators) that the Holy Ghost 
is the same with the Father and the Son. 

1. rarpis is for rod rarpos, the, or his, Father. At the 
words rod éyeipavros adrav ex vexpov, Koppe strangely 
stumbles; and Borger cannot see why mention should 
here be made of the resurrection, unless that the 
Apostle (like St. Peter) omits no opportunity of bring- 
ing to his own mind, and that of others, this important 
particular.* This remark has, I think, much truth, 
as has the following of the same learned Commenta- 
tor, that the Apostle adds this, in order that that most 
illustrious proof of the dignity of Christ and of his 
own office, conferred upon him by Christ, might the 
better appear: all tending to repress the calumnies 
of his adversaries, who represented him as an Apos- 
tle merely of men, and without Divine appointment. 

mortuis reducendo demonstravit, se illi omnem potestatem dedisse, 
et omnia, que agerit rata habere. Manifestum autem est, filium 
Dei, qui hominibus opponitur, ex hominum communi sorte eximi, 
adeoque non merum hominem, sed divinioris nature esse.” Very 
similar is the commencement of Ignat. Ep. to the Philad. c, 1. (cited 
by Borger) : “Ov éxicxoroy éyvwr odk ag’ éatrov, ovdé 60 drOparwr, 
kexrijc0ae rv dcaxoviay. Borger also compares Joseph. Ant. 14, 
2, 6. eat AédAuos Ereparevero, AEywy ovK €§ avOpwrwy aiTO doKely, 
ada Tivds Oeod yevéaOar rovs radas. 

* Tt was chiefly indeed intended (as usual) to hint at the supe- 
riority of that religion which had brought life and immortality to 
light, over the law, which supplied no such hopes. So Chrys. and 
Theophyl. 
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2. Kak of ody enol ravres aderdol. It has been much 
discussed who are here meant by of otv éuol adergol. 
The opinion of the antient and many eminent modern 
Commentators, as Par., Hamm., Beza, Whitby, 
Koppe, Rosenm., Doddr., Michaelis, Jaspis, and others 
is, that it denotes the brother ministers who were 
with him. And it is truly remarked by Koppe, that 
in no other Epistle are general Christians united with 
himself in these ériypagai. ‘Thus at 1 Cor. we have 
6 adendos for a brother minister. And so 2 Cor. 6 
Tipcdeos. At Philipp. he associates Timothy without 
adding “ my brother.” At Coloss. he adds kai o Ti- 
pobeos 6 adeadds. At 1 Thess. and 2 Thess. Paul, 
Timothy, and Silvanus are associated. All this seems 
to supply a strong reason for adopting the above in- 
terpretation. Borger, however, who supports the opi- 
nion of several modern Commentators, that by adea- 
$o} are meant all the Christians where Paul was resi- 
dent, treats this as a very weak argument: though it 
is surely far stronger than his own, that the name is 
often used of Christians in general: which will 
prove little, as no example can be admitted to be 
apposite but one found at the commencement of an 
Epistle. Besides, where does St. Paul call the 
Christians of any place the brethren who are with 
me? And would not such an expression be harsh ? 
Whereas in Phil. 4, 21. we have this very expression oi 
ov éu.ol adeAdol, where it must mean Paul’s colleagues 
then with him; since to it is subjoined the general 
expression kal mavres of dyiot. It is frivolous for 
Borger to ask, why should the Christians in general 
not be joined in asalutation? That weare not bound 
to answer. Neither is this properly a salutation, but 
rather an address. As little to the purpose is it to 
pose us with the question, who were these? Silvanus 
and Timotheus? and if so, how can they be called 
all? It is not, I would answer, improbable that there 
were (as Michaelis thinks) more: and the term rav- 
res is sometimes applied to only three or four. Be- 
sides, if we consider the especial purpose and intent 
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of the Epistle, we shall see that it is far more probable 
that Paul meant brother Ministers than brother 
Christians. For, as ‘Theophyl. truly observes, éze:dy 
di€Barrov avrov ws povoy TavTa KypUTTOVTA, DelKYUC! YOY 
Ws ToAAdS Kal AAroUS ExEL THs yywuns Kovels. So 
Cicumen.* See also Chrysost. And for this reason 
he has been rightly supposed to have associated 
Sosthenes with him in his first and most objurgatory 
Epistle to the Corinthians. 

Tais éxxanoiais +r. 1. Koppe and Rosenm. ob- 
serve, that St. Paul does not say to what churches 
of Galatia (as of Ancyria, Tavia, Pessinus, &c.) the 
Epistle is addressed; and that he mentioned that 
circumstance to the bearer of it. And in this view 
the learned Commentators might have adduced 
Thucyd. 7, 9. kal of pev Byovro héparres, ods amréoreine, 
TH ypappara Kal bon ede: adrovs eireiv. And further 
On: qkovres es Tas’ Abyjvas of rapa Tod Nixiov, doa re amd 
yadoorns elpyto atrois, elroy, kal ef tis Tt ypwra cse- 
Kpivovro, Kal tiv éemioroany aréedooayv. But, after all, 
the opinion is unfounded and visionary. By rais 
exkaynoiass are doubtlessly meant ad/ the churches (as 
indeed the article requires), all of which might be, 
more or less, guilty of the faults the Apostle purposes 
to correct; and (I think) the omission of the usual 
epithets, rav dyiwy, or ayam7jrois, may be considered, 
not (with Koppe) as accidental, but intentional; and 
(as Chrys. also suggests) seem to savour of the re- 
serve which it was proper for him to assume, on 
having to write what may be called a reprehensory 
Epistle: for (as Mr. Locke says) “he deals very 
roundly with them.” 

3. yapis ipiv Kal eipyvn ars Oeod warpds, kat Kupiov 
jpav’I. xX. <A form of salutation frequent in St. 
Paul’s Epistles, and both in construction and sense 

* And so Rosenm. *¢ Hos laudat Paulus, ad auctoritatem et fidem 
doctrine suze afferendam, quippe secum in hac caussa et severitate 
consentientes.” 
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formed on the Hebr. model. Thus ard cod rarpis 
corresponds to MM OND; yas to TON IN; and 
elpyyy to CI7W. A Classical author would have 
written Tlataos rails exxanoiois yorpev. (Kop. and 
Borger). 

I cannot agree with Koppe in regarding yégis and 
eipyvy as put for the happiness and the benefit itself. 
It should rather seem to denote that favour and 
peace with God which is the fountain of all good, 
and the pledge of all blessings. See the note on 
MBon/ 13013: 

4. rod ddvros éauriv. Borger takes dovros for rapa- 
dovros; aS Rom. 4, 25. Eph. 5,2. But this is con- 
founding two expressions which differ in these re- 
spects, that wapad. is ascribed to God the Father, 
and shows his will and good pleasure; 0:3. to God 
the Son, and shows his ready acquiescence, and per- 
fect willingness. So in Matt. 20,28. and Mark 10, 
15. he is said dodva: tiv Wuyxyv adrov avtpoy dri 
TOAAWY. 

4. Umép Tov awaptioy yor. ‘These words express 
the purpose of his yielding himself up to death. For 
vaép Griesbach has edited zegi, from many antient 
MSS., some Fathers, Theodoret, and Qicumen. On 
either reading, indeed, the sense is much the same: 
but urép seems more significant and agreeable to the 
style of St. Paul. Tov apagriay is taken by Kop. 
and Rosenm. for trav apaprdawy, by an Hebrew 
idiom frequent in Scripture, and sometimes used by 
the Classical writers, abstract for concrete. Yet 
that is in the New Testament confined to certain 
particular words, of which this is not one: and the 
idiom would here be very harsh, nay, inadmissible. 
For thus 7a would have been placed before ray 
ayaptiov. ‘The present position fully establishes the 
common interpretation,=which, moreover, is far more 
agreeable to the scope of the Apostle, which (as 
Chrys., Theophyl., and Theodoret suggest) was to 
show the vast superiority of the Gospel over the law 
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in respect to the expiation for sin.* I have been the 
more anxious to defend the common interpretation, 
and refute the novel one of Koppe and others, since 
(though it is said by Borger to yield the same sense) 
it is capable of that perversion which the Socinians 
never neglect an opportunity to use with passages 
connected with the doctrine of the atonement, 
namely, by representing the benefits to sinful men of 
Christ’s death, as having been only in the example he 
set them of a life of virtue, and submission to death 
in its cause. Nay, I find, the great Grotius himself 
(unaccountably) fell into this very error (though on 
other occasions he has shown himself an unequivocal 
supporter of that fundamental doctrine,) since he 
here remarks: ‘ Mors Christi multos habet effectus, 
hune inter alios, ut admirabilis obedientia exemplo 
nos a peccatis abstrahat, 1 Pet. 1, 18.” Here Wets. 
aptly compares 1 Mac. 6, 44. GdwKey éauTiv rod cdoo 
TOY Acoy aUTOD, Kab TEpITFOINT OL AUTH dvoUA alwyiov. 

The next words, draws é€€ayras ds ek rod everraros 
aidyvos rovypov, show the purpose, or rather final cause, 
of this submission to death for our sins. They seem 
to be meant indirectly to refute the slanders of those 
who represented the Apostle as preaching continu- 
ance in sin, that grace might abound. See Rom. 6, 
1. and the note. 

"E€aigeio§as here denotes vindicare, liberare, like 
the Hebr. Sy, in Is. 70, 16. and WIN, in Jer. 42, 
11., and is sometimes so used in the Classical writers, 
as (among others cited by Munth and Wets.) Liban. 
491. eEaipeicbasr ris airias. Lys. p. 734. Edict. é&c- 
geiobas tiva eis érevdegiav. Polyb. 15, 42. eSaipeio bas 
TWAS EK TOY TEPIETTWTOY KAKOY. 

* The words of Theophyl. are as follows: “ESwxe Sé éauréy, iva 
amadr\din fds tov apaprioy, dy 6 vopos umadhakac ove toxve® 
mas obv Tov amad\dkayru apevres, TO vow mpocéxere, TO pndéey 
operXyoavre; And those of Thevodoret, these; "“Edecke viv Kara 
vomoyv Todtrelay rev apaprnpdrwy arddrakat po) duvneioar, adr 
tov Aeorérny Xproroy, Tov Urep hay Karadetdpevoy Odvaroy, Kat 
TOY Tis duaorias épAnmarwy TO yévos éXevOepicayra. 
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By everrwros aiwvos is meant the present state of 
being, this life, filled as it is with calamity, sin, and 
sorrow (see Gen. 47, 9.), or rather the sin itself,* 
and the misery consequent upon it. By the term 
Tod evert@ros, is indirectly contrasted this present 
state, or this life,-~ with the future one, in which all 
tears shall be wiped from all eyes for ever. 

4. Kata To IéAnpe Tod Ocod, &c. Borger welltranslates: 
*“* Ita nimirum placuerat Deo;” sive ‘‘ex voluntate 
Dei, qui idem noster est Pater, factum est, ut Jesus 
Christus expiaret peccata.”” And Theophyl. rightly 
remarks on the scope of the Apostle: Ilavrayou 
cuvrarte TO Xeiorw tov Llarepa, didackwy ws Kal 
QUTW GTUVOOKE!, 27] VORIKwS HEELS GAN edayyEAIKOS TOAL- 
reverbar. By 6éanpo is here meant good pleasure, 
eddoxia, PL. Kai is, I think, rendered even. 

5. &, 4 00§a eis rors alavas trav aidyov “Apyy' It 
is observed by Theophyl., that, struck with the 
magnitude of the benefits of God, the Apostle can 
say no more, but concludes this his preface with a 
doxology. Koppe remarks that, in treating of the 
divine wisdom and God’s benefits to men, the 
Apostle’s pious feelings frequently burst forth into 

* Chrys., Theophyl., and the other Greek Interpreters explain it 
Tis wovnoas (as Rom. 12, 2., 1 Cor. 2, 6.); which comes to much 
the same thing ; though it is hardly admitted by the words; since 
thus the article would be indispensible after aidvos. 
+ Koppe compares the Jewish phrases mn nbyy, which meant 

the times that should precede the coming of the Messiah, a state of 
servility and misery, and am cdi, which denoted that which, during 
the reign of the Messiah, should bring with it freedom and hap- 
piness of every kind. This opinion is nearly the same as that of 
Schoettg., who explains the phrase of the times of the Old Testa- 

ment; and the word zovnpov, he renders laborious, referring it to 
the yoke of ceremonies under which the Jews laboured. And so 
also Locke. But the Galatians were not Jews, and could not be 
said to be under the dispensation of the Old Testament. I cannot 
but regard both these opinions as visionary and unfounded: and 
aid@y is so often synonymous with xéopos in sensu deteriori, that 
I think with Doddr. that it would be very unreasonable to limit so 
noble and expressive a clause by so narrow an interpretation. I 
can recognise no further use of the Jewish formulas than that of the 
term mn mrp. 
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such praises; as Rom.1, 25.2 Cor. 11,31. Rosenm. 
thinks that the doxology is used to show that the 
true honour of God is not diminished by this doc- 
trine of a Saviour, but rather increased. But this, 
which would require an emphasis to be laid on the 
article, yields a very harsh and strained sense. 

6. Gavndagw éri—Xpiorov. It is remarked by 
Borger: “Cernitur in hoc versu levitatis et incon- 
stantie Galatarum reprehensio, ex fervida profecta 
mente, ob rei turpitudinem ; est nimirum inconstan- 
tia péyioroy dveidwy, ut ait Demosth. apud Liban. 
tom. 4. p. 261.” 

On the sense of this passage there has been no 
little difference of opinion. The difficulty hinges 
on Tod KaArAecavros, Which some modern Commen- 
tators, (as Doddr., Chandler, and Mackn., and re- 
cently Koppe) refer to Paul. But though that 
might be justified (see the notes of Doddr., Mackn., 
and Koppe), yet as the expresion is elsewhere ex- 
clusively used of God, I cannot think there is any 
reason to deviate from the opinion of the antient 
and most modern Commentators, (and among these 
Wets., who has several illustrations,) that it is here 
also so applied. Most moderns who adopt this 
interpretation take €v yapits Xpiorod for eis yaow 
Xgiorod. On this signification of e& see Schleus. 
Lex. and the critics referred to by Borger, who 
adduces as an example Achmet Oneir. 1, 93. cuvexé- 
ere TOAAOIS Ev TH yaw aro, Where he takes éy ro 
yap for eis rov yap.ov, but wrongly; since év is there 
simply for at; and we have not é:icKaréw, Or Karew. 
Indeed I cannot but suspect that é& is not meant by 
the Apostle to be taken for eis. We have here (I 
think) a popular, and somewhat vague expression, 
and of which the sense seems to have been best 
seized by the antient Commentators. Thus Theo- 
phyl., from Chrys., explains it: dere dixamiijvor vxd 

gioran, ouK €& Epywy, AAA yapiTE 6 Bev yap Ties 
mapeyer Thy aderw ev yapits' 6 de Tlarie woos ravrny 
kare. And so Koppe, who renders: ‘‘ Deus, qui 

VOL. VII. Y 
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(non propter ullam meriti dignitatem, sed) ex sola 
gratia Christi vos populum sibi carum adscivit.” 
And he also remarks: ’Ev ya&girs accommodaté ad 
totius epistole consilium additur: Christiani legum 
Mosaic. tenaciores spernere videbantur gratiam Dei 
per Christum 2, 21.” Some Interpreters, as the 
Syr., Erasm., Grot., and Vitringa, refer the rod Ka- 
aécavros to Christ, and render év yapiti benigne, sepa- 
rately from roo Xpiorov, and uniting it with rod Kare- 
cavros. But this does too much violence to the con- 
struction to be admitted. 

I cannot but notice the omission of rod Xpiorod 
ina few MSS. and Latin Fathers, which, though it 
is approved by many modern critics, appears to have 
arisen solely from emendation, namely, to prevent the 
mistake of connecting it with Kkaréravros. 

I must not omit to observe, that this use of Saupagw — 
has been illustrated by Wets. from the Classical wri- 
ters. The only apposite passage is Dinarch. Orat. adv. 
Polych. init. raro: Gavpagw spas. He might more 
aptly have cited Thucyd. 3, 38. 6, 36. and 4, 85. 

As to perarilesfe, I would observe, that though 
most of the early modern Commentators, and also 
Elsner and Raphel, take it in a passive sense, yet I 
think it has been better regarded by Crell., Dresig, 
Rosenm., and Borger as of the middle voice. It 
signifies properly, and in a physical sense, to change 
one’s place; and it was often used (by a metaphor 
taken, as some think, from playing at dice, or chess) 
to signify, with axé or eis, change sides, as in war, or 
to change one’s opinions, and go over to another sect 
or party (examples of all of which senses may be 
seen in Wets., Koppe, and Borger), or generally, 
like peravoeiv, to change one’s own opinion. See 
Hebr. 7,12. ‘The force of the word here is, how- 
ever, not to be pressed upon: for, as Rosenm. well 
observes, though these Christians had not absolutely 
revolted from God, yet they had departed from this 
new dispensation of God; since they had begun to 
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mix Judaism with the Christian religion, and thus 
had passed over to another religion. 

By érevoy edayyéasov, I think with Borger, is meant 
not absolutely another doctrine (as it is explained by 
Grot.), but a sort of mixture of the Gospel with an- 
other religion not wholly different. 

7. 0 odK €or aaAro eb py, &c. There is here a 
slight deviation from the general usus loqguendi, and 
somewhat of obscurity, which may be perhaps im- 
puted to modesty, and backwardness on the part of 
the Apostle to deal too plainly in a matter where the 
credit of the law of Moses was concerned. The 
obscurity, however, has given occasion to diversity 
of interpretation. Thus some modern Commenta- 
tors, as Grot., Locke, and others, rather following 
the usage of Classical than Scriptural phraseology, 
and without sufficiently adverting to the scope of 
the Apostle, render: “‘quee res in se habet nihil 
aliud quam, &c.* But, as Koppe and Rosenm. remark, 
those who render thus do not sufficiently attend to 
the usage of the Apostle, who joins periods to periods 
by means of the pronoun relative. The antient 
Commentators, Chrys. and Theophyl., rightly refer 
it to the preceding eayyeaiv. And Theophyl. 
offers the following masterly annotation: "Exedy ryy 
enuTaOy ararny ob TAdVOL, EUayyeALoy EKaAUY, aUTOS Kab 
mens TO Ovonn payeras, Kal Pyolv, OTs ovK ery aARO 
evayyeAioy wap’ 6 mapendBere, Ev yag eats rd TiHv épbo- 
do&lav megieyov, 6 ey exipuEu' eb pa “pa tives Tods 
édbarpovs wy Puyay inwy rapdooouTl, Kab Forde eTELa 
av erépwy ipav, Syrovres peractoeWas TO EUayyeALoy Too 
Xpiorov. Kal pay, oy Gav rb edayyérsoy dverzeroy, 
GAA THY wEGl TOD TabRarov Kal TIS meEgiTORAS povoY 
evTOAyy maperonyov’ GAN’ buws deikvuow, OTs Kal piKpoY 
mapamomler, TO GAov edayyeAsoy avarperes’ womEp Kal 6 
TOU PacIAsKOD vouionaros pixpoy TE mEpiKOpas TO Adv 
yopso pce KIBOnAY Elpyaruro.* 

* The sense may be thus expressed: ‘‘ which (however) is not 
another (Gospel), nor indeed the Gospel at all, or true, but,” &e, 

) e- 
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Of this and the preceding verse Theodoret gives 
the following excellent paraphrase : Adres Gnas 6 
mori 6 roy YO [oy dedwxods, els TadE TO edayyenoy KEKAHKE, 
TOUTO Tolvoy KATAALTOYTES, kal eis Tov YOULOY TOAW dpo- 

PTUYTES, HITOU TOD KEKANKOTOS AreTTYTE, Kal TOUTO Oy) Ka- 
TAAIMOVTES TO EVAYYEAIOY, ETEpaY, oY EdpyTETE. ODE vag 
AAAK prev OF YUwWY, HAAG OE OIA THY AAAWY mOTTOAWY Oo 
Acorirys Kypuoces &AAK TO AUTO KypUTTOMEY AmarTeEs, 
doo Tis anrietas _Urdpyopey egarral, of de Tovar ioe 
povourres, oudev Opiy beioy m poo Pe pouch, anna ra bela 

mopupieipew € eI ELpOUT IY. 
7. cia tivés. But, in fact, some thereare, &c. Oi 

tacacoovres. The word tapacow, as I have ob- 
served on Acts 15, 24. signifies properly to stir (up), 
as mud in water: but itis applied, metaphorically, to 
perturbation (or harass) of the mind, especially by the 
verbal representations of others. ‘Thus in a kindred 
passage of Acts 15, 24. érapagav unas rAdyos’ where 
see the note. So the classical writers use tapaccey 
rov Oyjpov, or THY wer. (See the passages of Dionys. 
Hal. and Demosth. cited by Wets.) Here the sense 
is: “harass your minds with vain doubts whether 
the Mosaic Law is to be retained in the Gospel of 
Christ.” So carevew in Acts 17, 13. where see the 
note. 

7. Kal berovres peraorpewou Td evayyerioy Tod X., “and 
who wish to pervert you.” So the words are usually 
interpreted: but it must be remarked that ea. here 
imports rather result and end than study and endea- 
vour in. For peracrpévou signifies literally ‘‘to change 
the nature of any thing, by the introduction of some- 
thing else.” Now in ¢his sense the persons in ques- 
tion would not have denied the charge: but as the 
introduction of any thing extraneous, whether from 
the Law of Moses, or from that of nature, which 
the Heathens followed, would be corrupting the 

For that is the meaning of e% ju; as in Matt. 13, 4. and elsewhere. 
See Schl. Lex. and the learned authorities referred to by Borger 
and Hoogeven de Part. 
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Gospel, so the Apostle can only mean the word to 
be taken in ¢haé sense, and also that of overturn; as 
Mackn. renders. The word is rarely so used in the 
Classical writers: yet Wets. has the following exam- 
ple from Aristot. Rhet. 1, 15. kal ro rod Bevohavous 
peraorpebayra Garéov obras. 

8. arr Kal ea pets i ayyEros €& 0 oupavou—eorw, 

Theodoret, with great taste remarks: Geppavoels €x 
THs paripns Tewy evavTioy, Kal TO SiKcai@ Séras Gupw, 

ainDOT poy THs evoeBelas KAAEL TOY ETEDO ‘Kygorrew TEb~ 

pwopevov, kai (ox. Borger has here the following ob- 
servation: ‘*Gravissimé Paulus retundit eorum ca- 
lumnias, qui, ut suam de lege Mosaica opinionem 
stabilirent, eamque aliis persuaderent, contenderent, 
Apostolum suam jam ipsum sententiam mutavisse, 
neque, ut antea, ita nunc, vim et efficaciam reli- 
gionis Judaice sublatam esse, docere.” 

"Arad Kal, quinimo; as Luke 12, 7. And so in 
the Classical writers. See Borger’s examples. ‘Hyeis. 
Plural for singular, after the manner of the Apostle. 
There may seem some abruptness (arising from 
the fervour of his indignation on such a subject) in 
the arrc Kal edy apcis 7 ayyenros €§ ovpavov: but the 
connexion is satisfactorily traced by Chrys., who 
rightly thinks that he had in view the Apostles Peter 
and James, whose authority was, no doubt, often 
pleaded (though fasely) in behalf of the retaining 
of the rites of the Mosaic Law: : émeidy) 0€ Kal eis abe 
WLara. KaTePevyov, Laxcfov, Kal Lodwyy, dia Touro Kal 
ayyernwy envio 8, 7, yap p08 Taxwov els, dyer, Kot 
Leodwyy, Kay yop Toy mpeoroy ayyenwy 4 TIS Tay é€& 
odgavod diadbeipewy TO KY puy [nee avabepc Err w. This 

was done, as Theophyl. remarks, i ive per TIS clan, 6 OTs 
Oi DirodoEiay rx oiKela cuyKpoTe: Oéoypara, Kak exuTov 
avabepor ices 
There is great delicacy shown in the omission of 

the names of those Apostles. 
It must be observed, that in the words éay 7 

ayyenros €& ovpavov, there isa very common Rhetorical 
mode of expression; nor is it hence to be inferred 
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that the Apostle imagined it was possible that an 
angel from heaven could or would teach any doc- 
trine at variance with the Gospel. So Theophyl. and 
Th eodoret: ayyeroy de € epyrpoveurey, ov TOUTO JGopapevos, 
per) Tis THY ayboy ay yeu EvavTin d10aEY 7] belw Knpoy- 
Pars, ver yep ws dduvaroy TOUTO’ AAG Dice TovUTOU 

macay aviowmrwy KaivoToniay exBarwy. It was too 
bold in Grot. to deny the impossibility of this; and 
indeed it were frivolous on the present occasion to 
discuss the question at all, and perhaps irreverent 
on any occasion, as partaking Tou éu.Parevew & p17) 
EW pakey. 

Evayy. mag’ o signifies to preach a Gospel varying 
from our Gospel, i.e. to preach the Gospel with 
any alteration. (See the note on ver. 6.) For I can- 
not assent to many modern Commentators, as Grot., 
Rosenm., Koppe, and Slade, who render rapa con- 
tra. Such cannot have been the Apostle’s meaning, 
since the doctrines in question could not be said to 
be contrary to the Gospel, though they deteriorated 
it by the addition of rites now become vain and 
useless. ‘This did not escape the penetration of the 
antient Commentators. ‘Thus Gicumen. and Theo- 
phyl. (from Chrys.) : kal odK elev, OTs édv evovTia 
KarnyyEnoue iy, AAO Kay paxpiy Th edoeyyenBovren, map 

0 edayyerio cpeboe. Ala pev oy ToS ayyerous cvare- 
pation, mav a&inua exParrer dla 6€ Tov éauroy, 
racay oikeroryta. Soalso Augustin. Thus there was 
no occasion for Mr. Slade to censure our Version 
*‘ other than.” Other does not imply contrariety, and 
than only imports comparison, as I shall find some 
other opportunity of proving and illustrating. 

8. avabena éorw, “let him be held in the greatest 
abhorrence, and incur the highest anathema ;” in 
being excluded from a religious society. See the 
note on 1 Cor. 16, 2h and Suic. Thes. in v. 

9. ws TQOEIPYKAP-EY, Kal pts TAALY Aeyw. Here 

we have a repetition of what was said in the pre- 
ceding verse, the reason for which is sought by 
the modern Commentators in the ardent and vehe- 
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ment temperament of the Apostle. But it is (I 
think) better accounted for by Theophyl. thus: ive 
pa) voulowow ard Oupod, Kal KaTa cuvapmayyy TabTo 
clrelv, abtov devrepov aura Tinos, derKyUs OTs OUK aKpiTws, 
GARG BeBalws kal maylws Kipwoas TAUTAa wap’ EauTM, 
oT ws aTEDyATO. 

It has been matter of discussion what the Apos- 
tle meant by mpoeipyxopev. The recent Commen- 
tators, as Koppe and Borger, take it to refer to 
some previous admonition which he had addressed 
to the Galatians, when with them. And indeed 
such would be the use of the word in a Classical 
author. But very different is the usage of the 
Apostle. Thus in 2 Cor. 7, 4. wgceipyxa yap is said 
of what had jusé preceded. And such seems to 
be the case in the present passage; since it was 
not likely that St. Paul was then aware that his 
doctrine would afterwards be corrupted by the Ju- 
daizers. This interpretation is supported by the 
authority not only of the antient but of many emi- 
nent modern Interpreters, as Crell., Grot., and Est. 
At zapéruBere must be understood am’ épod, for éd1- 
daybire wag’ €uod; as in Mark 7, 4. (Cor. 11, 23. 
(where see the notes) 13, 3. Phil. 4, 9. & kal €na- 
Gere Kal magerdBere kal yxovoare. And so MH? in 
Prowid5,4¢ 10. Jobi22) 12; 

10. dprs yao avipwrous reibw 7 Tov Ociv; The sense 
of these words has been not a little controverted ; 
and no wonder, considering the obscurity. That (I 
conceive) has arisen from the quick, and almost 
abrupt, transition which is here made by the Apostle. 
Many eminent modern Commentators, as Luther, 
Erasm., Vat., Crell., L’ Enfant, and others mentioned 
by Borger, render it: “ diviné suadeo, an humané ?” 
Not very different from this is the interpretation of 
Theophyl. (from Chrys.), which is as follows: Mea- 
Aer amoroyycacias mepl wy eyKaneiras iva rolvwy py 
eraphacw adrol Ws TH OdacKdAw diKaSovres, Dyci* p27) 
VOLISETE OTL Up.ly ATOACYOUMAL 7] ULAS SUTW TEITAL, AAAG 
mpos tw Oedy pol 6 mas Adyos’ dbev ovde TaITA ypadu, 
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77S Top" Upeiy ediepevos d0Ens, kab iva pabyras @ EXOUts 
AAAG TW Oca amr oroyoupLevos Umep Thy OoypaTwY, Kal ouK 
dvbpairass & LpET KELY hérwv. The sense first detailed is, 

however, not easy to be elicited from the words, and 
is not agreeable to what follows, which is evidently 
exegetical of the preceding. The second interpreta- 
tion is less objectionable ; but I greatly prefer that 
of GQtcumen., Theodoret, and, of the moderns, Grot., 
Hamm., Elsner, Wolf, Krebs., Wets., Koppe, Ro- 
senm., Schleus. .. Borger, and others, who assign the 
following sense: ‘‘ Do I seek to conciliate the favour 
of men?” ‘Thus the interrogation involves a strong 
negation. The two last interpretations, in fact, 
merge into each other. It is plain that the verb must 
be understood rather of endeavour, than of action 
itself, according to Glass’s Canon, p. 202 & 203, 
which he exemplifies from John 5, 34. Acts 17, 15. 
Rom. 2, 4. Gal. 5,4. And it is rightly remarked 
by Borger, that this idiom (which is also found in 
the Classical writers) most frequentiy has place in 
the verb zeifes. 

With respect to the sentiment, there is a similar 
one in 1 Thess. 2, 4. Wets. has adduced a great 
number of illustrations from the Classical writers, of 
which, however, few or none are to the purpose. The 
following therefore may be acceptable. Heliodor. 
2, 263, 10. at yap riv € eT epay ceper Keto Prodpev—rade QUTO 
Ka”AOY Koeyouboy THACWTES, EauTOUS mele ayarwmer. 
The prs is justly thought to point out the contrast 

between his former state, when a zealot of the Law 
of Moses, and studious to approve himself by every 
means to its supporters, and his present state under 
the Gospel. 
The sentiment contained in the clause  yap— 

aay, (which is confirmative of the foregoing asser- 
tion,) is not (I think) exactly such as is assigned to 
it by the Commentators. If ér: be understood of the 
time when the Apostle wrote, the jpeoxoy and the dy 
jpxyv will be very incongruous. It rather seems to 
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refer to the time of his conversion: and the senti- 
ment intended appears to be this: ‘‘ For if I had yet 
(or then) strove to please men, I should not have be- 
come a servant of Christ, nor, bidding adieu to 
friends and fortune, subjected myself to the various 
miseries to which tie profession of his religion has 
rendered me obnoxious.” And this mode of inter- 
pretation is confirmed by Theophyl., who thus para- 
phrases: eb yap Totro éxrovdagoy, ovK av améoryy Tov 
"Toudaikwv, kal rporiarfoy ro Xpiore, ovK dv kaTrePpovyra 
cuyyevov, Dirnwy, d0§ys Toravrys, Kal clAduyny diwypovs, 
Kal KivOuvovs, Kal atipias. So also Theodoret, who 
paraphrases: Ei fepawedew avipdrovs €Bovrduny, ov 
Tos OiwKopevors cuvypibmovpyy, aAAG ToIg TH aAnBela 
TOAELOUT! TUVETATTOLYY’ [NOES LE Tolvuy yyelobw Ty 
map avipwrwy d05av bypacbas, Kal TovTov yap Tovcde 
Tovs Aoyous UPalve* evTeviey Aosroy Oiyyeiras Gras pev 
imo Tis Gelas Exrndy yapitos, drws be mpds Tos KoguPai- 
US TOY ATOTTOAWY TAS Eph TOU KypUYLATOS EroI;TaTO 
ouvbyKkas* 

11. yvwpiow d€ tpiv—dvigwrov. The connection 
between this verse and the preceding is not very 
clear. Jaspis gives the following as the usual mode 
of tracing it: “ Religionem Christianam cum Mo- 
saica ideo conjungendam esse negat Apostolus, quod 
suze doctrinz origo non ab autoritate humana, sed 
ad ipso Deo repetenda sit.” And so also Chrys. and 
Theophyl. There may be aslight connection between 
this and the preceding verse; but I most approve of 
the opinion of Theodoret and some moderns (includ- 
ing Borger), that this verse commences in some de- 
gree a new subject, namely, the proof of his dignity 
and authority as an Apostle; after which he incul- 
cates some further precepts of Christian doctrine. 
Now, in establishing the point in question, he com- 
mences by showing the mode in which his total 
change from the profession of Judaism to that of 
Christianity was effected, namely, that it was altoge- 
ther a work of God, and not of man. 

Pywpifo cannot signify “ I make known to you,” 
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since this was by no means unknown to them, though 
it had been too little heeded or attended to. It 
simply signifies moneo, commonefacio ; as in an altoge- 
ther kindred passage of 1 Cor. 15, 1. yvmgifw de opty, 
AdEAGOI, Td edayyeArsov 0 EdnyyeATapyy Uutv, &c. where 
see the note. It is surprising the Commentators 
should not have perceived this sense, nor recollected 
the passage by which it is confirmed. 

Borger remarks on the synchysis in rb edoyyeasov 
ro edayyenicbey being brought in before the or: and 
he cites Liban. T. 4. p. 456. kal rpwros ofa, ors rav- 
roy écop.o’ tor ida, 67s mpwros érouat. He also no- 
tices the idiom in éveyy.—éveyyear., by which a noun 
and verb of the same origin are conjoined, of which 
he adduces several examples. It is indeed very com- 
mon, both in the Scriptural and Classical writers 
(see Matth. Gr. Gr.), and is not without example in 
the Latin language, though rejected and avoided in 
the later languages, from that, perhaps, excessive 
fear of tautology which distinguishes the moderns. I 
cannot but consider the idiom in the Greek lan- 
guage as arelique of its Oriental origin, and as a 
remnant of the simplicity of diction of the primitive 
ages. 

11. kara aviswroyv, for avbpwrivov, is explained by 
the words following. And here it is observed by 
Rosenm.: ‘ Refutat eos, qui Galatis persuaserant, 
Paulum non amplius convenire in tradenda religione 
cum Apostolis, penés quas tamen sit omnis auctori- 
tas.’ The ox éor: kar’ a&vigwroy is rendered by 
Borger, ‘‘ superat quicquid est humanum, non est 
humane originis neque humanis preeceptis perficitur 
ac continetur.” And he cites the Schol. Matth.: ody 
Ud avbpwrivey cuykeiras Aoyicpwy' and compares Plut. 
de Sera Num. Vind. p. 77. €keivo 8€ odk €or Kal’ “Ho today, 
ovde aviowrivys egyov copias, arra cov. The above 
interpretation may (I think) be so far admitted, as to 
be included as a secondary one: but the primary and 
principal sense intended is, I conceive, that laid 
down by Theophyl. as follows: ov dv8gwmov érxou 
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didaokaroy, GAN adrod To Xpicrod yeyova palyrys, “ T 
was not a disciple of any man,* whether Peter or 
James.” 

12. odd yap eyo rapa avbcurov wapéruBov—Xeir- 
rod, * For I neither received (or was taught) it of 
men, but I derived it from the revelation of Jesus 
Christ.” The scope of the verse is thus traced by 
Borger: “ Evidentissimis Apostolus argumentis de- 
monstrat summo se jure extraordinariam prorsus ori- 
ginem sue vindicare doctrine, quippe que ad ipsum 
Christum sit referenda, exclusa omni humane insti- 
tutionis ope.” It is well remarked by Theophyl., 
that this was what the Apostle’s calumniators had 
pretended, namely, that he was not, like the other 
Apostles, an atryxoos rod Xgiorov, but had received 
every thing he knew from man. He means there- 
fore to say, that he had enjoyed a revelation of 
the Gospel from the same source as Peter and the 
rest derived it, namely, from Christ himself. 

The o¢ droxarilews is strangely perverted by 
Bardt, Bolten, and others of the recent Foreign 
School of Rationalists, as if Paul’s instruction were to 
be referred to natural causes, namely, the informa- 
tion of eye-witnesses and Apostles, and the use of 
his own private study and reflection. At that rate 
his doctrine would really have been what his calum- 
niators represented, kar’ av4gwroy: whereas he here 
positively asserts, that it was od kar’ dvIewmrov. Be- 
sides, this is totally at variance with what is said in 
the Acts of the Apostles. The only interpretation 
consistent with the context and the rest of Scripture 
is that of the antient and the best modern Commen- 

* This is by many of the Fathers maintained to be a proof of the 
divinity of Christ, and rightly, since the Apostle, in having received 
the Gospel from Jesus Christ (ver. 1.) could not with propriety say, 
that he had not received it from man, if Jesus Christ were a mere 
man, See Whitby. Ay 

As to the method of Koppe, who takes &v@pwzov for ria, it is 
quite inadmissible. 
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tators, who understand it of instruction immediately * 
derived from Christ. This, as Theophyl. well re- 
marks, is called aroxaavdis, not only with reference 
to the time when Christ d&roxartddy atro kare tiv 
odov, but also with reference to Christ’s state after 
having left this world, when even an appearance 
would be an &roxaavdis, much more an interview. 
There is also reference (I think) to the mysterious 
nature of the things revealed, or taught, namely, 
what are called the peculiar doctrines of the Gospel, 
the knowledge of which we owe, almost entirely, to 
this very aroxaanis.f So Rom. 16, 25. kar’ dmroxa- 
aAuWw puorypiov. It is plain that the singular in é7o- 
Kaa. is not to be dwelt upon, since the revelations 
were, we know, many. Nouns of this sort with dia 
or kara make up a phrase denoting repetition, or 
continuity of action, in which case the article is un- 
necessary. 

13. yYkodcare yap tiv epiy avacrpodiy, &c. The 
connexion here is not well traced by the Commen- 
tators, owing to their not attending to the omission 
of a clause to which yé&p refers, and which may (I 
think) be thus supplied: “ (It is scarcely necessary 
for me to prove and illustrate this Divine origin of 
my doctrine, as I am about to do, by a reference to 
the events of my earlier life, which are, I suppose, 
known to you,) for ye have heard of,” &c. 

12. dvacrpogiy here is synonymous with Ciwow at 
Acts 16, 4., or Biov, manner of life and conduct: a 
signification frequent both in the New Testament 
and the Old. It rarely occurs in the Classical 
writers: though Wets. adduces some examples, as 
Polyb. 4, 82. kara re tiv roimijy avarrpodyy kal Tas 

* So Markland observes, that he is proving that he had it imme- 
diately from Jesus himself, and therefore had no need of instruction 
from the other Apostles, 

+ The term is well explained by Koppe on Eph. 1, 17. thus: 
«<< Ex perpetuo S. S. usu est scientia ea, que non naturali quodam 
ingenii humani vi, sed diviniore quodam*modo homini contingere ex- 
istimatur. 
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mpakers rebaunacpevos Umep tiv HAskiav. Inscrip. & re 
Ty avart poopy yrvytov 74os evdexvypevos. It is plain that 
more refers to avacrpogyy, adverb for adjective, as 
often, “ my once or former life and manners.” So 
Eph. 4, 22. 4 rporypa dvacrpody. 

12. €v ro “lovdaiopo. Borger supplies ére jv. By 
Tovd. is meant the state and condition of a Jew, espe- 
cially the profession and practice of the rites of the 
Jewish religion. Most recent Commentators ex- 
plain: ‘in astudious zeal for the Jewish rites.” But 
that is harsh andunnecessary. It may suffice to take 
it in the sense just detailed, and assign to or: the 
signification nempe, how that. 

The clause ér1 Kal’ uregBoryy ediwKoy tiv éxkarnolay 
Tod Oecd, Kal éropfovy adrzy, is explanatory of the yy 
avacrgoG7y. Borger refers to Ignat. Ep. ad Magn. 
e.8 & 11. and ad Philip. c. 6. Kal tregPorjy is a 
frequent phrase with St. Paul for vrepGorKws, ohodpe, 
&c. See Schleus. Lex. It is also very often found 
in the Classical writers. At érop%ouv we may again 
recur to that frequent idiom by which the endeavour, 
or aim is meant rather than the effect. So Kuttner, 
Koppe, and Semler. Perhaps this may be derived 
from the proper force of the imperfect, which de- 
notes action commenced and carried on, but not 
accomplished: and certainly Paul was destroying 
Christianity. Borger would regard éxépbovy as syno- 
nymous with édiwxoy. But that mode of reconciling 
a difficulty (however common with the Foreign 
Scholars) is little satisfactory. The antient Com- 
mentators, as Chrysost. and Theophyl., with more 
judgment, remark on the éxiracis here employed. 
In érog4ouv, which is a much stronger term, there is a 
climax. ‘The scope of the argument is well stated 
by Rosenm. thus: ‘‘ From his former life, he says, 
it is plain that he received his doctrine by divine re- 
velation. For, since he was such a persecutor of the 
Christian religion, how could he have been so sud- 
denly changed, had not a certain Divine revelation 
influenced him 2” 
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14, Kal rpoexorroy ev Tw Lovdaiopwd imep rorrods cuvy- 
AiKiwTas €v To yever pov. ‘The sense of these words is 
well explained by Borger thus: ‘‘ When as yet a 
young man, I possessed such a knowledge of the 
Jewish religion, and was fired with such a desire to 
acquire glory from the defence of it, as could hardly 
be expected from so early an age, and therefore I, in 
this respect, greatly excelled other young men of the 
Pharasaical sect.” 

IIpoxorres properly signifies to cué one’s way 
forward, to advance, to make a proficiency: and 
here the term, I think, designates both progress in 
the knowledge of Jewish literature, and a forward- 
ness in defending the interests of the Jewish religion. 
By cuvyruwiwra: are meant those who were of the 
same age with him, and (I think) especially those 
who, with him, attended on the Lectures of Gama- 
liel. See more on this word in Schleus. Lex. “Hy 
mo yee, “of my nation.” So 2 Cor. 11, 26. & 
yevous, “a gente Judaica.” And so often in the 
Scriptural and Classical writers. Hence the Latin — 
genus and our kin. 

14. repiocorepws Snrwris irapywy tT. 7. pw. w. It 
must be observed (though Commentators have omit- 
ted to notice it) that verbals of this kind have the 
force of adjectives, and hence carry an adverb. And 
as adjectives of desire take the genitive; such also 
is the construction this noun always has; as in Acts 
21, 20. ona. vopovr 23, 3. eya. Oeov: 1 Cor. 14, 12. 
enn. mvevpatwy. It signifies desirous of, studious 
of, zealous for, 83). The word zapadices is well 
adapted to denote the Jewish faith, not only as being 
a religion handed down from their fathers, but (at 
least as far as the sect of the Pharisees was con- 
cerned) as containing, together with what-was of 
divine institution, much of tradition, and what pre- 
tended to no other than human authority, even that 
of their ancestors. Wets. compares Ant. 12, 6, 2. ef 
ris Qnawrtys €ott Toy watploy ebay, Kal ris Tod Geov 
Qoyokelas, ereodw por. The same Historian tells us 
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that the Sadducees ra ex rapadsoews tov maregwy ovK 
erygouv. We may compare TOTEIKAL pov ToUpasorers 
in Acts 26, 4 & 5., where see the notes. 

15. bre d€ evdoxnoey 6 Deos 6 aPogicas pe €k Kol- 
Alias pyTpos pov, Kal Kareoas Sie TIS HagiTos avTod. 
The verb eddcx. is here used in its primary significa-~ 
tion, to think good, to be pleased; as in Rom. 15, 
26. Luke 12, 42. (where see the notes) and else- 
where. ‘O adogicaus pe, who separated me, destined, 
&c. Borger thinks that no distinction is to be made 
between aGogicas and karécas, since they mean the 
same thing at Acts 13, 2. and Rom. 1, 1., where we 
have Kayros and aopicpevos. See also Heb. 5, 4. 
But this seems a precarious principle carefully to be 
avoided, and which is here unnecessary, since the 
former term signifies simply to choose and destine ; 
the latter, to call, constitute, and appoint. ‘Tosecure 
the words from doctrinal perversion, it is only ne- 
cessary to resort to the principle suggested by the 
Greek Commentators. Thus Theophyl.: ’Ag¢wpice 
d€ avroyv 6 Oess, ov KaTa ATOKA WoW, AAA KaTa mpoy- 
ywow roo a&iov elvus.* He then, on the words kal 
Karecas 1a To yapitos avrov, excellently annotates 
thus: ‘O peéev Ocos did tiv ciperyy adrov Exarerey aura" 
oKEDOS ag EKAoYTS pol, Dyolv, eats adTos de preTpIO- 
Poovey, dik THs yapiTos, Pryor, KAOyvou, od Kar’ aElay, 
adrnrnd Oo €reov. The above Commentators also re- 
mark, that God permitted him to remain so long de- 
voted to the Jewish religion, in order that his sudden 

* So Slade: “* God foresaw that he would be a fit instrument 
for the propagation of the Christian religion, and therefore decreed, 
even with the fore-knowledge of his bitter enmity against the 
Church, ‘* to set him apart” for the Apostleship ; just as the Gen- 
tiles were chosen, though in a state of actual idolatry.” And it is 
well observed by Hammond, that this, being a designation only to 
the dignity of the Apostolical office (as Jeremiah, ch. 1, 5., and John 
the Baptist, and others appear to have been prophetic) can with no 
reason be so understood as to imply any irrespective decree or dis- 
tinction of his person to heaven and bliss; that being laid up for 
him as a crown of righteousness, as a reward of the finishing of his 
course, and his perseverance, 2 Tim. 4, S.” 
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and total change might be so much the more a con- 
firmation of the truth of the Gospel. 

15. ék KoiAlas pyrpos pov is a formula derived from 
the Heb. ‘a8 yo3, frequent in the Old Testament, 
and which merely signifies from one’s earliest in- 
fancy ; as in Matt. 19, 12. The Classical writers 
never use it: but they have a similar one in ék raidos. 

15. dia ris yapiros, graciously. A phrase standing 
for an adverb. 

16. droxarvbas tov vity adroo ev enol. “Aroxan. de- 
pends upon the preceding evdox., which must be re- 
peated. The sense of the words droxarubar—enoi is 
not very determinate. Hence there has arisen some 
diversity of interpretation. Many, as Grot. and 
Rosenm., take them to mean: ‘* propagating the re- 
ligion of his Son by me.” And thus the words of 
the following clause would be exegetical of the pre- 
sent one. But this interpretation is liable to strong 
objection. It is truly remarked by Koppe and Bor- 
ger, that aroxaavrrey and droxaauis are no where 
in the New Testament used in that sense, but solely 
of divine appearances and revelations. Ey éyoi.(they 
remark) may be taken (as often) for évoi; as Is. 53, 
1. Jer. 10, 20., compared with Matt. 10, 32. Rom. 
1, 24. The latter criticism, however, is somewhat 
precarious, nor is there any need to curtail the full 
sense of év éuot, the force of which is (I think) best 
seen by the antient Commentators. Thus Theophyl. : 
ouK elmev, amrokarubas enol, GAN ev eeol’ derKvds OTE od 
Acyw povoev Emabey, AAAL Kal TOAAGD mvEULATOS ETANLWIy 
Tiy Kupdiav, Eis Tov exTos avIpwmror TIS yywoEws Ep.Padel- 
ons, Kal Too Nesorov evadtw Awarovytos. So also Cicu- 
men. 722 B. év épol de eire, DeiEas Cerwy od Adyw povov 
pabovra avrov, AAA Kal vo Kal Kapdig., ofoy Eig Tov Eow 
avipwrov THs ywoews EvsSnoaoys. ‘This interpreta- 
tion is, moreover, strongly confirmed by ver. 12. 
odd mapéraPoy—annd o: aroxaavwews I. X. Indeed, 
ver. 12, 15 & 16. are closely connected together : for 
(though the Commentators do not notice it) I can- 
not but consider ver. 13 & 14. yxovcare yap magado- 
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céwy as altogether parenthetical, and that ore de is 
said per epanalepsin. Indeed ée has often that force. 
The words 6 d&popicas are also parenthetical. Thus 
the words following yield a much more suitable sense, 
since, instead of being a repetition of the preceding 
sentiment, they state the purpose for which this re- 
velation was made, namely, that he should preach 
Christ, and propagate his religion among the Gen- 
tiles. So Theophyl. paraphrases: “ not that I should 
see him only, but that I should publish my revelation 
to others, even the Gentiles. How, then, can I 
preach circumcision to them ?” 

Ev4éws is thought, by Koppe, to belong to arqa$oy, 
though, in consequence of the long interposed clause, 
a change of construction is made by aad. This, 
however, is regarded by Borger as harsh; and he 
joins it with wpocaveeuyy. But this cannot be ad- 
mitted, any more than the method of Rosenm., who 
supposes some words to be omitted after evééws, as 
“‘ipse consensi;” which would be too arbitrary an 
ellipsis. The first mentioned construction seems to 
deserve the preference, and is supported by the au- 
thority of the antient Commentators. 

It is remarked by Theodoret, that “what is said in 
this and the following verses is meant to refute the 
calumnies of his opponents, who represented him as 
having received instruction from the Apostles, and. 
then set at nought their rules and directions. ‘Thus 
the Apostle is compelled to descend to a narration 
of the private circumstances of his life, such as he 
has done in no other Epistle.” 

16. od mpocavefepyy capkl Kal aipaeri. The verb 
’ rpocovariiy.s properly signifies to commit any thing 
to another, and, speciatim, to deposit any secret, or 
communicate any information to another, lay one’s 
cause open to him, refer it to him, confer with ano- 
ther, and consult him upon any thing. Wets. cites 
Diod. Sic. 17, 116. rots pevress mporavahenevos regh 
tod onpetov. Lucian 2, 246. éuot rporavatov, rae we 
cUpPovrov movwv, Lapkl kal ainars. It is strange 

VOL. VII. Z 
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that Koppe should have regarded these words as 
“put for ézavre, with an adjunct notion of vice.’ 
It is plain, from the whole of the context, and the 
scope and purpose of St. Paul (which is, to show 
that he owed none of his knowledge to man, but de- 
rived it all from Christ himself), that these words 
can only be referred to the Apostles as mere men. 
And such is the opinion of all the antient, and nearly 
all the modern Commentators. He means to say 
that he did not consult or seek instruction from any 
man (not even the Apostles). Thus there is a tacit 
opposition to God and Christ, both of whom have 
been named in the preceding verses. ‘This interpre- 
tation, moreover, is placed beyond doubt by the 
words following ovde avnafov cig Lepoocrupa mprs Tovs 
mpo ene amrorrdaous, ‘nor did I even go up to Jerusa- 
lem to those who were Apostles before me.” 

17. ovde avyirbov eis ‘leporcrupa apis Tovs mpd émov 
amoctoaovs. ‘The modern Commentators do not suf- 
ficiently notice the expression robs 70 €u.00 amooToAous, 
which shows that by the aroxérndis he had received 
the information necessary for the office of Apostle, 
and was invested with that office by Christ himself. 
Hence, as Theophyl. remarks (from Chrys.), this 
step was not taken in the conceited spirit of an empty 
and puffed up neophyte, but was fully warranted by 
the wonderful circumstances that had happened to 
him. He was become an Apostle, and had received 
the illumination in a more extraordinary and direct 
manner than even the previous Apostles themselves. 
Therefore it had been absurd for him who had been 
taught of God to apply for instruction to man. - This, 
again, entirely refutes the interpretation of 00 dzoxa- 
Avews supra ver. 12., brought forward by some re- 
cent foreign Commentators. sak 

17. aan ar7nrbor cis Aapacker. 
Of the circumstances of this journey we know nothing, it not 

having been recorded by Luke in the Acts of the Apostles. On the 
causes of this silence Commentators variously speculate. Some 
think that he knew not of it; others, that he did not judge the 
events of sufficient importance to be recorded. ‘The former suppo- 
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sition is both improbable and irreverent; nor can I quite approve 
of the latter. It seems to me that St. Luke purposely omitted many 
circumstances, for reasons which, unless we knew the plan and 
system he laid down for his work, we can never fully ascertain. 
Nay, so little is here said, that it is difficult to adjust the chronology 
of the events of this part of the Aposue’s life. Compare Acts 9, 19., 
where I cannot entirely acquiesce in any method yet proposed of re- 
conciling the accounts of St. Luke and St. Paul. 1 am, however, 
moreinclined to agree with Bp. Pearce (See the note in loc.), ex- 
cept that his method is too arbitrary to be confidedin. Doddridge’s 
supposition, that the Arabia here mentioned was only the vicinity of 
Damascus, is equally arbitrary and unauthorized. And his opinion 
that St. Paul first preached at Damascus, and then went into Arabia, 
is at variance with the present passage, which is, of course, unex- 
ceptionable, and must not be tampered with, but some means found 
of reconciling St. Luke’s account with St. Paul's. In order to the 
adjustment of this diversity, I would observe, that there seems to be 
nothing in the words of St. Paul to lead us to suppose that his stay 
in Arabia was otherwise than short; nor need we suppose that the 
journey was a very long one. It was probably taken, in a great 
measure, for the sake of restoring his health; since it is said at 
Acts 9, 19. évicxucey, which implies that he was then only in a state 
of convalescence. And to this very period (when, according to the 
words of St. Luke, we find St. Paul had remained at Damascus some 
days,) 1 would fix the journey into Arabia, which, as having occupied 
but a short time, and affording no circumstances of moment, St. 
Luke omits, continuing his narration with eiOéws év rais cuvayw- 
yous €xnovoce. And surely the propriety of the ev@éws will not be 
affected by this short, interposed Journey. And it is certain that the 
portion cat e0éws—Xprords must refer to another narrative. For I 
cannot acquiesce in the opinion of Kuinoel, that with the tkavai jpé- 
pac may be numbered the jjépac reves mentioned at ver. 19. The state 
of the Apostle’s health would not admit of his immediately resuming 
his evangelical labours at Damascus ; and that, as we see, is not at 
variance with St’ Paul’s account. Finally, 1 would understand the 
words of Luke ws dé éxAnpotvro tpépac ixavat of the whole time of 
St. Paul’s second sojourn at Damascus, which, by his own account 
here, must have extended to not much Jess than three years. And 
though this may seem hardly warranted by the words, yet let it be 
remembered, that the expression jépac, by an Hebraism, has often 
only the general signification of time : and ixavos is a term of exten- 
sive application, and is often used of a somewhat long period. The 
sense may be expressed by a similar idiom in our own language, 
namely, a * good long while,” which often signities a pretty consi- 
derable time, and which is generally used when we know not the 
exact extent of its duration. So Luke 8, 27. ék ypdévwy ixavav* & 23, 
8. Acts 8, 11. tkav@ ypéyy, which Schleus, renders “ inde a longo 
tempore.” See also 14,3. 27,9. ‘I'hus he renders the present pas- 
sage multo autem tempore elapso. ‘Whe use of ixavds for zodvs and 
peyas is Common in the Classical writers. So that there can-be no 

Z2 
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difficulty in understanding St. Luke’s words of as considerable a 
time as St. Paul’s words require. 

And thus, I trust, I have shown that the accounts of St. Luke and 
St. Paul are by no means at variance, but quite reconcileable. 

18. ereita pera ery tpiad. é. I. i. IL, “ Then after 
three years 1 went up to Jerusalem to see Peter.” 
As to the question whether the three years here 
mentioned are to be reckoned from his return to 
Damascus out of Arabia, or from his departure from 
Jerusalem to Damascus, on which the learned have 
been long divided in opinion, I must agree with 
those who maintain the latter. See, however, Koppe 
and Borger. 

"Exeira, then. The purpose of this journey, the 
Apostle says, was icropjoo: Ilérgov, i.e. to obtain a 
personal knowledge of Peter, then very celebrated, 
and as he is called, 2, 9. ordaoyv éxxanoéws. This 
sense of icrog. is somewhat rare; though Borger 
adduces an example from Chariton, p. 47. p G0By- 
Gaopev, AAAR TAnTIATAYTES ioTopyTMpEY TO magadoEor. 
And Koppe cites Plut. 1, 14. c. tiv xwpav iorogicou: 
and Joseph. B. 6, 1, 8. av (Julianum) ioropyoc, 
“ whom I came to know and be acquainted with.” 
The expressions iorogycas and érénewa mpos adroy are 
(as Koppe observes) very guarded, so as to afford no 
trace of any doctrines either received or expected 
from Peter. ‘Ior. expresses no more than respect, 
and does not, as the Romanists say, imply the supe- 
riority of Peter. 

He remained fifteen days 1. e. (as I understand it) 
departed on the fifteenth day, after staying a fort- 
night : and I imagine he would contrive so as to let 
the fortnight include three Lord’s days. ‘Thus at 
Acts 28, 14. we found brethren, and were desired to 
tarry with them seven days ;” by which I under- 
stand another Lord’s day.* Beza assigns, as a reason 
for Paul’s staying no longer, the plots of the Hel- 

* And here I beg to correct my opinion in the note on that pas- 
sage, by which it is supposed they arrived the day after the Lord’s 
day. It should rather seem that they arrived the day before. 
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lenists ; since, as we learn from Acts 9, 29., éréye- 
pov avrov avereiv. But probably the Apostle would 
not have staid much longer, since the purpose of his 
journey would have been answered in the time he 
had already remained, nor would he wish (as Theoph. 
observes in the words of the Apostle elsewhere) to 
build upon another man’s foundation. 

19. "lakwBov rov adergov rod Kupiov. Which of the 
James’s this was (for the Constit. Apost. L. 2, 55. & 
L. 6, 12 & 14. clearly recognizes three), the learned 
are not agreed. Some take adea¢ov in its usual sense, 
brother, supposing that the James here mentioned 
was not the same either with James the son of Al- 
pheus, or James the son of Zebedee, and conse- 
quently not an Apostle. But the construction and 
air of the sentence plainly requires us to suppose 
that Paul meant to include this James amongst the 
Apostles. ‘Yo take it in any other way would be very 
harsh. After a careful examination of what has been 
written on this obscure point, especially the long and 
elaborate annotation of Borger, I cannot but ac- 
quiesce (as he does) in the opinion of almost all the 
antient, and most modern Commentators, that this 
James was a cousin of our Lord, and ason of Alpheus. 
The arguments stated by Borger are these: Ist. 
There is no necessity for taking &deaq. of a brother. 
It may be understood of a near kinsman. See Schl. 
Lex. 2. Of James and Joses, who, at Matt. 13, 55., 
are said to be brothers of Jesus, the mother was 
Mary. (See Matt. 27, 56. Mark 15, 40., where 
James is called 6 puxpés, by way of distinction from 
James son of Zebedee.) Now this Mary was a sister 
of Mary the mother of Jesus, and wife of Cleophas, 
who is, with great probability, supposed to have 
been the same with Alpheus. It is therefore highly 
probable that at Matt. 13, 55. 27, 56. Mark 15, 40., 
we are to understand cousins of Jesus. 3dly. Among 
the brothers of Jesus are mentioned James, Simon, 
and Jude, at Matt. 13, 55. The same names also 
three of the Apostles bear, in Acts 1, 13., James, son 
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of Alpheus, Simon Zelotes, and Jude, son of James. 
It is, indeed, possible that three brothers of our Lord 
.and three of his Apostles might bear the same names, 
and yet be different persons ; but it would be a very 
strange coincidence, and not easy to be explained, 
if we suppose that those brothers were no other than 
the Apostles. But if this be true, it is clear that 
James, the brother of our Lord, was James, son of 
Alpheus, an Apostle of Jesus, and likewise his cousin. 
That an Apostle must be understood, is plain from 
2, 9.; and this is required by Acts 9, 27 & 2&., 
where Barnabas is said to have introduced Paul to 
the Apostles; and it is added zy per’ adrav eioropeus- 
peeves, kc. As to the arguments to prove this James 
not to have been an Apostle, derived from 1 Cor. 
15, 7. and James 1, 1., they are too frivolous to de- 
serve attention, and are satisfactorily answered by 
Borger. 

The Apostle’s argument, (Whitby observes,) is to 
this effect: “ Having, therefore, preached the Gos- 
pel so long before I saw them, and staying so little 
while with them, and going then only to see, not to 
learn of them, it cannot be conceived I should re- 
ceive my instructions how to preach the Gospel 
from them.” 

On the particularity of the statements in ver. 17— 
19. as compared with Acts 9, 25—8., it is observed 
by Paley: “ The historian delivers his account in 
general terms, as of facts to which he was not pre- 
sent. The Apostle who is the subject of that ac- 
count, when he comes to speak of these facts him- 
self, particularizes time, names, and circumstances.” 

20. & be yedgw bpiv, dod evwariov Tod Oceod, ors od Wev- 
dopat. To remove all suspicion of falsehood, the 
Apostle has here recourse to one of those solemn as- 
severations on oath which are found in other pas- 
sages; as Rom. 9, 1. 1 Tim. 2, 7. 2 Cor. 11, 31., 
and elsewhere. The idod has an intensive force. 
The évwriov rov @eod answers to the Heb. 7 sD, 
with which the Philologists compare the vq tov Oey 
of the Greeks. But they do not sufficiently see that 
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both in this passage, and all similar forms, the verb 
duyvut is left to be understood. Here at & de yeaguw 
must be supplied xaé’. Wévdou.as is, as every where 
else in the New Testament, a Deponent. 

It is proper to observe, that the Apostle nowhere 
employs these forms except in cases of real neces- 
sity, and everywhere introduces them with the 
greatest solemnity. It is well remarked by Doddr., 
that ‘a revelation of the facts and doctrines of Chris- 
tianity immediately from Jesus Christ himself, with- 
out the assistance of any human teacher, so wonder- 
fully agreeing in all its branches with that which 
Christ had taught on earth both before and after his 
resurrection, was so extraordinary an event, and of 
so great importance to those whom St. Paul visited, 
and to whom he wrote, that one cannot wonder he 
should think proper to assert it in so solemn a 
manner.” 

Q1. éreira Harley eis Ta KAipara THs By K.T. K. It is 
observed by Koppe, that the Apostle passes by what 
is related in Acts 9, 29. of the discourses held by 
him with the Hellenists, and the imminent peril 
thence arising, and hastens to relate what is men- 
tioned at ver. 30. 

Kaipara, regions; asin Rom. 15, 23. 2 Cor. 11, 
10, where see the notes. On Zupia see Acts 9, 30., 
and the note there. And on Kua/kia see Schl. Lex. 

22. juny 0€ ayvootpevos TO TeoTWIMW TAIS EKKAYTIOLS 
t.'I, raisev Xpioro. Borger rightly regards this and 
the next verse as parenthetical. The antient Com- 
‘mentators, and, of the moderns, Grot., think that 
this passage is meant to show that he had not taught 
them (as he had been represented) the necessity of 
circumcision and the other Jewish rites. But I 
rather assent to Crell: and Borger, that it is intended 
to establish what St. Paul here chiefly labours to 
prove, namely, that he was not a disciple of the 
Apostles. 

By the churches of Judea Koppe thinks are meant 
those of the country, as opposed to that of the me- 
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tropolis of Jerusalem, since to the latter he could 
scarcely be unknown. At tals év Xpicrw some par- 
ticiple is to be understood. The phrase signifies, 
‘** consecrated to the religion of Jesus Christ.” 

23. povoy dé a&kovovres yoav. Here we have a con- 
struction Kata& ro ojposwonevav, not only found in the 
Scriptural, but in the best Classical writers, and not 
only the later ones (from whom Borger adduces 
examples), but the earlier and purer ones, especially 
Thucyd. It is chiefly used when there would be an 
incongruity in the use of the feminine, the nature of 
the subject requiring the dignity of the masculine 
gender. 

23. akovoytes 7oav is for yxxovov; though in this use 
there is, I think, generally a reference to any thing 
being customary. ‘The 671 is not pleonastic (as Koppe 
supposes), but is here necessary, from the change of 
the oratio obliqua to the oratio directa, as in Mark 
11, 32. Acts 1, 8. (on which see the Critics referred 
to by Borger), and also from the omission of TOTO. 

23. voy edaryyerigerau Tiy wlotiv ay more 7d os 
‘* that belief in the Gospel, that Christian faith,” 
simply “the religion that once he aimed at laseons 
ing.’ It is not necessary to refine on the sense of 
miotss here so much as is done by Ko 

24. Kal edoEagoy év €wol Tov Oeov. Here d0€aSw sig- 
nifies ‘* to address praises and thanks to.” Ey éuoi 
signifies for me. "2, evexa euov, or Ov eve, “ On my ac- 
count, on account of my conversion,” for, (as Theo- 
doret say) that “the wolf had become a shepherd.” It 
is well observed by Theophyl., that the expression 
plainly shows that they ascribed the merit to God, 
who had been alone the cause, and regarded the 
whole as a work of God. And certainly, considering 
the circumstances of this sudden and total change, 
which involved an abandonment of honours and 
riches, and an embracing of poverty, persecution, 
and peril, they could not reasonably do otherwise. 
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CHAP. II. 

Verse 1. éweita b1a dexaterodpwy eroy marw ave- 
Puy eis ‘lepoooavua, ‘* after the lapse of fourteen years 
I again went up to Jerusalem.” This use of dé (as 
it were for dsayevopevos) is frequent both in the Scrip- 
tural (as Mark 2, 1. and Acts 24, 17.) and the Clas-- 
sical writers. See Borger’s examples, or Schleus. 
Lex., and Matth. Gr. Gr. Here, however, a diffi- 
culty meets us similar to that supra 1, 17. The 
question is, from what period are these fourteen 
years to be reckoned? Some modern Commenta- 
tors, as Capell., Wets., Gabler, Keil, Rosenm., Pott, 
and others, think from his conversion. And (as 
Koppe says) it is probable that that event would be 
ever after looked back upon by him as an era from 
which he would compute all future time. But (as 
Koppe also observes) the particle érera, and the 
sense of the d:ain this idiom are both adverse to 
this. It would seem that there is no reason to take 
the words otherwise than in their plain and obvious 
sense, as they were understood by the antient and 
earlier modern Commentators, namely, as calculated 
from his last journey to Jerusalem. And this opinion 
is also supported by Borger. It is evident that, ac- 
cording to the former computation, the journey will 
be A.D. 52.; according to the latter, A.D. 49. 
The best Commentators are agreed that the journey 
in question is the same with that recorded at Acts 
15., the circumstances of each being the same. See 
Koppe, who remarks that it isno wonder the Apostle 
makes no mention of the Decree of the Jerusalem 
Synod, since he did not wish the Galatians to rest 
on the authority of any Apostle but himself, and 
also because his own doctrine on the subject of non- 
observance of the Mosaic Law went much further 
than that Decree. 

1. cupmraparnpov kat Tirov, Luke, Acts 15, 2, 
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makes mention only, besides Barnabas, tivov &rrwy, 
of some others. Of these we find Titus was one. 

2. avePyy b€ Kata amoxaavtiv. There is no incon- 
sistency between this account and that of Acts 15, 
2.: for though it would seem from that passage that 
Paul went up, as being appointed so to do by the 
Antiochians, yet, as Borger observes, who shall ven- 
ture to deny (especially as the Apostle himself here 
asserts it) that he went up in consequence of an im- 
mediate revelation from God or Christ? since (as 
Koppe remarks) that revelation might determine 
him to comply with the request of the Christians, 
and thus the divine order and impulse would not (as 
some pretend) be unnecessary. Many reasons may be 
imagined which might have induced Paul not to go, 
and these (Borger says) are stated at large by Mi- 
chaelis in an annotation in loc. Thus there is no 
such difficulty as need have induced Whitby to take 
the desperate course of interpreting the phrase kat’ 
amokarvliy aveByy, “I acted according to the tenour 
of my revelation, which constituted me Apostle of 
the Gentiles:’? which is most unwarrantable, and is 
in the worst spirit of the innovating interpreters of 
the present German school. Theophyl. well explains 
it: Tov mverparos Umephanrovros UTD. 

2. Kah davebeuny avrois ro edaryyersoy 0 Kypuoorw €y ToIS 
ébveos. Here cvaridyps signifies to communicate, ex- 
plain, set forth, &c. ; as Acts, 25, 14. (where see the 
note) and 2 Macc. 3, 19. By adrois are meant those 
of Jerusalem, and, from the context and nature of 
the subject, the ' Christians, and especially (as we 
may suppose, and infer from Acts 15, 22.) the 
Apostles and Presbyters ; ; which indeed appears from 
the words following, kar’ Zdsav rots doxodor. By set- 
ting forth the Gospel he preached is (I think) meant 
setting forth those peculiarities as to the disuse of 
the rites of the Mosaic law, the free admission of 
the Gentiles without binding them to it, and perhaps 
some of the humbling and ‘peculiar doctrines of the 
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Gospel which seem to have been especially treated 
on by St. Paul; on all which accounts he might 
well style it his Gospel. For all these he had, 
doubtless, been caluminated; as the doctrine of free 
grace and the abandonment of all claims to salvation 
by human works, could be no more agreeable to the 
Judaizers (the-law being a system of works) than his 
doctrine of the abrogation of the law. 

At rois dexouos must be understood e¢iva: 71, which 
is supplied further on at ver. 6. (See the note infra 
5, 8.) So Theophyl. explains rots peyarcis, rots 
évoogas. Wets. here adduces numerous examples 
of this idiom from the Classical writers, and upon 
this interpretation the best Commentators are 
agreed. Some, however, deny that trois doxcdos can 
have this sense, without the special addition of a ri. 
But to this it has been well replied by Borger, p. 119. 
<* At verO nemo nescit, Paulinam scribendi rationem 
minimé ad rigidam Grammatices normam esse exi- 
gendam, imprimis ubi ardor et vehementior animi 
affectus subest.” Besides, the learned Commentator 
subjoins an unexceptionable example of this ellipsis 
from Porphyr. de Abstin. p. 179. de Rhoer. ra 
TAVUIy TUpdava Tals €autwy doFais mapa Twy doKovyTwy 
aKovovTa, erepswaby Gpovely Ets poLAAOY Teoh TA TawY bewy 
Ta ToavTa, Where Ta rAy4y and oi doxodvres are plainly 
opposed. He also cites Philostr. V. Ap. p. 121. 
The persons alluded to are doubtless Peter, James, 
and John ; as appears from ver. 9. 

2. eis kevov answers to the Hebr. nn, and occurs 
also at 2 Cor. 6, 1. (where see the note.) In rgéye 
there is an agonistic metaphor; as at 1 Cor. 9, 26. 
2 Tim. 4, '7. Phil. 2,16. Nor is it unknown in the 
Classical writers. ‘Thus Poet. Gnom. p. 305. (cited 
by Borger) dvijp a&Bovros eis kevov. ‘To which I add 
a similar passage of Menander ap. Corp. H. Byz. 
Par. 1, 98. va py KevapParoiyy. The sense of py 
WS Els Kevov TLEYW, 7] EOgapoy is by most modern Com- 
mentators supposed to be this: “ lest, by not making 
this communication, I might be misrepresented by 
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my calumniators, and misunderstood by the Apostles, 
by whose discountenance the good effects both past 
and- future of my labours would be diminished.” 
This may be very true, and probably formed part of 
the Apostle’s reasons ; but such a sense cannot well 
be elicited from the words. I prefer the interpre- 
tation of Chrys., Theophyl., Gicumen., and Theo- 
doret, namely: ‘lest I should be really thought to 
labour, or have laboured in vain,” i. e. erroneously, 
and aiider mistake; which was what his calumniators 
pretended.* ‘This interpretation is also embraced by 
Borger, who refers to Hyperii Comment. ad _ loc. 
and Camer. Not. fig. p. 86. 

3. AWN ode Tiros 6 ody enol, "EAayy oy, qvaykaoby 
wepitpyfyvor. LI agree with Borger and Jaspis that 
these words are parenthetical. ‘Their true scope 
has been best seen by the antient Commentators, as 
Cicumen. : ° oUK HvayKacby 0120 TOMY OTT OACwY eres 

py djvas, 6 omreg Ene HOS Fv, peyde Tovs meg [ler pov kypuooe 

MepiTouiy, Oia de cuykarr deer tov €& “lopana miorwv, 
ouyxwpely tiv mepirounv. See also Theophyl.-+- 

It is truly observed by Doddr., that “ this conduct 
of Paul with respect to Titus, in not submitting to 
his being circumcised, when it was insisted on as 

* Thus Theophyl. : iva didaéw TOUS oxavdadicopevous é én’ épot, 
Ort ovK eis KEVvOY TPEXW" ovx iva éyo padw* res yap, 0 av oKxahugbeis, 
mapa Tov Iarpos roy Yiov, Kal TO evayyéhuoy TOUTOU 5 And so Phot. 
ap. Gicumen. 725. ob yup iva éyw pada, pu) ras eis Kevoy TPEXW, 7} 
édpapov. 

+ Jaspis (partly from Borger) ably annotates thus: ‘ Scite 
Paulus Titi mentionem facit non circumcisi; sic enim apparebat 
partim circumcisionis vanitas, partim consensus Pauline doctrine 
cum ceterorum Apostolorum doctrina, Temeré a quibusdam 
legitur Tijd0e0s, pro Tiros. lum ob Iudzos circumcidi jussit. 
Acts 16, 3. Neque vero ideo P. sibi ipse contradixit; nam in Tim, 
circumcidendo indulsit Iudzis, acecommodans se eorum imbecillitati, 
quod Tim. doctor rel. chr. fieri debebat, qui non circumcisus a 
Judeis repudiatus esset. Preterea P. sponte id fecit, nemine cir- 
cumcisionem ut jus postulante. Sed nostro in loco res ei cum illis 
erat, qui de jure postulabant circumcisionem. His ne Jatum quidem 
unguem cedere poterat. ‘Talibus in ritualibus zeprordoeoe P. pru- 
denter inserviit, Cfr. Act. 21, 22, seqq, 1 Cor. 9, 20. 
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necessary to salvation, is very consistent with what 
he afterwards did without constraint, to promote 
the circumcision of Timothy in different circum- 
stances.” (Acts 16, 3.) 

4. O12 8& rods raperraxrovs Wevdadergous, sitives 
maperonrdoy kaTrarkorycas Tiy EAEvdEpiay 7. 

This passage, as it stands, is liable to an objection. If Titus 
remained uncircumcised on account of the false brethren, it might 
be inferred that, if there were no false brethren, he would have 

been circumcised; which would not have suited the Apostle’s argu- 
ment. Whitby joins the words d:a d€ rovs waperoakrous adedgovs 
with TupTapahapwor kat Tiroy, ver. 1. Macknight has “on account 

even of the false brethren ;”’ but it nay be doubted whether such a 
construction (though it is not entirely without defence, Rom. 3, 22. 
Phil. 2, 8.) is suitable to the present passage. There are some 
reasons which might incline us to adopt an interpretation altogether 
different from what which is commonly received, and to suppose 
that Titus actually was circumcised. The particle 5é does, in this 
case, naturally suggest an opposition, and the verb jvayKacOn, as 

followed by this particle, may reasonably imply that Titus was not 
compelled to be circumcised (i. e. it was not enjoined as a seal, or 
token of Christianity), yet that it was judged expedient on account 
of the Judaizing converts, upon which very account St. Paul him- 
self circumcised Timothy, Acts, 16,3. The words ovdé zpds dpav 
(if such be the true reading in ver. 5.), may seem to oppose, but do 
not subvert, this hypothesis. For the Apostle might justly contend, 
that, as circumcision was declared by the council to be unnecessary 
for a Christian, they did not yield in principle at all. But the read- 
ing in the Clermont MS. puts another construction on the text: 
Nonnulli interpretes, Codicis Clarmontani et Tertulliani auctoritate 
moti, ois ovdé & textu Omnino excludendum existimarunt, ut loci 

sensus sit permisse Apostolum, ut Titus circumcideretur in gratiam 
Judzorum.” Rosenm. It is not impossible, as Griesbach intimates, 
that this omission gives the true reading. See also Mill. Wets. 
*<We consented for a short time,” thus more effectually consulting 
the permanent interests uf the Gospel (iva dcapetvn). And so, in 
one sense, the Apostles yielded to these false brethren; in another 
they did not. It is possible, that the Galatians might have heard of 
the circumcision of ‘Titus, which circumstance the Apostle may here 
mean to vindicate and explain. (Slade.) 

I have inserted the above, as being an able representation of the 
opinion which has been gaining ground for the last century, that 
the common reading is corrupt, and that the words ois ovdé are to 
be thrown out, and that the sense to be ascribed to the passage is 
that above detailed. I must, however, observe, that I think the 
common reading has been rejected on very insufficient grounds. 
Its correctness has been indeed almost demonstrated in a very 
masterly critical note of Borger, who has established it both by 
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‘external and internal arguments. He has shewn that the var. lect 
_ arose from the difficulty of the passage ; and, by the most ackn »w- 
ledged of critical canons the more difficult reading is to be prefe ‘red 
to the easier. Finally he embraces the interpretation of Str th, 
Rosenin., Storr, and others, who think that the words éra &é rods 
mwapetodkrous WevdadéAgous, are not to be referred to eiEaper at 
ver. 5. (since that would require the ds ovdé to be cancelled, at 
variance with all critical canons), nor that reprerju7/07 is to be under- 
stood, but rather avé/jnv to be repeated from ver. 2., profectus scil. 
sum propter illos evd. Thus dé will signify nimirwm, scilicet ; as 
in 1 Cor. 6, 14. (And see Glass 1,533.) And it is observed by 
Borger, that the Greeks use the particle in the continuation of a 
sentence after the interposition of parenthetical matter. See Hoog. 
de Partic. and Schweig on Pol. 5, 232 & 292. Borger also remarks 
that there is no objection to referring it to dveOéuny. As to the 
sense, it will remain nearly the same. This interpretation, the 

above Commentators think, is very suitable to Acts 15, 1 & 2., 
where is mentioned the same cause of the journey and necessity for 
it: and such a construction is not unexampled. See Acts 24, 18 
& 19. The interpretation is also adopted by Jaspis, who translates: 
<¢ (Id quod vero iter suscepi) potius ob falsos Jesu cultores,” &c. 
And, upon the whole, this may (1 think) deserve the preference, as 
involving the least difficulty. 

Ilapevodkrous Yevdadédgous. The word rapeioaxros (which may 
be compared with the Classical from éeécaxros) often signifies one 
who is privily (wapa) and in a sidelong and underhand way, intro- 
duced. So Gloss Labb. wapeicaxros, obinductus. (1 conjecture 
subinductus. The s was absorbed by the s preceding.) The 
Greek JLexicographers explain it aAdérpuos,. vd80s. But as 
verbs passive are sometimes used as deponents, so are verbals 
passive ; and here the term seems to denote those who have clan- 
destinely insinuated, literally wriggled themselves into the Christian 
society. This sense of zapa is frequent, and is found just after in 
Tapersépxopat, Tapecodvw, and many other verbs, on which see 
Borger in loc. and Pott on 2 Pet. 2, 1. Now these are called false 
brethren, not as being no Christians, but as being Judaizers, who 

pretended to hold the abrogation of the law, contrary to their real 
opinion. 

Karaockorijoat r. é. 7). i}. €. €. X."L, i.e. to act as spies (Kkardoxo- 
mot), watching the liberty which we exercise in the profession of the 
Christian faith.” So Borger, who renders: ‘ libertateay qué nos 
beat religio Christiana.” “Iva tds xkaradovAwoorrat, * that they 
may bring us into bondage (to the law).”” Various are the passages 
in the New Testament where this metaphor is used. The jjpas is 
usually understood by Paul and Titus: but it may be better extended 
(with Borger) to all the other Christians of Antioch, 

5. ois ovde mpis dpay elEapev. Agreeably to the in- 
terpretation of Stroth, Rosenm., &c. of the preceding 
words, these admit of a very natural and easy sense, 
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since (as Borger remarks) Paul was likely enough to 
go to Jerusalem on account of the cabals of those false 
brethren ; nor isit inconsistent with the Divine reve- 
lation mentioned at ver. 2. [Ipes dpav is by general 
usage appropriated to denote a very short time, or 
interval ; as Joh. 5, 35. 2 Cor. 7, 8. Borger observes, 
that in whaé he did not yield to them, does not 
clearly appear. The Apostle, he thinks, only means 
to say, that his doctrine received no tarnish, sustained 
no change from thejourney, but remained pure. It 
seems to me, however, that the not yielding to them 
may be understood of some compromise of the mat- 
ters in dispute which had been proposed. 

The words rH drorayy (which depend upon ez} un- 
derstood) are exegetical, and have an intensive force, 
for wore drotaccecbas. And after drorayy there is 
the omission of a word or two, as Kai éxioupev. By 
aanfeia is meant the pure and unadulterated truth, 
namely, that old things are passed, the Law abro- 
gated, and circumcision of no avail, which assuredly 
would not have remained with them, if Paul had _ 

_ yielded ever so little.* By yas are, I think, meant 
principally the. Galatians, but secondarily all other 
Gentile Christians, whose religious interests were 
equally at stake in the affair. 

G. aro 0€ Twv doKodytwy elval r1—mrporavebevro. There 
is here an irregularity either of phraseology, or of con- 
struction, perhaps both: several ways of remedying 
which have been proposed. Passing by some which 
do violence to the principles of language and the usus 
loquendi,f and Whitby’s construction, which is un- 

* So Borger truly observes: ‘ Profectd metuendum erat, ne, si 
Apostolus aliqua re cessisset, universe religionis salus in summum 
discrimen adduceretur; cum hac ipsa Pauli indulgentia apparuisset, 
neque Paulini animi eam esse fortitudinem, neque ipsius religionis 
firmitatem eam, quin, strenue modo pugnes, titubent ac Jabantur et 
Paulus et religio, Verissimum enim est, quod dicit Hermocrates 
apud Thucyd. L. 4, c.61. p. 273. Duk. réduxe 7d dvOowreiov dee 
TavTos doyxety pev TOU ElKOVTOS; purdaceabar dé 70 ériov. 

+ As when certain Commentators (as Locke and Wells) say there 
is an ellipsis of of before azo ray SoxovvTwr. 
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warily adopted by Mr. Slade, the most probable opi- 
nions are those 1. of Grot., Hamm., Koppe, and 
others, that there is an anacaluthon, the Apostle in- 
tending to write aro rwy doxovvrwy—ovdev pol mpooave- 
réby, ovdev mporenafsouyv; though by reason of a some- 
what long parenthesis he lost the thread of the con- 
struction, and thus changed the genitive into a no- 
minative, as it were resuming what was said before 
the parenthesis.* 2. Of Rosenm., Borger, and 
others, who, thinking that somewhat harsh, take ax 
for rep, quod attinet ad, something like the nomina- 
tive absolute. And so the Syriac. But this (I think) 
involves more harshness than the former method; 
can I find any sufficient authority for this sense of 
Om. } 

6. rev doKodyrwy civ ti. This is rendered in the 
E. V. “ those who seemed to be.” But the sense 
seems to be rather ** those who were thought to be, 
reputed :” on which signification of doxeiv I have be- 
fore treated. The force of the phrase depends upon 
this sense of dox, and on the ellipsis of peya after 71, 
which here denotes excellence. 

6. érotol wore, whomsoever. qualescunque. ‘Thus the 
wore answers to our ever. ‘The Apostle does not 
deny their dignity, or merited reputation; yet he 
hints that it was not so great as to render it neces- 
sary for him to submit to, or be taught of, them. 
This sense is (I think) especially contained in the 
words following oddév por diegéges, which Borger well 
renders “‘mea non interest.” But the words may be 
best rendered ‘‘it maketh no difference to me,” 1. e. 
it does not affect my authority as an Apostle. Nor 

* Such anacolutha occur in the best writers, especially Thucyd., 
from the excessive length and involution of his sentences. But I 
cannot agree with Krebs on 2 Cor. 9, 13. that this is no defect. 
+ Which ellipsis may be exemplified from Eurip. Electr. 939. juxets 

ris elvat, Arist. 3, 459 B. yphy perv Nexlay elvae Te ovyxXwpnoat. 

Plut. Ages 20, 1, évious rv woXiTwy Soxovyras eivac revas. ALsop. 
Fab. vy. ovdevds détoe dvres, Soxover reves evar. Pollux 9. procem. 
Hokapny rept rovTwy roy [upAlwy, ws TL dvTwy, dpovety. Compare 

also Eurip. Med. 302. 
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is pos redundant, as Koppe supposes. Theophyl. pa- 
raphrases not amiss thus: ovdenia por deovrle rept ray 
doKowvT@Y Elvat TI, TOY LEyAAWwWY OnAAI) amrorToAwY, ElTE 
TEPITOILIY EKYOUTTOY, EITE [27)- 

6. rpoowrov cos avigwrov ob AapPaver. The Com- 
mentators very well illustrate the sense of this phrase, 
as taken from the Hebr. [25 Nwa, which, as Borger 
remarks, signifies ‘to favour any one on account of 
any external advantages of wealth, honour,’ &c. And 
he thinks that the Apostle meant here to hint at the 
inferiority of external condition and corporeal com- 
forts which existed between himself and the Apos- 
tles in question ; and to show that his Apostolical 
dignity was not affected by any thing of that kind. 
This interpretation is highly ingenious, and perhaps 
true. One may here compare James 2, 9. Rom. 2, 
11. Matt. 22, 16. Luke 20, 21. Lament. Jer. 4, 16. 
and Phocyl. (frag.13, 7.) pydé kplow és yapw erxei® 
M7 pias revinu ddixws jax Kpive Teorw@rov.* 

6. €pol yap of doKodyres oddev rpooavebevro. The yap 
is referred by Borger to diadépes; q. d. ‘* quales fue- 
runt illi non curo, nihil enim illis debeo.” ’ Eyal oddey 
-mwpocavedeyto, “added, communicated to, me_ no- 
thing,” i. e. nothing new, or of which I was ignorant. 
On the sense of rpécwmov see the note supra 1, 16. 
Theophyl. well paraphrases thus: ’Exeivor prev ofos av 
joa, TO Oed perjres’ tovto 0 oida, STs enol prev ovdey 
jvavTimdnoay, ode mporebnkay Th TO Kipuypati pov, 7H 
diwpiacarro. 

7. GAG rovvaytiov, &c. There is much meaning 
couched under the rodvavriov, which does not import 
(as some fancy) that Paul added somewhat to them, 
or that they were taught of him, but merely (I 
think) signifies this: ‘nay, so far from teaching me. 
any thing, or supposing that they had any thing to 
teach ne, they acknowledged my divine commission, 

* This countenances the opinion of Brunk, that Phocy)l. is either 
a fabrication of some Monk of the fourth century, or was much. 
interpolated by some person, : 

VOL. VII. 2 A. 
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and seeing that I was instructed, &c.—they gave the 
right of fellowship (as Apostles) to me and Barna- 
bas.” Such is (I think) clearly the sense* and the 
construction ; (for the words Yovres—por are paren- 
thetical). 

7. Wovres, ** when they saw.’ * Teriorevpas To evay- 
yemov, “ was entrusted with;” as in 1 Cor. 9, 17. 
Rom. 3, 2. where see the notes. To edayyérwy ris 
dxpéBucrlas signifies the preaching of the Gospel to 
the uncircumcised. The nouns &kpoBueria and 7e- 
prrojey) are frequently, as here, put for the participles 
of TWEPITETLNPEVOL, &c. The term ee implies a \ 
divine commission, as if tro rod @eod were under- 
stood. This, Grot, observ es, is to be understood ézi 
TO moAv, OF Kat’ erikpareiay; for Peter converted Cor- 
nelius, an uncircumcised person; and Paul some 
Jews, as we learn from the Acts of the Apostles 
(see Acts 9,15.); though Peter was chiefly occupied 
with the Jews, and Paul with the Gentiles; Peter had 
for his assistants principally James and John ; Paul, 
Barnabas, himself divinely appointed to this office, 
whom the Greeks have, therefore, not ill styled the 
fourteenth Apostle. So Doddr. observes, that there 
is no reason to believe the labours of Peter, James, 
and John were entirely appropriated to those of the 
circumcision; as, on the other hand, we are assured 
that those of the Apostle Paul were not confined to 
the uncircumcised Gentiles; for we often find him 
preaching to the Jews, and indeed, wherever he 
came he proposed the Gospel in the first place to 
them. 

It is well remarked by Theophyl., that he here 
shows his equality with Peter, as also soon fen in 
rebuking him. 

_* And so Theophyl. : rogourov yap pee ov SwpAwaavro, Wore Kat 
émyvecay, Kal auveparnoay, iva eye hey Kal BapvaBas eis THY 
axpopveriay, iyroe eis Ta €On, adrot dé eis Thy TeptropHy, Tovréart, 
rovus "lovdaious evayyeXiewyrat. So also Pareeus: “ Adeo nihil re- 
prehenderunt, ut contra comprobaverint doctrinam et Apostolatum 
meum.,” 
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8. 6 yao evepyyjoas—ebvy. ‘These words are entirely 
parenthetical, and the yep (I think) refers to a clause 
omitted ; thus: (And this is very true;) for he, &c. 
i. e. 6 yag, namely, God. ’Evepyjoas ev Ilerpw. This 
term has great force; though that has been too little 
attended to by Commentators. ’Evepyeiv properly 
signifies “to work, act, effect, produce an effect upon,” 
and, with a dative, “produce an effect in, impart 
strength, help, and ability to effect any work.” It is 
especially applied to the communication of extraordi- 
nary and supernatural help, both in the communica- 
tion of divine truths, and in the working of miracles. 
So 1 Cor. 12, 6. 6 €vepyav ra wavra év rao. So here 
it must be understood of that powerful supernatural 
help in every way communicated to the Apostles 
Peter and Paul. 

The c¢is in cis arooroayjy, &c. and ra €évy denotes 
the end and purpose of that Divine help; and the 
words may be paraphrased thus: ¢«is ro améoronroy 
civos Tois mepiterpyevors. And so in the other clause, 
where eis ra €6vy is for els drocronny Tov ebvov. 

9. Kak yvovres tiv yap TH dobcicoy por. By ry 
xepw are meant the supernatural vapiopora necessary 
for the discharge of the Apostolical office, not the 
office only, as some suppose. So Theophyl.: “Oga 
d€ ras eerSev ore ob paver Tels amocToAas Ypere TO KY puy- 
po aUTOD, AAAR Kal TH Oew ToUTo edoKeEr’ of yap arooTo- 
Ros yvovres, Gyol, tHv yaow rou Oeov. ‘The sense is: 
perceiving that the office of Apostle was committed 
to me (as well as to them), they,” &c. 

The words "IékwBos—eivas are (as Theophyl. re- 
marks) parenthetical; q. d. they (i. e. James, Ce- 
phas, and John) of doxodyres orvros civas. The of do- 
kouvres 1s taken by some Commentators, as Koppe, 
for oi tyres, of which he and Beza give examples from 
the Classical writers. But in most of such cases, I 
believe, there is a concealed nicety of acceptation, 
which the Critics, through ignorance of it, pass by, 
huddling all up by taking doxeiy for «ives; and in 
these the doxeiv will be found (I think) to have the 

Za® 
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sense which it here bears, namely, to be accounted, 
reputed, &c. See the note supra ver. 6. In orvaos 
there is an architectural metaphor, by which the 

s Chritian society is compared to a building like Solo- 
mon’s Temple (as we say the Church), of which the 
pillars or supports are the Apostles. See 1 Cor. 3, 
16.:2 Tim.3, 15. Eph. 2,:21°& 22.01 Pet} 2p5) and 
Suic. Thes.in voc. Other references may be seen 
in Borger.* . . 

Q. deEias EdwKay Evol Keel Bagvaba kowovias. By this 

we are not (I think) to understand (with Koppe and 
Rosenm.) to have been only indicated friendship and 
consent in doctrine, but communication in the 
Apostolical office, which it seems to have been a prin- 
cipal purpose of the Apostle to bring them to ac- 
knowledge, since it had been denied by his op- 
ponents. It, then, denotes Apostolical association ; 
as is implied by the following words. So Gomar: 
‘* quod. scil. et muneris Apostolici, et puritatis doc- 
trinze socil essent.” And so Grot., who renders»: 
‘““me collegam agnovere, et ut tali dedere dexteram.” 
And he observes: ‘‘ Nam dextram dare apud He- 
breos signum societatis, ut videre est Levit.” 6, 2. 
Jer.50, 15. Theophyl. very well paraphrases thus : 
O10 Kal OeEias COwKay, ToUTETTI, CUVEDWYnTAY, Kal KoIYW- 
yous Yas eromoravro, Kal EderEay OTL ApeTKovTAL TO Ky- 
piypath pov, WS pydev OlaPepovrs Tod Aoyou avrwy. 

The Philological Commentators, especially Wets. 
and Borger, adduce a vast number of Classical pas- 

_ * Among the numerous illustrations in Wets. the following are 
the most apposite. Ignat. ad Philipp. of ortXor Tod Kéopov, of ado- 
roho. Vita Sabee. 65. joav 5é adnOGs—tyOpwrot Tod Oeod, Kad. 
moro Deparovres, aTVAoL dvres Kal ESpaiwua ris AAnOeias, Eurip, 
Iphig. in Tauris 57. Maimonid. More Nevochim 2, 23. Accipea 
prophetis, quisunt columne gencris humani in recta fide et.... Mag- 
num Synedrium Hierosolymitanum fuisse legis non scriptz funda- 
mentum, columnamque instructionis : hinc decreta ad omnes Israel- 

itas prodibant. And so Philo ap. Stobceum., cited by Borger: ”Av- 
dpes ayaboi.xioves eici, dipoyv Gov imepeidovres. I add Pind. 
Olymp. 2, 145. “Os "Exrop éopade, Tpotas”Apayoy aorpapy Kiove ; 
(like the éperopa at ver. 12.) 
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sages illustrative of this antient symbol of friendship 
and union (and, I think, society, as here,) among 
both civilized and barbarous nations.* 

10. povoy trav rrwyav iva. pyypoverwnev. As in the 
case of ro évavriov at ver '7.,s0 here there is much 
meaning contained in povov, which has been best seen 
by Koppe. It signifies: (They did not wish to im- 
pede or circumscribe my liberty of action as an 
Apostle by any rules or directions of their’s, but) 
they only desired that we would be mindful of the 
poor.” It is rightly observed by Koppe, that before 
ive there is in St. Paul’s writings often (as here) an 
ellipsis of aireiy, béresw, or rapaxarelv; asin 2 Cor. 8, 
7. Eph. 5, 33. Borger refers for a similar construc- 
tion to 1 Cor. 7, 39. Gal. 5, 13. Mvypovevesy is here 
used, like the Heb. pt in Ps. 8, 4. 106, 4, in the 
sense remember to relieve. So also pyyobyri pov in 
Luke 23, 42. See Grot. and Gomar. I consider 
this as one of those euphemisms which, this sub- 
ject, are so often used by the delicacy of the sacred 
writer. , 
By the ray rrwyav are meant, not poor Christians 

in general, but (as all the best Commentators are 
agreed) those of Judea. For though charity to the 
poor forms a distinguishing characteristic of the 
Christian religion, yet it also held a very high place 
in the Jewish faith, and therefore there would have 
been no need to urge that duty on Paul. But cha- 
rity is chiefly understood to be exercised towards the 
poor of one’s own neighbourhood, or country, and not 
to be extended to foreigners. By which rule .the 
Gentile Christians would have held themselves not 
bound to relieve the poor Christians in Judea; and, 
as while the necessity of circumcision and the other 
observances of the Jewish Law was retained, the 

Se So Diodor, Sic. 16, 33. cai riy defiav edwxe Tp Oerradiwrt, 
éarte b€ } miorts avtn Pefpaorarn mapa rots Mépoas. Virg. En. 7, 
266. Pars mihi pacis erit dextram tetigisse tyranni. Aristoph. Nub.. 
81. Kuody pe, kat rijy xeipa dds riyv dekuay, See 1 Mace, 11, 62. 
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inhabitants of Judea seemed to be placed on such 
a superiority over the Gentiles as would effectually 
secure that relief of poor Jews which other countries 
were accustomed to extend to the inhabitants: from 
whom they derived their origin,* so now that this 
ground of superiority was removed, and Judea and its 
inhabitants brought down to the level of other nations, 
the Apostle might well fear lest this source of relief 
(which it seems had been opened, see Acts 11, 29 
& 30.) would he dried up. And yet this would have 
been both detrimental to the welfare of the Church, 
and would have seemed peculiarly hard. For they 
bore the chief brunt of the hostility and persecution 
which the Gospel had to encounter, since most in- 
veterate was the hostility and most violent was the 
persecution from Jews to Jewish Christians (even 
to the stripping them of all their property, and 
reducing them to beggary); and as the Gentiles 
might be said to reap the benefit of this strenuous 
testimony to the truth of the Gospel, so it was but 
right that they should relieve those who were suf: . 
fering for the common cause. | 

10. 6 Kak éorotdaca asrs ToUTo roijoas. Koppe re- 
marks on the pleonasm in auto rovro after the rela- 
tive, which he compares with the Hebrew idiom by 
which the demonstratives NT and *W are subjoined 
to the relative WN. This may indeed be found in 
the popular phraseology of even modern languages. 
Here, however, it has an intensive force (see Wet- 
stein’s Classical examples), and may be rendered 
which very same thing, reaypa being understood. 
"Eorotdaca moiyoas is not well rendered by Mackn. 
‘‘T made haste to do.” For he had done it be- 
fore. (See Acts 11, 29 & 380.) Preferable is the 
E. V. “I was forward to do.” But as the form avro 
sovro seems to carry with it an ellipsis of cal atros, of 

* Hence we find that collections had been for a Jong time made 
by the foreign Jews for the relief of their poor fellow-countrymen 
in Palestine. 
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myself, with the exhortation, I would render: “ this 
very same thing I was of myself sufficiently studious 

_of.’ So Theophyl. explains it: roaazjy crovdyy ror- 
cic4a:. The Apostle means that such was then his 
accustomed study. And we know that such it ever 
after continued to be. 

11. ore d€ Habe Terpos—jv. The d¢ seems to be in- 
tensive and adversative. Yet the same scope is per- 
ceptible in this verse as in the former. For as Paul 
had just before shown that the Apostles Peter and 
James had taught him nothing, nor found any cause 
of reproach in him, so he here shows, that on the 
contrary, he found cause for censuring and admo- 
nishing Peter: an undeniable proof of his equality 
with him in Apostolical dignity, 

The ¢ime when Peter visited Antioch, and the ex- 
postulation took place, cannot be exactly ascertained; 
but from the 14th verse (and indeed on many ac- 
counts,) it may be supposed to have been after the 
present interview, and not (as Semler thinks) before 
it. Koppe remarks, that Tatian. Chron. refers it to 
the fifth year of Claudius, Pears. Annal. Paul. and 
others, to the tenth year, i.e. A. D.50. Koppe, 
with more probability, thinks that it took place not 
long after the time of Paul’s visit, judging from Acts 
15, 36., from a comparison of which passage with 
ver. 13. of this chapter, the causes of the disagree- 
ment between Paul and Barnabas may (he thinks) be 
understood and explained. The purpose of the jour- 
ney, he conjectures, was personally to inspect the state 
of the Antiochian Church, and, by his authority and 
influence, to compose any yet remaining differences, 
and confirm by word of mouth the Apostolical de- 
cree which had been sent tothem. All this seems 
very well imagined: but it proceeds merely on con- 
jecture. And, indeed, no more than probability 
ean be attained. 

11. kara resowroy atrew avréctryy. This is compared 
by Grot. and Koppe with the Hebrew phrase "25? in 
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1 Kings 1, 23. and spy in Ps. 50, 21.* And though 
several examples of it are adduced by Raphel, Els- 
ner, and Krebs. from the Classical writers, yet the 
Apostle may rather be supposed to have derived it 
from the Hebrew. Kara rpécwrovimplies not doing it 
in an underhand way, and also not afraid of remon- 
strating with him, as not conscious of any Apostoli- 
cal inferiority. ’Avréoryy signifies, 1 opposed and cen- 
sured him. “Ori xateyvwopévos jv. Koppe and Borger 
remark that this is an Hebrew idiom, by which past 
participles are used as verbals, of which the Hebrew 
language is destitute (see 1 Cor 4, 4. and the Inter- 
preters) ; and is therefore for KATAYVWSTEDS, 1. C. Ka- 
rayvuicews a&sos, worthy of censure ;” (katayiwadoKely 
signifying WIT in Deut. 25,1.) Borger compares 
Liban. T. 4..p. 377, Reisk. ras dx erasvoupmevas 7ovas 

ovK ET EdiwKEY. 
12. mpo Too yap éabeiv twas awe laxwGov, peta Tay 

ebvav cuviobiev, “ For before that certain came from 
James, he™@id eat with the Gentiles.” Whether 
these were sent by James, or came of their own 
accord, is not clear. ‘The datéer opinion is the one 
usually adopted. It may signify “ some of those who 
were intimate with James.” By ébvwy the best Com- 
mentators are agreed in understanding, not Gentiles, 
but Gentile Christians. And the cuvyr4. is explained 
by many only of society. But I agree with Borger that 
it includes, and chiefly denotes, eating with ; since 
that was especially forbidden with any Heathen per- 
son; and (as Borger adds) the determination of the 
dispute on the lawfulness of this required a speech 
from James and a decretory letter from the Apostles, 
Acts 15. 

12. brécreare kal adwefev. Some take the trécr. 
for the middle urecreiaaro, which indeed is more 
usual in the Classical writers. See Borger’s exam- 
ples. He, however, would subaud. zpscwrsv, and 

* And Schoett.. cites Hos. 5, 5. v2pa Ssqw? pw may, Et re- 
spondebit superbia Israelis in faciem ipsius. ~ 3 
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‘Hanm., éavrov, which seems preferable ; ‘but there is 
no necessity for it. The éauray after aah tes (which 
seems to be exegetical of Jreor,) is meant for both. 
Tods éx wegitouys. A periphrasis for "Toudaatous 5 ; as in 
Acts 10, 45. Borger compares of €k miocréws, oi 
eS epyoy 5 ; and he cites Liban. 4, 304. of ék p-eroBor7s, 
for of peraBarrsnevor. Ilepiropys, however, is not (as 
Koppe supposes) for repitpyfevtas. There is rather 
a participle left to be supplied; and the sense is: 
* those who depend upon circumcision, and prac- 
tise it.” 

PoPovpevos, “ fearing their censures.’ A similar 
timidity Peter aiso showed on another 0 occasion. See 
Matt. 26, 69—75. 

13. Kal cuvumenplfyr ay ast Kal oi Aoiral “Toudator, 
« dissembled with him.” This is thought by the 
Critics an elegant term, of which they adduce ex- 
amples from Polyb. and Plutarch. But they omit 
to notice that this dissimulation was partly implied 
in iréorennre, since rocrenncobar often signifies (by a 
natural metaphor) to practise reserve, and suppress 
one’s sentiments. So Plato Apol. Socr. E. 10. ore 
amoxpupapevos—ove vroorearapevos. And it is not 
improbable that such is the sense intended by the 
Apostle. 

By “Iovdaios are ‘meant Jewish Christians.’ ‘Qore 
KOL BapydBas, “so that even Barnabas.’’ The ka! 
implies, “though so good a man and so united in 
religious opinions with Paul.” See Acts 9, 27. 11, 
25. The phrase cuvaryyby atrov ry Smoxpioes ale. 
gantly developes the preceding cuvumexpidycav. ‘This 
verb (as Borger remarks) signifies abripio, and the 
metaphor is taken froma torrent, which hurries any 
one away with it. The verb is somewhat rare; yet 
Elsner adduces some examples of it. The sentiment 
is illustrated by Schoettg. from Arrian, Epict. 2, 9. 
vi eararas Tavs MOADoUs 5 | af UmoKeivy "Toudatos ay 
"BApayas ; ouy OL4S TOS Exanoros _Aeyerat "Toudaios ; 
rws Zopos; mos Alyirrios; Kal orev Tivo emapncdor 

TEpisovra downey, ciofapevr rcyev' odK eat "lovdaios 
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GAN trokpiveras. “Otay d€ avarahy te mabos +o roe 
PeBoppévov Kab ypnuevov, more Kal eors Tw byTI, Kat 
Kareirat “lovdaios’ oftw Kal vpels wapaparrioral, Ayo 
pev Toudator, epywo d€ AAA Th. 

14. aan Ore eidov Ors odk épboredovcr, ‘* But when I 
perceived that they held not a right course, or did 
not (as we say) act with straight-forwardness and 
integrity.” For dissimulation, which runs into 
crooked and winding by-paths, is the reverse of 
this. The words zpos tiv aanfetav are (1 think) 
added exegetically ; and they seem to mean, “ ac- 
cording to the true spirit and interest of the Gospel, 
which forbids disingenuity.” ’OgGorodeiv is said to 
occur no where but here, and with zpos, Borger 
observes, it is synonymous with kavou oroyev at 
6,16. ‘The xpos signifies according to. 

14, eirov II. Eprpocbey revrwy, “ I said unto Peter 
before them all.” Agreeably to his own direction 
at 1 Tim. 5, 20. It is remarked by Doddr., that 
‘‘ had this been matter only of private offence, to be 
sure Paul would have known that duty required 
him to expostulate with Peter privately upon it, be- 
fore he had brought it before such an assembly ; but 
as it was a public affair, in which great numbers 
were so sensibly affected, this method was most 
proper.” 

The reprehension is this: Ei ob Toudatorsp—Tovdaizery, 
which words are well paraphrased by Borger thus: 
“Situ, Judzeus natus, Judeorumque ritibus inutritus, 
nihilo minus, religione Christiana meliora edoctus, 
hasce ceremonias deseruisti, atque adeo cum Eth- 
nicis familiaritatem contrahere non dubitasti; quid 
demum est cause, cur quorundam adyentu Judeo- 
rum perturbatus, denuo Judaicis ritibus magnum 
pretium statuere videri velis, teque Ethnicis cory- 
pheum prebeas, (nosti enim, quantum valeat doc- 
toris exemplum,) ad eosdem ritus Judaicos sequen- 
dos, ac peragendos?” I cannot, however, assent 
to that Commentator and Koppe, that 9%s is to be: 
taken for €8ys; which is harsh and unnecessary ; 
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since we have only to recur to that force of the pre- 
sent tense by which it denotes custom. The sense 
is: “Ifthou, though a Jew born, habitually live in 
the neglect of the Jewish observances,” &c. Ti, 
why. Many MSS. and some Fathers read zs, 
which makes no difference in the sense, but seems 
to be ex emendatione. 

"Avaykagew must be here understood of moral com- 
pulsion, namely that of persuasion*, direct or indi- 
rect, as here; since this conduct tended indirectly 
to excite the Gentile converts to be circumcised. 
"Tovdaigew is for "lovdaixas oxy, live in the observance 
of the Jewish rites and ceremonies. Theophyl. ob- 
serves that Paul may very well be here supposed to 
loudly exclaim to all: “ Imitate your teacher; for 
he, though a Jew, yet eats with heathens.” 

15. ameis Guces “loudatoi—eidores, &c. Before we 
proceed to the interpretation of this and the following 
verses, it is proper to advert to the question so long 
controverted, whether those verses are to be consi- 
dered as forming part of the address of Paul to Pe- 
ter, or as being directed to the Galatians. The for- 
mer opinion is: maintained by many modern Com- 
mentators, as Par., Pisc. Est., and Whitby, and most 
recent ones, as Hesz, Rosenm., Bahrdt, Stroth, Tit- 
mann, and others mentioned by Borger. Some steer 
a middle course, and regard the address to Peter as 
ceasing at the end of ver.17. As to the first opi- 
nion, it is recommended (as Borger remarks,) by an 
apparent facility, there being no plain vestige of any 
transfer of the address to the Galatians, and the 
words karaavery and oikodowely at ver. 18. seem more 
applicable to Peter’s case than theirs. Yet facility 
is not always in St. Paul’s writings always a charac- 
teristic of truth, but sometimes the contrary, since 
the Apostle often changes his address without dis- 
tinctly showing it. Besides, as Borgher remarks, 

* Borger aptly cites Liban. 455. ri fyds avayKages rots i0eow 
"AOnratwy axoXovbeiv, 
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the Apostle is occupied in a confutation of the opi- 
nion of those who thought the Mosaic rites necessary 
to justification, of which opinion was not Peter 
(though he might somewhat dissemble), but some 
among the Galatians were. ‘lo them therefore the 
address could alone be useful, and not to Peter; 
and the words of ver. 18 may apply to their case as 
well as Peter’s. ‘To this I would add, that Paul was 
only concerned to point out and rebuke the dissimu- 
lation in Peter, and that would not have justified him 
giving the Apostle so long a lecture, and so little 
necessary. Besides, there is no appearance of any 
direct address in the greater part of this portion, 
insomuch that some modern Commentators have 
endeavoured to remove that difficulty by supposing 
the address to Peter to be extended to ver. 17 or 
or 18. But. the particles « dé and « yee, which 
plainly refer to what precedes, entirely forbid this. 
Upon the whole, therefore, I cannot but consider 
the second opinion as the best founded. 

‘Hyeis “Tovdaios <idores are Nominatives absolute. 
The sense.is: “ For we born Jews (and not Gen- 
tiles) well know.” ’E& vay apaprwaot is (I think) 
a common periphrasis for €$v:ko. See Grot. and 
Koppe. ‘Thus, as Est. says, there is a latent re- 
cessus a Petro et ingressus ad materiam principalem. 
Borger rightly observes that this trifling disagree- 
ment does not at all affect the question of inspiration, 
since it relates to facts, not doctrines. Nor does it 
seem that Paul so much disapproved of this accom- 
modation to the opinions of weak Christians (since, 
by his own example, he recommends it) as that he 
took it amiss that Peter should in this place act the 
Jew, where he had himself preached directly con- 
trary doctrines; for this seeming dissent of two 
principal teachers could not but be detrimental to 
the religion in general. On this account, then, and 
because by this sort of trimming, Peter favoured 
the notion that the rites of the Law were necessary 
to justification, he deserved this reprehension, 
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1 & od Oikasodros avOpwmos €& Epywy vopou, edy pr) dice 
wiorews "I. X. Here édv py is for avad; as in I, 7: 
Rom. 14, 14, 1 Cor. '7, 17. As to the sense of 
dikatovres, on that important term Borger has a 
long and elaborate annotation, in which he is much 
indebted to Koppe and Tittman. ‘The conclusion 
he draws from the whole discussion of the sense of 
the term is this ‘(p. 146.): ‘* Liceat verbi dixcuod- 
ofa: significationem ita definire, ut non tantum sit, 
penis eripi, quas Deus legis contemptoribus commina- 
tus est ; sed etiam, ut ‘Tittmanni utar verbis, Opusc. 
p. 371. omnem omnino gratiam salutarem adipisci, 
beari, salvari, bonorum omnium participem fieri, 
quorum demum per Christum et fidem in ejus Evan- 
gelium, in hoc et futurd vitd participes fieri possumus. 
Deus igitur dicesodv dicitur, cum tale beneficium in 
homines confert; homines autem d:Kkasoovras, cium 
tale beneficium adipiscuntur.” 

"EE is for ds, by, as Rom. 3, 20. €& épywy vopou 
od dskorovbyoceras mace ooio&): and so indeed some- 
times our from. A similar sentiment is found in 
Rom. 3, 28. royiSepeba yap wiore diKasodobas dvOowmoy 
Xwpls Epywy vowov. 

The words kal ypeis cig X. 71. emioredoapev, va— 
yvowov may be rendered: ‘‘ And the reason why we 
have embraced this belief is, that we might thereby 
attain that justification by the faith of Christ which 
we could not attain by the works of the Law. And 
then the Apostle adds: d:6rs od dixarmbyoerot €& Eye 
vowov maca cops, which words occur in a similar 
passage of Rom. 3, 20. They have plainly the air 
of a citation, or accommodation of a passage of 
Scripture. There is at least an allusion to Ps. 143, 2. 
See the note on the passage of Romans. 

17. €i 0€ Syrotvres—apaprwrol. The sentiment is 
expressed somewhat obscurely; but the sense is 
well explained by Theodoret (from Chrys.) thus: 
ci Ge dri roy vopov Kararimdvres rH Xpicro wporeAnay~ 
bape, Oia tis ex adr mrlorews Tis Dikasoobvys cmro- 
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Aadcacbas rpocdoKynoavres, mapaBucis TOUTS vevduLeras, 
cig adriv 1} aitian ywpyoes tiv Aeomoryy Xpiotivs adris 
yap apiv Thy Koy oredere Oiabyjkyy*. It is plain that 
evpioxeofas is for eivas; as often. See Schl. Lex. — 

Aiakovis apaptias, “the author or producer of 
sin.” It is remarked by Rosenm., that this is the 
objection of a Jew, supposing that where the Law of 
Moses is not, there there is no rule of life, not con- 
sidering that there may be another rule in morals, 
although the ritual law is not observed. He thinks 
that the Apostle means this: ‘* Whosoever re- 
proaches us for neglecting the Mosaic Law, re- 
proaches Christ himself, who abrogated this Law.” 
Theophyl. observes that there is here a reductio ad 
absurdum, which is followed by py yévorro; as is 
often the case when no other proof is necessary, but 
only an araydpevois is needed. 

18. «i yap & KarérAvoa—ovvicryps. I assent to 
Rosenm. and Borger, that though the Apostle here 
uses the first person (through delicacy, and to lessen 
the reprehension,) yet he intends the words to be 
taken generally. So the French on. It is here well 
remarked by Theodoret, that he skilfully retorts and 
inverts the accusation: for as they had called the 
non-observance of the Law a breach of it, so he calls 
the observance of the Law a transgression. See also 
Theophyl. Yap, entmvero. Borger offers the follow- 
ing connexion and paraphrase: ‘ Secundum, Petri- 
nam agendi rationem omnino sumus peccatores :” 
sive, “* Petrus omnino prave egit: si quis enim 
(yep) iis rebus, quae antea contempserit (keréavee), 
nunc multum tribuit (cicodoue), is, malé se antea 
egisse hac ipsa animi inconstantia, confitetur, (wape- 

_* ‘Theophyl. paraphrases thus: "Eé@yrijcaper, dyor, SexacwOqvae 
ey Xpror@, apévres Tov vopov’ ws éyere S€ Deis dpapria éore TO 
aguévac Tov vopov’ eis ravrny Nomoy Thy Gpapriay 6 Xproros hds 
cuvwOnae? dv éxeivoy yup apéxapey ra vopuka TayTar dare ov povor 
ovk édixalwoer pas, ws pare, 6 Xptords, ada Kal wrelovos Ka- 
raxpicews atrios hyuiy yéyover, &€k rod meloar tps apetvar Tor 
vomor. 
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Barny éavroy cuvicraver:) itaque, si legem Mosaicam, 
ut abrogatam, quis antea migraverit, nunc vero huic 
legi, ut magna munite auctoritate, pareat, eo ipso 
ostendit ac confitetur, suam agendi rationem perver- 
sam fuisse antea et temporariam, legisque se fuisse 
violatorem, atque adeo se peccavisse graviter.”’ Thus 
the yap, as referring to a sentence omitted, will retain 
its usual force. -It is plain that in xereavoe and 
eixodox@ there is an architectural metaphor, such as 
is frequent with our Apostle. 

18. rapaParny éEpauroy cuvicrnps, declare myself, ap- 
prove and show myself to be a transgressor (and not 
an observer of the Gospel, as a teacher of it should 
be); namely, by setting up what God hath destroyed. 
This sense of covicrnps occurs in Rom 5, 8. 2 Cor. 7, 
13, and in the Classical writers, from whom examples 
are adduced by Munth and the other Philological 
Commentators. 

19. €yd yap dic vopou vonw dwelavov, va Oew Siow. 
Here we have a somewhat enigmatical sentence, 
which certain antient and early modern Commen- 
tators very injudiciously torture. By von is evi- 
dently meant (as all are agreed) the law of Moses: 
but on the sense of véuov there is a difference of opi- 
nion. Some antient and modern Commentators 
think it donotes the New Covenant; which inter- 
pretation may be defended ; but I prefer to under- 
stand it (with many modern Commentators) of the 
Christian religion. So Rosenm. and Borger, who 
refer for examples of this use to Rom. 8, 2. com- 
pared with 3, 27. 6,11. 7,4. It is strange that he 
should have omitted 6, 2. ‘* fulfil the law of Christ.” 
By being dead to a law is plainly meant, no longer 
observing it. Rosenm. very well renders thus: 
“by one Jaw (or doctrine) I am dead to another,” 
i.e. the Christian doctrine has occasioned me to 
cast aside that Mosaic religion. “Iva Oe Siow, 
Here the Apostle indicates the zntent with which he 
had rejected the Jaw. The consequence, or result of 
it (he says) was, that he “lived unto God;” which - 
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signifies, dived to the honour of God, and this by the 
observance of his religion. So ver. 20. gyv év mires 
Tov vied Tov Oeod.. Now the Jews lived not unto God 
in this sense, but unto themselves, by persisting in 
the observation of a law by which they gratified: 
themselves rather than pleased God; a law, too, 
which far less promoted the glory of God. Here 
Borger aptly compares Dionys. Hal. L. 3, 17. aaa’ 
dndeas pe, Edy, m pay nce Toselre, a raides, TH Tarp 
SwuTES, Koh ovdey a aveu 77s ELS yyors Siamearrépeevos. 

20. Xpiorw cuverravpwp.or, &c. The Apostle here .« 
(as Borger observes) compares the death just men- 
tioned with that of Christ on the cross; a compari- 
son frequent in St. Paul; as Rom. 6, 6. 7, 4. Gal. 
5, 24. It is remarked by Rosenm.: “ Repetit, se 
mortuum esse legi, sed alio verbo utitur, quia per 
omnia Christo, in cruce mortuo, similis esse capit. 
Homo tropice moritur, quando desinit esse talis, 
qualis antea fuerat. Ergo Paulus dicere vult: Non 
sum amplius Judeeus, et contemptor religionis Chris- 
tian. Mea pristina vite ratio desiit.” 

20. a 06, odK Err eya, $y de ev Euol Xpicros. Borger. 
very well renders thus: “This life which I now 
live, freed from the power of the law and sin, is not. 
properly to be called my own, but is entirely owing 
to Christ, who worketh in me and, as it were, liveth 
(is in me the vital principle):” or, as the Apostle else- 
where expresses himself, éyevopny erépw, Tw €k vexpdy 
eye pbevrs, ive KaproPogyaw 7® Oco, Rom. 7,4. The 
whole passage is thus elegantly paraphrased by Titt- 
mann, Preefat. Opuse. p. 13.“ Christ, his love, life, 
death, doctrine, example, salvation, glory, is to me, 
as it were, the vital principle, which ‘animates me to 
do what I do; I am entirely occupied with the reli- 
gion of Christ, I spend my whole life in preaching’ 
the Christian doctrine.” 

. At é@ must be supplied xaé’, quatenus. °Ev ricres 
go, &c. These words, Borger observes, may signify : 
“Tam occupied in the Christian religion, by pro- 
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fessing and by teaching it.’ Yet he thinks rod viod 
may be put for év ro vie, or cis Tov vioy, a genitive of 
object; as Matt. 10, ‘1. €Eovcia rvexpdrwv. The 
sense, he says, will then be as follows: “as long as 
I continue on this earth, I mind not the Mosaic laws 
and ceremonial observances, but my very life itself 
consists in faith in Jesus Christ; to this faith I en- 
tirely give myself. ”  Vinally, he observes, that the 
re env ev riv1, denotes to be devoted to any thing 
and the pursuit of it; as Cicero s says: “an possim 
_Vivere, nisi in literis viv erem?” 

In TO KY ATIC AYTOS (6, Kat TApUdOvTOS ELUT OV Umrep €U.00 

there is (I think with Koppe and Borger) a sort of 
hendiadis for: w ho so loved me as to yield himself 
to death for me.” Koppe remarks that the Hebrew 
copula 1 is often so used. 

Q1. obk abera tiv yapw Tod Oeod, “ So far from es 
spising this divine goodness, as shown é TO Oiko- 
odrfen: thu aviswmroy €k miorews, I rather highly value 
it.’ Such is the force of the negation in Hebrew 
as to indicate the very opposite, as Ps. 84, 12. 
Zach. 8, 17. Hebr. 13, 2. Apoc. 12, 11. (Borger.) 

I cannot see why Koppe should take aero in a 
future sense, ‘I will not, cannot bring myself to ;” 
which is very harsh. He is, however, right in sup- 
posing that in the next sentence there is a clause 
omitted, to which yep refers, as aJeret d€ dozis ex 
yop.0U bene 2 €rt Oikasoucbas; or thus: ‘ which I should 
do, if | were to aim at obtaining the favour of God 
by the observance of the Mosaic law.” ‘The sense 
of the passage is thus expressed by Borger: “ if, 
by obeying the Mosaic law, and celebrating the 
Jewish rites, we can obtain justification from God 
(See ver. 16.), it follows, that Christ died in vain.” 
He then notices, with approbation, the following re- 
mark of Chrys. on this passage : Ei yap amdiaey & 6 
Xowrris, ebdnroy 6 ort O1& TO Ly io guew Toy vopLoy pas 
Sicceronys él d€ 6 0 YOp.0S O1Ka108, TEPITTOS 0 TOU Xpiorov 

bavaros. ; 

VOL. VII. 28 
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Awpedy, causelessly, in vain. So the Hebr. 2n 
in Job. 1, 9. Ez. 6, 10, which is sometimes uy the 
Sept. rendered PAT HY. 

CHAP. III. 

Ver. 1. & dvénror Tardras, tis tuds éBackave. Theo- 
phyl. remarks, that having shown in the preceding 
chapter that :he was not an Apostle of men, or by 
men, and having established himself as a&&smiorov, he 
now proceeds to speak pera waciovos avdevrias. Bor- 
ger observes, that the Apostle proceeds to prove 
what he had himself asserted at 2, 6.3 and. this he 
does by arg uns, 1st. from the example of the Ga- 
latians, 1—5.; @dly, from that of Abraham, 6. seqq- 
“* Now (continues he) in order to rouse the attention 
of the Galatians, and show them the high moment 
of what he is going to urge. on their attention, he 
addresses them by name.” And this he does with 
the addition of the epithet dvenro.* Yet the re- 
buke it conveys was merited, and not unaffectionate, 
as partaking of paternal plainness of speech. They 
had, it appears, with the levity and inconstancy 
ef their nation (descended as they were from the 
Galli), suffered themselves to be shaken from the 
doctrines which Paul had inculcated, by the seduc- 
tions of some false teachers. 

There is great energy and pathos in the. inter- 
rogation Tis vpas eRcouctives which literally signified 
bewitched, fascinated, or rather in a metaphorical 

* The word does not (I think) denote simply folly, or stupidity. 
Though Callim. in Delum. 184. (cited by Wets.) says. aoridas, ai 
Taddryot caxiy dddv tdpove dvdAw Urfjcovra. Yet I know of no 
good authority for supposing them to have been such; and (as 
Wets. observes) unless Themist. 299. a. be speaking ironically, he 
calls them, ofets kat ayxévor, characteristics of their ancestors, the 
antient French, which was transmitted to their latest posterity. Per- 
haps the Apostle only calls them dvonrot, as respects the present 
case, in having suffered themselves to be deceived. 
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sense, seduced, deceived. ‘This verb is a somewhat 
rare one,* occurring no where else in the New 
Testament, and seldom in the Classical writers (in- 
deed and hardly ever in this sense), who use for it 
yonrevery and katayoyreverv. Plutarch, however, 2, 
680. has KaraBackaive in this sense. 

Ll. cis kar’ i@arpors Iycods Xeirris rpoeypady, ev byt 
ectavpwuevos. ‘The sense seems to be this: ‘‘ to 
whom Jesus Christ hath been represented before 
your minds eyes (as ina picture) crucified.” The 
phrase Kar’ 6p4arpods, is equivalent to web 6¢barpay, 
or é€y o@arpois, all which occur in the Classical 
writers. The rgd is explained by Grot. and others 
before; better by others publicly ; as in mpoxypirrey. 
The sense is: ‘* You to whom the truths of the Gos- 
pel, especially that of the great doctrine of the 
atonement by the blood of Jesus, and not by that of 
bulls and goats, or any other of the Mosaic rites.” 
This great truth was set forth, partly in the preach- 
ing of Paul (who at 1 Cor. 1, 23. says: “ we preach 
Christ crucified,” and at 1 Cor. 2, 2. “ to know Jesus 
Christ and him crucified”), and partly in the lively 
representation of the death of Christ in the Eucha- 

* Jt is derived by the Greek Commentators from gads and kaivery. 
See Schol. on Arist. Plut. 571. and Gall. N. A. 13, 6. referred to by 
Schleusn. It should seem then that they thought the evi] was com- 
municated through the eyes ; as serpents are said to fascinate birds, 
so that they fall down to the earth, and become their prey. So Hy- 
perius, cited by Borger. “ Fascinare proprié dicuntur, qui sic impo- 
nunt humanis sensibus, et precipue oculis, ut alia form& res appa- 

reant, quam re vera se habeant.” He also refers to A. Morus ad 
h.1., and thinks that this may be explained by the words which fol- 
low, ois xaz’ é¢Badpovs I. X. tpoeypdgn. But I think this ex- 
ceedingly precarious; and Koppe rejects the derivation on which 
this interpretation is founded as visionary, deducing it from Pacrecy 
(for packer), equivalent to Kaxodoyeiy, to calumniale, envy. (See 

his annotation.) But the subject is too extensive aone, and too 
Jittle connected with the real sense of the Apostle to be treated of 
in this place. The Apostle (I apprehend) only means it in the 
sense seduce, deceive, literally talk you over ; as conjurors or mounte- 
banks do. 

2B2 
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rist.* Some would take ey div for umep univ. But 
this seems very harsh, nay, unauthorized: and 
though the words év upziv may not seem necessary 
with ofs (whence it is easy to account for their omis- 
sion in a few MSS.; for as to versions, they are in 
such a case as this of no authority), yet nothing is 
more frequent in idiotical and popular phraseology 
than this use both of the relative and the nominative 
for which it stands. See 1 Pet. 2, 24. 

The clause ry &anbeia py eiberbai (where it is 
necessary to subaud wore), though rejected by most 
recent critics, is ably defended by Matthei. 

It is very well observed by Doddr., that there is 
no room to object, that this is merely an argument 
to the passions; for in proportion to the atlecting 
sense they had of the love of Christ in submitting 
to crucifixion for them, would be the rational sense 
of the obligations they were under to him to pre- 
serve his Gospel pure, and his church free and 

happy.” 
2, rouro povov béAw—zictews; Suam stabiliturus 

sententiam Paulus, testem laudat ipsam Galatarum 
experientiam qua certo scirent edocti, se omnem 
illim mentis mutationem, et, que cum hac erat 
conjuncta, miraculorum efficiendorum vim et facul- 
tatem soli ricre: debere. (Borger.) 

Totro Jerw pabciv ag tuav. This seems to be a 
common formula (of which Wets. adduces many ex- 
amples), signifying, “in short, to omit other consi- 
derations.” On the meaning of the next words 
there has been no little difference of opinion. In 
determining this, it is proper to enquire what is 
meant by eadBere ro wvevpa. The antient and the 
early modern Commentators, as Est., Menoch., 

* So Chryst. ap. Wolf: Kat ovx ecizey, éoravpwOn, adda Tpoe- 
ypdon éoravpwpévos, dnd@yv, dre Trois rijs ticrews ’"OPHadpois aKpi- 
éarepov €0ewonoay rwyv rapdvtwy éviwy, kal Ta yuvdpeva Oew- 

pévwr. “Exeivwy pev yap modo Oeacdpeva, oddéy atwvayTo 
vtroe 5¢ dpPadpopards pey ovK eldoy, did O€ Tis wicTews aKpipéo~ 
repov eldov. 
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Vorst., Tirinus, Grot., Gomar, Doddr., and, of the 
recent ones, Borger and Schoettg., understand it of 
the Holy Spirit, and its various gifts and graces, 
both internal and external, ordinary and extraor- 
dinary, such as were then found in many believers. 
So Theophyl.: weev ercBere IIvetpa dyiov, kal ro- 
cauTyy duvapsy Kal onwela eroijraro; and Chrys. 737, 
15. eloyaoarbe duvapers worrds, erereneoare oyEic, 
vexpous €yelgovTes, Aempors Kabalpovres, mpoPyrevortes, 
yawooas Anarovvres. Most recent Commentators, 
however, as Koppe and Rosenm., interpret it: ‘“ no- 
bilior, perfectior sentiendi agendique ratio et con- 
suetudo que est effectus doctrine Christiane ;” 
Rom. 8, 4. Thus Morus renders: ‘‘ scientiam re- 
ligionis interna spectantis, cum effectis et commodis 
suis.” And so Slade explains: “ became ye Chris- 
tians? were ye admitted into covenant with God, of 
which the gifts of the spirit were a sure testimony ?” 
This last interpretation is indeed very specious (as 
is also that of Mackn., who has here a long discus- 
sion, though little to the purpose); but I see no 
reason to desert the first mentioned and far more 
common acceptation, which is (I think) placed be- 
yond a doubt by the words of ver. 5, with which the 
present are closely connected, 6 eriyopnyay uply rd 
IIvedpa, Kal evepyav duvapers ev div. Koppe indeed 
objects, that it cannot be admitted, unless all the 
Galatians, without any one exception, be supposed 
to have received these gifts. But the learned Com- 
mentator exaggerates the difficulty unnecessarily. 
Nothing is more common than to pronounce that in 
general terms (as if of all) which is confined only to 
a part. By ye need only be understood the Gala- 
tian church. Yet it is not quite clear to me whether 
it might not be understood of the Christian church 
in general, i. e. ye Christians; though it might be 
true chiefly of some members of the churches of 
Jerusalem and Corinth, and perhaps a few other 
congregations. The Apostle’s argument would hold 
good equally on that ground. For if only a com- 
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paratively. few well authenticated instances of the 
etlicacy of the Holy Spirit in the communication of 
such extraordinary and miraculous gifts as were 
never imparted, would be as satisfactory a proof of 
the divine origin of the religion they supported, as 
if every member of every congregation had received 
them. 

The words €§ axojs wictews are variously ex- 
plained. But if we consider them as antithetical to 
€& épywy véu.ov, we shall have no reason to stumble at 
them. ‘The antients evidently took ékofs risrews 
for tis wistews, the Gospel. It is not necessary to 
render ‘‘doctrina religionis,” as Glass, ‘Tittman, 
Koppe, and many modern Commentators ; still less 
to take dkoys for draxoys. It is plain that riarews, 
being opposed to vénev, must mean the Gospel, the 
Christian religion: and as to the words added, épywy, 
and axoys, they are of great force, but chiefly serve 
to ornament the idea. The expression works. of the 
law, is elsewhere used for the law ; as in Rom. 9, 32. 
where, in like manner, faith is opposed to the works 
of the law. The addition is made, to hint at the 
nature of the law, which related wholly to works. 
So also axons is added to wicrews because, as the 
Apostle says, Rom. 10, 17., faith cometh by hear- 
ing, 1. e. (as he then explains) by the hearing of the 
word of God preached. ‘The same expressions are 
repeated at ver. 5. 

3. odtws adyoytos €ore; There is great dewdrys' in 
this clause, and especially in thus suspending the two 
members of the sentence each on an interrogation. 
As to the next words, the antient Commentators 
have, without reason, taken émirencioge in a passive 
sense. Its being opposed to évapEauevos shows that 
it must be taken (as is done by Grot. and most mo- 
dern Commentators since his time) in an active 
sense, 1.e. asa deponent. And this is countenanced 
by a parallel passage of Phil. 1, 6.,6 evarpEcpevos ev Opely 
Epyov ayabov émrenrcoes. It is plain that évapSapevos 
mvevport is for do§dpevos ev rvevpari; and é& must be 
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repeated after capi. The verb evapy. is sometimes 
used in the Old Testament, but very rarely in the 
Classical writers. 

It is not difficult to see what is meant by the two 
other opposites zvedpar: and cagki, the former of 
which must refer to the powerful gifts of the Spirit, 
ordinary and extraordinary, which followed baptism 
and the sincere profession of the Christian faith. By 
* concluding in the flesh” is meant, taking up with 
those external and fleshly ordinances of the law 
which were mere forms, and only typical of the in- 
ternal and spiritual gifts of the Gospel. In re- 
ference tothe double opposition of members in this 
sentence, Borger notices an observation of Koppe, 
namely, that St. Paul, when he puts two verbs or 
nouns in opposition to each other, often ascribes a 
notion to one of the opposites which it has not of 
itself, except in the opposition; and thus he accom- 
modates the signification of one to that of the 
other.” Launzus, Moldenhauer, and Ernesti, here 
take rvevu. to mean the Gospel; and oaz§. the Law 
of Moses. But this is going too far; since we can- 
not suppose that any had gone over to the Jewish 
faith. Some antient and modern Commentators 
think that there is here a metaphor taken from the 
race course ; which is probably true; though Syne- 
sius seems to have thought it an architectural meta- 
phor, as far as one may judge from a,passage cited 
from him by Wets., rots evypyp-evois mpérovra emoiKodo- 
pouvres, in which he appears to have had the present 
passage‘in mind. 

4. rocadra érabere ey; eye Kal xy. On the in- 
terpretation of these words the Commentators are 
divided in opinion. The question hinges entirely on 
the signification to be affixed to érdere, which all 
the antient, and all modern Interpreters up to the 
eighteenth century, take in a bad sense, under-= 
standing it of the persecutions and difficulties they: © 
had suffered in entering on the course of their Chris- 
tian profession. On the contrary, the more modern 
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Commentators, as Homberg, Adam, and Starck, and 
almost all the recent ones, as Kypke, Rosenm., 
Zacharias, Koppe, Borger, Schleusner, and others, 
maintain that it is to be taken in a good sense, and 
understood of what immediately precedes, namely, 
the spiritual blessings they had received. And these 
Commentators have proved that récyw is used by 
the Greek Classical writers in a good sense as well as 
abad one. But this is almost always with the addi- 
tion of some particle: as «J, dyaSoy, or the like: and 
they only adduce one instance of this (and that doubt- 
ful), from the Classical writers, and not one from 
the Scriptural ones. Whereas instances of raécyew 
in a bad sense, and without the addition of kakay, 
kakws, or the like, very often occur both in the 
Classical and the Scriptural writers. So Demosth. 
c. Conon. sPpiobels, & dvdpes Bixaoral, Kal maddy vao 
Kovoves Toutovs tosadTa and Lucian de Gymn. 13. 
BaTny ToravTa macyovres. See more in Elsner, Bos, 
and Wolf. And so Mark 5, 26. roarnd raboton. 
Matt. 16, 21. worrd wabeiy dro tev reecRutécwr 
27, 19. morrd yap txafoy dy’ adrod’ Luke 13, 2. roiad- 
ta wenxovdaciv, and elsewhere. In Matt. 16, 21., 
1 Pet. 4, 19., it is used of suffering persecution. In 

- a bad sense the word perpetually occurs in St. Paul’s 
writings, never in a good one. ‘Thus the new inter- 
pretation is refuted both by positive and by negative 
arguments, and the common one is undoubtedly to 
be retained, especially as it yields manifestly a better 
sense, and is more agreeable to the style of St. Paul. 
The Apostle diversifies the argument, first by asking 
whether, after possessing such high and distinguished 
spiritual graces, and solid benefits, they will take up 
with mere external rites, only typical of them; q. d. 
“ shall the benefits ye have received by the Gospel 
be changed into empty ceremonies?” Then he 
aptly subjoins: ‘* And shall the difficulties and per- 
secutions ye have undergone in order to attain these 
blessings have been undergone in vain?” Besides, 
the words following, efye kai eixq, are infinitely more 
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apposite on the common interpretation than on the 
new one. The brevity of the expressions eye kab 
eixj, was caused by the delicacy of the Apostle. 
The words necessary to complete the sense are easily 
supplied from the context, and the nature of the 
subject, i.e. “if indeed ye will act so as to have 
suffered them in vain.’ As to the difficulties and 
evils alluded to, what, J would ask, is so probable 
as that they should have suffered them? Were they 
to be exempt from the trials which invariably at- 
tended the profession of the Gospel every where, 
and of which we have such frequent mention or 
allusion in the New Testament? 

Indeed, the new interpretation is so far-fetched 
and frigid that not all the learning and ingenuity 
which have been expended to the establishment of 
it by Kypke, Koppe, Borger, and others (whose 
matter I must omit), can make it even tolerable. 

5. 6 ody eriyoonyay tylv ro Lvetpa—zicrews ; The 
Apostle now proceeds to resume the subject of ver. 
2, ‘The ody is not merely transitive (as Koppe treats 
it), but (I think) serves to an epanalepsis; as in 
Eph. 4,1. 1 Cor. 8, 4., and often; verses 3 & 4 being 
parenthetical. “Eariyopyyav is, by some Commenta- 
tors, as Koppe and Borger, regarded as a participle 
put for a finite verb, with the ellipsis of jv. But it 
seems more regular, and agreeable to the style of the 
Apostle, to regard the sentence as highly elliptical, 
something in the latter member €§ €sya@v—zicrews 
being to be supplied from the former one, namely, 
exiywpnynoe from értyopnyay, which is the participle 
imperfect, not present, and évépyyce from éveoydy. 
The term éxiyopyyely is not (as Borger considers it) 
the same with the simple, but the ém. has an inten- 
sive force. It is of more importance, however, to 
attend to the sense of evepywy duvapeis ev duty, which 
all the antient Commentators rightly understand of 
the supernatural and miraculous gifts of the Apos- 
tolic age. Nor do the modern Commentators deny 
this. Some recent ones, however, as Koppe and 
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Rosenm., ascribe to the év the sense inter, rendering 
‘qui patravit miracula;” which would remove the 
miracles from the Galatians to Paul himself, or other 
Apostles. But (as Borger, who was half inclined to 
adopt that interpretation, acknowledges,) it is by no 
means agreeable to the context. ‘“ The Apostle 
(says he) is speaking of the spiri¢ received by the 
Galatians, conjoined with the power of working mi- 
racles, or (which is more probable) the wvejua must 
be here taken in the same sense as at ver. 2.; though 
the force of the wvevpe here St. Paul further deve- 
lopes, when he makes mention of its principal yapiope, 
namely, the working of miracles.” I would suggest 
another proof, deduced from the usus loquendi, of the 
futility of the above interpretation. It may safely be 
asserted that évepyely év never means patrare inter, 
either in the New Testament or the Classical writers : 
whereas, though it often occurs in Scripture, yet it 
is always in the sense of to work or produce effects in 
any one, and almost always miraculous ones. So Matt. 
14, 2. af duvapers evepyouoiy ev airw and Mark 6, 19. 
supra 2, 8. (where see the note.) 1 Cor. 12, 6. of the 
supernatural gifts. See also 1 Thess. 2, 13. 2 Thess. 
2,'7. And numerous are the passages where év fol- 
lowing évepyeiv signifies in, not infer. It is truly re- 
marked by Borger, that this, and other such passages, 
in which the Apostles make mention of miracles, of 
which those to whom they wrote were witnesses, are 
calculated to powerfully establish and confirm the di- 
vine origin of the Christian religion. (Compare 2 Cor. 
12,12. 1 Thess. 1, 5. al.) But if this be the case, 
what must we think of the judgment or the inten- 
tions of those who (as most recent foreign Commen- 
tators) have the temerity to adopt modes of inter- 
retation destructive of this glorious evidence of 

the truth of the Gospel ? 
6. kabods ’APcadp exicrevce TH Oewd, Kab Eroyioby: 

aire eis dixasoouvyy. The Apostle now adduces a 
new argument, derived from the faith of Abraham, 
ver. 6—19., such as was calculated to produce much 
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effect on the Jews and Judaizers, since Abraham was 
the author of their nation, and celebrated for the il- 
lustrious proofs he gave of his faith; as is found 
both from the New ‘Testament and the Rabbinical 
writers. See Rom. 4, 3. James2, 23., and the notes 
there.* ‘The passage here adduced by Paul is from 
Gen. 15,6.(according to theSept.), from which it only 
deviates in the transposition of the words ’ABpacu 
and ézicrevcev. The Hebrew is as follows: asm 
MT YP TawrmM mM. The Sept. seem to have used 
the passive for the middle éroyicaro, which the 
Apostle adopts. And so they have rendered the 
passive AWM) in Ps. 106, 31. by the passive érsyicdy. 
See Surenh. 2i6a. kar. p. 4406. 

Now the correspondence and agreement of the 
faith of Abraham with that of Christians consists in 
this, that each is shown by confidence in the Divine 
promises. Abraham gave a double and illustrious 
proof of faith; 1st, in reposing entire confidence in 
the promise of God that he should have offspring in 
extreme old age. (Genes. 15, 5 & 6.) @dly, in not 
hesitating to sacrifice the child of his age, and source 
of his hopes. (Gen. 22. James 2, 21—3.) Hence 
the expressions of St. Paul and St. James are easy to 
be reconciled. St. Paul speaks of the former evi- 
dence of Abraham’s faith; St. James, of the latter, 
inasmuch as fis was shown in deeds. Ofthe Chris. 
tian faith we treated supra 2,16. We grant that 
the force of the phrase aovyiferbas eis OrKatoovvyy is not 
to be formed from the common doctrinal works; since 
this phrase, used of Abraham and Pinehas (Gen. 
supra, Num. 25,11 & 12. Ps, 106, 31.) cannot, with- 
out great harshness, be interpreted of what in the 
Schools is called justification. Yet it must not be 

* “Tn order to feel the weight of St. Paul’s argument, we must 
bear in mind that Abraham was justified by faith even before his 
circumcision ; so that that was of no moment to procure him the 
favour of God ; as the Apostle fully shows at Rom. 4. And the 
same thing is observed in Just. Martyr's Dial. cum. Tryph. p. 340. 
Thirlby.” (Borger. ) 
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concluded, that as the Sixatocdvy of Abraham and 
Pinehas is not to be understood of the remission of 
sins, and the consequent bestowal of benefits, nei- 
ther does the Christian justification consist in for- 
giveness of sins, and consequent acceptance and fe- 
licity with God. For as the faith of Abraham is 
very different from that of Christians, so also must be 
the justification proceeding frem thence be different. 
With the Apostle the force of the word has greater 
extent than with Moses. (Borger.) 

The phrase aoyifecdas cis dixasoouvyy is of the same 
signification as Oia. See Rom. 4, 2. compared 
with 3. So also they are interchanged by James 2, 
21 & 23. For neither from this term is the notion 
of divine favour and consequent benefits to be ex- 
cluded. Thus James (supra) conjoins the phrases 
enoyicdy ato els dikasocdyyy and diros @eod exaydy, 
of which one is explanatory of the other; and at 
ver. 25. he adds: ‘Pa&B 7 mepyy odk €& epyay edixaiw)y: 
which words are, doubtless, to be explained of the 
benefits which accrued to Rahab. See Jos. 2, 6. 
Again, when at Rom. 4, 3. the Apostle had said 
éxigtevoe—Oikatoruyyy, he subjoins, at ver. 4. Two dé 
Epyasopevw—yapi, a- metaphor taken from a work- 
man’s wages, which is applied to the advantages and 
benefits consequent on the faith of Abraham. So 
Heb. 11, 7. kareckedace KiPwriv eis cwrypiay Tov olkov 
auToU—Kkal TIS KaTa miortiy OiKasocuvys eyeveTo KAnpovO- 
pos, Where cwrypia and dixasoovvyy denote the same 
thing. (Borger.) D> 

7. The Apostle (as Chrys. observes) now proves 
this from the testimony of the Old Covenant. Ti- 
ywoKETE apa OTs ol eK wicTEws, ovTOL ciow viol "APpady, 
«“ Know ye, therefore, that those who are of faith 
are the genuine sons of Abraham.” Oi €k wricrews 
(on which see the note on 2, 12.) is equivalent to of 
miotevovTes, as Opposed to the of wepirepyopevar. It is 
well remarked by Theophyl. and Qicumen. : “ Since 
they had feared lest by letting go the law they should 
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fall from their spiritual affinity to the Patriarch (on 
which they so much prided themselves), the Apostle 
shows them that, on the contrary, the faith makes 
them rather sons of Abraham who possess it. 

The expression viol Afpace is used agreeably to 
that idiom of the Hebrew and Hebrew Greek, by 
which the term is applied to any near affinity, and 
strong resemblance of disposition and manners. See 
Rom. 4, 11 & 12.and Joh. 8, 39. and the notes. This 
idiom is sometimes found in the early Greek writers. 
Thus Borger cites Hom. I. 5. 800 & 812. 

8. Teotbovee d€ 7 ypady ¢ oT mlorews OiKasol Ta Cbvn 6 

@ecis, “ not only are-believers sons of Abraham (i. e. 
like unto him, see ver. 7.) in faith, but also in justi- 
Juwation. Hence the particle dé may be aptly ren- 
dered enim. See Mark 16, 8. Luke 12, 2. Joh. 6, 
40. 1 Cor. 10, 11. (Borger). 
By the Scripture, which has here, by metaphor, an 

action ascribed to it, we are to. understand the au- 
thor of Scripture, God, who gave the Law (see 
Chrysost. and Theoph.) or the Holy Spirit. - Bor- 
ger here refers to Glass’s canon 22. de verbis. ‘H 
yeady is for ai ygahat. Arkaio is said by Kypke to 
be the present for the future, “ would jaaibe save, 
and bless.” ‘Ex mistews is for dia risrews. 

8. mpoeunyyenioaro, preenuntiavit, promsit. Of this 
signification an example is adduced. by Wolf from 
Philo. -The term, as Theophyl. remarks, implies de- 
sire on the part of Abraham. 

8. ors ebroyyfycovtas ev col ravra Ta ebvy. A pro- 
mise repeatedly made; as Gen. 12, 3. 18, 18. 22, 18. 
26, 4. 28,14. From a comparison of the Hebr. and 
Sept. Bor ger thinks it will appear, that the Apostle 
has closely adhered to neither, but formed his sen- 
tence out of two different passages, i. e. évevroynfycoy- 
Tak €v oot is from the former part of Gen. 12, 3. and 
mavta Ta ebvy ris yqs from the latter part of Gen. 
22,18. ‘The construction of a plural verb with a 
neuter plural noun is very rare in the Classical 
writers ; yet it occasionally occurs in the later ones. 
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8. €v cat, ‘A, by, through thee, because of thee.* 
Abraham, it must be uit ed, attained this 
justification before the promulgation of the law; an 
evident proof that the law was not necessary thereto. 
It is well observed by Chrysost., that this is meant 
to serve an important purpose: for since it was a diffi- 
culty with them, that the law is the more antient, 
and the faith subsequent to the law, the npOwts de- 
stroys this fancy also, by showing that the faith is 
(as is plain from the case of Abraham) i in reality more 
antient than the law. 

Q. wore of €k miorews EvAoyouvTa oo Tw TIoTw 

’ABeady. To repress this fear of being accursed, if 
they kept not to the law, the Apostle. shows them 
that, on the contrary, they shall be blessed by leaving 
it, and coming to the faith, as faithful Abraham was 
blessed. (Theophyl.) The sense is: from all this, 
then, it is made out, that as Abraham obtained feli- 
city by believing and trusting, so also those who have 
Jaith, are to enjoy felicity. (Borger. ) 

10. door yop €& Eoyeav vinov, kc. The Apostle now 
proceeds to further draw out the thread of the argu- 
mentation, and makes it out clearly, that those who 
contended that salvation might be obtained by the ob- 
servance of the law, and wished so to obtain it, were 
liable to divine punishment. Now as brevity and 
abruptness of expression are frequent with St. Paul, so 
also here there seems to be something left to be sup- 
plied from the context, by a kind of enthymema ; 
q-d. Those who think their salvation depends on 
the law, must observe the law, because God threatens 

* Theoph. explains: ‘« by the imitation of thy faith.” Here Wets. 
refers to Acts 3, 25. and annotates thus: ‘ Aliqando significat : qui 
votum pro salute alterius edent, eique omnia fausta optabant, hac 
formula illud concipient: Sis tam felix quam Abrahamus, aut Ma- 
nasses et Ephraim, aut Salomo fuit. Gen. 48, 20. Ps. 72, 14. Hic 
vero videtur ulterius intelligendum esse, Abrahamam ejusque poste- 
ritatem non tantum fore exemplar, ad cujus similitudinem aliorum 
felicitas sit optanda; sed Messiam esse caussam et autorem felicita- 
tis, per quem omnes nationes essent beande. Hoc est: Non de 
voto pro salute sed de salute ips& hic sermo est.” See also Schoettg. 
Hor. Hebr. , 
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punishment to those who transgress it: but all 
transeress; it follows therefore, that they are all 
justly punished. (Borger.) 

The sense is admirably illustrated by Theophyl. . 
(from Chrysost.) as follows : "Iva paris avtiméoy A€yo, 
ors eikoTws 6 ABpadp ard micrews yuroy7iy Kal ediKaiw- 
Oy, sors odmrw voog yy" od de DEiEdv pros Ors rel’ d ddby 6 
YOLOS, yj wioTis OiKasol Kal EUAoYHLEVOUS Tole OEiKYUGLY 6 
ATOTToAoS vOv, ob pLovoy OTE OiKauOl 7] TioTIS Kol EvAoYE;, 
GAN OTt Kalo vomos apagrias Kal KaTdoaus altios yiverc 
oddels yap morely duvarar TH yeyouppeva ey TH vopew’ 6 Oe 
pen wow, erikarapatos “Qore tis ricrews éoTt TO EvAo- 
yelv, kal pdryy duels GoPeiobs pymrore émikaraparor ye- 
vyole arooravTEs TOD YdpLou" PMAAAY yae YpwLEvos atTw 
UTO KATUPAY, ETTE, WS [Ar SuvapEvoL TAYpOUY aUTOY. 

In the words following the Apostle is supposed 
not to have followed either the Hebrew or Greek. 
But it should be remembered, that until the Text 
of the Sept. be regularly formed, we cannot fully 
ascertain how far the Apostle followed or deserted 
that version. 

Borger observes, that gupévew €v vouw is good 
Greek: and he cites Lucian 1, 606, to which I add 
Soph. Aj. 350. éupévovres 620° So also Thucyd. 5, 
56. é€ppeivare trois spxois’ and often elsewhere. 

11. ors dé €v vounw ovdels—Syoerat. The dé is con- 
tinuative, and may be rendered and again. ’Ev wpa, 
‘‘ by the observance of the law.” Tlaza 1é Gee, 
apud Deum, q. d. “ however it may be with men.” 
There is, Theophyl. thinks, an allusion to the Pha- 
risees, who approved themselves unto men, rather 
than unto God. 

On the scope and sense of this verse it is remarked 
by Theoph., that having shown that the law maketh 
accursed, but the faith blesseth, he now shows also 
that the faith alone justifieth, and not the law; and 
he brings in the Prophet Habakkuk, saying, That by 
faith shall the just live, and not from the daw: for 
the law requires not faith only, but works: since, 
then, the law, because of its difficulty of being ac- 
complished, could not justify, but put men under the 
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curse, grace came showing an easy way, named 
faith, by which being justified we are blessed.” On 
the sense of the passage of Habakkuk see more in 
the note on Rom. 1, 17. 
LL. 6 Oikasos ex ricrews Sicera:. The interpreta- 
tion of Mackn. and others, “ The just by faith shall 
live,” is very properly rejected by Bp. Middleton, 
who observes that thus we should have had 6 dixetos 
éx wiorews, or else 6 €x wictews Oikaws. Besides, 
(continues he), to say that he who is just, or justi- 
fied by faith, shall live, amounts to very little; but to 
affirm that the good man, he whose obedience, 
though imperfect, is sincere, shall reap life everlast- 
ing from faith (as opposed to a law of works,) and 
from faith alone, is a most important declaration ; 
and it agrees exactly with the context: That no 
man, says the Apostle, is justified under the law, is 
evident; for one of the prophets hath said, ‘ The just 
shall live by faith. ”’ 

12. 60€ vopos ovK Ear Ex ricrews, “ As therefore no 
one can attain justification except by faith, and faith 
has nothing common with the law, it follows (as was 
said at ver. 11.) oddéva diasodobas ev voz. Such is 
the connexion, which ought not to have been broken 
by the distinction of the verses. ‘O d€ vén09 odk ori 
éx wicvews, “ the law requires not faith (but works.)” 
So Theodoret well paraphrases: 6 vino ob riot 8y- 
Tel, GAARA TPA arate, Kal ToS Puaarrover THY Sony 
emayyeanerat. (Borger.) | 

12. otk €or €éx, i.e. literally, ‘‘does not depend 
upon.” 

13,14. Xpioris rpas éSyyspacev—karapas, i. e. lite- 
rally, “Christ hath bought us off from the curse of 
the law, by becoming a curse for us.” ‘This seems 
to be asort of hypallage for é&yycpacey s7y Karapay. 
*Eéay. signifies to liberate a captive by the payment 
of aransom. But in laying down the general sense 
of the passage it is necessary to determine who are 
the subjects of this assertion, and what is the nature 
of the curse from which they are said to be delivered. 
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Now the antient and many modern Commentators, 
especially Crellius, and almost all the recent ones, 
understand the subject to be the Jews ; and the law 
mentioned, to be the law of Moses. And this seems 
to be confirmed by what precedes. But many mo- 
dern Commentators, as Grot., Whitby, Doddr., and 
Mackn., maintain that the yas has respect to both 
Jews and Gentiles; and by the law, Doddr., Mackn., 
and Whitby say, is meant the daw of nature as well 
as the law of Moses. ‘Thisis ably supported by the 
two last mentioned Commentators.* ‘To determine 

* The former of whom (inter alia) observes, that to restrict the 
words He redeemed us from the curse of the Law, to the Jews only, is 
in effect to say, Christ only suffered for the Jews, since he only suf- 
fered by hanging on the cross, the tree on which he expired. The 
Gentiles were not indeed subject to the particular maledictions 
contained in the Law of Moses, because that Law was not given 
to them, but only to the Jews. But they were subject to that 
death which was the general punishment threatened to the violators 
of the Jaw, and was the curse denounced against Adam and his 
seed. And since it was by virtue of Christ’s hanging on the cross, 
that the blessing of Abraham came upon the Gentiles, he must 

have been thus made a curse for them also, and not for the Jews 
only. And the latter remarks: ‘‘ That the persons here said to be 
bought off from the curse of the law, are the Gentiles as well as the 
Jews, is evident from ver. 10, where the Apostle teils us, ‘4s many 
as are of the works of the law,’ that is, as many as are bound to per- 
form works of law, and seek to be justified thereby, are under the 
curse. For the proposition being general, it implies, that the Gen- 
tiles as well as the Jews are under the curse, and need to be bought 
off. This appears, likewise, from the purpose for which Christ is 
said, ver. 14. to have bought us off, namely, that the blessing ot 

Abraham might come on the nations, that is, on both Jews and 

Gentiles. Next, the curse of the law, from which all are bought 
off by Christ, is not a curse peculiar to the law of Moses. For as the 
Gentiles were never under that law, they could have no concern with 
its curse. But it is the curse of that more antient law of works 
under which Adam and Eve fell, and which through their fall came 

on all their posterity. And it is the curse of the law of nature under 
which all mankind, as the subjects of God’s universal moral zovern- 
nent, are lying, for having broken that law. These curses are called 
by the general name of the curse of the law, not as being peculiar to 
the law of Moses, but because they were published in the law of 

Moses. See ver. 10. note 2. From this curse of the law of works 
Christ hath hought us off, by becoming a curse for us. For in the 
view of his death to be accomplished in duc time, God allowed 

VOL. VII. 2 ¢ 
’ 
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which ought to be preferred is no easy matter. The 
words preceding, and aiso yeyparras seems to favour 
the former interpretation; and the words iva eis ra 
Cyn, &e. somewhat eiGirw the latter: for the we 
els TA Ebvy yj evroyia Tov ABpadp yéevyras, &c. is to be 
closely connected with Xpioris yj.as—Karape. This 
Borger would unite with ver. 12., making ver. 13. 
parenthetical: which, however, seems harsh.  Per- 
haps the former interpretation may deserve the pre- 
ference, and the construction is ably traced by 
Theoph. (from Chrysost.) as follows: iva pyris dvrei- 
TY, neyo, ore annios pay 0 By mosey TOY vopLoy ET IKOT Ce 
eaibet tick Kal OTs u KAT Apo éxelvy VY OYTO 3 3 dedoikapey yep 

Fes can wis ono Toy Suyty Tau YOpL0v ama YEVOpEVOL, 70 Tay 

Kor agay ETL Wey Kal MUTO!" Acixyuow ouy ore AEAUTEL 7} 
Kar apo die Xpiorov dads yep THY, 75, adres yever bout 
KOT ply eEnyopacey apes owe THS TOU yoo" rhea qv 

auros prev Seedinyey: OTE TOY vopoy TrIPOT OS. He also 

excellently explains the words iva cis TO ebyy 7 7) edroyla 
— ‘Tyooo thus: Ava TOUTO dust, Kar ago. yeyovev Exeivos, 
iva els TH evn, TOUTEOTI, Tavs pa TO vow XPwp.evous, 7 

evAoyia Tov Agacp, TOUTES TIY, 7 €K rlorews, yevntas ev 
Agiorw ‘Tyo, TOUTETTI, TO THEGPATE TOU ABpacm Ka- 

bos Kal VEYQAR TUL, OTk €y TO omeppor 00u ednoyibrioroy- 

a ee ae ey X piste, hire €K oo0v YEVOL-EVO KOTO 

TupKa, TicTevevTes OnAndy eis adrov. And on these 
words Crell. well annotates: ‘* There is here indi- 
cated an ulterior end of this redemption of the Jews 
from the curse of the law, in which is contained the 
abrogation of the law. Tor as long as the law re- 
tained its strength, and kept the Jews under the 
curse, so long the Gentiles could not be partakers of 

Adam and his posterity a short life on earth, and resolved to raise 
them all from the dead, that every one may receive reward or pu- 

nishment, according to the deeds done by him in the body. Fur- 
ther, being bought off by Christ from death, the curse of the law of 
works, mankind at the fall were bought off from law Jtself, not 
indeed as arule of life, but as a rule of justification, and had a trial 
appointed to them under a more gracious dispensation, in which 
not a perfect obedience to law, but the obedience of faith is required, 
in order to their obtaining eternal life.” 
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the blessing of Abraham, or the felicity destined to 
Abraham and his posterity, in which (as we before 
observed) is contained justification; and therefore 
neither could they obtain the Holy Spirit, the pledge 
of it. For it neither could nor ought to have come 
to the Gentiles before the Jews, to whom these things 
were really and properly promised. But first, the 
law was to be abolished, which stood in the way of the 
blessing both of the Jews and the Gentiles.” It 
must be remembered, that until the abrogation of 
the law of Moses the promised blessing of the Mes- 
siah was withheld from the Gentiles. 

The next words iva tiv "rayyeriav—ricrews seem 
meant to show the end or result of the blessing, 
namely, that we might receive the promise of the 
Spirit, imparted together with the Gospel. See 2 
Cor. 1, 22. Eph. 2, 22. It is plain that ckeréee in the 
verse preceding is for karaparos, by a sort of He- 
braism. It is, however, a much stronger term. In 
erayyenia Too mveyatos there is an idiom common 
both to the Scriptural and Classical writers, by which 
the former of two substantives is taken as an adjec- 
tive. See Glass. Phil. Sacr. 

15. adeadol, kara avIowroy rAcywo. Theophyl. ably 
traces the scope and connexion thus: ‘Todro Bovreras 
beiEa, OTs 7 miorks, Oueelry Ky éotly eppycsor epee Tao yopou, 
Kb OTE OUK GY OlKOLGY Ely moorip.nyyes QUTYS TOY voroy" 
O10 Kal TO broderyun TébeiKey’ "Kav yap avIpwres, dyes, 
Oidbyrar, pi ToAWA Tis pera TavTa erbwy avarpelas 7 
emidiatagzacias, tovrerts, meodeivar +13 Borger ob- 
serves: “It is the intent of the Apostle to show 
that this covenant, or promise, was in no respect made 
void, and that the law then promulgated has by no 
‘means taken away its force; as is shown by an ex- 
ample derived from human affairs.” So Theophyl. : 
avipwrivoy mriderypa perrw viv magayayev. See also 
the note on Rom. 3, 5. 

The Ges is highly elliptical, and carries with it 
much meaning, which is thus expressed by Borger: 
“Though the faith of a man, weak as it is, is not to 

Zc@ 
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be compared with that of God, as evinced in pro- 
mises and covenants, yef not even in a man’s cove- 
nant,” &c. See H. Tooke’s ’Ez. IIr. vol. I. p. 135 
and 184.* Thus it appears that there is no 
occasion to resort to the conjecture of Alberti, 
Bowyer, and others, suas. It is rightly remarked 
by Borger, that the ellipsis of guamvis before tamen 
is by no means rare: and he refers to Ernesti’s Clay. 
Cic. in tamen, and Gronov. on Liv. 33, 19. Rosenm. 
(from Koppe) annotates thus: ‘ Jam Paulus occur- 
rit objectioni: talia quidem de Abrahamo valere; 
sed successisse publicam legislationem, que omnino 
preferenda sit, et respondet, per serits datam legem 
Mosaicam non tolli, sed firmam ratamque manere 
promissionem Abrahamo factam.” See Loesner’s 
examples, and the note on Rom. 6.19. and 1 Cor. 9,8. 

With respect to the sense of d:abyxy Koppe (after 
Grot.)in his first Edition renders it promise and tes- 
tament; but in his second he (rightly, I think,) 
adopts the common signification covenant, which is 
supported by the authority of many antient, and 
most of the modern Commentators. See Chrysost., 
Theophyl., &c. And so our English Translators. 
On this important term it is rightly observed by 
Borger, that the Divine d:a4yxy can have no simili- 
tude to a human f¢estament. He adds: “ Omnino 
autem cavendum, ne nimia anxietate omnia, que 
dia4yky humane insunt, ad divinam illam transfera- 
mus, iterumque hujus propria humano instituto ad- 
jungamus. Putem igitur, hanece vocem in nostro 
commate solitam faderis pacti ve significationem esse 
accipiendam, ubi autem vs. 17. de divina agitur die- 
6yxy, huic vocabulo vim promissionis, divinitus facta, 
esse tribuendum. Neque tamen existimandum, hac 
interpretatione omnem dsa4y«ys divine cum humana 
convenientiam tolli aut minui, Paulumque ludere in 

* Where he has shown that our word though is derived from the 
Ang. Sax. thaffian, to grant, (whence we may account for its being 
written and pronounced by the vulgar thoff.) 
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voce: scilicet in humana equé ac divina pacta san- 
cientes nil aliud agunt, nisi quod sibi invicem duo 
pluresve aliquid promittuné, adhibito forte ritu, tam- 
quam foederis fulcro. Est igitur convenientia in eo, 
quod utraque d:adyxy continetur promissis, hoc tan- 
tum discrimine intercedente, quod in humana plures 
sibi promittunt invicem, Deus autem solus sit ¢ dia- 
ribenevos. Conf. Luc. 22, 29.” Wets. annotates 
thus: ‘ Sicut testamentum ratum est morte testa- 
toris: ita etiam fadus, altero contrahente mortuo, 
heredibus ejus preestandum est, neque ab eo resilire 
licet.” 

Kexvpwpevyv, authorized, proved, attested. I would 
compare Iseeus, p. 7. init. Bekker. & yap dy4—rav 
dwpemy. 

"Aberd? is for a&kupot at ver. 17., annuls, sets at 
nought. Schleus. compares 1 Macc. 11, 36. 

The words 7 éridiaracoeras may (I think) be ren- 
dered, “ or (even) makes any addition to it, by al- 
tering any of the dispositions therein contained.” 
Koppe would render eridiaraooeras ‘rem promis- 
siont contrariam instituit.”” But Borger justly ob- 
jects to this version, and truly remarks, that the 
Apostle does not here account the law as a new part 
superadded to the promises, but rather intends to 
show that the law afterwards promulgated did not 
make void the Divine promises. And this observa- 
tion is confirmed by Chrys. and the other Greek 
Commentators. 

16. rad de "ABpadp epeiiycay ai erayyerias, Kal TO 
OTEPLATE AUTO. 

Koppe observes that the above example is applied to the promises 
of God made to Abraham. 3 

The 6é may be rendered now (in like manner). The plural in 
éxayyeX., Which is for the singular, is rightly thought by Grot., 
Storr, and Borger, to regard the repetition of the promise or en- 
gagement. ’Epp79ncav, uttered, pronounced, made. But it is of 
more importance to turn to the consideration of the disputed expres- 
sion kal 7@ oréppati—oréppao, &c., on the interpretation of 
which there has been no little discussion among the modern Com- 
mentators. The reader may consult Beza, Crit. Sacr., Pole’s Syn., 
Wolf, Whitby, and Mackn. Most of the recent foreign Commenta- 
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tors, as Noesselt and Rosenm, venture to assert that by oréppa is 
here meant, not the Messiah, but the children or posterity of Abra- 
ham, namely, Christians in general. But this is in direct contradic- 
tion to the interpretation of the Apostle, who, (as Keppe observes,) 
to say nothing of his inspiration, might be supposed to be better 
qualified to decide on a point of this kind than any modern Philolo- 
gist. We cannot surely be justified in deserting such an authority, 
especially as the interpretation involves no contradiction or absur- 
dity. This will especially appear on consulting the masterly re- 
marks of Chrys. on this passage and the context. See also Theo- 
phyl., Theodoret, and C&cumenius. Indeed, the credit of the 
Apostle is so much at stake in a case like this, where the Commen- 
tators in question (nay even some who ought to have known better) 

Jay to his charge bad Greek, erroneous interpretation, nay, even de- 
signed perversion of the sense of the prophecy, thereby imposing on 
the simplicity of the Galatians, that | may be excused for entering 
somewhat more into particulars than the nature of my plan will 
usually permit me to do. I must therefore content myself with 
referring to the remarks of Beza, Whitby, Wolf, and other writers 
in the hands of almost every student, in order to introduce a very 
masterly defence of the common inter pretation from the pen of the 
learned Borger, which I am the rather induced to do, since his work 

is exceedingly scarce. 
** Sententia eorum interprettim, qui ipsum Jesum Christum hic 

intelligendum esse existiment, ab Hieronymi inde etate crebrod im- 
pugnata fuit, multis argumentum Pauli e singularis numeri voce 
orépparos ductum, nullius prorsus pretii, imo Apostolo indignum, 
opinantibus. Negandum non est, ex usu numeri singularis effici ne- 
quaquam posse, voce orépua Christum significari, quum ipse Apos- 
tolus, Rom. 4; 6., hoe vocabulum alid ratione exponat, neque us- 
quam in 8. 8. vox plur, num, cyt; de prole usurpetur. Sed te- 
nendum est : 

Ist, Paulum hance distinctionem singularem inter et pluralem 
numerum instituisse non eo consilio, ut demonstraret, oméppa 
Abrahami esse Jesum Christum, neque verba: és ésre Xptords, con- 
tinere veluti conclusionem, quam Apostolus e numero singulari dux- 
erit, sed hoc unum Paulum sibi velle concedi, promissiones Abra- 
hamo exhibitas omnino ad Messiam spectare, neque eo esse expli- 
candas ; cujus tamen interpretationis vanitatem certissimé dicit esse 
apparituram, si non ozépyaros, sed oreppdarwy mentio fuisset facta 
in locis Gen. ad vs. 8. laud. itaque numerum cum hac explicatione 
non pugnare. 

Qdly. Non deesse exempla, quibus constet, vocabulum yr} de uno 

usurpari homine, v. c. Gen. 4. 25, 21, 18. sie et Targum ad Ps. 18, 
26. pny iit coy, cum semine ejus, quod est Isadcus ; quibus adde, 
quod Alexandrini Hebr. 72 vertunt oréppa, Deut. 25, 5. Vid. Ven. 
Bosveldius ah h. 1. 

3dly. Quidni licuerit Apostolo, Jesum esse Messiam probaturo 
hominibus, Judaica studia adamantibus, Judaicam demonstrandi 
rationem usurpare? Novimus enim, Judewos e vocum numeris 
sepius argumenta petiisse, ad rem aliquam demonstrandam: sic 
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v. g. e loco, Levit. 19, 24. ubi extat nomen plur. cordybdn efficiunt, 
Deum bis esse celebratione laudandum, ante cibum captum et post 
eum, Berrachot. pag. 35. forma plur. vocis m237, Ps. 63, 6. probare 
eonantur, Deum, in vitd presenti et futurd, precibus et laudatione 
esse honorandum, Berach. bag. 16, Plura vid, apud Surenhus. 1. 1., 
pag. 84, 85. 

4thly. Quod etiam magis ad hance causam pertinere videtur, ipsi 
scriptores Judaici nomen py frequenter, non tantum de homine uno, 
sed imprimis etiam de Messid exponere solent, quam in rem duos a 
Wetstenio allatos locos lauddsse sufficiat. Bereschith. R. 23, 7. ad 

Gen. 4, 25. semen aliud. R. Tanchuma, auctore R. Samuele, dizit, 
respexisse illam (Evam) semen illud, quod exiturum erat ex alio loco; 
et quodnam est illud ? Rex Messias; ibid 51, 10. ad. Gen. 19, 32. 
Ut viviscemus ex patre nostro semen: R. Tanchuma nomine R. Sa- 
muelis: non dictum est filium, sed semen, quod prodire debebat ex loco 
alio: ecquodnam vero est illud? Rex Messias. Planum igitur 
factum videtur, si Paulus, voce orépya, unum aliquem hominem, i. e. 

Jesum Christum significare voluerit, id neque cum linguz rationibus, 
neque cum consuetudine interpretandi: Judaici pugnare. Itaque 
videndum est, num illorum opinioni, qui Apostolum hic reapseé de 
Jesu Christo loqui autument, faveat etiam locorum Mosaicorum, et 

universe Scripture S. auctoritas. 
Demonstrari ergo debet, in locis Mosaicis, ad vs. 8. laudatis, 

non esse sermonem de Abrahami posteritate (que est solita vis vocis 
yor), sed de uno gquodam, et hunc unum esse Jesum Christum. » Et 

quidem Gen. 22. 18. (qui locus hac in caus& est precipimus), gens 
Isrelitarum universa, vocabulo yxy, non satis commode significari 
posse videtur : quo enim bono hicce populus ceteras beavit gentes ? 
quidnam commodi et utilitatis a posteris Abrahami contigisse dicas 
Cananeis? Isrelitas, ducibus Mose, Josui, Davide, aliis, gentes 
quam plurimas debellavisse armis, inter emisse, vectigales fecisse, s. 
Scripture testimonio accepimus: omnes denique nervos intendisse 
constat Judzos, in redigend& ad interitum religione Christiana, 

quo felicitatis fonte nullus uberior esse potest: bella vero beneficia ! 
Digne sunt, que legantur Michaelis et Dathii ad Gen. 22, 18. anno- 

tationes, Anton. de Prophet. Mess. cet. in Syllog. Opuse, Cl. Mun- 
tinghii, tom. 2. pag. 257. et Morus ad Act. 3, 25, 
Cum igitur promissio divina non ad universam gentem Israéliticam 

spectet, rect? eam ad unum aliquem retulisse videtur Paulus; si 
vero, ut vidimus, unus est intelligendus, Apostolus, hac promis- 

sione Jesum Christum significari, rectissimé contendit. Ad quam 
enim normam omne vaticinium Messianum, quod vocant, exigi 
debet, ad eandem locus Gen. laud. interpretandus est: scil. si vates 
talia alicui attribuant, qualia preter Jesum Christum nemini attri- 
bui possint, de Messid illi loqui existimandi sunt: hance igitur in- 
terpretandi legem si teneamus, manifestum est, promissionem divi- 
nam neque ad Isaacum aut Jacobum spectare, quippe quibus eadem 
postea quoque exhibita sit, Gen. 26, 4, 25, 14; neque Mosen, Jo- 
suam, Judicum aliquem, Davidem, tantz extitisse omnibus gentibus, 
felicitatis fontes, quorum scil. auspiciis multi fuere populi internecione 
ferme deleti, armisque subacti; neque post Davidem, cui itidem 
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illustris promissus est éeyovos, 2 Sam. 7, 13, 14. aliquem fuisse 
natum, éy 6, évA\éynrae ravra Tau én, sia Jesu Christo discesseris, 

quis ut multis jam gentibus summe est letitiz ac beatitatis dator, 
ita eximiz hujus felicitatis, promittente Deo, omnes omnino popu- 
los, qua patet orbis, aliquando es redditurus participes. 

I am compelled to omit many further able proofs and illustrations 
of the same learned writer, as also those cf Koppe. I will conclude 
with making one or two observations on this use of the plural 
oréppact. It has been denied that the word yy is ever used in the 
plural, except to denote the seeds of vegetables. And the same 
assertion has been mace respecting ozépya. But the former posi- 
tion merely extends to the Old Testament, which only contains a 
fragment and smal! part of the Hebrew language. So that it cannot 
be proved that yay was never used in the plural to denote sons, races. 

As to the latter assertion, it is unfounded; for though ozépya is 
used in the singular asa noun of multitude, to denote several chil- 
dren, yet it is sometimes used in the plural to signify several sons 
of the same family; as in Soph. Cid. Col. 599. yijs épijis aredaOny 
IIpos réy éuavred oreppdrwy. Other passages are also cited by 
Elmsley on Eurip. Med. 798. But there the word is only used in 
the plural dignitatis graiid, and in a singular sense. 

It is truly observed by Mr. Slade, that though there is no autho- 
rity for the word, in the plural number, as applied to different fami- 
lies, yet there can be no objection to such an application of the 
word in its figurative sense, than to its being literally used for the 
seeds of different vegetables, or for diiferent portions of such seeds.” 
And he remarks that ozéppa is nearly analogous to the English 
word progeny (or offspring,) which denotes, even in the singular 
number, all the descendants of one man, however numerous; but 

if we had occasion to speak of the descendants of different men, we 
should use the plural.” He also a little before remarks, that in 
the case of Abraham, there was such a remarkable difference 
between the two lines of descendants which sprang from him, 
that, if the divine promise bad extended to both, it would, as 
the Apostle seems to intimate, have been more expressly affirmed 
by the use of oxéppara. 

17. rovro de Aéyw. This is considered by Koppe 
as a formula equivalent to vuvt de, yam vero; as in 
1 Cor. 12, 18. and elsewhere. But this seems 
wrapping up matters too briefly. It should seem 
to signify, “ My meaning is this:” and it has ge- 
nerally a resumptive and continuative force. So 
here the Apostle resumes the thread of the dis- - 
course at ver. 16., and continues* it thus. Aise- 

* So Borger: “ Verba, ré 6¢ APpaau—airod, vs. 16. initium 
continere putem sententiz, quam ex illd humane duadijens et di- 
vine comparatione efficere voluit Paulus, quam vero sententiam, 
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Oyjkny mookexupmpevyy—ernyyerioy. That here dia- 
dx signifies promise, Borger thinks is manifest, not 
only because it is interchanged with emayyenia. just 
before occurring, but because é ouy vopos Karo Tw 
erayyeriov at ver. 21. is the same as 6 Adyos ovK aKupor 
tiv OiabyKny. 

IIgoxexvpwpevyy. Borger thinks the zo is to be 
referred to the law afterwards promulgated ; and he 
renders eis usque ad. He then assigns the following 
sense: ‘‘ promissis, qua rata esse debebat usque ad 
tempora Christi, quod scilicet est illud promissum 
oneppe.’? And he remarks, that this was therefore 
no longer a promise, when the thing promised was 
come ; Se thus it follows that, thie Jaw promul- 
gated 430 years after, (and therefore long before 
the Divine promise had he fulfilment, ) could not by 
any means make void this law (8:a47Ky) of God, ail 
take away its force, unless it can be supposed that 
God was inconsistent with himself, a mutability, 
which as it is disgraceful in men (ver. 15.), so it is 
utterly unworthy of the Deity.” 

17. vopos odK a&kuzol Eis TO KOT OpyNT os TO teecs peste 
A sort of Hebrew mode of expression for ** cannot 
annul, or abrogate.” The eis is for @ore. Borger 
compares a similar use of the Hebr. 5 with an Infi- 
nitive. He also, in conjunction with Loesner, ad- 
duces some Classical passages. ‘The verb xarapyety 
is often used by St. Paul; though it occurs so rarely 
in the Classical writers, that it is reckoned by Mi- 
chaelis amongst the Cilicisms of the Apostle. It 
should rather seem to have been a word of the Mace- 
donian and Alexandrian dialect. 

As to the chronological disputes raised on the 
number 430., on which the reader may consult 
Whitby, Dodd. and Macknight. I can see no 
reasonable objection to the mode of settling the 

interjectA parenthesi (ov héyer—Xpuords), non ad finem per- 
ductam, hoc commate Apostolus instauret, qué ales repetitiones in 
scriptis Pauli haud raro reperiri, in ep. ad Rom. passim monet 
Koppius.” 
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question as adopted by most of our English Interpre- 
ters, namely, by suppdsing that the Apostle computes 
not from the ratification, but from the original insti- 
tution of the covenant. mentioned in Gen. 12, 3 & 4., 
when Abraham was seventy-five years old, from 
which period to the birth of Isaac there were the 
twenty-five years which are required to make up 
the number 430.* 

18. eb yap ex vonov—s Mets. Here we have the 
ground on which the Apostle, in the preceding 
verse, maintained that the Divine promise was not 
made void by the Law afterwards promulgated; 
namely, that God cannot reasonably be supposed to 
have altered his own sayings, so that, after having 
first held out a promise to Abraham, with a condi- 
tion annexed, he should then have caused the ob- 
taining of it to be conjoined with the very difficult 
observance of the Law. It is to be remembered, 
Ist, that the promise was made to Abraham before 
the promulgation of the Law (ver. 17.) : edly, that 
in the argumentation of St. Paul the promise and the 
things promised are closely conjoined ; separated 
indeed by the Law, as by something érepoyeves, or 
intermediate (see the note on 2, 21. ey et so united 
as not to be disjoined an thought ; and ‘St. Paul con- 
siders the Law so closely connected as to make, as 
it were, one chain. (Borger.) 

At KAxpovonia Koppe and Borger would supply 
didoras; as in Acts 7, 5. 2, 32. But the real ellipsis 
seems a be that of the verb substantive, which will 

* Borger, however, declines the discussion of the question, with 
the following remark: ‘* Ceterttm, ciim adlectus annorum numerus 
hic nihil valeat, ad argumenti perspicuitatem gravitatem verendum- 
que sit, ne, post operosas difficilesque computationes, omnis res ad 
conjecture vanitatem redeat, cumque nostrum non sit tantas homi- 
num doctorum componere lites, nec denique Pauli sit consilium, 
ad normam exacti temporis longitudinem, accuraté docere, quod 
sive a primfé inde facta Abrahamo promissione, sive a nativitate 
Isaaci, sive a Jacobi in Egyptum migratione, ad latam usque legem 
Mosaicam fuerit preterlapsum; hee igitur cum ita sint, inutili 
prorsus ad causam nostram questione supersedere nobis liceat.” 
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admit of being taken in the sense come, or be given. 
Kanpovouia answers to the Heb. moma. It must be 
observed, that there are two inheritances spoken of ; 
Ist, the temporal one, that of the land of Canaan: 
2dly, the spiritual one (which was typified in this), 
namely, the blessings of the Messiah’s kingdom. 
See Ps. 37, 18. Is. 54, 17. Hence it was applied, in 
the sacred writers, to denote all the blessings of 
Christ destined for men, both in this world and the 
next. See Acts 20, 32. Eph. 1,14 & 18. Col. 3, 
24. 1 Pet. 1,4. It is, therefore, the same as evaoyia 
supra ver. 4. Thus the words are conjoined in 1 
Pet. 3, 9. éxayfyre va edroyiav Kayzovonyonre. It is 
judiciously observed by Theophyl. that we must not 
press the example too far; for that very reason 
the Apostle said, J speak after the manner of men, 
i.e. | bring forward an example derived from human 
affairs ; therefore no wonder that it cannot be ade- 
quate to divine things.” 

Borger thinks that Kaypovop.tce €x yopovis synonymous 
with dixalwois ék vomov, i.e. the felicity proceeding 
from justification. Compare Rom. 8, 17. Koppe 
takes the és to have respect to the times posterior 
to the law of Moses. 

Keydpioras, * graciously gave it by promise,” i. e. 
graciously promised to give it. Borger takes it for 
eT ay yeAAwY KEKADIT TO Of course riy KAnpovop.iay 

must be repeated from the clause preceding. Xa- 
pigecdas is often used as a deponent; but rarely in 
this tense. 

19. ri ody 6 vopos; Tay rapahacewy, &c. Here we 
have an answer to an objection, of what use, then, 
was the Law, and why was it promulgated.” To 
which it is replied, that the Law was by no means 
useless, but thatits use was of another kind, and only 
temporary. (Rosenm.) It was not unproductive of 
good; though it had no effect in procuring justifica- 
tion. It was of great service in restraining and go- 
verning a people prone to wickedness of every kind. 
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But this (as was seen by Chrys.*) pertained tothe Jews 
only. Some eminent modern Commentators, however, 
have thought that this is not the full senset intended 
by the Apostle. See Grot., Beza, Doddr., Whitby, 
and Mackn. The Law was added (say they) also to 
convince the Israelites of sin, by showing them in 
what they were offensive to God. See Rom. 3, 20. 
«* Thus (says Doddr.) their transgressions, not only 
of the ceremonial but of the moral precepts, would 
appear more exceedingly sinful and dangerous, in 
proportion to the perspicuity of those precepts, and 

* For he explains rév tapaPacewy yapuy thus: rovrécrur iva ph 
ée7 "Tovdaiows adeds Shy, Kateis Exyaroy éfohiaOaivery Kaxias, aAN 
arti yadwod 6 vopos avrots érikeipevots 7}, Tadebwy pbigwy, Kw- 
Abwy tapaaivecv. So also Theophyl.: tva avrt xadwod etm Trois 
*Tovdaiots, Kwvwy. TapaPaivery Tivas your T@Y évTOAGY, El ju) Kai 
macas. Rosenm. explains: ‘‘ Addita est delictorum coereendorum 
caussa : non eo fine, ut pacto, quod Deus cum Abrahamo inierat, 
aliquid contrarium institueretur, sed ut Israelite, ad idolatriam, et 
omnem vite improbitatem proni, coercerentur.” 

+ In this limited sense the same may be said of human laws; in 
which view Alberti and Borger adduce several Classical passages, as 
does also Gataker on M.A. 3,5. It is of more consequence, how- 
ever, to observe, that the Mosaic Law, like all other severe codes, 
tended as much to produce sin as to check it. Thus of the Law of 
Moses, St. Paul says it worked wrath (Rom. 4, 15.), “and continued, 
that sin might abound.” (Rom. 5, 20., where see the note.) Of such 
severe laws, as of Draco and others, promulgated about the time of 
the Peloponnesian War, we have the opinion of the Prince of Histu- 
rians in the following profound and eloquent remarks, L. 3, 45. 
mepuxaci re &ravres Kal idig Kal dnuocia apapravery, Kal ovK Eare 
vopos doris ameipcer TouTov, eet dteceAnAVOnai ye duu Tacwy THY 
Cnpuay ot dvOowror mpooTiWévres, et THs Hooov AdiKotvTO UT) TOY 
Kaxoupywy kal eikds TO madae TOY peylorwy adiknudrwy padaKkw- 
répas KetoOat abras, TapaPatvopévwy dE TO xpdvy, és TOY Odvaroy at 
Toddal avyKovor’ Kal TovTo pws rapaPaiverat i), Toivuy Seu drepor 
re TouTOU déos evperéoy EaTLy, i) TOdE ye OvdEeY ériayer. Anda little 
further on: azA@s re ddvvaroy Kal ToAAAs evNOeias, doris olerat, 
ris avOpwreias picews Oppwpévys TpOVipws TL Teaeat, amoTpOT)Y 
ria exe i} vopwy ioxvi 7) d\Aw ro decvg. And so Porphyr. de 
Abstin. L. 1. p. 7. ob tv érépy yxpijo0at dappake mpos Tiv Tov cup 
pépovros apabiay i} TP POPy Tis apopiopérns aro TOV youov Cnpias. 
Plato, however, seems wiser than all the Legislators, who thought 

(as we are told by Aristid. 3, 509.) ro cuppérpovs (moderate) ras 
TYywwplas TovetoOae ToALTLKOY. 
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the awful solemnity with which they were delivered.” 
“So that (to use the words of Mack.) becoming sen- 
sible of their transgressions, and of God’s displeasure 
with them for their transgressions, and of the punish- 
ment to which they were liable, they might be con- 
strained to have recourse to the covenant with Abra- 
ham, in which justification was promised through faith, 
as it is now promised in the Gospel.” Finally (as Whit- 
by observes) it is here shown that the Law was intend- 
ed to discover transgressions and their punishment, 
that the Scripture hath concluded all men under sin, 
viz. by virtue of the Law, that as many as are under 
the Law are under the curse, ver. 10., and that upon 
these accounts the Law is our schoolmaster to bring 
us unto Christ, that we may be justified by faith in 
him, who are condemned by the Law, ver. 24., Christ 
being “ the end of the Law for justification to every 
one that believeth.” Rom. 10, 3. 

Here I cannot but notice the var. lect. éré4y for 
wposereéy, which, though only found in five MSS. 
and some Versions and Fathers, has been preferred 
by many Critics, and received into the text by 
Griesbach ; but (I think) on insufficient grounds. 
Supposing that it had been the original reading, what 
could have occasioned wpoceréy to have been intro- 
duced into nearly all the MSS? That would be 
quite unaccountable. Whereas éré§y, as being some- 
what more elegant than rgocére§y, was therefore in- 
troduced by the correctors of the Cod. D. F.G., and 
especially the fzrs¢ mentioned interpolated and altered 
MS. It appears that those early Critics thought the 
mpos useless, or worse. But they forgot that there 
had been before the Law of Moses a law of nature, 
under which the Gentiles continued to be afterwards, 
“ who were a law unto themselves.” To the Jews, 
however, the Law of Moses might be said to be 
added to the previous law of nature. This use of 
mpocer. is rare in the Classical writers; but it some- 
times occurs. So I would understand Thucyd. 2, 
35. erawourr tov mpocheTa TH vow Tov AdyoY TOVdE. 
So also Herodot. 2, 136, 10. (which Pericles, ubi 
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supra,'seems to have had in mind) rpoorefijvor Ge ers 

roirw Tod vow Tovde. Now every fresh law may be 

said to be an addition to the law, or body of law. 

So in Thucyd. 3, 45. Kal odk éors vino Goris ameipges 

rooro, ere) dicEennrvbars 01d macdy Thy Sypicoy ob ay- 

Oowmor meorridevtes, where I would supply, not gypias. 

with the Commentators, but yopous trom yvopoy pre- 
ceding. 

It is plain that the common reading is, on these 
and other accounts, to be retained. 

19. &ypis ov Eady rd orégua & exyyyeatras. In 

aypis there is, as Koppe observes, an ellipsis of WOTE 

diapever. So Theophyl.: arr’ suas ouk eis cm EpavToy 

edd4y b vemos, AAN Ayeis ob EAOy 6 Xpioros, © ewyyyeaTas 

ro edacyeicba: ev aita ra ebvy. By the ro OTE ppt 

agreeably to the interpretation adopted at ver. 16., 

is meant Christ. °O éryyyéara:. ‘This seems to be 
taken impersonally : or érayyeaia may be supplied 
from érayyeaias a little before. 

19. diarayels depends upon. zpocereby, the words 
dypis 08 —erayyéarat being parenthetical. I cannot 
see why Koppe should consider it as redundant. 
It may be expressed in the participle in preference 
to the verb, to show the connexion. ‘The term dia- 
caso. is very appropriate, signifying to ordain, pro- 
mulgate, &c.; and it is joined with vezev in Hesiod 
Opp. & Dies vs. 274. (cited by Borger) Tote yag 
avi odroiot vony Overage Keoviay. 

19. 3° &yyéawy. This is supposed to have been 
said in accommodation to the universal opinion of 
the Jews. I need not enter into any further expla- 
nation, having fully treated on the subject at Acts 
7,53. I would, however, observe, that perhaps da 
may be taken for ovy; as in Rom. 2, 27. 4,11. 8, 25. 

Heb. 12, 1. Rom. 14, 20. 1 Cor. 16, 3. "Ev yeipt 

pecirov. By the peo. is meant, not Christ (as some 
antient Commentators suppose), but, as ‘Theodoret 
and the best modern Commentators are agreed, 
Moses. So Theodoret: éredy 6 vopos d€ ayyérwy 
imoupyouvrwy, Kal Ty ToUTOV béeres Meitioews diakavodytos* 
atriv yao peciryy exaaere. It may be rendered me- 
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diator, interpreter, internuncio. And so, indeed, 
Moses, is called both in the works of Philo and the 
Rabbins. See Wets. 

20. 6 d€ pecirys eves avK Eotiv' 6 de Dens ely eorw, 

There is, unquestionably, no passage in the New Testament that 
has so much, and to so little purpose, exercised the learning and 
ingenuity of Commentators, as the present, which seems to defy 
all attempts to elicit any satisfactory sense, except by methods so 
violent as to be almost the same thing as writing the passage afresh, 
It is impossible for me to detail, much less review, a tenth part of 
the interpretations that have been proposed. For the following 
sketch of the various opinions, I am indebted to Borger. Ist, 
Some understand the peaizny of any Internuncius ; and of these 
there are some who at éy0s and eis supply peépos ; others at évos 

supply pépous, and understand eis of. number, whereas others take it 
or 6 avros. Some, again, there are who at éyds supply Aaov, and 
take eis for 6 airos ; j “while others take éyds substantively ; others 
take évds and eis for 6 avros. 

I]. Others interpret pecizny of some certain internuncius, of whom 
many understand Moses ; others, Christ. These again supply pépous, 
orépparos, vouov, pay Maros, TpoTou, yévous, EOvous’ eis they take 
for a numeral, or for 6 aizds. Yet those whoso supply, for the most 
part pursue a different mode of interpretation; whence has arisen 
a host of discordant opinions. The most diligent investigators of 
the sense have been Koppe in his Excurs. 7, to this Epistle, Anto- 
nius, and Bonitz, each in an elaborate dissertation, published in 
1800, and, above all, Borger, in his long and admirable annotation, 
or rather dissertation, on this passage, in which he proposes three 
different modes of interpretation, all most ingeniously and learnedly 
supported ; yet no one of them (I apprehend) so certain as to re- 
move all doubt and objection. I can only find room for the third, 
which | insert, because it is thought by himself, on account of its 
comparative facility, to deserve the preference. For greater cer- 
tainty, 1 will give his own words verbatim: ‘‘ Paulus scilicet non 
tantum universe religionem Christianam Mosaice opponit, sed spe- 
ciatim hoc etiam agit ut, promissiones divinas Abrahamo exhibitas 
lege postea latd non irritas fuisse factas, demonstret : hine frequens 
est érayyeXias, seu duabjxns et vdpou Oppositio, 15—17, 18, 19, 2 
Legem ergo cum promissione divind quicquam habere commune 
negat, cum illa tantum rapapacewy xapuv lata sit, vs. 19. hujus 
vero longe aliud consilium, conf. ad vs. 21. Objiciunt Judai, (hoe 
enim a superiori disputatione sumimus,) legislationis splendorem, 

quem habuerit, cm ab Angelorum praesentia, tum ab interpretis 
ministerio: respondet Paulus ita, ut peoizny breviter tantum com- 
memoret, Angelos ne verbo quidem tangat, quod quomodo fieri 
potuerit supra diximus, Si ergo post évos intelligamus Tpdyparos 
(vid. L. Bos. de Ellips. Gr. v. mpaypa, et Schleus. in v.); ie. 
érayyehias s. érayyeNwy (s.), oninia erunt, opinor, explicatu 
facilia. Quo tundem pacto, inquiunt Judai, contendas promissiones 
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divinas vim suam non amisisse per legem, sed hance tantum rapa- 

Bdcewv yaou esse latam, ciim potius hec lex Angelorum et inter- 
pretis auctoritate munita, omnia, que ante eam fuerunt instituta, 

divinas, adeogue etiam promissiones tanto splendore non exhibitas, 
mni sud vi privdsse videatur ? Concedo, ait Paulus vs. 20. minum 

illud pdypa (scil. promissionem), non habuisse suum interpretem, 
ut habuit alterum illud (scil. lex.) (t.) : neque hoc quicquam demit pro- 
missioni; unus enim idemque Deus auctor est legis Mosaice et promis- 
sionis Abrahamo facte: jam vero, dignitas et divina alicujus instituti 
aucioritas, non est a legati, qualis est pecirys, auzilio repetenda, sed 
satis est, illud Deum habere auctorem; unde patet, legem Mosaicam 

non potuisse tollere promissiones divinas hanc ob causam, quod his non, 
ut illi, adfuerit, quippe que tantum fuerit, adjuncta quedam zepic- 
rao... Hac assumtd interpretatione, ut in superiori, ita et hic 

intelligendus est pecirns in universum. Neque tamen repugnem, 
si quis cum aliis bene multis verba, 6 5¢ Ocds eis éo7c, vertere velit: 
Deus sibi constat, manetque idem, i.e, semper stat promissis ; preeser- 
tim, cium ipse Paulus, vs, 18. e constantid et fide Det mutari nescia 
efficere videatur, non é«x vdjov esse kAnpovopiay, sed é& éxrayyeXias, 

‘ vid. ibid, notata: ut sensus sit etsi promissio divina non exhibita 
est ope interpretis, id tarmen ejus fidem non labefactare potest : 
Deus enim semper sibi. constat. Quicquid statueris, articuli vov 
ante éyds omissionem nobis ne oljeceris, cujus ellipsis multa sunt 
cum in libris sacris, tum in aliis aliorum scriptis exempla, vid. Glas- 
sus, Phil. S. pag. 136—8. Fischerus ad Plat. Pheed. cap.37.’not. 17. 
Si post évds intelligendum putes zpdyparos, i. e. érayyeXtas, alia 
in mentem venit interpretatio, que ab orationis serie insignem 
habere commendationem nobis videtur. Nimirum, ut ad vs. sq. 
copiosius demonstrabimus, Paulus imprimis in eo est, ut longé 
aliud fuisse promisssionis consilium atque legis ostendat: promis- 
sionem enim spectAsse ad Christum et xAepovopiar, vs. 16, 18. legem 
verd latam esse tapaPdcewy yadou', vs. 19. Diversum hoc utriusque 
consilium apparere dicit éxkrepiordoec:, que alteri adfuerint, alteri 
non item: legis enim consilium manifestum esse ex eo, quod sit 
Starayets dC ayyédwy, év yerpt pecirov, que solennitas non posset 
non insignem habere, ad reprimendum ferociam, vim, et efficaciam ; 
(vid 1. 1. pag. 221. Act. et Ep. ad Hebr.) ; longé aliud fuisse pro- 
missionis consilium, apparet, clm non tanta cm pompa fuerit 
exhibita, neque habuerit suum peoirny (cur Angelorum mentionem 
Paulus, vs. 20. non fecerit, supra, pag. 229. diximus), igitur 6 
pesirns évos ovK éori, neque tamen hoc in promissionis contemtum 
trahendum est, zequé enim firma est et divina ac lex, clim eundem 

Deuin habeat auctorem (6 dé Oeds eis €or). Hane interpretatio- 
nem si probaveris, facilé intelligitur, verbis dvarayets peoivov, non 
continere Judzorum aliquam oljectionem, sed Paulum iis demon- 
strare velle, verum esse quod dixerat, legem esse latam rapaBdcewy 
xdpwv, voculam verd déin 6 dé peoirys obtinere solitam vim adversa- 
tivam : interpres contra cet.” 

Wets. offers the following annotation: “ As when we speak of 
an umpire, or mediator, we understand that it belongs to his office, 
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not to favour one party only, but show himself the same to both ; 
so also when we speak of God, we view him as the Father not of 
the Jews only, but of all men. Whence it immediately follows, 

that Moses, who was mediator between the Jews only and God, was 

not a mediator, properly so called; but that from the goodness of 
God is to be expected another who shall be the mediator of the 
whole human race, even Christ. See Rom. 3, 30, 4, 16.” 

Q1. 6 ody vomos KaTa Tay érayyersov Tod Ocod; My 
yevto. This passage, it should seem, is to be 
closely connected with the words ri ody 6 vonos ;— 
emyyyeatot, ver. 19., the others, diarayels—eis éoriy, 

ver. 20., being thrown into a parenthesis: indeed 
ver. 19 and 21. are united by the help of the 
particle ody, as is usual after a parenthesis, or a 
somewhat long digression. In order to comprehend 
the meaning of the Apostle, it is necessary to at- 
tend to the context. Now it has been shown, that 
far different had been the intent of the daw, and the 
promise ; for that the former had been promulgated 
magapacewy yap, to repress sin (ver. 19.); the 
latter had respect to Christ (ver. 16.): that the law 
could to no one be the cause dicasoovvys kal t79 2w7s, 
of justification and life (ver. 11 & 12.), but that 
Christ, promised to Abraham, had by his death con- 
ferred this benefit on men (ver. 13 & 14.) ; therefore 
the law, he says, was only a radaywyos, till Christ 
should come (ver. 24.), who would take away all its 
authority (ver. 25. 4, 3—7.). As, then, the divine 
promise has nothing in common with the law, the 
Apostle justly asks: 4 otv vémos Kara tTwv émayyertoyv 
tov @eod; “is the law, then, at variance with the 
divine promises,” so that the justification or inherit- 
ance (ver. 18.) which God had before awarded to us 
by promise, is now to be obtained by the observance 
of the law? ‘To which the Apostle answers by the 
strong negative, px yevorro, by no means! ‘ For if 
(continues he) such a law had been promulgated, as 
could have procured us felicity, then indeed justifi- 
cation would depend on the observance of a law, 
not on divine promise, and therefore it would follow 
that the law is at variance with the promise, and that 

VOL. VII. 2D 
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it has rendered it void: but (as was said before, and 
will appear from what follows, ver. 22. seqq.) this 
is not the force of the law, nor was this its intent.” 
(Borger.) 

The words are thus explained by Theophyl.: «i ai 
pev exayyenias yurdyouy, 6 0€ vowos KaTapayv Elonyes, 
mpoonroy OTs cay mapadeeapcla aUTaY, WS TO KILOS EYOTA, 
Ave TAS erayyerlas Tou Oeov ras tiv edroylay didoveys" 
AnAG pr) yéevorro’ aKove 0€ Kal ray ers. ‘Tore, dyoiv, 
6 vopos emiKpuréorepes ay iv THs mloTews, Kal edAdyel, 
kal édikaloy tov dvbcwrov, €b Swororioas youvaTo Kal 
cores vOv O€ RaAACY dmroKTivvEL, KAN 6 od OUvaTaL apap. 
riwy éreviepwoous. Ilds ody eriparyces tis ricTEws TIS 
duvanevns Sworoeiy dia To0 Ramticparos, Kal edroyolons 
Kal OlKOLLOUeNS 5 

In the phraseology there is no difficulty. See the 
note on 2, 16. 3, 6. 

22. arnnrnk cuvexrcioey y youd Ta ravTa Ud apaptiay, 
va 4 émayyeala éx mlotews “Iyood Xpiorov b08y Trois 
mioresoues. This is to be closely connected with the 
latter part of the preceding verse. ‘The sense is: 
“But so far is it from being the case, that such a law 
(a law able Sworciey, and from which should issue 
justification) has been promulgated, that the Scrip- 
ture teaches us that all men are sinners, (and there- 
fore worthy of punishment).” ‘H ypa¢z is for 6 @ess. 
See the note on ver. 18.and Rom. 11, 32. uvexaece, 
teaches, shows, accounts that all are cvyxaceopevous, &e. 
On this idiom see Glass. Phil. Sacr. L. 1. Tr. 3. Can. 
15. Alberti and Loesner on Acts 10, 15. and Storr on 
Hebr. 7, 3. The aorist is here for the preterite: or 
it may denote, by a very frequent idiom both in the 
Scriptural and Classical writers, what is done passim, 
or habitually. ‘The sentiment is by no means un- 
usual in Scripture. See 1 Kings 8, 46. Ps. 14 & 53. 
compared with Rom. 3. Here, as in Rom. ’7., sin is 
compared to a tyrant, who holds men captive, and to 
whose domination all are subject. Ta wravre is for 
ros mavtas, neuter for masculine, by a common 
idiom, on which consult Glass..and Matth. Gr. Gr. 
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However, r& ravra may have an emphasis, so as to 
signify that all men of all ages and nations. See a 
similar passage at Rom. 5, 20. (Borger.) 

"Ek riorews I. X. is supposed by Koppe and Bor- 
ger to be for és I. X.; there being, they think, a 
pleonasm in zicrews. But this seems somewhat pre- 
carious. I should rather take ék ricrews to be put 
elliptically for 7 ék ricrews oon, “ which is suspended 
on, depends on faith in Jesus Christ.” 

Duvexareioev, “ considers all (whether Jews or Gen- 
tiles) as included t7é &uapriav, under the same sub- 
jection to sin, and consequent punishment.” 

23. mpd roo de €Abely tHy miorw. Having refuted 
the former objection, the Apostle again goes on to 
show the use and intent of the law. Ili rou éafety ray 
wiotiv, “but before the faith in Christ was intro- 
duced.” For éadeiv is used populariter. By zior. is 
denoted the Christian religion, from its distinguish- 
ing characteristic ; since it enjoins, and enables us to 
live by faith, not by sight. See Rom. 3, 27. 11, 8. 
The words éGgovpoupeba cuyKexrerrpevor els tiv rior, 
are not (I think) to be too much pressed upon. 
There seems to be in them a continuation of the me- 
taphor begun in the preceding verse, by which sin is 
considered as ajailor holding the whole human race 
in durance. ’E@zovgotyea merely serves to dress up 
the metaphor; though it suggests an idea of the 
strictness with which the Jews were bound to the 
observance of the law. For the we can only refer 
to Jews. Eis signifies usque ud, until: and in ryy 
pearouray ior there is (as Borger observes) a tra- 
jectio for ri rior tiv pearotoav, “until the (esta- 
blishment of) the faith which was to be revealed and 
manifested.” 

Q4. Wore 6 vopos Tadaywyds yoy yéyovey cis Tov 
Xgiorov. Here there is a continuation of the same 
metaphorical language respecting the Law and the 
Gospel compared ; and as before, the law was likened 
unto a juzlor, so here it is to a pedagogus: and thus 
the Apostle concludes what he has to say on the use 

2D2 
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and duration of the law by a very apt similitude. 
Most modern Commentators, however, seem to have 
formed a wrong notion of the idea meant to be con- 
veyed, by interpreting raeywyss a schoolmaster, or 
tutor; whereas many eminent Commentators have 
rightly seen that it only signifies a paedagogus, a very 
different sort of person, namely, one (often a freed- 
man, and sometimes a slave,) who conducted chil- 
dren to and from school, and superintended their 
moral conduct out of school hours, and, as I con- 
jecture (though it has not been touched on by any of 
the Commentators,) superintended the studying of 
their lessons, and assisted them in preparing for the 
master.* This is confirmed by Chrysost. 742, 23. 
'O 0€ radaywyss odk evavTiouTas TW BMATKAAW, BAAD 
kal cupmpaTTe, Tacs Kaklas AmAAAATTWY TOY Veo, Koel 
PETA TATIS THATS TA polypara mapa Tod didacKarov 
déxerbat ragarKkevdgwv? aN drav ev ESE yeryTas, apio- 
Tata Aomey 6 wasoaywyos. Borger refers to Wessel- 
ing on Herodot. L. 8. p. 654. J. N. Antoni Com- 
mentat. de Paedagog. Vet. Rom. J.C. Messerschmid. 
de Pedag. Lacedem. in Actis Societ. Lat. Jenensis, 
vol. 5, p. 72. seq. Several Rabbinical passages are 
adduced by Wets. and Schoettg. in which there are 
allusions to the office of the peedagogus. ‘The latter 
Commentator illustrates the sense thus: “ ‘The law, 

* Dr. Parr in his notes on four Sermons of Taylor, Lowth, &c. 
p. 27. says: ‘* The pedagogue attended his pupils at public specta- 
cles.” And the learned Critic might have proved and illustrated this 
from Philostrat. Vit. Soph. L. 2, 21. where, speaking of a public 
lecture-room for declamations, he says: d@pdor eioexaovpeba, Kat 
éxadipeOa, eiox\nGértes, of prey waides Kal oi Tadaywyol pécot, Ta 
pretpaxea dé avroé’ and Theophr. Char. 9, cai Lévors d€ avrov Oéay 

a&yopioas, pi Sovs TO péo0s, Oewpeiv, wyery dé Kal rovs viels eis THY 
borepaiay Kal roy wadaywydv. That the pedagogi were, if not 
slaves, yet regarded as domestic servants, appears from Soph. Electr. 
22. where, addressing his antient tardaywyos, he says: & gidrar’ 
avdoev mpoarddwy, domesticorum. So also Phoen. 92. M) ris o- 
irav év rpiPw pavragerar, Kapot péy €AOn gaidros, ws dobry, 
Wdyos, Lol 6’, ws dvaoon. Those who are conversant with the Greek 
Dramatists wiil remember, that the persons in question are usually 
represented as of servile condition, 
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then, is a sort of pedagogus who brings unto our great 
Master, even Christ. Boys would seldom of their 
own accord go to the master, unless they were urged 
by the pedagogus. Nor should we many of us come 
to Christ, did not the law,our pedagogus, urge us by 
compulsory methods.” See also Grot. and Elsner. 
Borger remarks, that the office of the pedagogus, 
the @conomus, and the ’Ewirpgoros were indeed very 
different (referring to Plut. de Lib. educat. p. 4.) ; 
but we must not be too nice in laying down the dis- 
tinction; and he refers to his note on 4,2. All 
this is very true: but if the conjoint duties of the 
pedagogus be attended to, which I have above sug- 
gested (from Chrysost.), there will be no occasion. 
The general allusion seems to be to the introductory 
nature of the pedagogial office, and the retraint and, 
as it were, bondage under which the boys were thus 
held. It also represents the condition of persons 
under the law, as that of vzjios, compared to that of 
those under the Gospel, who are TEDEIOL. So Chryst. 
says, wioti Tyy Els Tov TErEIOY Avdpe ayouray.. The 
metaphor is often used by the Apostle; as in Rom. 
10, 6. A combination of this with other metaphors 
on the subject is found in the following beautiful 
passage of Isidor. Pelus. L. 1. Ep. 257. (cited by 
Borg ger) : ‘Avarennayros Guwris, 6 apigos imoxmper qAlou 
dvi xovros ALT LOS, re TwY aorepey oepcUpOUT cLk oped 

parce: OTE al5 pros Wipe po. erifayy, TH THS Ew amonryes 
CRIT eT ce OTE % TOU edaryyenton codia éEerapev, yj Tov 
VOU.OU TrouDeeyeuryhce eo Yonure. 

26. Ildvres yap viol Oecd érre Oia THs mores €v 
Xpior@ "Iyood. Since they are said to be viol cou in 
tacit opposition to the state of dodaA0, slaves of the 
law, it is plain that viclmust have the adjunct notion 
of liberty: yet there is no occasion to press on that 
of slavery* under the law, which was only compara- 
tive, and chiefly meant with reference to the re- 

* As when at 4, 1. tr ra crovyeia Tov Kéopov dedovAopevoe. See 
also 4, 1 & 4, 5. 
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straints of the law. Tap has here the sense of sci- 
licet; the connection with the foregoing being very 
close. 

This sonship is supposed not to be complete till 
they arrive at maturity, and be liberated from the 
restraints of tutors and governors of every kind. 

27. boot yap eis Xpiorov eBamticbere, Xpiorov evedu- 
sacGe. ‘The passage is thus rendered by Koppe and 
Borger: ‘‘ for as many of you as, having receive 
baptism, profess the Christian doctrine (whether cir- 
cumcised or uncircumcised), are united with Christ 
by the closest bond.”? Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) 
annotates thus: katacKeuater ras viol éopev Oeov, kat 
Qyoiwv, ors dia Too Barricwaros. OuvK clwe d€, Ori boos 
éRarricbnre, viol Ocod yeysvate, Wowep kal 7 aKoroubia 
AT7TE AAAA TO TOAY GoikwhéaTEpoy, OT Rprorroyv evedv- 
cache. Eiydp Xpioroy tov viov tov Ocod evdedipneda, Kalk 
wpas auTov APwuowiyney? els play cuyyeveray Kal ploy 
ideay AyOnuev, yapiTs yeyoviTes dmep exeives Ears GUE. 
It is rightly observed by Borger, that évdvecGas r1, or 
tive, signifies to contract familiarity with any person 
or thing: and so the Hebr. w29 is often used of any 
close connection.* This (I would add) may be pa- 
ralieled by our vulgar idiom, to be hand and glove. 

28. odk és “lovdaios—Ozjav. This is (as Borger ob- 
serves) partly a repetition of what was said at ver. 
26. mravres yap éore viol Meov. It is (I conceive) a 
further development of the idea; q.d. “there is 
under the Gospel no distinction of nation (odx és 
*Toudatos, ovdé"Enany. See the note on Rom. 1, 14 & 
16.), nor of condition (dK €v dodA0s, ovde eredbegos), 
nor of sex (dK €u d&poev kab Oyav).” Such, Borger 
observes, is the general sentiment, which is not to 
be too much pressed upon. ‘That is (I think) espe- 
cially to be observed on the words ovk eu dpoev Kal 
§7av: for, notwithstanding what Grot. says, the 

* So Chrysost. (cited by Borger): otrw gai ét pidwy éyouer, 
¢ ~ \ ~ > / > / \ 

6 deiva rov deiva évedicaro, rv moA\M)y ayamny NéyorTes, Kal TY 
adiaXerrrov cvvovalay. 
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females under the law were nearly on the same foot- 
ing with the males.* The points of inferiority which 
some fancy being only such as respected political, 
not religious, matters. 

The é% is by some taken for éor:. Which use, 
Koppe observes, cannot be proved. Not, perhaps, by 
the examples of Raphel and the earlier Philologists : 
yet it has been established beyond doubt by Borger’s 
examples; though the learned Commentator is in- 
clined (and, I think, with reason, ) to prefer the com- 
mon interpretation, by which the word is taken in its 
usual sense, Xpior@ being supplied, and by Xpiore 
is understood Christ's religion. 

28. ravres yap dpeis els €xre €v Xototw “Iyood. This 
clause is explanatory of the preceding; and the 
sense 1s clear; though there is no little diversity of 
reading, which has (I imagine) arisen from certain 
Critics who fancied they saw a solecism, and were 
more anxious to remove it than careful about the 
means. In F.C. the és is altered to€v. In A. it is 
cancelled. But these are all MSS. that have been 
much tampered with by Correctors. And as to 
Versions, they are here of no authority. The com- 
mon reading is undoubtedly to be retained; since 
from it the others may be easily accounted for, and 
the seeming solecism (which has the appearance of 
Hebraism) is not to be heeded. Wets. compares 
Lucian Tox. 46. eis &v§pwros GvTes odTw iovpev, ws, 
AP ob cuvennrvsaper, cis dvIcwmros bYTES, Kal TA AUTA ays- 
wpevol, Kal Ta adra yaloovres. Symmachus, 3, 26. 
Ambo idem sumus; nam hec dici a me patitur ille, 
qui melior est. The sense is: ‘ Ye are all one and 
the same in your Christian profession.” 

Q9. ede dpeis Xpiotod, dpa Tod “APgadu cmépn ore, 
The connection is well traced by. Theophyl. thus: 

“ Having before said that the seed of Abraham, in 
whom the nations are blessed, 7s Christ, to whom the 

* So Rosenm. (from Koppe) remarks : “ Hoe exprimit partiendo, 
i. e. nonnullis generibus, in que solebant homines omni tempore 
dispesci, sigillatim enumeratis,”’ 
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promises were given, and having proved that. they 
have the form of Christianity, he now draws the con- 
clusion: If, then, ye be Christ’s, ye are therefore 
the seed of Abraham, and heirs according to the 
promised blessing; q. d. ‘How then do ye hanker 
after the law, who have been blessed by Christ so,as 
to put him on, or be likened unto him, and have 
thence become the seed of Abraham.’ ”’ 

It is observed by Koppe and Borger, that the 
phrase «iva: rivos imports conjunction with any one; 
and the. latter adduces examples, which, however, 
are needless. The phrase is plainly equivalent to 
évoverbou at ver. 27. Borger renders it: “if you are 
so closely connected with Christ, it is apparent that 
you are the seed of Abraham.” The nature of the 
connection appears from ver. 16. 

29. kal kar’ érayyeriay KAnpovop.ot. Borger renders: 
‘© and are therefore by Divine promise partakers of 
felicity.” And he compares Rom. 8, 17. Eph. 3, 6. 
and Rom. 9, 7. 

CHAP. IV. 

Here, Borger thinks, the division was improperly 
made; since the same argumentation is continued, 
and there is a close connection with the preceding. 

Verse 1. A€yw de. On this phrase see supra 3, 
17. Koppe observes, that from the word xaypovcpos 
supra 3, 29. (a name of which the Jews were fond), 
the Apostle takes occasion, from the different terms 
KAnpovowos vyjwios aN KAygoveno1 vidbeciay arordPovras, to 
metaphorically represent Jews and Christians.. And 
Borger remarks, that at 3, 26. the vics and datacs are 
opposed. The Apostle mentions the sonship of 
Christians, hinting, that before they embraced the 
Gospel they were, if Jews, in the condition of ser- 
vants: then, to soften what must appear harsh to 
those who were accustomed to claim the title of 
C7 33, sons of the Lord (Deut. 14, 1.) he shows 
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how he would be understood. He admits that they 
were in some sense sons, but yet that their condition 
was servile, since as the servant or slave is under the 
governance of his master, so were the Jews bound to 
obey the precepts of the law, as the orders of a pada- 
gogus.” The word vjris here means, not infans, but, 
in a general way, a boy, one who is not yet adult, 
a minor: a signification often occurring both in 
the Scriptural and Classical writers, as Hom. Il. 
§. 366. 

1. oddev diadéves dovrAov, is in no respect different 
from a slave,” i. e. in having no disposal of his own 
property, being entirely under government and re- 
straint, and subject to castigation. Yet the expres- 
sion must not be pressed too far. ‘The sense is thus 
laid down by Borger: ‘* Quamvis omnium paternarum 
opum dominus sit atque possessor filius, tamen, 
quamdiu tutorum reique familiaris dispensatorum 
est cure commissus, iis ut ipsi non licet, opesque ille 
nil ipsi prosunt ; eodem prorsus modo vestra filiorum 
dignitas nullam vobis utilitatem prestabat, neque 
vestra vobis jura usurpare licebat, quamdiu legis im- 
perio parere cogebamini.” 

Q. arAAG Uwd ExiTporous oT} Kal olxovdnous ayo THs 
mooherpias To rarpis. These words are explanatory 
of the preceding. On the sense of the terms éxizgo- 
mos and oikovonos, the Commentators differ in opinion. 
Some take them to denote what we-call guardians. 
If there be a difference, it is thought to be that the 
éxitporo: were guardians by law; the oixovono:, those 
appointed by the parent. Most recent Commenta- 
tors however regard the éxitgoros as synonymous 
with wameywyds, as denoting literally those who are 
set over the care of the children. By the oixovoy. 
they understand those aged: servants to whom was 
committed, together with the care of the domestic 
affairs, the superintendence of the education of the 
children. It is perhaps unnecessary to press on the 
exact sense of these terms, and their difference. The 
sole meaning of the Apostle is, that the minor is 
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under government and restraint, and even his own 
property is administered by others. 

At mpobecp.ias must be understood jpepas. Theo- 
phyl. explains it voutnou aaixias. Krebs, Wets,, and 
Loesner, adduce numerous examples of the word 
from the Classical writers, of which I need insert 
none. It meant the day or time previously fixed 
for the execution of any thing. Thus the period for 
the succession to property might be, and was, fixed 
by a testator: for I cannot think, with some, that 
ris myoherpias Tov maTpos means the time appointed 
by the laws at which any one might succeed to the 
property of a parent: but I would regard rod rarpis 
as put for Ura rod warpis, which depends on some 
participle understood, which may be the better tole- 
rated, since tpofeopia carries in itself the nature of a 
participle. I assent to Borger, that it is not proba- 
ble the Apostle had in view the regulations of the 
Roman law, considering in what low estimation the 
law of the Heathens was to Jews, and especially asin 
the very history of the Israelites mention is made 
of these Emit goror and oikovonzor (as Gen. 24, 1. seq. 

compared with 15, 2.) to whose office, equally with 
that of the Romans, it is probable some certain zpo- 
beopia was appointed by the parent. See the Inter- 
preters on Hebr. 3, 2. 

3. o8Tw Kal qucis—dedovrAwyevar. The example is 
here brought into application, “ As a boy is subject 
to the governance of the pwdagagus, so were we 
Jews and Heathens (for to both the word yuets be- 
longs, v. 8, 9.) subjected trois ocrosyeias rod Koopov, by 
which is meant the elements of religion, especially 
fitted to the capacities of ignorant and uncivilized 
persons, such as are usually delighted with external 
rites and ceremonies. See Hebr. 5, 2. Col. 2,8 & 
20. Koop. denotes the whole multitude of those 
who had not embraced the Christian religion, whe- 
ther Jews or Heathens. See Joh. 15, 18. 12, 31. 
Col. 2, 20. In what sense dedova. is to be understood 
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appears from the note on 3, 26. Compare Hebr. 9, 
9 & 10. (Borger.) 

Koppe also is of opinion, that the 7jpeis refers to 
both Jews and Gentiles. It is well remarked by 
Theophyl. : MavSavopev de, 6 OTH O pev Ocis ri vidberiav 
(airy yep 7 KAnpovoysicr) €& a agyis 7Govrero Oouves, ann y 
vyrior7s ypcov exdave. ‘The interpretation of oroyeia, 
adopted by most recent Commentators, is supported 
by the authority of some antient ones, who (as Theo- 
phy. remarks) explained it by riv croryesddy Kak cioo- 
YyiKoy vopoy. 

4,5. Here the Apostle carries further the compa- 
rison drawn from the peedagogus, the oikovonos, and 
the exirgoros; q.d. ‘‘ For as the son, for a time, is 
subject to the governance of these, but when the 
mpoberpia is accomplished, is, as it were, liberated, 
and becomes his own master ; so we, so long attached 
Tos cTorvelos TOU Kéop0v, are liberated from them, on 
the Son of God being sent into the world for the 
purpose of delivering us.” Tlaygwpe rod ypovev also 
occurs in Gen. 25, Qh. 29; 21. Acts 2, 2. Eph}, 10. 
Ez. 5, 2. (Sep.) The phrase raygoty tov ypdvev, and 
similar ones in the Old Testament, are supposed to 
be derived from a similar use of the Hebr. 87%. But 
they also occur in the Classical writers. Thus Plut. 
1, 516 c. éripagrupopevos remanporbas Toy xpovov. [To 
which may be added Pindar fragm. 95. & x Gove dé 
yiver’ ‘Amorrwy. Edit.] So also Eph. 1, 10. rayjgopa 
Toy Kalo. (Borger.) 

"Egamocrenrey is thought by Borger to be the 
same with amocréarev. But it almost always is 
somewhat more significant, and especially when, as 
here, and in the next verse, and also in Exod. 3,10 & 
13. 1 Sam. 2, 5. Acts 22, 21., it is used of legates 
sent out with a divine commission. 

4. yevouevoy Ex yuvaskos, ‘* descended from a woman.’ 
Of this sense of the word many examples are ae 
duced by Borger, as Herodot. L. 9. yjpepa 77 EYEVETO 
PBactaeis, on his birth- day. Dionys. Hal. p. 136. 
€& js éyevero A. M. Aflian. V. H. 3, 36. && ’Ta- 

AvUproos yuvaikos yevonevy. The words following iva 
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Tous Urs vonov EExyopacy, state the purpose (or rather 
the purposes) for which Christ was sent, namely, to 
buy off and liberate those who were under the law. 
At rods must be supplied dedovrAwpevous from the pre- 
ceding. This sense of dro has, in the Classical 
writers, almost always the dative; but in St. Paul, 
always the accusative; which may be teckoned 
among the Cilicisms occasionally found in the 
Apostle. 

5. iva tiv violeciav aroraaBwpevr. The iva denotes 
end, or effect. On the sense of amon. tiv vicderiay 
see the note supra 3, 26. Yiobecia is explained by 
Borger ‘‘ ea hominis Christiani conditio, qua ab omni 
metu liber colit fidenter, amatque Deum ut Patrem, 
ut ab eo nihil quicquam mali timeat, immo vero op- 
tima quaeque in hae et futura vita exspectet.” 
6. ors de éore viol, eSamrecreine 6 Ocds 7d [lvedua rod 

viov auTou eis TAS Kapding Uue@y. It is here demonstra- 
ted, by a sure proof, that the Galatians are par- 
takers of that vic§ecia, or sonship. 

Theophyl. well explains: “ Whence is it not plain 
that we were presented with this sonship?” Now 
the Apostle (says he) had before manifested this, 
when he shewed that we had put on Christ, who is 
the son of God: but he shows it now, also, from our 
having received the Spirzt, which prepares us to call 
God our Father, having touched our hearts in a new 
and divine manner. Yet this would not have been 
the case, had we not been favoured with the adop- 
tion.” He then paraphrases : “So that, since we are 
sons and heirs, not of ordinary things, but of those 
that pertain to God, and are partakers of the only be- 
gotten, why are we then become servants, and neg- 
lect the faith which gave us our worship, by han- 
kering after the Law ?” 

Borger thinks that, from the context and the course 
of the argument, it appears: that before 67: there is an 
ellipsis of 7 ive On aAoy 73 as in Demosth. C. Pant. p- 
628. ors ror anngy deyo, KAAEL [20k TOUT@Y TOUS pop- 
tupas, 1.e, va djaoy 7071, &c. But this ellipsis is (1 
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think) no where else to be found in the Apostle. I 
therefore prefer the other mode proposed by Borger 
(and which had also occurred to myself), namely, to 
supply dyaev after vio. It is plain that the Apostle 
means to assert the having received the Spirit as a 
proof of their sonship. The same argument of 
proving it (Mr. Locke observes), from their having 
the Spirit, St. Paul uses to the Romans, Rom. 8, 16. 
And on reading & Cor. 4, 17—ver. 6., and Eph. 1, 
11—14., it will be found that the Spirit is looked 
upon as ‘the seal and assurance of the inheritance of 
life to these who have received the adoption of sons, as 
St. Paul speaks here, ver..5.”. The force of the ar- 
gument (continues he) seems to lie in this, that as 
he that has the spirit of a man in-him has’ an evi- 
dence that he is the son of a man, so he that hath 
the Spirit of God has thereby an assurance that he is 
the son of God.” 

The wvetue rod viod is explained, by almost all the 
recent Foreign Commentators, sensus Christianus, 
those pious feelings which become us as Christians.* 
But this, however specious, seems to bea precarious, 
not to say an unsound, interpretation. I cannot but 
think that the sense of the expression was better seen 
by the antients. ‘Thus QGicumen. 784 bs. bea epPacty 
THs aylas TeLados" y TAT D mea rerner, ovlas eragKadn, 

Kal TO mvyevpe uni pynoe, G Kah Els Tas Kapdlas Lev 

erento, darker Aeyev, aRa 6 raryp. And so Bp. 
Pearson: ‘‘ Here the Son is distinguished from the 
Father, as first sent by Him; and the Spirit of the 
Son is distinguished both from the Father, and from 
the Son, as sent by the Father, after He had sent the 

* Borger makes the best of this interpretation by paraphrasing 
thus : “ Deus ergo, cum Filii sui spiritum mittit, id efficit, ut iidem 
animi sensus in Christianis excitentur atque alantur, qui sunt in C.J. 
utque illi, cuoad ejus fieri potest; id velint, cogitent, agant, quod 
velle, cogitare, atque agere eos decet.” He, however, shows his 
orthodoxy by observing: “‘ Hac vocis wvevpa significatio repe- 
tenda est a notione Spiritus Sancti, eximie ita dicti, qaem horum 
sensuum piorum auctorem et effectorem essc, constanter. docent 
Apostoli.”’ 
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Son. And this our Saviour hath taught us several 
times, Joh. 14, 26. 15,26. Hence we conclude that 
the Holy Ghost, although He be truly and properly 
God, is neither God the Father, nor God the Son.” 
And soalso Mr. Locke ap. Doyley. ‘‘ He could not 
be called the Spirit of the Son any otherwise than as 
proceeding from the Son; so that it is evident He 
proceeds from both Father and Son.” ‘This is, I 
conceive, the truth: yet not perhaps the whole 
truth ; for there seems some allusion to those super- 
natural gifts which some of the Galatians had to 
boast of as well as the Corinthians. So supra 3, 5. 
6 uy eTiyoonyay viv To mvedpa, Kal everywy duvapess 
€V ULI. 

The words kpégov, "APRA, 6 rarijp, are excellently 
explained by Cicumen. thus: érep xaramredoirnke 
TUparkevasoy 7nAs Kak idackoy maTepa Tov Oety Kareiv.* 
As to ¢ warjp, it is plainly the Nominative for the 
Vocative; as in Matt. 1, 20. Mark 14, 36. Eph. 6, 1. 

7. Wore oUK Et: Ef BodAOS, BAA’ Vids? EF SE Vids, Kal 
KAjpovop.os Oeod die Xpiorod. Borger observes that 
there is no difficulty in this verse, if it be compared 
with Rom. 8, 17. and 3, 29. and the notes. Ez? is for 
eote, by a very frequent idiom. 

8, 9. The best Commentators, antient and mo- 
dern, are agreed that in these two verses, by a sud- 
den conversio sermonis, the persons addressed are 
Gentile Christians. And this seems to be denoted 
by the aaaé. The two verses are also opposed to 
each other by the use of the apodotic particles péev 
and dé. The first treats of the pristine condition of 
the Galatians, when enslaved to a wretched idolatry 

* According to the interpretation of the recent Commentators 
Just noticed, xpd2oy must be interpreted “ give us a right to ex- 
claim ;” which is very harsh. Far preferable is the one just given. 

Selden (De Succ. in Bond Def. C. 4.) adduces a quotation from 
the Babylonian Gemara, to prove that it was not allowed to slaves 

to use the title of Abba in addressing the master of the family to 
which they belonged, or the correspondent title Imma, (or mother,) 
when speaking to the mistress of it. 
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(which is meant by éovrcdoare roils py dices odor 
§ecis) ; and this the Apostle attributes (in the words 
ork eidores Tov Medy) to their ignorance of the nature of 
God. The second describes the opposite state, as 
knowing and being known of God, and is made to 
serve asa ground of wonder how they should wish 
to slide back into their former bondage to supersti- 
tion. Such is the general sentiment. We will now 
proceed to consider the phraseology in detail. 

It is manifest that avrc pev is not (as Koppe 
thought) a mere form of transition. Nor was there 
any reason for Noesselt and Rosenm. to think that 
sore refers to the time when the Jewish part of the 
congregation had been under the law. ‘The rére and 
voy are added to the pev and de, to more clearly ex- 
press the meaning; the former designating the time 
when they were Heathens; the latter, that during 
which they had been Christians. ‘The phrase ovx 
cldores Toy Wed is a periphrasis for &feot (as in Eph. 
2,11&12.) See 1 Thess. 4, 5. 2 Thess.1, 8. The 
sense is: ‘* because ye were ignorant of God,” i. e. 
the true God, Jehovah.* ’Edovaedoare is thought 
by most Commentators to designate the slavery of 
idolatry. But it is objected by Borger, that éov- 
ace, like the Heb. Tay in 1 Chron. 28, 9., and 
often elsewhere, sometimes merely signifies to wor- 
ship and serve God. And so Pareus, Tir., our 
English Translators, and Schleus. And this would 
be preferable, were it not for the phrase dovreenw 
ororyelos at ver. 9., which (I think) plainly proves 
that dova. is here to be taken in sensu deteriori. 

The rots 27) Guoet 0501 Bevis is also a periphrasis for 
*‘ false gods.” Thus Grot. compares Deut. 32, 21. 
NONTR, ex w Oca, ie. TH dice py ovr. It is 

strange that some eminent Critics, as S. Clarke, 

* Tilum scilicet eternum Universi Opificem, maximam partem 
intelligit, ad quam comparati Philosophi non omnes (nam _ nec 
Aristotelici excipi debent, nec Epicurei et multi horum similes) ;_ 
valdé erant pauci, ac ne ii quidem recté exprimebant id quod crede- 
bant animo. (Grot.) . 
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Koppe, and Semler, should have regarded ¢uce: as a 
gloss, merely because its place is not quite the same 
in different MSS. It is not, omitted in one Greek 
MS.; and though some MSS., as A, C, D, E, F, 
and G., and some Fathers read trois Guces px obo, yet 
that is only a more elegant mode of position, such 
as we often find in MSS. where the text has passed 
through the hands of a corrector, which may be said 
of most of those here cited. As to the Versions, 
they are, in such a case as this, no evidence. Hence 
it is clear that ¢voe: must be retained; and its pre- 
sent position is defended by a similar trajectio in 
Eph. 2,3. As to the sense of duce, most Commen- 
tators, as Menoch., Par., Beza, Pisc., Koppe, &c., 
think that the word is meant to be opposed to the 
do£a, or opinion of men, or human laws and ordi- 
nances.* But this seems scarcely to reach far 
enough. I should think, with the antient Commen- 
tators, and some modern ones, as Wolf and Elsner, 
that it has a reference to the essence and nature of 
the Supreme Being, as opposed to those who were 
only fictitious and made gods. This, Elsner ob- 
serves, supplies a strong argument against the Soci- 
nians: for if Christ is not a duce: Mess, he can in no 
respect be a true God, nor worthy of religious wor- 
ship. 

The formula pa&aroy d€, Koppe says, is one non 
angendi sed corrigendi superiora. But to this I can- 
not assent. It should seem to be a formula corri- 
gendi ideoque e¢ angendi. Examples are adduced 
by Raphel from Polyb. Such, indeed, are also to 

* So Wets.: ‘* duos Opponitur yduw wodews sive Décer. 
+ To which purpose Elsner cites Hierocl. (addressing wise and 

good men after death) : éocerac abavaros Ocds, ob piven (scil. dv) 
aQdvaros Oeds. Idem p. 170. (of Pythagoras) : és ov« fy rév aba- 
vdrwy Oecd, ovdé THY Picer ‘Hpowy, dAN avOpwros dposoer Oeod 
koopnbels. ALlian L. 3, Var. Hist. C. 18. He also cites from 
Philostr. of pu) gicee waides' and Julian, oi picer yovets. It is 
strange that the learned Commentator did not notice the very fre- 
quent, I had almost said perpetual, use of Ocds in Philostratus in a 
lower sense, as it was applied to demi-gods, i, e. heroes, deified men. 
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be found in Thucyd. and almost every good writer. 
And so Justin Martyr p. 64 pv. (cited by Borger) 
TITTEVOYTES, [KAAOY O€ Kal TETEITPEVOL. 

The yvovres Oty has the very same sense as «idsres 
@eciv just before: but it is used to introduce a paro- 
nomasia, as well as an antithesis in yywobevres Uxrd 
cov. 

9. yrwrbévres td Oeod. ‘This is, by Beza, Koppe, 
Noesselt, and Schleus., taken to mean “* brought by 
God to a knowledge of him (as in 1 Cor. 8, 3.),” 
according to the Heb. Conj. Hiphil. And this is 
confirmed by the authority of the antient Commen- 
tators. So Theophyl.: atrog tpas év oxotw Babe? 
Oiayovtas eSiryce Kal mpooeaueto, TO yap, yywoberTes, 
auth roo, moar andbevres Urs Ocod. Borger and Pareeus, 
however, would interpret the yvwo6. of the love of 
God. So God is said yiwwoKew Tors dyTas adrov, 2 
Tim. 2,19. And Borger has much of learned ob- 
servation in proof of this sense, adducing several 
Classical examples. But I confess that I think the 
interpretation very precarious. Grotius has, I think, 
alone seized the true interpretation, who explains it, 
‘* being recognized as God’s own sons, and approved 
by the spiritual gifts he had imparted to some of 
them.’’ See supra 3,5. This mode of taking the 
expression had also occurred to myself. 

The wés carries with it a mixture of indignation 
and interrogation. ‘Emiorgegere is rendered, by 
Koppe and Borger, “would you turn.” But the 
present sense may be retained, namely, “ how is it 
that you are turning back.” ‘The epithets dodev7 
and wrwye are nearly synonymous, and _ little 
needed the laboured explanation Koppe has given 
them. They both designate inefficiency for the pur- 
pose in view: but the latter is a more bold and figu- 
rative expression, and answers to our wretched, je- 
june. It is rightly observed by Doddr., that the ce- 
remonies of the law were weak, as they had no suffi- 
cient power to cleanse the soul from sin, and justify 
the sinner in the sight of God; and poor, as they 

VOL. VII. 2E 
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could not confer the spiritual riches of the Gospel, 
pardon, and peace, and the assurance of enjoying 
hfe and happiness. See also Crellius. 

In raéaw dvwlev Koppe recognizes a redundancy. 
But, in fact, there is none, any more than in our 
phrase back again. As to the passage of Galen 
(taken from Wets.), it is nothing to the purpose ; 
since though réaw and é&yvwfev are conjoined, yet 
there each is significant. So also Aristoph. in Plato, 
Vv. 121. qv ye raouTwoovew €& apyzs. It is true that 
mary ad and raaw «this are common in the best 
writers ; as Thucyd. But I cannot think this is of the 
same kind. ‘The sense is: “ again (as), at the first.” 

Of crotyeia the general sense has been explained 
supra ver. 3.: but the question is, to what it refers 
here? Grot., Whitby, and Pyle, think that ‘the 
Gentiles of Galatia, in embracing Judaical doctrines, 
are said to furn again to the elements of the Mosaic 
Law, because the rites and ordinances of that law 
resembled, in so many particulars, their former ido- 
latrous ceremonies.” But this seems very harsh. Of 
the early modern Commentators most interpret the 
words of the Mosaic rites and ceremonies ; others, of 
the Heathen ones. But both opinions lie open to 
objection. The best founded one is (I think) that 
of Koppe, Storr, Schleus., Mackn., and Borger, that 
the word relates to the rites and ceremonies both of 
Judaism, and of Paganism. It is well remarked by 
Koppe: “ Jn ritibus externis magnam fuisse omni 
tempore Judaismi et Gentilismi similitudinem, et 
eam quidem ex ingenii humani, quod inter omnes 
gentes, dummodo temporibus, ceelo, reipublicee in- 
stitutione, cultu denique omni non sint plané dis- 
similes, prorsus eodem modo se exserere paullatim- 
que efformare solet, natura facilé intelligendam et 
explicandam, inter omnes constat.” 

10. péous raparypeiobe, Kal pyvas, x. kK. This 
verse, Borger observes, is meant to be explanatory 
of what the Apostle just before called d&cbev7 oro- 
ycia. When the Apostle says wjp<pas mapurnpeiode, 
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he may be thought to have reference to the Jewish 
festivals. By zpézas is supposed to be meant the 
Sabbaths; by pives, the novilunial feasts; and by 
xaigous, certain festivals recurring at stated times, as 
Passover, Pentecost, &c. The évavriovg has been 
thought by some to denote the Sabbatical or Jubilzan 
year ; but by others, with far more probability, the 
feast of the new year, called in Num. 29, 1. =P 
mrnn. It is, however, not necessary to minutely 
scrutinize the force of each term, as the Apostle anly 
intends a general description of attachment to rites 
and ceremonies. Almost all the Commentators seem 
agreed that the words are meant of the Jewish cere- 
monies only. Yet, I see not why they may not be 
also understood (with Koppe, and formerly Hilary) 
of the Heathen ones, which bore a strong resem- 
blance to the Jewish. Indeed, if croyea, in the 
verse preceding, have that extended sense which 
many eminent Commentators ascribe to it, they 
must be so understood. And this seems to be con- 
firmed by the words following. 

Ilaparygeicba: signifies properly to “ keep the eye 
fixed upon, (rape) any thing, and thence to mind, ob- 
serve, keep,” &c., as men do a feast day. Koppe ex- 
plains the term here of superstitious inquiry whether 
certain days are lucky, or unlucky, feast days, or not, 
and what should be done on every day. Wets. com- 
pares Jamblich. 8, 4. (speaking of the Egyptians) 
pyre GAO Th T OTT UPA. AVOYTES v7 p.ovoy Kak pou Tapa- 

tyjoyo.v. Chandler and Battier take the sentence 
interrogatively ; which seems preferable. 

11. doPodpor duds, payrws ciky Kekwmiaka cis ULaS. 
There is here a very common idiom, by which (as 
Borger expresses it) a noun in the accusative is 
united with a preceding verb, which properly ought 
to have been joined with a following one, whether in 
the nominative, or accusative. So Mark 1, 24. oida@ 
ce Tis él, for oda ris cv ef and Luke 4, 34. Gal. 6.15 
And sometimes this noun is pleonastic ; as here. 
Classical examples may be seen in Wets. and Borger. 

ZER 
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This, it must be observed, is especially found with 
verbs of fearing. 

Koziaw is elsewhere used by St. Paul of labour in — 
evangelizing; as 1 Cor. 15, 10. Col. 1, 29. 1 Tim. 4, 
10. Eis jpas, is taken by Koppe for uxég vpay or voy 
évexx. But the eis may have its usual sense, and denote 
the end of action ; and there will be no difficulty, if we 
translate thus: “I fear lest I have bestowed labour 
upon you in vain.” The same construction is found 
in Rom. 16, 6. qrig worArAd Exowlawey Eis Yas. 

12. yiveobe we éyo, &c. This is one of those 
passages in which, from the extreme brevity of the 
Apostle, the sense is exceedingly doubtful. Hence 
the variety of opinions. It is evident that the sense 
will depend on the verb to be supplied in kayo ws 
jpeis. Now the most regular ellipsis is yivope:, from 
the preceding yiver$e. And so our English transla- 
tors and most recent Commentators, as Koppe, 
Roenm., and Berger. But they are not agreed on 
the sense. Some, as Morus, Mackn., Grot., Wolf, 
and Whitby, think there is here a description of 
mutual love; since the beloved object is another 
self. So Terent. Eunuch. 1, 2, 116. Meus fac sis 
postremo animus, quando ego sum tuus. But I 
assent to Koppe and Borger, that this sense cannot 
be elicited from the words. Koppe explains thus: 
‘‘Tmitate my example; for I, though a Jew by 
birth, care no more for Jewish rites than you.” But 
as this Epistle is chiefly addressed to the Judaizers, 
that would be contrary to fact ; and if the Apostle 
be supposed to address himself to Gentile Christians 
only, it is difficult to imagine in what he would have 
them follow his example, or what force the ér+ kayo 
ws duels can thus have. Upon the whole, no inter- 
pretation seems so little exceptionable as that of the 
antient Commentators (including the Syr. and Arab. 
Versions), and some moderns, as Hamm., Starck, 
Zeltner, Beausobre, Wells, Doddr., Wets., Rosenm., 
Semler, and Schleus., who understand éyevouyy, and 
assign the following sense: “ Follow my example in 
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renouncing the law for the Gospel. I was once as 
zealous for the law as you are; but now I live as do 
the Gentiles, and not as do the Jews; do you who are 
not Jews, but Gentiles, live in like manner as men 
released from the law.* So Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.): pupajoas be Pe, Kal yg eyo o Padpee Tou ) vopeou 
TEGLEKOLLOLLNY, ws UpLErs” Avr’ APHKE TOvTOY, kal yvov Tov 

Xpiorov Kal TIS mioTEWS Umepuayo TOLOUTOS Kath ULES 

ylver de. Kanes d€ ToUTO borepoy Tefeikev’ of yep avhow- 
7k | ec oy aro TOY OpLoryeveny UrodElypareay enkovrott, i 

ands Tav royiopoy. itis truly observed by Slade, that 
this is the more natural interpretation. And he 
compares Acts 26, 29. It has indeed been objected 
that thus ér will not be suitable; nor the following 
words ovdev pe WAikyobe, be to the purpose. But that 
depends on the mode in which they are explained. 
The ors may mean oonne: as - 2 Cor. 5, 14. Rom. 
0s. Pini. 2752: 22, Coley 19m T hese: BS. 

2,14. In which case r+ has an highly elliptical 
force, and refers, as here, to several words omitted. 
As to the ovdev we ydikjoare, it must be explained in 
conformity to the view taken of the preceding 
words. According to the interpretation above 
adopted, the words may be thus explained: ‘‘ I have 
not to complain of being aggrieved by you; ye have 
never been ill affected to me (and therefore I may 
expect you to attend to my entreaty in this case.)” 

13, 14. It is well remarked by Borger, that the 
Apostle commences a new subject; reminding the 
Galatians of past times. Yet there seems to bea 
connection with the preceding. ‘Thus Koppe, after 
observing that ver. 13 & 14. are closely conjoined, 
gives the following as the general sense: “* On the 
contrary, ye yourselves remember under what infir- 
mities of body I taught you the Gospel, at my first 
sojourn among you; and yet you did not despise,” 
SOAK Gyo! 

* The passage has an imitated by Justin Martyr, ap. Wets. : 
yiveobe ws éyw Ort Kaye pny ws vets. tis manifest how high 
an authority this must give the interpretation in question, consi- 
dering the high antiquity of this Father. 
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13. di dobevetay, is for év dobeveia; which use Koppe 
says is rare. He refers, however, to Job. 6, 57. 
Phil. 1,15. The dobev. ris capxis is explained by 
most antient and modern Commentators, of the per- 
secutions and afflictions which the Apostle under- 
went. And if those words only were to be consi- 
dered, that interpretation might have place; but 
viewed in conjunction with the words following, kat 
Toy mweipacpov—esertucate, which seem intended to 
explain the preceding, it cannot be admitted. For 
(as Whitby and Doddr. observe) these persecutions 
could be no cause why the Galatians should despise 
him, and were so far from making him contemptible, 
that they must rather be an inducement to their 
receiving him with more respect, when he could 
bear such sufferings in vindication of the doctrine 
he delivered. Besides, as Mr. Slade (from Whitby) 
observes, though the words dobeveia and reipacpos, 
when put absolutely, do sometimes signify afflictions 
and persecutions, yet we do not find dcbeveia ris 
TagKkds, OF 6 TEIpAoLOS 6 ev Ty TaeKi, ever used in such 
sense. ‘ The Apostle (says Doddr.) speaks of it as 
an infirmity and temptation seated in his flesh, which, 
by the effect it had upon him, might render both his 
person and his speech obnoxious to contempt, and 
have a tendency to make him despicable in the eyes 
of others ; agreeably to which he elsewhere mentions 
it as objected to him, that his bodily presence was 
weak, and his speech contemptible (2 Cor. 10, 10).” 
Indeed there seems so striking a resemblance be- 
tween his representing temptation as in his flesh, 
and what he says (at 2 Cor. 12, 7.) of the thornin his 
flesh, that I cannot but consider it, (with Whitby, 
Doddr., Wells, Mackn., Slade, Borger, and Jaspis,) 
as the same; for a full detail of which see the note 
on that passage. 

On the zpérepov it is well observed by Jaspis 
(after Borger), that it would seem frigid, unless we 
suppose Paul to have been twice, at least, in Galatia 
before this epistle was written. And thus (he adds) 
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may be better illustrated all that we know of the 
adversaries of the Apostle, and their calumnies. 

As to the terms é&ovfevryoare and €Serrucare, they 
are merely synonymous; though the latter (which 
answers to the Latin 7s espuere) is the stronger term ; 
and the union of both terms strengthens the 
sense. The force of each of the words Koppe has 
illustrated with examples, the most apposite of which 
is from Aéschin.: Ayjpoorbevys duo yepaiver kab KaTAMT EL 

dwpodokias. 
14. aAr’ We Kyyerov Meod edéEacbe we, ds X. I. The 

arava signifies immo vero, and refers to a clause 
omitted, q. d.: “ Nay, so far from despising me for 
my infirmity, ye received me as an angel of God 
(nay) as Jesus Christ himself.” By ée&. is, I think, 
meant not merely personal respect and reverence 
(though Koppe confines it to this; referring to 
2 Sam. 19, 27.), but also obedient admission of his 
doctrines, as if promulgated by an angel, nay, even 
Jesus Christ himself in person, and not by deputy. 
Borger understands it solely of the reception of his 
doctrines; which is harsh and unnecessary. The 
passage of 2 Sam. is not quite apposite; since there 
the King is (agreeably to Oriental notions) considered 
as God’s vicegerent on earth. 

15. ris ody zy 6 pakapiopos yuov; These words are 
by the antient, and some modern Commentators, 
taken to signify, “ where is all that mutual congra- 
tulation at having me for your teacher? What are 
all your praises come to?” But this sense cannot 
be elicited from the words; neither would it be 
agreeable to those that follow. I therefore prefer, 
with some modern and most recent Commentators, 
as Locke, Doddr., Rosenm., Koppe, Borger, and 
Jaspis, to consider the ; as a note of exclamation 
rather than interrogation; q. d. ‘how great was the 
happiness and blessedness which you felt!” namely, 
(as Jaspis supplies) at having such a teacher. And 
this latter interpretation is supported by the autho- 
vity of GEcumen. 751. tis qv, ok €pwravros ori, AAD 
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oloy Baynagouros Kak emaipoyros Tay $OTE Tio TI AUT wy, 

Kal Tov én) TavTy paKapiopov. Tis iv" aariKos HY, Pot, 
baupacros’ WAikov paxapiopos eEeréeoare. ‘Thus the 
words following yield a very apt sense. 

15. paprugo yap vpiv—po. ‘* Nay, so great was 
your gratitude and affection that (I bear you wit- 
ness) ye would, if possible, have torn out your eyes, 
and given them to them.” "ESoguccesw spbarpods i is 
to denote tearing out the eyes: and épSarpods dpcy 
eEopuSavres ay edwkare por, is an hyperbolical and 
proverbial saying, of which Wets. adduces numerous 
examples. * 

16. wore éxbods vpay yéyova—AAAK EKKAEIT OU UP.aS. 
There is here an appearance of some abruptness ; 
but, in reality, there is none.. The Apostle means 
to deprecate the ill will they had harboured, or 
might harbour, against him for his free expostula- 
tion; drawing a strong contrast between their for- 
mer unbounded admiration of, and respect for him, 
and their present reserve and distrust. So that 
this expostulation began to at ovddév pe 7diKyoure, 
and, after the interposition of ver. 13 & 14, is con- 
tinued at ver. 15.; q. d. “‘ Uhad thus no reason to 
complain of any want of affection, or unkind treat- 
ment, and there is no reason why I should experience 
it now, except that IL have told you the truth, un- 
welcome as it may be, and have given you whole- 
some counsel, though perhaps unacceptable.” ‘This 
view of the connexion, and plan of the context, is in 

* As Ps. 17, 8. Zach. 2,8. Matt. 5, 29. Ter. Adelph. Mosch. fdyll. 
2,9. rov peéev éyw rieckoy tooy paéovowy époiow. Hor. 2. S. 5, 30. 
Eripiet quivis oculos citius mihi, quam te Contemptum cass& nuce 

pauperet. Catullus: Quinti, si tibi vis oculos debere Catullum, 

aut aliud si quid carius est oculis. I would add Plaut. Pseudol. 
Ubi isti sunt quibus vos oculi estis, quibus vita, quibus Deliciz 
estis ? 

+ So Paley well observes, that it was very natural to contrast 
with this conduct, the zeal with which they bad once received him ; 
and it was not less so to mention, as a proof of their former dispo- 
sition towards him, the indulgence which, whilst he was among 
them, they had shewn to his infirmity,” 
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some degree confirmed by the Greek Commentators. 
So Theophyl. (from Chrys.) 474, Ti ovy yeyovev pr 
Kal ws ex pov BE yuv UmomrevEre; OT OTroy yep Toy ouTH 

rop Upewy Tipaibevra, ex5ee yyeopsen TUUTO aeyery Opi. 
And again : : “AAAgy, Paoly, ovK olde exdoas aitiay, i OTL 

TO dandy Upiv elrov, Kal ireyEa dindbergonevous meph TO 
doypara. Hence it is clear that ey§s., though it is 
susceptible of two senses, to hate another, and to be 
hated by another, must here be taken in the latter 
(as is done by Est., Par., Schleus., Koppe, and Ro- 
semn.) and not the former, as many Commentators, 
including Grot. and Borger. And it is in vain that 
Borger urges that the Jz@y demands that sense: for 
the Apostle is not so exact as to attend to such 
niceties. Besides, as viv occurs just after, it would 
have occasioned a tautology: and, moreover, éy4g0s 
may be considered as a noun; q. d. “can I become 
your enemy, the object of your hatred?” 

*Qere is here used in the very rare sense of So 
then? “Qore signifying therefore, out of interroga- 
tion, is common. 

16. aanfedwy vpty, “by speaking the plain truth to 
you.” ‘Ypiv is for wpos tuas. ‘The Apostle seems 
to have had in view some adage, such as that of 
Ter. Andr, 1,41. Sapienter vitam instituit : namque 
hoc tempore ‘obseq ium amicos, veritas odium parit. 

Various other nigaibad passages are adduced by. Wets.; 
as Sophocl. Ajac. 1345. eGerrw obv elmoyTi annoy, 
dirnw Bol pylev yooov 7 mwapos Euvypepeiv; ir i) yap 

elyy ok dy ed dpovey. Herodot. 7, 101. 6 Bacaren, 
Korepa arniyin yojoou.cs moos ce 7 Wdovy; see also He- 
rodian 4, 9. and Dio Cass. p. 230. cited by Borger. 
To which I add a saying of Agatho, ap. ‘Athen. 15. 
Pp Q11 E. é& | pe dparw aT ee odyi o EedGgavo, él 
oO euG paver tio, ov) T aanies dpacw. Eurip. Phoen. 

936. amrorawrev anes’, €rel ou durruyels 5 Aischyl, 
Agam. 603. otk oP érwsg AEG oust Ta Wevdy Kara, Kis 
Toy moALY Diroiws Kapmovo dou Xgovov. Liv. L. 22,.°38. 
concio fuit verior, quam gratior _populo. Hschin. 
71, 33, morepa 7 énnbes elrw, } To HOloTOY akKoUoOL; T 
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arnbes Ep@, TO yap cel mpos yovyy AEyomevoy odTwa) Try 
TOA O1mTeberKeEr. 

17. Syrovdow vas od KarAws—Syaodre. ‘The interpre- 
tation of this and the next verse is embarrassed with 
difficulties. The obscurity seems to have arisen 
partly from the extreme delicacy of the Apostle on 
a subject connected with his own private feelings. 
Before we can hope to determine the sense, we must 
fix the reading; and the state of the case is strangely 
misstated by Doddr. and Mackn. Now the common 
editions have éxkacicese yas. But all the MSS., 
Versions, Fathers, and Editions before Beza’s third 
edition, have vuas, which has been approved by the 
best critics, and received by Bengel, Koppe, and 
Griesbach; and rightly; for yués was merely a 
conjecture of Beza; though it seems to have place 
in some MSS. But what sense is to be assigned to 
enrovow ? Most modern Commentators, as Grot., 
Elsner, Alberti, Doddr., &c. render: “ut amorem 
vestrum captant.” But it is justly objected by 
Koppe and Borger, that there is not sufficient autho- 
rity for such a signification. Koppe’s interpreta- 
tion, however, (which see) is too far-fetched to be 
admitted. Upon the whole, I see none so little 
liable to objection as that of Chrys. and the other 
Greek Commentators, as also the Vulg., Wells, 
Koppe, and Borger, who take 9§yaodc1 to mean zmt- 
tantur et cemulantur ; a sense of 94. very common. 
(See Borger.) ‘The words may, then, be rendered : 
‘*they imitate and copy your zeal for the Gospel 
od KaAw@s, with dissimulation, with evil intention.” 
Then the words following show the nature of that 
evil intention. 

17. exkacioas tas. Here again no little difficulty 
involves the interpretation, owing to extreme bre- 
vity. Something is left to be supplied, and what 
that is the context alone can show us. Borger, who 
has, of all the modern Commentators, most dili- 
gently examined the context, would supply éxxa7- 
cias, PacirAcias Tov Mcod, &c. But if so, the turba- 
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tores were not Judaizing Christians, but Jews ; 
which does not seem to have been the case. ‘There 
is every reason to think that they were persons who 
wished to unite the Law with the Gospel. I cannot 
but think that the antient Commentators have here, 
as on most other occasions, best discerned the sense. 
Thus Theophyl. (from Chrys.) explains: crovdagovery 
EKKACITO Opcig, ToUTETTIV EKPAAAELY THS TEAELOoTaTYS Ey 
Xpicrd Karacracews Kal yvwoews, cig de rHv & TO 
YoLD ATEAETTECAY EKBAARELY, Iva HUTOUS TILATE WE O1dao- 
KaAous, Kal Qnrodre Kar pipyode, ws pabyrai. And 
he adds: ’Eyo d€ rowvavrioy 7RovAduny tuas avrots Kat 
mao Kabnynras civar mpos TH TEAEWrEpa’ 6 O7 Kal éyE- 
vero, Ore mpos duas yuyv. Alvirreras be ravta €&ijs. 
And so Cicumen. and Theodoret. ‘This interpreta- 
tion is, I think, strongly confirmed by what is found 
inthe preceding chapter. ‘The difficulty, it may be 
observed, has been partly occasioned by a union of 
point, and antithesis. 

The words iva adrots Syaodre have certainly the 
sense assigned to them by Chrys., namely, ‘ that 
ye may be imitators and disciples of them (rather 
than of me.y’? So 1 Cor. 11, 1. it is said puparas 
pov yiver Ge. 

18. Karty dé 7d Syrovobasr ev Karw mavToTeE—tipas. 
Here again the sense is rather hinted at than ex- 
pressed, and is rather to be guessed than proved. 
The difficulty, as in the former verse, has been occa- 
sioned by the paromasia and antithesis in karsv—xarw. 
Borger, who has diligently discussed the sense of the 
whole of this difficult portion, offers the following 
interpretation: ‘‘ Omnis ejusmodi imitatio, (qualem 
vs. 17. significaverat Apostolus) inutilis est atque 
perniciosa: mutua vero virtutis emulatio vos, Chris- 
tiani! decet, sincera illa, omnemque simulationem 
spernens, non tantum me presente, sed quovis tem- 
pore.” This is very well conceived; but the chief 
scope of the passage seems to be overlooked, which 
was acutely pointed out by Chrys., who, in addition to 
his annotation on the preceding, here subjoins : ’Ev 

(on. 
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raoba alvirrerat, Tb 7 amrovela AUTO TAUTA Eipyaouro, 
Kah OTt TO PeY PaKaploy, TOTO €oTL, [Ly WapovTos TOU 
dMackaArov povoy Tous palyras Ty éovTay ExEly yywUyY, 
GAA Kal amdyTos’ erE1dy OE EKElvo! ovdErwW HoaY mpos 
TOUT TEAELTYTOS ADrypevol, TAHOTH TolelTaI, WOTE Eis 
ToUTo aUTONS Ep.PiParas. 

19. rexvia prov, ods raAW Wdilvw, aypIS od pcpPwhy 
Xpiords ev upiv. This verse is by Wesseling trans- 
posed and placed after ver.15. But that is wholly 
unsupported by any external evidence, and in so 
abrupt and irregular a writer as St. Paul such trans- 
positions might be adopted frequently; though it 
is evident how precarious they will be. At the 
same time, it is possible that the Apostle had the 
words of ver. 15. still in mind, and that ver. 15—18. 
are, to a certain degree, parenthetical. At all events 
I would, with Bos. Semler, and Borger, closely con- 
nect the words rexvia, &c. with vpas preceding, and 
regard them as parenthetical. Though it may be 
more just to consider them as said per epanalepsin, 
the dé often having that force. 

The metaphor in texvia—«dive is frequent in St. 
Paul (and also the Rabbinical writers; see Schoettg.) 
and though his more frequent term is yevyay (as in 
Corinth. 4, 15. Philem. 10), by which he represents 
himself as a father begetting children. Here he 
represents himself as a mother conceiving and form- 
ing them in the womb: which is accurately ex- 
pressed by the words following, dypis ob poppwby 
Xeiords év viv. So the Hebr. ban in Ps. Ve AG: 
Cant. 8,5. And so sometimes the Classical writers. 
See Loesner in loc., who aptly cites Philo 313 B. and 
AAT C. 4 eml waéoy avers TO péeyloToy KaKoy aoéPercy 
wdiver. I cannot but think that in these passages he 
had in mind Ps. 7, 14. (Sept.) ov @dince adikiay, 
cuveraBe movey, Kal EreKey avoulay. 

Theophy]. (from Chrys.) excellently illustrates 
the phraseology thus: AseGdeipare, Gyoi, Tiy popPyy 
ro Xpiorod, jy elyere €v Univ avrois ard rod Partiopa- 
ros, kak deerbe maruy eT Epas avayernoTews Kal ovaraAa- 

. 
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Tews, ive maby ev ply 7 pogdy 7 Too Xgiorod yever cu, WOTE 
€& adTov Kapaxrypiser 9a opeces” TAA yep Upnas wdive, 
id Tis DWarKkarlas mar dvoyevYeD* od yep amoyworke. 
And by Koppe as follows: O filioli mei; in quibus 
denuo efformandis matris, filium atelin gestantis, 
cura et sollicitudine elaboro, nulli erumne, nulli 
labori parcam, usque dum genuini et perfecti Christi 
sectatores efformemini. 

It is scarely necessary to notice the use of ods for 
a, by the figure wpos 7o oxposvopevov, on which see 
Viger. Idiot. and Matth. Gr. Gr. 

20. Wberov d€ wupeivai—upiv. Here we have a re- 
sumption of what was said at ver. 18; as is clear 
from the repetition of the word wapeiva: and the de, 
which has in this, as in many other cases, an epa- 
naleptic force. The sense is: ‘‘ I could wish, f say, 
to be present with you.” 

The meaning of the words kal dara&as tiv dwvyy pov 
is somewhat obscure and dubious; yet by the aid of 
the context, and by attention to the circumstances 
of the case it may be ascertained. Chrys. Theopbhyl., 
Cyrill., and others explain: ‘* change my tone into 
lamentation and wailing.” But this seems harsh and 
far-fetched. Preferable is that of Pisc., Wolf, Wets. 
Doddr., and Rosenm., who render: ‘ I would gladly 
change my tone, namely, to praise instead of cen- 
suring you; as I first commended and now re- 
prove you.” But this seems to be somewhat stiff 
and unnatural, and seems little agreeable to the 
words following, unless 67s be rethdered for at 
present, with a strong emphasis on at present: 
which, however, would be too violent. I would 
therefore adopt the interpretation of Ccumen. 
and Theodoret, the latter of whom excellently 
paraphrases thus : Tlugroraupevos dma rod mabous 
yever Gas Umar repos noerov, Kal roy pev THY eKTeomryy 
Senviioa, Twv 0€ TO BeBotoy bavpaccs voy yorp, Pye, 
amayv amopo ts elrw ti GbEEopas, Ti dddpopot. — 
So Grot. explains: change my tone, i. e. speak some- 

. 
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times with severity, sometimes with lenity, accord- 
ing as I should find you affected, which is easier for 
those who are present, and in personal intercourse. 
And so Est., Menoch., Tirin., Hamm., Whitby, Locke, 
Koppe, Wells, Mackn. Schleus., Jaspis, and Borger, 
which last Commentator paraphrases thus: “ I am 
quite at a loss with respect to you; perhaps I accuse 
you too severely: would that I were present with 
you! For then could I, according to circumstances, 
adapt my language both to mild remonstrance, and 
severe reproof.” No Commentator, however, las 
better expressed the sense than Crellius, as follows : 
‘© quam vellem nunc presens adesse vobis, ut 
orationem meam vobis passim attemperare, et prout 
res, necessitas, occasio exigerat, ita vobiscum loqui: 
quod nunc absens ita commode facere nequeo. Cum 
enim absentes sumus, non possumus tam commodé 
pro cujusque captu et ingenio, pro rei necessitate, 
variarum circumstantiarum ignari, disserere, quam 
si praesentes essemus.”’ 

This last interpretation is unquestionably the true 
one: for thus the words dmrogoupas €v vpiv are very 
apposite. °Ev vpiv is for é¢’ univ, super vos, respect- 
ing you. 

Of aaracow Pwvyy in a physical sense, Wets. has 
given examples from Artemid. 

Q1. A€yere pros, of Uo vopov Oérovres elves, TOY vopLoy 
odk axovere; The Apostle now, leaving off from sooth- 
ing expressions, applies himself to refute the Juda- 
izers, who had wrought such disturbances. In doing 
this he, in some measure, resumes the thread of his 
former argument (which had been interrupted by the 
vehemence of his impassioned feelings), and the 
principal subject of the Epistle; and proves, by a 
peculiar and allegorical interpretation of a passage of 
the Old Testament respecting the two sons of Abra- 
ham, that Christians, whom he compares to Jsaac 
(not Ishmael, whom he likens to the Jews in bond- 
age to the law) are liberated and exempted from the 
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dominion of the law; nor has the law any power to 
obtain justification. So Crell., Koppe, and Borger. 
The scope of the passage is very well traced by 
Theophyl. as follows: "Exedy ixavis atrods enanrage 
kal erecracaro, rary els ayaovas éu.Palver, deiKvdS OT: 
auros 6 vowos od Povreras éauriy PurAarrec bat. 

Borger regards aéyere po: as a formula epanalep- 
seos. And so Pisc.: ‘* dvaxaivwois est.” But I 
rather think it is one of affectionate remonstrance 
and earnest reasoning; as in Luke 7, 42. “ Now 
tell me which will love him most?’ &c. and Is. 1, 18. 
“Come now, and let us reason together!” The 
Romans used Dic mihi in a not dissimilar man- 
ner. 

In rov yonov there is (as is usual with St. Paul) a 
Dilogia and paronomasia on the two senses of vopos ; 
the word being used, Ist, to denote the ceremonial 
law of Moses, as contained in the Old Testament ; 
Qdly, to denote the Scripture itself, or the injunc- 
tions of Scripture; which latter sense is here so 
much the more admissible, as Genesis, from which 
the passage is taken, is one of the Books of the Law 
properly so called. 

The 6éacvres well represents the proneness and 
strong inclination of the persons who had been tam- 
pered with by the Judaizers to subject themselves to 
the dominion of the Law as well as the Gospel. So 
Theophyl.: xaads dé eire rd berovres’ od yap THs Tay 
ToaypaTwy akorovdlas, AAA THS adTwY akaipov Pirovel- 
Kelas Wy TO TpayLO. 

The phrase xd rov vopov eivas, to be subject to the 
Law, is frequent in St. Paul. 

"Axovere signifies not so much hear, as mind, attend 
to, know; a sense frequent in Scripture. Borger 
refers to Lampe on Joh. 5, 24 & 37., and adduces 
Porphyr. de Abstin. L. 3, 4. "ApaBes pev Kogakwy 
axovos* Tugéyvor 3’ dverwy. And he paraphrases thus: 
‘¢ Ye who think to obtain justification by obedience 
to the Law, do not even know what the Law is, or 
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consider its mystical sense.” See Grot. and Hyper. 
in loc. 

22. yéypurros yop, ort “ABpacp. duo viois éryev Eva 
EK THS TasdloKys, Kal eva ex THs Ercvdepas. ‘The story 
is so well known as to need no illustration. One or 
two things, however, in the phraseology may deserve 
attention. Iladicxny is here used to denote a bond 
maid. So the Heb. MNDW, and indeed our maid, 
girl. And so Hagar is called in Gen. 17. The use 
of the article here has nothing corresponding to it in 
our language; though its force may be discerned 
if we change the terms into those which probably 
the Apostle would have employed, but for delicacy ; 
namely, ‘‘ one from the concubine, and one from the 
wife.” . 

The connection is well traced by Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) thus: “ He had before said, * Ye are sons of 
Abraham ; but, since the sons of the Patriarch were 
not of the same dignity, one being by the bond 
maid, the other by the free woman, he now means 
to say: ‘ye are not only sons, but suchas was the 
free and well born one.’ ”’ 

23. GAN 6 pev EK TIS TaloKys KATA GapKa yeyevyyTas 
6 0€ ek THs ErAcvoEGas, Bia Tis exayyeaias. This is 
meant to show the dissimilarity in nativity of the two 
brothers; one being born kata capka, i. e. KaTa duty, 
in the regular course of nature, and in the carnal 
mode. Now in the opposed member we should 
have expected kara mvedua, as at ver. 29., instead of 
which we have 6: ris érayyearias: but we may best 
discern the correspondence of the opposites, if we 
consider kat& cdpka as carrying with it the secondary 
sense of kar’ dv§pwmrov ; and then in the apodosis sup- 
ply rod Oecd. Yet something further seems to have 
been meant by the Apostle; and ¢Azs is (1 think) 
well expressed by Theophyl. ‘* It was intended 
(says he) to verify the somewhat impossible assertion 
he had before made, that they (the Galatians) were 
sons of Abraham; q.d. “ Ye are such, though not 
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after the flesh; just as Isaac was the more genuine 
son of Abraham, though himself not born after the 
flesh, but formed by the Spirit, according to the 
Divine promise: whereas Ishmael was born in the 
common course of nature ; and yet he that was after 
the flesh was a slave, and had no participation in the 
inheritance ; but he that was after the Spirit was the 
master and heir. What then is to hinder you from 
being Abraham’s genuine sons, since you have be- 
come such by regeneration in baptism. cr So also 
Chrys. V47, 37. rae BopuBeiren Tolwuy vues TO pe) Kare 
oapKa. yeveriie bat: 01m yap TOUTS panera adrau ouyyevess 

omeis, ord Qu Kore ocpKa ever fare ou yao Thp.teoT epous 

TOUTO TO KATA TUPKOL, aAAa kak driporépous eoyaser as 

Gauparrerepos yop 0 TOKOS O LL] KATA TUGKA, KO TyEupc- 
TIKWTEDOS. 

5 cd ae >’ , 

24, ATIVA ETTIY AAAHVODOULEVE. 

Here it is quaintly remarked by Borger: “ Pervenimus ad locum, 
qui vexavit interpretes vehementer, vexatus ab iis et ipse.” On 
the mode of interpreting this passage, both Koppe and Borger have, 
especially the latter, much valuable matter, but far too copious for 
me to insert at large. I shall, however, endeavour, by way of 
careful selection and abridgment, to put the reader into possession 
of the most important information to be therein found. 

Koppe observes that there are two modes of understanding this 
passage, each of which has its advocates; namely, Ist, that of some 
Commentators, who suppose that when these things concerning Sarah 
and Hagar were written by Moses, God intended the religion of Christ, 
and the accession thereto of the Jews and Heathens, to be obscurely pro- 
phesied ; 2dly, that of others, who suppose that the narration in 
question was merely historical, but seemed to the Apostle worthy of 
being accommodated to the case of Christians, which bore some resem- 
blance thereto. Of these modes of viewing the passage, he regards 
the second as the more probable, for the following reasons: I. ut 
in mythico et parabolico dicendi genere ejusmodi allegoricee orationis 
usus in optimis scriptoribus et frequenter occurrit, et a nemine im- 
probatur, ita vicissim in narrationibus mere historicis, qualem esse 
nostram Mosaicam nemo negat, similis a\Anydopeas exemplum, cla- 
rum illud quidem et ab omni dubitatione alienum, e scriptoribus 
divinis humanisque afferri vix potest: II. contra vero, omni tem- 
pore, inter omnes populos paullulum cultos, exstitisse scimus viros 
sapientes, qui in scriptoribus sue gentis cclebrioribus interpretandis 
hanc allegoricam rationem sequerentur, eandemque etiam ad ipsas 
historicas narrationes accommodarent cf. Philosophorum Grecorum, 
Platonis, Plutarchi interpretationes Homericas, maxXime  verd 
inter hos Heraclidem in Alleg. Homericis ; III, candem rationem 

VOL, VII. QF 
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Judzos imprimis, in libris suis divinis interpretandis, inde ab anti- 
quissimo tempore teneré solitos fuisse, testis est, ipse hoc studium 
suo exemplo confirmans, quin adeo ipsam hane de Saré et Hagare 
historiam allegoricé, etsi alio modo, quo Paullus, interpretatus Philo 
in Allegoriis, 3, p. 135. 

Idemque tradunt, et in suis pwn imitantur recentiores Judzi 

omnes, vid. Maimoaidem in More Nevochim 3, c. 43. Aben Esram 
ad cap. 1., Threnor. Jerem. et plures apud Schoettgen in Hor, Heb. 
ad loc. nostrum. cf. etiam Vitringa de Synag. Vet. 50, 3. P.1,c. 5. 

p. 673—678. Similiter igitur Paullus, Judzus ipse, in hoc inter- 
pretandi genere exercitatus, scribens tempore eo, quo hoc litterarum 
ss, allegoricé interpretandarum studium et vulgare erat et omnibus 
probabatur, scribens denique ad homines, partim Judzos ipsos, par- 
tim Judaicarum litterarum peritos, cur non simili locum historicum 
allegoric® interpretandi ratione ad rem suam, non quidem confir- 
mandam, at confirmatum «ka7r’ ay@pw7or illustrandam, salva et sa- 

pientié et animi integritate et auctoritate denique divin4, uti potuisse 
existimandus sit mihi non apparet. 

Thus far Koppe. Borger has here a very long and learned Dis- 
sertation, in which he first strenuously opposes the opinion of those 
who contend for a double sense in Scripture. And he thus pro- 
ceeds: “ Unum tantum sensum esse querendum, et res ipsa loqui- 
tur, et dudum monuerunt viri docti; quod tantam habet vim, ut ne 
in znigmatibus quidem duplex, isque verus, sensus lateat. Tenen- 
dus quoque est sensus wnus in historiz interpretatione, etiam si sta- 
tuere velis, procuratione quadam divind accidisse, ut historia illius 
¥.T. cum N.T. ceconomiaé evidens esset et magna similitudo, Fac 
enim Hagare et Ismelis res, vitam, fortunam, ita fuisse moderatum 
Deum, ut iis, tamquam tabulis, impressum esset religionis Judaice 
meliori cessure simulacrum et adumbratio; hee igitur fac ita 
esse, tunc propterea negare sustineas, hunc unum esse narrationis 
Mosaice sensum: Hagara peperit filium, quem cum matre e familid 
expulit Abrahamus: fuit illo serva, cet.? Neque igitur Paulus, cum 
historiam Mosaicam cum utriusque fatis religionis contendit, sensum 
duplicem in eam narrationem importasse existimandus est, quando- 
quidem, ut dein videbimus, utriusque rei similitudinem tantum cogi- 
tAsse videtur. 
* Cum vero Paulus Hagaramet Saram fuisse docet duarum 61a07- 
kwy ruvovs, id non ita interpretandum est, quasi illarum historia 
mulierum religionis Christiane, Judaicam illam aliquando ever- 
sure, significationem jam habuerit; ctm id tantum contendere 
videatur Apostolus, narrationem Mosaicam insigni similztudine cum 

religionis perinutatione esse conjunctum, adeoque aptissimé hance 
cum illA comparari posse. Hane convenientiam Paulum tantum- 
modo indicare voluisse, nemo, credo, negaverit, lectis egregiis 
Koppii observationibus, quibus hoc unum addere nobis liceat. S 
Paulus ex historid Mosaic&é argumentum petere voluisset, quo reli- 
gionem Judaicam meritd a Christiana fractam et veluti exturbatam 
esse, efficerat, non tantum perquam frigidum fuisset hoc argumen- 
tum, sed cecidisset etiam, opinor, Apostolus causa,’ 
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Borger then removes the objection deduced from the inspiration 
of the Apostle, and proves that inspiration is equally applicable to 
comparison as to argument; and he proceeds, at large, to show that 
St. Paul could not intend here to adopt the course of argument.* I 
need not, however, introduce any of his matter, since that had been 
admitted by some of the most eminent Interpreters, as Beza, Cal- 
vin, Hyperius, and others cited by Borger.t 

The learned Commentator then brings forward a definition of 
typi proposed by Ernesti Instit. Int. p. 21. “ Sunt typi compara- 
tiones, ducte a personis et ritibus V. T. antiquitate, doctrind, fatis 
et religione insignibus, Judzis potissimtm familiares.” He then 
proceeds thus: ‘‘ Negari nequit, omnem hanc Pauli disputationem 
aliquid coloris traxisse a Judaic interpretandi consuetudine, cujus 
heec erat ratio, ut preter sensum, quem literalem dicebant, tenuem 

illum et veluti gracilem, alius etiam altior et pinguior verbis S. S. 
contineri existimaretur, ut multis locis, e Philone aliizque scriptori- 
bus Judaicis petitis, docuerunt Vitringa, de Synag. Vet. pag. 673. 
seqq. Surenhus. B. K. p. 577. Carpzov. Exercit. S, in ep. ad Hebr. 
passim, et West. ad h. ]. 

Ab hace igitur ratione, etsi Paulum non longe obesse vidimus, ca- 
vendum tamen sedulo est, ne pro iisdem habeamus similibusve, que 
multim inter se differant. Judaici enim Doctores, quibus locis 
hee interpretandi et philosophandi tormenta adhiberent, iisdem 
duplicem sensum re ver& inesse, existimabant, Paulus vero nil nisi 
historize Mosaice convenientiam cum utriusque fatis religionis indi- 

* See the dialogue which he supposes between a Jew and Paul, 
in which the former certainly appears to have the best of the argu- 
ment. 

+ And so, of our English Commentators, Drs. Chandler, Sykes, 
and Dodd., which last mentioned Interpreter writes thus: ‘“ I 
would chuse to explain this passage in St. Paul as an allusion, rather 
than an argument : which frees it from many objections and embar- 
rassments to which it would otherwise have appeared liable. Ifany 
should urge, that such glosses are of little importance, it may be suffi- 
cient to reply, that they were much in the Jewish taste, and that we 
may assure ourselves that the Apostles were preserved from any 
thing in them which was not perfectly agreeable to the mind of the 
Spirit. On the whole, I entirely agree with Mr. Chandler, that this 
part of the Epistle was not intended to prove Christianity, but to 
illustrate the different genius of that and Judaism, and to show that 
not all the carnal descendants of Abraham, but the spiritual off- 
spring only, were heirs, even according to the principles which the 
Jews themselves really admitted.” So also Dr. Owen: “ This alle- 
gorical reasoning was not used by the Apostle particularly with a 
view to convince the Galations, who, as Gentiles, could be little 

moved by such a mode of argumentation; but rather to confute 
those Judaizing zealots who endeavoured to pervert them, and man 
whom this way of reasoning was farniliar and conclusive,” 

CE 2 
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eat. Habitum igitar loci nostri externum, Judaicum dixerim, inter- 
nui, Christianum et Paulo dignun. 
Cum vero in cujus allegoriz interpretatione tria in primis cogi- 

taridebeant, nimirum. 
1. EA contineri duarum rerum similitudinem ; 
2. Eam similitudinem tantum ex parte spectandum esse ; 
3. Ex rebus adjunctis (reptoraceot) intelligendum esse, guenam 

‘pars potissimum sit spectanda ; 
Hee igitur tria, in allegoriz interpretatione tenanda, paucis expli- 

cemus, 
Et quidem, quarum rerum similitudo hic sit observanda, non est 

difficile dictu, ipso Paulo id evidenter significante. Cum religione 
scilicet MosaicA, admodum molesta illa, confertur servilis mulier 

conditionis Hagara. Hec igitur est comparationis vis, ut, sicuti e 
servd illd Abrahami nascebantur servi, ita religio Mosaica ad Sinam 
montem instituto, veluti mater servorum sit habenda, i. e. sibi addictis 
molestorum observationem rituum injungat ingenua vero Abrahami 
uxor Sara cum religione contenditur Christiana sui cultores ab hoe 
tanquam legis servitio in libertatem vindicante : que comparatio ita 
instituitur: sicuti imgenua ingenuorum erat mater Sara, ita liberorum 
Aominum veluti genitrix est Christiana religio, i.e. hujus religionis 
beneficio nil valet apud Christianos lex Mosaica. 

Secunda, quam ex Mori dissertatione posuimus, regula, duarum 
rerum similitudinem in allegoria tantum ea parte spectandam esse ; 
illa igitur regula hac potissimum causa nititur, quod due res, 
secum collate, nunquam fere sibi invicem ita sint similes, ut nihil 
omnino discrepantiz differentizeque intersit, quodque auctor, illas 
res conferens, omnes earum partes contendere secum invicem vo- 

luisse, haud sit existimandus. 
Quod tertia lex precipit, ex rebus adjunctis intelligendum esse, 

quenam allegoriz pars in inter pretatione potissimum sit spectanda ; 

id igitur cum alibi, tum nostro etiam loco, habet aliquam cautio- 
nem: potest enim pars hujus allegoriz pracipua bifariam constituti, 
rebus adjunctis nihil definientibus, utra harum duarum sit utri 
preeferenda. 

Altera ratio eam habet vim, ut Paulus doceat, Saram simi- 
lem fuisse religionis Christiane, Judaica vero Hagaram, gaatenus 
hujus proles servilis esset vunditionis, Milus autem Libera, Hane 
comparationis partem, que ad libertatis notionem refertur, com- 
mendant dicta, vs. 22. Abrahamo duo fuerint filii, alter éx madioxys, 
ef éevdépas alter ; vs. 24, ubi religio Judaica, ad montem Sina - 
ticum instituta, eis dovAetay yervay dicitur, eque ac Hagara ; item 
verbum dovAever, vs. 25. adde vs. 26, 7 ekeubdpaid €oTL LITHO hyo, 
(Christianorum) ; vs. 30. ubi 4 adicxns (religionis Judaice 
imago), iterum opponitur 7H éXevOépg, (religionem Christianam 
significanti) ; Christiani preterea dicuntur, vs. 31. ov« mardtoxys 
réxva, ava ris €XevHepas ; hue porro referendum est, cap. 5. exor- 
dium; vide denique notata ad cap. 3, 26. 

Ratio altera convenientie terminum, (tertium comparationis), 
ita constituit, ut hac Pauli sit sententia; sicuti Ismael car& odoxa, 
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procreatus est, Isaiicus autem dca ris éerayyedias, ita Judei filii 
tantum sunt xara oadpxa. Christiani vero dia rijs érayyedas, 
Hanc comparationis partem, qua odpf et érayyedla sibi invicem 
opponuntur, in hujus allegoriz explicatione minimé esse negli- 
gendam, dicerta docet iJlarum notionum meutio, que et frequen- 
tius fit, et majore cum emphasi, quam ut obiter eam et absque omni 
necessitate, factam esse, existimandum sit. 
Cum igitur in hac allegorié convenientiz terminus bifariam con- 

stitui queat, ut, vel ad servitutis et libertatis, vel ad oapxos et 
érayyehias vocabula, universam allegoriam interpretemur, caven- 
dum tamen, ne nimi distinguendi Jibidini hic indulgeamus, cum 
utriusque rationis conjunctionem universum commendet epistola 
argumentum.” 

Finally, the learned Commentator gives the following ovo- 
rotxia, or scheme of the correspondence. ‘‘ A. The Jews are ser- 
vile, as the offspring of Hagar was servile. B. The Jews are sons 
Kara odpxa, as Ishmael was card odpxa. A. Christians are free, as 
the offspring of Sarah was free. B. Christians are sons dic rips 
éxayyedias, as Isaac was dia ris éwayyedlus.” Or, with a refers 
ence to the image of a mother, thus. A. The Jewish religion is, 
like Hagar, the mother of slaves, A. The Christian religion, like 
Sarah, is the mother of a free posterity. 
"Aria éorty &\Anyopotpeva Borger renders: “ these things may 

be excellently accommodated to our cause.” And he compares the 
phrases és éore rvvo0s Tov péAXovros, Rom. 5, 14. & éart okia Tor 
perAdXorvrwy, Col, 2, 17. 

Whether the airac be referred to the two mothers (with Chrys. 
and most Commentators), or to the two covenants, it comes to the 
same thing. 

24. els dovrciay yerroou. This is only an accom- 
modation to the metaphor by which the covenant 
is considered under the image of a mother. The 
sense is sufficiently clear, from the above annotation. 

25. ro yap "Ayup, Dwa boos eorlv ev rH “AgaBig. 
These words, which have not a little exercised the 
earlier Commentators, are by Bentley (Ep. to Mill. 
96.), Kuster, and Valckn. (Schol. 1, 367.) proposed 
to be cancelled, as a mere gloss: and they would 
read ry d€ “Ayap cveroyed 7 v0v Tepooorjp. But this 
is too much in the slashing manner of the first-men- 
tioned Critic to please any sober-minded Scholar, or 
serious Theologian. It is sufficient, with Wolf, Capell., 
Schmidt, Koppe, and Borger, to throw these words 
into a parenthesis: and then the common reading 
will yield a sense not essentially different from that 
produced by Bentley’s conjecture. With respect to 
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the interpretation of the words, there is little doubt 
but that the true one is that which was first pro- 
pounded by Chrys., Theophyl. Gicumen. Theodoret, 
and others of the antient Commentators, also, of 
the moderns, by Erasm., Capell., Crell., Constant., 
Le Clerc, Heseus, Grabe, Olear., Le Moyne, Bo- 
chart, Koppe, Schleus., Rosenm., Borger, and Jas- 
pis, who understand 73 "Ayap as not the name of 
the bond-woman Hagar, but the Arabic word Ha- 
gar, which signifies a rock, or rocky mountain, by 
which name Mount Sinai was called ker’ éEoyxj, as 
Athens was called dcrv: Rome, urbs ; and Constan- 
tinople Stamboul, (i.e. eis ryv woav. And that 

| Sinai is a very rocky and stony mountain is testified 
by travellers. So Bellon. Obss. L.2. p. 301. (cited 
by Borger) cum ad montis verticem pervenissemus, 
durissimum saxum deprehendimus ferrei colorts. 
The sense will therefore be this: “ Now (for such, 
I think, is the force of yap) Hagar in Arabia (in 
the Arabic language) signifies Sinai,” i. e. is the 
name given to Mount Sinai. That it really bore 
that name Borger thinks is not proved; though he 
admits that it is highly probable. Yet such is at- 
tested by all the antient Commentators, and espe- 
cially Chrys., himself a native of the East. And 
it is confirmed by many modern Travellers, as 
Harant ap. Busching. Descr. Asis, p. 530. Thus 
also El-haygar is the name given to the capital of 
Arabia Petraea. 
The yap, it must be observed, does not signify 
for, but now: for the Apostle intended no argu- 
ment, but only an tllustration. 

The next word, cveroye 3 rx viv ‘lepovraanjp, 
Sources de pera Twv Téxvwy ars are explained by 
the best Interpreters; ‘ But this Hagar corresponds 
to, is similar to Jerusalem, as it now is, which, with 
her children (i.e. her inhabitants) is in bondage.” 
This sense of cucroyeiv has been proved by Raphel 
Obs. Pol. Thus Polyb. 1402. kal r& Aoumwad yy rovros 
dusia Kai cuotoya.. By the réxvwy most Commentators 
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understand (and, I think, rightly) its inhabitants *. 
And they notice a similar use of the Hebr. 52 in 
Gen. 23. 11. 2 Chron. 25, 13, Ps. 149, 2. But they 
might better have adduced Luke 19, 43. where it is 
also said of Jerusalem, €dadiodo1 oe, Kal Te TéeKva cov 
€v cot, Which passage indeed the Apostle may have 
had in mind. 

26. 4 b€ dvw ‘Tepourarrjp, ercvbéga early, aris eo} 
patyp mavrwy yoy. On the sense of these words 
Commentators are divided in opinion. The chief 
interpretations, which are four in number, I shall 
thus detail from Borger. I. “ Some Commentators 
understand the words of Mount Sinai, a part of 
Jerusalem situated higher than the rest, and erected 
on the mount of that name. So L. Vitringa, Mill, 
Elsner, and others, &%. Some, as Oder, Teenck, and 
Michaelis take this of old Jerusalem in the time of 
Melchizadec. 3. Others, as Schoettg. Witsius, Offer- 
haus, Meuschen, Teller, &c., take it of the Chris- 
tian Church, the economy of the New Testament. The 
fourth and most common opinion is, that it signifies 
the heavenly Jerusalem. ‘The first interpretation, 
as Koppe and Borger observe, is utterly untenable : 
for the Arx Sinaitica cannot be opposed to the vi» 
‘Tegoucaayy., since the inhabitants of the lower town 
were equally citizens with those of the upper. The 
second, though it may seem to be defended by the 
prophecy of Is. 54. cited at ver. 27., yet is proved 
by Borger to be utterly unfounded and especially as 
it is at variance with the context, in which not the 
antient Jerusalem, but the economy oftheNew Cove- 
nant is opposed to the Mosaic Law. ‘Thus far Bor- 
ger, who of the two last interpretations prefers the 
former, for two reasons; 1. because the heavenly 
Jerusalem can scarcely be thought a suitable oppo- 
site to the Mosaic ceconomy; since the purpose of 
the Apostle is, to show the superior excellence of 

* Borger, with far less probability, thinks it may refer to the 
smaller and dependent towns. 
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the Christian religion as compared with the Jewish ; 
2. the prophecy of Isaiah has nothing respecting the 
heavenly Jerusalem; on the contrary there is no dif- 
ficulty, if we understand it of the ceconomy of the 
New Covenant. I cannot but assent to the opinion 
of the learned Commentator, especially as it is sup- 
ported by the authority of Chrys. and the other 
Greek Commentators * (to whom, however, it is 
strange Borger makes no reference). Yet the third 
and fourth may, I think, be united: for I see not 
how we can understand the heavenly Jerusalem other- 
wise than of the Gospel Dispensation, as the earthly 
Jerusalem represented the old. 

Borger here takes occasion to inculcate an Her- 
meneutical canon (above all applicable in St. Paul’s 
writings), if especially attending to the force of oppo- 
site terms, i. e. accommodating the interpretation of 
one opposite to that of the other, since when we 
have ascertained the sense one, we may be sure of 
the other. ‘‘ Thus (continues he) the Apostle had 
said that Hagar corresponds to and is like the pre- 
sent Jerusalem, namely, the Jewish ceconomy, or 
Jewish state subject to the Mosaic Law. He had 
opposed Sarah, the free wife of Abraham, to Hagar, 
and for this reason, that he might show that the 
fortunes of either woman were, so to speak, the 
images of things opposite. ‘Therefore the expression 

* Hence it would appear that in the present case, as well as in a 
thousand others, learning and acuteness have been expended to little 
purpose, since, at last of all, we are compelled to embrace the most 
antient opinion. We may rest assured, that the sagacity and erudi- 
tion exercised in support of these false hypotheses (among which 
is that of the early moderns, which refers it to the heavenly Jeru- 
salem,) might, if the opinion of the Fathers had been known, have 
all been spared, and probably would. But what can place in a 
stronger light the propriety (I had almost said necessity) of first 
consulting these venerable, intelligent, and generally safe guides, 
previously to the broaching of novel hypotheses, devised only to be in 
the end destroyed, and thus ‘‘ wasting our strength for nought, and 
for that which cannot profit,” nay, which tends to evil, as it too 
much countenances the accusation of our Roman Catholic opponents, 
that no stability of interpretation is to be expected from Protestants. 
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7 dvw ‘Lepoveaayjy, with which he compares Sarah, can 
here denote no other than the Christian ceconomy, 
not subject to the Law of Moses. And even though 
it might be difficult to prove that the words them- 
selves have elsewhere that sense, yet the proof arising 
from the opposition is sufficient.” 

With respect to the construction of the sentence, 
it is thus laid down by Koppe: > | Oe érepa (d1abzK7) 
eis erevdepiay YVIOTA, Aris, eoTy _dgu—curroiye de 

TH, avo ‘lesoucarryy, 7H ercviéga, qris. But this is ra- 
ther a paraphrase than a construction ; though it well 
represents the sense, and is expressed with truly 
Dutch, or German, exactness. 

Q7. yéypamrtai—rov avOge.. Chrysost., Theophyl., 
Theodoret, and other antient Interpreters under- 
stand the orelpe 7 od tixrovoe of the Gentile Church; 
and the ris Eyourns eK of the Jewish Chureh. 
Thus Chrysost. 748, 23. tis oy 7 oreiga, Kal Tis 7 ep 
pos mp0 ToUTOU; OUK edd rov OTL 7 é& ‘ebviy EKKANS bee, 
77s tov Oecd YUOTEWS Cm ETT ELLE 5 ; Tis 0€ 7 7 Toy avdga 
EXOUTS 5 ouK evdqAoy OTE uv TWVLYWYY 5 5 GAN ones evikn- 

oe auryy 77 TOAUTAIOIG 7 orElpa Ekelvy) ey ee év €bvos 
EXEL ra de ras éxxryoiasréxves Thy "Hanada, THY PapBegov, 

Thy yny, THY Oararray, ray ciKoUpLEvTy « OT OG OLY ever Ayrey. 
And Theophyl. : : OuKa OLPKEVT OL ToS Toros, AAAL Ke THY 
‘Hoatay magaye paprupee, orelpay pee neyovrae kal Epnpnov 
riy €& ebvesy ERK AIT buy" Kal yep Epyp.os 7y betas yvs~ 
TEWS, Kok dreKvos, oudevae meopyryy cov T Poevey Koga 7 

OiddoKaroy’ Exouray de divi pee, | ry "Touderteoy owvayoyiy 
oe OTL Tov vopoy exe Otorkouvra. TO AUT 7S, 4 OTs Tov Ocoy ad 

Tov" PyEov ouv, avTt Tau, Pavijy evgporuvys EKALAI TOY, ore 

voy emaypoby eos TH TEKVOR Kaul TH obKoupLevyy moo ay ov 

eyéevnras, ox &v Cdvos, ws 4 lovdaiwy cuvaywy7. And 
so Whitby and Valpy. Cicumen., however, explains 
it of the Christian Church in general, whether 
composed of Jews or Gentiles, though chiefly the 
latter. And such is the interpretation adopted by 
some eminent recent Commentators, as Morus, Ro- 
senm., and Borger. Upon the whole, the difficulty 
is rather in appearance than in reality, since of the 
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Christian society the greater number were Gentiles. 
It is observed by Rosenm., that we must not press 
upon each particular term ; for we have here merely a 
poetical description, expressing the happiness of the 
Messiah’s kingdom under the image of a woman who, 
from being before barren, is now fruitful; and the 
meaning is this, that the number of citizens of this 
kingdom will be great, and much greater than be- 
fore. Borger admits, with the best Interpreters, that 
the fifty-fourth chapter of Isaiah upon the whole 
treats of the times of the Gospel. And this indeed 
is clear from its close connection with the celebrated 
fifty-third chapter, which is obviously predictive of 
the Gospel times. 

The y tikrovea, Koppe and Borger observe, is 
simply a synonyme of the former term. And indeed 
this kind of pleonasm is inherent in the genius of 
Oriental style. But here it could not have been well 
avoided, considering the beautiful parallelism by 
which the idea of the Prophet is evolved. 

At py Gos must be supplied gwvzyv. ‘The phrase pyjo- 
cew dwv7y occurs both in the Old ‘Testament, and 
frequently in the best Classical writers of every age, 
from whom numerous examples are adduced by 
Wets. and Loesner. Koppe thinks that the word 
edPpoodvyy has been lost after jg. But g7ov and 
Bonoov suggest the idea of exultation, and shouting 
for joy, especially as being antithetical to edgpzav9yr7s. 

The term épypov, as opposed to tis éxouoys Tov 
diyopa, May mean either an unmarried woman, or a 
widow. It must here have the former sense. Bor- 
ger, however, thinks that both this and the ras exou- 
ons avopa are not to be too much pressed upon, but 
merely serve for ornament, and are here inserted, to 
complete the passage of the Prophet. And so 
Koppe. But this is despatching matters somewhat 
too hastily. The literal sense is plain, and the alle- 
gorical sense scarcely less so. By the tis éxourys 
avdpa I would understand, with the antients, the 

Jewish Church in covenant with God. Thus égypou 
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will very well designate the Pagans, who were desti- 
tute of any covenant with God. 

28. rmeis 3, adeadol, Kata loudk, emayyerlas réxva 
éopev. This verse is, as Borger remarks, closely 
connected within the preceding one, in which the 
Apostle makes mention of the promise itself of off- 
spring held out to the heavenly Jerusalem, which 
offspring is here clearly shown to be the Christian 
Church ; q. d. “If you would know who are signi- 
fied by Isaiah, we Christians,” &c. 

Q8. réxve éerayyerias is for réxva érayyearcpeva. 
See the note on 3, 14. Karaloaak, “like Isaac, after 
the similitude of Isaac ;” a signification of xar& oc- 
curring in Eph. 4, 24. Job. 1, 8. and in the Classical 
writers, from whom examples are adduced by Raphel 
and Wets. in loc. So that it is unnecessary, with 
Koppe, to compare the use of the Hebr. 3. 

Theophyl. well explains thus: 7 éxkayole oreipa 
ouTX, WoTED 7 Dappa, ov povoy woAvmais EyeveTo wy 
Exelvyn, AAA Kal aTwWS EyevvyTer ws exElvy’ Kabdrep yap 
Exelvyy pyTepa ody 7 Duos, AAN 1 ErayyEerla exoincey, 
ouTw 7 Kai ed ypiv, &c. 

29. It is remarked by Koppe and Borger, that the 
Apostle, dwelling on the same similitude, adds, that 
as Ishmael vexed Isaac, so do the Jews injure and 
maltreat the Christians. 

In discussing the phraseology, Borger rightly ob- 
served, that 6 kara wvevpa (scil. yevyfels) is the same 
with the 0a ris érayyerias preceding; as appears 
by the opposite kara capxa: but here the rvevza is 
used for the sake of greater clearness. Aiwxw ex- 
presses injurious treatment of every kind, both by 
words as well as deeds; as in Gen. 21, 9. See also 
the Rabbinical writers in Wets. The correspond- 
ence of this with the facts recorded in the Acts of 
the Apostles is ably pointed out by Paley in his Hor. 
Paul. 

Theophyl. (from Chrys.) traces the scope of the 
passage thus: ‘‘ Be not surprised that you suffer per- 
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secution from the Jews: for so Ishmael persecuted 
Isaac; yet that did not hinder him the persecuted 
from being the free born son of Abraham and the 
Lord of the persecutor; so that this very circum- 
stance shews their resemblance to Ishmael, and our’s 
to Isaac.”* 

30. AAR Th AEyer yj ypady; ”ExBarce—érevbesas. 
Theophyl. well traces the connection thus: ‘* Lest 
any one should say, ‘‘ What then, is it any consola- 
tion to those now persecuted, that Isaac also was 
then persecuted,” the Apostle bids them hear the 
Scripture and be comforted; for that as a retribution 
for that temporary persecution with which he perse- 
cuted Isaac, he was wholly cast out, and not only so, 
but dis sinherited, and that by God himself. 

By 7 yeah is meant the words of Scripture, and 
of God. or the words here referred to are (with a 
slight accommodation necessary for the purpose in 
view) those of Sarah to Abraham, requiring him 
to expel Hagar and her son, and were approved by 
God ; and therefore might, in a certain sense, be 
called the Scripture, or the Word of God. 

The particles ov py strengthen the negation, and 
are used in sentences strongly prohibitive. 

Koppe seems to think that that the exPare may be 
understood of violent expulsion. But in Luke 8, 54. it 
is said of Jesus, exBardy tw wavtas, where no force 
can be imagined. And Borger adduces many pas- 
sages from the Greek Classical writers where the 
term signifies to put away, repudiate a wife. And so 
Sirach, '7, 26. And this seems to be the sense here. 
For a man may be said to put away a concubine as 
well as a wife. 

* In this passage it is only said that Ishmael mocked Isaac ; but 
from the tenth and following verses it appears, that he claimed a 
share of the inheritance with him, which (as he had no just title to 
it, and derided the pretensions of the lawful heir, ) was a persecu- 
tion, and thus typified the contempt and violence with which the 
Jews, the natural seed of Abraham, urged their claim to a spiritual 
inheritance, deriding and excluding those who expected justification 
by faith. See also Mackn. 
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Borger observes, that it seems to have been the 
general intent of the Apostle, in citing these words, 
to set forth in this light also the great superiority of 
the Christian liberty to the servile condition of the 
Jews. Yet by the term éexBaareyv, he thinks, the 
Apostle meant also to indicate, that as Ishmael was 
expelled from Abraham’s house, so also those Jewish 
teachers, whom he so often glances at in this Epistle, 
would be excluded from the Society of Christians. 
See 5, 12. and the note there. See also Mackn. and 
Locke. z 

31. apa—érevdépas. Now follows the conclusion 
the Apostle meant to draw from the above allegory : 
‘Since, then, the Christian religion is so greatly 
superior to the Jewish; since the Mosaic Law has no 
authority with Christians, while, on the other hand, 
the Jews are. subject to it; since Christians, by the 
efficacy of the Divine promise, have attained the 
right of sons, while the Jews are only sons xara 
capka; and finally, since the latter are excluded from 
the hope of inheritance; whereas the former justly 
nourish it. It is therefore manifest that I have not 
wrongly compared the ceconomy of the Old Cove- 
nant with the bond-woman Hagar, but that of the 
New, with Sarah, the free wife of Abraham; the 
Jews with Ishmael, but the Christians with Isaac.” 
(Borger.) See also Mackn. ; 

CHAP. V. 

Having taught them by an example derived from 
the Old Testament, that Christians are free, the 
Apostle now exhorts them not to suffer this liberty 
to be wrested from them, but manfully to de- 
fend it. 

So Borger, who observes, with Koppe, that it is 
plain this verse ought not to have been dissevered 
from the preceding chapter, since it forms the con- 
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clusion to be thence deduced. Yet Chrys. here 
commences another Homily. 

1. Srixere ev 77 Erevdepia, “stand fast, persist, con- 
tinue steadfastly in the liberty with which Christ has 
freed us;” as 1 Cor. 16, 13. and often. And so 
Rom. 11, 20. éoryjkevar &v tx wioter, where see the 
note. The €aevfepia is well explained by Theodoret 
77 €Ew Tod vouov worireia. See 1 Cor. 20, 29. Borger 
thinks it does not differ from vio§ecie in 4, 5. and 
elsewhere. But this seems a not well founded opi- 
nion. Koppe and Borger notice the common Hel- 
lenism in ércubepia ércufépwoe, by which a substantive 
is joined with its cognate verb. 

VERSE 1. kal p71] rar Soya dovrcias evexerbe, ‘* Do 
not again subject yourselves to the yoke of the law.” 
This sense of guyos, by which it is metaphorically 
used to express servitude, constraint, &c. is illus- 
trated by Kypke, Wets., Koppe, Borger, and others. 
But this is so trite, in all languages, that to heap ex- 
amples were unnecessary. On évéyeode Borger refers 
to Hesych. évéyerbe, kpareiobe, cuvéyerbe. But this 
gloss is not quite apposite. The term is indeed 
often used with words denoting restraint, as yoke, 
chain, &c., of which examples are adduced by Wets. 
But the Philologists do not attend to the sense of 
évey., which seems properly to refer to the insertion 
of the neck: and évéyec$e must be here taken in the 
middle voice. ‘The sense seems to be this: ‘‘ do not 
again thrust your neck into the yoke of bondage (to 
the law).” See 2 Cor. 11, 4. 

2, 3. In order to the understanding of this verse 
it is to be remembered, that the Jewish teachers in 
question maintained, and wished to persuade others, 
that the Christian religion might and ought to be 
conjoined with the observance of the law of Moses; 
and they especially urged and enjoined circumcision 
as the most evident token of Judaism. ‘To these 
innovations Paul opposes his own doctrines, and 
bids the Galatians contemn their petty reasonings ; 
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q. d. They contend that nothing hinders you from 
adding the Mosaic rites to the Christian religion : 
but “J Paul say, and would have you to be con- 
vinced, that you will derive no benefit from Christ 
and his doctrines if you follow their directions and 
admonitions. Nay, I maintain that every one who 
undergoes circumcision is not even to be called a 
Christian, but rather numbered with Jews, because 
by this rite he is bound to the Mosaic laws in ge- 
neral, and must observe them.” He teaches them 
therefore that circumcision (which is of such a force 
that, once undertaken, there follows a host of rites) 
destroys that liberty and immunity from the law 
obtained for us by Christ, and which (as he shows 
at ver. 1.) is to be maintained. (Borger.) 

Koppe observes, that the Apostle says this only 
in opposition to the false teachers; and that he not 
unfrequently says things with somewhat of harsh- 
ness and vehemence, of which at another time, and 
when dealing only with weak brethren, he utters and 
writes with more lenity and indulgence. See Acts 
16, 3. 1 Cor. 9. seqq. Rom. 9. 14. seqq. But I can 
scarcely agree with the learned Commentator. The 
indulgence he speaks of was to Jews who still con- 
finued in an observance of the Mosaic law, not, as 
here, to Gentiles. Now it is clear, that if they un- 
derwent circumcision, it was quite another thing. 
Besides, the indulgence shown to weak brethren 
could not be extended to factious and violent par- 
tizans. And though the Apostle does say that cir- 
cumcision would exclude a man from the benefit 
of Christ, it 1s not at variance with his position at 
3, 28. and 6, 15., that circumcision is a thing indif- 
ferent; since, though circumcision, of itself, could 
do neither harm nor good, yet. when considered in 
conjunction with all the other rites of the law which 
it drew after it,* and as implying a trust in it as 

* So Theophyl.: ‘ For circumcision demands sacrifices, and ob- 
serves days; sacrifice requires place, and mode, and purifications. 
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necessary to justification, it could not but do harm, 
nay, exclude from salvation by grace, since the two 
modes of salvation in the law and the Gospel are 
inconsistent with each other. ‘This point is admir- 
ably illustrated by Chrys., ‘Theophyl., GQtcum., &c. 
Thus Theophyl.: ovk wGere d€ Xpioris roy wesitep- 
yopevov, OboTs 6 ToLovTos THY yap aberEl, Kal THO vou 
pev, ws evepyern, moorrpeyes’ Xpiorw d€ amore? wav- 
TWS, WS py edEpyyTicavTs ‘avrov’ 6 OE amiormy, ovdey 
Kepoavel ard To amiorounevov. See also Whitby, who 
has excellently treated this matter ;* though he is 

Purification again, requires other observances, all having a neces- 

sary connection ; so that if you undertake a little of the law, you 
submit to the burden of the whole.” 

* Its most important observations are as follows: “ The Ju- 
daizing Christians, who held that the law of Moses was an ever- 

lasting covenant, thought that the believing Gentiles were to be 
dealt with as their proselytes; that is, that unless they were cir- 
cumcised, and observed the law, they could not be saved, Acts, 15, 1. 
But still it remains a great enquiry, whether the words contained 
in the second, third, and fourth verses, are to be taken generally, so 

as to exclude all believing Jews from any benefit by Christ, or by 
the covenant of grace, who sought for justification by the works 
of the law? or whether they are to be restained only to the be- 

lieving Gentiles? Now, in answer to this question, let it be noted 
that the law of Moses being given to the Jews, and some of its pre- 
cepts being stiled everlasting covenants and commandments, and they 
having all engaged to observe it, might think themselves obliged 
‘still to be circumcised, and observe the law by virtue of God’s pre- 

cept, till it was more solemnly by God declared to be abrogated, 
though they expected not to be justified by it, for so we find it was 
with the believing Jews, they all continued zealous of the law, Acts 
21, 20., and thought all Jews obliged to observe it, v. 24.; but then 
they thought to be saved not by the law but by the grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, Acts 15, 11., as the believing Gentiles were, and they 

believed in Christ that they might be justified by faith in Christ, and 
not by the works of the law, Gal. 2,16. But now the Gentiles being 
not under the obligation of the law of Moses, they having first be- 

lieved in Christ, and received upon that faith the Holy Ghost, they 
could not afterwards submit to the observance of the law, but by 

so doing they must testify they thought not faith in Christ sufficient 
to justification, or acceptance with God, without the observation of 
the law, and therefore must submit to it for these ends, and so must, 
in effect, deny that faith in Christ would justify them; or that the 
giving of the Holy Ghost was a sufficient evidence of their accept- 
ance with God, which was a tempting, or distrusting of God after 
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indebted for the substance of what he says to the 
Greek Commentators, of whom, however, he deigns 
not to make any mention. 

Thus the Apostle does not forbid circuntcision to 
the Jews as a national rite, but as a rite necessary to 
salvation. But the Galatians, having no such poli- 
tical obligation, could only use it as necessary to 
justification and salvation; which would make void 
faith and grace, and is therefore forbidden. See Grot. 
and Michaelis. 

3. raauy is ill rendered by our English translators 
and Doddr. again. It seems to signify contra, vicis- 
sim, (as it is rendered by Koppe,) or rather (as it 
rendered by Whitby and Borger), and again, fur- 
thermore, in Matt. 5, 33. 13, 44. and sometimes in 
the Classical writers. (See Borger.) Tlepirépvecdos 
must here be taken in a reciprocal sense, namely, 
undertake the rite of circumcision. ’Odesrérns éors 
is for 6efaer; as in Rom. 8, 12. 15, 27., where see 
the notes. Now both circumcision and baptism, 
and indeed ‘every initiatory rite introducing any one 
into any religious society 1s symbolical of obligation 
to follow its rules and perform its injunctions. 

3. rojo, to perform, keep, observe. So the Hebr. 
moy, which I am surprised the etymologists should 
not have perceived is the radix of aoxéw; had they 
been aware of this, they would not have proposed 
such absurdities as are enough to bring etymology 

so full a demonstration of grace and favour to them, Acts 15, 8. 
9, 10. 

I therefore think these words concern as well those Jews as Gen- 
tiles who sought for justification still, not by their faith in Christ, 
but through the works of the law, Rom. 9, 31, 32., and held cir- 
cumcision necessary to all, not by way of precept only, but as a 
necessary ineans of salvation; for by. these things, saith the Apostle, 
they in effect declared that Christ was dead in vain, and frustrated 
the grace of Christ, Gal. 2, 21., and so fell from it. Nor is it easy 

to perceive how they should have justification and salvation from 
him, from whom, after the revelation of him, they did not expect 
it, or have faith in him to justification, by whom they thought not 
that they should be justified.” . 

VOL. VII. 26 
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into disgrace. The above derivation is confirmed 
by the vowel point. It may be observed that the 
termination ckew denotes habit. So ackew dperiy. 

4, 5,6, In these verses the Apostle explains why 
circumcision so undergone must exclude from the 
salvation by Christ. 

Karapycicbas, or karapyniivos amd Tivds, signifies pro- 
perly ‘‘ to be freed from, to be no longer bound to;” 
as in Rom. 7, 2 & 6., karapy. amd Tod YOULOU. It must 

here simply denote separation from. Thus the sense 
is: “ye are separated from all community with, and 
consequently all benefit from,” &c. So Theophyl.: 
ovdeniay Kolwviay eyere peta Xgicrod. By dixcsovede 
is meant, ‘‘ ye seek to be justified, seek justification 
and redemption.” So Cicumen. : dixasodobas Syreire, 
Or omovdagere. 

The words following 77s yepiros are added by way 
of explanation, and the sense is: ‘‘ye miss of jus- 
tifying grace,” (see Wetstein’s examples,) or, as 
Borger explains (with a reference to ver. 5 & 6), 
“ve no longer profess the Christian religion, and 
therefore are not to be accounted Christians at all.” 
It is shrewdly remarked by Wets., that “if it had 
been altogether impossible for any one to fall from 
grace, this would have been perfectly incongruous.” 

5. ypcis yap mvedpars ex mictews errida’ diKasoodyys 
amekoeyoueda. The Apostle here shows that those 
are aiming at an absurdity who think that both reli- 
gions may be conjoined, and wish to be accounted 
Christians, even though they seek to attain justifica- 
tion by an obedience to the law. 

The sense is: “ For we (Christians) do not expect 
or hope for salvation by any external rites, but by 
the internal feelings,” i. e. by faith. (Borger.) And 
so Rosenm. and indeed long ago Pareeus and Grot. 
But this seems a very frigid, feeble, and forced 
sense. Far preferable is the interpretation of Wolf, 
who understands the zveduars of the doctrine of the 
Gospel, or the economy of the new covenant, as 
opposed to 77 capxi, just called ro ype. And to 
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this Koppe inclines. ‘ It will thus (says he) be 
equivalent to €v yapits; as at 4, 29. kara mvevpa is 
equivalent to kar’ erayyeaiov.” But, after all, I see 
no reason to desert the antient and common opinion, 
that xvedua here signifies the Holy Spirit. So 
Theophyl.: 7ueis of riorol, oF vow, AAA mvedpars 
dylw érmigoney dikasotrobor mos; €k miorews, Aci 
yao moonyeiobas Tay TicTIy, cira TH EmidoiTycEs TOD dyiou 
[Ivevnaros aperty TOY cpapTiayv AapBavely, Kak OsKaLov- 
char év to Barricpars. And Theodoret.: tov yap 
Tov mvevaros appabwve deEdpevoi, Kal TAS emayyerious 
TigTEsovTes, Tov TeoTdoKWLEvoy Bioy mpoorpevoney, b9 aba- 
YATIn KOE LOULEVOS TIS CpapTias OK EXEL THY mpoTPoryy. 
See also Chrys. and Gicumen.* 

The modern Commentators have not noticed the 
elliptical use of the yap. There is, as often, a clause 
omitted; which Chrys. seems to have been aware 
of; for he remarks, that ‘‘ having shown them the 
shipwreck of faith and salvation they must sustain 
by Judaizing, he now points out to them the port of 
grace, and teaches them the ready and safe course 
by which salvation may be attained.” 

5. dmrexdexsuela éarida dix. is treated by Koppe as 
a mete periphrasis for diKosoodvyy arexdex.: and he 
refers to Polyb. 746. yevomevys wdereias tois Kapyy- 
doviois dE1as Twv reocdokwpevwy earidwy. “ For eamis 
(says he) is the thing hoped for ; as in 1 Cor. 9, 10. 
and elsewhere.” It is, however, neither a periphra- 
sis, nor a pleonasm, but rather a very energetic 
expression denoting anxious longing and earnest 

* So Whitby paraphrases: ‘‘ We expect the hope of justification 
and glory; for being justified by faith we have peace with God, and 
rejoice in hope of the glory of God; it is through this spirit that we 
wait for, and expect this glory; for he is the pledge and earnest 
of it; by him we are sealed up to the day of redemption, and wrought 
up to the expectation of it, and therefore are not ashamed of our 
hope, because the love of God is shed abroad into our hearts by the 
spirit which he hath given us; and thus do we, who have the first 

fruits of the spirit, wait for the redemption of our bodies, or the 
glorious liberty of the sons of God, Rom. 8, 21 & 23." See Bp. 
Hall ap. Mant, also Est., Beza, Gomar, and Mackn. 

ZG® 
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hoping for any thing. Thus in Rom. 8, 19. it is 
united with arocaauvly ; and in 1 Cor. 1, '7. droxa- 
aviv tov Kugiov. The Apostle (which I am sur- 
prised no Commentator should have noticed) seems 
to have had in mind a very beautiful passage of 
Deut. 28, 32. “ Thy sons and daughters shall be 
given unto another people, and thine eyes shall look 
for them and fail, grow dim (or, as the Sept. renders, 
grow sore), with longing for them.’’? Indeed éxéé- 
xopat, like oroxagadoxew, seems properly to mean 
thrust and stretch forward the head and neck, as in 
anxious expectation. And so the. Apostle himself 
appears to have thought, by what we find in Rom. 
8, 19. 7 droxagadoKia Tis KTITEws THY amoKarUWIY TeY 
viav Tod Ocod awexdeyeras. It is plain that dixasocvvys 
must be rendered, not righteousness (as in the 
E. V.), but justification. ) 

6. ev yap Xpiorw Inoou—évepyounevy. In this verse 
there is neatly the same sentiment repeated, yet so 
as to show that Christians do right in rejecting every 
use of the Mosaic Law, and resting solely upon the 
internal feelings of the heart. (Borger.) 

Koppe renders: ‘ Christi judicio, sive circum- 
cisus fueris, sive non circumcisis, nihil interest, modo 
confidas ejus benignitati, et benevolentia complec- 
taris alios.” And so Rosenmuller. But in these 
interpretations 1 cannot acquiesce: nor do I see 
why év té Xgicrw is to be rendered Christi gudi- 
cio. And as to animz sensus, I can see nothing 
of the kind in the words. ‘The antient Commenta- 
tors appear to have taken a far more correct view 
of the scope and sense of the passage. To Xpicro 
is explained by them, and also by Whitby, ‘‘ an the 
economy of Christ, in the Christian religion.” ‘The 
exposition of Chrysost. is so excellent, that, though 
somewhat long, I cannot suppress it: p. 751, 7. 6 
yap TX pio roy evduodpevos, pyKeTs TaITA mEeprepyagerdm, 
Gyo Kal py €reyev, brs CraBepov 4 mrepitopy mus ody 
adiadopoy auto tibyow ;- ddicdopoy ert rwy 7dy po Tis 
mlorews ET YHKITWY, OUK Ex) THY meTa THY MloTW MELITEL- 
vonevy’ Bpa be mod avryy eFeBare, petra aKpopucrias 
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oTiTAs avTiy’ TO yap Tolouy Tiy diaPopay, 7 TioTIs Eoriv 
womep ou dv abANTAS TIS KATAAEYT, AY TE YpuTOS, AY TE 
TiLOUS, AY TE PLEACVAS, AY TE AEUKOUS, OvdEV diadheper mos 
Tv OoKiaciay TATA, AAAG Wa ioyugol Kal eriorypoves 
oI povoy TodT def SyTEiv’ olTw kal Tov PEAROYTA GTro- 
yedper fas cis ry Koya) drabjnyy, audey Prdmres 70 
TWUATIKA TAaUTL ATAVTA, WOTED OUY GUTE OVIVyolY, AY 

meory, So also Theophyl., Gicumen., and Theo- 
doret. And this is, upon the whole, I think, a just 
view of the sense. 

6. ts ioyves, “ avails any thing to salvation.” It is 
not, however, necessary to suppose that this is only 
said of the circumcised before they became Chris- 
tians. For circumcision, even after Christian bap- 
tism, would avail nothing to salvation. Yet it would 
not ixjure, unless relied on as a means of obtaining 
justification. 

5. Grad mistis Ov aydmns évepyoupevy. On the 
sense of these words Commentators are little agreed. 
The antient Interpreters take the éyarys of love to 
Christ, of which, Chrysost. says, the Apostle means 
to hint those were devoid who listened to the seduc- 
tions of false teachers, as must also be the false 
tcachers themselves. Others think that é&yamys refers 
to charity towards the Heathens. But this can still 
less be tolerated. I, however, am so far inclined to 
agree with Chrys., that I think the- Apostle meant 
to strike a home blow at one of their greatest faults, 
namely, the want of this éyary, notwithstanding all 
the pretensions to great scrupulosity as to the Law 
and the Gospel. I think, therefore, that Grot., and 
most recent Commentators, rightly render: “ that 
which shows itself, exerts its force in charity, or be- 
nevolence.” ‘That disputes and uncharitable brawl- 
ings had taken place, 1s clear from ver. 13, 15 & 26. 
It is agreed by the most eminent Commentators 
(see especially Cameron., Grot., and Borger), that 
évepy. must have the sense above assigned, and not 
that which some, as Whitby, attribute to it, namely, 
is made active by, is wrought, perfected by (see Schl. 
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Lex.); though the two significations in some degree 
merge into each other. 

Nay, if any one will choose to interpret ayarys 
both of love towards God and towards man for 
God’s sake, he may possibly be right. 

7. erpéyete KanwS Tis bpas evexobe TH AAyfela py 
weifecba:; Here we have an agonistical metaphor. 
See the note on 2,2. °Eyxerrw signifies to cut off 
and intercept any one’s course. ‘The common read-- 
ing here is avexove. But there is reason to think that 
evexoWe is the true one. The former may, indeed, 
be defended by some examples adduced by Eisner, 
Krebs, and Loesner (to which I add Onosand. 63, 1. 
dvaPurropevor Kal OucmpooiToL, Kal ToIS UmypETOIS TOUS 
mporwvtas avaxortew KerevoyTes), yet that is unneces- 
sary, as the other is so superior both in external and 
internal evidence. Indeed, in the few MSS. in which 
avex. is found, it arose probably by mere chance, 
since e and « are perpetually confounded. 

In the next words 77 aaybela pa reifecbas there are 
variations in the MSS. But, as the best Critics 
admit, there is no reason to alter the common text, 
in which the wéibecdas is governed of dare, and the 
py is thought to be redundant; as is the case with 
several other verbs of peculiar kinds, on which see 
Matth. Gr. Gr. Though it is, with reason, ques- 
tioned by Hoogev. whether these can be really 
accounted pleonasms. Indeed, a word is often 
thought pleonastic, when it would not be used ac- 
cording to the idiom of some other language, in re- 
spect of which it is called pleonastic. 

By &anbeia is meant the true doctrine of Christ. 
See 3, 1. and 2,5 & 14. It might be parallelled by 
our modern word orthodoxy, as opposed to the he- 
terodoxy of the Judaizers. 

The interrogation is, as Theophyl. observes, 6A\0- 
Pupopevov. So Chrys. : : TOUT OL dmopovyros €oT! Keel Sen- 

vouvTos P-ADOY, WOT Ep Kos ep. poo bev EAEYE, TI UP.OS 

eRaoKkryvey ; 
8. 7 wend ovkK Ek TOU KaAoYTOS Uuas. It is ob- 
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served by Borger, that the difficulty here hinges on 
the sense of the rare word zeipovy, only found else- 
where in Eustath. and in Hesych.: rede, reioepov7 
miotis. It may signify either evrafeia, pliability, 
obedience, (as the antient Commentators and most 
moderns take it), or craftiness in persuading others, 
deceivableness, (to use the expression of the E. V. in 
2 Thess. 2, 10.), as referred to the false teachers. 
And so Par. Menoch., Erasm., Est., Zeger, and 
Pisc. As to authority, the passage in Eustath. is in 
favour of the latter interpretation. But the context 
is, I think, clearly in favour of the former and more 
common interpretation: for there is evidently a pa- 
ronomasia, and an allusion to zei§ec$a: just before ; 
q.d. ‘‘ this facility and readiness to hearken,” &c. 
That reicpovy} will bear this sense, is apparent from 
Hesych.; and the authority of so very modern a 
writer as Eustath. is of little weight. Upon the 
whole, though the former interpretation seems to 
deserve the preference, yet ‘Theophyl. well explains 
thus: Tod weibecbat trois amarwciw, ovK eoTW ek Tov 
Xpiorov’ od yap exdrerev yuas exelvos iva weibyobe rors 
oup.Povrcvoucty loudaigery. 

The 7 is for avry 7, this. The rod xaactyros may 
be interpreted either of God, or, with some modern 
Commentators, as Locke, Doddr., and Mackn., of 
Paul. But I prefer the former, which is supported 
by the authority of the antients. 

Q. paxpa Sun orov ro Gigapa Susot Chrys. and 
Theophyl. ably trace the connexion thus: ‘ That 
they might not say, ‘“* Why so severe upon us for 
obeying one precept of the Law (namely, circumci- 
sion) ? why exaggerate our blame.” 

In the interpretation of this expression, which is 
evidently a proverbial one (occurring also in 1 Cor. 
5, 6., and on which see Schoettg. Adag. S. N. T. p. 
108.), the modern Commentators hesitate, as it seems 
to me, very needlessly. Many moderns, as Grot., 
Hamm., Locke, Mackn., and Borger, refer it to the 
false teachers; q. d. “a few false teachers may, by 
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their doctrines, corrupt the whole congregation.” 
The antients, however, and many moderns, as Est., 
Whitby, Wells, Rosenm., Jaspis, and (as it seems) 
Koppe, refer it to circumcision and such other Ji 
mited observances of the Law as those Judaizers 
might be content, at first, to enjoin. So Theophyl.: 
aores yag 7 Spy mos avryy Supol kal weTamoieL TO GAoY 
Gdcapa, Koiros piKea oon oftTw Kal 7 mEpITOUA, pio ooo 
EvTOA?), EIS TEAELGY lovdaiopoyv buds petaxare. And 
Koppe: “ Tell me not that circumcision, and other 
such rites, are immaterial and indifferent, and that 
in them you may accommodate yourselves to the 
counsels and wishes of those persons, without com- 
promising your Christian profession; for, I fear, 
this strong inclination which you have tor those 
things, though very immaterial, would so corrupt 
you, as to entirely destroy your Christian principles.” 

I cannot but think that this latter interpretation 
deserves the preference, since it seems to be con- 
firmed by the verse preceding, and also ver. 31., 
where see the note. On gvgapa Borger has much 
needless discussion; for on either interpretation, and 
especially the latter, the import is plain. 

10. éyw réroiba cis tas ev Kugiw, ors avdeyv &ADAO 

dpovycere. It is remarked by Koppe and Borger, 
that lest the reprehensions before thrown out should 
too much depress and consequently alienate them, 
the Apostle here softens that harshness by expres- 
sions indicative of confidence in their docility, and 
readiness to return to the right course.” 

Here one would have expected some introductory 
particle, as de, which, indeed, is found in three an- 
tient MSS ; but it seems to have arisen from the 
margin. Koppe would subaud é¢, or aaad. But such 
an ellipsis is not usual. ‘The fact is, the Apostle 
here, as occasionally elsewhere, adopts the figure 
asyndeton, (which, as the Prince of Critics long ago 
observed, ) has, when properly employed, great energy. 
The sense may be thus expressed: ‘‘ I for my part, 
place confidence in you: for €is pas is not (as 
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Borger regards it) redundant: nor was there any 
reason for the recent Commentators, as (Koppe and 
Borger,) to have stumbled at the sense of Kupiw. 
Nothing can be more harsh and frigid than the in- 
terpretation they propose. ‘The true sense is, un- 
doubtedly, that assigned by the antient Commen- 
tators, and, of the moderns, by Grot. and Koppe, 
namely: “ Deo adjuvante,’’ “ by God’s help and 
blessing.” So we familiarly say, “ I trust, or I 
hope in God he will not go.” We may regard this 
as one of the many phrases scattered up and down 
in the Apostie’s writings, indicative of a mind tho- 
roughly imbued with a sense of man’s dependence 
upon God for every blessing, both temporal and 
spiritual. Such as these it were unwarrantable to 
fritter away into unmeaning generalities. 

In the words 6rs oddev dAA0’ Peovysere there is an 
ellipsis, which may (I think) be attributed (as often) 
to the modesty of the Apostle. Had this been at- 
tended to, no one would ever have thought of sup- 
plying, (with Jerome) “ than as I do,” or (with 
Whitby) “than as I exhort you to be ;” or (with 
Borger) interpreting, “ agree with me on the truth 
of the above proverb.”” ‘The true mode of supplying 
the ellipsis. is undoubtedly that of Beza, Menoch., 
Est., Tir., and Koppe, rap’ @ adrol edyyyerdpyy dpiv. 
Compare 1, 8 & 9. 

10. 6 0€ rapacowy tpas Parrace TO kpipa. The de 
is rendered by Koppe, ceterum, however, be that as it 
may. ‘Ode rapaccwv—y. Wets. illustrates the force 
of raguoo. from Galen. ragdrrovres povoy Tods pavbc- 
vovras, Sidackovres 0’ oddev. And Schleus. compares 
a similar use of the Heb. 8W3in Mic. 7, 9. Since 
it appears from ver. 12. and supra 1, 7. 4, 7. 6, 17. 
that these disturbers were many in number, it may 
be supposed (with the best Commentators) that the 
Apostle here, as often, uses the singular collectively. 
The sense, then, seems to be: ‘* whoever may be 
the troublers.” Wolf and Doddr. infer from the 
phrase éor19 dy ¥, in conjunction with the use of the 
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plural elsewhere, that the Apostle was not informed 
of any particular false teacher. But this seems not 
a correct inference. It should rather appear that 
though his remarks were applicable to, and glanced at 
many, hemeant to particularly level his rebukes against 
some individual. Koppe conjectures that the éeris 
ay 7 hints that the persons in question were persons 
of dignity and authority, such (I would add) as we 
have reason to think were some of the Corinthian 
false teachers. Who these persons were we know 
not for certain; and conjectures will not be worth 
detailing. See Jerome in loc. 

10. Bacraces 76 kpipae, “ shall bear the punish- 
ment.” Kopiceras +. x. Compare James 3, 1. 
Rom. 18, 2. 1 Pet. 4, 17., where see the notes. 

11. éyw d€, adergol, eb wepitouyy ers Kypvocw Ti 
evs, &c. The Apostle here adverts to a calum- 
nious charge brought against him by the Judaizers 
above mentioned, namely, ¢nconsistency—restraining 
them from the observance of the Law, though to 
some other Churches he had permitted, nay en- 
joined it. ! 

By these words being introduced just after men- 
tion of the disturbers, it plainly appears that they 
were the promulgators of this calumny. We may 
therefore thus paraphrase: ‘‘ Now as to the calumny 
propagated by such persons, that I preach circum- 
cision, it is sufficient to reply: “ If I (indeed) now 
(that Iam become a Christian) preach it, why am I 
yet persecuted by the Jews and Judaizers? Surely 
the disgust and offence they took would have 
ceased.” 

Kygiccw is for diddoxw. ‘The repiropuy is, as Koppe 
says, for érs 4 repirowy icyver t13 aS at ver.6. And 
dpa signifies profecto, tandem. 

11. dpa karypyntas 76 oKevdaroy Tov oTavpo0. Some 
recent Commentators, (as Noesselt,) have proposed a 
strange interpretation of the eravpod, namely, cala- 
mity. But, as Borger acknowledges, there is no 
reason to desert the antient and common interpreta- 
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tion, namely, the doctrine of the crucifixion of Christ. 
And Borger aptly compares 1 Cor. 1, 17. seq., where 
the cross is said xevodo§a: (as here karapyciobas). 
And at ver. 18. it is called ¢ aAdyos tod cravpod: and 
further on, at ver. 23., it is said: ypels Kypioooney 
Xpicriv éeoravewpevov, “lovdaiois cxavdarov. Borger 
observes, that the words-are susceptible of two modes 
of interpretation. Ist. “ There is thus taken away 
the stumbling-block which hinders the Jews from 
embracing the doctrine of Jesus Christ crucified.” 
Qdly. rs ckavdaroyv rod cravpov being put per apposi- 
tionem for oraupos 8 éors oxavdarcy (on which sort of 
apposition see Grot. on this passage and on Rom. 4, 
11.), the sense may be this: ‘* For thus is taken 
away all that doctrine which is so odious to the Jews, 
and which proves such a stumbling-block to them.” 
The latter interpretation is adopted by Grot., Ro- 
senm., and Borger, which last mentioned Commen- 
tator remarks that oravgod may be interpreted either 
of the whole doctrine of the Gospel, whose primary 
dogma was the death of Christ, or the doctrine of 
the death of Christ ; and that, on either interpreta- 
tion, the Apostle’s argument will hold good. But 
surely the latter is by far the more apt, namely, “ the 
doctrine of the sacrifice of the death of Christ, and 
his laying down his life by a violent and ignominious 
death as a ransom for many.” Now as by this death 
deliverance from the curse of the Law, and from its 
burthensome ceremonies was purchased, and also that 
justification which, by the Mosaic Law, could never 
have been obtained, so, by making the law void and 
of none effect, (nay even being inconsistent with any 
use of its ordinances as available to justification,) it is 
no wonder that this fundamental doctrine of the 
cross of Christ should have been to the Jews a stum- 
bling-block. This view of the subject is entirely 
supported by the Greek Commentators. (See Chrys.) 
Theophyl. parapbrases thus: Ei wepiropyy kypurra, 
TETOUTAL TO TKAVOAAOY 0 TKAVIAALSoVTOL ETL TH TTAUPH 
ob "Toudatos Ov ovdev yao Erepov oKavdaArtfovras emi Two 
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TOO TTAUPOD KYpUYLAT, Kal ov TaApAdeyovTaAs TOTO, Ek px) 
Oia TO Kararverbas THY wepiToUry Kal TOY vowoY vad ToU- 
tov. “Qore repirouns KyguTToevns Om €p.00, 7 wey THY 
"Toudaiwy, Kal mpos Tov oTraupov, Kal TO okeLVOAAOY 0 oKALY- 
Oarigovrar ex’ avTo, KaTypyATOL Kol memauTCs. 

12. Gerov Kak aroxoWovras of dvarrarodvTEs Umas. 
There are few passages which have more perplexed the Commen- 

tators, or given rise to greater variety of opinions, than the present. 
The antients take doco. in a physical sense, and think there is a 
paronomasia on the preceding zepcrojjy ; q.d. ‘1 would that they 
who are so forward to enjoin circumcision would cut off the mem- 
bra genitalia.” So Chrys. renders: ei BovAovrar, py TegiTenvéo- 
Owoay povoy, d\d\a TeptkozTésOwoay (or, as is read in some MSS., 
amokorrés8woay). And so Cicumen. 760 c. Tept UwY por méAer, 

Tept O€ ray dvacrarovrTwY bpas, Os dyiaTa yoooUYTWY, OvK ETL ToL- 
yapovy py povoy reptreprvéoOwoar, add eile Kal aroKorous Eavrous 
éroinoay. And Theophyl.: ei0e pu) povoy weprerépvovro, adda Kal 
Tedelws dréxoroy Ta éavtdv popia. This, Wets. thinks, is meant 
as a bitter sarcasin on their lasciviousness. 

The above interpretation is also supported by not a few modern 
Commentators, as Beza, Grot., Raphel, Kypke, Rosenm , Schleus., 
and most recent ones. But to this it has been objected by Doddr., 
that “it by no means agrees with the mild genius of Christianity to 
suppose that the Apostle (who understood it so well, and cultivated 
itso much) should mean by the expression in question to intimate 
that he wished them dead, or wished that any bodily evil were in- 
flicted upon them by human violence.”’ It must, however, be remem- 
bered, that the word does not suppose it to have been inflicted by 
human violence, but by themselves, and voluntarily. At the same 
time, I cannot but think, (with Erasm., Crell., Le Clerc, Elsner, 
Whitby, and others,) that the sentiment arising out of that interpre- 
tation has far too much of levity, and is too bitter, imprecatory, 
and scurrilous a sarcasm to be supposed to come from the Apostle. 
And it is in vain for Koppe and Borger to urge the change of man- 
ners and different ideas in ages so far distant ; since we find nothing 
like it in any other part of the Apostle’s writings, even when we 
might have sooner expected bitterness and scurrility, namely, in 
speaking of the Corinthian false Apostles. ~And though it may be 
urged that the paronomasia requires this interpretation, yet that 
figure, though frequently used by the Apostle, is not to be intro- 
duced unnecessarily, as, I think, is sometimes done by recent Com- 
mentators. As to the passage of Phil. 3, 2., it is nothing to the 
present purpose, since there is only a paronomasia between cararopjy 
and zrepirojujy, but no aim at a jest. 

I cannot, however, approve of other interpretations which have 
been substituted in the room of the antient one. ‘hat of Elsner is 
destitute of all support from the usus loquendi ; and that of Koppe 
and others, ‘‘ may they be punished and suffer perdition from God 
(as Basracer 76 Kpipa at ver. 10.)" is liable to much more serious 
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objection, and is equally at variance with the norma loquendi. 
Upon the whole, I see no interpretation so little liable to objection 
as that of Gomar., Pisc., Menoch., Par., Est., Crell., Whitby, 

Mackn., Doddr., and most Commentators for the Jast century, who 
take the expression to signify either, ‘‘ 1 would that they would cut 
themselves off from the society, (and so Jortin., Dresig., and Jaspis, 
or, supposing the future middle to be used in a passive sense (as 
often), “ I would that they were cut off from the society (by ex- 
communication).” As to what Kypke urges in objection to this, 
it is frivolous. For, in the first place, nothing is more frequent 
than this change of the future middle into the future passive, and 
of the future passive into the future middle; on which Borger mar- 
shals a host of critical references. ‘The same learned Commentator 
has ably defended this interpretation against all the objections of 
Koppe. As to the ellipsis of d¢’ tu@y, it is no more harsh than 
most others in the Apostle’s writings, and is defended by a similar 
one in éxx\efecy supra 4, 17., where see the note, and also that on 
4, 30. 

Finally (to use the words of Whitby) this seems agreeable to a 
similar passage of 1 Cor. 5, 6 & 7. where having said, as here, a little 
leaven leavens the whole lump, he adds, purge out therefore the old 
leaven, i.e. put away from yourselves the wicked person, which he 
himself here would not do alone, because he saw his authority 
among them was impaired, and he feared this rather might exaspe- 
rate than cure their distemper. And when (as Doddr. says) we 
consider the particular circumstances in which these seducing 
teachers opposed the Apostle, it will appear they very well deserved 
that ecclesiastical censure which, it seems, the Apostle here wishes to 

be pronounced against them. 
The avacrotvres, it may be observed, are the same with the oi 

rapdooovres at 1,7. and supra 10. And so Acts 17, 6. ot rij 

oikoupérvny avacrovvres. The term signifies properly to turn upside 
down, and metaphorically to unsettle, disturb, 

13. smeis yap em’ erevbepian exaydyre, adergot. It is 
observed by Borger, that the interpretation of these 
words will depend upon that of the former ones. 
But upon the frst interpretation there can be no con- 
nection imagined here, without great violence ; and 
scarcely less so on the second; q. d. “ Well, be that 
as it may, do you enjoy the liberty they seek to 
destroy, for you were called,” &c. I therefore can- 
not agree with Borger, that “ whichever be adopted, 
the words must be closely connected with the pre- 
ceding ;” (though I see they are so taken by Koppe). 
It should rather appear that there is no connection at 

c \ 

all, and that the yap refers to ver.8 & 9. 4 meso povy— 
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pndev aA Pooyyoere; the words of ver. 11 & 12. 
being in some degree parenthetical ; q. d. “* Do so, I 
say, for ye were called to the Christian faith for 
freedom,” i. e. to be free. “E”evdepia is not (as some 
suppose) put for érevdepiav. ‘The ézi has, (Rosenm. 
and Borger think) a sense frequent in the best 
writers, namely, hac lege et conditione ut; as in 
Thucyd. 7, 83. el ris Babnexen én erculepig ws vous 
amsévat. Diodor. Sic. 2, 24. erase tous Lepas én’ 
erevdepia Koavijoas THs Hyenovias. And I would add, 
that this signification is frequent in Thucyd. Here, 
however, the use of éxi differs from the Classical, and 
the sense is: ‘‘ ¢o the intent that ye should be free 
(from the Law of Moses). *'' So TheophyL., who well 
paraphrases : 00x ive Dovredopey TO vOpeD, EKAHI nev 
im Tov Xpiorov" AN to ércvbegidcaper & ams guyov THs 
vopsKns dovaeias’ On Kareiobas see 1, 6. and the note 
there. 

13. peovoy px) THy €revdepiay els aboppay 77 oapKt. It 
is evident that there 1 is here an ellipsis of é spare; and 
that ryv is for ravryy tyv. Wets. illustrates the 
ellipsis: from Arrian Epict. 3, 24. aro poyns Tis 7KEI, 
peovoy pj tTekakov. It is well observed by Borger, that 
having made mention of liberty, the Apostle gives 
them a seasonable admonition on its right use; on 
which subject he continues to treat up to 6, 10.* <A 
striking proof that the Apostle, though he main- 
tained that all force was taken away from the Mosaic 
Law, yet was the farthest from the temerity of those 
who abuse the doctrine of justification and Christian 

* Thus Theoph.: ‘ As possibly they might say, ‘ Since, then, we 
are free, we may do as we please,’ the Apostle rectifies this miscon- 
ception, and shows that we have not this eis dgoppny rais capkicats 
értOupiats: for we were not for this purpose freed from the yoke of 
the law, that we should rush headlong, but that, without the law, 
we should walk evpv6uds, as being better instructed: and we were 
only set free from the ceremonial, not from the moral precepts of the 
law.” By the way, I would observe, that this, if a correct interpre- 
tation, would prove the marriage of Henry the Eighth with Catha- 
rine of Arragon to have been at variance with the Word of God, 
and, in that sense, unlawful. Whether Abp. Cranmer employed the 
passage in his Treatise on that subject, I know not. 
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liberty into sluggish indifference to the moral duties, 
or absolute violation of them. See Rom. 6, 9. seqq. 
supra 2, 10. 1 Cor. 7, 39. 

Borger observes, that &opgu7 not only signifies an 
occasion, but a cause, also a help, and furtherance in 
doing any thing. And he refers to Munth in loc. 
and Wets. on Rom. 7, 8.; and adds, that in general 
it is used of the abuse of what is in itself good; as 
in Demosth. p.16. ra ed rparrenw rapa tiy a&lav &op- 
[4 TO Kakws Ppovely Toig avonrois yiveras. 

Cicumen. well-expounds thus, 761 a. pi aroyey- 
onobe Ty €rcubEpin, Els To dovrEvEWW Kal Tals TIS TapKoS 
eridupioss. Compare 1 Pet. 2, 16. 2 Pet. 2, 19. 
Among the many Classical passages adduced by 
Wets. the most apposite are the following. Aristid. 
p- 572. Avoirencorepoy prev civas Oovrevew, 7 Kakayv edo- 
Osoy Try ercvbepiay eve. Liv. 34, 49. libertate modicé 
utantur, temperatam eam salubrem et singulis et 
civifatibus esse; nimiam, et aliis gravem, et ipsis, 
qui habeant, effrenatam et preecipitem esse. Hor. A. 
p- 282. in vitium libertas excidit ac vim, lege regi dig- 
nam. 

Koppe observes, that dovreveyv d° ayarys is for 
ayarav, and is used as being more suitable to r¥ 
erevbepia. But the Apostle meant (I think) to express 
more than simply dove each other, namely, inservire 
commodis mutuis.* It is well noticed by Gtcumen. 
and Chrysost., that dovrevere denotes the ro émirera- 
pevov TAS ayarns. For the Apostle, though he has 
taken away the yoke of the law, yet lays upon them 
another yoke, which, though light, is yet stronger, 
namely, that of love. What is meant here by éyary 
is clear from 6, 2. The antient Commentators (and, 
of the modern ones, Rosenm.,) observe that the Apos- 
tle hints at the giaapyia of the deceivers, and the 
disputes and enmities of the rest. It is here truly 

* And so dovdevery is used in Plato de Legg. L.10. (cited by 
Bulkley) ‘ Os éore (Pros seil.) 77 adnOelg kparovyra Shy roy GdAwy, 
kat po) dovdevdyra Erépowot kara vdpov. IL add Eurip. Phoen, 556. 
iAuos wey vv— re dovdever porois. 
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remarked by Theophyl., that d:acpyia is the mother 
of heresy and schism. 

14. 6 yao ras vopos év Ev Aoyw TAypoUTAL, Ev TH" 
"Ayamicers tov mayoioy cov ws éavtdv. Theoph. ob- 
serves, that the Apostle here, with admirable ad- 
dress, turns the discourse from doctrinal to moral 
subjects. He here gives an important moral maxim, 
the primary precept of the law, called in James 2, 8. 
Pacrasikos vopos. In this, as Koppe, Pott, and Borger 
observe, we are not to seek refinements, but take it 
in its plain and obvious sense. In order, however, 
to determine what is the exact sense, it is necessary 
to ascertain that of rangotras. Some explain: ‘* the 
whole law is completed,” i.e. he who obeys this precept, 
may be thought to obey the whole law. (See Borger.) 
And sofour English Translators, who render fu/filled. 
This interpretation is in some degree countenanced 
by the antient Commentators. ‘Thus Theophy]. 
(from Chrysost.) «i Gaws wanpody bree Tov vopov, px 
€y Tw TEgiTEepverbat, GAN ev TH ayamy TAypoUTE’ adry 
yoe Tov vopov mArjpwpa. See also Cicumen. and 
Theodoret. And Grot. annotates thus: ‘ Sicuti 
rudimenta implentur per doctrinam perfectiorem. 
Lex Israelitas tantum inter se jungit, Evangelium 
homines omnes; idque non quovis modo, sed prop- 
ter Deum.” All this may be very true; but it does 
not seem to have been in the Apostle’s view. I con- 
fess I see no reason to desert the more common in- 
terpretation, originally propounded by Vorst., and 
since his time supported by most eminent Commen- 
tators down to Koppe, Borger, Rosenm., and Jaspis, 
who take raygovra: as equivalent to davaxeParaiovras 
in a very similar passage of Rom. 13, 9. (where see 
the note), and also Matt. 22, 37. seqq. and 7, 12. 
Borger paraphrases thus: “ Of the whole law (both 
the Jewish, the moral, and the Christian ; see 2, 19.) 
the argumentum, as it were, amounts to this, comes 
to this,” &c. And he here compares a beautiful 
sentiment of Isidor. Pel. 4, 15. r& yap kar’ eidos éra- 
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pilpovneva Toy aperwy KaToobw@mara ple yEviKy &DET? TE- 
pieraver, sy ayary ToUvona. 

The passage of the, Old Testament alluded to is 
Levit. 19, 8. JW JY? NAAN; a sentiment (as Bor- 
ger observes) very often inculcated in the New Tes- 
tament, and which seems to have become proverbial. 
It is remarked by Koppe and Borg., that in enquiring 
into the import of the terms ws ceauriv, we are not to 
seek metaphysical refinements, or too much press on 
the sense. And the latter, after premising that the 
Apostle means not to say how much we are to love 
our neighbour, but gives an example of love, para- 
phrases: ‘ As it would be absurd and irrational for 
you not to love yourself, so love others ;” or, ** You 
love yourself, love others also.” And so many other 
of the modern school of German Theologians ex- 
plain : “ Not only love yourself, but likewise your 
neighbour.” But this mode of interpretation lies 
open to objections, especially one which occurred to 
the acute Koppe, namely, that it is manifestly ‘* made 
for the nonce,” and to avoid a doctrinal difficulty, 
which after all, however, is none: for, as Koppe re- 
marks, ‘after throwing aside all metaphysical subtil- 
ties, and considering the words only in their plain 
and popular import, they merely refer to the kind, 
not the degree, of love and good-will; q. d. “ Love 
your neighbour in the same manner as you love 
yourself, though not to the same degree ;” which 
would have been unnatural and impracticable, and 
therefore could not have been commanded. So 
that it comes to the same thing with the golden rule 
at Matt. 7, 12., to do unto others as we would they 
should do unto us. If Iam not mistaken, the same 
exposition is somewhere to be found in the writings 
of Dr. Paley. And, indeed, after all, the elaborate, 
but needless, disquisitions of Storr, Borger, and 
others, nearly come to this interpretation, though in 
a far less regular way. 

It is scarcely necessary to add, that by the ray 
VOL. VII. 2H 
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rayowy is meant Tov Erepov, every one with whom we 
have any connection. 

15. eb d€ dAArAous DaKvere Kal KaTecblere, BrémereE [7 
umd aAAVAwY avarwbyre. ‘The Apostle urges the ne- 
cessity of this duty from human motives, and from 
the evils which would result to them, as a society, 
from the opposite conduct. It is observed by Chrys. 
with his usual taste, that he expresses this by an 7f; 
though he knew it was too much the case. 

The é may be rendered “on the contrary.” The 
terms dakvere kal kareoSiere are Metaphors common to 
all languages, to denote scandals, envyings, disputes, 
broils, altercations, and calumnies: for to all these 
they are applicable; as will appear from the numerous 
Classical passages cited by the Philological Com- 
mentators, to which I add Max. Tyr. Diss. 35, 5. 
TepimimrovTes AAATAOS Kel OradaKvoyres. Philodem. ap. 
Brunck. Analect. 11, 88. yryvaoxw direiy wav Toy 
ireovra, kal Tov pe daxovra daxerv. I must here ob- 
serve, that xarecbiere is not (as Koppe and Borger 
suppose) synonymous with daxvere, but is a far 
stronger term: though I cannot think with Chrysost. 
that the former designates the effects of sudden 
anger or ill will, and the latter those of deliberate ma- 
lignity. It is, however, not necessary to refine on 
such a passage as this. ‘Though it is proper to ad- 
vert to the sense contained in the concluding words, 
which is expressed in a brief and popular way: 
“« ‘Take care lest ye be (all) consumed one of another, 
and (as a society) brought to ruin.” This, I find, has 
been anticipated by Jaspis, Schleus., and Borger. 

It is, with great probability, conjectured by Theo- 
doret, that these disputes arose chiefly between those 
who were zealous for the law, and those who main- 
tained the doctrine of salvation by grace: for which 
reason the Apostle first introduces this precept of 
love. And Whitby observes, that as the zeal of the 
Jews would not suffer an uncircumcised person to 
live among them, so might it be also with these zeal- 
ous Judaizers. 
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16. r€yw dé Lvedpari wepimareire, Kal emiupioy 
capkos ov py Teaconte. The reyw dé is a formula of 
earnest exhortation. So Koppe renders it: “ om- 
nino vero rogo et hortor vos.” Or it may be ren- 
dered, with Borger, “ hoc autem mihi volo.” And 
he refers to 3,17. 4, 1. Since, however, dé has often 
a resumptive force, it may, with Rosenm., be referred 
to the preceding, where he had taught them that 
liberty was not to be carried into licentiousness. 
But the antient Commentators (more properly, I 
think,) refer it to what immediately precedes.* 

It is remarked by Borger, that this verse contains, 
as it were, the sum of the precepts which the Apos- 
tle wished the Galatians to observe: and thus the 
verses following seem to explain and illustrate it. 

16. repirareire, live, act, &c.; like the Hebrew 
qonnn. A metaphor, as Koppe observes, well 
adapted to denote habit and manner of life. TIvev- 
pars. can by no means approve of the interpreta- 
tion of Morus, namely, ‘‘the human mind ;”? which 
is an unwarrantable lowering of the sense. And Ro- 
senm., though he does not adopt Morus’s gloss, yet 
too much lowers the sense by interpreting it, “lead 
a life conformable to the precepts of the Christian 
religion.”” This is certainly not the full import of 
the phrase, which, as Koppe and Borger observe, 
has the same import as mvevpati ayerbe at ver. 18., 
namely (as he renders) ‘“ yield yourselves to the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, who worketh in you.” 
And he truly observes, that the Apostle every where 
represents the Holy Spirit as the first principle and 
author of all that is good in men. Yet the exposi- 
tion of Mr. Locke (ap. Slade) may be admitted, 
especially with the qualification of it by Macknight, 

* So Theophyl. (from Chrysost.): ‘ After having said, that to 
bite and worry each other will tend to the destruction of all, he 
suggests the remedy for it, which both preserves love, and is pre- 
served by it, namely, the being spiritual. For “ if we.be spiritual, we 
love the more, and if we have this love, we become spiritual, and do 
not fulfil the lusts of the flesh.” 

Q2u2 
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who explains, men’s spiritual part, their reason and 
conscience enlightened by the doctrines and pre- 
cepts of the Gospel revealed by the Spirit of God.” 

16. xaléribupiay capkis od py rencontre. The xa is 
rendered by Koppe, contra vero. But it should ra- 
ther seem to signify “and thus.” The words kel 
éribupiay cagkes od py teAeoyTe are explained by 
some, ‘‘and by no means fulfil the lusts,” &c. Others 
take reaéoyre for the future réAerre, and xal for iva, 
with this sense: ‘and so ye willnot fulfil,’ &c. The 
latter, which is the more common interpretation, 
seems to be preferable: and certainly it is more sig- 
nificant. It is also adopted by Wets., who cites 
from Ach. Tat. ray éribupiav rercoas. 

17. 7 yop cag& éxibupe? Kata Tov mvedparos, To de 
mena kata tis cagkes. The yap appears to have 
reference toaclause omitted, q. d. “‘ (And need have 
ye to strive to follow the motions of the Spirit, if 
ye would not fulfil the lusts of the flesh ;) for the 
flesh,” &c. ’Eribupel card rod mvedparos. Borger 

observes, that é7i6. is for emibupias Ever. By oapé is 
meant the animal principle of man’s nature, which 
inclines him to gratify the desires of the flesh; 
and the veux is to be understood in the same way 
as in the last verse. See also the notes on 4, 6. and 
supra ver. 13. Now the desires and motions of these, 
it is said, are xara, at variance with each other, or, as 
the Apostle further adds, Avrikeira: aaayarois, i. e. 
(as Koppe explains) évayria eiot.* See the excellent 
annotation of Dr. Doddr. 

* Wets. compares Sext. Emp. Hypoth. 2, 14. avrixerrac 6€ radra 
&ddAfrous* Eoriy ardderkis, ovK ear amwoderkis. Nedarim 2. Fomes 

boni pugnat cum fomite mali, and several other passages from the 
Rabbins. See on this subject a learned Dissertation of Schoett.; 
annexed to his Hor. Hebr. “ De Luctu carnis et spiritus ad mentem 
priscorum Hebreorum.” Borger also compares Porphyr. de Abstin. 
L. 1. § 56. Ei cal per’ aXynddérvwr roreiabae ras bropovas éypiy, Kat 
ovdirov Tots vopors TOU Cwparos ExecBat, Braiots obs, Kal avriuempeé- 

vois-Tois TOU voU vOpolsL Kat Tats ddots Tats cwrnpio.s, bropévoper. 
And he adduces other beautiful passages from the Classical writers, 
to which I can only refer my readers, namely, Xen. Cyr, 6, 21. Cie. 
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17. ive prj, dav Oeranre, ravTa wore. ‘This is one of 
those passages in which a fancied doctrinal difficulty 
has led to interpretations evidently devised for the 
purpose of avoiding it. ‘The obvious sense is that 
expressed in our Common Version, ‘so that ye can- 
not do the things which ye would.” Now as the 
Apostle could not mean to admonish the Galatians 
not to fulfil the lusts of the flesh because they could 
never do the things which reason, conscience, and 
the Holy Spirit enjoined, so Commentators have de- 
vised various methods of interpretation. | Grot. 
would closely unite the words with the preceding, 
and render, “‘ne ea faciatis que. alioqui velletis.” 
But this is too violent a method to bear being adopt- 
ed. Very specious is the one pursued by Hamm., 
Pisc., Locke, Doddr., Slade, and Valpy, who render, 
‘*so that ye do not the things which ye would.” But 
1 am inclined to think that #va, when thus used for 
wore, will not admit the subjunctive, but requires 
the indicative.. I am surprised that Mr. Locke 
should think our Common Version is singular in the 
sense it assigns. The Latin Versions are indeed du- 
bious; but most of the early Commentators were 
inclined to adopt the sense “‘ cannot do;” and so 
almost all eminent Biblical Critics for the last cen- 
tury (and formerly Pareeus), who regard the ive as 
having the eventual sense, and think the assertion is 
to be understood not of what is always, but often the 
ease. Thus Borger renders: “ quo fieri solet, ut 
sepius, que velitis efficere nequeatis.” And he 
compares Eurip. Hippol. 380. and the Antiope cited 
by Valckn. in loc. So also Mackn., whose note may 
be consulted, together with an able annotation of 

Tusc. QO, 2, 21. and Max. Tyr. Diss. 28, 7. I add Philo Jud. 133 
D. duo yap hay éxdorw cvvoKovor yuvaikes éxApai Kal dvopevets 
&ddjAats, TOY Endorurias roy WuyiKoy oikoy dvarysThacat prrovec- 
KL@Y* TOUTWY Tiy pe Erépay ayaTopev, KErporjOn kat riOaooov Kak 
orrdrny Kar oixevordrny abrois vopizorres’ Kadeirar o€ dovy’ Thy 
dé érépay éxOalvoper, ariMascor, dvhpeporv, eEnyptwpeéryny, TOEpLW- 
rarny Hyovpevor’ Gvopa S€ Kal rary Eotly apeTh. 
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Whitby and Chrysost. It is, however, I fear, true 
that we shall seldom be found to do the good 
things we would, and the resistance and opposition 
of evil inclinations are almost always perceptible, and 
for this perpetual malady the only remedy is that 
suggested by the Apostle both here and after, 
namely, to seek the assistance of the Holy Spirit to 
strengthen the weakness of the flesh.* 

18. i d¢ TIveduars dyecde, odk éore td vopov. Koppe 
regards this as an ¢usertion rather connected with 
the scope of the Epistle than with the context. But 
to this I cannot assent. It should seem that the 
Apostle means to suggest the remedy for the deplo- 
rable frailty of our corrupt nature. See the note 
on the verse preceding. f 

* So Doddr. annotates: ‘ By the Spirit, which is here set in oppo- 
sition to the flesh, and is elsewhere expressed by the new man that is 
put on by such as are renewed in the spirit of their mind (Eph. 4, 
23 & 24.), we are to understand that no supernatural principle of 
grace which is imparted from above ta the renewed soul, to over- 
come the passions of the carnal mind, to set us free from the domi- 
nion of our lusts, and to inspire us with a love to holiness ; which 
divine and heavenly principle being communicated to us by the 
Holy Spirit, has frequently the title of the Spirit given to it, as it is 
plainly the effect and fruit of it; for that which is born of the Spirit 
is Spirit. (John 3, 6.) And there is such a contrariety in these two 
principles, that they are continually opposing one another in their 
desires and tendency, so that (as the Apostle adds) ye do not the 
things that ye would, ye do them not without doing violence to the 
opposite principle that would be drawing you another way ; which 
is agreeable to what the Apostle says (Rom. 7,19.) For the good that 
I would Ido not; but the evil which Iwould not, that I do. 

+ This, I find, was not unperceived by the great Chrysostom, 
who excellently traces the connexion, and illustrates the scope of 

the passage thus: zoia avre daxodovia; peyiorn péev Kal cays’ 6 
yp Tvevpa éxwy ws yp), oBévyver dia TovTov Tovnpay éexOupiay 
airacav’ 6 dé robTwy aradXayels, ov deirat THs ATO TOU vopov [on- 
Geias, ilnAdrepos TOAAG Tijs éxeivov Tapayyedias yevdomevos* O yup 
po) dpytRopevos, was detrar dkovery ov hoveboers;—ris yap dradé- 
yerat Tepl TOU KapToU Tis Kakias TO THY pleay adriy dvacracarTt; 
—rore pév eikdrws td vopoy ier, tva TO déer KoONAewpey Tas ere 
Ouuias, ovrw Tov rrvebparos pavévros. viv Sé rijs xadpros Sedopévns 
Tijs ov KeAevovons pdvoy atréy améyecOar, aA Kal rapatvotons 
avras, Kat mpos peiGova moXirelay dvayovons, tis xpela vopov; TO 
yup oiko0ev KaropOutrre Ta wel2w, TOU xpeia Tadaywyod ; 
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By the daw must be understood both the Mosaic 
Law and the law of nature. Thus it will embrace 
both the Jewish and Gentile Christians, both of 
whom the ye comprehends. 

19, 20, and 21. Koppe and Borger remark, that 
in considering this list of the vices generated by 
the flesh we are not too minutely to scrutinize each, 
and anxiously determine the difference of one from 
another, nor seek reasons why this and no other order 
was adopted ; since that varies in different passages, 
(see Mat. 15, 19. Mark 7, 21. 1 Cor. 6, 9 and 10. 
3, 8, Eph. 5, 3—5. Col. 3, 5. James 3, 14.), and 
the Apostle means no more than by an accumu- 
lation of vices, such as were prevalent in that age, 
to show how fruitful of crime is viciositas. But 
against this way of wrapping up matters of this kind 
I have on former occasions entered my strong pro- 
test ; and I must here repeat it. Whatever may be the 
case with the other sacred writers., St. Paul almost 
always digests these lists of vices into regular order, 
and throws them into groups; so he does here, as I 
shall show in discussing the terms in detail. As to the 
question, why should not some ot/er vices as nefarious 
have been inserted, it may be answered, that this list 
is not meant to be complete, since it concludes with 
kal T& bpo1m TovTos, and such like, and includes all 
the other vices to which our corrupt nature is prone. 

19. Gavepa dé éori Ta Epya TAS cupKos’ Arve errs, KC. 
Some Commentators here recognize a synchysis for 
havepoy d€ éort, aria, &c. But the common con- 
struction is the more natural. Here it is objected 
by Whitby,* that some of these vices seem not pro- 

* He seems to have derived the difficulty from the Greek Com- 
mentators, who, however, remove it in a more ingenious manner, 
Thus, speaking of the strifes, jealousies, heresies, &c., Chrys. 
maintains that by oapé the Apostle here means the yewd Noyiopoy, 
kat yaa cupdmevovy. And he adds: ei dé dicews raira rovnpas, 
Kai ov mpoampécews poxOnpads, mwepirrds eize, mpacaovew, adda, 
mdoxovor rivos dé évekey Kat Baowreias éxrizrovow; o0vde yap 
TOY ev vce, adAu THY ev rpoampecer Kal of orépavar Kal ai 
KoNazets, 
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perly works of the flesh, some being errors of the 
mind, and others evil dispositions of the spirit. 
And he offers some illustrations of the subject, which 
however seem somewhat sophistical. I am rather in- 
clined to agree with Doddr., that cap§ may here, as 
often, be taken to denote our corrupt nature, that 
natural corruption which is said to have infected all 
the faculties of man, and so extends to all the pow- 
ers of the mind, as well as to the appetites of the 
body ; and thus (as he observes) there is no difficulty 
in ascribing each of the particulars here enumerated 
to the flesh, as it is evident they all proceed from 
that corruption by means of which even the mind 
and conscience is defiled. ‘Tit. 1, 15. 

19. poryeia, wogvela, axalapria, aceryera. These four 
terms form a group descriptive of illicit venery ; as 
adultery, fornication, lasciviousness, and impurity of 
every kind, including sodomy and other abomina- 
tions, the evidence for whose existence justice to the 
Apostle compelled me to introduce at Rom 1. 

20. edwrorarceia, pappaxeia. Some, as Schleus., 
explain cidwa. of covetousness or an excessive attach- 
ment to the world. But (as Borger remarks) that 
signification seems unsupported by authority ; andas 
to the passages adduced by Schoettg. and Wets. at 
Eph. 5, 5., nothing can be from thence proved, than 
that there is a similarity between covetousness, or 
worldly-mindedness, and idolatry (since the covetous 
person makes as it were Mammon his God), or that 
this vice is so criminal as to be instar omnium reli- 
quorum.” It is clear that the common signification 
must be retained.* Koppe supposes that this vice is 

* Idolatry, it may be observed, is rightly numbered among the 
works of the flesh, since it originates in a grovelling and sensual 
mind, which cannot worship God in spirit, but brings him down to 
the senses, and represents him to corporeal eyes by images. Thus 
idolatry originally arose from sensuality, and tended ever to pro- 
duce and perpetuate it. Too true a description of the natural man 
is that of the Christian Poet of ourage. (Task, L. 5.) 

‘* Propense man’s heart to idols, he is held 
Jn silly dotage on created thing, 
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put after fornication, since that was called spiritual 
idolatry. And he refers to Num. 14, 33. and Apoc. 
14, 8. Borger compares Jalkut Rubeni, f. 10, 3. 
Idolatra non vocantur homines, quia anime eorum 
sunt a spiritu impuro, sed Israelitarum anime sunt 
a spiritu sancto. 

@Papuaxeix. Some, as Erasm., Beza, Pisc., Est., 
Menoch., Whitby, and Wets. understand this of 
poisoning; acrime by no means unexampled among 
the Greeks, Romans, and Jews. Borger refers to 
Havercamp on Tertull. Apol. c. 45. But surely 
this could not be reckoned among the works 
of the flesh, or those things to which human na- 
ture is prone. ‘Lhere is no reason to deviate 
from the common interpretation, namely conjura- 
tion, enchantments, fascinations, and other sorts of 
what is called witchcraft, or the black art. Thus 
Koppe remarks, the Sept. render the Hebr. ound 
or [09 and Caw by Pazpexous at Exod. 7, 11 
and 22. and Is. 47,9 and 12. See also Herodot. 7, 
94. He observes, too, that this term is used of 
Circe by Arist. Plut. 302., and that Justin Martyr 
Ap. 45, A. joins éxopkictys, éraorys and Gagpa- 
keurys. Certain it is (to use the words of Doddr.) 
that, ‘on account of the drugs made use of in some 
supposed magical compositions, this word is often 
used to express those practices in which combina- 
tions with invisible, malignant powers were believed 
and intended, to which it is well known the Gen- 
tiles, even in the most learned nations, were very 
much addicted.” It is observed by Koppe, that as 
the association of ideas led to the Apostle’s mind 

Careless of their Creator. : 
And that low and sordid gravitation of his pow’rs 
To a vile elod so draws him, with such force, 
Resistless from the centre he should seek, 
That he at last forgets it. 
All his hopes tend downward ; his ambition is to sink, 
To reach a depth profounder still, and still 
Profounder, in the fathomless abyss 
Of folly, plunging in pursuit of death.” 
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from fornication and adultery to idolatry, so did it 
from thence to incantations. 

20.°Ex$pa:. The word is used in the plural, like the 
Latin inimicitie. In the terms following the plural 
it is used (I think) dignitatis gratid. ‘The same is 
found also in Soph. Cid. Col. 1228. (cited by Wets.) 
Povor, oTarEss, Epers, payat, Kal Pbovos. ‘The epeas and 
eyaror are Synonymous, and are joined at Rom. 13, 13. 
Oupwot, ire; as in Hebr. 11, 27.”Epis, épibeta, dsyoo- 
racias, and aiséceis are nearly synonymous. See 
Rom.« 16,°17.. Acts 15;'5. .1 Cor. 1, 19¢and’ the 
notes. Heresy, Whitby observes, according to the 
Scripture notion, being not a pure mistake of judg- 
ment, but an espousing a false gloctrine out of dis- 
gust, pride, or envy, or from worldly principles, or 
to avoid persecution or trouble in the flesh, ma 
well be ranked among carnal lusts.” And Doddr. 
remarks that heresies, in the ecclesiastical sense, as 

distinguished from what appears to be the Scrip- 
tural, may generally be said to be works of the flesh; 
as bad inclinations of mind naturally lead to bad opi- 
nions, and to a haughty and factious manner of ob- 
truding them upon others. 

In O$cvo: and @evo: there is thought to be a paro- 
nomasia. Some eminent Critics would cancel the 
dover, which is omitted in six MSS., and some Latin 
Fathers. And even Koppe, though he admits that 
we may easily account for the omission in so few 
MSS. (namely, by the homceoteleuton) yet stumbles 
at mention being here made of a crime which is 
usually coerced and punished not so much by reli- 
gion, as by the civil magistrate. But the same ob- 
servation might apply to some other vices of this 
lust. In fact, the objection is of no force, since the 
Apostle here intends (without reference to what 
may or may not be forbidden, and punished by the 
civil magistrate) to mention the chief vices engen- 
dered by our corrupt nature: and if he inserts 
geuor, he is fully justified, since several of the above 
vices tend to produce it. Perhaps, however, it may 
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be a more satisfactory answer to Koppe’s objection, 
to say that the Apostle here by placing deve after 
Epeis, Aupol, PAcvor, &c. had especially ia view that 
kind of eves produced by disputes, strife, and anger, 
namely, what is called homicide, not deliberate mur- 
der for purposes of robbery. 

The last group is peda, kopor. See Luke 21, 34, 
Rom. 18,13., and the notes there. Borger com- 
pares Liban. 4, 158. €xel peas Kal rayopoval, Kad 
Koyo. The kopo, it may be observed, is put last, 
as produced by the other; for revellings (as Mr. 
Locke remarks) were, amongst the Greeks, dis- 
orderly spending the night in feasting, with a 
licentious indulgence of wine, good cheer, music, 
dancing, &c. 

At & mporeyw viv, K. kK. 7., 671, &c. there is, as 
Borger observes, a synchysis of particles, on which 
see the note on 1, 11. Koppe says that this is for, 
‘ which those who do, will not (I forewarn) enter 
into,’ &c. Perhaps, however, it would be better to 
suppose an ellipsis of kara, quod attinet ad. Uporeyw 
signifies, ‘I thus publicly warn and admonish you :” 
which (I conceive) is the sense of rgd (as in some 
other cases), and not beforehand. Borger compares 
the Dutch waar-schouwen. And he thinks that both 
mporeyw and mpoeiroy are emphatical. 

Y Td Tomdra rpacoew, is meant commit any of 
those, and such like vices, one or more.” 

The expression Bacirciayv @cod Kkrjpovoneiy has been 
explained more than once before; and is too much 
refined upon by the recent Commentators. 

22,23, 6 8€ Kapros Tod TIvedparos dori ayarn, yupe, 
clgiyy, paxpodunia, yonrroTys, ayabwouwvy, wiotis, mpa- 
ors, éykoareia. ‘The de is adversative, and may be 
rendered on the contrary. Kagris, i.e. as Grot. and 
Koppe explain, fruits, effects, works,* as in Matt. 7, 

* T must, however, object to their being called works, since the 

Apostle seems to have studiously avoided the word: which did not 
escape the observation of Chrys. Sec his masterly annotation, 
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16. Eph. 5, 9. Thus it answers the ra epya ris 
cackes, alittle before. The zvevy. must be explained 
as at ver. 16, 17, & 18. 

Borger thinks that in explaining this list of vir- 
tues, the same caution must be used as in that of 
the vices of ver. 19. ‘‘ For the list (says he) is not 
meant to be quite complete. Nor are we to seek 
.curious distinctions of signification, or anxiously 
enquire why the Apostle adopted this order in pre- 
ference to any other; for he elsewhere deviates from 
it; as at Eph. 5, 9. Col. 3, 12.” This is, upon the 
whole, a judicious observation; but care must be 
taken lest we run into the other extreme (so prevalent 
in the present age), namely, of supposing these lists 
confused assemblages of virtues and vices, thus hud- 
dling all up in bare generalities, which is a slovenly, 
uncritical, and above all, an irreverent procedure. 

With respect to the ayary, it is not difficult to 
account for its being placed first, as being chief of 
all the rest, the queen of virtues (elsewhere extolled 
by the Apostle; as at Rom. 13, 10. 1 Cor. 13; 4. 
Col. 3, 14), and (as Koppe remarks) comprehending 
in itself many special virtues subjoined by the 
Apostle. 
22. yapa. This is thought by some, as Koppe and 

Schleus., to be put in opposition to ¢4epa, at ver. 21. 
And they interpret it, ‘‘ pleasure derived from the 
happiness of others ;’”? which seems to be supported 
by the context. Otherwise, Borger thinks, it might 

which is thus abridged by Theophyl.: ‘ Evil works come from 
ourselves alone; therefore they are called the works of the flesh: 
but virtuous ones require not our own exertions alone, but the 
co-operating aids from above; therefore the Apostle calls them the 
fruits of the Spirt, the seed (namely, the intention) being from 
ourselves, but the fruit resting with God.” Another, and scarcely 
less beautiful metaphor, is used by our Christian Poet on this same 
subject : 

« But oars alone can ne’er prevail ° 
To reach the distant coast ; 

The breath of heaven must swell the sail, 
Or all the labour’s lost.” 
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be interpreted joy of the spirit; asin 1 Thess. 1, 6 
See, however, Macknight. 

22. éizivy. This is closely connected with the for- 
mer virtue, and opposed to hatred, variance, &c., 
and is united with it at Rom. 14. 17. 

23. pakpoduuto, XpnTrarys, ayobwovvy, and TpOLorns, 

are considered by Borger as synonymous, and all 
contained in éyary. Yet, I think, some well founded 
distinctions may be made. Thus paxpobuzia denotes 
a slowness to anger, and lenity towards those who 
offend us. Xgyererys is explained by Koppe and 
Schleus., suwavitas in convictu; and by Crell., 
“ comitas, humanitas, seu suavitas quedam, morum, 
que elucet in verbis, in vultu, aliisque rebus exter- 
nis, ob quam fiat, ut sis amabilis omnibus.” ’Aya- 
dwouvn is rendered by Koppe integritas; and he 
considers it as synonymous with zicris following. 
But it rather seems to mean benignity, kind-hearted- 
ness, which delights in doing good to others. See 
Eph. 5, 9. . Both these last virtues are closely con- 
nected, and are much promoted by that almost con- 
stitutional good-nature and sweetness of temper with 
which some are blessed, and the seeds of which are 
sown, more or less, in most persons. 

Ilicris is variously explained. By the antient 
Commentators it is taken to denote faith of the 
highest sort; by Grot., the profession of the true 
faith, in opposition to the heresies before mentioned ; 
in which sense (as Mr. Slade observes) ‘it may in- 
clude a teachableness of disposition in matters of 
religion; and a readiness to acquiesce in divine 
doctrines and dispensations; in opposition to that 
sceptical and rebellious spirit, which engenders he- 
resy ; thus being similar to the faith of Abraham.” 
By most recent Commentators it is thought to sig- 
nify probity and integrity, fidelity in performing our 
covenants ; as in 1 Tim. 4, 11 & 12., and often. And 
as it is here associated with other moral virtues, I 
cannot but prefer this last mentioned interpretation, 
which may be illustrated from Plut. Erotic. Op. Mo- 
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ral. p.'776. Ts def reyes Kal mepl 0€ cwdpoodyys Kal 
cuverews autav, (yuvaikay scil.) ers O€ miorews Kal 
dikeuoruvys, Grov Kal To avdpeiov Kal Td Gaseareov Kal Td 
peyandWuyoy ev TOAAaIS ErsPaves. ; 

23. xpoasrys denotes indulgence to the errors of 
others. Mackn. distinguishes this from the ypye- 
sotys before mentioned thus: “ The latter is a 
passive virtue, and consists in the bearing of injuries, 
insults, and provocations, without anger or resent- 
ment. Whereas the former has more of the nature 
of an active virtue, and exerts itself in a soft obliging 
manner of speaking and acting, even when neces- 
sitated to differ from, or oppose those with whom we 
converse.” 

23. éyxeareia signifies temperance in the gratifica- 
tion of all the natural appetites, as opposed to any 
intemperate, and still more illicit, gratification of 
them, as in the vices of fornication, adultery, drunk- 
enness, &c. with which these virtues are contrasted. 

30. Kata Tov ToodTwy odK errs vonos. Many early 
modern Commentators, and also Koppe, take tosmurwy 
in the masculine gender, i. e. ‘‘ against persons who 
practise such virtues.” And Koppe cites the Greek 
adage dikasos édv ¥8, TO TpOrH xp7o7y vow. But this 
seems needlessly harsh. It is far more natural to 
take it, with the antient Commentators, and many 
eminent modern ones, in the neuter, ‘against such 
things,” i. e. such dispositions. At any rate it seems 
to be a resumption of what was said at ver. 18. ‘‘if 
ye are led by the spirit, ye are not under the law.” 
Borger well explains thus: ‘ Against such virtues 
no law (whether the Mosaic, or any other) is di- 
rected, but against the words of the flesh,” men- 
tioned at 19—21. The sentiment (he thinks) when 
connected, is this: “ From the spirit proceeds vir- 
tue. To those therefore who are led by this spirit 
the dominion of the law has no reference. How? 
Because law is not promulgated against virtue, but 
vice.” So elsewhere: ‘‘ The law was not made for 
the righteous, but for sinners.” Theophyl. well 
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explains thus: Wy yap Karoploioa ratra drs mveb- 
peotos, ov O€irat TIS aro TOD von0v vovlerias, UbyrcTéoa 
adry evra womrep Kal of dices oFels trot ov deovTas 
partryos. -Obyx ws movypiy dé Tov vomoy exPaarer ovde 
evrauba, AAA’ Ws EAATTOVA TiS Tape To mvEedp.aros Oid0- 
pevis dirorodpias. 

24. of de rou Xpiorov, tiv capKa eoraipwoay ody Tos 
ralypact Kal tais érMupioas. The connexion has 
here not been well traced either by the antient or 
the modern Commentators. The former think this 
is meant to show who are those that practice such 
virtues. And Koppe closely connects this with the 
preceding. And it is remarked by Borger, that 
mention is here made of those who are closely united 
with Christ, inasmuch as they do not fall into the 
vices generated by the flesh (écradpwoay tiv capKa), 
and are adorned with all those virtues of which the 
author and producer is the spirit.” But the scope of 
the passage is best traced out by Crellius thus: 
** After having enumerated the various effects both 
of the flesh and the spirit, the Apostle now proceeds 
to show, that Christians may and ought to avoid the 
works of the flesh, and follow the works of the spirit. 
To which he afterwards subjoins an exhortation to 
shun those works of the flesh to which the Galatians 
were especially prone, namely, strifes and conten- 
tions, and the vices from which they spring; and 
thus he, as it were, returns to the beginning of this 
whole exhortation.” With respect to the present 
verse, he recognises in it a tacit meeting of an objec- 
tion; q. d. “ How can we, encompassed with the 
frailties of the flesh, forsake the works thereof, and 
follow the motions of the spirit.’ To which the 
answer is, that we can, and must, otherwise we 
are not Christ’s, and are not to expect the inherit- 
ance with him.’ To me it seems that the Apostle 
means to still further enforce what he had said at 
ver. 21. “they who do such things shall not inherit 
the kingdom of God ;” q. d. “No! I repeat, they 
shall not inherit the kingdom of God. For those 
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only are Christ’s, and can attain that inheritance, 
who have crucified and do crucify and mortify those 
carnal lusts.” It is not necessary to nicely discri- 
minate (as some do) between zabyjnara and emibv- 
pias, or define on the sense of écratpwoay, as do 
some recent Commentators, especially Borger, who, 
besides, altogether omits to notice one thing which 
the antient Commentators might have taught him, 
namely, that the capxe is meant especially of the 
works of the flesh, namely, vicious actions; and 
rodjpare and ériGupias corrupt desires and incentives 
to evil actions. Now those who are really Christians 
crucify the latter as well as the former, and thus 
purge the fountain. 

25. eb Sopev mvebpari, mveynars kal ororyapev. It 
is somewhat difficult to determine the sense of these 
words, since they are susceptible of more than one. 
The antient Commentators have not here had their 
usual success. Koppe and Borger think that the 
words €i Sapev vetua71 are connected with the con- 
cluding part of the verse preceding, at which may 
be understood gaat d€ rvedpars. And Koppe ren- 
ders: ‘As therefore it is no longer the flesh, but 
the spirit that operates in us, moves and bends us, 
it is necessary that we should obey the will and im- 
pulse of the spirit.” But it is somewhat harsh to 
render «i cum. I am inclined to think that the 
Apostle meant to repeat the earnest admonition at 
2,16. ‘Now, I say, live by the spirit :” which, if 
they do, he tells them, they wild not fulfil the lusts 
of the flesh. At ver. 18. he sets forth the advan- 
tage of being led by the spirit, namely, that they are 
not 67d vozov. He then draws a striking contrast 
between the works of the flesh, and of the spirit, to 
show them what it really is to live by the spirit, and 
be led by it: and points out the awful consequences 
of the former, and the glorious results of the 
latter, repeating that “against such there is no law.” 
Then at ver. 24. he tells them that they only are 
Christ’s who have thus crucified the flesh, i. e. 
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whether they profess to have the spirit, or not. Thus 
at ver. 25. the sense must be as follows: “ If, then, 
we (or rather ye, ypeis being used by the usual deli- 
cacy of the Apostle) profess * to have the spirit, and 
live by it, let us show the evidence of it, let us walk- 
and act by it, show it in our actions, by the fruits 
above mentioned.” ‘Thus it is a repetition of the 
mveinars mepirareire at ver.16. This, Dr. Middleton 
observes, may be regarded as a caution against the 
mischievous consequences of trusting to the all- 
sufficiency of faith. 

26. py yivwpela KevodoSot, arryrous mpokeAaupevol, 
arrnaous hbovovres. In requiring of them the above 
proof of the indwelling of the spirit, the Apostle 
especially adverts to some vices to which, it seems, the 
Galatian Christians, like the Corinthian ones, were 
too prone, namely, pride, vain-glory, and the ac- 
companying vices of ostentation and envy. Here 
Bulkley compares Epict. L. 3. C. 24. p. 334. Newos 
feiss Kak ioyugis—ti yap reyes; O mporroodpevos Te 
pendev mpos aurov eoTw AAdZwy, EoTw KEvdd0Sos. 

The Commentators dilate much on the words. 
The xevodoEe: they explain, proud and vain of empty 
advantages, as birth, wealth, learning, eloquence. 
The zpoxaa. has referenee to the paltry competitions 
which such vain-glory produces, and the consequent 
envy of those who fail. Much more might be said; 
but it may suffice to refer to the Commentators, 
who, however, omit what to any one who has atten- 
tively studied the Epistles to the Corinthians (who 
were not very differently situated) would immedi- 
ately occur, namely, that the Apostle adverts to 
vain-glory, competition, and envy in general, not in 
temporal matters only, but in spiritual ones also. 
And if we remember that some of the Galatians 

* So Whitby and Wells. 
+ This is not a mere Hebraism, since examples of the sense are 

adduced by Wets. from Philo, Polyb., and Sext. Emp. as C. Eth. 59. 
aTOLXEly Tots pioadhors, 

VOL. VII. QT 
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enjoyed spiritual yapiouera, like those of the 
Corinthians (see supra 3, 5.), the admonition would 
be seasonable: and this view of the sense seems 
confirmed by the words following vpeis of mveu- 
parikol. 

CHAP. VI. 

Ver. 1. adergol, ery kal mporngdy—ev mvevpars 
mpaotytos. ‘There is here the same complaint made 
by the critics as at the preceding chapters, namely, 
that the division of the chapter has been introduced 
at animproper place. Yet this division is sanctioned 
by the example of Chrys., who commences a new 
homily with this verse. Certain it is, that in a writer 
so desultory as St. Paul, it is extremely difficult to 
make any such divisions as shall be clear of ob- 
jections. 

Theophyl. introduces the words thus: *Eredy 
Torro Tap autos OoKoUYTES ErITILAY TOIS apapTdavoucl, 
Ta eaut@y eEedixou rady, aro Pirapylas eis ToUTO Epyo- 
peevor’ dyoiv, &c. 

The kai (which is passed over by most transla- 
tors) signifies even. TIzo~yG4y is rendered by the 
early modern Commentators, and also Wolf, Elsner, 
and Kypke, ‘‘hurried away.” And they take zo 
to signify before he is aware. ‘To which it is ob- 
jected by Borger, that this would require urd rod 
rapartrwapatos. ‘This, however, is but peddling cri- 
ticism, and ina writer like St. Paul deserves little 
attention. Yet I remember no instance of such a 
use of «po; and therefore I cannot but prefer the 
interpretation of Grot. and others, and recently Er- 
nesti and Koppe, overtaken in. Borger renders de- 
prehensus; and Mackn. surprised into. But the 
former neither has, nor can have, any authority; and 
the latter is not English. The truth is, that there 
is here a confusion, or blending together of two 
phrases of different construction, though not dis- 
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similar in sense, namely, overtaken, and hurried 
away by any fault (i. e. the temptation to commit it. 
So Theophyl. cuvaprayy), so as, &c. and surprised 
and detected in any fault. Both of these the Apostle 
may be supposed to have had in view. 

Lhe é&v8swros answers to the Hebr. Ws, and par- 
takes of the simplicity of Oriental diction. Degar- 
swopa, a fault. This is a sort of euphemism for 
apagrnpa. “Yueis of rveunarixol. This is explained 
by Locke, Chandler, Doddr., Kypke, Rosenm., and 
Borger of the more advanced in Christian know- 
ledge and virtue, since such are especially qualified 
to recall others to the right path, by reproof and 
admonition. And Borger refers to Rom. 15, 1. 4, 
6. 5, 13. But this seems to too much lower the 
sense; and when we consider how zvevua has been 
repeatedly used a little before, we can hardly fail to 
see that the sense must be that which the antient 
Commentators assign, namely, ‘such as have the 
holy spirit.”.. And when we bear in mind that some 
of the Galatians (see 3, 5. and elsewhere), like the 
Corinthians, were endued with spiritual gifts, it is 
not unreasonable to suppose that ¢hese are the per- 
sons here meant.* And even Koppe admits that 
gifts of the holy spirit are to be understood. 

* So Whitby: ‘I have noted on 1 Cor. 14, 32. that in the be- 
ginning of Christianity, when churches were first converted, they 
had fora time no settled church governors, but all their church 
offices were performed by men who had spiritual gifts, and by them 
are said to prophesy in the church to their edification, exhortation, 
and comfort, v.2. So I conceive it was when St. Paul writ to the 
Galatians ; for here is no direction of this Epistle to any stated 
church governors, no salutation of any in the close, no charge 
against any for suffering these great miscarriages in the church; 
no exhortation to them to take heed to their ministry, and to 
Oppose themselves to these deceivers; and then the spiritual mer 
here mentioned, must be the prophets, who then performed all 
spiritual offices among them.” 

And so Mackn., and other Commentators. Doddr. indeed makes 
objections to this; but his arguments seem not very forcible; 
though I admit that Whitby appears to have been too much Carried 
away by fondness for hypothesis. 

Ae 
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1. karaprigere, i. e. literally, “set him right :” a 
metaphor, if I mistake not, derived from surgery, 
namely, bone-setting. ‘This, it may be observed, is 
an euphemism for correct and reform. For karapri- 
2ere a Classical writer would probably have used 
kabryppocacbe, or émavoghwoacbe, on which see Hemst. 
on Pollux 9, 139. Now this the Apostle directs to 
be done év wvevpari mpaoryzos, which is, by the an- 
tient Commentators, thought to refer to the Holy 
Spirit, and especially that which had conferred the 
spiritual gifts. And Koppe and Borger both ac- 
knowledge that the Holy Spirit is to be understood, ° 
since reaorys has been a little before mentioned as one 
of its fruits. But I must confess this appears to me 
to be an insufficient proof. I cannot but think that 
éy mvevpats mpaotytos signifies, ‘‘ with a spirit and 
temper of meekness.”’ Thus it is a stronger ex- 
pression for év rpasryrt. And perhaps this may be 
a Hebraism. 

1. cxordy ceautov, &c. Macknight has here fallen 
into a most grievous error, by regarding this as a 
change of address from the Galatians to the reader 
himself; q.d. ‘* Do thou, reader, take a view,” &c. 
This presumptuous deviation from the opinion of all 
other Commentators, antient and modern, and gross 
ignorance of one of the most common of figures 
(namely, an enallage, introduced for greater effect), 
and which is only one among a thousand other 
proofs of ignorance, may serve to convince students 
how little reliance is to be placed on the Doctor’s 
judgment, and that when he is guided by his own 
opinion, it is scarcely to be expected that he should 
be in the right. The sense is; “ each of you consi- 
dering himself, lest thou also be tempted (and fall).” 
This last, however, the Apostle, from delicacy, sup- 
presses. ‘Thus, as Theophyl. observes, he reminds 
him of the weakness of human nature. Compare 1 
Cor. 10, 12 & 13. Of the Classical passages here 
adduced by Wets., the most apposite is Pliny, Ep. 
8, 22. Eos etiam, qui non indigent clementia, nihil 
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magis quam lenitas decet. Atque ego optimum et 
emendatissimum existimo qui ceteris ita ignoscit, 
tanquam ipse quotidié peccet, ita peccatis abstinet, 
tanquam nemini ignoscat. Proinde hoc domi, hoc 
foris, hoc in omni vita genere teneamus, ut nobis 
implacabiles simus, exorabiles istis etiam, qui dare 
veniam nisi sibi nesciunt; mandemusque memoria, 
quod vir mitissimus, et ob hoc quoque maximus 
Thrasea crebro dicere solebat: Qui vitia odit, ho- 
mines odit. ‘ 

2. arAjAwY Ta Bdapy RacTragere, Kal odtws avamrAnpu'- 
care Tov yvopnoy tov Xpiorod. ‘This is thought to bea 
proverbial expression, of which the sense is: “ bear 
with each other, show Christian charity to each 
other.” Theophyl. (from Chrys.) elegantly explains 
thus: ’Exresdy yap av§owroy dvra otk early avapaptytoy 
elyat, Tapaivel px) akpiPorcyeiooas mpos TH TOU Tyo ov 
Cece THpMOrT Ot, AAAA Cépew TAIT, Wa Kal Ta auTOD marL 
Tag AAA PAacTAeyT as ALO ETHPATO. 

2. Kal odtws avaraypwoare tT. v. tT. X., and thus 
(i.e. by so doing) fulfil the injunctions and com- 
mands of Christ, who said, “ My command is that 
ye love each other as I loved you.” See Joh. 138, 
34. 15, 12. 1 Joh. 4, 21. It is rightly observed by 
Koppe, that dvara. is for rygyoare. And he adduces 
many examples of a similar use of raygow and avara. 
from Herodot., Herodian, Liban., and Philo. Theo- 
phyl. (from Chrys.) well explains: ‘“ Obey Christ’s 
commands by bearing with each other.” And he 
thus excellently exemplifies it: ofov 6 obs roy vwy 
Peperw, Kal & vwiys riv ohodpay éxelvov ogprjy' Kal otras 
ore eKelvos dpastioeras Ord TovTOV ParTafopevos, oUTE 
obtos om’ éxeivav. Odrw O€ aAATAcIS YEipa apeyovTES, 
OF AAAVAWY TAnpwoATE Tov Yopoy TOO XpioTo, O Acires 
TO TAYTIoy CvaTAnomy EkaTTos 1% TOD Barrage EKEivoy. 
Thus Borger, not amiss, explains Pdpos here by 
raperrewa, and renders: “ bear with each other 
mutually,” &c. And he aptly cites Ignat. Polyc. 
C. 1. tHe evdoews dedurige, 79 ovdev apeivov. Lavras 
Barrage ws kal oe 6 Koes mévrwy avéyou €y ayarn, 
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womrep kai moseis. He also takes avaranpwoare as put 
for the future; and refers to Glass and Schroed. 
Synt. Heb. Here, | too, he aptly cites Isidor. Pel. 
Le 8. Ep. 410. OF d1e paKpoy craT Tepe Kal TO peyioroy 
TAEOVERT HCL eSevrenigovres, ore ravbowmrive TKOTOUT WY, 
oUTE TW Amor ron meidovras Hava TcLpOLLYOUYT by anny 
ney? To. Bapy Bacragere ; : Ka otras ay Avan AnGwT OTE 

Toy vop.ov TOU Xpioro’ 6 yap px déowy TO parKgiy ener - 
ee oUTE TOU peylorov karoplwparos ATOAQUGES, oUTE 

TOY vopnoy TOU Xpior0d, TouTEO Ts Try cy derny BAULOT EL. 

3. el yap doKel Tis civai Ti, pydey ay, éEauTov deeva- 
ware. ‘Vheophyl. observes, that here again he re- 
presses their arrogance, showing that he who fancies 
himself to be somebody, when he is nobody, gives 
thus a convincing proof of his nothingness, and de- 
ceives no one else but himself. 

The yap is noé (1 conceive) a mere particle of 
transition (as it is considered by Koppe), but sug- 
gests another reason why they should bear with each 
other’s faults, and that derived from the impossibi- 
lity of deceiving others by self-conceit. The phrase 
eivat Ts (in Which peya 1s understood) is common 
both in the Scriptural and Classical writers. Exam- 
ples in abundance are adduced by the philological 
Commentators.* See 1 Cor. 3, 7. 13, 2. 2 Cor. 
12, 11., and the notes. 

Ppevararg is said, by Koppe and Borger, to be the 
same with arara. But it is surely a stronger term. 
Both that and drevardrys occur at Tit. 1, 10. Scheef, 
ap. St. Thes. refers to Valckn. Or. 411. I am not 
aware of any Classical authority ; and it seems to be 
a Cilicism, or perhaps a word of the Alexandrian or 
Macedonian dialect. ‘This passage is alluded to by 
Hesych., who explains yaevagea; and Cyril, diarat- 
ge, which is not a bad explanation, and may be 
rendered, ¢r ifles with himself. 

4,5, 70 0€ Epyov Eautod oximagerw Exacrtos, Kal TOTE 

* So Arrian 2,24. doxév pér res eivat, Gy & obdeis, Plato Apol. 
Socrat, extr. Kal éay doxGou re eivar, pndev ovres dvewdigere aurois 
—olovrat 7e eivat, ovTes ovdevos aétor. To whieh I add Theophr. 
Ch. Eth. vy. wept trepnpareias, p, 29. 
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els ExuToy povoy Td Kavyna EGE, Kal ovK Els Tov ErEzov. 
On the exact sense of this and the next verse Com- 
mentators are not agreed. Upon the whole, none of 
them appear to have seen the true ratio of the con- 
struction and sense of the passage so well as the 
antient Commentators and Borger. Thus Theo- 
doret: «i d€ Kal cepviverbar béreis, Tov EauTov mepioks- 
myoov Blov, kav a&iayacroy elpys, KaTa cenUTOY TELVUVOU, 
etlep dpa TodTO ce Oe? worelv. So also Gicumen.: Ei 
d€ Kal ceuyiver$ar Féreis, Gyol, Tov cauTOD mEgiTKoreEl 
Buoy, Kay KAT AyYWOTOY ELLs, KATO oauTOY TELYUVON, 

elrep apa Touro ce dei woeiv. Borger has excellently 
traced the connexion, and detailed the sense thus : 
“The Apostle is still occupied in lowering their 
arrogance and pride; and as at ver. 2. he shows 
them how empty is all vain-boasting, so here he 
tells them that not even when any one, on examina- 
tion, has found any thing to authorize boasting, ought 
he to make a boast of it. Aockimagerw is a metaphor 
taken from the working of metals. See Schleus. 
Lex. ”Epyov here signifies course of action ; as in 1 
Pet. 1, 17.: and thus the sense: “ let him examine 
himself and his course of action.” Kal rore, ‘© and 
then,” &c. Here there is a clause omitted equiva- 
lent to, *‘ if he find his life virtuous.’”? The same el- 
lipsis (arising from the grata negligentia of the Scrip- 
tural style) is found in Matt. 6, 33. 1 Cor. 11, 28. 
dokiacserw o€ avbcwmros exuTiv, Kal odTws eK TO apToU 
éobierw, &c. 1 Pet. 1,'7. Gen. 4, 8. 1 Chron. 14, 12., 
and sometimes in the Classical writers ; as Plut. 1, 
333 c. The é&e is for the Imperative €yerw; as in 
Gen. 33, 10. Ps. 5, 12. Luke 3, 5. See Glass. Phil. 
Sacr. Eis é€auvrov in se, apud se; q.d. ‘* Let him 
keep his glorying to himself, and not boast of it,” 

c. Eis rovérepoy, “ to another,” “to others.” Tapa 
Tw@ érego would have been more Classical; but the 
eis 7. €. was adopted for the sake of the antithesis. 
Or «is roy €repov may be put for kare roo érégov, Luke 
12, 10. 15,.18., i.e. “to boast to their, detriment,” 
namely, by boasting so as to carp at their failings. 
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[So Theophyl. (from Chrys.), who excellently ex- 
plains thus: "Hgerageras, Gyo}, per axpiBelas Tas 
EaUTOU mpages (rovro yep To, Ooxiagerw), él pa KOTO 

Kevodoblay emoinrey, ra aa) éy imokpioet, el pa) aArY 
Tih avpeomivy ait ict, Koh Tore per) Kad eT pov xanyde ben. 

“ARN el dpe aKararyeros 2 EXE eis eau iy TO Kay nyo 
EXETO, TOUTED THY, AUTOS EXUTO TVYKEIVOWLEVOS, TOU xbes 

Eoyou TO o7np.epov KpelT Toy vopsserer, Kol évaepuver ben TO 
ayaiw éoyw.| Nor is the interpretation of Castel., 
Grotius, and others, unfounded, who explain ouK 
cig Tov érepov *‘ non deteriorum comparatione,” i. e. 
let him not boast that he is better than others, 
q.d. ‘to the injury of another.” (Borger.) Upon 
the whole, the second interpretation seems to be the 
most tenable, in support of which I have above sub- 
joined the authority of Theophyl.; and might have 
added that of GEcumen. It is shrewdly remarked 
by Chrys. that this is said cuyxataBarikas, od vop.se- 
tikos, in order to withdraw them gradually trom 
boasting at ail: for he that is accustomed not to 
boast to, or against others, will cease to boast to 
himself. 

The sentiment is illustrated by Wets. from Greg. 
Naz. “Epeuva oouTOY m|AEoY i TR TWY TeAaS TO BEY 
yep ares kepoaveis” 7) 8 ob menos” and Philo : éy 
EauTeD 0} was copes xaiger, oukK ev Tol meg) airoy’ Te 

prev yap ev EQUT@ Oiavolas Eloty pera, Ep’ als Estoy 

repviver Gas. 

5. €xacros yap to idsov doprioy Bacrare. Koppe 
renders: “ for each has frailties enow of his own to 
wrestle with.” But, as Borger observes, the future 
tense in Pacrage is at variance with this interpreta- 
tion ; neither is the sense it yields agreeable to the 
context. ‘There is (I think) no reason to desert the 
interpretation of the antients. Thus Theophyl. : 2 
Th yop KAT OKAY Y TOU mrychoy 5 Kal ov KqKELVOS. ro 
tora dopria Parracere, Kah Tore Boxiporbrjoercu EKAG- 

Tov TO Egyov. "Qore é€rel Kal od Goprics Exers Kee apy, 
pense Kal? ETEsov KQUYO, pede Karo Cau OY eve pdvov 77) 

dyaboeoyia. And Theodoret:. py wesrepyagov tra 
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GAACT PIA EKaTTOS yap pov UmEp TWY oiKElWY cudp- 
Thuatey rAdyov vdeSesr. It is, however, truly re- 
marked by Borger, that opriov cannot strictly be 
said to denote the sentence of the judge, but that the 
phrase Bacragew dopriov may very conveniently be 
understood of the last judgment. And he compares 
the Dutch Elk zal zijn eigen last dragen, i.e. elk zal 
voor zich zelven verant woordelijk zijn. And we have 
a not dissimilar proverb in our own language. It is, 
moreover, remarked by Borger, that the context is 
decidedly in favour of this interpretation, whether 
we suppose the words to depend upon the former 
part of ver. 4., or the latter part. See Matt. 16, 27. 
2) Cor.5;10m Ap. '23+, 22;12., and-infra: vers /71 

6. Kowwveirw de 6 KaTHYOUMEVOS TOY Adyoy TWO KaTY- 
xotvrs, ev racw ayafois. ‘This verse contains another 
admonition, namely, to supply the wants of the 
teachers of the Gospel. 

Kowwvely signifies either, in a neuter sense, to par- 
take, or, in an active, give part, or share, communi- 
cate to. The latter sense is required by the xcery- 
yoovrs. Compare Rom. 12, 13. ’Ev raow dyabois. 

It is well remarked by Borger, that the more usual 
construction is ravrwy eyadeay. And he compares 
Herodian, 2, 11, 3. 3, 10, 15., and Aristoph. Eccles. 
586. seqq. Kowwvely yap rovras dycw ypyvas, ravTwy 
peréyovtas, Kak raurod yy, kal px) Tov prey maourely, 
rov 0 &OaAroy ceiver. And Wets. cites Galen. ere pi 
povov Tw mapa Yewv eyew To Baoircdery Umepeyourw 
ATAYTWY, GARR Kal Tw TOY ayabov aTdvTOY ara; 
poerodidoves yews. On the sentiment compare 1 Cor. 
9, 6., where see the note. I would observe that 
katnyely signifies to teach especially by vivd voce in- 
struction, and the word is, in the New Testament, 
always applied to religious instruction. See Schl. 
Lex. 
By ray acyovis meant kar’ €Eox7v the word of God, 

the Gospel. 
"Ey waow dyabois is explained by Chrys. racay 

erideikoIn mesh airov datiaciav: and by Theophyl. : 
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ovk "VeVi TIVI, AAN ev rao Kyabois, TpEdys, EvdUPATOS, TI- 
pis, euvolas, Kal ravTwy amrws peradidovtes TaY ayabuy. 
I apprehend, however, that the Apostle had only in 
view a comfortable maintenance, such as_ should 
relieve them from anxiety as to their subsistence, 
and that they should not, by poverty, be made ob- 
jects of contempt and insult, nor by a failure in re- 
spect to them be degraded in the eyes of the people. 
It is rightly remarked by Koppe, that this last seems 
hinted at in the words of the next verse, Oeds ov 
puKrnplgera. 

7. pa wmaavaose. This is a formula introductory 
of some weighty admonition on a point of duty 
which the persons addressed might be tempted to 
neglect (as 1 Cor. 6,9. 15, 53. 1 Joh. 3, '7. James 
1, 16.), and thereby draw down punishment on 
themselves. 

7. Ocds od puxrypigeras. It would appear that the 
present tense is here used, as in some other pas- 
sages, like the Latin participle in dus, i.e. “ is not 
(to be) mocked.” I would compare Pindar. Olymp. 
1,104. Ei dé Geov "Avia tis Ererai +t Aacemev edpwy, 
cpoaoraver. Muxrypigey signifies properly “to turn up 
the nose at, and hence to mock, deride, scoff at, in- 
sult.” Koppe thinks the expression has reference to 
contumely shown by the rich converts to the teachers, 
and a subjecting them to scorn by keeping them in 
poverty. Borger, however, thinks it also has a 
sensus irridendi et fallendi, so that there is a mix- 
ture of fraud and derision. Doddr. takes a some- 
what different view, and thinks that the Apostle ex- 
poses the evasions some would make use of to excuse 
themselves from acts of liberality ; by which, how- 
ever they might impose on others, they would egre- 
giously deceive themselves, as every circumstance lies 
open to an all-seeing God, and they assuredly should 
reap, according as they sowed.” ‘This too is sup- 
ported by the authority of Theodoret, who remarks : 
"Eqopa mavra 6 Tay CAwy Obs, p27) voplionre adroy ayvoeiv 
TO Evopever. 
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Borger confesses that without better knowledge 
of the circumstances of the Galatian congregation, 
and their teachers, we cannot positively determine the 
sense; yet he thinks the context seems to show that 
they had deprived them of their stipend and allow- 
ances, and excused themselves for their avarice by 
various petty subterfuges, such (Doddr. observes) as 
men of that kind never want. So that, upon the 
whole, Borger thinks the Apostle intended to express 
the following sentiment: “it is the will of God that 
the Christian society should provide for its teachers ; 
whosoever, under vain pretences, refuses to do this, 
may deceive men, but. cannot deceive God, who does 
not suffer himself to be mocked with impunity.” 

The words following may be explained of the con- 
tributing of money for the support of teachers of the 
Gospel; though Koppe extends them ad omnem vitce 
morumque rationem, which, however, he merely re- 
fers to the duties and offices towards teachers. Bor- 
ger understands the words in a general way of the 
whole of one’s. conduct ; and he regards this as a 
sententia universalis, though here applied particu- 
larly to contributing for the sustenance of teachers. 
And he urges that it is applied thus generally in the 
Classical writers, as Aristot. Rhet. 3, 3, 18. Cic. Or. 
2,65. and other passages cited by Wets. and Loesner 
(to which may be added Aischyl. Agam. 1645. See 
the passages there adduced by the learned Editor), 
and also Prov. 22,8. This mode of interpretation, 
however, seems harsh, and not agreeable to the con- 
text. For the whole of ver. 6—18. is on the subject 
of contributing money for pious uses, whether for 
the support of teachers, or the relief of the poor ; and 
therefore to interpret the oreipy,as does Borger, would 
make it too general. And yet I cannot think, with 
Koppe, that the whole of this portion respects only 
duties towards teachers. To me it appears that ver. 
8. is in some measure parenthetical, in which the 
Apostle ingeniously engrafts on the proverb which 
he had adduced, in order to excite them to pious 
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contributions, another on the use of riches, and by 
suggesting motives whereby the abuse thereof may 
be repressed, to leave more to be applied to pious 
purposes. ‘The érs, which introduces ver. 8. may be 
rendered scilicet, and is well adapted to commence a 
parenthetical admonition ; q. d. ‘* For mind,” &c. 

8. 6 oreipwy cis tiv cdoKa EnuTod, ek TIS Th- 
Kos Oepices dSopay 6 de orelgwy eis TO mvebpa, eK TOU 
mvevpatos bepices Swiyv aiwyiov. See the note on the 
preceding verse. It is rightly remarked by Borger, 
that the Apostle compares the flesh (i. e. corruption 
and sin in general) and the Spirit (i. e. virtue and re- 
ligious knowledge and feelings) to fields in which 
seed is sown, and yields different crops, according to 
the nature of the seed. So that sowing to the flesh 
is equivalent to diving to the flesh, the fruit of which 
will be corruption and mortality, namely, spiritual 
death, i. e. eternal punishment. On the contrary, he 
that sows to the Spirit, i. e. lives to the Spirit, will 
reap the fruits in eternal life, 1. e. eternal happiness. 
Borger briefly states the sense thus: “ Qui malé 
vivit, malé peribit ; qui verd recté vivit, felix evadet 
eternum.” But this is too general: and he himself 
acknowledges that the words may have reference to 
the use and abuse of riches. 

Much more might be said; but it is unnecessary. 
See Koppe and Borger. Upon the whole, the sense 
has been very well expressed by Mr. Valpy thus: 
‘* He that lays out his substance, time, and thoughts, 
only for his own gratifications, for his own necessi- 
ties and conveniences, shall at the harvest find the 
fruit and product of such husbandry to be corrup- 
tion ; but he who applies his capacities, abilities, and 
possessions to that which is spiritual, to promote the 
interests of religion, shall inherit eternal glory, and 
be fully recompensed at the resurrection of the just 
(Luke 14, 14.) when all the hope of the sinner is 
perished.* 

The Apnstle seems to have here had in view Job 4, 8. of 8 
oreipovres aiTa ddvvas Depovary éaurois, ‘ they that plan iniquity, 
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Q. To d€ KaAbY ToLodYTES L7] EKKAKMpEY* Kop yao 1diw 
Depioomey, yw) exavonevot. ‘The Apostle now returns to 
the duty he had somewhat obscurely hinted at ver. 
7., namely, contributing money for pious purposes. 
Here he is more explicit, and shows that he meant 
what he had said of works of piety and benevolence 
in general. He still continues the same metaphor, 
and in making use of the terms éxxaxeiyand ékave- 
o§cs, both of which imply tiring, giving up, neglecting, 
&e., he has reference to what might be likely to 
happen, from the very frequent calls which persons 
of known benevolence ever have on their charity, 
and (what is still more calculated to tire them out, 
and even disgust them,) the being imposed upon, 
and their charity abused, by the meeting with un- 
grateful returns from those whom they have relieved. 
Now the motive to continue in the practice of be- 
nevolence is, that at a proper time we shall reap our 
reward, and having sown to the Spirit, the harvest 
will be that of eternal life and happiness. 

It should seem that this verse has especial refer- 
ence tothe relief of the poor ; yet it relates also to 
the support of the teachers, in which pious work it 
seems the Galatians had tired and fainted. On the 
phraseology the Philological Commentators have 
much dilated. It is only necessary to observe, that 
all the terms are adapted to the metaphor of a har- 
vest. °Exxaxeiy often occurs in the New Testament, 
and signifies to tire, or to be tired out, to fail, to give 
up. ’Exaveo$as signifies to be exhausted, unnerved, 
faint, fail, give up.* For both terms are synonymous. 

and sow wickedness, reap of the same.” I would also compare 
Aristoph. Pel. 188. ov d¢ ratra aisypéis péy éoreipas, kaxds dé é0€- 
toads. 

‘ * It is opposed to Oepicecy ; as in Theocrit. Idyl. 10, 7. Compare 
also Diod. Sic. T. 2. p. 406. Lucian T. 1. p. 78. and Joseph. Antiq. 
5, 2, 7. 8, 11, 3. (cited by Kypke). See also Rom. 12, Ll. 2 Cor. 
4,16. Heb. 12,3, 5. (Borger.) I would compare a similar passage 
of Eurip. Bell. frag. 2S, 2. Eévocs 7’ éxnoxeis, ovdé2 Exapves eis Pidovs. 
In éxxax@uev (I would observe) there seems to be a Litotes for 
kore@mev ; asin Athen, 276 c. ov« Xv éxotiace Ta abra TapacKeva- 
Covea. 
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Tlowbvres is for év to mocitv. And in py EKAVOLLEVOE 
there is that use of the participle by which it stands 
for a verb and a conditional participle, i. e. ‘* if we 
faint not. i 

10. dpa odv ws Koipov—miorews. Now is included 
the whole passage concerning the right use of liberty, 
from which the Apostle meant to make it appear 
that it is by no means the nature of Christian liberty 
to cast aside the offices of humanity, (than which 
liberty nothing could be more pernicious). (Borger.) 

In this view, however, of the connection I cannot 
acquiesce. ‘Tome it seems that we have here the 
Coda, or Epilologus, of the preceding portion on 
pious and charitable contributions; and I think the 
apo. (like wore at 2 Cor. 5, 16.) may have the follow- 
ing sense: ‘‘ Having therefore these strong motives 
to sow unto the Spirit, by making pious and charitable 
contributions, let us do good,” ke. It seems to have 
been the especial care of the Apostle in this con- 
cluding admonition, to show that this duty was to 
be performed not only towards the ministry, but to- 
wards Christians in general, and not towards Chris- 
tians only, but towards all their fellow-creatures. So 
Chrysost.: «is Koivey eSayer tov Avyoy. Such, then, is 
the general meaning: but it will be necessary to 
further develope the ‘phraseolog ry. “Qs Kagev Exoner is 
explained by the antient Commentators, and by some 
modern ones (as G srot.): ‘whilst we have time, the 
time of this life”? Most modern ones, however, in- 
terpret it: ‘‘as we have opportunity,” i. e. the 
means, and as occasions present themselves. And 
on thus sense the best Critics are agreed ; and Wet- 
stein’s numerous examples are supposed to fully 
establish it. Yet I see no reason why both senses 
may not be conjoined, thus: ‘‘ While we have the 
opportunity of this life, and as ability and occasions 
present themselves,” &c. ’Epyagecba: vyaidy is for 
mosey ayabov, in which laborious and studious libe- 
rality is implied. So the Apostle elsewhere says, 
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* Your labour of love.” See 1 Thess. 3, 6. Rom. 12, 
21. And Borger refers to ayaboy épyeger bau in He- 
rod. p. 656. “By the rods olkeious ris miorews are 
meant fellow Christians. Olkevos (Koppe observes) 
signifies “one who belongs to any family,” whois con- 
nected with it either by consanguinity or affinity, 
and also one who is closely connected with another ; 
an acquaintance ; of which sense Wets. adduces ex- 
amples from Herodian, 3, 6, 11. éyboas be a avTh Giron, 
Tonep.sos be a QvT! oiKelov. 4, 6, 1. cals de mavres EPoveu- 
oyTo of Exelvou oikeiot TE Kal Piro. Finally, the term 
was joined to abstract nouns in the genitive, as 
oikelos DiroroPias, for diacoogos. So Strabo 1. p.13 
B. avdges aE iwaroyo!, Kal oikeios Piaocogias. Diodor. Sic. 
13, Q1. oixeioug duras dAryapyias. Plut. in Philop. 
Pp. 357 C. parroy dake OT PATIOTIKYS 7] TOAITIKTS AQETHS 
oixetos eivat. It is obvious to notice the superiority of 
the Gospel in liberality of spirit over the law; nor 
was the admonition here of the Apostle given in 
vain. Thus Julian (cited by Wets.) bears this testi- 
mony : :* TpeGoury of duoceBers Tarsrcio: xpos rots éau- 
Tay kak rods yerepovs. ‘The rule of liberality here sug- 
gested, namely, to give especially, i. e. more libe- 
rally, to Christians, is illustrated by the Philological 
Commentators with many similar sentiments from the 
Classical writers. 

* To perceive the value of this testimony we are to remember, 
that it is an admission of an apostate from the faith, and the most 
bitter and deliberate enemy it ever had. Yet though the apostate 
has mentioned the Christians by his usual opprobrious term, oi dve- 
oeBeis, yet he was not ashamed to steal from the sacred book, and 
appropriate one of its most sublime precepts. Thus in his 
Forag. ap. Op. p. 290, 291. edit. Spanheim (as here cited by 
Bulkley) : he says, Kowwwvnréov—'Aracty avOowrots, dAX& Tots pev 
émtetkeoty éXevPepiwrepoy, &c. which Bulkley has translated ‘* We 
ought to be communicative of our wealth to all men, though with 
greater liberality to those of worthy characters, to the poor and ne- 
cessitous what shall be sufficient for their relief; and what may 
seem strange to some, to give clothing and aliment even to enemies, 

is a thing laudable and incumbent ; for we give not to the man- 
ners, but to the men.” Here he has evidently in view the sublime 
precept of our Lord, to do good unto our enemies and those who 
persecute us. 
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Here Borger gives the following able recapitulation of what the 
Apostle has said on the subject of Christian liberty, both as to its 
use and abuse. 

“ The Apostle had taught that those who are subject to the Mo- 
saic Law, lead a life of servitude, and are themselves slaves, 3, 23— 
26.4, 1—3. 7—9; that from this subjection to the law Christians 
indeed are freed, but still are in a state of servitude, though an 
easier and more gentle, inasrauch as we are by love to serve one ano- 
ther, 5,13. He had declared that the force and efficacy of the 
Mosaic Law is broken and worn away, 3, 13, 24—27. 4, 4—6. 

And yet (he shows) it is not to be thence inferred that Christians, 
being exempted from this servitude (3, 13,) are to be no longer 
subject to any law, since the law of love and benevolence remains to 
be observed by them; 6 yip ras vopos év Evi Noyw TANvOITAL, Ev 
To ayarnoes, &c. 5, 14., this is the law of Christ, 6,2. The Apos- 
tle had said, that by the works of the law can no flesh be justified, 2, 
16. And yet (he warns them) it does not follow from thence that 
Christians may do what they please, and basely abuse their liberty ; 
for as by the works of the law, so by the works of the flesh, shall no 
one attain felicity, 5, 19—21. But that it is necessary to follow 
after virtue; every one must prove his own work, 6, 4.; on Chris- 
tians it is incumbent to do good, 6,9&10. That salvation and 
felicity, indeed, do not depend on the Mosaic Law (@, 16. 21, 3. 
11, 12, 18 & 24.); yet these err grievously who abuse this liberty 

into utter disregard of virtue, as if to the attainment of felicity no- 
thing on our own part were necessary but to follow the usual rou- 
tine of life; for that this present existence contains the commence- 
ment, and, as it were, seeds of a future one, which seed will produce 
fruits, either of joy or sorrow, to be gathered at the general harvest, 

6,7,8, & 9. It is therefore rightly observed by Isidor. Pelus. L. 4. 
Eph. 65. Ilatdos restevoavras dtxacociyny aKporarny eikdrws aTij- 
THoEY, Ware Tapa pev THY THUTHY, t KapLS EdiKaiwae® Tors dé SiKaww- 
Bévras, épywy ayabwy avTiAaPeobar EBéaricev, ws ovK .évov amd 
miorews povoy owfijva’ xon yao TH wioree KpivecBar Tas mpacers, 
Kal amo rovrwy airiy WuyotcIa’ vexpa yup iv ToUTwY ywols, 

11. Were TyAriKkas tiv yeapnpaow Epyaryo 7 CLT 
yeipi. Having concluded these exhortations, which 
the Galatians seem to have much needed, to clear 
their minds from error, and their morals from impu- 
rity, the Apostle finally returns to the subject 
treated of throughout the Epistle; and having re- 
peated his entreaties and admonitions that they 
should not suffer themselves to be carried away into 
doctrines contrary to those which he had delivered 
to them, he concludes the Epistle. (Koppe.) 

The only ditficulty in this verse is connected with 
the ra., which the antient Commentators, taking it in 
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its usual sense, render: ‘‘ with what great mis-shapen 
letters I have written this with my own hand.” So 
Whitby and Doddr., the latter of whom observes, 
that he might not be well versed in the Greek cha- 
racters, or this inaccuracy of his writing might per- 
haps be owing to the infirmity or weakness of his 
nerves, which he had hinted at before, Gal. 4, 14. 
And indeed there is reason to think that St. Paul, 
like many other persons of great mental endow- 
ments, was not an expert scribe; and the infirmity 
alluded to at Gal. 4. and elsewhere, might tend to 
produce this. Yet the sense above assigned seems 
very harsh, and what one should little expect. I 
cannot but prefer the interpretation of almost all the 
modern Commentators, who take w7a. in a sense 
indeed unauthorised, yet probably sanctioned by 
common use, namely, for many; words (as Koppe 
and Borger remark) signifying magnitude, being, in 
all languages, used also of multitude, i. e. how great 
for how many. The ypappare is taken by the best mo- 
dern Commentators to denote litera, epistola ; as in 
Acts 28, 21. ypappata eeSaneba. And Schleus. 
here compares Xen. Hist. 1, 1, 15.: and Borger, 
Herodian 1, 6, 23. Lucian 2, 450 & 568. He ren- 
ders: ‘* guantas literas, quantum (i. e. copiosam) 
epistolam scribo vobis.” Yet there seems to be no 
necessity for adopting this sense. Teappere may 
not only mean letters, but words. ‘The sense will 
then be: “In how many words I have written,” 
which is equivalent to, “how long a letter I have 
written to you.” | 
LL. rr ep yeipi. Soin Philem. 19. Borger com- 
pares the conclusion of an Epistle from Cailirrhoe to 
Dionys.: ratrd cor yéypovatr evn yerpl* epswoo, and 
also Charit. 8, 4 p. 134. It was very frequent 
among the antients to employ the pen of a scribe 
(indeed the same indisposition to write continues in 
the East at the present day); so that when the 
writer wrote with his own hand, it was’ deemed a 
thing worthy of being noted.) And this was done on 

- VOL, VII. 2K 
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important occasions; such as was the present. For 
(as Theophyl. remarks) the Apostle wrote with his 
own hand, not only to show his affection for them, 
but in order that he might stifle evil reports; for he 
was accused of preaching differently at different 
places. It was therefore proper for him to give a 
written testimony of his doctrine. So Grot.: ‘‘So- 
lebat sua manu Paulus scribere sententias quasdam 
insigniores ac perpetuo retinendas.” Borger well 
paraphrases thus: “ Nolite vos criminatoribus_ istis 
patefacere aures! De mea ipsius sententia heec vos 
edoceat epistola; qua in re nullus est frandi locus, 
cium eam manu ipse mea exaraverim, satis longam.” 
The Commentators all refer to the usual custom of 
the Apostle to dictate his letter to ascribe. But 
whether such was his custom at this early period 
(this being the first of all his Epistles) may admit of 
some doubt. 

12. boo G€roveiw—diwxwvrasr. It is observed by 
Borger, that in order to rightly determine the sense 
of this and the following verses, we are to remember 
the criminations mentioned in the preceding verse ; 
q. d. “ It is not J who impel you to the observance 
of the Mosaic Law, but those who court the gale of 
popular applause, they instigate you to it.” That 
some words are left to be supplied is evident; and 
this ellipsis Borger has (I think) skilfully filled up. 

On the sense of erzocwxica: Commentators are 
not agreed. Some interpret it, “‘ to live luxuriously.” 
But this is frigid, and destitute of all authority. 
Others “to make a show of religion and piety, 
though factitious and ostentatious.” And so our 
English Translators. But thus év capxt will have little 
or no meaning. I see no interpretation better 
founded than that of Chrysost. and the other antient 
Commentators, who explain it eddoximeiy, and take ev 
capi for év (1.€. rapa) avIearois, namely, the Jews and 
Judaizers. So Theodoret well paraphrases the whole 
verse thus: Ty» rapa avbpaimruy bygwpevor SeEav, Kouk 
TIS aTPareias mpounBovmevos THS oikelas, THY avayKar- 
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Tikhy THS MepiToMAS Uuly OdacKkariay moor Pepouciy, Iva 
wa wapamrayclos ypiv rols Kyputtovor Tov Koray 
aikigovrar, Kab Kabelipyovras. Very similar is the 
interpretation of Noesselt and Koppe, ‘‘ laudem 
querere in externis (as in 2 Cor. 5, 12. rods év xpo- 
corw Kavywpevous); Which Borger adopts, except 
that he thinks by év capxi the Apostle meant cir- 
cumcision ; as in the verse following €v 7% Uperépa 
cack) kavyjcwyta:. And he explains thus: ‘ Those 
who seek praise in the body,” i. e. in circumcision, 
which is open and in the flesh, (as Rom. 2, 28.), to 
which is opposed that of the heart and in the spirit, 
Rom. ii. 29. But év capx} differs from éy ry dperéoa 
cagxi, and is used in a different construction. Besides, 
the sense is somewhat frigid. Upon the whole, I 
see no reason to desert the antient interpretation ; 
though that of Noesselt’s may be engrafted upon it. 

12. obra dvayKagouorw Yas rEepiTEepvEerbas—diwKwyTas. 
It is evident that the dévayx. must be understood of 
the compulsion of earnest persuasion and _solicita- 
tion, and strong injunction. See Schl. Lex. and 
also Theodoret, just before cited. At the words 
TO oTavpH Tov Xgiored, some modern Commenta- 
tors strangely blunder, explaining them (as for in- 
stance Koppe) of calamities like those which Christ 
suffered. A mode of interpretation harsh and unne- 
cessary. The antient Commentators rightly under- 
stood by the expression the faith of Christ, the doc- 
trine of Christ crucified. ‘The Dative, it must be 
observed, is here dependent on é€zi understood, and 
may be expressed by ob, propter.* ‘The sense, then, 
is: ‘ to suffer persecution for preaching the doctrine 
of the crucifixion of Christ, as I do.” But why, it 
may be asked, did not Paul say, suffer persecution 
for professing the Christian religion? I answer 
that the expression doctrine of the Cross has great 

* This signification, Borger observes, is rare. And to the 
example from Demosth. adduced by Hoog. ad Viger. p»37. He 
adds others from Theophr. Pl. 1, 16. M. Anton, 3, 1, Perizon, ad 
1. V.H. 2, 20. 7, 8. 

2Kz 
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force. For it was the doctrine of the crucifixion of 
Christ, and the atonement thereby procured for the 
sons of men, that formed the main pillar of the 
Christian system, and made it utterly impossible to 
tolerate the use of circumcision, as of any avail to 
procure justification and salvation: and this the Jews 
well saw, and therefore persecuted those who preached 
the doctrine. So the Apostle at 5, 11. feelingly 
speaks of the offence of the cross (where see the 
note); which will make it unnecessary for me to 
here enlarge further.* 

13. ovde yap of repirepvopevor —Kavyycwrras. There 
was surely no reason for some recent Commentators, 
as Semler and Borger, to raise difficulties as to who 
are meant by the of regitepvowevor, whether the Jews, 
or the Judaizers mentioned in the preceding verse. 
It is plain that the /atter must be understood. 

It is rightly remarked by Borger, that the yao has 
reference to something omitted, which he thus sup- 
plies: G&A’ od cmovdys mepl Tov vomov, scil. avayKagours 
unas mepirenverbosr. See the note on 2,18. He thinks 
that they did not urge circumcision with the intent 
of subjecting the converts to the whole Law, since 
they had themselves abandoned the Law, but in order 

* Doddr. has the following masterly illustration of this subject of 
the fear of persecution in the persons here alluded to. 

“This seems to open the main secret spring of that zeal for the 
Jewish ceremonies, in some who professed themselves Christians, 

which occasioned so much uneasiness in the Apostolic churches. 
The persecuting edicts of the Jewish sanhedrim, the influence of 
which extended to remote synagogues, had induced many who 
secretly believed in Christ, to decline an open acknowledgment of 
him (John 9. 22; 12.42; 19.38.), which yet our Lord himself 
had so expressly required, that their consciences, during this state 

of dissimulation, must be in great anxiety. (See Mark 8.38.) But 
afterwards, when a scheme arose of extending Judaism with 
Christianity, it may be supposed that this would abate the edge 
of persecution against those who fell in with it, and especially 
against those who urged the Gentile converts to such complete 
proselytism, though wt might sharpen it against other Chris- 
tians: and this might perhaps weigh more with some than they 
themselves were aware, in concurrence with the desire of making 
disciples, and to the prejudices of education, which must naturally 
be supposed to have their share. Compare chap. 5. 11.” 
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to conciliate the favour, or avoid the persecution of 
the Jews, by showing that they were not ill affected 
to the Jewish religion, and also have to boast of their 
influence in procuring the reception of circumcision ; 
for that seems to be the sense of iva év 77 Uperepa 
cask kavyrcwvrar*, For they seem not to have fully 
perceived the connection of circumcision with the 
rest of the Law. : 

By gvadocew véuoy is, I think, meant keep the 
whole Law (which sense is inherent in the guaacc.). 
The adrs is evidently emphatic. By capxi some 
Commentators (as Koppe) would understand the 
very prepuce itself cut off; regarding this as a sen- 
tentia aculeuta! But this appears to deserve as lit- 
tle attention as the sententia aculeata ascribed to 
the Apostle in o@eray kal amokoWovras at 5, 15. (where 
see the note.) Borger has rightly rejected this fancy. 
It is strange that Commentators should ever have 
stumbled at the expression, which, in order to be- 
come plain, only requires regiternEvy to be repeated 
from wegirépvecbai. We may therefore render “ your 
circumcised flesh, or body, i. e. your circumcision. With 
respect to xavy. it has been rightly explained by 
Borger supra. 

Bp. Middleton has here ventured to differ from 
all Commentators in interpreting veuoy (as indeed he 
was compelled to do by his canon on the presence or 
absence of'the article in vopos) daw, or moral obedience. 
He refers for examples to Rom. 2, 25. and Acts 21. 
24. But in the latter passage the article is used, and 
the ceremonial law is manifestly meant. And in the 
former by vouov rpacoev is meant practise the whole 
of the Mosaic Law, including the moral as well as the 
ceremonial: which is plainly the sense here. The 

* So Theophyl.: ob pdvoy, gynot, d0 avOpwrapéckeray, GAG Kat 
Sede pirodokiay ravra wowdow. Ov yup Kara EHov Tov urep row 

vopmov, ovdé Evexey evocBeias, onal, rovTo éoyagovra, GAA dea 
pirodogiay, iva évy rH bperépa capki Kavxijowvrae TovréoTy, iva 
€éy TY KaTakdrreny THY Uperépay capKa KavXiowvTal, Ws dWdoKador 
bpov, kat paOyras buds exorres. 
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Apostle means to accuse them of inconsistency in 
enjoining circumcision, and not keeping, or wishing 
to be kept, the whole law. Bp. Middleton says they 
were ostentatious and hypocritical, attending to the 
ritual of the Law, but paying no attention to the 
spirit and design, namely, the moral law. But this, 
I think, is supposing more information than we pos- 
sess. It does not appear that they did observe all 
the ritual, (for vozov must mean that). The Apos- 
tie imputes to them, 1. a cowardly spirit, in giving 
up the point of circumcision in deference to the 
Jews. 2. an ostentatious spirit, in boasting of their 
influence over their converts, in procuring this ob- 
servance. 3. inconsistency, in maintaining circum- 
cision unaccompanied with the other parts of the 
ritual law. For as to the moral law of Moses, there 
was no difference of opinion between St. Paul and 
the Judaizers themselves on that point; since the 
Apostle never meant to say that that was abrogated. 
Thus I do not see that the persons in question are 
chargeable with hypocrisy, and therefore unworthy 
of regard, as Bp. Middleton says. Whether they 
observed the moral law of Moses, or not, is not here 
the question. In fact (as I have before observed) that 
was incorporated into the Christian system. I am in- 
clined, with Doddr. (whom see supra) to think far 
less unfavourably of those persons than did the 
learned Prelate, who appears not to have made suffi- 
cient allowance for the frailty of human nature, even 
in religious and well-meaning persons, and the pre- 
judices of education and national vanity. See Chrys. 
and Theophyl. It should seem that those who main- 
tained the use of circumcision as well as baptism by 
the Gentiles, intended to place their proselytes in a 
sort of mid-way between proselytes of the gate and 
proselytes of righteousness, and thus effectually se- 
cure the honour of the Law, by engrafting the Gospel 
upon the Law. 

14. €wol 0€ py yevoira Kavyacbas, Eb nz ev TH OTAUPHO 
tov Kupiov 7., I. X. From the discussion on the sense of 
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the two preceding verses the meaning of this is clear. 
The xevy. must be interpreted in conformity to the 
Kavyyowyras at ver.12.; and the craupo Tov Kupiov, 

&c.; like the craupa roo Xeioov at ver.12. where see 
the note. The words may be paraphrased thus : 
“ But for my part I leave them to glory in an anti- 
quated rite; such is not my course; God forbid 
that J should feel proud of the inculcation of any 
doctrine (and least of all circumcision), except that 
of the crucifixion, the sacrifice of the death of Christ, 
and the other doctrines which depend upon it, and 
which exclude circumcision.” ‘The py yevorro has 
great force, and implies the necessity of teaching 
and maintaining this fundamental doctrine. Now 
in the promulgation of ¢his doctrine the Apostle 
might and did boast. And, as Theophyl. remarks, 
** Christians in general may be said to glory in the 
cross of Christ, as a striking proof of the love of the 
Lord, who thus laid down his life, to expiate and 
atone for their sins, and thus accomplish their justi- 
fication and salvation.” 

On this sentiment the Apostle engrafts another, 
somewhat obscure, but which may be understood 
by attending to the context and parallel passages. 
On the koopes the modern Commentators treat 

copiously, but not (I think) successfully. . Schoettg. 
takes it to mean the Jewish economy. Rosenm. un- 
derstands it of that Jewish vanity in which his ad- 
versaries sought praise, but which he rejects. Koppe 
remarks: ‘‘ koowos dicitur in N. T. guicquam cum 
religione Christi non est conjunctum, sive sint ho- 
mines ipsi non Christiani, sive studia, cupiditates, 
agendi ratio a religionis Christiane preceptis aliena.” 
And Borger explains it of homines non Christiani. 
But it is surely more simple to understand it 
(with Chrys. and the other antient Commentators, 
as also some early moderns) of the affairs of the 
world in general, as human glory, wealth, honours, 
luxury, and all that the world (i.e. the men of this 
world) can give, including persons and things. 
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The ¢ ob may be referred either to Xpicrod or 
to tT oravpo (i.e. by means of which doctrine.) 
The latter mode seems preferable. ’Eoravgwras, 
“ is crucified and dead.” Keéyw, “‘ and I am (dead).” 
So both the antient and modern Commentators. 
Borger stumbles at the construction of éuol éorav- 
pwrat and debates whether it may be rendered ‘‘ mihi 
mortuum est,” or, “a me enectus est,” taking €uol 
for um éyov. But the latter mode cannot be tole- 
rated. The former yields the truer sense. So Chrys. 
vexpos ext. JL am surprised Borger did not see that 
é€uol is for eis eve, quod attinet ad me. It is rightly 
remarked by Koppe, that there is here one senti- 
ment expressed in two formulas. So Chrys. and 
Theophyl.: dias ris vexgwoews yevouerys’ ore yop 
Exeiva ErEiy mE OuvEaToU vEeKpa yap" ode ToS mpordpa- 
peely exeivois* vexpos yao cius. ‘This is all that needs be 
said.* 

15. Kaivy xriois. It is not necessary to enter 
into the refinements of some recent Commentators 
on this formula, which denotes moral regeneration, 
such a renewal of the heart as shall produce a re- 
formed conduct. See the note on 2 Cor. 5,17. It 
is observed by Borger, that St. Paul frequently de- 
scribes this morai regeneration, or the new man (see 
Eph. 2, 15. 4, 24.), as opposed to the natural corrup- 
tion of man, called the ofd man, in Rom. 6, 6. Eph. 
4, 22. Col. 3, 9. ‘* This change of thinking and act- 
ing (continues he) is signified by the words avaxas- 
vouobas, Col. 3, 10. 2 Cor. 4, 16., and dvaveotodas Eph. 
4. 23. He who is regenerated is said xrigecdas é€v 

* Yet I cannot but notice the extraordinary assertion of Bp. Mid- 
dleton, that as cédcpos has not the article, it must be regarded as one 

of those words which partake of the nature of proper names. Such 
a position can need no refutation. Indeed the criticism is adapted 
rather to the ninth than the nineteenth century, and reminds me 

of the notable device respecting advdorams in Acts 6. 17, 18, 
The Bishop might have noticed that 7@ «éepm occurs in the apo- 
dosis; for though it is omitted in a few MSS., yet that is evidently 
ex emendatione. Indeed, most of these M&S. are such as have 

been tampered with. 
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dikatoruvy Kab ooioryts, Eph. 4, 24. And in Col. 3, 
10. it answers to dvakaivovcba: eis eriyyvwow. Since 
therefore in such phrases there is a permutation of 
the terms dvaveotcbai, avaxavodroda: and krigcobas, it 
is obvious that a&vSowes Kavos, or véos, and Kaiwy Kris 
signify one and the same thing, namely, a mind con- 
formed to the precepts of virtue, with the abandon- 
ment of vice. The Hebr. 872 and xriois are used 
of any thing effected mirabili virtute, and applied to 
the renovation of the mind in Ps. 51, 12., where the 
Sept. has kagdiav kabapsav kticov éuol 6 Ocos, &c. Here 
krigew and éykawigev are placed in_ parallelism. 
Finally, since xaivy xriois supra 5, 6. is said to be 
migtis OF ayamys evepyounevy and the same thing is in 
1 Cor. 7, 19. called the keeping of the command- 
ment, it is clear that in xaiw7 xrioss there is a signi- 
fication of a mind reformed so as to produce holiness 
of life.’ (Borger.) 

16. Kal ooos TO KAVOYE TOUTW TTOLYTTOUT IW, eipivy 

ex autos Kal Ercos, kal ém) tiv “Iopaya rod Oeod. 
On the phrase crayeiv tim, see the note supra 5, 25., 
to which I add the following Classical. examples. 
Muson. ap. Stob. 339. aizyce rovras oroyely ToS 
Adyois obs éexauveis, and Polyb. 28, 5, 6. creel TO 
mooleces Tivos. On xavovs, Borger observes, that the 
word properly signifies a perpendicular line, ‘or 
plummet, by which builders work ; as in Plato T. 2; 
50 B. % TEeKToviKy, KavovE YoRTaL, Kal diaSyry, Kal ordbpy. 
But it also signifies a carpenter’s rectangular rule. 
Hence it came to denote a rule of lifeand action ; as 
Joseph. p. 1072. bgov ebyxev aris Kal navove Tov vopov. 
And dpSomoteiv, cpSorouelv, mepirareiv, and croyeiv, 
are used of those who profess the Christian religion, 
and adopt their actions to it, as architects and car- 
penters adjust their work to the plummet, or the 
rule. Theodoret well paraphrases thus: kavova éxarere 
Tiv mpoKemeryy Osdackaniay, we evbuTyTs Kor LouLEvyy, Ka 
pare Ennei@oy Th, wate TEgiTTOv Exourcav. With respect 
to the xavovs, most modern Commentators refer it to 
what immediately preceded, namely, the doctrine of 
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cai Ktiosis : Others, to the doctrine of Christ cruci- 
fied, at ver. 14. But I prefer to refer it, with the 
antients, to the whole of ver. 15., namely, the doc- 
trine respecting the inutility of circumcision and 
the necessity of moral regeneration. So Mackn. 
renders: ‘“* seeking acceptance with God, not by 
circumcision but by becoming new creatures.” ‘The 
Apostle may have had reference to the preceding 
instructions, which were to be their rule; and as it 
comes at the conclusion of the Epistle, this seems 
probable enough. 

The cigyvy éx’ durods Kak €reos is, as Koppe says, 
equivalent to the Hebr. T0™ cord mbw. And he 
observes that éaeos, and ydépis are synonymous, and 
both equivalent to «igivy, which often (as here) de- 
notes felicity of every kind; as 1 Tim. 1, 2. 2 Tim. 
1,2. The Commentators might also have remarked, 
that it seems to be a formula of bidding, (as we say,) 
adieu, by benediction. It is probable that the Epistle 
originally ended here, and that the words rod Acizou 
—éyjy were added afterwards. Thus the Epistle to 
the Eph. concludes with eloyyy Tos adeagois. ‘Though 
then there is added ¥ yapis, &c. Here, therefore, 
the words tod rcimoI—facragw seem to be paren- 
thetical. 

There is surely no-occasion to render “shall be 
with you ;” as do Locke and others. 

16. kab éxi roy Iopaia tod Oeod. The xai is ill ren- 
dered by our English translators, Whitby and 
Mackn., and. The best Commentators, as Calvin 
and Par., and almost all recent ones, are agreed that 
it is exegetical, and has the sense of even, i. e. such 
being, or who indeed are. And so the antients seem 
to have taken it. This signification occurs in 1 Cor. 
15, 24 Eph. 4, 6. 5,20. Col. 3. 17., and sometimes in 
the Classical writers. See Borger’s references to the 
critics. By Iopaya, it is plain we are to understand 
Israelites. The sense is: such Christians are the 
true Israelites, “beloved of God.” It is observed 
by Borger, that the Apostle calls Christians by this 
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name (asin Rom. 9, 6.00 yap ravres of €v Irpayr’ obros 
Iga7a) because (as he had taught at 3, 14. seqq. 4, 
21. sqq.) to them alone the divine promises had 
regard. And he refers to Just. Dial. C. Trypho. 
p. 139. Cyrill. c. Jul. p. 254. And he remarks: 
** Aculeum habet hee Christianorum appellatio, quo 
vehementer punctos fuisse Judwos necesse est, po- 
puli Dei nomine et honore superbientes.” 

17. Tod Aoired, KoTous por pydels maceyerw. Here 
Tov Aoimrod ypovou is for ro Aamov. This has been 
thought by some bad Greek. But its correctness is 
proved by numerous Classical examples adduced by 
Wets. from Demosth., Herodot., Aristoph., and 
many other authors. Komous rapeyew is synonymous 
with the more Classical rpaypara mapéyew (see Bor- 
ger’s examples), and the Latin negotium facessere. 
But it is of more consequence to determine what 
the Apostle meant by the expression. On this the 
moderns are little agreed. Many interpret: “Let 
me have no more trouble or persecution, as an enemy 
of the law.” Others refer the words to the Judaiz- 
ing teachers: q. d. “let them give me no more 
trouble by calumniating me as inconsistent on the 
subject of circumcision and the law.” So Cicumen. 
(Other opinions may be seen detailed in Borger.) 
It seems, however, more natural to understand the 
words, with the antient Commentators and Jaspis, 
as importing his fixed determination. So Chrys. and 
Theophyl. observe, that the Apostle says this as 
intending to give them to understand that the rules 
he has laid down are immoveably fixed, and that 
they need not expect any thing else from him, but 
receive this from him as an absolute determination 
once for all. Yet, I think, he means also to hint 
that he had had trouble and chagrin enough on this 
question already. And this seems required by the 
next words, which may be paraphrased: ‘“ For I 
have troubles enow: I bear in my body the marks 
of sufferings endured in the cause of Christ. I have 
suffered enough, and do suffer.” Such seems to be 
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the most natural interpretation, and it is supported 
by the authority of all the antient and most modern 
Commentators, even though they differ -on the sense 
of korous mapexere. See Chrys. and Theophyl. 

These oriypara, or weals, we may suppose to 
have been left by the violence mentioned at 2 Cor. 
11, 24 & 25., the scourgings, beatings, and stonings, 
all which werea sufficient refutation of the calumnies 
of his enemies as to the subject of the law. For 
these were inflicted by Jews. Baoragew has (I 
think) no reference to a triumph, as the antients 
suppose; but merely signifies, ‘‘I carry about with 
me every where.” So & Cor. 4, 10. mavrore ry 
vexpwow Tov Tyco €v TH owWpats TEgidésovtes. ‘Though 
there wegid. is used metaphorically. I cannot omit 
to notice (though it deserves little attention) the 
opinion of those modern Commentators, who, as 
Potter, Deyling, Wets., &c. think there is a reference 
to a custom of the antients, by which those who 
were dedicated to the service of any God, had a 
brand stamped upon them. See Wetstein’s numer- 
ous illustrations.* But this interpretation is so evi- 
dently forced that I cannot think it worth while to 
dwell upon it. 

18. 4 yapis—apyy. On the sense of these words 
antient and modern Commentators differ. The for- 
mer recognise in wvevyaros an allusion to the influ- 
ence of the holy spirit on their minds, amd especially 
as shown in the gifts before mentioned. (See 3, 3., 
&c.) On the contrary, the recent Commentators, 
as Whitby, Koppe, Rosenm., Slade, and Valpy take 
mvevy.. to simply denote their minds, i. e. themselves. 
And thus the expression will be equivalent to pe 
dpwv; as at the conclusion of Romans and 1 Cor. 
But considering that the Apostle has before said so 

* And su Herodot. 2, 113. mentions a temple of Hercules to 
which if any slave tuok refuge, and emufdedgras oriypara ipa, he 
thereby éavrov didovs ro Fea. ovk ébeore rovrov dvacOa. The 
custom also extended to the slaves of any prince. So Herodot. L, 7. 
éorisov ariypara Pachia tous TAEvvas THY OnBaiwy. 
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much of their being meyer sKo} (so 3, 3. evarpEcpevor 
TVEULAT E oy 5. ypels yao myetcer | 3, 2, TVEUpsce €AG- 

‘ 

Bere & 5. 6 onl Univ TO mvedpa, Kal evepyay 

duvaners €v tuive 5, 16. TVEULOLT | Te pITATEITE & 18. et 

de TVEI LOT mrerlcs & 25. eb Sone mrvedparr 6, 1. 
bpeis ob tvevyneriKol). J am inclined to adopt the for- 
mer opinion ; at least I think that the Apostle did 
not add the rod zvevp.aros for nothing. 



EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. 

CHAP. I. 

Tuts Dr. Goodwin considers as the richest and 
noblest of all the Epistles, and thinks it was pecu- 
liarly intended to be so, to reward the generous zeal 
of the Ephesians in burning their curious book, by 
a book of divine knowledge, incomparably more valu- 
able than any or all of them. A thought, as Doddr. 
says, most remarkable and ingenious: though, 
with a prudence which I cannot but commend, he 
declines instituting any comparison of the excellency 
of the Epistle, with that of the others. 

VERSE L. 010 Seryjparos Oecd, “by the good-pleasure 
of God.”., Compare -1Cor. 1, 1.2 €or. 1; 1.,Gal. 
1,1. Tols ayia trois odow ev’Egéow, ‘* to the Chris- 
tians at Ephesus.” In what sense these are so called 
I have shown at Rom. 1, 7., and elsewhere. With 
respect to the words reis odow ev Edéow, their ge- 
nuineness has been called in question by some cri- 
tics; but (I think) successfully defended by many ~ 
others, whom I need not particularize. See the 
Introduction to this Epistle by Koppe, Rosenm., 
Michaelis, Hug. or Mr. Horne’s Introduction, and 
also the note of Mr. Slade. 

1. kat miorois €v X. ‘I. Many Commentators take 
the cai as a simple copula, and such it may be; 
but it rather seems to have the exegetical sense, 
even ; as in Gal. 6, 16. I cannot think with Locke and 
Wells, that it signifies those who kept the doctrine 
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of Christ free from the corrupt admixtures of Ju- 
daism, or (with Grot.) those who persevered in the 
profession of that doctrine. A criticism which 
Doddr. rightly rejects, observing that the Apostle 
uses the same title when addressing the Colossians 
(Col. 1, 2.), whom yet he reproves on this very 
account (Col. 2,16 &20.), It should rather seem to 
mean, as Whitby and Mackn. interpret, believers in 
general. (Examples may be seen in Schl. Lex.) 
Both this and the former term are simply a designa- 
tion of Christians; since that appropriate term was 
then not yet come into use. See the Inscriptions of 
the other Epistles. Sometimes the Apostle simply 
says, of €v Xgiorw I. (scil. cvres.) 

2. yapis by.tv Kak eipyvn. This benedictory sentence 
intreats for them all blessings, both spiritual (ydégis) 
and temporal (eisyvy, V7). 

3. edaoynros 6 Geos kai Tarijg tov Kupiov yor. I. X. 
See Rom. 15,6., and the note there. In the use 
of evaAoynris and evaoyycaus, there is, as Koppe ob- 
serves, a dilogia (such as is frequent in St. Paul), 
since in the former case the term signifies to praise 
and give thanks; in the latter, ef/ectively to benefit. 
Both these senses are to be found in Hebr. ‘772, and 
(1 would add) our English-bless. See the examples 
in Schl. Lex. Koppe refers the ypés solely to Paul, 
to whom (he observes) are, at ver. 14., opposed those 
to whom the Epistle was written, expressly com- 
prehended under suds. And he compares ver. 
3—14. But this seems harsh and unfounded. I 
must agree with the antient and almost all modern 
Commentators, in referring the yas to himself and 
the Ephesians, most of whom (to use the words of 
Doddr.) were Gentile converts, sharing with him 
and the Jewish Christians in their evangelical pri- 
vileges; and by thus beginning his Epistle with 
ascribing thanks to God for his mercies to them, he 
at once declares his firm persuasion of the calling of 
the Gentiles, and his hearty joy in it. Mr. Locke, 
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who discusses this point at large, applies it to the 
Gentile converts in general. 

One cannot but notice the accumulation of cog- 
nate terms in eAvyyTbs, EUAcyyTas, and evAcyia. This 
was in antient times rather sought after as a beauty, 
than avoided as a blemish. It is inherent in the ~ 
very genius of Oriental phraseology, and seems to 
have been thence introduced into the Greek lan- 
guage, since we find it in the earliest writers, as 
Homer, Pindar, Herodot., &c. 

The eév is not (as Koppe treats it) redundant, but 
answers to the Hebr. 3. The sense is “ by bestow- 
ing upon us,” &c. Haoy evaroyi, “blessings of 
every kind.” ’Ev Xgiore | is for d1& Xpiorov. On the 
sense of rvevparixy, the modern Commentators are 
not agreed. Many regard it as emphatical, and ex- 
plain, “blessings of the mind and soul,” as opposed 
to those of the ‘body, which alone were afforded by 
the Jewish and Pagan religions. (So also Theophy). 
and other antients.) Thus they limit it solely to the 
ordinary blessings of the Christian religion, or, at 
most (to use the words of Doddr. ), the ‘sanctifying 
graces of the spirit, such as efectual calling, justi- 
fication by grace, the adoption of children, the illu- 
mination of the spirit, and all the graces of the Chris- 
tian life, which are common unto all believers, and 
are communicated to them in all their several 
branches. On the contrary, the antient Commen- 
tators; and some modern ones, as Dr. Wells, under- 
stand it chiefly of the supernatural gifts, though not 
to the exclusion of the graces of the spirit, sanctifi- 
cation, and all other blessings of the Gospel. So 
Theodoret : wgicero yop Fpl Tov Getov TYEILATOS TO 

Haplo yore, EdWKE ray enmioa. ris dvATracEews, TAS 778 

davacias emayyenias, Thy bmooyerw Tis Bacirélias Tey 
odgavoy, TO THS violering aFiop.a. See also Theophyl., 
Chrys. and Phot., asalso Dr. Whitby. And this seems 
to be the best founded interpretation. But some- 
thing depends upon the sense to be ascribed to the 
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next words éy rois €ravpaviois ; which has long been 
a matter of debate, et adhuc sub judice lis est. The 
phrase is evidently elliptical; and the question is, 
what is the substantive to be supplied : ? That may 
be either roross (or pépeot), or yoxpaos. The former 
is adopted by the Syr. translator, and by the earlier 
modern Commentators, as Grot., ‘Beza; Pisc., Wolf, 
and Wells, and, of the deat ones, Koppe and 
Schleus. The sense they assign is this: “ with all 
spiritual blessings, and that not only in reference to 
our present state here on earth, but also in reference 
to our future state in heavenly places,” i. e. in heaven 
itself. And this is supported by the use of the 
phrase at 1, 20. 2, 6. and 3,10. Yet it seems here 
not agreeable to the context, and proceeds very 
lamely. Preferable is the latter mode of interpreta- 
tion, which is supported by the antient and many 
modern Commentators, as Vorst., Casaub., Doddr. 
Schoettg., Rosenm., Barrington., Jaspis, and others, 
“in heavenly things, with heavenly hopes and re- 
wards; things (to use the words of Doddr.) which 
have a manifest relation and respect to heaven, and 
have a tendency to fit us for it, and to lead us not 
to seek after the enjoyments of this present world 
but to be conversant about, and to be waiting for 
those of the heavenly state.” See also Bp. Barring- 
ton ap. Bowyer. Schoettg. refers to his Diss. on the 
heavenly Jerusalem, 5, 2 & 3.,and adds: ‘ Here the 
Apostle opposes spiritual and celestial things to 
Paganism and Judaism. In the religion of the 
Heathens every thing was vain, and savouring only of 
external worship, could not promise reformation of 
mind, or spiritual blessings. In the Jewish economy 
there. was certainly a great superiority, but still 
heavenly things were wanting, since that worship 
was chiefly typical. ” Upon the whole, the sense is 
much the same on either inter pretation. 

4. kabwds €GereEuro ras ev abrw 196 karaSorys kdoysou. 
From hence to ver. 14. are detailed those TVeUsatr Ika 
and é eroucavin. , 

VOL. VII. 2. 
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Kades is said to be for kal yap. I would render 
‘“‘ for so.” This use Koppe ascribes to the Apostle’s 
custom of uniting periods to periods, either by par- 
ticiples or the pronoun relative, or by womeg xabos, 
&c. Here, indeed, we have a remarkably long sen- 
tence, consisting of twelve or fourteen verses. 

4. eEnnéEato apas. Rosenm. observes that this 
term, like the Heb. 11, “is often used of the gra- 
cious purpose by which God decreed to bring cer- 
tain persons to the Christian religion; as in the 
Old Testament it is employed of the election of the 
Hebrews to be the peculiar people of God.” See 
Is. 44, 1. Ps. 105, 6. Thus Doddr. observes that 
the Apostle cannot be here understood to intimate 
the personal election to eternal life of every one of 
the individuals who composed the churches of the 
Ephesians (or elsewhere to other Christian societies), 
but seems to speak of whole societies in general, as 
consisting of saints and believers, because this was 
the predominant character, and he had reason, in 
the judgment of charity, to believe the greater part 
were such: in which view he says of them in ge- 
neral, that whether they were Jews or Gentiles, they 
were indiscriminately chosen, not only to those pre- 
sent privileges which they all, as professing Chris- 
tians, enjoyed, but to real holiness and everlasting 
glory.” The remark, too, of Wells and Slade, may 
deserve attention, namely, that ‘as the Jews ima- 
gined that none were elect but themselves, and that 
for them alone the world was created (2 Esdr. 6, 
55—59.), it was one of the Apostle’s main objects 
to remove these persuasions and prejudices of his 
Jewish brethren, and to effect their entire union 
with the Gentiles. Principally, therefore, with this 
view, he applies to the Gentile converts at large 
these terms and descriptions which the Jews, asa 
nation, arrogantly appropriated to themselves.” See 
the note on Rom. 11, 5. 

4. éy avdrw, i.e. Christ. The év answers to the 
Heb. 3, and signifies by, through, or (as some ren- 
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der) because of. leo xaraPorys koopov, “ before the 
creation of the world.” This metaphor, also found 
in some passages of the Old Testament, proceeds 
upon the primitive notion that the world is a plain 
surface. See the note on Matt. 13, 35. Loesner 
cites from Philo 1002. xaraory yevecews’ 645 Cc. roo 
karaBoays Koopov, and other passages less apt. It is 
observed by Koppe, that whatever is done in this 
system of things, is said by St. Paul, here and else- 
where, to have been planned from all eternity. And 
he might have added, that this has usually, as here, 
a peculiar propriety, since it. served to rebut the 
charge. brought against the Gospel by the Jewish 
zealots, as being a mere novelty, and therefore un- 
worthy. of notice. _See Chrys, and Theophyl. 

Before civas must be understood wore, or «is 70, 
‘to the end that we should be holy and unblame- 
able in his sight.” Rosenm. paraphrases: ‘ the 
purpose of calling, and the calling itself, by the 
Gospel, had this in view, that those who should obey 
the call might shine in the beauty of holiness and 
virtue.” The ey. and the apo. Koppe compares 
to the Heb. wip and T]y3"0n, as in Eph. 5, 27. 
Col. 1, 22.. The antients, however, rightly. (1 think) 
understand the former of steadfastness and purity 
of faith; and the latter, of purity of morals. And 
Koppe acknowleiges, that the passage is to be re- 
ferred, not so much to the study of virtue, as to the 
dignity of Christians, as being persons whom God 
treats as innocent and dear to himself. So that it 
comes to the same thing as the being justified before. 
God, an expression elsewhere used by the, Apostle. 
Hence the addition karevwriov atrod, 93D7, in, his 
judgment. But this also carries with it a notion of 
genuineness and truth, as opposed to mere hypocri- 
tical and _Pharisaical holiness. 

4. é€v ayar7. These words are, by the antient. 
Commentators, taken with the verse following. And 
this is approved by the most eminent modern Cri- 
tics, who render: “ pro suo in nos amore,” Yet 

ZuZ 
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there seems something awkward in uniting the word 
with zpoopicas. Koppe acknowledges that it may 
be taken with éSeaeEaro. And this seems to be a 
more natural construction. Indeed, there is not any 
thing more frequent in St. Paul than transposition. 
Some, as Rosenm., not attending to this, assign as the 
sense: “ out of love to God for his goodness, and 
hope of his rewards.” 

5. mpoopicas ras cis violeriav die Iynood X. cis adroy, 
Kata tiv eddoKiay Tod beAyparos adrod. Koppe thinks 
Tpoopicas 7, €. uv. eis audrey is equivalent to the Heb. 
JINN NWS Wa, Gr. spoopgicas cioworjoaurbos pes 
rexva atrod. I should prefer zgo. viobereiy amas 
adr®, since eis auroyv is put for adrw (like the Heb. 
3) ; as in Col. 1, 20. Asa “I. X., by means of, 
through. So Theophyl.; ¢ 0€ rarip reowgirey 6 
d€ Xeirros mpoojyayey yas. See Rom. 11, 36. 
Heb. 2,10. ! 

This adoption of God was an expression commonly 
used by the Jews to denote their national privileges, 
as being especially united to God. (See Rom. 9, 
7 & 8.) But it was with more propriety applied to 
denote that relation in which Christians stand to 
God. (See Rom. 8, 23.) For further information 
on this subject I must refer my readers to the ex- 
cellent notes of Whitby, Locke, and Mackn. 

On the rpoogiras:it is remarked by Grot. that 
there is in this, asin all others of the Divine decrees, 
a taking for granted that we do our part. 

In the phrase kara tiv eddoxiay Tod GeAvjpatos there 
is a sort of hendiadis for ‘‘ according to his will and 
good pleasure.”” Rosenm. renders: “ pro benevolo 
suo consilio.”” ‘The expression is a very significant 
one, and is well paraphrased by ‘Theophyl.; 6érwy 
Kal oGodpa PBovrcnevos, Kal éridupwv. And Cicumen. 
remarks: eddoxiay yap riv én’ evepyerian Bovanoiy eos 
77 Ocian Karel youdr. 
It is observed by Grot., that if it should be asked 
why God imparted such benefits to the men of that 
time, the answer is, because it pleased him. ‘ Shall 
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he not do what he will with his own?” (See Matt. 
20, 15., and Rom. 9, 15.) Thus Y5M is used by 
Abarbanel on Is. 53, 10. respecting those decrees of 
which we know not the cause. So Servius on Virg. 
Zin. L. 3. Quotiescunque ratio vel judicium non 
apparet, Sic visum interponitur. 

6. cis Exaivoy d0&%s Tis yapitos avrod, i.e. (by a 
Hebraism), “to the praise of his glorious grace, that 
his glorious grace should be praised.” Thus, in 
Hebrew, the words FANHN NAD and V7 are joined 
to names of virtues to signify their value. See Glass 
Phil. Sacr. (Koppe.) Grot. remarks that «is here 
denotes, not end (at least not primary end), but 
merely something consequent, or what it is just we 
should return to God for such a benefit: nor, in- 
deed, can we do any thing more suitable to our 
nature, and more pleasing to God.”* It is beauti- 
fully observed by Theophyl.: 4 yap rijs evepyerias 
dmepBony kal Toy ayaplotwy TAS YAWTTAS Els’ EeUYApIO- 
TiQv KIVEl. 

6. €v 4 €yapirwrey ypds ev To Hyarnpevo. The verb 
xapirow (from xvepis, a favour, or benefit) signifies ‘ to 
bestow a favour, to benefit” (with which Koppe com- 
pares similar forms in os). For this the Classical 
writers use zocor or mapever yao. At must be 
understood yegits. Nothing is more frequent, both 
in Hebrew and Greek, than the union of a verb 
with its cognate noun. ’Ey 7, “ qua ductus.” Koppe 
compares a similar use of the Heb. }7 and }:n to 
that of xapis and yapitow. “Ey ro jyarnpevw. Ro- 
senm. compares the Heb. W13, by means of, and 
because of. The t® %yarnpévw Koppe considers as 
equivalent to “the only begotten son.” And he (I 

* For this thought Grot. seems to have been indebted to Chrys., 
who remarks: ‘‘ Does God, then, aim at glory? By no means. 
The Supreme Being can want nothing : but Me wishes to be glori- 
fied by us, that we may love him the more., For he who holds in 
admiration benefits done unto him, will be studious not to offend 
his benefactor, and as often as he remembers his benefits, the more 

will he love him that conferred them.” 
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think rightly) supposes that the Apostle had regard 
to the words of the voice from heaven, recorded at 
Matt. 3. 17. 

7. €y wo EY Op.ey Thy donirpewsw—maparreopderoy, 

ff « through whom we possess,” or ‘‘ to whom we owe, 
the redemption (procured) by his blood.” On azro- 
autre. see the note on Rom. 3, 24. It is, indeed, 
explained by what follows: ryyv dgpeorw ray apaery- 
patwv. Koppe remarks that, by the mention of his 
blood, it is clear that the Apostle had reference to 
the expiation and atonement procured by the bloody 
death of Christ. Ilaparr. is a general term denot- 
ing offences of every kind, whether heinous, or 
venial. See Schleus. Lex. and Tromm. 

7. KaTa Toy wAovToy THs yapitos. Here, Koppe 
observes, is another Hebraism, as at ver. 6., for, 
*¢ the most free and liberal grace.” Compare Rom. 
2,7. 9, 23. Col. 2, 2. . This, however, is not confined 
to the Scriptural writers. -Thus it occurs in Al- 
ciphr. _Ep. 1, 1. waodroy ayoloy ederEev. 

8. as éxeplocevcev, for 4, OF Hy, by a common Gre- 
cism. If repo. be here taken in a neuter sense, 
we must construe thus: “ in which God hath 
evinced his abundant goodness towards us:” if in 
an active, thus: ‘which he hath abundantly be- 
stowed upon us;” in which case cis ypiv will be for 
jptv, like the Heb. 325. (Koppe.) I prefer the latter 
mode, which is confirmed by the antients, So Chrys. 
and ‘Theophyl.: eeyeev apbsvas. Theodoret ele- 
gantly paraphrases thus : davaBruges yap ras rob e€AEouS 
THYAS, KA TOUTOLS Yas mEpIKAUSEL ToIs pevpaci. Per- 
haps he had in mind, Ps. 84, 6., in the spiritual, 
and (I think) ¢rue sense, in which it has been inter- 
preted by the pious Bp. Horne. 

8. €v rary codia Kal Pegovyoce:. It is not agreed 
whether these words are to be taken with the pre- 
ceding (as eregicoevoev), or with the following words, 
(as yvwpioas.) In the former case, they are ex- 
plained by Koppe and Rosenm.: ‘* sapientissimo 
consilio;” with a reference to God: or, as referred 
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to men, “ per omnigenam sapientiam.” But this 
seems somewhat harsh ; and I cannot but agree with 
Theophyl., Jerome, and some other antient Com- 
mentators, and, of the moderns, Griesb., who unite 
the words with the following. ‘Theophyl. well ex- 
pounds thus: rovreors, tiv yapw eFexew cis rypas, 
adore cohovs Kal Ppovinous roijous, yywpioos yuiv To puo- 
Tioov, TO Ev TATH Hpovyjces Kal cohia, ToTEeoT1, To rAaTHS 
Topias yemnov Kal dpovycews. Whitby has here a very 
masterly annotation, which deserves an attentive 
perusal. 

Q. purrypiov Tov Seryparos, “ that will which had 
been hitherto laid up in the mind of God, and hid- 
den from men (see Rom. 11, 25., and the note) ;” 
namely, that counsel of God for the salvation of 
men by Christ, which was impervious to human 
knowledge, as being unattainable by the compass of 
natural religion (compare Rom. 16, 25. Col. 1, 26.); 
nay, was even not perfectly known to the angels. 
See 1 Pet. 1,12. (Koppe and Rosenm.) See Schl. 
Lex., or Wahl's Clav. in v. puoryjgsov. Tvwpigey an- 
swers to the Hebr. YYW. On amoxaavrrew see 
Tromm. 

9. Kard& Try eddokiay atrod, ‘ of his good pleasure.” 
“Hy wpocbero ev avtw. In this, Koppe and Rosenm. 
remark, no more is intended than what is contained 
in the avrod. But this is a slovenly way of wrapping 
up matters. The force of the words has been better 
pointed out by the antient Commentators. Thus 
Theophyl.: éroinoe 8€ tovTo Kabads Where, Kat xabos 
mpoédero Kal mpowpicey ev adrwo, ro Xpioro dnrady. 

It is very doubtful whether there be, as Chandler 
and Mackn. think, any allusion to the Heathen 
mysteries. 

10, is cikovopiay Tod TAngwaToS THY YoIgdyY, AvOAKE- 
darawoacrla: ra ravra evt® X, These words shew 
what was that good pleasure and purpose. Yet the 
phraseology is harsh, and perhaps Hebraic. Eis, 
which answers to 5, denotes purpose. ‘The sense, 
which is rendered somewhat obscure by too great 
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brevity, may be literally expressed thus: ‘ And this 
was done unto the displaying of this plan of redemp- 
tion, at the completion of time, at the appointed 
time.” Oixovopic, plan, dispensation. _Theophyt. 
explains, eis dioikyoy,. Kab KATAaCTOGIY TOU. 7. T. Ki 

Grot. renders: ‘ Ideo hoc Deus penés se retinuerat, 
ut suo demum tempore id publicaret dispartiretque 
in Judeos et Gentes. And he remarks: “ Est si- 
militudo sumpta a familia, in qua pater familias, aut 
aliquis ejus loco, ex cell4 deprompta dimensa dat 
singulis.” Koppe cites a similar use of olkovopstce from 
Ignat. ad Eph. L8. “Inoots exvadapy iy two Mapias, Kar’ 
oixoyon.iay @eov. And Raphel has adduced similar 
examples from holy. On TANpw pc TOU xooven see 

the note on Gal. 4, 
10. i a RA ra mavra €yv tw X. This 

verb depends upon eis, which must be repeated from 
the preceding clause. On the sense of dvaxepaurate- 
carlo ta ravta Commentators are not agreed. Cer- 
tain it is that ra wavra is put, by an idiom familiar 
to St. Paul and every good writer; for rots ravras 
"Avaxedan. signifies to bring again under one head 
(xe>.); which implies their being brought into one 
society. The best Commentators are agreed that by 
7a rove. are meant both Jews and Gentiles. So in 
a parallel passage of Col. 1, 20., Christ (who 1 is here 
meant by the head) is said dpana cide Ben TH TayTA 
eis adrov. See also Chrys. But the Apostle adds 
something further, namely, that God hath not only 
thus united all nations on earth under one head, but 
also united with them the hosts of heaven, the angels 
in heaven (for so the best Commentators, antient 
and modern, explain the ra é€y rois cvcaveis),* who 

* Some few, indeed, as Hammond, Locke, Sehoettgen, Mackn., 
Koppe, and $ Schleus. .. refer the é éroup. to the Jewish nation; as in 
Luke 21, 16., by ai duvdpers roy odpavey are signified the Jewish 
rulers. And they also appeal to Heb. 12, 25—28. But those pas- 
sages are (I think) ofanother nature. There is surely no occasion to 
deviate from the antient and common interpretation, which is far 
more natural, and equally implies the union of Jews and Gentiles. 
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are called the upper family, God's family in heaven. 
Compare infra ver. 21. and 3, 15. It is well ob- 
served by Theophyl. (from Chrys.), that the heavenly 
and the earthly had been split and separated, and had 
not one head. For though, in respect of creation, 
there was one God over all; yet in respect of union, 
there was not. The Father therefore determined to 
unite the heavenly and the earthly, i. e. to place one 
head over all; even Christ ; namely, over the angels 
by his incorporeal, over men according to his incar- 
nate nature. The dvaxep. Theophyl. well explains 
with a reference to the oixovouia just before, thus: 
avexefarai@caro 6 Ilarip, rovréori, cuvéerenve TH Oi 
pLaKpod ypdvov oikovoprovjevar, Adyoy TUYTEAw@Y Kal TUYTEL- 
vow éy dixasoovvy. See Doddr. This interpretation 
is ably defended and illustrated by Noesselt. Prol. p. 
186 seqq. | 

11. €v & Kal éexanpwbnper. This is (I think) a re- 
sumption of the construction at ver. 7. év @ E€yomey, 
&c.; ver. 10 & 11. being, in some degree, parentheti- 
cal. The epanalepsis may be thus expressed: “ B 
him (I say) through whom we have allotted to us this 
benefit, even the hope of eternal happiness.” Such, 
I conceive, is the true sense of €kanp., which verb, in 
the active or middle voice, signifies to confer, bestow 
upon; and in the passive, to have bestowed upon us, 
to have allotted to us. It is observed by Koppe, 
that KAypotobas eis rs is equivalent to a&E:ovcbas Tov 
ceive t1, and that the notion of lot is not to be dwelt 
upon. Thus (he adds) rpooxanpotocbar at 17, 4. is 
equivalent to mpocruyydvav. If there be any ,em- 
phasis, he thinks it is derived from the Heb. mon, 
which is used of happiness in general. See the note 
on Gal. 3, 18. And then exarnpwdnpe cis, he ob- 
serves, would denote sbm3, * contigit mihi, adeo 
esse felici, ut,” &c. But this seems too Jax an in- 
terpretation. See Whitby. 

By the “‘ we have obtained,” most Commentators 
seem agreed are meant the believing Jews, with 
whom, it appears, the Apostle now associated him- 

ore, 
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self. And this he might well do, since there is 
great reason to suppose that not a few of the Chris- 
tian converts at Ephesus were Hebrews. Yet the 
antients understood these words of the Gentiles. 

In mpoopicbevres kata mpdber tov, &c., there is 
thought, by Koppe, to be a redundancy. But it is 
only that kind of pleonasm which is meant to be 
strongly energetic ; and it may be doubted whether 
to that the name of pleonasm be properly applied ; 
since even a reiteration of the same word for such a 
purpose is not called a redundancy. ‘The sense is: 
‘‘ having been pre-ordained to the reception of this 
benefit, by the deliberate counsel of him who accom- 
plisheth all his purposes and plans according to the 
counsel of his own will.” 

In the expression kara tiv Povrny rod Feajporos 
avrov the Commentators again recognize a pleonasm. 
But it is surely such an one as that just mentioned, 
namely, with a strongly intensive force: q.d. “ ac- 
cording to his own most free and unfettered will.” 
By ra ravra, as Grot. observes, we are to under- 

stand both the thing in question, and all others. 
Here we have a description of the omnipotence 

and unchangeableness of the Deity. ‘This, (Doddr. 
observes,) does indeed express God’s taking such 
methods to answer his purposes as he knows will, in 
fact, be successful. But it does not prove any thing 
like an overbearing impulse on men’s minds to de- 
termine them in such a manner as to destroy the 
natural freedom of their volitions, and so to prevent 
their being justly accountable to God for such 
actions.” See also Jaspis. 

12. cis 70 elves rjnas—Xpiorw. Now is described 
the effect of this allotted benefit. .‘‘ We received it 
in order that we should be (an occasion) for the 
praise of his glory,” &c. A Hebraism for “ to his 
praise and glory ;” as-at ver.6. The rods reonarmoras 
is to be explained according to the persons supposed 
to be meant. Some say, the Jewish Christians. 
Others, the Gentile Gentiles. And others again, 
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as Koppe, the Apostle himself. Those who interpret 
it of the Gentile Christians, maintain that the po has 
no force. But this is manifestly too hy)othetical. 
It is better to suppose, with Chrys., The phyl., and 
Koppe, that it signifies precipere spem, “ to hope for 
a thing before it comes to pass.”” Of which. signifi- 
cation Raphel adduces two examples from Polyb. 
Now in a certain sense this may be applicable both 
to the Jewish and Gentile Christians; on which I 
need not enlarge. But what follows seems to con- 
fine it to the former. See however Slade. | 

13. & & Kal dyeis, axodoavtes—upcy, ‘ by, or 
through, whom ye (Gentiles) having heard the word 
of truth, the Gospel of your salvation, and having 
believed, were sealed with the spirit of the promise, 
(even) the Holy Spirit.” Such is the interpretation 
of Rosenm., and (as it seems) formerly Grot. They 
remark that évavté mioredoavres is for kal adrw mor. 
Thus even the Classical writers sometimes use the 
article post-positive instead of the demonstrative. 
The Apostles, Grot. observes, do not observe these 
minute rules of construction, and therefore change 
genders, cases, and constructions, verborum incuriosi, 
dum tantce res mentem ambiunt. The above mode 
of taking the passage is supported by the authority 
of the antient Commentators, and seems, upon the 
whole, well founded. Most modern Interpreters, 
however, suppose some verb is wanting after kal 
dpeis; and some supply yarikare from karyamikoras ; 
others, €xaypwiy, from ver. 11. But these subaudi- 
tions are too violent, and break up the whole con- 
struction. 
By asyoy ris aanfeiasis meant the ¢rueword, the truth, 

as it isin Jesus, without any mixture of Jewish tradi- 
tion, or Gentile philosophy. And it is explained by the 
following words: 76 edayyersoy ris cwrypias: which are 
a Hebraism for “ the Gospel by which ye are saved.” 
In the rveup. rijs érayyeaiés there is a Hebraism for 
myeu.. Tr, exrnyyeapevy. These gifts of the Holy 
Spirit are said by Rosenm. to be such as are common 
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to all true Christians, the blessings of | religious 
knowledge, true virtue, hope, joy, concord, and the 
like. But the truth is, that the expression signifies 
far more even than what the antient Commentators 
and most modern ones assign to it, namely, the gifts 
of the Holy Spirit, properly so called, as being more 
or less supernatural: and when we consider the 
mode in which the Gospel was disseminated in the 
Apostolic age, so entirely different from what it is 
in our own, we shall see that this (as the strong ex- 
pression é€o@p. requires, and the term éxayy. sug- 
gests: for, as the antients have remarked, there 1s 
an allusion to Joel 2, 28. and Acts 1, 8.) must be un- 
derstood of the gifts of the Holy Spirit of every kind; 
though varying in different persons ;* for what the 
Apostle pronounces generally, need not be extended 
to individuals. I however admit that the ordinary 
influences of the Spirit on the minds of believers are 
included in this sealing. For (to use the words of 
Mackn.) though the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, 
whereby the believing Jews and Gentiles in the first 
age were sealed as heirs of the promises, have long 
ago been withdrawn, the ordinary influences of the 
Spirit of God still remain; and if they produce in any 
man a new nature, he is thereby marked, or declared 

* Nay, even Koppe seems to recognise this sense, since he thus 
annotates on the rvevp. ris erayy.: ‘ Nobis ad singula in variis 
Christianis varia, divina tamen et singularia omnia, respici videtur, 
cum, quomodocunque tandem homo Christianus ad recté et prae- 
clare cogitandum, sentiendum, agendum, affectum se sentiat: sive 

ampliore rerum divinarum cognitione, sive elatiore animi virtute, 
sive denique res inauditas patrandi potestate, singula hec ad i ipsum 
Ap. soleat,” 

Grot, has here rendered good service to the cause of Orthodoxy, 
by an able annotation, in which (inter alia) he remarks: ‘‘ What is 
moreastonishing than that those Heathens, alienated from God, 
despised by the Hebrews, should have been not only converted to 
piety, but also made equal to the Prophets, in the gifts of tongues, 
healings, prophecies, and such like? But it increases the magni- 
tude of the thing, that this had been already predicted by the Pro- 
phets, as Joel 3, 1 & 2. and Christ had expressly pr ompised it, Mark 
16, 17. Luke 24, 49. Joh. 7,28 & 89. ta 
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to be God’s Son; and that mark, or seal, is to him a 
stronger evidence of his title to the inheritance, than 
if he possessed the miraculous gifts; nay, than if an 
angel from heaven assured him of his title. 

- On the metaphor in éc¢pay. the Commentators 
have dilated with superfluous copiousness. See the 
note on Joh. 6,27. Rom. 15, 28. and 2 Cor. 1, 22. 
Seals were used for security and confirmation of any 
thing being untouched; and hence the term in 
question often signifies simply to confirm and make 
one safe of any thing, as if it had been under seal ; 
or as when a charter is given by a king to any one 
by a warrant under his seal. Here, then, the sense 
is: ‘* we have been assured under seal of this salva- 
tion from the Gospel in which we believe, by the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit which were promised by the 
Lord to true believers.” See infra 4, 30. 

14. 39 €or agpaBwy ris KAypovopias yay. Here ds 
is for 6, by a common idiom, and must denote the 
Holy Spirit, who is said (or rather his gifts) to be 
the earnest of our inheritance. On the above idiom, 
which is a synesis, the Commentators treat with un- 
necessary minuteness; but they omit to inquire why 
the Apostle here used it. If Iam not mistaken, 
it was from his considering the Holy Spirit as one of 
the persons of the Godhead; and therefore, by asso- 
ciation of ideas, he accommodated the gender ‘ac- 
cordingly. This, then, affords a strong, though indi- 
rect and undesigned proof of the personality of the 
Holy Spirit.* 
On the word apsafav, pledge (Germ. Handgeld), 

see the note on 2 Cor. 5, 5. I will here only add a 
very similar sentiment of Arbarbanel on 2 Kings 22, 

* Here, as not unfrequently elsewhere, I may apply the. Classical 
dict, “‘ Pereant qui ante nos nostra dixere.” In the above remark, I 
find, I have been anticipated by GEcumen, 2, p. 7. ’Exoujoaro 5é thy 
peTadnuy Tov &pNpov, ovK ard Tis TpOpupas THs Kara TO Tredpa, 
GX’ ard rijs évvoias rijs x0 rod Oeod’ ei ydocize rvebipart, Tovro bé 
éart Beds, émdyer oikeiws kal Babirepoy cvyrdcawy, bs éorw appa- 
Boy, cai ébis. 
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7 & 8. (cited by Wets.) Lex est arrhabo, que in ma- 
nibus nostris est a Deo S. B. redemptione nostra et 
animarum nostrarum liberatione. 

The xaypovouta signifies the things to be inherited, 
i. e. possessed ; (for the terms Kanpovopia and Karngovo- 
pew are perpetually used, to indicate certainty of at- 
tainment.) 

In the words following, eis amroavtpwow THs TeEpiTol- 
joews, cis Erasvov TIS d0Fys avrov, the construction is 
very harsh, and quite Hebraic, and so contort and 
obscure, that I see not how it can be reconciled with 
the usus loquendi, or accounted for by the ordinary 
rules of construction. On the sense Commentators 
are exceedingly divided in opinion. Whitby takes the 
expression to mean the redemption of life.* Bos 
renders; ‘‘usqgue.ad redemptionem salutis.”. But 
this mode of interpretation is obscure and unautho- 
rized. Doddr. explains the repr. the people whom 
Christ has purchased to be his peculiar property ; 
which, he observes, is.very agreeable to the significa- 
tion of the word elsewhere. Slade would retain the 
common signification of mepiz., viz. “property ac- 
quired by any valéiable consideration ;” comparing the 
Heb. 15D, peculium. And he renders: “for the final 
deliverance of the people whom he hath purchased 
(by his blood).” Thus Dr. Wells: ‘“ For the redemp- 
tion of the purchased possession.’ But I confess I 
do not see here any thing that approaches even to 
probability: and further than that no interpretation 
can well rise. I will now subjoin two others which 

* And he brings many texts out of the Septuagint, where zrepe- 
woew signifies to save alive. To illustrate this, he observes there 
are two redemptions or grand deliverances ; (for that is plainly his 
idea of redemption ;) the one, that of justification, consequent upon 
believing: the other, that by which we are delivered from death 
and all the other penal consequences of sin, in the redemption of the 
body from corruption, that it may partake of eternal life. Compare 
Rom. 8, 23. This nearly coincides with Beza’s interpretation, who 
would translate it, till the redemption of vindication, that is, till we 
are set entirely at liberty, and receive complete deliverance and sal- 
vation. (Doddr.) 
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seem most to approximate to the truth: 1. that of 
Rosenm. and Schleus., who take the a@moaur. ris re- 
piroijoews to mean liberation from this life and all 
its evils. ‘The sense will then be, “ with the com- 
plete liberation of Christians from all their miseries, 
until their departure from this earth, when they will 
receive the promised inheritance ;”’ or, as Schleus. 
renders: ‘‘ until the time when Christ shall deliver 
his worshippers (whom he purchased by his blood, 
Acts 20, 28.) from this body.” 2. that of Koppe, who 
regards the amon. ris mepiroijoews as the status con- 
structus, Hebr. in the place of a participle joined to 
a noun substantive, put for droavtewots wepiroinicion 
iptv, OY qv wEepimoinooueda, “which is purchased and 
obtained for.’? And he compares 1 Thess. 5, 9. 
2 Thess. 2, 14. Hebr. 20, 39.; and observes there is 
a similar construction at ver. 18. €aris ris KAncéws 
avroo, for eis qv éxdrecev yuas, and 1 Pet. 2, 9. rats 
els mepimoincaro 6 Weds. This mode of taking the 
passage is somewhat confirmed by the authority of 
the antient Commentators. Thus Theophyl. (from 
Chrysost.) repsrolgow, tiv meph was orovdyy Kal Kyde- 
p-oviay A€yes TV Dead? Pycly odv, ors 6 appaPwy ovros, eis 
THY TEAElaY amoAUTPWTIY, Kal THY KabapaY u.cy mEeLITOAAY 
Peper, Kal OF adryy éd08y. Upon the whole, the truth 
seems to rest with the interpretation of Theophyl. 
and Koppe. 

15. dO: rovro, i. e. “ because I know and feel how 
great is the felicity formerly obtained for Christians.” 
(Koppe.) I prefer, however, the exposition of Theo- 
phyl.: d:0ts micreioavres, eoGpayicbyre TO mveduart, 
Kal appaBova éraPere Twv perrovTwv ayabov, Kal ris 
TEACAS amoAUTpWTEWS, Kal MEAAETE TOYEW THY dmoKEILE- 
vow Tols opus miaTEvoTOUT! Kal Biouoly. | 

15. Kayo axooas. tiv Kal’ jpas rior ev ro Kupio 
L., Kal tyy ayarny tiv eis mavTas Tos wyious, ‘* having 
heard of the faith in the Lord Jesus Christ that is in 
you; (or, your being true believers).” “H xa’ tuas 
mioris is for 4 ristis yumy; but it seems a more ener- 
getic expression. "Ey r@ Kupiw is for €is tov Kupiov. 
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The ryv ayaryy is explained by most Commentators 
of liberality ; and they refer to Gal. 5, 6. 1 Thess. 
1,3. But, from the cis rovs ravras &yious, it appears 
to signify, in a general way, affection and good-will, 
Gsradeadia, 1 Thess. 4, 9.; though that might in 
some cases be evinced by liberality in relieving 
their necessities. It may be observed, that in thus 
noticing the union of éydary with their faith, the 
Apostle means to instruct all his future readers. 

15. ayious, i. e. Christians ; as often. It has been 
well observed by Rosenm., Mackn., and others, that 
the akovcas, &c. is a proof that the Apostle had _ 
never visited those whom he is addressing, as only 
denoting that the report of their stedfastness in the 
faith had reached his ears. (See Mackn.) So Dod- 
dridge: ‘* As it was now five or six years since Paul 
quitted Ephesus, he might judge it proper thus to 
express his complacency, on hearing that they conti- 
nued, in the midst of so many circumstances of temp- 
tation, to behave in a manner so worthy of what he 
had personally observed among them.—In this sense 
Mr. Locke understands these words ; and it is illus- 
trated by comparing Phil. 1, 3 & 27. and 1 Thess. 1, 
5 & 6. 3, 6.” 

_ 16. ot ravopos edyapiorwy, ‘I do not cease to re- 
turn thanks to God on account of you.”* | Koppe 
compares adiaArelrtrws EU Yopnos at 1 Thess. 1, 2& 38. 
‘Yrep vvev he rightly explains for cuav evexa, or Ti 
kal’ unas. Also pveiav roscicbos tivos is treated by 
Koppe as if it were an idiotical phrase simply denot- 
ing pray for. But it is not idiotical,f and it is more 
energetic than simply pray for. ‘Theophyl. has the 
following striking remark: . roowy eueuvynto év tals 
EUY ais" mers de, oUdE Fwy adray wy del. 

17. iva ¢ Octs rod Kupiov zpwy"l. X. Koppe ob- 

* The modern Commentators notice the height of affection im- 
plied in these words. For, as Theophy]. remarks, irép zayrwy ev- 
KaPLoTEl, Ws avTOS EvEpyEToUpeEros. . 

- + Thus J find it in that most refined of Greek Poets, Eurip. 
Bacch, 46, @0c7 p’, év eiyais 7 ovdapod pveiay. exer. 
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serves, that what is meant by this formula it is diffi- 
cult to say. ‘* When (continues he) it is used of 
men (as the God of Abraham), it denotes the object 
of worship and the source of benefit. And this may 
be suitable to the man Jesus (see Joh. 20, 17.); but 
since Jesus was Son of God, and, on that account, 
united to the Father in a peculiar manner, who will 
venture to say that some profounder sense is not in- 
tended by the Apostle. What that is I would not 
venture to define.” Until this something further be 
ascertained, we must be contentto consider the ex- 
pression not as presenting any real difficulty, but 
only deserving notice for its rarity. It is sufficient, 
with the antient Commentators, and most judicious 
modern ones, to consider Christ as here spoken of in 
his human nature; as when he speaks of his God, 
Joh. 20, 17. 1 Cor. 11, 3. 3, 23. So that the Unita- 
rians have here no argument at all against the Deity 
of Jesus Christ, since this passage will only prove 
that he had a human nature as well as a divine one; 
which we readily admit. 

17. 6 Llarijz ris cys, 125. Koppe compares the 
forms Pacreds tis d0&ns, Tlarye rijs dcEys, &c. and 
takes it to mean our Almighty Father. Rosenm., 
‘* our ever to be praised Father.” But the rys ddEns 
does not (I think) merely stand in the place of an 
adjective, but requires a circumlocution, namely, 
** worthy to be praised and had in honour and glory,” 
an epithet applied to the Lord in 2 Sam. 22, 4. and 
Ps. 18, 3. 
On the phrase rvetp.x codias kal aroxar. I cannot 

agree with Bishop Middleton and Mr. Valpy, that 
mveona copias signifies a wise and well informed 
mind. For zvetua amroxarvbews will not admit of 
that mode of interpretation; nor is awoxaaulis ever 
reckoned among the words in which this idiom is 
supposed to have place. The use of aroxarvtus and 
of reGwriouevous Tors dbbarpods ris Kkapdlas Juwy Els Td 
eidevas necessarily suggests the idea of the Holy Spi- 
rié; as the antient and modern Commentators are 

VOL. VII. 2M 
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agreed.* Nay, even the recent foreign Commenta- 
tors acknowledge this: nor would the acute and 
learned Prelate have thought otherwise, had not his 
canon here been, as it were, a beam in his eye. It 
should seem, that in codias kal d&mroxaad ews there is 
a sort of hendiadis; or at least a&roxna. is added, to 
show that the wisdom meant is such as could not 
have been attained by human powers, but required 
the aid of divine illumination; such being true of 
the doctrines of the Gospel; for we are not autho- 
rized to interpret the aroxaa. of mysteries properly 
so called, prophecies, revelations, and the like; and 
still less must we limit it to that portion of spiritual 
assistance which is now dealt out to Christians, or 
apply to the Apostolical age, (even that of the espe- 
cial outpouring of the Spirit,) what is only true of the 
present times, when such extraordinary aids are un- 
necessary, and therefore withheld. 
17. év éxsyveoes adrod is, as Rosenm. says, for eis 

eriyvwosv, i.e. “that ye may more and more know 
him, attain to a more and more perfect knowledge of 
his religion.” 

18. reGwricpévous rods opbarpods THs Kapdias toy. 
This is explanatory of what preceded, and shows the 
kind of knowledge which he prayed they might 
attain. Ile. rots opbarpods are accusatives absolute, 
and the sense of these words, taken in conjunction 
with eis 7d cidévar, &c. (which denote the result), 
may be thus expressed: ‘* The eyes of your under- 
standing being so enlightened that ye may see what 
is,” &c. It is plain that xepdias, which is supported 
by very numerous MSS. of various recensions, as 
also Versions, Fathers, and antient Commentators, 
is the true reading, and the d:avofas arose from a 
marginal gloss. 

The figure in 6¢4aap. ras Kkagdias is found also in 

* Thus Theophyl.: ydpucpa tpiv rapaoyn, Wore Oia rou Ivev- 
paros gwricOjvar Ei pu yap ro Ivetva aroxadiyyn ra Kexpuppéva 
puarhpia, advvaroy GdAws pabety. 
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the Classical writers.* Similar expressions occur in 
Acts 26, 18. 1 Pet. 1, 13. Sap. 5,5. Kagdfe is used, 
like the Hebr. 27, to denote not only the seat of the 
will and affections, but also of the understanding. 

18. ris, for xeon, quanta, how precious. ”"Eamis ris 
Kajoews airov, for eis Hv exareoey spas, “ the hope to 
which he hath called and invited you by his doc- 
trines and promises.” ‘The words following kal ris 6 
TAouToS TIS D0ENS TIS KAYoVoULlas aUTOD ev mois cKyloLs 
are explanatory of the preceding; and the simple 
sense is: “ and how rich and glorious is the foun- 
tain of blessings prepared for youand all Christians.” 
It is well observed by Koppe, that full of the mighty 
thoughts of eternal felicity, the Apostle accumulates 
words on words, so as, if possible, to exhaust the 
subject, and attain to the magnitude of the divine 
benefits. 

The fruition of the hope or the blessing and feli- 
city itself is, as usual, designated by the term xango- 
vont, by way of hinting at its certainty, we vicis ner- 
Aovra didocGar, to use the words of Theophyl. And 
the expressions wAodros 77s doEys have the force of an 
adjective ; q. d. “ how gloriously rich.” So Theoph.: 
Taura Kare adarov doFav Kab umeporsKry. 

18, €v trois ayiois. “These words Koppe refers, not 
to KAnp. adrov, but to tis éorw; and renders: “ que 
proposita Christianis spes felicitatis.”. So Mackn.: 
“ nrepared for the saints.” Thus €év rots eyioss will 
be for és rovs ayiovs. So Est., Zanch, and others, 
take the ¢v in the sense znter; which will require 
the subaudition “ to be distributed.”’ Others think 

* Thus Ovid. Met. 16, 63, (cited by Wets.) que natura negabat 
visibus humanis, oculis ea pectoris hausit ; and (what strongly con- 
firms the reading capdias) Achmet Onirocr. 5, 2. éay ris tidy dre 
6pOarpov exer 7H Kapdig abrov, cai Bréwer per’ abrod, ei pév éore 
Baoveds, yevvicer téxvov, cupPovdrevwy dpboddkws abrg. So also 
Plato Symp. (cited by Koppe) ijre ris Siavolas ors apxerar dbo 
Brérew, bray } rov oppdrwy axpy Aipyery éxcxelpy, a sentiment of 
great truth and beauty. [add Themist. 2. p. 29 a. Acavolyerar yap 
poe 7d oriBos kat 4 Kapdia, cal duavyearépa yéverac f Wuyy, Kal re 
bupara dkirepa rijs Scavoias. 

| 2mu2 
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that the év denotes actual possession. But this seems 
frigid. The first interpretation appears to be the 
best founded, and is (I think) supported by the 
words following (which are explanatory of the pre- 
sent), where we have eis jas. 

19. Kal ri ro UrepBarrov—aurod: Rursus sententia 
eadem tantum alio modo expressa, et ad vim impri- 
mis divinam, qua potest Deus Christianis suis felici- 
tatem largiri, cogitandam et admirandam accommo- 
data. Ut vero hanc vim divinam sensibus Christi- 
anorum eo clarius objiceret, exemplo utitur miraculi, 
simili quadam vi divina a Deo patrati, resurrectionis 
nempe J. C.e mortuis ; hacque semel commemorata, 
ipsam Christianorum felicitatem eidem resurrectionis 
miraculo comparat, eodemque nomine compellat, 2, 
5,6. Unde, qui jam sequuntur versus, usque ad 
cap. 2, 10. arcté invicem sunt conjungendi: etsi 
sententia primaria variis allis tum de Jesu Christi 
majestate, tum de Christianorum pristinad miseria, é 
qua nunc per Christum emerserant, paullulum est 
interrupta. (Koppe.) Theophyl. traces the plan 
thus: Ta& pmey mpoppnbevra, Tepl PEAAUYT OY TPAyYLaATwWY 

joay? vov de A€yet TO 701 yeyovds, iva ard ToUTOU KakeEivo 
TIOTWOHNT OL. 

19. ri 7b UreoPanroy pw. 7. 0. is for ris 7 UregBoay To 
umepBanroy, the exceeding, excellent. In this use 
there is supposed to be a metaphor taken from 
archery. Here ri has not the sense of xéoov, since 
the words following are expressive of greatness and 
power. By xpas robs mioredovras is meant, “ we and 
all Christians.” 

19. kard riv evéoyeray Tov Kpurous Tis lo yvos avToD. 
The Commentators are not agreed to what to refer 
this clause, whether to miorevovras just before, or to 
Smeppanrroy peyebos 7. 0. a little farther off. The for- 
mer is the more common mode of interpretation, and 
is supported by some antient Commentators; (though 
they by no means recognize in the words any thing 
from whence to conclude that man is passive in the 
work of conversion; understanding them of the 
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working of faith, as meant of the strengthening and 
supporting it). The latter mode is adopted by many 
eminent modern Commentators, as Whitby and 
Koppe, the former of whom remarks, that the above 
mode of interpretation is not agreeable to the words; 
for the Apostle speaks not of the power exercised on 
us to render us believers, but of the power which 
shall be exercised upon us who believe already, not 
of the power exercised upon our souls to raise them 
from a death in sin, but of the power to be exercised 
upon our bodies, to give them a glorious resurrec- 
tion to eternal life. And the latter observes that the 
whole context treats, not of conversion to their reli- 
gion, but of the happiness thence resulting to Chris- 
tians; and moreover, the interpretation in question 
would require kara to be taken in a very uncommon 
sense, namely for di. And (I would add) it is im- 
possible to suppose that the Apostle would introduce 
so important a doctrine as the Calvinists here recog- 
nise, in so obligue a manner. Koppe offers the fol- 
lowing version: ‘‘ ut vim insignem illam intelligatis,. 
quam ad Christianos suos beandos impendit Deus ; 
non minorem ea ipsa, qua Christum € mortuis resus- 
citavit.”. The words may (I think) be thus para- 
phrased: ‘* And what is the exceeding greatness of 
his power towards us believers? What exceeding 
greatness and power is, and will be, exerted by 
quickening us, who were dead in trespasses and sins, 
and raising us to the enjoyment of the inheritance of 
the saints in light, according to and similar to the 
power which he hath already exercised in Christ.” 

Kearos and icyds are synonymous; but when 
united in this manner, the genitive has the force of 
an adjective, and ¢haé¢ is meant to raise the significa- 
tion of the noun. 

20, ay evipynoe ev rH Xpiorew, eyeipag avrov €k 
vexcov, “ which (energy) he hath exerted in (the 
case of) Christ;” € 76 Xpioro being for eis toy 
Xpiordv, or to Kate X. Koppe observes, that in Kal 
éxabioey éy deg adrod there is achange of construc- 
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tion for kagicas. Yet the change did not arise from 
negligence, but from design; for the verbs have a far 
stronger effect in expressing the important truth 
couched in the next two verses than participles. 
Thus here, as on other occasions, the Apostle sacri- 
fices the minuter accuracies and delicate proprie- 
ties of style, in order to more forcibly inculcate 
weighty sentiments, and important truths. 

"Exabicey has the active sense, hath set, placed ; 
as appears from éyeigas before, and from vuméragey 
after. In sitting at the right hand there is, as usual, 
a figure equivalent to cupPacirevesy. 
By the €v rots éroupaviois is meant ‘in ceelo ipso.” 

This expression is perhaps used as being a more dig- 
nified one than €v ra odpave. 

21. trepavw rears dgyns—perrovti. In this most 
beautiful passage (on which see Bp. Pearson,) the 
Apostle, as in the preceding verses, labours for words 
to express the mighty thoughts which filled his mind 
on so transcendently important a subject. Thus 
Urepavw is used as being a stronger term, than ava, 
or trép. Koppe compares the Hebr. Syn and 
Urokatw. Some verb .seems wanting in this sense. 
Koppe would supply dere Baciaederv. But perhaps 
eivas (which is a more regular subaudition) may suf- 
fice. It is truly observed by Koppe, that the sub- 
stantives apy7, éFouria, &c. are abstracts for con- 
cretes, namely, the persons who fill those dignities. 
They are, he adds, synonymous, and only import that 
no notion of power is excluded from the idea of 
Christ’s supereminence and sovereignty. Yet (I think) 
some distinction may be supposed, at least that which 
Chandler suggested, namely, that asyjs denotes the 
highest, and xugssryros the lowest degree of power. 

By wavros dvopaeros (notwithstanding what Koppe 
may object) it is plain the Apostle meant to denote 
* every (other) name of authority and dignity ;”’ as 
in Phil. 2,9., where God is said to have given him a 
name which is above every name,” &c. 

QL. od povoy ey Two aio ToUTw, AAAG Kal ey TO LEA- 
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aovti. These words plainly indicate that the Apostle 
has reference to dignities and authorities in heaven 
as well as in earth* (for what else can €y to aiau 
pedaovrs mean): and such has ever been the un- 
varied mode of interpretation adopted by Commen- 
tators and Theologians from the earliest ages. It is 
strange, therefore, that the recent I’oreign Commen- 
tators should dispute this. Not so, however, Koppe, 
who admits the reality of the doctrine both here and 
at Col. 1, 16.: and he refers to 3, 14. 6, 12. 1 Cor. 
15, 24. Rom. 8, 38. Jaspis, too, acknowledges this. 

On the sense of ai@v it is not necessary to refine. 
For whether we suppose the Apostle to mean world, 
or time, the general meaning will be the same. 

22. kal movre fméragev—exkaycia. This verse is 
partly the safietin sentiment with the last. Thus 
mavta—aurod. ‘Lhough, as Koppe observes, by the 
change of image there is suggested the subjection 
under which even his adversaries must be to him,+ 
and the consequences of that opposition by feeling 
the weight of his power in their punishment. Com- 
pare 1 Cor. 15,17. The wevra must signify the 
macys apxis of the preceding verse. 

The Apostie then engrafts upon the former image 
another and more energetic view, under which 
Christ’s power may be considered, namely, as being 
head over all to the Church ; which suggests the idea 
of superiority exercised for the benefit of the infe- 
riors. Such (I think) is the idea intended by the 
term xe¢aay. The édwxe is, as Koppe observes (by 
a Hebraism derived trom {N3), put for réJeske, eoryce. 
‘Yrép ravra may, I think, be regarded as an idiotical 
expression, signifying “over all persons and things.” 
By r¥ €xxayoia, I assent to Koppe, is meant the ge- 
neral assembly of believers, both in earth and in 
heaven, angels as well as men. He refers to 1, 10., 

* In which view the following spirited remark of Schoettg. is 
very applicable: ‘* Non solum tituli dignitatum.” 
t So Theophyl.: va ty) dxovcas Ore éxdOioer irepavw, vopians 

avirov xporiunOiyvae povoy, delkvusw Ore kat Seardrny abroy érolnae 
TAYTWY. 
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and, for another cxample of this extended sense of 
eKKANT boty to Heb. 12, 23. EKKA TIO ToWTOTCKWY ev 
ovpavols Cer OYE) OE PYLEVOY Kal ToITy, Oca TAYTOY, Kal 
TYEILAT Oikalwy TETEAELWOp.EVOY, KOI OiabiKns YEAS PLETITY 
"Iyooo, an inexpressibly sublime passage. 

23. irs EOTI TO OMUA AUTOD, TO TAYPWLA TOD TAVTO 
—rargovyevov. ‘The Apostle added ise words for 
the reason suggested in the former verse. So Theo- 
phyl. 1.: ‘Phat it might not be supposed that by 
head be: meant power, he says that what the head is 
tothe body, so is Christ to the Church, and in the 
same ‘manner is he related to, and united with it.” 
The words 76 rajpwpa—rarngovpevov are put in appo- 
sition with copa, and signify: “ and this is the nu- 
merous body of him (or ay nese as head) 
who filleth all with every thing o Hesych. : 
rajpwpa, rrjbos. The (tla wrhocmp.e, Rosenm. ob- 
serves, signifies an immense multitude, which, not 
confining itself to its own territory, spreads far 
and near, and thus fills various regions 5 as in Ps, 
24, 1. rAypwpa tis yas, for ravTa & eoTs & 77) yn: 
“ Here (continues he) the Church is called taypwpe, 
as consisting of many parts, and being a numerous 
society. Ilevra is the neuter for the masculine, adl 
men. ’Ev macs, with all blessings. ‘O rangovpevos, 
* who fills all with blessings,” or “ distributes bless- 
ings to men,” i.e. God, the fountain and author of 
all good. The middle wanpoupevov has an active* 
sense.” ‘The passage is thus rendered by Wets. : 
‘Christus est plenitudo, gloria Dei Patris, omnia in 
omnibus implentis. ig And he compares Philo. T@ 
p- 171, 34. 6 evmevis Kal inews, 6 wavTa Old waYTWY Te- 

TAYPWKWS TIS EVEepyeTidos ExuTOU duvapews. Jaspis para- 
phrases thus: “ Quale autem et quantum est sola- 
tium, quod tantum imperium habet is, qui id in 
ecclesiz utilitatem exercet, tam admiranda Xagho- 
PATH TYEVLOTIKE Cl largitur, atque illi sic prospicit, ut 
caput corpori consulit.” 

* So Aschyl. Agam. 304, &AXos map’ &AXov dradoxais z\npob= 
frevet. 
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CHAP. Il. 

Verse 1. Kal vnas byras vexpovs Tels racamTa pact Kok 
rais auaptios. ‘There is here the same complaint 
made as on so many former occasions, namely, of the 
division of the Chapter having been made at an im- 
proper place. Yet that division is sanctioned by the 
authority of Chrys., who here commences a new 
Homily. In fact, the propriety or impropriety of 
the division will depend upon the construction of 
the words tuas avaprias, which the antient. Com- 
mentators, and almost all the modern ones, connect 
with ver. 5. (where there is, as Grot., Crell., and 
most ommegmags think, a repetition, per epana- 
lepsin)* cuvegoomoince tO Xpicto. Thus what fol- 
lows, up to ver. 4., and «al, which follows at ver. 5., 
must be taken as pleonastic, after the manner of 
the Hebrews, who often interpose their 1 (which 
signifies ¢¢ and kai), or the de is to be rendered in- 
quam, and the kal, etiam. And certainly anacolutha 
are not unfrequently to be found in St. Paul; as 
Gal. 2,6. Yet the above method has been, by the 
recent Commentators, thought too harsh ; and they 
generally adopt what is considered as the simpler 
construction ; namely, that proposed by Cramer 
(and before him by Dr. Chandler. See Doddr. and 
Mackn.), who refers the juas to the mwaypounevov in 
the last verse of the preceding Chapter, so uniting 
both together as only to place a comma after raypou- 
pevov, With the following sense : ‘“ Numerous is ihe 
assembly of that God who, as he loads all others with 
benefits, so also does he you ;” or (as Doddr. better 
expresses it), “ He who filleth all his members with 
all gifts and virtues, hath also filled you among the 

* And so CEcumen.: 'H dvrardSoats, pera roddjy copppac* 
kal tpds dvras, dnol, vexpous Tois TaparTw@pacer" eira rodXais rept- 
Bodais pearwoas Tov doyov, pera éravady ews Tov avrou pyrov; 
010 Kat Ovras iypas vekpous Trois TapaTTwWpAaTL’, amrédwke 70 Kar 

Todas, TuvEegworoinge TP XpaTy. 
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rest.” But this method, simple as it may seem, in- 
volves difficulties perhaps as great as the common 
one. It is far more natural to suppose a period at 
wanpoupevov. The very air of the sentence requires 
this, and, I may add, the length of it (for it has 
continued from ver. 15.) demands it. The Apostle 
would scarcely have thought of adding to a sentence, 
already too long, several more verses, and uniting 
them too by so slender a connection. Finally, ray- 
povpevov cannot well be repeated, nor weraygoxe taken 
from it, at 1, 1., without much harshness being in- 
volved. ‘This method yields, too, a somewhat frigid 
sense. So that, upon the whole, I see no reason to 
desert the common construction, which is defended 
by so many similar instances ion and 
synchysis, and especially since it agrees with Col. 2, 
13. As to the other modes proposed, namely, of con- 
necting the duas, &c. with ver. 18. or ver. 19. of the 
preceding Chapter, they are too harsh to deserve 
any attention. 

1. vexpods Tols mapartwpact is for vexp. ev Tols. Ta- 
parrapocs, and that for dia ray raper.; as in Col. 
2,13. Rosenm. compares the use of the Latin Ab- 
lative. The phrase ‘“ to be dead unto sin,” as in 
Rom. 6, 2. Gal. 2, 19., is of another nature. So 
Koppe, who thinks the former phrase equivalent to 
scelere infelicissimi: and he is of opinion that the 
term vexg. is only used to designate the height of 
destruction and misery, of which death is a frequent 
image. And he refers to Rom. 8, 6. and James 5, 
20. So the Philosophers called backsliders from 
philosophy, and those who again yielded them- 
selves to the. dominion of animal passions, dead. 
See the Classical illustrations of Wets., to which I 
add Jambl. V. Pyth. §. 73., and Joseph. 1320 & 
1321. Ed. Huds. But it may be questioned whether 
the allusions are the same. ‘To be dead in sin seems 
to mean to be totally subjected to it, as a corpse is 
to the power of death, and to be as incapablg of 
rising from it as that is of being restored to Ife. 
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And in the same light (I find) Mr. Locke viewed 
the expression. 

The dvras is rightly said by Koppe to be the 
participle imperfece, not present ; as appears from 
the rore and the Aorist repseraryoare. I have on 
several other occasions pointed out this use of the 
participle tmperfect, which, though somewhat rare, 
it is strange should never have yet found a place in 
the Grammars. Between waparr. and amapr. it is 
not necessary to make distinctions. 

2. év als more megiematyoare KaTa TOY al@ya TOU Koo- 
pov rodrov. It is plain that the Apostle is here only 
addressing the Gentile part of the Ephesian congre- 
gation ; though as they doubtless formed by far the 
most consdcna part, he was justified in addressing 
them all as such. It is remarked by Koppe, that 
mepimrarely €v awagtioss 1s a brief mode of expression 
for repirarciy év b0w apaptioy: as in Prov. 3, 20. 
And doubtless the metaphor is more unfolded in the 
Old Testament than in the New. Ilegixar. simply 
signifies to live, act, &c. Kara riv aiwva rod Koopov. 
Here aiwva denotes (as often), like the Latin e@vum 
and seculum, the manner of life. Rosenm. compares 
genus seculi, the way of the world. He might more 
aptly have cited ‘Tacit. Germ. C. 19. ‘‘ corrumpere 
et corrumpi secu/um vocatur.”’? Kara signifies in 
conformity to, after the example of. Though in the 
next clause it denotes in conformity to the will of, 
impelled by. By kocpov rodrov is plainly meant the 
wicked of that time. 

2. Kara Toy &pyovra Tis eEouoins. 
Most recent Commentators explain this, ‘* the powerful Prince 

ef the air ;” the Genitive éoveias having, they say, after the man- 
ner of the Hebrew, the force of an adjective. But this seems a 
harsh and unwarrantable limitation of the sense. I prefer, with 
the antient, and most modern Commentators, as Koppe, to consider 

éfoucias as put for doxis, i.e. (as Chandler explains) power for 
those who erercise the power or rule, throughout the various degrees 
of subordinate agency. And so Koppe, who refers to 6, 12. Ps. 
114,2. 136, 8&9. And this is supported by the authority of Theo- 
phyl., who explains it: dpydévra ray évaepiwy duvapewr Kai é€ou- 
ovasthy mayros évaepiov mvevparos. Now the air is supposed to be 
the seat of this rule, and the residence of the various orders of sub- 
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ordinate agents who composed the body. That spiritual beings 
shculd hold their residence in the air is ta be expected. There is 
here, as Mede, Whitby, and others, observe, reference to the 
opinion both of the Jews and Heathens (and _ especially the 
Pythagoreans) of the air being thick¥y peopled with Spirits 
called Demons.* Wets. remarks that St. Paul only speaks thus 
according to the principles of the Pythagorean philosophy, with 
which those to whom he wrote were imbued, but does not give 

it as a part of the doctrine revealed to him by Christ, and to be be- 
lieved by all." Yet he not only expresses no disapprobation of it, 
but by the expression rov rvevparos rod viv évepyovrros, &c. 
seems to profess his belief of the reality of Satan’s agency, and the 
term apydvra implies others. Yet it should be remembered that 
the other words rijs éovotas rod depos, do not indicate how far the 
Apostle’s belief on that subject extended. Nor are we to ascribe to 
him all the dreams of the Rabbins. On the other hand, to exclude, 
as many do, the influence of this demoniacal agency altogether, and 
to represent St. Paul himselfas disbelieving it, and yet countenancing 
it for temporary purposes, is not only doing the greatest injustice 
to the Apostle, but is running counter to the positive testimony 
both of the Apostle and the other sacred writers. Indeed to sup- 
pose, because there is no appearance of demoniacal influence now, 
that there was none in the Apostolic age, is as irrational as to 
suppose, that because no miracles are now worked in proof of the 

* Which is fully proved and illustrated by the copious Collectanea 
of Wets. Thus Philo, 431, 28. éo7e dé Kat xara rov dépa Wuyav 
aowpaTwy Lepwraros xX6pos, and de Gigant. p. 263, 7., besides many 
other passages from the same author, who represents them as equal 
in number to the stars, i.e. innumerable. Manilius. 2, 18. immenso 

volitantia numina mundo. Diogen. Laert. 8, 32. eivac re mavra 
rov wéoa Puyo éurdeor, Kal robrous daipovas Te Kat jjpwas vouizea- 
Oat. And the lusts of the flesh are, by Porphyr. ap. Euseb. Pr. Ev. 
4,23., ascribed to these Demons. So also Plut. p. 2, 361 B. eivac 
pines ev Tm TeptexovTe peyddas pey kal ioyupas, dvarpdrous d€ kal 
oxv0owrast & 274. Apulej. de Deo Socratis. Mediorum divorum 
ista sortitio est, quiin eris plagis terrae conterminis nec minus con- 
finibus cceli perinde versantur. Lucan. 9, 6. quodque pater terras 
inter luneeque meatus, Semidei manes habitant. And Koppe cites 
Pirke Aboth, fol. §3. p. 2. Sciendum, a terrA usque ad expansum 
omnia plena esse turmis et prefectis, et infra plurimas esse creaturas 
leedentes et accusantes, omnesque stare ac volitare in ere, neque lo- 

cum esse vacuum sed omnia plena prepositis, quorum alii ad bo- 
num, alii ad malum, alii ad vitam, alii ad mortem incitant. And so 
Ignat. ad Ephes. § 13. év was wédepos Karepyeira depiwy Kat 
éxcyelwv mrvevparov. 

+ For Koppe, I think, has rightlv observed that rot rvetparos 
is for ro wvevpa: aslight lapse (So Rosenm. Videtur Paulus hic, ut 
alibi, excidisse a constructione), excusable in so sublime a passage, 
similar to such as we perpetually find in the Apocalypse. It is too 
harsh to suppose, with Grot. and others, that zvevparos is for rvev- 
parwy: a mistake which could not be accounted for on any princi- 
ples whatever. 
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Gospel, none were then worked. That were to confound the ordi- 
nary and the extraordinary dispensations of Providence; which 
would be unphilosophical as well as presumptuous. It should seem 
that the Almighty permitted, and, as it were, let loose those demons 

to exercise their power to oppose the spread of the Gospel, in order 
thereby to put to the proof the obedience of his faithful servants, 
and evince the divine mission of the preachers of the Gospel, by 

enabling them to cure evils which heretofore had admitted of no re- 
medy. And the vty may be thought to favour this opinion. 

On the kinds of demons, see a curious note of Grot. He then is 
said to especially energize in the children of disobedience, by which 
expression I would not understand (with Koppe,) unbelievers in the 
Gospel, but the disobedient to the will of God (so Theophyl. roe pu) 
weOonévors Oem), and the moral law ; which was the case with the 
great bulk of both Gentiles and Jews. The anticnt Commentators 
dilate much on the term évepyouvros, which, they teli us, im- 
plies voluntary obedience on the part of those whom Satan ac- 
tuates. Those therefore, as the Apostle says in 2 Tim. 2, 26., he 

leads captive at his will. And at Acts 26, 18., as Whitby observes, 

their conversion is stiled a recovery of them from the power of Satan. 
‘“‘ Hence (continues he) we may rationally conclude, that the good 
spirit doth also inwardly work in pious persons, enabling thein to 
will, and to do, it being unreasonable to conceive the evil spirit 
should have more power over those wicked men in whom he dwells, 
than the good spirit hath in those pious persons in whose hearts he 
is said to dwell.” I would observe that évepy. implies effectually 
working. For the Devil and his subordinate agents doubtless often 
energized in the good, but did not prevail with them, because they 
were not chidren of disobedience. 

3. €y ols Kal yels mavres avertpadyyey Tote. As 
the yeis, at ver. 2., refers to the Gentiles, so does 
the zu<is kal here refer to the Jews. Ccumen. here 
notices the delicacy of the Apostle, who, to spare 
their feelings on being reminded of their former gross 
vices, admits the subjection to sin even of God’s 
peculiar people. 

Whether év ois ought to be referred to the nearer 
antecedent viois, or to the more remote raparropacs 
at ver. 1., the Commentators are divided in opinion. 
The former method is adopted by most, as Erasm., 
Beza, Pisc., and Zanch. But they are not agreed 
on the exact sense of év, or to whom the ois refers. 
It can only (I think) on this mode of interpretation, 
signify (as Koppe suggests) like unto; which, how- 
ever, is an unauthorized sense; and therefore I can- 
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not but prefer the latter mode, which is supported 
by Grot., Est. and others, and to which no objection 
should be made on the score of minute propriety ; 
for though the Apostle commenced ver. 2 with év ais, 
referred to dpagriais, and here resumes the construc- 
tion (for so he does) with éy ofs, yet as raparrajpacs 
had been united with é&pagrias, he was at liberty to 
take one as well as the other. Besides, avacrpédec- 
6as is no where in the Scriptural, and rarely, if ever, 
in the Classical writers used in conjunction with an 
ev and a noun of person, though of things very often ; 
as in 2Cor. 1,12. 1 Tim. 8, 15. Prov. 20. 8. és 
dvarrpeperai ev dixasordvy. Polyb. 1, 14. rods ev trols 
moeaypacr avactp. (See more examples in Schleus. 
Lex.) It is often used of conduct. Finally, the 
above method seems to be confirmed by the words 
following, which seem added for the purpose of pre- 
venting mistake, as the antecedent was so distant. 
With respect to the sentiment, there is abundant 
evidence both from the Gospels and Joseph., that 
the morals of the Jews were then nearly as corrupt 
as those of the Gentiles. 

It is observed by some Commentators, as Grot., 
that the Apostle here includes himself by the figure 
Koivwois, so frequent in the orators, and indeed all 
who address others. To this, however, Koppe 
thinks there is no occasion to resort, since the 
Apostle might be conscious of having been given up 
to the same vices. But this seems very improbable, 
(See Lennep ap. Pole.) His were those of the mind 
rather than of the morals, namely, spiritual pride 
and disobedience to the will of God so clearly re- 
vealed by Jesus. It were frivolous, however, to dis- 
cuss the question here. 

3. ev tals éeribupiais tis capkos ypov. The ev is 
said by Rosenm. and Koppe to be for xara. But 
to this unauthorized signification it is not necessary 
to resort. The words are used to show the con- 
struction; and therefore dverrpadyyey is to be re- 
peated. The sense is: “in which lusts of the flesh 
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we (I say) were conversant.” The words mowwdvres 
ra berrpara tis caupKos Kab Siavolas unfold the idea 
couched in dverrp. &c. Oearrjpara, desires. This 
plural use of 6éaype, which (I think) is never found 
in the Classical writers, seems to be Hellenistical, 
and derived from the Hebr. Thus in Acts 13, 22. 
it is said of David: 89 rolnoe: rdvra Ta berjpaTra pov. 
And so 2 Chron. 9, 12. €dwxe 77 Baoirloon Ta bery- 
Para, & HTHTED. 

3. Kal tay diavoidy. With this Commentators have 
been somewhat perplexed. Vorst. takes it to denote 
‘* duplices cupiditates perversas, quarum aliz magis 
extern, aliz interne sunt.” Grot. thinks the 
Apostle adverts “subtilioribus illis vitiis, quae sunt 
magis év To bupoeide?, et propius ad virtutes videntur 
accedere.” But this seems too refined and philoso- 
phical a distinction. Wets. paraphrases thus: “ Non 
tantum faciebant, que impetus affectuum preceps 
dictabat ; sed etiam deliberato consilio, quod pejus 
erat, mala perpetrabant homines ingeniosé nequam.” 
Rosenm. observes: ‘* Asayvoios, THAW h. |. non tam 
sunt cogitata intellectus, quam potius sensa, pro- 
pensiones, studia. “H cap§ kal ai dsavotas conjunctim 
cogitata sunt propensiones prave.” And so Schleus. 
But this is confusing what the Apostle evidently 
intends to keep separate. It is plain that the Apostle 
means corrupt and wicked thoughts. ‘Theophyl. 
(from Chrys.) very well illustrates the force of the 
word thus; 671 kal ras diavolas éppuraivomey AoyiSo- 
PEVOL TH KAKA KAI THY Tapka, mparroyTes alTa. Avvacas 
O€ wapkis prev Epya, mopyelay Kal Tc TolmOTa Yoelv' diavorey ° 
de, dhovous Kal pynoikakiav, Kal TX Suorm. I see no 
interpretation so probable as this, and that of Grot. ; 
and I think it has been rightly remarked by Theo- 
phyl. and Beza, that the Apostle intended to show 
the utter depravity of the natural man, odd€év mvev- 
parikoy deovavyros. 

3. rékva Guoe opyjs. It is well observed by ‘Theo- 
phyl., that rex. épyjs, worthy of divine wrath; chil- 
dren of hell; children of perdition. Now épyy here, 
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as often (and always when applied to the Deity), 
implies punishment. See Rom. 9, 22. ‘Qs. kat oi 
Aoiwol, ** as the rest of the human race,” ‘* the 
Gentiles.” 

The sense of dvcec the recent Commentators to little purpose 
discuss. Rosenm. maintains that it has no relation to innate cor- 
ruption. And Morus interprets it, “statum hominis, dediti soli 
appetitioni, nullo ad regulam respectu, et talem appetitionem licen- 
ter sequentis, nondum moraliter correcti.” Chrys, Greg., Naz., 
Theodoret., Gicumen. interpret it vere ; and the Syr. and Jerome, 
omnino, But both these significations are devoid of authority, and 
indeed yield a very feeble sense. Others explain it by habit. Le 
Clere and Wets., ‘‘ by their natural character and disposition :” 
and this they support by Classical examples, to which I could add 
many others, especially from Thucyd. and Dio Cass., in all which I 
agree with Doddr. is signified a natural disposition, and not merely 
an acquired habit. To this signification Koppe makes many ob- 
jections, which, however, seem not well founded. His chief reason 
for rejecting it appears to be this, because (as he confesses), this 
interpretation necessarily brings us to the common doctrine of the 
radial corruption of human nature! But as that doctrine is in- 
culeated in Scripture, and is, alas! justified by experience, there 

can be no reason for rejecting an interpretation because it is con- 
nected with it, but the contrary. This is surely the plain and na- 
tural sense, and by this we must abide,* referring the expression 
(to use the words of Doddr.) to “the original apostasy and corrup- 
tion in consequence of which men do, according to the course of 
nature, fall early into personal guilt, and so become obnoxious to 
the divine displeasure.” Wets. here cites a curious passage from 
Ignat. ad Magn. éay d€ doef ris dvOpwros, Tov diaBoXrov, ovK ard 
Tis puoews, aAAa’ &7rO Tijs Eavrov yrvopns, yivouevos* which, I would 
observe, was imitated by Tertullian de Anima. c. 16. p. 275. when he 
says, Fuimus aliquando natura filil ire, irrationale indignavirum 

sugillat, quod non sit ex e& natura, que a Deo est, sed ex illA quee 
diabolus induxit. This doctrine of the radical corruption of human 
nature, indeed, the Heathen writers themselves acknowledge. Thus 
Eurip. Beller. frag. ‘Qs éuguros péy raoty avOpwrots Kakn. 

Dr. Whitby has here a very masterly anrotation; in which 
though he fails of his purpose, and falls into not a few manifest 
errors, yet he, as usual, instructs his readers. 

4. 5, 6. d€ @cis—Xgicrw. The Apostle now re- 
turns from a somewhat long digression to the subject 

* In which view Mr. Slade aptly cites the celebrated passage of 
Hooker, ‘J hold for a most infallible rule in expositions of sacred 
Scripture, that, where a literal construction will stand, the furthest 
from the letter is commonly the worst. 
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he was treating of at {, 19.; and the sentiment 
which he there only obscurely touches on, he here 
clearly propounds: namely, that as God raised 
Christ from the dead, of his abundant mercy and 
goodness, so he will raise ws up. 

4. wAovotos dy ev €rges answers to the Hebr. OM 
in Exod. 34, 6.”Hy is for 7. And 7p.4s must here mean 
all men. *Eaée, “ mercy and goodness.” Kal is for 
Kaimep. Yuvegworoince. The ovv in these compounds 
signifies after the manner of. Or we may render: 
“as (he raised) Christ.” (Koppe.) On the sense 
couched in these words there has been much debate. 
The antient Commentators, and many modern ones, 
take them in their literal acceptation, and regard 

-the Aorists as used for Futures, i.e. they suppose 
the thing in posse as being in esse. On the other 
hand, many recent Commentators, as Koppe agd. 
Rosenm., take the words in a metaphorical sense, 
as representing the felicity which Christians either 
now enjoy, or will enjoy; and they think the Apostle 
used a similitude derived from the resurrection of 
Christ (1, 20.), because in the future happiness of 
Christians that and the reigning with Christ will 
form a part; q. d. ‘‘as Christ, after an ignominious 
death, suffered for the expiation of our sins, was 
raised from the dead and glorified, so shall we, after 
the ignominious death brought on us by sin, obtain 
the glorious hope of immortality.” This, however, 
seems a precarious interpretation. I prefer that of 
Whitby, which holds a middle course between 
the two preceding, namely: hath quickened us to- 
gether with Christ, not only by giving us a new 
birth, or renovation of life, but an assurance also of 
eternal life: for because I live, saith Christ, you shall 
live also, Joh. 14,19. we shall be saved by his life, 
Rom 5, 10.” And he explains the cuvyyeie and the 
cuvexdbioey thus: ‘ hath raised us up together (not 
only by a spiritual conformity to his resurrection, | 
Rom. 6, 5 & 11., but also by an assurance of a like 
resurrection, 1 Pet. 1, 3., he being risen as the first- 
VOL, VII, Q2N 
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fruits, 1 Cor. 15, 20., and the first born from the 
dead, Col. 1, 18.), and made us sit together in 
heavenly places in Christ Jesus (our Head thus raised 
and exalted, and thus ascended into heaven as our 
forerunner. Hebr. 6,.20. 10, 13 & 14.).” 

Doddr. goes still further, and would understand 
the words as having reference to that union which 
there is between Christ and all true believers, by 
virtue of which they may look on his resurrection, 
ascension, and glory, as a pledge and security of 
something quite of a similar nature to be accom- 
plished in due time in and upon them.” But this 
seems fanciful. . 

To the reigning with Christ there is allusion in 
Matt: :19,°28..20, 2b: t) Corn6}: SH 2°Piar'2) 12) 
where see the notes. The trois éroupaviois is for Trois 
oupavors. 

5. yxagiti éore cecwopevot. In this parenthetical 
sentiment there is great spirit. ‘Theophyl. remarks : 
Todro aro exrayéews evdiabews perov mapeveBarre, Fau- 
poloas Tiy Adarov dwpedy Tod Oeod. 

7. Wa evdeiEnrai—ev X. I. The sense of these 
words will depend upon the construction, of which 
two modes have been proposed. Some recent Com- 
mentators refer €v ypiororyts to what goes before, 
and take them for ris yopitos adtov Kal yoxyororyTos ; 
and at 7jpas év Xgiorw, they subaud dvras. But this 
seems too violent. I see no reason to deviate from 
the more common construction, by which a comma 
is put after adrod, and ypyoreryrs eG’ yas are joined ; 
év Xpior® being taken as at ver.6. ‘The sense is 
thus elegantly expressed by Koppe: “ ut, quam sit 
benignus Deus, ipsis his per Christum paratis, no- 
bisque oblatis beneficiis, aliquod insigne extaret.” 

By the aio: érepyopévois is meant, “ all future 
ages, both in this world, and in the next.” Irenzeus 
p. 181. (cited by Bulkley) beautifully alludes to this 
arin thus: ‘*Temporalia fecit (Deus) propter 
ominem, ut maturescens in iis fructificet immorta- 
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litatem, et eterna superinducit propter suam benigni- 
tatem, ut ostendat seculis supervenientibus,” &c. 

8, 9. tH yap xdpiTi €orEe Tecwopevar Did TAS TicTEWS. 
These verses contain a repetition and further deve- 
lopement of the parenthetical sentence at ver. 5. 
xapiri eore ceowopevor. The ere ceowopeévar isin both 
places explained by the most judicious Commenta- 
tors of the being put in the way, or into a state of sal- 
vation.” See Bp. Tomline ap. D’Oyley. 

Xagirs, “by mere grace and favour.” Aid tis 
miorews, (obtained) by your reception of the faith 
in Jesus Christ.” Kal rovro odx €§ tudv. It has 
been much debated, both by antient and ‘modern 
Commentators, whether the rodro should be referred 
to ristews or the cwbjva: dia tis ricrews. The for- 
mer mode is adopted by Beza, Pisc., Zanch., and 
indeed all the Calvinistic Commentators. And this 
is strenuously maintained by Doddr., who regards 
the clause as asserting the agency of divine grace 
in the production of faith, as well as in the constitu- 
tion of the method of salvation by it. He urges that 
the neuter rodro may very well be referred to the 
preceding zicris; and he appeals to several passages 
of Scripture and the Classical writers. But they are 
all of a different nature. Chrys. indeed took the 
touro to relate to the riots; but he is very far from 
assigning the sense which Doddr. does. He ob- 
serves, that as the Apostle used the dia ris ricrews, 
to show the free agency of man, so he here points 
out that this very faith was produced by God, inas- 
much as he supplied the occasion for it, by sending 
the Apostle to preach Christ to them. And so it 
has been explained by Hamm, and Mackn., the 
latter of whom refers to Phil. 1,29. ‘This, however, 
seems not very satisfactory. The rovre must rather 
mean (as many recent Commentators after Grot. 
explain) ‘‘that ye have this faith.” And so Koppe 
and Rosenm. ; though they explain it of prompti- 
tude in receiving the doctrine of Christ. But this 
is wandering too far. Upon the whole, I see no 

Z2N2 
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interpretation so little objectionable as that of Vorst., 
and, of the recent Commentators, Dean Tucker and 
Bp. Tomline ap. D’Oyley and Slade, who refer the 
rooro to the whole of the preceding sentence, i.e. the 
being saved by the faith.- So Tucker: ‘* The asser- 
tion of the Apostle is plainly this, that salvation by 
grace is the gift of God; that it is not of ourselves, 
or to be derived from any work of ours, lest any man 
should boast. This is the substance of the doctrine; 
and the original Greek can signify nothing else. But 
as to faith, that is mentioned only as the means, or 
an instrument of obtaining the salvation here de- 
clared.’’ As this interpretation has been by some 
treated as a mere novelty, I am happy in being 
enabled to prove that it was adopted by some antient 
Commentators. Thus Theophyl. has the following 
admirable exposition: 0d tiv riotw reyes d@pov Ocod, 
GAAG To dia TicTews Twbjval, ToUTo dwpov ears Oeod. 
"Eorw yap ort 7 wloris ypéregov, mos dy Ioyuoe adry 
pov TMT, cb per 6 Oeds yudccyce dexhyvar Ov adrijs 
aos; iva pa To Grov cpev apyol, AANA DoKwpev TE Kak 
AUTO) TUvVEIO EVEYKELY. 

9. odk €& uuav. The justification of the sinner 
(that state of pardon and reconciliation, in which he 
has to work out his final salvation, is entirely owing 
to the grace of God through faith. See Bp. Sher- 
lock Serm. Vol. 2. Disc. 3. 

9. tva py tis Kavyjonrat. The best Commentators 
are agreed (and so Theophyl.) that ive has here the 
eventual sense. Mackn. renders: “so that no one 
may boast, as doing (paraphrases Whitby) any thing 
which might antecedently deserve, or make him 
meet to be acquainted with, and made partaker of 
this saving grace.” See an excellent Sermon of Bp. 
Pearce on these two verses. 

10. adrod yap eopev moinpa, Kricbevres ev Xpiotw 
"Iyood eri épyois ayabois. The ya involves no little 
difficulty. Mackn. renders it yet. But this signi- 
fication is unauthorized. Whitby assigns to it the 
following sense: ‘ not of works, for this reason also, 
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that,” &c.; which, however, is little suitable. Dod- 
dridge’s paraphrase is, as often, so prolix, and cir- 
cuitous, that it might prove quidvis a quovis. It is 
rightly remarked by Theophyl. and Photius, that 
this was meant to check the opposite error, namely, 
of fancying that they could be saved by faith only. 
Thus there is a clause omitted, which may be sup- 
plied in the following manner: “ Salvation (i. e. the 
being placed in a state of salvation) was the gift of 
God, not for any works that we had done, nor with a 
view to any that we might do. So that boasting is 
excluded. Do them, however, we must; for we are 
his workmanship,” &c. ‘The best antient and mo- 
dern Commentators are agreed that by the zofyye 
and the xrio9. must be understood, not the natural 
and original creation, as men, but the figurative, spi- 
ritual creation, as Christians. And this indeed is 
apparent from what follows. ‘The Commentators 
also notice a similar use of xricope in Deut. 32, 6. Is. 
4.3, 21.44, 21., where the word is used of the fa- 
voured and elect people of God, the Israelites. 

’Ezt, as often in the Classical writers, with a dative 
denotes effect or purpose, as in éri picha, él Képdet, 
&c. The sense is: “ we are regenerated in baptism, 
and are made Christians for the purpose of performing 
good works.” So Theophyl.: exricys yag €v Xpiorw 
"Inood, Kal véov roinun eyevov, amofavoyros co Tov ra- 
And avIowrov ev TO Parriconart. Kal worep ev apyr 
Grd TOD [27| BYTOS Eis TO Elvas TapyY4IyS, oDTw UY Els TO ED 
elvou mapyyaye. Kal exricdns, odk iva apyrs, aan iva 

€pya57). 
The words following seem added, to further ex- 

plain the éopev roinua kricbévres. And the construc- 
tion is quite Hebraic. For in that language both 
the relative and antecedent are often used in con- 
junction, i. e. both the principal and the substitute. 
The sense is, ‘fin which God hath prepared that we 
should walk or live.” ([Ipcer. is said by the best 
Commentators to be put for rgoopigey, meoriBevan ; 
as at Rom. 9, 23. Koppe and Rosemn. take it 
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simply to denote willed, ordained, like the Hebr. 
PIT in 2 Paral. 35, 6.5, 11. But I see no reason to 
desert themore literal sense, which iswell expressed by 
Grot. thus: “ praeparavit, tum preescribendo formam 
operum, tum dando spiritum qui ad optima quaeque 
nos agat.” Some Commentators render: ‘ for which 
God hath before prepared us to walk.” But this 
would require yas to be supplied, and would render 
év adrois useless. 

Rosenm. observes, that in the words following, 
the Apostle mentions another benefit conferred on 
Gentiles and Jews by the doctrine of Christ, namely, 
that before the reception of Christianity the Jews 
and Gentiles were separated, and kept apart, the 
former hating the latter, and the latter despising the 
former ; but now they are united into one society.” 

11. 01d pynpovedere. The Apostle concludes from 
what has been said that aé/ true converts unto Christ 
owe thanks to God, but chiefly the Gentiles. (Ro- 
senm.) He now reminds them of what possession they 
had been made equal inheriters, and how great was 
dignity; q. d. “ Wherefore (that ye may understand 
the magnitude of the benefits ye have received, and 
the obligation ye are thereby laid under to do good 
works) remember, &c. At vueis must be supplied, 
not dyres (with Pisc. and our English Translators), 
but yoay, were. °Ev capxi is rendered by Koppe, Ro- 
senm., and Mackn. natalibus, ‘* by natural descent.” 
Grot. and Est. render: “ by carnal origin.” ’Axgo- 
Bucria is for dxooBucriav éyovres, Or aygdbuero: (Acts 
11, 3.), abstract for concrete. See Rom. 1, 25—7. 
3, 30, &c. The ra vy, CoM, it may be ob- 
served, was the contemptuous appellation bestowed 
by the Jews on the Gentiles. egitox2 is here, as 
often, for repireuvoyevor. With respect to the terms 
év capkl and yeiporoirov, they are (as Grot. observes) 
very significant, since there is another circumcision 
of the heart and mind, which is ayetporoinros. (Col. 
2,11.) Now this was made common both to the 
Jews and Gentiles. 
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12. ors yry—Kéopm. ‘The drs is resumptive; q. d. 
* Remember, I say, that,” &c. Xwels Xpiorod, 
‘without any communion with Christ, or participa- 
tion in the benefits of the Gospel ;” the promises of 
the Messiah being to the Jews only. See Rom. 9, 4. 
‘* Now (the Apostle adds) ye, though heathens by 
birth, enjoy the benefits of the Messiah not less than 
those to whom he had been especially promised.” 

12. arnrroreimpevor THs ToAITElas ToD Iopana, ‘ Then 
ye were,’ &c. The woairefa is used to denote divine 
as well as human government, i. e. ecclesiastical po- 
lity; as in 2 Macc. 4,11.8,17. Now in this the 
Heathens could have no part. Compare Esth. 3, 8. 
"Aryaa. is for aarrorpio, alient. So in Aristot Pol. 
2, 6. arorpios, to which is opposed at ver. 19. cup- 
morairat. ‘Che verb araaa. is somewhat rare; but it 
is used by Polyb. and Joseph. 

12. Févor ray diabyxwov r7s erayyeaias. Here Eévos is 
used metaphorically in the sense removed from, de- 
void of. ‘This plural use of d:a4yx7 is only found in 
the later Jewish works (as Sapient. 18, 22. Sir. 44, 
11. 2 Macc. 8, 15.). There is thought to be in it an 
allusion to the various periods at which the original 
covenant made with Abraham (Gen. 15.) was re- 
newed with Isaac and Jacob (Gen. 17, 22. 26, 28.), 
and finally renewed with the whole people by Moses, 
and often repeated (Exod. 19, 20 & 24.). See Doddr. 
The word does indeed of itself imply a promise (see 
the note on Gal. 3, 15.), but that is here expressed 
by the addition of the words rijs érayyeaias, where 
the genitive has the force of an adjective. See Ps. 
147, 20. (Koppe.) 

12. €rrida py Exovres. Rosenm. unites this with the 
preceding words tis érayyealas. A method, how- 
ever, which seems very harsh. Yet, I think, the 
€arida must not be taken so generally, as many Com- 
mentators understand it. The Apostle means to say 
that they were out of covenant with God, and there- 
fore destitute of any hope of pardon and acceptance 
from him. Theophyl. explains it rijv reel rev avra- 
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modecews. Doddr. rightly interprets it in a more ge- 
neral way, ‘‘having no well grounded hope of a 
future state and of retribution,’* &c. See his note, 
and compare 4, 18. and 1 Thess. 4, 13. 

The xai is rendered by Koppe atque adeo. I 
should prefer imo; q.d. “nay, they were utterly 
destitute of any knowledge of God, and therefore, as 
ee knew him not, so could they have no hope from 
him.” 

_ 12, & 7@ Koop. These words, upon the common 
interpretation, yield a very awkward sense. May they 
not mean aé all? asin 1 Cor. 8, 4. ovdev efdwaov (€orr) 
ev kor, nihil omnino, nothing in the world :”” for we 
have the idiom in our own language. Yet here there 
is no negative, and therefore the proof may seem 
precarious; I must, then, acquiesce in the sense laid 
down by some eminent Commentators, namely, 
**those who live in the world, and enjoy the bounties 
of its Creator, though without knowing, or acknow- 
ledging, or worshipping him.” See Suic. Thes. 1, 
109. ‘That this was the case with the Heathens, 
some few excepted, no one versed in antient litera- 
ture can doubt. And I entirely assent to Doddr., 
that ‘* the Apostle would not have given to the Hea- 
thens the character of Atheists, if the worship of the 
one living and true God had really prevailed among 
them to that degree which some Christian divines 
have incautiously maintained that it did.” The truth 
of the matter (as he observes) seems to have been, 
that though several of them speak of their Jupiter in 
terms properly applicable to the one self-existent 
and eternal Deity only, yet they taught and believed 
other things of him quite inconsistent with such per- 
fections: and those who had some knowledge of one 
supreme, eternal Cause, yet practically disregarded 
him.” 

13. vuvi d€ €v Xpiorw "[yr0d tpeis, of more ovres pee- 
Kpay, eyyos éyevndnre év TO alnats rod X. The vuvi dé 
answers to the wore at ver. 11. At év Xgiorwm must 
be understood ares, “* being united in Christ in com- 
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mon with Christians; having become Christians.” 
Others take €y Xgiorw for da Xpirrod, as Grot., 
Vatab., and Menoch. And this may possibly be the 
true sense. ‘The phrases paxpav elvas and éyyus civ 
answer to the 2471 717M of the Hebrew writers, by 
which were figuratively denoted those that were 
worshippers of God, and near his presence, and those 
that neglected that worship, and were far removed 
from his favour. So Is. 57,19.: ‘* Peace, peace to 
him that is far off, and to him that is nigh, saith the 
Lord.” Numerous passages in proof and illustration 
of the sentiment are cited by Wets. and Schoettg., 
as Vajikra, R. 14. meminimus nominis Dei S. B. qui 
fuimus longé remoti, et appropinquavimus ad ipsum, 
and Mechilta, fol. 38, 12. R. Eliezer docuit Deum 
ad Mosen dixisse.—‘T'u quoque, si homo quispiam ad 
te venit, ut religionem Judaicam suscipiat—propin- 
quum ipsum fac, et nonremove. Thus éyyts éyevybyre 
signifies, “* have been brought near to his acceptance 
and favour.” There is here, Whitby observes, an 
allusion to the Jewish custom of allowing different 
degrees of approach to the presence of God in his 
tabernacle or temple, according to the character of 
the worshipper. And he refers to Levit. 10, 3. Ps. 
65, 4. 148, 14. 

13. & TO aipart Tov Xpiorov is for d1a Too ainaros, 

“ by the sacrifice of the death of Christ.’ One can- 
not help observing how studiously the Apostle intro- 
duces, wherever it is possible, the important and 
fundamental doctrine of the atonement. See Gal. 3, 
13 & 18, and the notes there. 

14. avros yoo eri 7 eipyvy yay. It is plain that 
eipyv7, is for 6 rosy eipyvyy, as in the next verse. So 
the Jews call the Messiah by the name mdw 
(peace). See the Rabbinical illustrations in Scheettg. 
and Wets. 

14, 6 rojas Ta cpPorega ev, Kal TO pEToToLyov ToD 
dpaypod rvoas. At auderega must be understood 
p-€py, OF yevy; and éy must be supplied capa: both 
were common ellipses: and the sense is: * who hath 
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united both races or divisions of worshippers into 
one.” With this union there seems to be conjoined 
a notion of the peace and amity which ought to sub- 
sist between the two parts. ‘Thus Koppe thinks the 
expression equivalent to eipyyyy moiety ev aAARAaS at 
Ez. 37, 17. and dvaxefaramcocacda: at 1,10. The 
Apostle further unfolds his meaning by the words 
following, kal rd perdroryov Tod Gpayyod AVoas, where 
it is acknowledged there is an allusion to the middle 
or partition wall of the temple which separated the 
court of the Gentiles from that of the Jews, and into 

‘which it was death for any foreigner to enter. (See 
the writers on Antiq. and especially Wets.) ‘The 
term pecororyos is very rare in the Classical writers, 
Wets. adduces one example from Athen. p. 281 pD. 
jon 0€ Kal TouTOY mEePwpaka Toy Tis jOovYAS Kal ApETHS WeE- 
cororyoy Ssopurrovra. The genitive rod dgaypou is (by 
a Hebraism) put for the cognate participle or adjec- 
tive diadgaoooy, scil. rjpas darrwv chywvr. And aAucas 
is for karéavoas, destroying ; as often. It is plain 
that by the peccroyos the Apostle means the ritual 
law, which had been intended to keep the chosen 
people of God separate from the Heathens; but 
which necessarily produced that irreconcileable en- 
mity to which the Apostle proceeds to advert. 

15. riy éybpav év ry capi adtod—Karapyjoas. Since 
yonoy immediately follows in opposition with éydpay, 
that must plainly be taken to denote the cause of the 
enmity. And such the law was, since it generated 
an anti-social and haughty spirit on the part of the 
Jews, which was amply returned by hatred and con- 
tempt on the part of the Gentiles. See Mackn. 

15. €v 77 cagki abrov does not merely mean ev éau- 
ro (as Koppe explains), but, “ by the sacrifice (for 
capki has evidently an allusion to the flesh of victims 
offered on the altar) of his flesh,”’ i. e. his body on the 
cross. ‘Tov vowov, &c., which is in apposition with 
éx$pav, may be rendered ‘* even the law,” &c. Now 
the daw is here accompanied with certain adjuncts 
which suggest the reason why the separation was 
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kept up, namely, the évroac} and the dcypara, in 
which Koppe observes there is no discrimination of 
sense to be aimed at. Perhaps, however, there may 
be an hendiadis, and dcypare may refer to the tra- 
ditions. Thus Wets. explains: multitudinem pree- 
ceptorum et traditionum.” Karapyjoas, * having 
annulled, abrogated.” Such is the peculiar use of 
the word. It is strange that some antient and mo- 
dern Commentators should have interpreted éy ddy- 
pact * by the Christian doctrine. ‘To this the term 
is no where applied, and that sense would require the 
addition of other words. Besides, the notion is re- 
futed by the parallel passages of Col. 2, 14 & 20. 

15. iva rods dv0 Krioy év ExuTd cig eva Kady dvOow- 
xoyv. These words further unfold the nature and the 
purpose of the abrogation of the law; namely, to 
unite the two kinds of men (for such is the sense of 
rods duo, scil. avipwrous; as before, rods apPorégaus), 
and in order that the conjoint race should be a new 
and ameliorated one.* Now this union implies a re- 
moval of enmity, and causes of enmity. Kricy, 
« might form;” as supra ver. 10. "Ev éav7a, * by 
his means,” namely, that of his death and sacrifice.” 
So év ri cagki €avrod a little before. 

16. Kal amoxararrdéy rods apGorégous. Koppe 
takes amokar. for kararar. But amok. seems more sig- 
nificant ; for, as Theophyl. observes, by the first co- 
venant of the law there was a reconciliation of man 
to God, and therefore the repeated and final recon- 
ciliation is called a dmroxararrayy. “Ev él copars is 
for cis & copa, “in one body,” i.e. society, the 
mystical body of Christ. So Grot., Rosenm., and 

* So Theophyl.: Ov ror” EdAnva éroinger "Iovdaiov, adr’ cjpdo- 
répous eis Kpeirrw Kardorao aviyyayey. And a little further on; 
kai roy lovdaioy kal roy €Ovikdy avaywrvevoas, éva avijveyKe Kato 
kal Oavpaoroy. And again: kai évOev roy Iovdaioy Kkaracyxoy, 
KaxetOev Tov "EXAnva, kal ouppitas avrovs, kal may 70 adXdrpiov 
agavioas, avérdacey dvwbev dua rvpds Kai tdaros. And again: 
"Eyytrepor b€ aly rod Aeyopévov, éay evvonons roy Kuproy axpoyw- 
viatov NiDoy, rovrous dé dv0, roixous év ToUTH KTL<opévous. 
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Mackn. But perhaps there is no reason to desert 
the method of the antient Commentators and some 
modern ones, (and recently Koppe,) who take é éi 
copatt for év éauTwm povew, since one Saviour only was 
requisite for both Jews and Gentiles. 

16. d:1& Tod oravpod, “* by means of crucifixion ;” as 
Col. 1, 20. ’Amoxreivas r7y ExSpav ev adrw must have 
the same sense as the tiv é€ySeayv ev TH cagKl adToD Ko- 
tapyjcas. ‘The metaphor is somewhat harsh; yet it 
is significant.* It seems to have been suggested by 
the ideas respecting the death and sacrifice of Christ 
with which his mind was filled. Yet there is, as 
Koppe observes, an allusion to that metaphor by 
which laws, when abrogated or antiquated, are said 
to be dead. ’Ey aizw is referred to by the Syr. 
Translator, Rosenm., Koppe, and Slade, to crauge. 
But this seems harsh. It must rather (I conceive, 
with almost all Commentators) be referred to Christ. 
It appears to have been added, to explain the é é 
cwpart, to which it corresponds by a sort of paral- 
lelism. And itis in vain for Koppe to urge that that 
sense would require adr ; for such zs the reading of 
some MSS., though, indeed, in minutize of this kind, 
MSS. are of no authority, and we must be guided 
solely by the propriety of language, and the context. 

The reconciliation (Mackn. observes) described in 
this verse, being the reconciliation of Jews and Gen- 
tiles to God, the enmity here said to have been slain, 
is that which subsisted between God and them, 
through the corruption of their nature. 

To the question, how Christ by his death abro- 
gated the Mosaic Law, Rosenm. answers: “ The 
death of Christ is considered as a sacrifice for the 
sins of men, therefore the Mosaic expiations are now 
superfluous ; and thus a great part of the ceremonial 
law is annulled. ‘The Gentiles, therefore, being no 

* So Theophyl. : Ovx eize, Nioas, ANG 70 EugayriKwrepor, amToK= 
reivas, Wore pnkére avriy avaoriva. ds ovy aviorarar’ érépay 
dé rixropey tpeis avOis &paprdvorres. 
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longer bound to subject themselves to the Mosaic 
Law, now hesitate not to unite with the Jews. After 
the death of Christ the Christian doctrine was every 
where propagated. Now a communion of religion 
could not have place, unless by the removal of the 
impediment in circumcision and the whole Mosaic 
Law. ‘This impediment the death of Christ was to 
remove, and did remove.’’ 

17. Kak éAdwv eiyyyerioaro Eipyvyy univ Tols pakpay, 
kal trois eyyvs, “ and then having come,” &c. ‘This 
is said to be redundant, like ropev§els, and other such 
words. But it may rather (I think) be called a ves- 
tige of Oriental and primitive simplicity of diction. 

As Christ did not himse/f preach this peace to the 
Gentiles, most Critics take eiyyyer. for rapyyyeine 
evayyearigerdas, as we find he did, by Matt. 28, 19. 
Acts 1, 8. So Acts 10, 86. eayyeriscuevos eleryny 
Oia "Inood Xpiorov. Yet it may be rendered, with 
others, ‘he brought good tidings of peace,” or, 
(which I should prefer,) ‘‘ promulgated a doctrine 
which brought peace,” &c. By eipyvy must be un- 
derstood, a mode of being reconciled to God, and 
attaining that peace with God which passeth all un- 
derstanding. So Theophyl.: cigyvyy, rps riv @ety 
dyaa07. ‘The form is said to have been taken from 
Is. 57. 

18. brs Or adrod Exouev—marépa. Koppe would take 
the ér: in the sense quod, namely that, uniting these 
words closely with the preceding. This, however, 
seems harsh. I would retain the common punctua- 
tion and interpretation, “ For by him.” The adres 
seems emphatic, i.e. “by him as one and only.” 
"Exouev riv rporaywyiv, “ we have our introduction.” 
Such is (I conceive) the force of the article. Oj ép- 
Gorepot, ‘‘ both of us,” i. e. Jews and Gentiles. ’Ev 
évi mvevpars the antient Commentators, and most 
modern ones, take to mean, “ by the aids of one 
Spirit,” i. e. the Holy Spirit. And this is assuredly 
one of the offices of the Holy Spirit; and, as Grot. 
observes, those who have received the Holy Spirit, 
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are certain that they are the children of God, and 
therefore do with confidence address God as their 
Father, Rom. 8, 15. Gal. 4,65. Most recent Com- 
mentators, however, take it to mean no more than 
éuobumadoy: and this, considering the separation in 
religious worship which had subsisted, will yield a 
very good sense; and perhaps the true one. In 
mpocaywy7y it is well known there is allusion to the 
custom of introduction at courts. 

19. dpm obv odkers eore E€vor kas wapotkor. Compare 
ver. 12., in which the contrary is asserted. “Apa ody, 
now then.” evo: and wrépoixos are nearly synony- 
mous; though with this difference, that Gevos (as 
Koppe observes) is properly used of a city or coun- 
try ; and wagoixos, of a family; the former denoting 
peregrinus ; the latter, hospes. Yet the Sept. express 
the Hebr. O™ by both; as in Job. 31, 32. Gen. 23, 
4. That the Apostle meant the words to be taken 
in this their proper sense is (I think) clear from what 
follows, which is exegetical. Schleus., however, 
thinks that there is an allusion to the three orders of 
Grecian inhabitants, the woaira:, the régoKa, and 
the £évor. But those of the second class were called 
éxoiot, as often in Thucyd. and the best writers. 
There should rather seem to be (as Doddr. thinks) 
an allusion to the sojourning strangers among the 
Jews, who are by some called proselytes of the gate. 
The word cupmonira:, fellow-citizens, is said by the 
Greek Grammarians to be never used by the Classi- 
cal writers. Yet examples have been adduced from 

- #Elian and Josephus, and the derivatives from Polyb., 
Xen., and Jsocr. 

19. ray eyiwy is synonymous with the MM Dy, 
ray Qcod, KAjpovonria Oeov. 

19. olxeiot Tov @eod, “of the household of God.” As, 
however, olkos signifies both a house and a family, so 
Koppe thinks there is here a dilogia. At all events, 
this supplied occasion to the Apostle to leave the 
idea of a family, and, confining himself to that of a 

house, to enlarge on that notion in a metaphorical 
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passage of great beauty, in which he is thought to 
have had reference to the celebrated temple of 
Diana.* 

20. éroiKodourybevres—Iyo0d Xpiorod. Here the 
metaphor is fully developed. ’Ezox. is not, I think 
(as Koppe supposes), for cixod., but is a stronger 
term. Koppe explains Oenerlov ray ’Aroororwy., ‘* the 
foundations laid by the Apostles.” But this involves 
great incongruity. ‘The Apostles themselves are con- 
sidered as the foundation ; as Apoc. 21, 14. IIody- 
roy is by some Commentators taken to denote the 
Prophets of the Old Testament, who were heralds of 
the Gospel. And so the antient Commentators, and 
many modern ones, as Kst., Vorstius, Zanch, our 
English ‘Translators, Whitby, &c. Yet not a few 
eminent moderns, as Grotius, Crell., Barrington, 
Hamm., Hardy, and Mackn., and almost all recent 
ones, as Rosenm., Koppe, and Slade, not seeing how 
the Old Testament Prophets can form part of the 
Christian edifice, and especially as those rpodyr. are 
put after the Apostles, take it to mean the superior 
Christian teachers, so called, and mentioned in 1 
Cor. 12, 28 & 29. infra 3, 5. and 4,11. Doddridge, 
however, strenuously maintains the former interpre- 

* I may here be permitted to introduce a passage on this sub- 
ject from a Sermon preached by me some years ago at the Primary 
Visitation of the late Bishop of Peterborough. ‘‘ Is not our faith 
confirmed, while our taste is gratified, when St. Paul, addressing 
the Ephesians, seizes their attention and captivates their fancy, by 
reiterated and splendid allusion to that temple which was the glory 
of their city. ‘ Ye are built,’ says he, ‘ upon the foundation of the 
Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner 
stone, in which all the building, fitly framed, groweth unto an holy 
temple in the Lord.’ And he adds, iva éppcfwpuévor (and, mark 
well the next word,) kai reBepeAwpévor €v @yaryn. And again, in 
the next chapter, do we not read ‘He gave some Apostles, some 
Prophets for the building of the body of Christ ;’ and, ‘ that speak- 
ing the truth in love, we may grow up unto Him in all things who 
is the head, even Christ; from whom the whole body, fitly joined 
together, and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, ac- 
cording to the effectual working, in the increase of the body, eis 
oixodopiy éavrod éy ayarh. In this sentence we have an accumu- 
lation of architectural terms.” 
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tation. And he is so far right, that the Apostle in- 
tends here, not the Church of Ephesus, but the 
Church in general; yet he does not successfully 
establish the interpretation for which he contends. 
See Koppe’s third Excurs. on this Epistle. Certain it 
is, that some of the antient Interpreters took it of 
the Prophets of the New Testament. 

20. dvros axpoywviaion adrov I. X. At axpoy. must be 
understood i#ov. The expression answers to the 
Hebr. 725 jas. ‘Thus the Messiah is called in Matt. 
21, 42. Kebary ywvias, ID WN, from Ps. 118, 31. It 

signified a large and massy stone, so formed as, when 
placed at a corner, to bind together two outer walls 
of an edifice. Now this properly makes no part of 
the foundation, from which it is distinguished at 
Jer. 51, 26.; though, as the edifice rests upon it, it 
may be socalled. Sometimes it denoted those massive 
slabs, which, being placed towards the bottom of any 
wall, serve to bind the work together ; as in Is. 28, 
16. where this very word occurs. Of these there 
were often two layers without cement or mortar.* 
I cannot but assent to the antient and many modern 
Commentators (though the opinion is scouted by 
most recent ones), that as the akpoy. bound the two 
walls of a building firmly together, so the Apostle 
here intends to represent Christ as binding together 
the Jews and Gentiles into one religious society. So 
Chrys., ‘Theoph., G2cumen., Theodoret, and, before 
them, Epiphan. de Heres. 324. (cited by Suic. Thes. 
T.1, 17.) die 1d emiodiySos regitopryy re kal axpobuo- 
tiav ws piav evwow. ‘This is, moreover, required by 
the term cuvagporoyoupévy in the following verse; 
and, above all, it is confirmed by the preceding 
verses 14—18. where the Apostle touches on union of 

* On this subject the most important passage I know is Thucyd. 
1, 93. dv0 yap dpakae évavriat dAAHAaLsS ToUs AiDous éexiyor" évrds 
5é ovre xaALE, ovTE THAOS Hr, GAM EvywKodopypévor péyador AéBot, 
Kal év roun éyyorvior, ordypy mpos dAAHAous Ta eLwOev Kal pouPdw 
dedSepévore where I shall have several other illustrations of the 
subject, which will gratify the Antiquary. 
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Jews and Gentiles, and which he seems still to have 
had in mind. 

21. ev db rare 7 oikodop.7 cuvapporoyoupery abger Eis 
vaov ayiov ev Kupiw. The év is rendered by Koppe 
super. I prefer, with Vatab., Menoch., and Grot., 
‘** per quem;” the particle having not unfrequently 
the sense by (from the Hebr.2). It is rightly re- 
marked by Koppe, that oixodop7 here denotes, not 
edifice, but the work that is building, Yuvagporoyov- 
pevn, ‘ fitly conjoined.” Schleus. Lex. tells us 
that the verb is properly used of carpenter’s work, 
in which beams and planks are fitly united together 
by what is called dovetailing, so as to form an depos, 
or compages. I can, however, find no example of that 
use, the term being always applied to mason’s work ; 
as indeed the acyéw would suggest. So Anthol. 3, 
32, 4. (cited by Wets.) vpporcyyce radov. and appol 
aay, Sir. 27, 2. The sense is: ‘* by this corner 
stone (even Christ) all the parts of the edifice, fitly 
compounded together, (i. e. both Jews and Gentiles 
closely brought into one society), riseth into an holy 
temple.” The cvvapy.., however, seems to refer not 
to the union of Jews and Gentiles only, but to the 
various orders and degrees in the Christian Church, 
Apostles, Prophets, &c. For, as is well observed by 
Grot., “there are in the Church, and have ever been, 
various degrees through which (as in the human 
body is the case with the head and heart in respect 
to the arteries and veins, muscles, and nerves, ) the 
Spirit of God flows even to the most minute parts.” 

"Avée, crescit, assurgit: a metaphor, Grot. and 
Koppe observe, taken from animal and vegetable 
growth, to denote edificial increase. It is probably 
a sort of Hebraism; or was suggested by the ideas 
of a body and of a building being still in the Apostle’s 
mind.* 

* Yet something like it may be found in Thucyd. 2, 75. ijpero dé 
70 tos Tov retxous péya, Kal TO KGa ov cxodaé Tepov dvTavier avTg, 
for dvravioraro, which Dio. Cass. substituted for it in a passage 
evidently imitated from this in p. 333, 44. Edit. Reimar. 

VOL. VII. 20 
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"Ey Kupiw is by Koppe and Rosenm. united with 
eyiov, and taken for &yi0s Kupiov, or Kupiw, “ holy to 

the Lord ;” as Tit. 3, 5. &pywv reabv év Oixasoouvy. Yet 
I am inclined to think, with Beza and Grot., that the 
antecedent is expressed (after the manner of the 
Hebrew), though the relative had preceded. It is, 
however, added for greater perspicuity, to show to 
what the év @ is to be referred. 

22. €v & Kal bpueis cuvoixodopeiobe eis KaTOIKATYPIOY 
rod Ocod ev rvedpati. ‘The Apostle now applies this 
to the Ephesians particularly. 

Some, as Zanch, Grot., Schleus., and Koppe, refer 
the €v« to Christ, the corner-stone. Menoch., Ro- 
senm., and Mackn., think that it relates to the tem- 
ple: a mode of interpretation confirmed and illus- 
trated by another example of this rare word, which 
I find in Thucyd. 1, 93., where, speaking of the 
building of the walls of Athens, he says: Suvwxodo- 
pnpévor peyaros Aidor Kal év Town éyywvior. And such, 
I conceive, is the true sense. The Apostle (1 think) 
means that in the general Church of God they, (i.e. 
the Ephesian Church,) are built in, and form a part 
of; as one of the numerous small chapels, or sacellze 
which are found in the magnificent Gothic cathe- 
drals of antient times, especially the Sancta Sophia 
at Constantinople. And this seems alluded to in 
karoKrypiov, which is generally used of a small 
building, or tabernacle; as in Exod. 15 & 33. 

22. év rvevpari is taken by most recent Commen- 
tators as an adjectival phrase for rvevnerixey ; which 
opinion is noticed by Theophyl. and Qicumen. 
There is meant (they say) a tacit contrast between 
this spiritual temple and that of Jerusalem, the ye- 
poroiyrov. But I see no reason to desert the inter- 
pretation of Chrys. and most other antient and mo- 
dern Commentators, who by wvedpa understand the 
Holy Spirit, i.e. for 01a rvedparos, by means of the 
Holy Spirit ; since (as Grot. observes) God is said 
to dwell both with individuals and Christian socie- 
ties by the Holy Spirit. See 1 Cor. 3, 16 & 17. 6, 
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19. 2 Cor. 6,16. And this seems the more proper, 
when we consider the spiritual gifts vouchsafed. 
Grot. here aptly compares Philo De premiis: xa} 
yop €ort TH ovTL Pacirciov Kal oixos Oecd, copav dravola. 
To which I add Plut. Dionys. Wuyijs ro Bacinesoy 
AS o0vT OA KEKOT LEpLEVOY. 

CHAP. III. 

VERSE 1. rovrov yap eyo Ilavacs 6 décpsos rod 
X.’I. There are few passages in the New Testa- 
ment of which the construction has been more de- 
bated than the present. It is obvious that after 
ejvoy there appears an abruptness, and something 
seems wanting. ‘This deficiency the Commentators 
endeavour to supply in various ways. Many antient 
(as Chrys., Theodoret, and the Syr. Translator) and 
modern Commentators, as Whitby, Doddr.,and Wolf, 
and especially the recent Interpreters, as Mackn, 
Koppe, and Rosenm., suppose an ellipsis of the verb 
substantive eizs (than which nothing can be more 
frequent), and they remove the comma which is 
usually placed after Tada0s. But this method, sim- 
ple as it may appear, is liable to various objections, 
which have been ably stated by Bp. Middleton. It 
requires an unprecedented sense to be ascribed to 
the article, and for that and many other reasons ad- 
duced by the learned Prelate (whom see), this ellip- 
sis of eizs cannot (I think) be here admitted. It 
involves (I conceive), upon the whole, far less diffi- 
culty to suppose, with very many modern Commen- 
tators, that ver. 1—14. are parenthetical, and that at 
ver. 14. the thread of the reasoning is resumed, per 
epanalepsin. ‘Thus, I conceive, the argumentation 
will be found not Jess conciusive.* Others would 

* Tt is thus stated by Bp. Middleton: <“* For this cause I am the 
prisoner of Jesus Christ, for, or since indeed (eiye affirmatively, 
since, siquidem, see note Acts 16, 15.), ye cannot but have heard of 

my divine commission, and of the nature of the doctrine which I am 
commanded to teach (ver. 2—13.), for this cause (robrov yaptv re- 

202 
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extend the parenthesis to the end of the Chapter. 
But this seems incurring an unnecessary harshness. 

Theophyl. here (from Chrys.) remarks; Eira rou 
Xpiorod tyv weph yas Kydewoviav, euPaiver™ roimoy Kal 
ém) tiv EavToo’ Kal erErdy, PyoTlv, 6 deTmOTYS Lov TanUTA 
eredeiEaro cls Has, avaykyn Kae TH KaTH duvapy Eloe- 
VEYKEb. 

1. 6 décpsos rod Xpicrod. ‘The rod Xpiorod, Com- 
mentators are agreed, is for dia rov Xpiorod, “ one 
who is in bonds for Jesus Christ’s sake and his reli- 
gion.” The words following trép vpav tay vay 
signify, “ and especially on behalf of you Gentiles ;” 
since the persecutions the Apostle suffered were 
usually raised by the Jews, because he preached sal- 
vation to the Gentiles; and at all times it was suffered 
for the good of the Gentiles: all which is apparent 
from the Acts of the Apostles. 

2. elye jxovoare. The «lye is rendered sz modo, or 
gquandoquidem, which comes to much the same thing. 
The sense is, “ If (as ye know), seeing that (as ye 
know),” &c. It is truly observed by Mr. Slade, that 
eye does not always imply a doubtful condition, but 
sometimes an affirmation, since, seeing, that, ch. 4, 
21. It seems (he adds) to have the force of the 
Latin s?, when used with an indicative. Sz potuit 
manes arcessere conjugis Orpheus, Ain. 6, 119. “ If 
Orpheus could (as doubtless he did),” &c. And 
thus siquidem. The zxodcare is rendered, by Ro- | 
senm. and others, rightly comprehend, understand. 
At all events, there is no reason to infer from hence 
that the Epistle was not written to the Ephesians. 

2. TH olKovowlav Tis yEapiTos ToD Oecd THs dofeioys 
por eis vas. By the cixovowia tHs yapiros, most Com- 
mentators understand the office of his Apostleship. 

peated ver. 14—19.) I pray to God, who has been thus merciful in 
calling you, that ye may be strengthened with might by his Spirit 
(ver. 16.), that so Christ may dwell in your hearts.” 

* | would read éxBaiver, which is sufficiently confirmed by Thu- 

cyd. 1, 97. iv éxBodijy rov Adyou éxorjoaper, besides a great num- 
ber of parallel passages which I must reserve for another oceasion. 
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Rosenm. however, is of opinion, that oixovopfa has 
reference to the assigning of parts, as the steward 
allots to the different members of a family their re- 
spective offices. And he renders: ‘this part of the 
Apostleship,” namely, to the Gentiles. Xdpis here 
undoubtedly signifies Apostleship. ‘The complete 
phrase occurs in Rom. 1,5. yap kak drorroayy, 1. e. 
xecw amorroays. See the note there. The cis vpas 
Koppe and Rosenm. consider as equivalent to the 
Heb. tomy, ‘for your sake and benefit.” And so 
Doddr. and Mackn. 

3. Ort Kata amokdauliy eyvapioe, scil. 6 Oeds, or o 
Xgioris, “ namely, that God communicated it to me 
by (special) revelation.” Several MSS., Versions, 
Fathers, and early Commentators, have éyvweicby, 
which is received by Griesbach ; but (I think) on 
insufficient grounds; since (as Koppe remarks) the 
-common reading is the more difficult, and has not 
the appearance of a mere error of a scribe. 

Kara amoxaravliy is for év aroxaadtve. This has 
reference not only to the personal revelation of the 
Lord recorded at Acts 9 & 26., but the many sub- 
sequent ones mentioned at 2 Cor. 12, 1&7. See 
also 1 Cor. 14, 26., and Gal. 1, 12., and the note. 
In Sir. 22, 24. and Rom. 16, 25. we have the similar 
phrase xara drokdaubi purrypiov. 

The words xafas—Xpiorod are, by Wets., Koppe, 
and Griesb., thrown into a parenthesis: which some- 
what clears the sense. Kaas is, by Koppe, taken 
for rep) 06, and ré for r6 adro. The latter is not very 
necessary. As to xaos, it is used fora relative, by 
a sort of popular idiom common in our own lan- 
guage inas for which. ‘Qs the Classical writers not 
unfrequently use for a relative. So Thucyd. 1, 1. 
Euveypave tiv morenov trav Tlenorovyyciwy kal’ Adyvaiwy, 
ws eroreuncay mpos aAAjaous, besides many other pas- 
sages which I could cite, but which I shall reserve 
for another occasion. 

The wgoeypata refers to what just preceded, 1 seq., 
and also 2, 11—22. ‘The puorrpiov is supposed, by 
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many Commentators, to be that of the admission of 
the Gentiles into the Church of Christ. But I 
rather assent to others, that it signifies the whole 
doctrine of the Gospel, of which that formed a pri- 
mary part. 
At ey calyw may either be supplied ypsvw, or A0ye, 

or »éo1. Both methods may be defended by the 
usus loquendi, and are almost equally suitable. 

4. ™ pos 0 duvacbe dyay wer kovTEs Yoo aL ray. ouveriy 

pov ev TO puorypicp Too Xpiocrov. The mpiso is, by 
Koppe, taken for év 6, whereby. And he compares 
Hierocl. Carm. Aur, Pyth. p- 53. mpos Taira c7mer- 
Godyres yovedot, mpds & Kal adrol Tols Gevais vopos, ov 
meiSovras, Yet he rightly thinks the m pos 0 may, “be 
resolved into 0 dvayivwokorres duvacbe vojras mpos aur. 

’"Avayiveook. implies attention as well as reading. 
Duveois signifies knowledge of every kind, both na- 
tural, (what we familiarly call mother wit), and, as 
here, acquired. By the mystery of Christ must here 
be meant the great, though formerly hidden, truth 
of the Salvation of all men by Christ and his religion. 

5. 0 ev érépats yevenis ouK ay mnipieba Eb eipetdl 
“ which in other generations or ages ([2°117) was 
not made known to the sons of men,” i.e. to men, 
by a Hebraism. See Joel 1, 3. 

‘Qs voy amexarsgoy Tos vieis Tay avbpwrwy. 
Koppe thinks that ws is for 6, or regi od. I cannot, 
however, agree with him. It must here have (as 
Beza and Vorst. remark) its usual sense sicut, which 
signifies ‘‘ 7m the same manner as,”’ i.e. with the same 
clearness as, &c. For the great truth of the salva- 
tion of all men by Christ, had, indeed, been revealed 
afore-time, though by no means so clearly as by the 
Apostles, and (as ‘I’. Aquin. and Est. observe) not 
with its particulars and determinate circunistances, 
in respect to time, place, persons, &c., but sub vela- 
mine. The prophecies of Isaiah (which are the most 
direct) were extremely obscure, and all the prophe- 
cies were expressed in very general terms, and quite 
enigmatical, before the event. Thus the doctrine 
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was comparatively unknown. Here, however, as 
Doddr. and Rosenm. remark, there is especial re- 
ference to the doctrine of the Gentiles being re- 
ceived into covenant on an equal footing with the 
Jews. It was, indeed (as Whitby and Doddr. ob- 
serve), known long before that the Gentiles should be 
added to the Church; but it was not known that 
they should be heirs of the same inheritance, and 
partakers of the promise of the Spirit. The Jews 
rather thought of their being slaves to them; and 
least of all did they imagine that the middle wall of 
their ceremonies should be broken down, and the 
Gentiles admitted to the full privileges of God’s 
people, without circumcision and obedience to the 
Mosaic law; which the Christian converts among 
them heard of at first with great amazement. (Acts 
10, 45.,.11, 18.) 

5. ameKarsgdy trols ayiois amoorrdros Kal rpoPryrais 
é. II. a. The &rexaara. seems to suggest the idea of 
such kind of knowledge as in the ordinary course of 
nature could not be obtained, but required the inter- 
vention of Divine assistance. Yet it does not ne- 
cessarily imply complete knowledge, but only such a 
degree of it as the revealer, in his wisdom, may see 
fit togrant. “Aysor is an epithet appropriate to both 
Apostles and Prophets, and sometimes applied to 
Angels. By the rpodyr. must (as almost all Com- 
mentators are agreed) be meant the Prophets of the 
New Testament, namely, inspired teachers of the 
highest class; which confirms the interpretation of 
the word supra 2, 20., where see the note. °Ey 
mvevpatt, ‘by (like the Heb. 2) the Holy Spirit,” 
oa tov mveynaros. Jrom this and other passages, 
it may be inferred that there were in Christian 
teachers different degrees of divine knowledge ; 
and I would add that this is certain from the cele- 
brated chapters of 1 Corinth. on the spiritual gifts. 
It is also remarked by Koppe, that this high doc- 
trine of the Gentiles being put on an equal footing 
with the Jews, seems to have been not known even 
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to all the Apostles up to a certain period; to Peter 
it was communicated first, (at the conversion of Cor- 
nelius), and then to the others, at various times and 
with varions degrees of clearness. 

6. elvas re Ebva—X prior, “namely, that the Gen- 
tiles should be fellow-heirs,” &c. The adjective 
cuykAnpovoy.os is somewhat rare, as is also cupperoyos 
and cvccwpos, what scarcely occurs elsewhere. Koppe 
maintains that the érayyeaias belongs only to cuppe- 
toxos. But it may be said to belong to all those 
adjectives; though it cannot well apply to oT o wp, 
which i is inserted, as Theophyl. remarks, ive dyrwoy 
Tiv TOAAYY eyyuTyTAa Kal evwov, for the sake of indi- 
cating close union. In cuyxaypoveuan there is the 
usual figure by which the possession of eternal life is 
called an inheritance; it being put (as in 1, 14. 
Acts 2, 32. and Col. 3, 14.) simply for eternal feli- 
city. ZJocwrza answers to the Latin incorpor. 
(See Steph. Thes. Nov. Edit.), and signifies members 
of the same Church. Zuppetroya ras emayyerins avrod 
etd Xpioro, “ joint partakers of his promise (of 
ternal felicity) by Christ.” It is observed by Koppe 
a Rosenm., that epithets and synonymes are here 
aceummulateds to show that there is no difference 
whatever between the Jews and Gentiles. The terms, 
however, are not quite synonymous. 

6. die Tov edayyeriov, ** through the instrumentality 
of the Gospel. " 

7. 08 eyevopny OraKavos, &e., ‘© of whom I was con- 
stituted a minister.” Koppe observes that the term 
Oiakovos is used, in a general sense, of the ferns 
and any teachers of religion. Compare 1 Cor. 
2 Cor. 6, 4. 11, 23. The expression oy Tov 
evayyerioy, however, only occurs once besides the 
present passage, namely, in Col. 1, 23.; yet similar 
forms are found in 2 Cor. 3, 6. 11, 15. Gal. DS 7 

7. kata tiv dwpecv—adrod, ** by the gift of the 
grace of God imparted to me by the energy of the 
power,” i.e. by his powerful energy. Kara ray 
dwpeny THS YasiTos, “ by the gracious, free, and un- 
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merited gift ;” the genitive substantive being for the 
adjective. Or ydégis may, as Whitby thinks, denote 
the Apostleship, and, 1 would add, with all its accom- 
panying supernatural yepicpare. "Evepyeia is, as 
usual, rendered by Mackn., inworking. But this, 
though it seems to be the most literal, is, in fact, not 
the real sense. The év does not refer to the object 
on which the work is employed, but rather implies 
that the faculty to produce it is in the agent. It 
therefore denotes ability, efficacy for any purpose. 
And thus xar& rij évepyeiay ts duvepews signifies 
“< by the efficacy of his power,” i.e. by his powerful 
efficacy. So Phil. 3, 21. kara Tijy Evepyelay Tov duvac- 
§as. Nor is thisa mere Hebraism: for so Galen. 
(cited by Wets.) é& éxeivov yap Kal parrov deddEarras 
7) dappakoy, ka} eis To daveody adrov roils dvOpwrois 7 
divapis TIS evepyelas EAjarvbe. 

Theophyl., applying this to the Ministers of the 
Gospel in general, has the following admirable ob- 
servation. Tpia yap pds del cuvers Pepe cig THY dia- 
koviay, Wuxi Dirokivduvoy, coPiayv Kak ouveoiv, Kai Pioy 
dnyrroy? rov yap Oeiv dovapsy didoven, OF 79 TadTA mavra 
EUMOAKTA EOTH. 

8. €nol Tw eAayiororepw mavtwy THY wylwy eon 7 
xaos airy, * Tome (Isay) who am tncomparably the 
least of all the saints.” Such is (I think) the most 
accurate representation of the sense of this peculiar 
term €Aayiordrepos, which isa comparative formed 
on a superlative; many examples of which idiom are 
adduced by Wets.; as rpwristos, KaArIWTEDOS, ETXA- 
Twraros, peroregos, and, to omit many others, €ac- 
yiororaros from Sext. Emp. p. 627. By the rev 
ayiwy Rosenm. and Koppe understand, not all the 
Christians, but only the Apostles and Prophets 
mentioned at ver. 5. And so in a very similar pas- 
sage of 1 Cor. 15, 9. But I do not see how the 
words of the present passage will admit of such a 
sense, to which, indeed, it is not necessary to resort ; 
nor is it proper to press upon an expression like this. 
The Apostle only seems to mean that he was, of all 
Christians, the least worthy of that supernatural call 
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and divine illumination which had been vouchsafed. 
And, considering how exceedingly bitter persecutor 
he had been of the Church, a blasphemer of Christ, 
and injurious to his religion, he was, humanly speak- 
ing, the least worthy to have been so wonderfully 
called. 

The Infinitive edayyericacbas depends upon wore 
or eis 72, ** for the purpose of making known the glad 
tidings,” synonymous with kypiocev and didaoken. 
See the note on Gal. 1, 8. ’AveEtyviacrov mrouroy Tov 
X., “ the unsearchable and inconceivable riches of 
the grace of Christ ;” for we have the full phrase at 
1,7. and 2, 7. On aveEsyviaorov see the note on 
Rom, 11, 23. There seems, in the present applica- 
tion of the word, to be an imitation of the Orat. 
Manass. ver. 6. dveE:yvinctov ro Ereos. Yet there is 
also a reference to the pvorypv mentioned both 
before and after. 

9. Kal dwrica: movras tis—Xpiotov. Here we 
have the same sentiment, though further developed. 
Compare Col. 1,23. The term ¢wrigw has, I think, 
a stronger sense than didacxw. So Ignat. and Rom. 
(cited by Grot.) reGwriopevny ev Gerrjpari Ocov. By 
mwovras is meant, all men, whether Jews or Gentiles. 

For the kowevia of the common Editions, almost 
all Critics are agreed, ought to be read oixovopia, 
from the greatest part of the MSS., Versions, Fa- 
thers, &c. Koiwwvic is supposed to be a mere error 
of the scribes. See Koppe. On the other hand, 
Mackn. thinks that the transcribers of this Epistle, 
not observing that the Apostle was contrasting the 
discoveries made in the Gospel with the discoveries 
in the Heathen mysteries, and the Christian Church 
with the Heathen fellowships, were at a loss to know 
what he meant by the fellowship of the mystery ; 
and substituted the word dispensation in its place.” 
Oixovouta is either redundant, like the Latin ratio, or 
else it signifies method, plan, nature, &c. Mucrigsoy, 
as before, must chiefly relate to that part of the 
Gospel long kept secret, respecting the admission of 
the Gentiles to the same favour with the Jews. 
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9. amd rév aiwyvey is said, by Koppe and Rosenm., 
to be for €k r. a. But the avo isso used in dm’ dpyis. 
This is very erroneously rendered by some, as Mack., 
* hidden from ;”? which is contrary to the usus lo- 
quendi. ‘The sense is, fur ages, for eternal ages. 
"Ey tO Oew, “ apud Deum.” 

9. tO Tae wavta KTicavTs die “I. X. The later 
Commentators, from the time of Locke (as formerly 
Vorst., Zanch, and Grot.), suppose this to signify 
the new creation by the Gospel. ‘The antient Com- 
mentators, and most modern ones, take it in its 
physical sense : and they refer for examples to supra 
2,10 & 15. infra 4, 24. compared with Col. 4, 10. 
And this seems to be the best-founded interpreta- 
tion: but I see no reason why both senses may not 
have been intended ; and to both the revra may be 
applied. So Wells and Doddr. 
Ta is used as at 1, 18 & 19., where see the note. 
10. iva yrwpioby viv—codia rod cod. “Iva is rightly. 

considered, by some antient and modern Commen- 
tators, as having here (as often) the eventual sense, 
‘* so that, to the end that to the rulers and authori- 
ties in the heavenly places,” i.e. in heaven. By the 
apyais kal rats eourioss ev Tols éroupavioss are denoted 
archangels and angels of the highest rank in heaven. 
On apy. and Seve. see the notes on 1, 3,10 & 20. 
Koppe understands by apy. and égouc. those most 
pre-eminent in wisdom and dignity ; which may be 
admitted. It were, however, presumptuous to specu- 
late too far, and vain to attempt to be wise above 
what is written. 

10. x roaumoixiaos cofia, “ the immensely diversi- 
fied and manifold wisdom.”* ‘This is an epithet very 
suitable to codia, since the word is, in the Classical 

* Grot. recognizes more meaning in the terms. The substance 
of his interpretation of zodvz. is, immensa, summa, que se variis 
modis exserit, et imprimis institutorum varietate ad efformandos ho- 
mines per religionem conspicua est. The reader will do well to con- 
sult the able and instructive annotation of the learned Commenta- 
tor, or the abstract of it in Koppe. 
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writers, used (as is rolkiaos) to denote clever, know- 
ing, and the like; though it is generally used to 
denote a sort of Proteus-like craft and cunning. 
Slade explains thus: ‘‘ That the manifold wisdom of 
God’s dispensation may be unfolded, by the Chris- 
tian revelation, to the different orders of angelic 
beings,” who are represented by St. Peter as de- 
siring to look into these things, 1 Pet. 1, 12. 

This, the Apostle adds, is manifested 01a rHj¢ éxxry- 
cias: a brief mode of expression, which seems to 
signify, “by the founding, propagating, and go- 
verning of the Church.” for, as Rosenm. observes, 
“from this the angels understood the Divine wisdom, 
just as we mortals understand it by considering and 
sur veying the course of events.” So Theophyl. ore 
yap 7pels Ep.ccdouey, TOTE KoKElvou Or 7POY, epeoo aut Thy 

Exkanolay Tivwy 7Eiwoy, Kal OV auras els yroo oOnyou- 

peEvat. 

11. Kara mpolec ty TwY aiwvey, iv emoingey év X. 1. 

rv. x.y. Of this passage, which is somewhat obscure 
from its brevity, the sense is thus ably expressed by 
Theophyl. : Noy pev éyvorby 7 copia. TOY meph HPs 
yivopreveoy, maay dvebey ny T pOWwpia p.ev1)" KOT 0 mpabeaw 

yop my, alwvey" TOUTETTI, kar mpoyywo ly Tay perroy- 

Tw abavey. "Hoes yap 6 Ocis re ET OpEVEL, Kal obras dpioe. 
To de, iy émolnrey €y Xpiore ‘Iyoov, YOEITOLL ney Teo! THs 
codias, 7ro1 THs olkovopias iy émoinge 0 Tarp bid Tob 

Tiov. ‘O de Xpursrropos, wy emolnoey avoyvous’ wy emrol- 
noe abaveoy, dyaly, 6 Mcds dia Tod Tiod. 

At ray aidvey I would understand é@xo (which is 
expressed in the verse preceding), and regard it as a 
Genitive of a noun for an adjective. It may be ren- 
dered: “ according to his most antient purpose, 
counsel, plan, and dispensation, which, having form- 
ed from eternal ages, He executed by Christ Jesus 
our Lord.” See Whitby and Locke. 

12. & @ Exonev—ricrews avrov, “ through whom 
(as Mediator) we have freedom of address, and access 
to God with confidence, by means of faith in him.” 
Tlapéyoia properly signifies freedom of address (in 
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prayer), and then fiducia. On mpocaywyy see the 
note supra 2, 18., from which passage it is clear that 
we are here to supply mpos roy @eiv. The terms rap- 
oyoia and weroibyois are nearly synonymous, and both 
stand in the place of an adjective qualifying zpooa- 
yoy, “ free and confident approach,” i. e. in prayer 
and supplication. See Rom. 8, 15. Gal. 4, 6. It is 
rightly remarked by Koppe, that this holy conft- 
dence is represented by the Apostle as arising from 
a sense of the pardon of sin, and acceptance with 
God, obtained by the death of Christ. And he adds, 
that both Jews and Gentiles were weighed down 
with the depression arising from conscious guilt, 
which they had reason to feel and deeply lament. 

It is evident that the we must have reference to 
all Christians, whether Jewish or Gentile. 

The :& ris wiorews is regarded, by Koppe and 
Rosenm., as put for elye misrevopev eis att. It is 
an idiotical form of expression for, “ through faith 
in him, reposed in him and his merits,” &c. ; for, as 
Theophyl. observes, by remitting sins, he instilled 
confidence into us. 

15. 0:0 airovpar py exkaxeiv, &c. The connexion 
of this verse with the preceding is thus laid down by 
Koppe: ‘*The Apostle feared lest, if the Gentile 
Christians knew of the contempt, hatred, accusation, 
and injurious treatment of every kind which he met 
with from his own countrymen, the Jews, they 
should think the doctrine itself of the Apostie vain, 
and resting on no solid foundation; to prevent such 
a supposition, after having explained the cause of 
the calamities which he had to suffer from the Jews 
(which arose solely from the ill-will the Jews bore 
to the Gentiles) ver. 1—12., now conjures them, not 
to suffer these his calamities to alienate them from 
the Christian doctrine, but rather reflect that in this 
his misery they had whereof to boast and exult.” 
The above is indeed very acutely conceived; but 
simpler, and perhaps truer, is the following method 
of Theophyl.: ‘“* Therefore, as great is the mystery 
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of your calling, and as great things are committed 
to me to preach to you, and I must needs suffer 
bonds and injurious treatment from those who un- 
derstand not this mystery, I desire that ye faint not, 
i.e. be not troubled and disconcerted, as if some- 
thing unexpected had happened.” 

Crellius thinks that the As has a resumptive force, 
since the parenthesis ends at ver. 12., and hence the 
Apostle returns to the subject he was treating of at 
ver. 1.; q.d. “ Wherefore (I say),’ &c. Yet he 
grants the words may be referred to those immedi- 
ately preceding, and he pursues a mode of explana- 
tion nearly the same with that of Theophyl. ‘The 
do cannot (I think) have here a resumptive force; 
and I know not whether it can ever be properly said 
to have it. 

With respect to the words themselves, they involve 
somewhat of difficulty, arising from extreme brevity, 
and are susceptible of more than one interpretation. 
(See Koppe.) Yet the context and the nature of the 
subject will not (I think) permit us to assign any 
other sense than that laid down by the antient Com- 
mentators, and most modern ones, by which vas is 
understood after airovpor, ‘* Wherefore I intreat you 
not to faint and despond on account of the afflictions 
which I endure on your behalf, seeing that this is 
your glory,” i. e. tends to your glory. Rosenm. and 
Koppe object to the common interpretation of d0fa, 
on the ground that these afflictions would rather 
tend to their benefit than their glory; and therefore 
they explain it felicity, namely, eternal felicity. But 
there are two handles by which this and most other 
things may be taken; and the learned Commenta- 
tors seem to bave seized hold on the wrong. It 
surely was to the glory and credit of the Ephesians 
to have been converted by an Apostle who approved 
his sincerity by encountering perpetual afflictions 
and persecutions for the benefit of themselves and 
the other Gentiles. 

13. éxaxkéw not only signifies fo tire, to be tired out 
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(ex), as in Gal. 6, 9. where see the note; but also 
to despond, faint, as here and in 2Cor. 4. 16. where 
see the note. Ilepixexeiv the Classical writers use in 
this sense, and also ékkapvew, and that not éexxepy. 
ev tive, but ris. See St. Thes. on exxapy. 

The iris is for aires, by an idiom common to 
both the Hebr., Greek, and Latin languages, by 
which the pronoun relative is accommodated either 
to the former, or the latter of two substantives. 
Thus (besides many other examples adduced by 
Wets.) we have in Cicero Somn. Scip. 3. ‘ ignibus 
quee sidera vocatis. 

14. tovrov yapivw—Xpicrod. Commentators are not 
agreed to what the rovrov yap is to be referred. 
Some refer it to what immediately precedes. (See 
Koppe and Rosenm.) But this produces but a 
frigid sense. I rather agree with others, as Crell. 
and Bp. Middleton, that it relates to ver. 1. (where 
see the note). 

14. kaprrw Ta yovara pov mpos, i.e.“ I fervently pray 
to.” ‘This expression is accommodated to Oriental 
manners. See Acts 7, 60. 9, 40. 20, 36. The words 
rod Kupiov ipcv Incod Xpirrov, are omitted in three or 
four MSS., and some later Versions and Fathers. 
But there is no reason to question the correctness of 
the common reading. ‘The periphrasis Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, is used in the place of God, to 
intimate (as Rosenm. observes) that it is on account 
of Christ, the only begotten and dearly beloved Son 
of God, that this felicity altogether results to Chris- 
tians. 

15. €& ob raca marpia ev oupavois Kal ex) vis dvonc- 
gerai. It should seem that from the mention of the 
connection subsisting between God the Father and 
the Son, the Apostle was led to introduce that 
which subsists, though of a very different kind, be- 
tween all created beings and the Father. So Theo- 
phyl. (from Chrys.): ’Ex Tod dvw dé rarpis macd, 
Gyo, matpiat emi THs ys pev Tas yeveds ovopaS@y ma.- 
tplas, aro TOO Tay TUTEpwr dvoLATOS odTW KAAOULEVAS. 
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€v obipoven dé, emel Exel oddels €&F oddevds yevvaTas, margsas 
TH TUTTIATA AEYEL. 

The present is one of those passages which are 
best understood by a reference to Jewish opinions. 
It appears from the Rabbinical citations of Wets. 
that the Jews were accustomed to call the angels in 
heaven God’s upper family ; and themselves on earth 
his lower family. 

The wréca, Koppe thinks, is levelled against that 
narrow notion of the Jews that they alone were en- 
titled to the names TW Clay, TW 33, and is meant 
to show (as at Phil. 2, 10.) that all intelligent na- 
tures (as originally created and preserved by him), 
united by the bonds of piety and virtue, whether on 
earth, or in heaven, are equally sons of God, and 
belong to the same city and family. See Hebr. 12, 
22. compared with 11, 10. 

"E& od is by some referred to Chrast. But it seems 
more suitable to the Father. And so the antients 
and the most judicious moderns. 

16. iva day tyiv—éow a&vIpwrov. Koppe observes 
that ver. 16—19, are closely connected, and may be 
compared with a parallel passage of Col. 2, 1—10., 
from which the following will appear to be the sen- 
timent: ‘“* May He by his divine spirit produce in 
you the firm persuasion that ye are the temple of 
Christ, built by the Divine goodness; so that ye may 
comprehend and be sensible of the vast extent of 
this temple, to which all the pious and good belong, 
and feel how great is His goodness, who willed that 
ye should be joined to the same temple.” 

16. ris dens adrov. See the note on ver.7. Grot., 
Zanch, and Rosenm., render this, ‘ pro maxima 
potentia.”. And so Theodoret: kal wacdroy dpénrov 
Exe, Kal ddvapsv anerpyrov. ‘Thus the sense would 
be, ‘‘ as, of his great power, he can.” But this seems 
not to be what the Apostle had in view. Iam rather 
inclined to take dys (as did Whitby) for the ad- 
jective glorious, and refer racdrov to his abundant 
mercy, inconceivable bounty. See supra 1,6 & 18. 
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2, '7., and elsewhere. And so Crell. “ secundum 
beneficentize suze amplitudinem et ubertatem.” 

16. Suvapes Kpararwdivat, “to be mightily strength- 
ened.” For duvé,es is for duvaras. Ava TOU TYEUp.c- 
Tos aurov, * by his holy spirit.” Eis rov €ow avowrov. 

See the note on Rom. 7, 22. and 2 Cor. 4, 16. Koppe 
here aptly compares Plat. de Republ. Q. Tod EFw 
av8pw7rou 6 evr os avipwiros ¢ €oTal EYKOUTETTATOS. He, 

however, thinks it cannot be inferred that the Apostle 
had Plato in his mind. Which is very true. ButIam 
surprised he did not see that the coincidence between 
Plato, St. Paul, and some other writers, was not an 
accidental coincidence of ideas, but that Plato bor- 
rowed this, together with many other dogmas, from 
the East, where it probably has long prevailed, and 
was originally derived from the Israelites. 

This kgarsotcGa: Rosemn. confines to the influence 
of religious knowledge, and the study of virtue, in 
strengthening the mind. Which is very true; but 
by no means the whole truth ; since the strengthen- 
ang here meant is that of the Holy Spirit, to whose 
influence (as Koppe here acknowledges) Chris- 
tians owe every increase of their faith and virtue. 
So Theophyl. : auto yap €oTh TO THY io yoy TApEHXOV. 

And this is required by the next words, xaroKyjoos 
tov Xpiorov Oi TIS wicrEws ev THAIS Kupdias Upawy. 

17. KkarowKjoou—relenerswpevos. Koppe refers the 
KatoiKyoas to doy. But it seems more correct to say 
that, though closely connected with it, yet it gram- 
matically depends upon dere understood. So Theo- 
phyl. rightly observes, that the xparasm4zjvas and the 
katowKyoa: are not two things, but the latter is the 
result of the former. And he paraphrases thus : 
‘that you may be strengthened and fitted for Christ’s 
dwelling in your inner man.” 

This indwelling of Christ in the heart is explained 
in two ways: by some, of love to Christ; since he 
whom we love is said to dwell, and have a place in 
our hearts: and they cite Liban. Eph. 558. But 
this seems far too feeble a sense. ‘The more judi- 

VOL, VII. “FP 
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cious Commentators, both antient and modern, are 
agreed that there is an architectural allusion; as at 
supra 2. fin. 1 Cor. 3, 16, 18 & 19., where see the 
note. And certainly in a figurative sense, both God 
and Christ are said to dwell in the hearts of faithful 
Christians, as Joh. 14, 23. “and we will come and 
make our abode with him.” — Yet I cannot but admit 
also another interpretation, which has by some Com- 
mentators been thought the only one here intended, 
namely, the doctrine of Christ. For, as Rosenm. 
observes, the context requires this, and especially the 
parallel passage of Col. 3, 16. 6 adyos rod Kugiou évor- 
keirw ev Upiv TAouTios. 

17. dia THs TioTews &v Tails Kagdiois vpav. ‘These 
words are by some antient and modern Commenta- 
tors separated from keroyjoot, and joined to the 
following. But this seems doing great violence to 
the construction. Aid ris rictews, “by the exer- 
cise of faith.” So Crell.: ‘* vinculo fidei connexa sit 
animis vestris doctrina Christi.” Here Wets. aptly 
cites Acta martyr. 2. Tis éori beoddpas; “lyvarios 
dmekplyaro, 6 Xpiorov éywy ev orepvois. Tpaiavos eimev: 
ajp-cis ody ool SoKkobpey Karcd voov poy Exew Geods, ols Kal 
xewp.cha cupuayoss mpos Tors moreplous;— T paiavis eimev’ 
ov ov ev EauTm Pepeis Tov oraupwhevta; “Lyvarsos eirev" 
yal" yeyoomrTasr yao" evoikiocw ev avrois Kal eumEepimatyco. 
And he observes: ‘* De Christo ut de Numine loqui- 
tur Paulus.” 

18. &v ayarn epeiSapevor kal relepertmpevor. ‘These 
words are closely connected with the preceding, and 
show how this indwelling is to be, namely (as Theo- 
phyl. explains), not superficially, but deeply ; which, 
as he adds, is the only way whereby the graces of 
the spirit and the indwelling of Christ are to be 
obtained. . 

Some Commentators, as Grot. and Rosenm., think 
that there is a transposition of Wva for va €péiwp.évos 
Kal rebeperswmpevor, eEioxvoyre, &c. And this is no- 
ticed by Photius. But it seems too harsh. I agree 
with the Commentator just mentioned (who has 
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learnedly discussed the phrase), that the nominative 
is for the accusative. Nor is it necessary to refine 
so much on the terms ép/iSwpévor and rebeneriwmpévor 
as do the foreign Commentators. Both are used in 
accommodation to the words preceding, in which 
the faith of a Christian is considered as a building 
wherein Christ and God dwell by the Holy Spirit : 
and though ég£:9. is properly only applicable to trees, 
yet the word was often used metaphorically to de- 
note founding and establishing any thing as im- 
moveably as trees are fastened to the ground by 
their roots. So Philo de Opif. M. P. 9,7. (cited by 
Wets.) pifas amoreivourn, olovel Oeneriovs’ and Plut. de 
liber. Educ. p. 6. £. daw bray ris A8eoy TAv Odvapv. I 
add Soph. Cid. Col. 1591. sdov Xarxots Babooios yadev 
epprwuevov. Nay, it was sometimes, as here, joined 
with a verb denoting the founding of any edifice; as 
Col. 2,'7. and Lucian de saltat, 34. (cited by Wets.) 
waomep Tives pigar Kah Oenersor TIS doyjoTEWS Foray, . 

The eyary must signify love and gratitude to God 
and Christ for their manifold benefits. And the 
Apostle adds, “in proportion as these feelings are 
rooted in the heart, shall we, under the guidance of 
the Holy Spirit, be able to comprehend,” &c. For 
those words represent the result (ive) of this fervent 
love and deep-rooted affection and gratitude. 

18. tua eEirydonre kataraper§ar, &c. Here eiry. 
is not, as Koppe considers it, merely synonymous 
with icy., but is a stronger term. It occurs in Sir- 
ach 7, 6.and Adlian. In the interpretation of this 
passage the modern Commentators are extremely 
perplexed. The construction is left imperfect at 
UWos; and various are the modes in which the sense 
has been supplied. Theophyl. and Phot. (ap. Cicu- 
men.), the latter of whom has most learnedly and 
ably discussed the sense, think rod puerypiov is to be 
supplied. Others of the antients, and many emi- 
nent moderns, as Whitby and Rosenm., ‘ the love 
of Christ.” (See their notes.) And this seems to be 
the most natural interpretation, and the most suit- 

2P@Z 
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able to the context. Other interpretations may be 
seen in Pole and Wolfe. But they all, in some 
measure, merge into one and the same. So Doddr., 
‘‘the great mystery of redeeming love.” And Crell.: 
“the grace of God, or the Christian dispensation, 
and its benefits to man.”’ 

18. ody wao1 rois ayios is well explained by 
Crell., “that you and all Christians may compre- 
hend, you Gentiles as well as the Jews.” 

The expression t+ 79 macros, Kal paKos, Kal Babos, 
kat dWos (as the most judicious Commentators ob- 
serve), is not to be too curiously discussed, or pressed 
on, since it is only a spirited and rhetorical phrase 
denoting the vast extent of the love of Christ, which 
passeth knowledge, i.e. as the Apostle said at ver. 
8., the unsearchable riches of the love of Christ: 
pikes being here used for peyefos. So Soph. Antig. 
388., aan Wy yap ekros, Kal wap erwidas yapa Eolkey 
AAAY pHyos ovdev ydovy* and Plut. 11, 607. pyyeos 
oa(oou. 

19. yuavos Te rHy UrEepParrnrovony TIS yuwoEws ayaryy 
tov Xpiorov. ‘The re has the sense of nempe: for I 
agree with Rosemn., that this is exegetical of the 
preceding sentence. “Ayarny tov Xpiorov, “ the love 
of Christ towards us; the immensity of redeeming 
love.” Here, as in the preceding verse, I cannot but 
reprobate the attempts made by many interpreters 
to lower the sense, as, for instance, Mr. Locke and 
others, who limit it to the love of Christ in calling 
the Gentiles. Iagree with Doddr., that the most 
extensive application of this text will be the most 
correct. For (to use the spirited words of the same 
pious and judicious Commentator) ‘ well may_we 
recollect on this occasion all that love which Christ 
has displayed in redeeming his church out of every 
nation and kingdom under heaven, Gentiles as well 
as Jews, from final misery, and exalting it to eternal 
glory.” 

19. UmepBarroucay THs ywoews. ‘This verb admits 
not only the accusative (which is the more usual syn- 
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tax), but (by the force of uwep) the genitive. With 
respect to the sentiment yyvavai—r7ys yvadoews, there 
is no contradiction in it. The meaning is, “ That 
ye may be able to know, as far as may be attainable 
by your present faculties, and suitable to the 
purposes of this life;” though in this, as in other 
things, we must see through a glass darkly, and 
must wait for that future state in which we may fully 
comprehend the mysteries of redeeming love. 

19. iva ranpwhijre cis ray Td wAypwp.a Tod Ocov. In 
the interpretation of these words the Commentators, 
as on many other occasions, exceedingly differ. 
But, as often, the most natural, simple, and exten- 
sive application will be found the best. Now as the 
Apostle had been speaking of the immense and in- 
conceivable love of God and Christ, so here (I assent 
to Grot., Whitby, Crell., and Mackn.) he means to 
say, that by thus attaining the Holy Spirit, and hav- 
ing suitable conceptions of the great mystery of 
redeeming love, they may be filled with all the spi- - 
ritual gifts and blessings, both ordinary and extra- 
ordinary, that God can and will impart to his faith- 
ful worshippers. 

Kis is put for év; than which nothing is more 
frequent in Scripture. Compare infra 4, 10. and 
Col. 1, 9. 

20. The whole passage concludes with a doxology 
such as the Apostle, ever filled with a sense of the 
Divine majesty and goodness, sometimes introduces 
in the middle of a discourse. (Koppe.) 

The sense is tolerably clear; but the Commen- 
tators stumble at the phraseology: for the Apos- 
tle is here, as in many other sublime effusions of 
pious feeling, little mindful of the minute proprie- 
ties of grammatical construction. The dy is thought 
by some Commentators (as Rosenm.) to depend upon 
a paaaroy understood. But this seems too harsh. Mr. 
Slade thinks that the pronoun oy does not relate to 
mavTa, but to éxeivwy understood after brepexrepioood. 
(See Matt. 5, 37.) which may be admitted; yet 
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the construction proceeds but tamely ; as indeed he 
himself appears to have perceived ; for he proposes 
to expunge érép, on the authority of five MSS. and 
the Vulgate. But I am surprised that his usual good 
sense did not suggest to him that this is cutting the 
knot. For every one must see that in these four MSS. 
(all of which are such as have been tampered with) 
the imép has been cancelled from conjecture, and 
merely to remove the difficulty; though, as every per- 
son of taste and judgment will see, by the sacrifice of 
a portion of that divine spirit which animates this 
truly fine passage. ‘The éreg must therefore be left 
untouched, and be considered as an irregularity, if 
the Grammarians will have it so; though the irre- 
eularity is little different from a repetition of the 
same word. Had the Apostle not subjoined tmép 
wepicoov, every one would have seen that uxep must 
be taken with dv. As tt is, it seems superfluous ; but 
it 7s, in fact, not so; since the two words urép and 
Urep mepioood are the same as either of the two words 
repeated. ‘The true construction and ratio of the 
passage seems to have been partly perceived by Cas- 
talio, who thus spiritedly renders: ‘“ qui potest om- 
nia longée longéque copiosius facere, quam nos po- 
scere et cogitare.”’ 

21. atre 7 dcGa—apyy. There is here no little 
diversity of reading: and some have thought that 
it would thence appear that the words €v t¥ exkayoia 
are to be cancelled. But the omission is almost 
wholly confined tosuch MSS. as have been tampered 
with. The clause seems to me to have been thrown 
out, as rather awkwardly cutting up the sense of the 
passage, and as being a tautology. But were we to 
suppose that the words had not originally a place, on 
what principle can we account for their insertion, 
And though they may be dispensed with, yet the 
sense is far more complete with them. ‘That sense 
is not, however, what Rosenmuller supposes, but 
(as Castalio explains), ‘‘ inter fideles:” and ev Xpiora 
signifies, “ by Christ and his religion.” It is easy to 
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imagine much more sense, but not so to establish it 
clearly: and we must therefore not refine so much 
as do many Commentators and Paraphrasts. 

21. cis rarus Tas yeveds Tod aiwvos Tay aiwywy. ‘This 
phrase the Commentators are quite at a loss to ac- 
count for. It is rightly supposed to be one of the 
Apostle’s self-invented phrases ; anda most expres- 
sive one itis. The best mode of viewing it is to 
suppose, with some eminent modern Commentators, 
(as Grot., Koppe, and Rosenm.,) two phrases con- 
densed into one, 17 1297 and oxy ody. The 
sense of it is well expressed by Doddr., in his note, 
thus: “through all the successions of an endless 
eternity.” 

CHAP. IV. 

Now commences the later division of the Epistle ; 
and as in the former the Apostle had treated on the 
extension of the benefits of tlhe Gospel to the Gen- 
tiles as well as the Jews, and had shown how pre- 
cious was the blessing, so in this he subjoins, accord- 
ing to his usual custom, various exhortations to walk 
worthy of their high calling, especially in the exer- 
cise of mutual unanimity and concord, mildness and 
lenity in bearing with the errors and vices of men ; 
some passages too are interspersed on the nature of 
the gifts of the Holy Spirit, even from which Cliris- 
tians used to seek matter for strife and debate. So 
Theodoret: kat éresd7 yapioparwy rvevpariKoy cro- 
Aavovres, Kal Gavpara €mrolouv, Kal yawrTTais Siadhdpars 
EAGAaWY, Kal meoPyTIKhS evepyelas amijrauov, Kal TeoPy- 
TIKYS EveoyElas ami AauvOY, ikave O€ TATA yy dyKwoas TO 
eovywa, megh ToUTOV mpwroy mpor Peper Tapaiversy. 

It is well observed by Doddr., that ‘ this Epistle, 
as it sets forth in the preceding part of it the graci- 
ous design of God in the gospel-dispensation, and 
represents the benefits and privileges that belong to 
all the faithful in Christ Jesus, as well to Gentiles as 
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to Jews, is cast into a strain of thanksgivings and 
prayers, and written (as it were) all in a rapture, in 
a sublime and elevated style, as flowing from a mind 
transported with the consideration of the unsearch- 
able wisdom and goodness of God in the work of 
redemption, and of the amazing love displayed in 
Christ towards the Gentile world. And the remain- 
ing part of if is no less admirable for the engaging 
manner in which he improves what he had before de- 
livered, urging the duties which became their cha- 
racter with the greatest tenderness, in expressions 
full of love and endearment, adding the strongest 
arguments to enforce them, and making mention of 
his bonds to recommend the exhortations that he 
offered to them.” 

VERSE 1. rapakarw oby dpds eyo 6 déopsos ev Ku- 
glo, a&iws mepimarjoas THs KAjTEwS FS EKAYIyTE. The 
ovv seems to have far more meaning than the Com- 
mentators ascribe to it, (some, as Koppe, regarding 
it merely as a particle of transition ;) namely, “ this 
being the case; sueh being your high privileges,” 
&c. See Matt. Gr. Gr. p. 947. 

1. 6 déopsos év Kupio. The Apostle again intro- 
duces the mention of his bonds, to give greater effect 
to his admonitions; since, as these bonds, like as 
his other afflictions and persecutions, had been occa- 
sioned by his zeal for the evangelization of the Gen- 
tiles, so they were the more bound to attend to his 
earnest injunctions.* 

The év is used like the Hebr. A, and the expression 
may be compared with the rod Xpioros at 3, 1., and 
must, it should seem, have the same sense: other- 
wise it might be interpreted (as it is even now done 
by some) “ in the name of Christ.” 

Ilepirarijoa: denotes (as often) habitual action. 
On the Kayoews Koppe speculates far too much, and | 

* Thus Theodoret: ‘Ikari rév decpor h pevijpn Kat rovs éay 
avadtynoiay vocovryras eis aperiy dteyeipa’ OV duds yup, dno, ravra 

. G I cy ? , , Y P2 NOts 
mepikeuae et yup KynpUTTELy OVK EPovAOuNY, TOUTWY ay TayTeEdws 
> , % 

amn\d\ayny. 
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(as often) by aiming at giving too fine an edge, he 
wears it away altogether. Neither can kaye. signify 
(as Mackn. interprets it) the appellation. It must 
mean the state to which they were called and con- 
verted, namely, that of the Gospel. The sense, then, 
is: ‘‘ live worthy of that state, and suitably to the 
duties which it lays upon you.”* Compare Phil. 3, 
14. 2 Thes.1, 11. 2 Tim. 1, 9. Hebr. 3, 1. 

2. The Apostle now, with admirable address, 
slides into the mention of those duties (or, as our 
Lord did in his Sermon on the Mount, commences 
with them), in which the Ephesians were especially 
deficient. 

The terms rarewodgoodvy and mpdorys are said by 
Koppe to be synonymous. But, in reality, they are 
notso. ‘The latter may be said to be the result of 
the former, since that signifies such a lowly opinion 
of one’s own merit and claims as will eftectually pro- 
duce a temper of mildness and indulgence, not re- 
quiring too much from our brethren, who are en- 
compassed with the same frailty as ourselves; it is 
obvious how requisite this is in those who should 
feel how equally unmerited by all is the grace of 
God. 

The waoy is explained by the antient Commenta- 
tors as extending to all persons, places, and times. 

Maxpofuzia denotes the bearing patiently those 
trials which proceed from the provocations of our 
brethren. With respect to the construction, there 
was no occasion for Blackw. and Doddr. to connect 
paxpobupia with the preceding rpacrys, in order to 
avoid the solecism which they (from Hamm. and Le 
Clerc) thought involved in the common construc- 
tion. The Apostle, it is to be observed, does not 
attend to such minutia. It was rightly supposed by 
Grot., that this is an usual anacoluthon. The Apos- 

* So Theophyl. : "Ext peyddos yap éxdHOnre’ eri 7H ovyxabloar 
Xpor@, ext TO ovuppacirevoa, Kat ov Sez Karacoxuvery TO déwpa 
bpov oe Epywy avatiwy Xpiorov" ’Awd 5é rod doyparikod, eis rd 
nOucor KaréBn, KarayAuKaivwr Tov Adyor. 
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tle, as he says, regards the 75 voovmevov. Nor is this 
confined to him; but it is to be found more or less 
in most of the Classical writers, from whom Elsner 
adduces examples, to which I could add, if it were 
necessary, a whole squadron from Thucyd. ‘That 
the words must not be separated, we may infer from 
doctrinal reasons ; for, as Theophyl. observes, these 
virtues must be united, éors yop ramewoy pev clive, 
kv be Kal dpyinov? AAA’ oddev BeEros. . 

2. dveyopevos aAAYAwWY ev ayary. ‘Avey. iS ob- 
scurely, if not erroneously, rendered by our English 
Translators forbearing ; and most incorrectly by 
Mackn., ‘‘supporting one another.” The sense is 
(as the antient Interpreters tell us) “ bearing with 
one another,” i. e. one another’s errors and failings ; 
See Matt. 17, 17. Acts 18, 4. 1 Cor. 4, 12. 2 Cor. 11, 
1&4. and several other passages which may be found 
in Schleus. Lex. Koppe compares the Hebr. Dap in 
Is. 46,4. ‘* Moreover (observes Theoph.) the Apostle 
shows the mode in which the duties are to be fulfilled, 
and the use of them; by the ev yarn suggesting the 
principle on which we must bear with the conduct 
of others, even when abusive and injurious, namely, 
on that of Christian love.” It is scarcely necessary 
to remind my readers of the avéyeo8as and aréyerbas 
of Epict. See Zanch. ap. Whitby. 

3. omovdagovres Type tiv évoTyTA ToD mvedpmaros ey 
TW TUVET PW THS Eipyyys, “‘ anxiously striving after the 
unity of the Spirit by a strong bond, even the study 
of peace.” Such appears to be the general sense, And 
here I cannot but reprobate that licence of interpreta- 
tion by which rot rvedparos (contrary to the opinion 
of the antient and early modern Commentators) is 
degraded to mind. Had that been the sense in- 
tended, probably the article would not have been 
used with either of these substantives; but, in fact, 
the interpretation is disproved by what follows. For 
itis plain that the Apostle has in view disputes be- 
tween Christian brethren, therefore the unity of 
the Spirit must denote that which the  posses- 
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sion of such great privileges and high gifts of the 
Spirit * especially bound them to observe. The ovy- 
deopds THs elpyvys indicates the mode in which this was 
to be done, namely, by the cultivation of that peace- 
ful temper, which especially binds all together in 
unity. 

Grot. and others interpret the rot rvevpauros, ‘* of 
the spiritual body,” namely, the Church: others, the 
doctrine itself of the Church. But this seems wander- 
ing too far, and is unncessary; since it is included 
in the first interpretation. 

Wets. here appositely cites Ovid. Met. 1, 25. Dis- 
sociata locis concordi pace ligavit. 

4. éy cope Kak Ev [Ivexxa—vpav. Koppe lays down 
the following as the sentiment contained in ver. 
4—6. “Omnia in religione Christi, quam _profite- 
mini, ad studiorum voluntatumque consensionem vos 
cohortantur. Nihil est in ea sibi contrarium, nihil 
quod secum pugnet. Omnes eundem Deum atque Do- 
minum, modo rituque eodem colimus, eandem olim 
felicitatem omnes speramus, cur igitur in rixas diver- 
saque studia abripi nos patiemur ?” 

Here the Commentators, as usual, differ. Some 
connect the construction with the former by an eis 
vo eivas. But this seems too arbitrary, and is doing 
violence to the sense. Jor the Apostle here means 
to enforce his previous exhortation to unanimity by 
an argument derived from the unity of every thing 
connected with their faith. It is plain that there 
must be supplied either éore, or €or+; and copa needs 
no explanation. On zrveup2, however, Commentators 
are not agreed. If éo7s be the ellipsis, I should 
think, with some ancient and most recent Commen- 
tators, that it signifies mind. But then éore, when 
repeated at €v rveyuo, must signify, “ye ought to be 
of one mind;” which is too arbitrary. I cannot, 

So Theophyl. : : “Qarep € év TD gwpare mrevpa éort TO TaVTa ouve- 
xov Kat evorrovovy, K¢y Sudgopa & wou weAn ovrw Kai éy Tots meorois TO 
dyvov Ivevpa ear, Amepi évorrouet mavTas, Kv dedpopa exopey kat 
yévn Kat rpdrous Kal éxirndetpara’ Kal due robrov Tov cytov Mvev- 
patos €v cOpa yeromeda. 
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then, but accede to the opinion of most antient and 
early modern Commentators, that éor is the true 
ellipsis. For such it is just after in cis Kugsos, &c.; 
and perhaps the words xa$@s—vpwy are parentheti- 
cal, and refer to the avevpa, which they further 
prove, must denote the Holy Spirit. The sense, 
then, may be thus expressed: ‘‘even as ye were 
called (by one Spirit) to one hope of the blessings of 
the Gospel, as resulting from your calling.” ’Ey 
éarids: is for els €awida, by a very common idiom. Nor 
are the words t7s Kajoews redundant, as they are 
supposed by Koppe. ‘There may indeed seem here 
to be no mention of the gifts of the Spirit ; yet they 
appear to be implied and intended, and they are soon 
after mentioned. Mackn. has therefore well para- 
phrased thus: ‘* There is one body or Church which 
comprehends you all, and one Spirit which animates 
that body by its gifts.” The argument is, that all 
Christians have the same hope of acceptance and 
reward, and ought not to despise one another.” So 
Chrys. and Theophyl. See a long and able note of 
Whitby. 

I would compare a similar sentiment in Aristid. 
2, 4, 331 B. (in his Oration epi spovolas) dyes roivov 
@omep CA€yyxous TaUTaAs KATA TIS oTATEWS TAS EmMvuplas 
Toloupevol, Kowa pev Ta BouvreuTypia Koivous d€ vews Kal 
ros ayavas, Kowa 0¢ rave ws Ecimely TA peyloTA TeOreEl- 
eyxare, and Eurip. Orest. 1190. where Electra, 
speaking of Orestes, Pylades, and herself, says: may 
yae €v Giaoy réde' where the Scholiast paraphrases it 
év oop.n Kah pia ux erpev. 

5, 6. eis Kipios—piv. The Apostle, it may be ob- 
served, ingeniously seeks out every thing in the reli- 
gion in which there is unity. It is well remarked by 
Theodoret : Tlovrayou ro ev kai cig rébeiev, cis cup 

duviav cwdrray Tiy exkrnoiav’ Eva, dyol, Kupiov éxo- 
pev, évos Barrticparos amnraicapey, wiav mioTW mpore- 
vyvoyaper, eis 6 mavTwy jwy Bers kal maryg’ meoorjKes 
TolVUY ULES, WS adEAhovs, Tv mepl aAAYAoUS ExEIY by.d- 
yoray. It is plain that there is an ellipsis of ravrav. 
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On the meaning of riocris here the recent Commen- 
tators too much refine. It seems best to take it in its 
plain and natural sense, of the simple and funda- 
mental principles of belief which suffice to fit any 
one for baptism. Hence the Apostle makes mention 
of baptism.* 

6. cis Ocds kal rarip, “ there is one and the same 
God and Father,” i. e. God, who is your Father. 
The expressions 6 ér} révrewy dia ravrwy, and ev racw 
are treated by Koppe as merely synonymous, denot- 
ing the same thing, i. e. ‘‘ to whom you owe every 
thing.” But I can never cease to protest against this 
slovenly way of wrapping up matters, into which the 
recent Commentators so often fall, and which is the 
other extreme to that of the excessively minute, and 
sometimes fanciful, distinctions into which the earlier 
modern Commentators ran. On the sense of the 
words there has been much discussion, Many of 
the Fathers understand the three clauses as referring 
to the three persons of the Trinity, émi mavrwy having 
respect to the Father; 0:& ravtwy, to the Son; and 
ev wacw, to the Holy Spirit. But this has been 
adopted by few moderns; nor do I see how it can 
be admitted, as it is liable to serious objections. I 
agree with Chrysost., Theophyl., and, of the mo- 
derns, Grot. and Whitby, that there is no reference 

* In this sense it seems to have been taken by Whitby, who has 
the following able annotation, ‘It is plainly asserted in the Holy 
Scriptures, that there is one common faith, Tit. 1, &c. one like pre- 
eious faith, 2, Pet. 1, 1. of all that bear the name of Christians. An 
unity of faith, and of the knowledge of the son of God, to which we 
must all arrive, Eph. 4, 13. As faith once delivered to the saints, 
Jude 3. for which we must strive earnestly, and in which we must 
build up ourselves ; a faith of the Gospel, for which we are exhorted 
to contend as with one soul, Philip. 1, 27. But vain is here the 
inference of the Papists, that this one faith must be either their's, and 
then we cannot be saved without it ; or our’s, and then they cannot be 
saved ; for this one faith, into which all Christians were baptized, 
contains neither the doctrines in which they differ from us, nor we 
from them, but only the Apostle’s Creed, which the whole Church of 
Christ for many centuries received as a perfect system of all things 
necessarily to be believed in order to salvation.” 
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to God the Son. ‘O éx} révrev must (notwith- 
standing what some recent Commentators say) mean, | 
He, who is over, above, rules over all. Nor does 
the év raow signify (as Koppe explains), ‘¢ qui omni- 
bus adest fortune ipsorum auctor moderatorque 5” 
for that is contained in dia revrwy, which, as ‘Theo- 
doret and Whitby rightly observe, imports, *« by his 
Providence.” ‘The ev raci, I agree with the antient 
and modern Commentators, must signify, “ is in all 
by his Spirit. é Theodoret briefly and ably explains 
thus: To pevros éxi TaYTOS THY dermorelay THpecLives, TO 
de 01d wavTwy Tiy mpovolay, TO OE ye Ev TATE THY evoke THY. 

For a sufficient answer to the Socinian perversion 
of the 6 ay éxl ravrwy, see the able note of Whitby. 
The antient Commentators are agreed, that ert is for 
éravw. It must import universal dominion over all 
persons and things. It is singular that the Com- 
mentators should not have cited the celebrated pas- 
sage of Rom. 9, 5. 6 wy él ravrwy Geis’ first applied 
to God the Father, but then applied toGod the Son. 

7. évh Oe ExdoT OH poy €000y 4 Yapis KaTa TO LET POY 
Tis Owoeas TOU Xpiorod. ‘This is intended to meet an 
objection, namely, that there are different gifts of 
the Holy Spirit in different persons; to some the 
greater, to others the lesser, which, it seems, had 
generated envy. ‘To this the answer is, that on 
each the pes was conferred as the Giver measured it 
out; q. d. “ Since, therefore, it is a gift, and not a 
debt, ye ought to rest content, and not be too 
anxious as to the measure which God hath deter- 
mined. For if God hath done this, he hath done all 
things profitably for you. Thus the necessary things 
without which no one can be a Christian, are com- 
mon. And if such a one hath more, grieve not, 
since the greater is the labour he will have to under- 
go.” The Apostle, it may be observed, does not say, 
‘‘unto the measure of faith,” lest he should disgust 
those that had Jess, but, in order to silence all cla- 
mour, ‘at the will of the Giver.” (Chrysost. and © 
‘% heophyl. ) And nearly the same view is a by 
Koppe. 
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7. 4 xapis is for rb yapiop.a, and seems to refer to 
the words immediately preceding, ¢ & maow Upiv, 
which are by almost all Commentators admitted to 
have respect to the Holy Spirit. 

8. The Apostle now proceeds, by an argument 
taken from Ps. 68, 19. to prove what he had laid 
down at ver. 7., “that Jesus the Messiah is he to 
whom Christians owe the yapicpara rod mveuparos 
ayiov. The sum of the argument is this. ‘‘ In the 
Jewish sacred books some one is said to have 
ascended up unto heaven, and from thence to have 
distributed gifts unto men. But since God himself 
cannot be said to have ascended unto heaven, inas- 
much as he always is in heaven, and never descended 
from it, the Prophet must necessarily have had in 
mind some other person, who, after he had descended 
from heaven to earth, afterwards ascended from 
thence unto heaven. And he can be no other than 
Jesus the Messiah, who we know to have descended 
from and again ascended to heaven.” ‘The argument 
proceeds on these two reasons: 1.that God himself 
cannot properly be said to have descended from hea- 
ven; 2. that 76 dos in the Psalm is to be interpreted 
of heaven; and dcnara dobevra trois evIgwros of the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit. (Koppe.) 

At aéyes must be supplied ypad7 ; of which ellipsis 
Wets. adduces examples trom 5, 14. 1 Cor. 6, 16. 
James 4, 6. 1 Macc. 7, 16. Philo de Opif. Mundi, 
p. 37. pera dé ravra Pyow, p. 36, 9. Pyolv ov. The 
6%) must not be pressed upon. Here the recent 
Foreign Commentators, however, raise great diffi- 
culties. Rosenm. maintains that the Psalm has no 
reference to the Messiah. I need not enter into all 
their long-winded discussions and tortuous explana- 
tions. It may be sufficient to say, that though the 
Psalm may not, in its original and primary sense, 
have reference to the Messiah, yet in a secondary 
and mystical one it may. And the Jews, it seems, 
have always interpreted part of this Psalm of the 
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Messiah.* Ifthis be not admitted, it must be con- 
sidered as an accommodation of this part of the Psalm 
to the present purpose. 

Between the words of the Apostle and the words 
of the original there is a slight discrepancy. ‘The 
clause is rendered by the Apostle, “thou hast re- 
ceived gifts for men;” but the Hebrew signifies, 
‘thou hast taken.’ Dr. Hamm. translates the 
éowke “he received gifts to give to men; which ver- 
sion, though objected to by Le Clerc, has been de- 
fended by Whitby (see his note), and seems to be 
approved of by Koppe. It may be sufficient to refer 
the reader to the copious notes of Mackn.: and I 
will only observe, that Theophyl. (from Chrysost.) 
touches on the discrepancy thus: Kat pajy 6 rpodirys, 
eraBes, dyot, doumara trauroy d€ €or Oidous yap 6 Wess 
Th Yapiopara, avTIAapPaver THY SiaKoviay’ 6 yap Aawy 
Yopiopa, id Td evepyely TL KO KomIgY AapBavel. 

8. yypardreucey aiynarwoiay, “ he has taken and 
led captive,” &c. Alyparwota is used frequently in 
the Old Testament (as Num. 21, 2. 31,12 & 19. 
Ps. 68, 19. 2 Chron. 28, 5, 11 & 15., and other pas- 
sages, which may be seen in Schleus. Lex.), and 
sometimes in the New; as Apoc. 13, 10. «i tis aix- 

* It is well observed by Koppe: ‘Confidendum esse arbitramur 
sapientiz et divinze Apostoli auctoritati : eum non usurum fuisse loco 
hoc, nisi ejus de Messid, hujusque in celos ascensu, interpretationem 
suo tempore inter Judeos receptam et probatam fuisse bene intellex- 
isset.” 

+ So Doddr.: *‘ 1 cannot undertake to prove that the passage here 
referred to is, strictly speaking, a prediction of Christ's ascension, 
and of his shedding down the gifts and graces of the Spirit. The 
Psalmist, celebrating a late victory, goes back in rapturous medita- 
tion to God’s victory over the Egyptians, and the spoils with which 
he enriched the Israelites, ungrateful and rebellious as they had 
been, and by which he prepared for himself in the course of his 
providence a dwelling among them; for the tabernacle was built 
principally with those spoils. And the Apostle beautifully accom- 
modates the words to the triumph of an ascending Saviour, and to 
the royal donative of the Spirit; which he shed down on his 
Church, into which many who had once been rebellious were ad- 
mitted, and whereby it was fitted to be his habitation,” 
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parociav cuvayer. The sense, however, chiefly to 
be kept in view is the beaten enemy thus led captive ; 
and here there must, according to the accommoda- 
tion, be meant all the enemies of the Christian faith, 
both men and demons, and perhaps also (as the an- 
tients, and many moderns, as Doddr., suppose) all 
things that were adverse to the Gospel, as sin, the 
world, and death, which are often personified. 
Doddr. would understand by aiyparwoiay those who 
of conquerors and oppressors are made captives.” 
But this seems too harsh: and the mode of interpre- 
tation above adopted seems preferable. 

It is well observed by Doddr., that Christ might 
poetically be said to lead captivity captive, when he 
triumphed over those that had subdued his people, 
and acquired such a power over the infernal spirits 
as a conqueror has over a captive that he drags at 
his chariot wheels. 

9, 10. From the passage just brought forward the 
Apostle now draws an argument to prove that no 
one else is to be understood in that Psalm but the 
Messiah. (Koppe.) 

These verses are, by Koppe, thrown into a paren- 
thesis; as has been also done by our English ‘lrans- 
lators. The words may be rendered: ‘* But this 
aven, what is it calculated to prove (see Whitby) 
but that he had first descended to the lower parts of 

-the earth? On the meaning of ra karwrepa pépy Tis 
yis, Commentators have been much divided in opi- 
nion. Some antient and early modern ones took it 
to import that Christ went down into hell. But (as 
Doddr. observes) Bp. Pearson, on the Creed, p. 229., 
has shown how very precariously this is urged as a 
proof of that opinion. All the most judicious Com- 
mentators, both ancient and modern, adopt one or 
other of the two following interpretations. Some 
by the ra karwrege peoy understand the grave, 
Hades. And this interpretation, which is supported 
by most antient and modern Commentators, is much 
countenanced by the usus loquendi. For that signi- 

VOL. Vil. > 2a 
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fication is not unfrequently found in the Old Testa- 
ment ; as Ps. 63, 10. “ those that seek my soul to 
destroy it shall go into the lower parts of the earth.” 
Ez. 26, 10. 32,18. And Koppe maintains that this 
is not (as some have supposed) at variance with the 
course of argumentation pursued by the Apostle; 
so that we only bear in mind that in keré@y there is 
not a notion of any descent, but of a descent from 
Heaven: and, he adds, it is supported by the modes 
of thinking and speaking prevalent in that age, by 
which the mansions, both of demons and the dead, 
were placed under ground. And he refers to Philo. 
2, 20., and 1 Pet. 3,19. ‘Thus the sense will be: 
“* he descended from Heaven into the inmost recesses 
of the earth.” But I do not comprehend that Heaven 
and the grave can well be opposed to each other. 
I therefure accede to-the opinion of many eminent 
modern Commentators, that ra katwrega tis yjs (for 
p-€p7 is omitted in many MSS., and appears to be a 
mere gloss) signifies the earth itself, tis yas being 
(as is often the case with Genitives in the Hellenis- 
tical style) used exegetically, ‘ the lower parts, 
namely, the earth.” ‘Then the xarwrega will be for 
the positive r& kata, said as opposed to heaven, which 
was just called tos.* Thus the expression xara- 
Paivw eis te kardrega will denote the incarnation of 
Christ, his life on earth, his death, burial, and resur- 
rection ; and thus this interpretation may be said to 
comprehend the first-mentioned ones. See Is. 44, 
23., which passage, however, is thought by Koppe 
not quite to the purpose. But his objections have 
been well answered by Rosenm. / 

10. 6 karaBas, auros, errs Kal 6 avaPas brepavw may- 
twy Tay ovpavov. ‘The sense is said, by Rosenm., to 
be either, ‘‘ idem Jesus rediit ad ccelum summum, 
qui eo deserto in terris humilis fuerat; or, ‘idem 
est ad summam dignitatem evectus, qui antea se ad 

* A word exactly answering to our heaven, which is the past par- 
ticiple from the Ang. Sax. verb heayan, éo raise. And so ytyFT and 
the Scottish lyft, the sky, from the Ang. Sax. hlipan, 
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sepulcri adeo humilitatem demiserat.”. Whitby very 
well paraphrases thus: “* He that descended (thus 
into the lower parts of the earth) is the same who 
(after his resurrection) ascended up far above all 
heavens, that he might fill all things with his gifts, 
according to his promise, that when he was ascended 
he would send the Spirit upon his Apostles and 
Disciples. Joh. 14, 17. 15, 26. 16, '7. Luke 24, 49.” 

The strong expression érepdvw mavtwy Tay odpavey 
is well illustrated, by Whitby, from Heb. 7, 26. 
“ He being made higher than the heavens.” Ps. 8, 
1. “hath set thy glory above the heavens,” and 57, 
5&11. 108, 4 & 5. “ exalted above the heavens.” 

10. ta warpwory te mavra. Here, as the best 
Commentators, antient and modern, are agreed, the 
neuter is (as frequently in St. Paul) used for the 
masculine. ‘Thus the sense is: “ that he might fill 
all persons with his benefits, blessing, and gifts,” of 
which the last seem especially to be meant, both by 
what preceded at ver. '7.,and by what follows at ver. 
11. Some Commentators, by confining themselves 
to the neuter, and interpreting the passage of the 
completion of the plans of Providence for the good 
of man, very unwarrantably lower the sense. 

11. Kab aris edwxe Tos pev—didackarovs. ‘This 
verse connects with ver. 8. ‘There is here declared 
the Divine counsel that, in the diversity of spiritual 
gifts, it was perpetually to be borne in mind that all 
those were given pis Tov Katapriopiy Twy ayiwy. See 
at ver. 12. (Koppe.) Here is exemplified what was 
said at ver. 7. (Rosenm.) 
"Edwxe is for rébexe or améotarxa. So the Heb. 

jn2. On the xpo¢yras Koppe’s 3d Excursus may be 
consulted, and the note on 1 Cor. 14, 1., as also other 
passages of the three celebrated Chapters which treat 
on the spiritual gifts. 

With respect to the eayyeawrai, placed between 
the rpogyr. and the zow., the term occurs too seldom 
in the New Testament (being only found in Acts 
21,8., and 2 Tim. 4, 5., besides the present passage), 

Zaz 
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and is used in too general a way to enable us to judge 
of the exact nature of the office. Butwe learn from 
the Fathers and early Ecclesiastical Historians (see 
Suic. Thes. 1, 1234.), what is of itself highly pro- 
bable, that the name was, in the age of the Apostles, 
given to those Christian teachers, and assistants of 
the Apostles who were not appointed to the charge 
of any particular Church, but were itinerant, and 
sent by the Apostles to such congregations as might 
be most in need of their labours; and it is supposed 
that they did not commence the work of conversion, 
but followed up the rudiments first communicated 
by the Apostles. 

On the distinction between the terms zoipeéves and 
didacKaaros, there has been some difference of opinion 
among modern Commentators. Doddr. does not 
pretend to determine whether two different offices be 
intended here: but he thinks that, if that had been 
the case, they would have been expressed distinctly, 
as were the others, namely, by rovs d€ roimevas, rods 
d€ O1acKkarovs. But this, in so irregular a writer as 
St. Paul (as Koppe observes), is a very precarious 
principle. Since there had been three rots 8e’s be- 
fore, the Apostle might use kat (which, indeed, stands 
for kal rods dé) for the sake of euphony. Certain it 
is that the most eminent Interpreters, antient and 
modern, admit that by the vom. are meant such as 
are called émioxéra.* at Acts 20, 28., and (as it 
seems) meecurepo at 1 Pet. 5, 1 & 2. The word, 
indeed, carries with it far more of meaning and dig- 
nity than didecxadros. For it was originally applied 
to Kings, Generals, and, indeed, Prefecti in general. 
A use found in the earliest Greek authors, and 
which was probably derived from Oriental phraseo- 
logy, since frequent examples of it occur in the Old 

* So Grotius: ‘* Nomen Pastor in Ecclesia compe. 7@ mpoeo- 
Tare TO KoTUmYTL év NOyw, 1 Tim. 5, 17. qui kar’ éZoyny dictus éxi- 
oxorros, inspector gregis. Nam docere est pascere. Doctores sunt 
Episcopi et ipsi, sed in eminentiore gradu positi, quales dicti postea 
penrporoAtrat, ut diximus Rom. 12, 7, & 1 Cor. 12, 28.” 
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Testament ; as Jer. 3,15. And thus, as Koppe ob- 
serves (from Grot. and Vitringa de Synag. vet. 621 
seqq.), these zoimeves seem to have been similar 
to the governors of Synagogues, who were called 
mp3». In 1 Pet. 1, 25. the two terms are con- 
joined. It is thought, by Theodoret and Schleus., 
that the wo. had the charge of cities; and the d- 
darkaro, of villages. Which may have originally 
been the case; but, from their more important si- 
tuations, those would acquire a sort of influence and 
authority over the country Pastors. From the dif- 
ference of appellation, however, we may presume a 
difference of situation; though we are not to sup- 
pose but that the wo. discharged all the offices of 
the didackaro, as teaching, preaching, &c.; yet we 
may imagine some duties to which the dddécxara 
were not appointed.* | 

12. mpbs rev karagtiopoy Tay aylwy, els Egyov StaKo- 
vies, Eis oikodouyy Tov Gwyatos Tou Xpiotov. ‘These 
words have been strangely misunderstood by some 
Interpreters, who take karagriop. to denote the 
bringing together all, both Jews and Gentiles, into 
one Church; or initiation by the office of baptism ; 

* No Commentator has so well treated on this subject as Whitby 
in the following annotation: “‘ That these Pastors and Teachers 
were, in the first ages, men of extraordinary gifts, is evident 
from this very place; for the preceding words, He gave gifts 
unto men, some Apostles, some Prophets, &c., shew that all 
the persons mentioned here were partakers of the gifts which 
Christ, ascending up on high, and sending down the Holy Spirit, 
gave tomen, Hence, among the different yapiopara, gifts, of the 
Holy Ghost, are reckoned é:daccaXia, teaching, Rom. 12, 6, 7., and, 
among the gifts exercised in their assemblies, dudax7, doctrine, 
1 Cor. 14, 6 & 26. Among the persons who had received the dcace 
pécers, xaptopdrwr, diversities of gifts, are reckoned after Prophets 
divddoxadkor, Yeachers, 1 Cor. 12, 28. Rom. 12, 6, 7., and here. 
And so Tertullian makes mention of them as persons educated with 
the grace of knowledge. ‘The Pastors seem probably the same with 
the kuBepyvjcers, Governments, 1 Cor. 12, 28., and the zpoeo7ares, 
Rom. 12, 8. And it is evident, from both those places, that they 
were also men endued with those spiritual gifts there mentioned. 
Hence it is observable of those Doctors, that when the extraordinary 
gifts to the Church ceased, their very names grew out of use, they 
being very rarely mentioned in the succeeding ages of the Church.” 
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both at variance with the context. As to the expo- 
sition of Blackw., Doddr., and Mackn., ‘* for the 
fitting of holy men to the work of the ministry,” 
that is against the usus loquendi. By the ray ayo 
(with the article) can only be meant “ the saints,” 
i.e. all good Christians. And so the antients, and 
the most judicious moderns. Tlgos suggests the pur- 
pose for which all the gifts were imparted, and to 
what they ought to tend. It has been rightly re- 
marked, by Grot. and Koppe, that there is here a 
transposition ; the natural construction being «is 
Epyov OLaKOVLAS, mpos Tov KATOPTIC LOY Tw OY loo 5 as in 

the Aithiopic Version. Koppe says we have here an 
inverse construction for edwke Eis Epyov OiaKovias (i. e. 
cig Td Oiaxovely Tols ayiols) mpos TO KaTaorigev. The 
words-are rendered by Rosenm.: “ that by them 
Christians may be well instructed and fitted to their 
religion.” 

After all, therefore, our common translation, “ for 
the perfecting of the saints,” appears the best, and 
is confirmed by the Syriac Versions. In 2 Cor. 13, 
11. we have 0 Yop.1— THY buoy Katraptiow. On ka- 
Taetigey see the note on Gal. 62 Ai 3 Cort! T, 30: 
QW or 13:4 1. 

"Eoyov Sixxovlas is not so much a pleonasm as a 
stronger expression. Asakovia, ‘ office undertaken 
for the good of Christians.” See Schl. and Wahl. 
On the “metaphor in eis oiKodopay see the note on 
Acts 20, 38g. By the tod cwp. tod Xgiorov is ob- 
viously meant the Church. 

13. péxpi KaTavTySopev—mrarypwparos Too X. 
On the sense of these words there has been much discussion 

among Commentators, yet I know not whether they have ever been 
better expounded than by Theophyl., (after Chrys. ), thus: Meéxpe 
TOTE epydzeadai, onoty xen _mavras TOUS Xdpiopa AaPdvras, Kal 
KOT LAV Kal oiKo DHELY, éws ov pOdowper eis my évornra Tifs Tlo- 

TEWS® Touréorty, éws ay dex Od per ot TAVTES piay wlorTLy eXOrTES, 

pire KaTU Tc odypara Suapepopevot, pyre év TOLS Kara Tov Piov 

oxiopara &xovres mods GAdXtAouvs. ‘These Commentators are the 
only ones that have noticed the ellipsis at péype. Karayz. is well 
explained by Theophyl., ¢Oacwpev. On the sense and construction 
see Acts 6, 1. and the note there. 
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The sense of this passage is copiously treated by Morus, ina 
Dissert. on Eph. 4, 11—17. He is of opinion (as I learn from 
Rosenm.) that the Apostle is exhorting the teachers of each congre- 
gation to mind and endeavour that all and every one of the Chris- 
tians therein, be carried forward in knowledge, till none remairt 
quite ignorant, so that all and each, one as well as another, may be 
confirmed in faith, until no one be left who is in doubt, or fluctuates 
in uncertainty, or does not know more of the Christian doctrine 
than he formerly did. The oi ravres (he adds), which must denote 
all Christians (those just called the saints and the body of Christ), 
will then be equal; they will have €y, or risrews and yrvwcews évd- 
rnra, if they be all brought into the state just described. There- 
fore, évdrns may be better rendered parity than unity. This mode 
of interpretation is adopted by Mr. Valpy; and certainly it is 
ingeniously and acutely conceived. Whether it be true is another 
affair; and of that I must profess a doubt. It appears to me that 
needless difficulties have been raised by pressing on the sense of the 
terms in this verse. 1 apprehend that the Apostle only means that 
they should earnestly strive to promote this unity of faith and 
knowledge in all the essential and fundamental doctrines of the gos- 
pel: for that seems to be the sense of é éexiyvwats Tou viov Tov Geol, 
Koppe renders: ‘‘ usque dum omnes in eum perfectionis gradum, 
ad quem assurgere debet ecclesia Christi, evecti fuerimus,’’ The 
words, it must be observed, are highly figurative, and were suggested 
by the metaphor in eis oixodojjy rod cdmaros ro’ Xprorov, just 
before ; and they are, as in the former clause, not to be pre-sed upon. 
The sense, then, after withdrawing the metaphor, is (as Whitby lays 
it down) this: ‘‘so as to be Christians of a full maturity and ripe- 
ness in all the graces derived from Christ Jesus to the body.” For, 
as the Apostle elsewhere says that our knowledge is imperfect, he 
must mean the assertion to be taken comparaté. So Theodoret : 
Tijs d€ redeudrnTos év TO peddorre, Biw revbopea" éy T@ TwapdrTe 
Toivuy THS TOY amoordé\wr, Kal TpognTay, Kat SiSackddwr onGeias 
dedpeba. And Theophyl.: dydpa rédecoy, Kat pérpoy HALKkias, 
A€yee THY Tehevorépay TOY doyparwy yraouw* dorep Kal Thijpwpe 
Tou Xp.orov, tv wavTedH Kal OdNOKANPOY abrov yvGow Kal Tio- 
tiv. On the metaphor, the Philological Commentators compare 
Polyb., 6, 4, 29. éhricayres os tenes yytio xpijcacba To 
Dirizrw, € evpov auroy rédeLoy divopa. To which I’ add ZEschyl. 

Ag. 943. dvd pds terelov d0p’ éExtorpwpévov. Bion. Od. 2, 13. iv 
o dvepos és érpov EAOs. Theocr. Id. 13, 15, ‘Qs atro rara& 
Ov dv 6 mais TeTOVAMEVOS ein, Ai7o 8 eb éXkwy és adabevov 
avdp’ aroBain. Itis observed, by Morus, that both the Apostle 
ao the Classical writers use the term redeior &vdpes, of those 
whose faculties have attained tomaturity. Wets. cites Philostr., V. 

Sophist. 1. p. 543. ro 6é jeérpov ris ipukias rais pév &Xats 
érorhpars ynpws apx?. 

The application of the figure is obvious.* 

* On the scope and purport of the whole verse it is well remarked 
by Koppe : “ Nempe cum opinionum, que inter Christianos erant, 
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14. tye pyxéri—rijs taavys. These words, Koppe 
thinks, have reference to ver. 11 and 12. €dwxe—eis 
oikodopyy—rov Xowrod, and the iva expresses the 
reason why these various kinds of teachers are con- 
stituted by Christ himself, namely, that we should 
not be any longer tossed to and fro by the stormy 
usts of error. ‘This view of the connexion is sup- 

ported by the authority of Chrys. and Theophyl., 
who explain thus: “It was, that we might keep 
secure this little measure which we have received, 
and not, like children, be carried away by every 
teacher. For this reason (I say) were those yagic- 
ate given us, namely, ‘‘to build up and confirm, 

that the edifice be not shaken.” Most modern 
Commentators, conhect this closely with the pre- 
ceding. So Whitby: “ That (so arriving at this 
perfection in faith and knowledge), we henceforth, 
&c.’ But the Doctor here forsakes his usual and 
safe guides very needlessly, and from an ill grounded 
fear, lest the reasons which the Roman Catholics 
plead for a succession of infallible guides in Christ, 
might seem to be countenanced. It surely does not 
follow, because God was pleased so to secure the 
steadfastness in faith of persons of the Apostolic age, 
that he should always do this. Nay, there are many 
reasons why he should noé; since it would have been 
little necessary after the Scriptures of the New Testa- 
inent had been promulgated; and we do not find 
that the Almighty, either in the gifts of nature or of 
grace, uses profusion. ‘The note, however, of 
Whitby, is full of instructive matter. 

The paxers, seems (as Theophyl. observes), to hint 
that they had been aforetime so tossed, &c. ; which 
some explain of the period before they embraced the 

varietate, homines multos in errores deduci, multaque inde incom- 
moda et damna ipsi religioni accidere posse et solere Paullus anim- 
adverteret ; hinc, ut solet perpetud ex hujus vite miseriis et in- 
firmitatibus vite future gaudia atque felicitatem humana mens 
deducere, ad illa ipsa gaudia in regno Messiz olim expectanda, 
inter alia etiam hance Christianorum perfectionem referendam pu- 
tavit Apostolus ; qv& omnes olim Christiani unanimes et in religionis 

doctrin&d maxime consentientes futuri videntur. cf. ad v. 3.” 
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Gospel; others, of that which had passed since; 
and, considering the history of the infant Church, as 
we find it recorded in the New Testament, the latter 
seems to be the more probable opinion. 

The vyriot are opposed to the advdpes above. 
In the words Kavdavigepevoi—didackarlas, is con- 

tained a nautical metaphor, similar to some others 
which we find in the Apostle’s writings. Nor is this 
surprising; since, from his history, we have some 
reason to think he was by no means ignorant. of 
nautical affairs. Kaudewvigerfa:, from Kavday, @ 
stormy wave, or strong current of water, signifies to 
be hurried away, and carried out of one’s course by 
such a xavdev. ‘There is the same metaphor em- 
ployed in James, 1,6. 6 ep OlaKpIVOLLEVOS EOIKE KAUOWYE 
baracons duvepaoynerep Kol pimiSoneven, and Hebr. 13, 9. 
~ aie TOIKiAais Kal Eevais pr mwepiGeper te. Compare 
Is, 57, 3. Nor is it unexampled in the Classical 
writers.* 

Chrys., Theophyl., and Gicumen. remark, on the 
delicacy of the Apostle, who says, not ye, but we, die 
70 averax bes. 

14. wavri ven rhs OWacKkanriag, Koppe observes, 
for racy didacKkarig wormed avenw. ‘The dvenos tate 
meant, isnot one of the steady winds, but the light, 
shifting, inconstant, changeable gusts of wind which 
prevail in the mediterranean, and carry ships out of 
their course, and whose violence the Apostle, doubt- 
less, had often experienced*in his various voyages. 
See Acts 27. It is observed, by Koppe, that in 
avenw, there is implied an idea of levity and muta- 

* Thus Aristen. 1, 27. (cited by Wets,) mpocgdwy, éraypurvay, 
pendéy diardwy, pévoy dé rrvdwviedpevos éx tou xv0ov, évOa, 
gnoiv, dvepos ovre pévery ovre mrety ég. Joseph. Ant. 9, 11 
and 3. The same metaphor is used by Philo Jud. 410 &. etou yap 
TLves évdoragrat Kat érapporeprarat mpos €ékaTepoy Tolxov, WoweEp 
oxagos in’ évayriwy mvevparwr Suapepopevor, amoxXivorres* and 
754 4. dorep re (I conjecture ye), dveppariata oxdgn, ddbe 
kgxewre caXevovor, Whence may be understood, Pollux 6, 121. 

arayis, aféPacos, cvepparvaros, caXevwy Tov pépovTos cet mvev- 

paros, Where I would read the vod not before, but after, the gep. 
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bility, such was inherent in the Sophists and 
Judaizers, to whom the Apostle here alludes. 

14. ev ry KuBela tay dvbpwrov. KuBeia, literally, sig- 
nifies a playing at dice, from xKdGos, a die, or square 
tessera, or W7iGos. But this carries with it a notion 
of dexterity, both ina good, and a bad sense; and, 
as mountebanks have always cheated the eyes of the 
vulgar at dice, and by slight of hand tricks, so it 
came to denote craft and trickery in general (like 
that of cogging the dice). Thus, the sense is, ‘* by 
the crafty, sleight, and trickery of men.” Such is 
the usual mode in which the words are explained, 
from which, however, that of the antient Com- 
mentators, and Morus, somewhat differ. They con- 
sider the xuBeia as meant to refer to the keeping the 
minds of the taught in an unsettled state, by either 
promulgating, or suppressing, or altering doctrines 
as they please, just as Dicers change the places of 
the dice at their pleasure. ‘Thus GQtcumen.: KuBev- 
Tal Acywy AEyovTas, of woTE Lev ToUTO, ToTE DE Exeivo 
OWarKoYTES, Ka! peTaPaivovTes aEl awd TOUTO Els ToUTO 
mavovpyws. And this, Morus observes, is confirmed 
by the context. There seems, however, no reason 
why both interpretations may not be conjoined. 
~The Apostle then adds, by way of explanation, 

€v mavoupyia mpos Try pebodeiay THs maavys. A brief 
and somewhat obscure clause, which is well ex- 
plained by Theophyl].: xpos orep 7 radvos adtaby pe- 
Godel Bovreras, mpos exeivo perariWenevor Kal mepibepo- 
pevor® OV ovdey yap dAro movra pelodevouor Kal TExva- 
Sovras, 7) To tAavav. Perhaps we may account for the 
ellipsis thus. From xvfeia understand xkufevdvrwy, 
and take év ravoupyia for mavoupyas. 

The words wpis ri pelodeiay ris rrcys, signify, 
** with concerted and methodized plans of deceit.” 
Morus (who righty compares-this form with éodete 
and zepiodeia) explains it, ‘ artem, modum scienter 
fallendi.’? Hence Hesych.: peSodetas, réyvas. Grot. 
cites from Hermes Trismeg. the phrase dpebedeutos 
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Koit7s, “a judge not to be practised upon by the 
tricks of orators,’ and, as we say, impracticable. 

15. d&anbevovres S€ év ayamrn, ab§jowpey cis avtiv Te 
mavra, os ect 7 Kepary, 6 X. The 3é signifies, 
‘but, on the contrary.” The av&. (as ev at ver. 
14.) depends upon iva. “Aanfevorvres ev aydry, is ex- 
plained by Mackn. (from the early modern Com- 
mentators) of the preaching, as faithful ministers and 
teachers, the truths of the Gospel from love to the 
people. And, ina note, he remarks that this must 
be a direction to ministers to teach their people 
sound doctrine. Doddr., too, renders: ‘* maintain- 

ing the truth in love.” And,.in a note, he gravely 
admonishes his Clerical readers to observe that it was 
the design of the ministry to preserve peace and 
charity as well as orthodoxy, regularity, and dis- 
cipline in the church. ‘This no well instructed ‘‘ di- 
vider of the truth” willdeny: yet such cannot (I 
think) be the sense here meant to be inculcated, 
though Noesseit, I find, adopts it. The Apostle is 
speaking of the people in general, not of ministers. 
And the best Commentators, both antient and mo- 
dern, are agreed that he is treating rather of practice 
than doctrine. So Theophyl.: zpeis dé &anfedovres 
ev ayary, Ty Te Tes Toy Deby Kal wots Tov wAyoIoY, Kak 
penkers Yevdy, Odypara Eyovres, pate ev uroKpioes Sewvres 
(evrat§a yap doer Kab mepl Piov aurois dsaréyer4as) 
avejowpey cig Xpiot Ta wavta yw, TovTe Biov Kal 
Ta doypara. By aaydever, Koppe and Rosenm. 
observe, is meant ¢o be true, both in thinking, speak- 
ing, and acting. (So Gen. “ we be ¢rue men, and no 
spies.”) And they compare Philo. 787. py Kare- 
Wedopevov ro mabos, arr’ éemarnfeoov. And by the év 
ayanry, Rosenm. thinks, the Apostle means that their 
love of truth must be so regulated as not to interfere 
with concord and mutual Christian love. Grot. and 
Morus render the a7). év ayamn, “to sincerely love 
each other; be full of genuine love.” (See more in 
Rosenm.) But this seems too limited a sense. I 
therefore prefer the second interpretation; and must 
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observe that:our common translation better repre- 
sents the sense than any other. 
15. ad&yjowpe cis adroyv ra mavra. It is strange that 
Koppe should take ra wavra for oi mavres. It is 
usually (and rightly) taken for kara wavra, and, in 
conjunction with avgjcwpey, will, as Morus and Ro- 
senm. observes, signify, making all proficiency and 
progress in knowledge, virtue, &c. Eis adrov they 
rightly explain, “in respect to Christ; referring 
this increase to him as the cause.” So cis @ecy in 
Rom. 11, 36., and eis Xgicrov in Eph. 1, 5. and Col. 
1,20. How all our proficiency in such points is to 
be ascribed to God and Christ, must be sought for 
from the Theologian rather than the Commentator. 

16. €& ov mav 76 cwopa—ev ayary. Compare Col. 
2, 19. There is somewhat of irregularity in the 
phraseology, which may be thus adjusted: wav ro 
cope Thy adéyow Tod cwparos moseirar; q. d. ro cwpce 
riy avénow adtov roeiras. Here, after the manner of 
the Hebrew, the same substantive is put twice; 
though in the place of one the reciprocal pronoun 
ought to have been used. Here the whole congre- 
gation is said to be connected, each contributing what 
it has in common: which is the sense conveyed by 
the figurative words, to cHpa—agys. Yuvapyoroyelv 
(i. e. cuvappwsev) and cupBiBagey, are synonymous. 
The ads ris értyopnyias is the yunctura, which con- 
sists in supplying, under all circumstances, what 
each hath, for the common use. Offices and duties 
are compared to bands. (Rosemn.) 

The words are rendered by Rosenm. thus: ‘‘ Ex 
quo (cujus vi et virtute) universum ecclesiz corpus 
conjunctum et copulatum per diversos commissuras 
inter se adjuvantes, pro modo quo unumquodque 
membrum aliquid operatur pro virili, crescit, ut per 
amorem perfectius evadat.” And Koppe observes 
that the sentiment, after withdrawing the figure, is 
as follows: ‘‘ Under whose government God hath 
been pleased that the whole church should, by the 
various ministry of men, attain gradually greater and 
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ereater increase.” So Rosenm. ‘ As from the head 
all the other parts of the body derive life, vigour, 
and motion, so that each by their mutual ministry 
assist one another; so the universal body of Christ 
is so conjoined by that virtue which it derives from 
Christ as its head, that each part may in its own way 
lend its vigour to another, by which the whole may 
grow and thrive.” 

16. kar’ évepyeiav ev perow Eves Exdorou méepous, ‘by 
the operation or working of each individual part or 
member, according to the measure (of its power).” 
For, as Risse ni: observes, Christ does not carry for- 
ward his congregation himself without the interven- 
tion of man, but by ministers, whose co-operation 
he employs, and whom love should prompt to exert 
their whole powers to bring about what he willeth, 
namely, cikodopyy éauTod (scil. TOU TWPATOS) Ev aydmry. 

17. Now follows an exhortation to the cultivation 
of other Christian virtues, which being first (ver. 17 
—24..) propounded generally, are then (at ver. 25 
seqq.) illustrated by some single specimens of virtues 
and vices. (Koppe.) 

Mxprupoyos is for TOLaKAEWD, obtestor, conjure. 
See Schleus. or Wahl. *Ey kupiw, TTA, “ by .the 
Lord,” or “as ye love the Lord Jesus Christ, to 
whom we owe the benefits above mentioned.” Mn- 
kett, “no longer, now that ye have been Christians.” 
This seems to hint that some were then so living. 
Kabas kat re Aowzre €byn, as the rest of the Gentiles 
(i. e. as other, viz. unconverted Gentile persons) 
live.” “Ey parasoryts tod voos atrav. Supply (For 
they walk) in, &c. ‘The sense of this clause it is no 
easy miatter to adjust, the word parasurzys being 
(especially in the Hellenistical use) so general a 
a term signifying both vanity, and especially that of 
edolatry, and also-wmprobity, &c. ‘The best modern 
Commentators render, “they live suitably to the 
erroneous opinions which, as Gentiles, they have 
imbibed.” Upon the whole, it seems most prudent 

‘to conjoinall the above senses;though the first chiefly 
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be kept in view. Thus Theophyl.: as ra eidwra 
Teopevor, Kal ws Tos mofers dovrevovres, Kai TOS TOD 

Koo ou paratoss Tpor gna evor’ Gt par asorns AcyouTat, ov 

are, TOUTO OTs 7peis aur ols [ar aseos xpopectee ov yap 

Ty, EavTay Quces pacer cence Elo KAA yep alav éxricOnoay. 

18. éckoriopevor Ty Oravola—avtwov. The Apostle 
here illustrates the nature and cause of this mental 
folly. 

"Eororiop.evor i is for ET KOT ET HEV, which was required 
by €4vy (by the rpis ro cypawenevoy). Koppe com- 
pares a passage of Xen. Mem., where after moaeis 
comes zavcovres. And here this was the easier, as 
€Byy had signified Gentile persons. The figure in 
éoxor. for &Gpaves, befooled, besotted, is frequent, and 
its ratio obvious. Compare 5, 8. Rom. 1, 21. And 
so Joseph. 400, 14. Kal tiv diavolav érerkoriop.evos. 
Joseph. 1238, 25. érecrkires yap avtay Tals yywuass 6 
Ges. Hescyh. caragpaxros Wuyais. éreckoricpevais. 
It is observed by Theophyl.: To pév das Eraumre ris 
TE beoyymrins ka} Tob Kabopan Biou adtol 0& érkaTioay 
ELUTOUS, aobeves Tove Ayres To TIS Poxrs OropariKoy dice 
THY ay nay TwY Kal TOY BrewriKeoy deovridwy. 

18. dyres arnArotpimpevas TiS Swis To Geos. The 
oyres seems to have little force, but, in truth, the 
amnAnrotp. is (as supra 2, 12. amrnr. es TOAITELAS TOU 
"Iopayr) to be treated as an adjective or substantive 
rather than a participle, and might be rendered (as 
there) aliens it The very same construction is 
found in Col. 1, 

18. ris 2wys To0 oe The rod @e0d is for kera rév 
cov, ‘a life approved unto God, and regulated by 
his will.” So Ps. 51, 18. “the sacrifice of God is,”’ 
&c.* It is well remarked by Theophyl., that the life 

* Wets. compares Hierocl. in Aurex. Pythag. Carm. eixdrws Oeot 
Oynrot Aéyourro ay avOpwrivac Wuxal, ws arobviikoveal TOTE Tv 

Oeiav ebcutay TH aro TOU Beov Pry Kal ava PwoKdpevat mah TH 
mpos Tov Oedv émor pop, Kal ovTw ey Cooat voy Oevoy Biov, éxeivws 
dé ar obvi rkovedt, ws oiovre aDavare ovoig | Bavarov peradhacery, ov 

7H eis TO pu) eivat éxPacer, AAG TH TOD ev elvat dromrwoet’ Oavaros 

yap Noytkijs ovoias abeia Kai &yvoa, ots €rerat Kal mpos Tov [iov 
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of a rational being consists in apprehending truth : 
but he who is blinded to this, really does not live, 
because truth and the light of reason are the sub- 
stance of it. 

18. 31d rijv ayvoiav—adtrwov. This clause suggests the 
cause of their blindness and alienation ; which, how- 
ever, is expressed popularly, and not with philoso- 
phical exactness. The rwgwow ti Kapdias avTey is 
taken by Koppe as a mere synonyme of @yvoiav; as 
if dd r73v—adrey were a clause exegetical of the pre- 
ceding. But I rather regard the whole as expressed 
perhaps somewhat too briefly, but of which the sense 
is this: “ By this ignorance (of the nature, attri- 
butes, and providence of God and a state of retri- 
bution), an ignorance partly occasioned by hardness 
of heart, contracted by sinful habits, and engendered 
by bad example and corrupt principles.” For so 
Whitby has explained the eyvolay and répwoww, and, 
I think, rightly. It is of consequence not to con- 
found the two clauses; since the da ry rwprwiy 
supplies the reason for. the former. So Theophyl. 
(from Chrys.), noticing the objection, “ why, if 
ignorant, not instruct rather than accuse them ?” 
judiciously adds, by way of paraphrase: ’Aaa 7 
Ayvoln 01a THy rwowow adrois emeyeveTo, O oT, Oe Try 
avoicbynolayv 74 € avaicbyola eK THs mpos Tov a&kabap- 
tov Ploy diabécews adtav. "“Qore éeyxarciobas &Et01. 
And Koppe observes that this avasc6ycia, implied in 
rwpwoww, iS in many antient languages a symbol of 
malgnity and depravity of mind, as well as ignor- 
ance and stupidity. On the ratio metaphore in 
mrapwois, see the note on Rom. 11,'7, and compare 
Tse 6:10: . 

19. amnayyKites eauTous rapedwkay TH aTEryela. 
The azndry. Wets. illustrates from numerous examples, scarcely 

any of which, however, are to the purpose, merely importing de- 

diperpos ray mabey éravdcracts. And Koppe compares Philo T. 1. 
p- 238, dvaykn, rov ddoyes [Lotvra, Tis Deod Cwijs dtecxoiviaBae' ro 
ev obv Kara Oedy Sv év rg dyamgy abrov dpizerat 
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spair ; which is not here the sense of the term; though the Syr., 
Vulg., and Arabic translators so understood it. As to the reading 
amnArucores in D., E., F., G., that is a mere emendation of those whe 
adopted the above sense, and, in order “ to make surety more sure,” 
altered the reading. ‘lo comprehend the import of az. we must 

_attend to that force of do in this and a few cther words by which 
it denotes ceasing from the action expressed by the verb. Vo which 
purpose Wets. aptly cites Thucyd. 2, 61. dradyoarres dé ra ida 
Tov Kotvov Tijs cwrnpias dyTiWapBavecOar' Where the scholiast ex- 
plains it ‘‘ ceasing to grieve,” and compares drohogvpdpevor, which 
occurs elsewhere in the same author.* The sense of the expression 
is explained by Theophyl.: «areppqOupnxdres, Kat pop OédovTes 
Kaplety pos THY eEVpecty TOU KaNov, Kal dradyirus diaTeDEvres, Kai 
olov pepwpapévoe. The recent Commentators take it to be equi- 
valent to twowfévres. But perhaps both senses may be conjoined 
thus: ‘ceasing to feel remorse; ceasing to feel at all ; becoming 
callous to all sense of right and wrong; having no care ur wish to 
exert themselves about the matter.” 

Tapédwxav abrovs rh acedyeig. It is well observed by Theophyl., 
that hence may be explained and reconciled that passage of Romans, 
where it is said that God gare them up to a reprobate mind, 1. e. 
God permitted them to give themselves up, &c., and abandoned 
them to their own guidance. Eis épyaciay, Koppe remarks, is for 
eis TO roveiaOae épyaciar. It is of more importance to notice, with 
Theophyl., that the eis indicates that this was their settled and con- 
tinued purpose. On the aoedyeia and the dxafapota it is unneces- 
sary to dwell, since they denote all those abominable impurities 
which the Apostle ascribes to the Gentiles in Rom. 1. The Apostle 
does not here enter into a detail of the disgusting particulars, as 
there; but the term zdons, which he uses, is doubtless meant to 
include all there mentioned. And éy wdeovetia is (I think) meant 
to have an intensive force, and seems very significant. It is (I 
conceive) an adverbial phrase for the adverb wAcovexrik@s, greedily. 
So Phot.: ca@’ izepPodijy, avevddrws. And thus wAeovexrecos is 
by the Glossographers explained avidus, ‘They gave theinselves up, 
then, to such lasciviousness and sensuality, as if they never could 

have enough. Compare Is. 56,11. It is shrewdly remarked by 
Chrysost. and Theophyl., that this év wAeoveéiq implies that it is 
voluntary and self-engendered. And they both take wAeovecia for 
aiperpia, Which is confirmed by Polyb, Exc. Legat. 53. p. 1209, 
where jerpidrys is opposed to tAeovecia. 

* This rare sense also occurs in Herodot. 9, 31. drexhjdevoar, 

M., “when they had ceased to grieve for.” See Valck, in loc., 
who compares Suidas: drorerovnkos. ’Atokexpwradicpevos. Azo- 
unvicas. ’Amoarovdasev. ’ArepyOpiacw. And so drokwkiw in 
ischy], Agam. 15, 22. Blomf, where see the note of the Jearned 
Editor. Also Plut. Cleom. 22. dztadynaas 70 wévO0s* & Theocr, Idyl. 
1, 138. axezavoaro, ceased to speak. 
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The above is so natural and suitable a sense, that it is surprising 
almost all the recent Commentators (after Grot., who seems to have 
derived the opinion from Photius,) should explain the éy wieoveéia, 
*¢ for the sake of Incre and gain,” since sometimes, they observe, even 
males prostituted their bodies. But I need not remark how flat and 
frigid a sense this yields, and little agreeable to the words rapédwkay 
rij doe yeéa, (with which | would compare Diod. Sic. LL. 17, 108. dovs 
dé éavroy eis roup)v). Besides, the Apostle is here giving some gene- 
ral traits of character among the Gentiles, and especially depicts 
that insatiable sensuality which blunted all the feelings of virtue, 
deadened the force of conscience, and darkened the understanding 
and moral perceptions, so that they neither knew nor cared aught 
for living unto God. Moreover, corrupt as might be the state of 
morals among the Heathens, there is no reason to suppose that this 
male prostitution would be ascribed to them asa general trait. And 
it isin vain to plead that the Vulg. has avaritia ; for Jerome himself 
explains that of insatiable greediness of pleasure ; which signification 
occurs in a passage of Sallust, cited by Koppe: avaritia corpus ani- 
mumque effeminat. 

21. lye avroy iKoioare, kal €y adt@ edidaxbyre, Ka- 
Gus eoriv aarjferm ev To Lycod. Almost all the recent 
Commentators render the eye since, which significa- 
tion may be admitted; but there seems no necessity 
to abandon the common interpretation si modo, 
which delicately hints a doubt whether the persons 
who acted as some of the Ephesians seem to have’ 
done,* rightly understood what they had been 
taught. See Phot. ap. Gicumen. 

Q1. ev airw eda Syre, “have been instructed in 
his doctrine.” KaSws éorw aryjiea evt@ I. Koppe 
would take arnfiete in the sense true virtue, as om 
posed to acéayese of every kind; as Rom. 1, 18. 2, 
8. But this seems very harsh; nor is there any need 
to desert the common interpretation, namely, ‘ if 
ye have been taught and have understood the pure 
and sincere doctrine of Jesus,” i. e. pure Chris- 
tianity, which, as the Apostle immediately subjoins, 
involves the following duties, all inconsistent with 
sensuality. From this and the preceding verse we 
may (I think), with Doddr., Mackn., and Rosenm., 
infer that there was a certain manner of teaching and 

* That there were such we may infer from the papripopac ipas 
pixere wepirarev, &c, at ver.17. And compare 4, 1. 

VOL. VII. ZR 
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of learning the Christian doctrine not quite incon- 
sistent with such irregularities; and that this may 
glance, like some other passages in the Apostle’s 
writings, at those Christian teachers who took too 
little care to inculcate the duties of practical morality. 
Now this, we know, was much the case at Corinth; 
and it seems to have been so, though in aless degree, 
at Ephesus. And no wonder, since the two cities - 
were supposed to be the most vicious and depraved 
of any in the world. Indeed the morals of the 
Ionians were almost proverbially depraved. My 
learned readers will remember the Motus doceri gau- 
det Tonicos of Hor. Carm. 3, 6, 21., and will know the 
sense which it bears, on which Mitchertich may be 
consulted. 

22. amolécbar duds Kara THY mpoTepay avarTpodyy 
roy raraioy avIowmrev. ‘The aod. depends upon the 
edaxbyre. ‘The sense is: “ You have, I say, been 
taught that you should put off,” &c. On zaraioy 
aviewr. see the note on Rom. 6, 6. and the notes of 
Whitby, Doddr., and Wells. Kara tiv mporégay 
avacteodyy, “ which was (only) suitable to your 
former mode of life.” So Theophyl. explains: roy 
Tis mpoTépus avactpodys Tedmov, Kal THY maroc Zwry 
Kal €Gapaproy. 

Rosenm. thinks the Apostle here refers to both 
Jews and Gentiles. But from ver. 17 we may infer 
that he only adverts to the latter. . 

22. roy beipopnevoy kara Tas éembuplas THiS amarns, 
‘corrupted by deceitful lusts.” The genitive ris 
anarns is (by a Hebraism) for the adjective arar7- 
aa. - It is strange that any should have explained 
the amar. of the deceits of the priests and philoso- 
phers, by whom (they tell us) the grossest vices 
were excused... It is so much more natural to inter- 
pret it, (with the antient Commentators,) of that de- 
ceit which the heart and the passions practise on the 
understanding, by the gratification of those lusts 
which (to use words of Chrys., Doddr., and Mackn.) 
delude by vain appearances and fallacious hopes, 
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always ending in disappointment and shame, and 
which deceive men into the belief that they are harm- 
less, notwithstanding they will be their destruction 
at the last. So Hebr. 3, 13. “lest ye be hardened 
through the deceitfulness of sin.” 

23. dvaveodobat dé rH mvedpars Tov vas yw. Most 
recent Commentators, as Koppe (from Grot.) regard 
the zvev. rod vods as a periphrasis for ** mente animo- 
que,”’ or a sort of hendiadis. Which is certainly 
getting rid of the difficulty ; but perhaps not satis- 
factorily. The antient Commentators take ro mvev- 
part of the Holy Spirit. So Chrys.: ro rvespars ro 
év 76 vo. And Phot. ap. Gicumen. thus : ’Avaveouc- 
bor 3€ Oihk Tod &yiou rvedpaTos, TOU OYTOS Ev TH YH Upwv 
To yap TveIpa marasdy ovK dveyeras meaSewv’ karwsg dé 
Thy roadrny dvaKkalviow éy mvedmars yiverGas A€yet ov 
yee TwpariKas AAro avr’ arArov yiwopeda, AAG did 
mvevnatos €or 1 avakaivyois. So also Theophyl. and 
Theodoret, as also Cajetan, Zanch, and others. Yet 
it may be questioned whether such an interpretation 
can be admitted, since it requires too much subau- 
dition. And the influence of the Holy Spirit in pro- 
ducing this change (which the above excellent 
Commentators seem to have been intent to secure) 
may perhaps be attained in another way. Novs may, 
as Doddr. suggests, be put for the whole soul, and 
mveouc, the spirit, for its intellectual and leading 
faculty, on which the Spirit of God might chiefly 
operate, yet not exclusive of some influence on the 
inferior powers.’ Tor this thought he was indebted 
to Budzeus and Menoch. ap. Pole. Rosenm. (with a 
better spirit than he usually shows where the word 
mveop.a. is concerned) remarks: ‘‘ IIvevpa h.1. est me- 
lior sensus, quem accepimus per zveduc, dum disci- 
mus doctrinam, Divino spiritu emendamur. Com- 
pare Gal. 5, 19. where see the note.”’ 

24. evddoucbas riv Kaivoy avoswrov, &c. By the kaw. 
av§pumr. is meant, the regenerated heart, disposition, 
and manners. See Col. 3, 9. seqq. ‘Some explain 
the xara as put for di, trd Ocov; as in ver. 21. and 

ZR / 
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1 Cor. 12,8. But it may be rendered, “ in confor- 
mity to the will of God; or, what, from the com- 
parison of Col. 3, 9. will seem preferable, “ after 
the example of God.’ (Koppe.) Thus our Com- 
mon Version, ‘‘ after God.” And so the antient 
Commentators. Kriodévra, efformatum. This word 
is frequently used by St. Paul of moral regeneration 
and reformation ; as supra 2, 10 & 15. 3, 9. (where 
see the notes), and Col. 3,10. This is, however, 
always supposed to be effected with the co-operation 
and aid of the Holy Spirit, as Koppe here acknow- 
ledges. 

The terms d:xotordvy and cowrys are. so distin= 
guished by the best Classical writers, that the former 
is used for the discharge of duties towards men ; the 
latter, towards God. And probably the Apostle here 
meant to observe the distinction ; though the terms 
are treated by Koppe as mere synonymes. See the 
numerous Classical passages cited by Wets. 

It is plain that the genitive ris aa7Jelas is not put 
for truth, i. e. the Gospel (as Ap. Tillotson and Dr. 
Owen suppose), but is for the adjective aanfei. And 
I assent to the antient Commentators and Wets., 
that it is not to be confined (as it is done by most 
Commentators) to the latter, but understood also of 
the former, since both dskaordvy and cours may be. 
dissembled, as in the case of the Pharisees. 

25. O10 dmobemevos To Weddos, AnAEiTE KAYIEaY Exae- 
ToS peTA TO TAYTIov avTov. Upto 5, 20. follow vari- 
ous kinds of virtues common to all Christians, of. 
which, however, the Apostle seems to have espe- 
cially selected such as were, at that time (he sus- 
pected) not only very little practised among men in: 
general, but even among Christians. (Koppe.) ‘This 
is a just remark; but still 1 think, with Chrys., that: 
there is so far a connection with the preceding, that: 
the Apostle, as he had before mentioned the old man 
in a general way, now proceeds to give some chief: 
characteristicks of it, for the sake of warning. . 

Under Weddos, Koppe and Rosenm. rightly remark, : 
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is comprehended deceit of every kind; as appears 
from the reason subjoined. In €xaor. pera tov rary- 
ciov there is an Hebraism (as in WY ON WN,) for 
AAS preT’ aAAV, OF AAAYAwY. Compare Zach. 8, 16. 

Q5. ors eopev AAAYAwY mEAy, ‘for we are each with 
another members of one body; and, as such, are 
formed and intended to help and assist each other : 
but lying and every kind of deceit (which implies 
more or less of injury) is contrary to this ; for such 
vices tend to loosen the bands of society, and disse- 
ver the members of the body politic and ecclesias- 
tical from each other, by destroying mutuad confi- 
dence.’ As the Philological Commentators here 
produce no Classical citations, the following beauti- 
ful passage of Pindar may be acceptable: Frag. incer. 
23. apya peyaays aperis, avacc’. "Ardbera, My rraicys 
énav cuvieriy tpayes more Weddes. 

26. dsyiferbe, kal px) amapravere. In this injunc- 
tion the peculiar turn of the sentiment is especially 
to be attended to. It is plain (as Doddr., from 
Whitby, observes,) that we have here, not a command 
to be angry, but a concession only, with a caution to 
beware of sinning in it. Compare Is. 8,9 & 10. and 
Nah. 3, 14 & 15. Koppe, too, compares Prov. 24, 
16. 1 Cor. '7, 21 & 27. James 5,14. 1 Pet. 2,20. And 
Whitby, Nah. 3, 14. and Sir. 30, 9.* The xai (like 
the Hebr. 1) stands for aaa~e. The Commentators 
express the sense in various ways, but with little dif- 
ference in the import. Perhaps the following para- 
phrase may best represent the sense: ‘“ Be angry, (if 
so it must be, ane there be a reasonable cause, and 
then only), but beware (even then) lest you run into 
sin by intemperance in yielding to its emotions.” 

* Tadd Eurip. Suppl. 557. yvorvras ody xpewy rgde, ’Adixoupévous 
Te perpia, uy Oup@ pépery, "Adikeiy re roavd, ofa pry Adar TAL” 
where Markland annotates thus: “ Non autem putandum est Poe- 
tam permiltere, nedum jubere, ut injurias quis faciat : sed vult, Si 
quis alteri injuriam faciat (quod vix evitari potest, prout est vita 
hominum), caveat tamen ne ea sit injuria que Rempublicam sive 
Patriam suam ledat.” And he compares the present passage of 
St. Paul. panto a 
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Thus is forbidden not only unjust, but too harsh 
and intemperate anger. On the nature of the passion 
of anger and the rules for its regulation see a sensi- 
ble note of Dr. Mackn. Of course (as Doddr. re- 
marks) the Apostle’s words imply that it is possible. 
He knew that it was no more practicable to eradi- 
eate all anger than to suppress all injury and hosti- 
lity (nay, even our Redeemer himself was some- 
times angry ; as Mark 3,5. et alibi). Therefore the 
Apostle elsewhere says, If it be possible, live at 
peace with all men.” Hence his direction at Tit. 1, 
7. 1s, not to be soon angry. 

I would here compare a very admirable passage of 
Plutarch, Solon 21. where, after mentioning the pe- 
nalties which Solon enacted by law against those who 
should be guilty of angry abuse towards any one 
publicly, he adds: 710 yap pendorp.od Kpoer ely ovis erent ~ 
deuToy Kel CKOAAT TOY" 7 b€ mavrayod, xanendy, evioss o 
aduvaroy det de Tes TO Suvaroy yeaberGau Tov vOjR09, et 
Bovreras Xpyr hws oalyous, ADAG pr) TOAAOUS AN CHTTWS 

Koragery. Similar sentiments occur 1n Eurip. Troad 
53. ewer” opyas jlous, Kurip. Bacch. 597. mpos 
ooov yap avdgos AG KEiY Twppoy edopyyctay. EKurip. 

Orest, 710. ro atav yonobas Kkarws, i.e. TH GupsKe ; 
(as it is well explained by Schol. on Phen. 587). See 
also Kurip. ap. Philoct. frag. 1. 

26. 6 Haws py da Subeeed ET] TH Togoeyigpw opcov. 
These words seem intended to further illustrate the 
duty of Christians as connected with anger; and in 
the former clause its purport appears to be, that the 
anger should not be taken up causelessly, or enter- 
tained too violently; so here it is meant that it 
should not be permitted to continue, but that the irri- 
tation must be, as speedily as possible, subdued. The 
sentence seems to have the air of an adage. At 
Jeast, such was the custom of the disciples of Pytha- 
goras; as. we learn from Plut. 2, 488 B. (cited by 
Wets. ) ira pespcto Boer TOUS Tfaryogixods, of yeves prnbev 
™ pooyKovTEs, ANAL KoLvou Aoyou JMET EourTES, Elmore TGOnN- 

Gerev Eis Aosoplas Um opyis, moly 7 Toy YAsoy duvaL, TAS 
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deEias EuParnrovres AAAYAaS, Kal drmaccpEvor DieAvaVTO. 
The phrase pa) émiduerw 6 Fass ext signifies not to ex- 
tend any thing beyond the day. So Philo. 2, 324. 
(cited by Wets.) xx émidvérw 6 7Asos averkoromIc pEVOIS, 
aAN emikpurTéecbwcay yx Tpo dvcews Kabaspebevtes. To 
which I add Liban. Or. Parent. in Julian, § 98. é&aw 
ode vos emeyevero TH Ppayed TovTw Kal Kouda, scil. 
txs Tiwwpies. And in Thucyd., and other authors, 
frequently occurs the phrase v0 éreyevero Tw Epyw. 
The above idiom, however, seems to have been com- 
mon to both the Greek and Hebrew ; for in Deut. 
24, 15. it is said of a labourer: ‘* At his day (i.e. 
his pay-day) thou shalt give him his hire (his wages), 
neither shall the sun go down upon it (unpaid).” 
It is plain from what the Apostle says, that he con- 
sidered a sudden feeling of resentment excusable in 
a Christian, but not settled hatred. In which view 
I would compare Tacit. Agric. 22. apud quosdam 
acerbior in conviciis narrabatur—cetertm ex ira- 
cundia nihil supererat ; honestius putabat offendere, 
quam odisse. At any rate, the Apostle’s words 
must imply an exhortation to very speedy abandon- . 
ment of anger. For the term mapopyiopos, the Com- 
mentators are agreed, implies no more; tnough they 
acknowledge that the rapa has usually an intensive 
force. Why then, it may be asked, was it used? 
Because (as I before observed) the Apostle means to 
hint that no other kind of anger but sudden resent- 
ment is tolerated in a Christian. But, indeed (as 
Koppe remarks), the word is sometimes applied to 
the wrath of God; as Deut. 32, 21. avipwradas, 
however. 

Q7. pare didore térov Tw OiaorAw. Strange it is 
that almost all the recent Interpreters, as Rosenm. 
and Schleus., should take +r diaGcr~w to mean the 
adversary, the calumniator. And still more sur; 
prising that the former should pronounce this the 
more natural and easy sense. Such, indeed, I grant 
it would have been toa Pagan, who had accidentally 
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taken up the New Testament ; but not to a Chris- 
tian, who has learnt from the sacred writings the 
existence of a Being who, by himself and his agents, 
tempts men to the commission of sin, and who is ever 
ready to assault us when the more violent passions 
of any kind are in commotion. Besides, the sense 
which those Commentators here introduce is not 
only harsh, but very rarely found in Scripture, and 
scarcely ever with the article. Even Koppe (suffi- 
ciently prone to innovation) admits that the common 
interpretation is supported by the tenour of Scrip- 
ture, which represents Satan as the author and ex- 
citer of all bad passions. And, from the note of 
Schoettg., it appears to have been the opinion of the 
Rabbins that violent anger was excited by the Devil. 

It is rightly remarked, by Chrys. and Theophyl., 
that by giving place to the temptations of the Devil, 
is meant to indulge hatred, and enter into continued 
hostilities with others. 

28. i Krérrwv pykets KAerréerw. Most of the Cri- 
tics, as Grot., Koppe, and Rosenm., take xaérrey for 

- kaevas, after the manner of the Hebrew; since in 
that language the participle present is used for the 
preterite; as Ty. But it may be the participle 
imperfect. At least, almost all Translators as- 
sign it to the past sense. Yet I am rather inclined 
to agree with those who assign to it the presené 
sense, “* Let him that stealeth.” 

With respect to the thing itself, the Apostle, it 
may be observed, imputes to them other vices as bad 
as theft ; and we need not suppose that many were 
guilty of it, and such as were probably consisted 
chiefly of the lower orders. I agree with Koppe, 
that there is no reason to think theft, properly so 
called, was so prevalent among the Gentiles of that 
age, as Whitby, and some other declaimers (see the 
Commentators ap. Crit. Sacri, Pole, Wolf, &c.), 
would have us to believe. Those writers (as Koppe 
observes) confound very different ages and countries 
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in speaking of theft publicly tolerated among the 
Greeks,* Egyptians, and other nations. 

The Apostle then suggests the best cure for this 
vice, which arises from zdleness, by inculcating the 
formation of habits of patient and manual industry ; 
and then engrafts upon that an admonition to ano- 
ther virtue, which can have no place among the 
working classes except when united with industry, 
namely, charity to those in distress. 
In the construction, we have a ¢rajectio. The 
words may be taken thus: komiatw rais yegolv, eoya- 
Sopevos To ayabov. By ayabov, most Commentators are 
agreed, is meant that which is right, honest, and useful 
to the community. The sense, then, is: ‘ Let him 
exercise some useful handicraft.” See 1 Cor. 4, 12. 
1 Thess. 4, 4. Acts 20,54. It may seem strange 
that +d dya4sv should be mentioned ; but let it be 
remembered that thieves are sometimes laborious 
enough for evil. Or ro dya6ov may mean, ‘* Let him 
study to do good to the community rather than 
evil.”+ Whenthe Apostle says, ‘‘ that he may have 

- * T should suppose that some of those writers must have adduced 
Thucyd. 1, 6. where speaking of piracy, it is said: ob« éyovros ww 
aisxvvny Tovrou Tov Epyou, pépovros dé re kat ddéns paddov* dyrovor 
dé THY Te HrEeipwro@y Teves Ere Kat VOY ols Kdapos Kah@s TOUTO dogv, 

kat of radauol TOY TOINTHY Tas TUOTELs TOY KaTaTEOYTWY TaYTAYXOD 
opoiws épwravres, ei Anaral eiou’, ws ovre wv ruvOdvovrat arakivy- 

Twy TO Epyor, ois 7’ Erepenes ely eidévar, ovK dvediedvTwv" EAnizovro 
bé Kal Kaz’ ijrecpoy ddAHAovs. ‘To which might be added many other 
passages. But such will not prove the point. It is sufficient to say 
that theft was, doubtless, prevalent among the lower classes, of 
which the Christians were chiefly composed, and will justify the 
Apostle in what he says. And this is confirmed by the expression, 
“ labouring with his hands,” 
+ Some, as Schleus., render 76 ayaQdv épy. “ earning their food.” 

And he adduces examples, to which may be added Alex. Sam. Athen. 
572. Templum idpiaarro ai éraipar—epyacdpevor ikavas aro Tijs 
®oas. But the common interpretation is confirmed by a very an- 
tient imitation of the present passage, which occurs in Pseudo Pho- 
cyl. 13, 142. "Epydew, poy day, bs é& Siwy Brorevns, Mas yap aepyos 
avijp Gver KNoTiewy aroxerpov Mn’ &AXov rapt Sairos does oKu/31)- 
Atopa rpawéens. "ARN aro ray idiwy Bidrwy gayéos. ‘The writer 
of this seems to have also had in view Ps. 128. “ for thou shalt eat 
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(something) to give to him that needeth,’? he ad- 
verts (as Koppe observes) to the nobler end of Chris- 
tian industry ; at the same time supposing the other, 
that of supporting himself and his family. Yet 
Koppe thinks he might have reference to persons 
who practised robbery, and thought it no sin, pro- 
vided they gave part away in alms tothe poor. And 
he cites Vajikra Rabba. s. 3. fol. 147, 1. Melior est 
is, qui abit 5ysp) (et laborat) Iowa API mMwW» (et 
dat eleemosynas de suo) quam is qui alios injuria 
opprimit, Ts Sw np }N eleemosynas erogat 
de opibus aliorum.) 

29. mas Aoyos campos EK To oTOpaTos vuwv. The 
Commentators are not quite agreed on the sense of 
campos, which many recent ones take to signify 
inutilis, pravus, malignus. And so we say good for 
nothing. But I see no reason to desert the antient 
and common interpretation, addle, corrupt, filthy, 
obscene, in illustration of which sense the Commen- 
tators compare Hor. Od. 1, 36, 17. putres oculos. 
And Wets. observes, that in Arrian Epict. 2, 15. it 
is opposed dye? wos oikodouyv. Yet the sense is not 
(I think) confined to that, but extends to all braw!l- 
ing and foul-mouthed railing and calumny. See 
Mackn., Chrys., and Theophyl. Koppe observes 
that the contrary to this is signified at Col. 4, 6. 
‘* by speech seasoned with salt.” 

Koppe notices the Hebraism ra&s—p7 (as rb ba), 
for prides. The dav eizisis for aan aris, “ but what 
is :” of which idiom had Doddr. and Mackn. been 
aware, they would not have interpreted as they have 
done. 

29. cyalos pos oikodoury, ** adapted, fit for edifica- 
tion.” Rosenm. cites Ach. Tat. L. 14. ayaboy eis 
biaiav oidn oe. This use, indeed, is found in all the 
best authors. Now to the oixodouzyy is added ris 
ypelas, which Koppe thinks is for 4s ypela viv éors.* 

the labour of thine hands ;” i.e. that which thine hands have la- 
boured. for and earned. 

* So Theophyl.: d7ep oikodopet roy mAnciov, avayKatoy Ov rH 
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IT should rather think that évexe is to be understood. 
But may not the Genitive ris xpeias be taken (as 
often) for the cognate adjective? Or there may 
be an hypallage. As to the reading of some few 
MSS. and Fathers, and also of the Vulg. and some 
Latin Fathers, ricrews, it is evidently ex emenda- 
tione ; as might be expected from the character of 
the MSS., and as appears from the nature of the 
change. As to the omission of the word in the Syr., 
Arab., &c., that will prove nothing. The Transla- 
tors omitted it, because they did not perceive that it 
added any thing to the sense. I cannot but censure 
the temerity of Semler in rejecting both words as 
spurious. 

29. iva do yapiv Trois &kovovc1. Koppe and Rosenm. 
explain the expression d:d0ver yap by yaprevra civou. 
And they observe that yapis in the sense acceptable- 
ness of words often occurs. Koppe cites from Xen. 
mpos xapw reyew, which, indeed, perpetually occurs 
in the Classical writers ; but it is quite of another 
nature. Wetstein’s examples seem more apposite, 
since they all contain the very phrase yagi didovos. 
Yet the similarity is rather verbal than in sentiment. 
Most to the purpose is Eurip. Supplic. 414. 6% adriy’ 
jovs, Kak Osdods roArrry yapiv, eioaobis eBaay. And this 
mode of imterpretation is supported by Theodoret : 
iva hava dexros Tois &kovovos. Andso Menoch. Zanch, 
and Mackn. But I am not certain that this sense, 
supported though it be by Classical use, is the true 
one. That of our Common Version (‘ that it may 
minister grace to the hearers”) is much more natural 
and suitable to the modes of thought of the Apostle. 
And so the Vulg. (approved by Grot.) prosit. 
Moreover, this is supported by Chrys., Gicumen., 
and Theodoret. And here Theophyl. has the fol- 
lowing beautiful thought: domep yae ro pipov xopiv 

mpoxetméyn xpeta. And so Plut. 156 c. (cited by Wets.) TlepexAjs 
mepl roy Adyor evafis jv, bs det rods 7d PHpa Padigwy jdxero 
rots Deots pndé pijpa pydev éexrecety akoyTos avrov, mpds Tijy TpoKet- 
pévnv xpelav avappooror. ; : 
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didwos Tois perarapPdvouer, odrw Kal o Advos belo Kal 
WuxwGerars. 

~ This latter interpretation is, I doubt not, the true 
one, especially as it is confirmed by the words 
following, which seems connected with these. See 
Doddr. 

30. kak p71 Avreire—amorutpwoews. This sentence 
contains a reason why they should abstain from the 
above mentioned vices, namely, because they would 
thus grieve the Holy Spirit, and cause him to depart 
from them. For the Holy Spirit is represented dv- 
bpwroraias as being grieved when men fall into 
actions, words, and thoughts, the contrary to what 
he suggests.* Thus, Rosenm. and Koppe remark, 
the Israelites, Exod. 23, 23., are said by disobedience 
to grieve the angel of God. And see Is. 63, 10. 
There is a very similar passage in Hermas Pastor. p. 
210. (cited by Koppe) pa Avres ro rvedpa TO Hylov TO 
KaTOIKOUY EY Gol, py woTE evTEe Fras Tw bew Kal awoory, 
amo cov, and Seneca Ep. 41. Sacer intra nos spiritus 
sedet bonorum malorumque nostrorum observator et 
custos, hic, prout a nobis tractatus est, ita nos ipse 
tractat. 

I know not what Koppe and Rosenm. can mean 
by taking the ro c&yiov wvedua for ro @eiov; which 
is evidently averse to the doctrine of the personality 
of the Holy Spirit. Not so the Greek Commenta- 
tors, and the modern ones up to the middle of the 
last century. 

30. €v & éoGpayiobyre cis qpegay damroruTpwcews. 
On éc¢Gp. see the note on 1,13. And on amoautp. 
see 1,14. The term here signifies the resurrection. 

* So Whitby (cited by Slade) : “ Passions and actions are often 
metaphorically attributed to the Deity, by which it is only meant 
that he will act in regard to us as men do when under the influence 
of such passions. We cannot suppose that the Holy Spirit of God 
is capable of suffering actual grief, but that he will deal with those 
who sin against him as men do when they are grieved, i. e. he will 
forsake them, and give them over to “a reprobate mind.” To 
grieve the Spirit, then, is to oppose his dictates; therefore they may 
be opposed. See Rom. 8, 13. 1 Thess. 5, 19.” See also Mackn. 
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31. mace mikgla—Kakia. By rixpia is meant bitter, 
biting speeches. See Rom. 3, 14. and the note. 
The word is not unfrequent in the Classical writers. 
@vpcs and odsy7 are nearly synonymous: but the 
latter is rather the stronger expression. (Compare 
Rom. 2, 8.) Yet both may denote a high degree of 
either ; or else the two terms must be taken with the 
qualification at ver. 26.: though the words following 
may, indeed, suggest the kind of anger here had in 
view, namely, that which produces the xkpavy7 and 
Paraacdyuia. They may be rendered, ‘‘ brawling and 
abuse.” 

In order to pluck up by the roots every vice of this 
kind, he adds oty réoy Kain, “ together with all 
other vices of the same class;’? namely, violations 
of the principle suggested in the next verse, of being 
kind, gentle, and forgiving; and. especially secret 
calumny,* | 

32. yiverbe d€ cis aAAHAcUs—Upiv. The terms ypye- 
Tol, evoTAayyvos, and yapiou.evor are treated by Koppe 
as synonymous. But, in fact, they are not so; 
though they all bear a strong affinity to each other. 
There seems to be a sort of climax. ‘The difference 
between the two first may be seen by consulting the 
notes on 2 Cor. 6, 6. and Gal. 5, 22. Koppe inter- 
prets the yapiSonevor Eautois (i.e. eAAYAos) not only 
of forgiveness of injuries, but of showing kindness. 
Yet the other passages in St. Paul’s Epistles (2 Cor. 
2,7&10. 12,13. Col. 2, 13. & 3, 13.), where that 
sense is found, do not countenance the notion: nei- 
ther is it supported by the words following, which 
suggest the stronger motive for this, namely, that 
we are to so forgive other men as God, for Christ’s 

sake, hath forgiven us, and put us into a state of 
salvation. 

* So CEcumen, 44 B. ’Ezecd)) yap eioty dvOpwro worep THY 
kuvy ot AaOpodaxrat, ot ovre Kpdeovaty, ovre SHANY ToLodee Tiy 
opyny, ANA Kara Wuxy Exovres Apuvorrac év Kaip@ Tov AUTHCaYTA, 
Bovderac Kat tiv évSopvxovcay Kakiay aipecBa Kai eopizecBar, 
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_ Kafds is explained by Koppe because. But’ to 
this sense it is unnecessary to resort. "Ev Xgiotw is 
for dia Xpiorov. 

CHAP. V. 

VERSE 1. yiverbe ody pipytal rod Oecov, ws rekve 
ayaryra. ‘This, it must be observed, is closely con- 
nected with the preceding; and the ody shows the 
inference. The sense is: “ Be ye therefore (in these 
last respects, i. e. the being kind and forgiving) imita- 
tors of God,* who hath set you an example of those 
virtues which, as dutiful children (of God), ye ought 
to follow.” So Grot.: “ Liberorum est patrum mo- 
ribus referre. ‘Theophyl. observes that éeyaryra is 
mentioned, since ald children do not imitate their 
parents; though such do. ‘The Commentators give 
it the sense ‘‘ bene morati.” It may be rendered, 
‘© well disposed and dutiful.” 

2. Kal mepirareire ev ayamy—vyas. ‘These words 
are meant to excite them to the same duty, as imita- 
tors of Christ. For that is implied, though less 
clearly expressed, in kabds Kat 6 Xpiotis yyarnow 
jpas. Llepirareire €y ayary does not merely signify 
ayarare aAAYA. (aS Koppe explains), but rather (as 
Grot. observes) the verb wregix. expresses, not this or 
that action, but habit and perpetual tenor of life. 
Kaéws is used as at 4. 32., 1.e. “ after the ex- 
ample of.” | 

2. kal rapedwkav—edwoias. ‘These words express 
the great doctrine of the expiation of our sins by the 
sacrifice of the death of Christ, with more than usual 
distinctness. Koppe remarks on the constant and 
perpetual opinion of men, that no sure hope of par- 
don could be conceived without the death of a vic- 
tim. He also observes that ro0rdo0ga and ducia are 

* So Strabo 631, 27. eb ey eipnrar Kal rovro, rovs avOpwrous 
rére padwora pipetobat rovs Qéous Oray evepyeraaour, 
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not synonymous ; the former (which answers to the 
Heb. 729 being used of any gifts offered to procure 
the favour of the Deity, unbloody sacrifices; the 
latter (which answers to the Heb. 7733) being used 
solely of victims, as Heb. 10, 3. 6uciay kak mpooGopay. 
Dr. Bates thinks that the rpoo¢ope refers to the peace- 
offering ; and the dveia to the sin-offering. Be that 
as it may, they seem conjoined (as Dodar. observes) 
to signify the completeness of the sacrifice, 

Koppe construes thus: ces copay edwdias ta @. 
And he thinks this answers to the Heb. mim td 
mim? (as in Genes. 8, 21. and Levit. 2,12. 3, 5.), 
which the Sept. perpetually render cis copay edwoias 
(for «cis evwdiav; and thus the expression came to 
signify nothing more than the adjunct grateful, ac- 
ceptable.* So. in Philip. 4, 16. the offering of the 
Philippians, sent to Paul by Epiphanius, is said to be 
an oop edwdias and a Oucia dexty. Compare Heb. 
13, 16. and the able notes of Whitby and Wolf. 

3. In this verse, up to ver. 21., the Apostle ad- 
monishes them to abstain from every sort of obsce- 
nity, whether in action, or speech. (Koppe.) The 
Apostle again adverts to the subject he had treated 
of at 4, 29., on obscene and ribald conversation, and 
considers it in conjunction with action. 

Ilopveia denotes both fornication and adultery : 
and axabapote, all those horrible impurities mentioned 
or hinted atin Rom. 1. So far all Commentators are 
agreed; but not on the sense of the term wAcoveEla, 
which is associated with these. Most of the antients 
understand it of covefousness; some, of idolatry; 
which sense, however, can by no means be admited. 
And as it is asseciated with illicit venery, it cannot 
simply denote covetousness.~ Hence almost all 

* Koppe remarks that the phrase was derived from the opinion, 
(common to all nations,) that the Deity was himself present at the 
sacrifice, and ate of the flesh, or inhaled the fumes and nidor. And 
hence the most fragrant sacrifice was deemed the most acceptable 
to God. 

t Though many Commentators endeavour to justify it on the 
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recent Commentators are agreed that it denotes 
prostitution for lucre’s sake: not, however, to the 
exclusion of all false methods of money-getting, as 
that of bawds, procurers, &c.; which, Grot. thinks, 
was a necessary admonition to a dissolute trading- 
place like Ephesus. Thus it would answer to the 
aicypoxegieta of which Theophrastus, Eth. Char., has 
given so masterly a sketch. But, after all, I do not 
see how this can here apply. I am inclined to think, 
with Hilary, Est., Hamm., Heins., Whitby, Locke, 
Olearius, Franckius, Doddr., and others, that the 
term here signifies intemperate even in lawful indul- 
gence; for it cannot apply to dlicit (as some Com- 
mentators think); since there the crime is not al- 
tered by the more or the less. That wacoveEin may 
have that sense none can doubt. See the note supra 
4,29. ‘To this interpretation I see not what possible 
objection can be made; whereas, if that of cove- 
tousness, or base gain be adopted, it is impossible to 
comprehend why the Apostle should direct them 
not even to be named.* 

On the dvoucerbas:, indeed, Commentators are 
divided in opinion. Some, as Mackn., render it, 
«“ mentioned with approbation and delight.” But it 
could scarcely be supposed that the Apostle would 
give such a direction: and the sense is extremely 
feeble. That the simply naming the vices cannot be 
unlawful, Mackn. thinks, is plain, otherwise the 
Apostle would not have himself named them. But 
that is a weak argument. The most eminent Com- 
mentators are agreed, that it is efficaciter dictum, for 
pa) Eorw ev duly, “let them not be heard of among 
you.” To this there is no objection, except that 
thus the pyde seems to have no place. Why should 
we not suppose that the Apostle meant to direct that 

ground that that sometimes Jeads to prostitution. And they refer 
to Juvenal Sat. 14, 173. But this is too far-fetched. 

* I formerly thought that it might signify seduction, in which 
sense the word seems to be used in 1 Thess. 4,6. And, were it not 
for ver. 5., I should still continue to think so, 5 
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such vices should not even be talked of among them. 
For conversation on such subjects, even when the 
crimes are not mentioned with approbation, is perni- 
cious to morals; since, as Theophyl. shrewdly re- 
marks: of Avyol ados mpis Ta moaypara. And so 
Ciicumen.: ofa yap robs regi TovT wy Aoyous tmréexkaupe 
kal mpoxoras Twv Epywy yivonevovs. See Abp. Leighton 
ap. Bulkley, and Abp. Secker ap. D’Oyley.* 

4. Kal aisyporys, Kak pwporoyia, 7) edTgamenla. 
The cai signifies and not, nor, So the Hebr. } preceded by xd. 

*Acoyporns literally denotes smuttiness and the immodesty in speech. 
Koppe extends it also to immodesty in action. But this seems not 
to have been here had in view. The pwpodoyia and evrparedia 
must, in this connection, mean indecent talking and coarse jokes. 
The pwpodoyéa seems to denote a lesser kind of aioypdrns: though 
the words pwoos, pwpia, &e. as also agpoocdvn, and many such terms, 
were (as Heinsius and Elsner in loc. observe) often applied to ob-. 
scenity.t Koppe compares the Hebr. 75 1523 (which literally signi- 
fies naughtiness of the mouth), stultilogium in Plaut. M. G. 2, 3, 25., 
and morologus in Pers. 1, 1, 50, Etrparedia, joking. The word 
originally denoted no more than the faculty of giving a neat durn 
to words and phrases, wittiness: but it came at length to have the 
bad sense of coarse joking, and scurrility. So Aristot. Eth.: 4 ed- 
rpareNia reratdevpévn UBors. Thus Koppe extends it to scurrile 
and coarse talk of every kind. But the context will scarcely per- 
mit this; and ¢hat was included in the Adyos carpds supra 4, 29. 
Here (I conceive) it especially denotes double entendre. ‘Theophyl. 
(from Chrys.) acutely remarks: “Qorep riyv xpavyiy mepretrey, 

* Here I would compare Philo Jud. 19 a. épegers ds ob8e clirew 
Oéues, and 782. Lucian 2, 206. who calls such gross vices a&épnra, 
Soph. Alem. frag. 6. po) wav7’ épevva’ wodda Kal Nadeiy Kady. 
Soph, Cid. Col. 1526. @ & é&aysora Myd€ kevetrae X6yw. Eurip. 
Hec. 7, 11. appr’ dvwvdpacra, Oavparwy répa, ody dora 7’ odd’ 
dvexra. Tacit. Germ. 12. diversitas supplicii illuc respicit, tanquam 
scelera ostendi oporteat, dum puniuntur, flagitia abscondi. Eurip. 
Hippol. 467. év cogpotoe yap rao’ éore Ovnrov, NavOdvew ra py} 
kana. 
' + We may, I think, reckon such words among the numerous 
euphemisms with which the Greek language abounds, and which is 
always a proof of corruption of manners, Thus Thucyd. mentions 
it as an evidence of the increase of immorality in the Peloponne- 
sian war: Kat Ty eiwOviay atiwow Tey dvoparwy és Tu Epya ayTh- 

Aakay 7H Sixacwoer. On which curious subject I shall adduce many 
illustrations (in loc.) in my forthcoming Edition of that Historian, 

VOL, VII. _s 
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OKA ovoa Tis Opyis’ oVTw voy THY aicxoodoyiay Kai eUTpareXiay, 
oxXnpa ovea Tis Topvelas. 

The words aisypoXoyia, pwpodoyia, and evrparedia depend upon 
po) dvopaeéoOw, Which must (I think), by a dilogia, be taken in 
the sense heard of and practised. ‘The ra ob« avjxovra are in appo- 
sition with those words, and are best rendered (as in our Common 
Version) by a relative and a verb, i. e. ‘* which things are not suit- 
able,”’* namely, to our Christian calling, and our engagements as 
professors of a religion which was especially promulgated, to sup- 
press all such abominations. 

With the construction at da paddov evyaptoria the Commen- 
tators are evidently perplexed ; though they pay little attention to 
it. Some supply ‘is proper,” (as Mackn.), or (as Whitby) “let 
your employment be.’”” But these subauditions are too arbitrary. It 
is better to repeat dvopacéoOw from the preceding py 6vou., and, Ly 
a slight accommodation of sense, render: “ let evyapcoria be named 

and practised among you.” Jt remains, however, to determine the 
signification to be ascribed to ebyapisria. Almost all Commenta- 
tors, ancient and modern (see Grot., Zanch, Hamm , Whitby, and 
Wolf,) explain it, ‘‘ giving of thanks.” But this, though the 
usual signification of the word, is here inconvenient, especially if we 
consider that the Apostle is rather treating of the duties of Chris- 
tians in society, where it would be harsh and frigid to say, that 
“« giving of thanks to God is rather to be practised than lewd and 
indecent conversation.” The most prevalent interpretation among 
recent Commentators is that formerly propounded by Jerome, 
Hiiary, and others, who explain it polite, temperute, graceful, honesta, 
in opposition to scurrility and indecency. But (as Koppe ob- 
serves) this use of the word is not found in the Apostle’s writings, 
nor that of any of its derivatives, as evyapis, érryapis, and evyapuo- 
tds. Indeed it would seem scarcely worthy of the Apostle’s notice. 
] am therefore inclined to adopt the interpretation of Hamm., who 
explains it, ‘ discourse full of grace,” i. e. edifying, pious, and in- 

structive. And this is strongly confirmed by the passage at 4, 29. 
(which the Apostle appears to still have in mind, intending, it 
should seem, to r peat the admonition,) where (as Hamm. observes) 
the corrupt con munication is forbidden, and, instead of it, the good 
commanded, for profitable instruction or edification, this is designed 
iva d@ yapty Trois akovovor, that it may give grace, i. e. afford spi- 
ritual advantage, by increase of piety in the hearers.. And he aptly 
compares Col. 4, 6. Let your speech be always év yapurt, with grace, 
i e. gracious, pious, seasoned with salt, contrary to the putrid, cor- 
rupt, of which the Ephesians are cautioned. See the note on 4, 29, 

5. Touro yap €ore ywwokovtes, OTs mas mopvos, KC. 

* The reading of some MSS., Versions, and Fathers, & ovx avi- 
kev is manifestly a gloss; though (with an dxpioia not unusual to 
him) Griesbach puts it nearly on a footing with the textual reading. 
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Many MSS. read iore, which is approved by Mill 
and Rosenm., and received by Giesbach. And cer- 
tainly this is the reading which would immediately 
strike a Classical scholar as being the true one: for 
this use of ire often occurs in the Classical writers ; . 
in proof of which I could adduce numerous passages 
from Thucyd. But this may increase our suspicion 
that the reading has arisen from emendation; espe- 
cially as the chief MSS. are those which we know to 
be full of interpolations and emendations. As to the 
Versions, they are no good evidence in a matter of 
this kind. We have here (as Grot. and the best 
Commentators are agreed) an Hebraic and somewhat 
emphatic form of expression for ywawoxere, ‘* and of 
this be ye well assured.” ‘The sense, indeed, is the 
same according to either reading. 

There is also a Hebraisin in 7 Gis —00K, for audels. 
Koppe compares Theogn. 177. r&s yap avip mevin 
dedunmevos ovTE TI Elreiy aoe! €pSar Ouvaroas, which he 
thinks a religue of antient phraseology. And this 
may be true, if the passage be really from an ancient 
author; but it seems not a little to countenance the 
opinion, that that work has been at least consider- 
ably interpolated. If the passage be genuine, it may 
also be regarded as affording a vestige of the Ori- 
ental origin of the Greek language. 

The sense of the words zopvos, axabapros, and wreo- 
vextys must be determined by the corresponding 
terms at ver. 3. where see the note.* Koppe observes 
that the «idorcrarzos is to be applied to each of the 
three nouns preceding. And so Rosenm., who 
thinks the general sense is, “ facinorosissimus est et 
pessimus,” i. e. he is as bad as an idolator, which was 
regarded by the Jews as the most abominable of all 
characters. So that the Apostle means to say, that 
those who commit such crimes are as bad as idola- 
ters. For instance, the miser makes his money his 

* See Philo and the Rabbinical writers cited by Wets. 
252 
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god.* All this is very true, but it will equally apply 
to all persons who so attach themselves to the world 
and its sensual pleasures, by intemperance and excess, 

as to abuse the word rather than use it, and of whom 

the Apostle elsewhere says, ‘‘ they make their belly 

their god.” Thus fornication and idolatry are re- 
garded in Scripture as cognate crimes. ‘The inter- 
pretation, therefore, above detailed of wacoveEia is 
not at all shaken. 

5. ook Exes KANgovop.iay ey TY Bacircia tou Xpiored Too 
Kai @eod, 1. e. “is not (to be) any partaker, will not 
participate in or enjoy the fruits of the eternal bless- 
ings prepared with Christ and God.” See the note 
on 3,18. The present tense in éy. may, however, 
imply that he is neither really any member of Christ’s 
Church here, nor will be any of the Church and 
general assembly of the just made perfect hereafter. 
Bp. Middleton (after Granville Sharpe and Dr. 
Wordsworth) would render the rod Xpiorod Kai Oeos, 
‘¢ of him who is the Christ and God.” And he sup- 
ports this version by a long annotation, the substance 
of which may be seen in Mr. Valpy. 

6. pydels tpas dmardrw Kévos rsyos. It should 
appear, as Theophyl. observes, that there had been 
some who had suggested that God issued heavy 
threatenings with respect to these comparatively 
light offences, but never meant to put them in exe- 
cution. And I am the more ready to believe this, 
since I have known men, nay even Churchmen, of 
great ability aud extensive learning, avow the same 
opinion. Where, then, is the wonder that per- 
sons who, though converted, still retained the leaven 
of vain philosophy, should have so reasoned. Hence 
I cannot agree with the recent Commentators, who 
maintain that the Apostle has reference to those phi- 

* So Doddr.: ‘In whatever sense z\eovetia is used, it may be 
called idolatry ; as it is setting up something else, and (be it what 
it will) something comparatively very base and contemptible, and 

pursuing it as if it were something that could be to us, as in the 
place of God, a supreme happiness.” 
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losophers who thought that there was nothing wrong 
in fornication, adultery, incest, sodomy, and egre- 
gious cheating. ‘This is, I think, doing an injus- 
tice to the Philosophers, who, whatever might be 
their practice, never held such opinions.* But the 
truth is, that the Apostle has reference to Christians 
who wavered between the Gospel and Heathenism. 

The above vain opinion, then, the Apostle destroys 
by the expressive formulas with which he commences 
both this and the preceding verses, Adyos Kevois, 
empty words. See the Commentators. I would 
compare Soph. Phil, 5, 79. dseprora rAcyoror—é vau- 
Barys; where the Schol. explains érarg. 

6. dia TadTa yao Eoyeras 7% dpy%) Tov Oeovd emt rors 
viovs THs ameibeias, q. d. ‘ the Divine wrath and pu- 
nishment will really be visited on the heads of those 
who are disobedient to these injunctions.” The 
punishment here mentioned must, as Koppe, says 
be presumed to be eternal. Yiots rs areibeias. See 
the note on 2, 2. Koppe compares an antient oracle 
ap. Herodot. 8, 355. dSpios vies. A very similar pas- 
sage to the present occurs in Col. 3, 6. 

7. pa odv yiverbe cupperoyos autwy, “ Beware lest 
ye, by partaking in their offences, participate in their 
punishment.” On cupper. see the note on supra 3, 
6. Here the adjective is treated as a substantive ; 
and the Glossarium seems to have reference hereto, 
which explains cupperdyor by particulones, partakers. 

8. ire yap more, &c. ‘The sense seems to be this: 
** For though ye were then (as they are) dark (in the 
ignorance of heathenism and idolatry), yet now ye 
‘are enlightened in the Lord, and his doctrine. Live 
therefore as children of the light, as enlightened per- 

* As to what is called simple fornication in young men, I grant 
that the charge may be not unfounded ; though there the proofs 
alleged are not conclusive. Whitby among the Philosophers 
mentions Cicero; and cites a passage from his Orat. pro Celio. 
But it should be remembered, that those are not the words of Cicero 
the Philosopher (nor contain his deliberate opinion), but of Cicero 
the Pleader for Calius. And when do we hold Pleaders account- 
able for al] that they say in their harangues for another person ? 
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sons.’? It is observed by Koppe, that oxeros and 
gas are symbols, the one of ignorance and its conco- 
mitant vices (on which see 4, 18.), and the other of 
knowledge of the will of God. Zxsrog is by Koppe 
and Rosenm. taken for év cxores. But it seems better 

to regard it as put (abstract for concrete) for oi eo- 

korispevor; asin Rom. 2, 19. ECKOTIOLEVOL TH Oiavoic, 
and infra 6, 12. See also Luke 22, 53. ‘The év 
Kugiw Koppe and Rosenm. take for dia Kugiov. But 
the interpretation above adopted seems preferable. 
Téxva Qwros, ** those who are studious of light and 
knowledge.” So Hos. 10, 9. rd réxva adixias. Matt. 
11, 19. réxve cofias, where the Syr. cultoribus. 
Apoc. 2, 23. So the similar expression wepsrareiy év 
gwri in I Joh. 1, 7. 

9. 6 yao Kapros—arnfeig. Several MS. Versions, 
Fathers, and Editions, for rvedue read dwros, which 
is confirmed by most Critics, and is received by 
Griesbach. The common reading is supposed to be 
undoubtedly introduced from Gal. 5, 22. (where see 
the note). The latter opinion, however, seems 
doubtful. It seems rather to have arisen from a 
marginal gloss. At all events, the sense 1s not ma- 
terially altered ; since dwros imports not only the 
Divine knowledge in the ordinary way promulgated 
by Jesus Christ and the Apostles, but that which was 
in an extraordinary manner by the Holy Spirit. 

Kapris, ‘ the effect,” i. e. the practical effect in 
words. Anidiom common to both the Hebrew and 
Greek. ’Eor: is explained by Koppe cvveoryxe. And 
he (as does also Rosenm.) regards the terms eya$w- 
ouvn, dikasoouvy, and aaryfem, as entirely synonymous, 
though accumulated for greater effect, amd meant to 
comprehend the whole range of Christian virtues, 
viz. probity, integrity, and virtue of every kind. I 
am aware, indeed, how difficult it is to determine the 
sense of terms of this kind thus associated ; but aye- 
§wodvy (on which see the note on Gal. 5, 22.) seems 
to signify goodness of every kind, as it regards man; 
dikatocuvy, virtue both towards God and towards man. 
’Aarferm seems to stand in the place of an adjective 
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qualifying both the preceding. See Schleus. Lex. or 
Wahl. 

I must not omit to advert to the force of yap at the 
beginning of the verse; though it is unnoticed by 
the Commentators. It refers to a clause omitted, 
which may be thus supplied: “ Live as children of 
light (and this, if ye be children of light, ye will do), 
for the effect of that light and the Spirit is,” &c. 

10. doximagovres ti ext evaperroy ro Kupiw. On 
the construction Critics are divided in opinion. 
Some take the dex. as a participle for a finite verb, 
namely, doximeagere, in the imperative. But this 
seems harsh. I prefer, with others, to regard the 
doxizag. as connected with repirareire ; ver. 9. being 
parenthetical. The sense is, ‘‘ trying in order that ye 
may know.” See 2 Cor. 11, 23. Gal. 6, 4. and the 
notes. | 

11. Kal ui cuyKowwveire—eréeyyere. In the expres- 
sion akapros Tod ckUTovs there is a continuation of 
the metaphor at ver. 9. kagros Tod Gwris. Compare 
Rom. 6,21. “Akaprov is equivalent to dypeiv. The 
sense is: ‘ opera inutilia, prava.” So Plut. 2. p. 
15. To yAvKd Tov Adyou ovK Kkaproy eats ovde KeEvOoY. 
(Koppe.) It is strange that Mackn. and others 
should not have been aware of this litotes, which 
was distinctly seen by Theopyhl. and Doddr., the 
former of whom observes that such works only pro- 
duce death and shame. 

11. rod oxotovs. The word has here the same sense 
as at ver. 8. By cuyxowwveire tcis Egyos is meant, 
“participate in any action either directly or (by 
approbation) indirectly.” See Rom. 1, 32. Maarcy 
de ereyyere, “ but rather reprove, and so correct 
them,” namely, by avoiding all society with them, 
and discountenancing their vices by marked disap- 
probation, and especially by setting them an exam- 
ple of the opposite virtues. So Phot. ap. Gicumen.: . 
eneyyxete TH mapabéces Tov oikelov Plov crovdaiov. He 
also observes, that this does not imply bitter censure. 
And so Theophyl., who adds: *Aaao d€ Zreyxas, Ka} 
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anno karaKpiors* 6 pev yop ext Siophaces’ 4 de Eri pw 
KaL EKTOULTEUT EL. 

By the cvykowwveire, Chandler understands, ‘‘ par- 
ticipation in the Heathen mysteries.” But this seems 
too hypothetical. It may, however, be included. 

12. ra yap Keugy—aeyerv. Koppe observes, that, 
ver. 12—14. are to be conjoined, and the sense may 
be thus expressed. ‘‘ Some of their works indeed 

~ are so abominable, that to even speak of them might 
seem a violation of decency. Yet, if this be done to 
the end that they may be corrected and repressed, 
and the persons themselves return to a sense of 
duty ; it is certainly the part of a good and wise 
man to animadvert on such. For he that enjoys the 
benefit of light, is bound to impart it to others also, 
as darkness is illuminated wherever light shines on 
it.” (Koppe.) Yet the Apostle seems to hint at the 
mode in which the é€aéyyos is to be conducted, 
namely, by a marked disapprobation, and setting a 
contrary example, rather than by personal, ill timed, 
and coarse animadversions on their vices; which 
would be inconsistent with the maxim at ver. 3. 
The words are, a refined way * of saying that their 
conduct is most corrupt; and this, therefore, 
suggests a reason for the pj cvykoiveire. 

13. rade ravra éreyyxonevae brs TOO Hwros davesouTar 
Tay yoo To Pavegovpevov, HWS Ertl. 

These words are somewhat obscure, and their sense is variously 
discussed by the recent Commentators. The most favourite 
opinion is that'of Storr, Diss. Exeg. 22., and Kuinoel, who take 
Ta wavra and way as masculines for neuters, and things put for the 

* In which we may remark, that the yivdueva (done) and Néyerr, 
are antithetical, and strongly emphatic. Many examples of this 
elegance are adduced by Wets., of which, the following are the 
most apposite, Iseeus: rovrw éycadovoay, & éy® aicybvopar é- 
yet, ovTos O€ ToL ovK Hoxvvero. And Isocrat. ad Demonic. a 
Totv aigypoy Tatra vouiee pndé réyery eivae Kaddy. I add, 
Aristid. 2, 280. & roveiy aisypdy ovdé Néyery Kadoy. Athen, 256, 
E. ras éxet Baowdidas by rpdrov rats dpuidiars dieMecay ovdé eye 
kadov. And so Joseph. (by Whiston) : ‘ They cannct bear the 
words of those crimes of which they commit the works.” See the 
note, supra, ver. 3. 
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persons, éheyxdpevoe and gavepovpévor, They take édéyxeu, here, 
ta signify “ patere monitis,” (édéyxy lucis), and from thence, 
‘© recognise and feel horror at their wretched and lost condition ; 
derive advantage from the é\eyyos ; begin to repent, and hearken 
to admonition.” But it is difficult to see how such a sense can be 
elicited from the words, of which I think the more natural inter- 
pretation is that brought forward by the antient Commentators, 
and adopted by most mudern ones. Koppe rightly observes, that 
the ra méyra (like the r& yivdpeva at ver. 12.), must have reference 
to the facinora, or evildeeds, And it is justly observed by Rosenm., 

that a reason is here given why Christians ought to study to correct 
the bad morals of the Heathens (ver. 11.); q.d. “ Such things as are 
in darkness, cannot be manifested without light. So also, there is 
need of some light, that the vices of the Heathens may appear what 
they are; and such lights are Christians.” This, I conceive, is the 

true interpretation; and it is confirmed by Theophyl., who 
excellently explains thus: Eizay dre ds éore, 70 dé pas EXéyyer Te 
év TO oKxdrer ywopeva, erayer ay Toivuy tre tpeis évapéror, ov 
duvijcovrat Nabety of rovnpol. ws yap NOyvoU daivoyTos 6 KNérTNs 
ovK dy érevcéhOn. oVTw TOD dwros Tijs buerépas aperijs haprorTos, 
€xetvot d\woorTat. 

’"EXeyxetv has (I think) been well derived by Scheid ap. Lennep 
Etym., from @\w or édw, to drag. Hence, indeed, our word haul. 
It signifies, properly, to haul, or drag ; which implies, pulling 
forwards ; and, by the adjunct, to bring closer under the view of 
any one; or, generally, to bring to light, both as any thing is 
brought out of darkness to the light, and when any dark place is 
irradiated by the introduction of light. In this sense the word 
often used (especially by Artemid. See Wets. ), but almost always ina 
metaphorical sense; asin the present passage, with which may be 
compared a locus geminus gemellus in John 3, 20. was yap gata 
TPaATowY poet TO Haws, Kal ovK EpyeTat Tpos TO Pus, iva pu) ELeyyOH 
ra épya avrov, where, in the Antithesis, we have iva gaveopwOy ra 
épya. The admonition of the Apostle exactly accords with that of 
his Divine master, Matt. 5, 14—16. 

Hlav ro gavepotpevoy, das éart. We have here a clause of no 
little difficulty, the general sense of which (or at least the intent of 
the Apostle), is tolerably clear; but how to bring this to any 
regular grammatical proof is by no means easy. The question is, 
whether the gay. is to be taken in the passive, or in the middle 
voice. Some antients (as Theophyl., GEcumen, and Phot.,) and 
moderns (as Wolf and Elsner), take it in the former, i.e. ‘ evil 
deeds thus manifested and reproved are changed into good ones, i. e. 
evil persons thus become good persons.” But, if this was the 
Apostle’s meaning, he has expressed it most obscurely and harshly. 
Such an éAeyyxos only tends to reform the bad, by making them 
(from the comparison) objects of detestation to themselves and 
others, and thus rousing conscienee to do its office, which is the first 
dawn of amendment. Koppe, who also adopts the passive sense, 
renders: ‘* Whatever is illustrated by the beams of light, shines 
(i. e. ought to shine) as a light to others. And so ought it to be 
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with you Christians.” But this is too arbitrary and harsh. Others, 
as Grot., take the gavepotpevor as an active, and regard the way as 
an accusative, in this sense: ‘‘ Whatever doth manifest any thing, 
that is light.” Thus the application to Christians is obvious. ‘The 
same method is adopted by Mr. Slade, who renders: ‘ For it is the 
property of light to make every thing manifest.” But it is very 
harsh to take wav as an Accusative.” It is, I think, plainly a 
nominative. And as to davepotpmevoy, it may be taken either asa 
passive, or a middle ; since the sense will be nearly the same: but 
it seems to be the latter, i. e. “ quidquid se exserit ;” ‘° whatever is 
manifested, or shows itself (as the life of good Christians), is 
light, or tends to enlighten the dark and ignorant Heathens.” So 

in Matt. 5, 14. our Saviour (speaking of such) says: ‘‘ Ye are the 
light of the world; a city standing on a hill cannot be hid.” And 
then he admonishes them to let the light of their good example 
shine, to be admired and imitated by the Heathens.” * This inter- 
pretation is supported by the authority of the antients. Thus 
Theophyl,: ére 6 per tpyérepos Bios, dno, gavepos wy, ows ear 

ovdels yap Kpomree THY apwpnroy iar Kat mpakiy’ ra d€ KpuTro- 
preva, dua 70 dtéia elvar oxdrous KpuTTeTaL, & dei éXéyyxety Kal dave- 

pour. See also Chrys. and Gicumen. 

14. 013 A€yer” "Evyeigas 6 xabeddwy, kal avarra éx Tov 
vexouwy, Kal exipatoes oot 6 Xoioris. On these words the 
Commentators are divided in opinion. . The antients 
regarded them as a quotation, or application of a 
passage of Scripture. And so most of the early modern 
Commentators. They think the Apostle has refe- 
rence to Is. 60, 1—8., or 26, 19., or to both passages. 
Surenhus. fixes on Is. 40,1 and 2. Some think he 
has reference to these and other passages generally. 
But to this it has been objected by the recent Com- 
mentators, that the first mentioned passages have 
little resemblance. Some antients and moderns 
suppose the words to be taken from a lost canonical 
book, and Epiphanius thinks, a prophecy of Elijah, or 
(as Syncellus and Euthalius) an apocryphal book of 
Jeremiah. But these opinions seem to rest on mere 
conjecture, and are only hypotheses made for the 

* T cannot but suspect that the Apostle had in view these very 
words, derived perhaps from the Gospel of St. Matthew, which, in 
the opinion of some eminent Critics, was published Jong before the 
period when St. Paul wrote this Epistle; whether, with Bp. Tomline, 
Drs. Owen, Townson, and Mr. Horne, we take A. D. 37 or 38, as 
that date; or 41, 43, or 48, with others. See Mr. Horne’s Intro- 
duction. 
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nonce, besides being liable to other objections. ‘The 
most favourite opinion among the reeent Commenta- 
tors is that of Heuman, that réye: is put for aéyeras, 
and the words are three verses of some pious hymn 
then sung inthe Churches. And this may seem to 
be countenanced by the Apostle’s direction to the 
singing of Psalms, Hymns, &c., at ver. 19. That is, 
however, but a slender support; and the opinion 
cannot (I think) be admitted, not only as resting 
merely on conjecture, but because it is discounte- 
nanced by the words themselves, which plainly have 
the air of an application of some passage of a sacred 
writer; as, indeed, is always the case, wherever the 
formula occurs in St. Paul; as 2 Cor., 6, 2. Gal. 3,_ 
16. Hebr. 1, 6. And so alittle before, at 4, 8. 3:3 
reyes, scil. 74 yeady. I must, therefore, finally 
acquiesce in the ancient opinion that we have here a 
citation, perhaps, with accommodation, of Scriptural 
language.* On the words €yeipai—vexcwv, indeed, 
nothing certain can be pronounced; though there 
may be an allusion to Is. 26, 19.; but, in the latter, 
kal emifavce oor 6 Xpioros (notwithstanding what the 
Critics say), there is clearly an allusion to Is. 60, 
1—3. Gwtigov— opSyceras. 

The sense can require no explanation. Sin is 
here, as often, compared to death ; and regeneration 
and reformation, to resurrection from the dead. See 
Rom. 13, 11. and Eph. 2, 1. 

It is-remarked, by Wets., that the Jews have 
always interpreted this passage of the Messiah. And 
he well illustrates the €mmpavoes, Mus Ort Try csseery 
a a 3 / 5] / 

ols éness Gvyrois 7) Abavarors emsPavoKkwy. 

* Koppe indeed, and others, object to the verbal diversities. But 

until the var. lect. of the MSS. in these verses of the Sept., and other 

Greek Versions, be settled, nothing certain can be pronounced on 

the degree of discrepancy. The question, (oo, of the degree of 

license allowable to an inspired writer like St. Paul, in the applica- 

tion of passages of the Old Testament, has not yet been consider ed 

with sufficient attention. On this subject, the masterly work of 

Surenhus., and the observations of the two Vitringas, including the 

work of Owen, deserve consultation. Those who have not those 

works, may find a good substitute in Mr. Horne’s Introduction. 
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15. Baemere oly ws axpiBws regixareite. In deter- 
mining the sense of these words, many Commen- 
tators, antient and modern (as Grot.), have erred, by 
supposing here a new admonition, namely, to the 
exercise of Christian prudence, in avoiding dangers. 
But some antients (and also Koppe) here rightly 
maintain, that the Apostle proceeds with the subject 
he had commenced at ver. 3., and insisted on at ver. 
8., namely, to lead a life uncontaminated by the vices 
which defiled the heathens: on which he engrafts 
an admonition, especially against the vice of drunken- 
ness, then so prevalent. 

I cannot assent to those Commentators who unite 
axeiPos with Barerere 3 since, wherever it occurs at 
the commencement of any admonition, it has never 
an adverb. So 1 Cor., 1, 26. 10, 18. Mark 4, 
24, Paérere Tt akovere, and (to omit many other 
passages, which may be seen in Schleus. Lex. in voc. 
) 14, 15 and 16.,) ina very similar one of Luke 8, 
18. Baerere ras axovere, and 1 Cor., 3, 10. exaoros 
Prerérw mus éroixodone. The axgiBas must be con- 
strued with repimarcire: and rag is for iva, or 671; as 
it is taken by our English Translators. ’*AxpiBas, I 
know not why Doddr. and Mackn. should render 
accurately. It is better translated, in our Common 
Version, circumspectly, i. e. carefully, diligently. 
By the decode: and code}, the Apostle means those 

whom he has before called cxsros and ¢ws; and, just 
after, aPpoves and cuvievres, by a common Hebrew 
idiom, by which wisdom is put for virtue, and folly 
sur uiee.  OUIIE LUIUK, Tal, Dy AooPat, he adverts to 

the pretended cogol of the Heathens, and represents 
the Christian alone as really so. 

16. eEayopagonevor Tov Kaipov, Ors ai 7pepas mrovypat 
Elo. 

There are few passages that have more exercised the ingenuity 
of Commentators, and on which more various opinions have been 
brought forward. Some antient, and several modern Commen- 
tators, as Grot., Hamm., and Whitby, explain thus: « using’ all 
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prudent means to prolong your lives, because the days in which you 
live are evil, and therefore perilous, and such as will require much 
wisdom to preserve you from dangers.” And so Locke and Mackn. 
‘Thus (to use the words of Doddr.) they explain it of the caudion to 
be observed in avoiding persecution, that so they might draw out 
their time as long as possibly they could, and not provoke their 
enemies to cut them off. Compare Dan. 2, 8. See also the note of 
Whitby. This (Doddr. adds) was certainly their duty, and it had 
been well if the zeal of some primitive Christians had regarded the 
precept in this sense. But the interpretation expresses only a part 
of that Christian diligence and prudence to which the Apostle meant 
to direct and exhort us.’ I could, indeed, easily add to the 
examples adduced by the above learned Commentators, in proof 
and illustration of this sense of (ebay. FF especially from Eurip. Hippol. 
1116. Adéa dé par aTpeKys, par’ av Tmapaopos évein. Pada 8° 3j/06ea 

Tov avpcov MeraBaddopeva ypdvoy del Biov Evyeuvrvyoiny, and of 

Kepdaivery tov xpovov, from Thucyd. 1, 32. Lips. Yet I must con- 
fess, that though this interpretation seems to be countenanced by 
the parallel passage of Coloss., I see not how it can be reconciled 
with the context. For, in ver. 15., the GAérere ov, &c. is closely 
connected with the preceding, and can have no regard to this sub- 
ject. (See the note there.) But if this be so, the words ééay, &c. 
can have no other reference. And the words of ver. 17., seem to 

be little more than a repetition of those at ver. 15. Such being the 
case, I grant, that ver. 16., would seem to be parenthetical. But, 
if parenthetical, yet, as being closely connected with the preceding, 
they cannot be supposed very different in subject. So that, though 
every attention to the parallel passage in Coloss. ought to ‘be paid, 
yet, it should not be so as to entirely sacrifice all attention to the 
context of the one with which we are more immediately concerned ; 
especially as the context in that passage and this is totally different ; 
and no Author is confined to use the same phrase precisely in the 
same way in two different works. Besides, there, the context 
as much requires the interpretation in question, as here, it rejects it. 
The interpretation in question must therefore be abandoned (as it 
is also done by many eminent recent Commentators), and the words 
interpreted in accordance with the preceding and following verses ; 
either (as the antient, and many eminent recent Commentators, as 
Rosenm., Koppe, and Slade), ‘‘ using the opportunity we have of 
living holily, 1 ‘ighteously, and godly in this present time, though it 
be evil and wicked, and this be especially arduous, on account of 
the peculiar trials under which we labour, from the temptations 
and the persecutions to which we are exposed.” (See Schleus. Lex.) 
So pa 8 who compares a similar sentiment of M, Antonin. 4, 26., 
xepdavreov 7d mapov, which seems an imitation of the present 
passage. And é£ayopagovebat roy Karpov, he explains, ‘ diligenter 
uti opportunitate oblat4 ad vitam meliorem redeundi ;” and the dre 
Hpmépar wovnoai eiowy, “ tempora enim hec sunt periculosa virtuti 
et felicitati vestree. Innumere sunt hac vestra etate voluptatum et 
calamitatum illecebre, quibus a religione averti, et ad incredulitatem 
ac vitia quzvis seduci facilé poteritis.” I cannot, however, but 
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think, with Doddr., that the Apostle also alluves to the time which 
had been Jost in their heathen life. 

Bp. Middleton, intending, it should seem, to reconcile the two 

foregoing interpretations, observes, that it seems to the purpose of 
the Apostle in this place, as well as Eph. 5, 16., to admonish his 
Christian readers to ‘ purchase the opportunity (viz., of gaining 
over the Heathens) by judicious concessions, and by a virtuous 
example.” The reason subjoincd is, ‘* that the Cays are evil ; i. e. 
the times in which ye live are so unpropitious to the conversion of 
the Jews and the Pagans, that the zeal and circumspection which I 

have recommended are indispensable.” With all due deference to 
so high an authority, | must confess that I cannot but consider this 
interpretation very harsh and farfetched, and neither countenanced 
by the context in this, nor in the parallel passage. 

17. d1& rodro—Kusiov. The sense of this passage 
has been explained in the preceding verse. 

18. Kal pa pebioxerbe olvw, ev @ Eat aTwTia, AAG 
wanporobe ev wveqnats. The Apostle here adverts to 
a vice for which the Greeks, both Asiatic and 
European, were proverbial. Hence, the phrase 
Gracissare, which may be compared with several 
in our own language. Some recent Commentators 
think that he speaks with reference to the systematic 
drunkenness practised at the Heathen feasts; others, 
that of which the Christians were sometimes guilty 
at the celebration of the Eucharist; and there is 
no reference, they think, to private custom. ‘That 
he here alludes to the second kind, they think, 
appears from the next verse. But as I am never 
willing causelessly to limit what may seem left ge- 
neral, I would suppose that the Apostle means to 
follow up a special admonition on the subject with 
this general one; though he may have had in view 
especially the more frequent commission of it in 
society, and its religious feasts; especially as the 
custom had been introduced from the religion which 
they had abandoned. 

But to turn to the consideration of the phraseo- 
logy, the ofvw (which rarely occurs in conjunction 
with pebdcxerbos, though I find it in Dio Chrys. 
p. 307, 11. of pebuobevres dro olvov) is used on account 
of the antithesis in tvejpari. The phrase peivoxecfas, 
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to be inebriated (for which peSdev is more usual), 
comes from p-ebu,* strong drink. 

18. €v & é€orw aowtia. This is not well rendered, 
“in which is excess ;’ for the very term suggests 
excess. ‘The sense depends upon a delicate use of 
é€ors, by which it signifies tnest, originates, pr oduces, 
tends to, &c. At €v@% must bie understood, not olvew 
(with some Commentators, though Doddr., “with his 
usual ingenuity, recognises in it a strong and beauti- 
ful figure), but rw pebrloicea oe to olvw. The term 
acwria is, as Koppe observes, a vox praegnans, sig- 
nifying properly, “ the life of a person abandoned to 
every vice, marked out for ruin, whom, to use the 
Classical dict. not even the goddess of salvation her- 
self could save!” Sce Dr. Powell's Serm. ap. Clapham, 
t. 2. p. 428. It may be well expressed by dissolute- 
ness, profligacy. See Prov. 23, 29. Yet the Apostle 
seems to have had a reference to the etymology of 
the word. For of whose reformation do we so much 
despair as the drunkard’s? the vice of drunkenness 
destroying both body and soul. Of such sensualists 
it is well observed by Theognis : Tlorrw TOs mreovas 
Aupeoo KOgos WAET EY 70 avopas, 6 oo Ol polpys TAELOY every 

eberov, “ would have more than their share of the 
good things of life.” . 

On this admonition against a vice too frequent in 
society the Apostle engrafts an exhortation to a 
virtue too much neglected in society, namely, think- 

* A word (by the way) which has exceedingly perplexed the 
Greek etymologists, who endeavour to.seek its origin in the Greek 
itself. But they ought to have gone to the Goth rather than the 
Greek. It comes from the Gothic and Ang. Sax. Mech, Anglic® 
mead (so the Welch metheglin), and formerly meath (as Milton, Par. 
Lost. 5, 345. 

-‘‘ for drink the grape she crushes, 
Inoffensive must, and meaths from many a berry, 

And from sweet kernels press’d she tempers dulcet creams,”’) 
which.is derived, I think, from the Latin mist-us, or Ang. Sax. 

Miyced, or Miyc, from whence, by another comparison, our Mist. 

The word is explained in the Dictionaries, a drink made from honey 
and spices. 
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ing and speaking to the edification of the company, 
and feeling and returning grateful thanks to God for 
the good things in which they may jointly partici- 
pate. Such is, I conceive, the scope of the Apostle 
in the next two verses, whose sense has been ob- 
scurely seen by the Commentators, and misunder- 
stood by confining it to religious assemblies. So 
supra, ver. 5. a\Aa paarroy edyapiotia® and 4, 29. ras 
Adyos—ayabos mpos oikodopyy tis ypelas, iva Oo yapiy 
Trois akovoucty' where see the note. 

There is an antithesis between the pebicxerde and 
majgourde. In both these is the same leading idea of 
being filled. When it is said, ‘‘ be filled with the 
spirit,” we are (I think) to understand the endea- 
vour ; q. d. “study to be filled with the spirit,” and 
especially adverting to the effect, ‘‘ aim at making 
your conversation such as may, by the aid of the 
spirit, be edifying.” 

19. AwrAovvres—Kupio. 
Adverting (according to his custom) to the opposite vice, while 

he is inculcating any virtue, the Apostle means to admonish them, 
when, in soeiety, they feel themselves elevated beyond ordinary 
conversation, to give vent to this cheerfulness, not (as did the 

Heathens) in dissolute Scolia, or drinking catches, and such in- 
centives to vice, but in reciting aloud to each other psalms, hymns, 
and spiritual songs; or, when inclination and opportunity served, 
singing and playing on musical instruments to such psalms, &c. in 
a heartfelt manner, to the honour of God. Such is, I conceive, 

the complete sense of the verse, which has been strangely mis- 
undersood. 

Aadovvres éavrois. Some explain this, ‘‘ vosmet ipsos excitate 
ad gaudia, non vino intemperanter bibendo, sed carminibus Deo 

Christcque canendis.” But this seems harsh. Iagree with Koppe 
that éavrois is for &AAfAows ; as at 4, 32., and Phil. 2,12. Aa- 

Aovvres is thought by Koppe synonymous with a@dovres. But I 
rather think it refers to the words being’ always recited by some 
previously to being sung. And if not sung, the recitation pro- 
moted the end in view, namely, mutual edification. Thus the 

passage will be reconciled with the parallel one in Col. 3, 16. d:da0- 
Kovres kat vouverourres Eavrovs Wadpois, &c. 

With respect to the Wadpois trois and wSais, these terms admit 
of no very certain discrimination ; and Koppe (as usual) waves the 
difficulty by pronouncing them all synonymes, but associated, to 
strengthen the sense. But it should seem that they are no other- 
wise synonymous than as all denoting religious compositions. As 
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to the Wadp., some, as Schleus., confine it to the Psalms of David. 
But had that been the sense intended, the article would have been 
used. Koppe understands any carmina. The truth will perhaps 
be found to lie in the medium between these two extremes. It 
should seem that they chiefly consisted of the Psalms of David, the 
rrbnn, but certainly comprehended other compositions also adapted 
(as they were) to instruments and voices, i. e. consisted of compo- 
sitions in parts, accompaniments, &c. (as our verse anthems and 
instrumental anthems.* See Burney’s Mus. Dict.) Of course, this 
included the antiphonia, or singing alternatim, as in our cathedral 
services; which Bp. Bull thinks is denoted by the AaXodyres éavrois: 
and if it were not for the parallel passage of Coloss., I should agree 
with him. That the Padol were thus performed is also shewn by a 
passage of Pliny in his letter to Trajan (cited by Bp. Bull): “ Car- 
men quod Christo quasi Deo dicere secum invicem, 

The ipvoi were probably plainer compositions (chiefly in praise 
of God), both in words and set to music, and perhaps in one part 
(called homophonia, see Burney) without instrumental accompa- 
niments,t according to the mode pursued in many of our churches. 
These are thought by some Commentators to have been extempo- 
raneous. But of this there is no proof (for the passage of Acts 16, 
25. is not such); nor is the supposition countenanced by proba- 
bility. That seems rather to apply to the lasé¢ class, the @dais rvev-= 
parckats. Now ¢hese must, I think with the antient and best mo- 
dern Commentators, signify not merely religious, or spiritual and 
edifying, in opposition to the carnal and impure songs at the 
Heathen festivals and entertainments, like the Scolia,t but suggested 
by the Holy Spirit. So Zanch. and Hamm. ap. Pole, the former of 
whom explains “ et aspiritu S. profectis, et de rebus spiritualibus, et 
verbis spiritis S.;" and the latter, ‘« ex dono illo spiritts, de quo 
1 Cor. 14, 26." These, as may be conjectured, were sung by the 
person alone, like our solo anthems.§ It is, however, probable from 
the Aadovy7es and didackdvras at Coloss. that they were not always 
sung, but merely recited; and if so, the #dai rvevy. would be some- 
thing like the strains of the Italian Improvisatore, in that sort of 
composition, half poetry and half prose, so characteristic of the 

a LLC, 

* Thus in 1 Cor. 14, 26. etre Wadpory éyer, where the word 
denotes an inspired, and, as some say, extemporaneous composition 
of this kind. 
~ + So Justin Resp. ad Orthod. 107. says the Christians of that 
time sang only assd voce, dvev dpyavar. 

+t To which purpose there is a curious passage in Eurip. Rhes. 
360. 
' § Which word, by the way, does not come from antiphonia (as 
Nugent supposes), nor dv@upvos (as Skinner and Lemon), but from 
dvOnpa, as being a more florid composition than the plain chant. 
So Plut. de Musica, 

VOL. VII. YT 
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Oriental style.* The Commentators instance the songs of Eliza- 
beth,Sof Mary, and of Zacharias, recorded by St. Luke,c.1. Estius 
thinks that the Apostle means to recommend it to them to sing 
Psalms, &c.. not only in their religious assemblies, but in private 
societies. This is very probable: and the Apostle (1 would add) 
meant to hint to them that their social cheerfulness ought to find 
vent in such a way as this, and not in the impure songs of the Hea- 

‘hens. So St. James, in a very similar passage, 5, 13. caxordOee 
ris éy bpiv mpocevxéoOw’ ebOupet res, Paddéerw. There is a similar 
admonition of Pythagoras, preserved by Diogen. Laert. L. 8., where 
we have both the tpuvoe and wdai: wdais xpysbat tpds NUpay, bury 
re Oca, kai dvdpav ayabay evoyor xapty éxeLy. 

It is strange that Koppe and Rosenm. should take zvevpar. to 
be meant of all three. Grammatical propriety will not permit us to 
apply it to more than the last. To the first, as consisting chiefly of 
the Psalms of David, it would not he necessary, nor to the tprvor ; 
since these were, doubtless, premeditated praises, and such alone 
would be proper to be sung in unison or chorus, But the third 
being sung or recited by one person for the edification of the rest of 
the congregation, such a quality as is denoted by zvevparcxos would 
be unnecessary. It may be supposed that none were allowed to sing 
or recite these but such as possessed the spiritual yapiopa adapted 
to this purpose. 

From all that has been said, it is easy to perceive what is the 
meaning of the phrase éy rj capdig, at which Koppe, Rosenm., and 
other recent Commentators stumble, rendering it: “ secum tacit& 
cogitatione ;”* or, at least, not animo, but mente, with reference to 

the 7@ vot at 1 Cor. 14, 15. But there the sense is very different 
(see the note), and here that interpretation would require, not 
mente, but animv. The antients, and some moderns (as Beza and 
others) rightly explain it, “ with the heart, and not the lips only; 
with the attention of the mind,” cai pu) pepPopévns ris Kapdias (to 
use the words of Chrysost.), and not with the heart wandering here 
and there. 

I must not omit to observe, notwithstanding what some recent 

Commentators think, that no direct argument can be hence drawn 
as to the use of the Psalms of David, or what are called Hymns, in 
public worship ; since the Apostle is here only speaking of private 
societies. See the note on ver. 18. poy peOvoxecbe otvm. Yet, an 
indirect one may be deduced. For there is no reasen why the same 
routine should not have been adopted also in public worship; and 
from what is said at 1 Cor. 12, 15 & 14., which passage concerns 
public worship, this seems highly probable ; and it is placed beyond 
a doubt by a passage of Tertullian Apol., cited by Grot.: Ut quisque 
de Scripturis sanctis, vel de proprio ingenio, potest, provocatur in 
medium Deo canere, where the Sacr. Script. must mean the Psalms 
eee 

* The subjects were probably more diversified than those of the 
Wadpot and tyro, and contained not only the praises of God, but 
(as Zanch. thinks) exhortations, doctrines, prophecies, and, indeed, 
all religious subjects whatsoever. 
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of David, and the words “ de proprio ingenio” have reference to 
the &dai. 

By 76 Kupiw may be meant God, or rather (as most Commenta- 
tors think) Christ: and this is strongly confirmed by the passage of 
Pliny above cited. The version, however, of Grot., and the recent 
Commentators, “ in honorem Christi,” is scarcely significant 
enough. Jaspis (by a manifest perversion) renders “ de Domini 
preconio.” 

20. edyupiorouvres mavrote umeég mavrwr. It is 
strange that most recent Commentators should take 
the participle here for a finite verb, q. d. “ Be assi- 
duous in returning thanks,” &c. No sufficient at- 
tention has been paid to the connection and scope of 
these words, which, as being closely united with the 
preceding, are meant to suggest what should form 
the subject, or chief subject, of these Hymns and 
sacred Poems, namely, returning God thanks for all 
things. Whitby has expressed the force of the 
mwavrwy thus: “for his sparing mercies, Ps. 103, 3, 4., 
his preventing mercies, Eph. 1, 4. Tit. 1, 2., his dis- 
tinguishing and peculiar mercies, Heb. 2, 16., for 
his common mercies and benefits daily bestowed 
npon us, as well as his extraordinary favours; for 
past mercies, to be celebrated by annual festivals, 
Exod. 12, 14, 17 & 24. Lev. 23, 21., for the mercies 
we hope for, 1 Pet. 1, 3 & 4., for adverse as well as 
prosperous events, blessing him who doth thus give 
us warning, Ps. 16, 7., but chiefly for spiritual bless- 
ings.” An exposition in which he was, I find, 
much indebted to his usual guides, the Greek Com- 
mentators. So Chrys. and Theophyl.: révrore od 
yup €v averes povoy, AAR Kal ev AUmass, Kal ody Uméo 
Tov ayaboy povov, AAAG Kal THY AUIYpwY, Kal wy Toney 
Kal-wv odK lopev’ Kab yap dia mavrwy evepyeToupeba, Kav 
ayvowney. Doddr. observes that Dr. Barrow gives 
another important and noble sense, namely, “ all 
persons.” And he remarks that this is hinted at 
in the excellent form of general thanksgiving in 
the English liturgy. I must add that this interpre- 
tation had been, before Dr. Barrow, propounded by 
Cajetan, nay even Theodoret. Hence it was un- 

2T2 
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doubtedly supported by some of the antient Fathers, 
on whose authority, it should seem, the learned and 
venerable authors of our Liturgy (a Liturgy which 
has wrung praises from the mouth of dissent itself) 
ventured to introduce it. It may certainly be in- 
cluded with the other and more general sense. 

20. é€y ovowats tov Kugiov juov “I. X. At these 
words the recent Commentators stumble. Koppe 
-explains, ‘‘ from the authority of Christ :” Rosenm., 
‘‘according to the will of Christ.” But this ts 
strangely lowering. the sense, and overlooking the 
mediatory office of Christ. Not so the antient, and 
the earlier and orthodox modern Commentators. 
Thus Theophyl. : cvoceSovres kal roy Kugsoy "Iyoouv. 
kal cupmrapanauPavoyres adtiv, WS mEerityy dvTa Kol Tw 
ayabav Kal adrys THs evyapirias. See also Chrys. 
and Doddr. 

Q1. trorarcopevar aAAYAaS €v Gobw Oeov. Almost 
all modern Commentators separate this clause from 
the preceding, and think that here commence ad- 
monitions of another kind, namely, respecting sub- 
ordination, natural, civil, and ecclesiastical. If this 
be the case, the troraccouevos must be taken asa 
participle for a verb in the imperative; which (as I 
have before observed) is somewhat harsh. I am 
inclined to think that the antient Commentators 
were more in the right, who, following the connexion 
pointed out by the grammatical construction, unite 
this clause with the preceding. And so Vatablus. 
They do not, however, show how the words apply. 
If I am not mistaken, they are meant to advert to 
that kind of subordination, which must exist in even 
private societies inthe performance of religious exer- 
cises; as well as in pudlic-assemblies. In both cases 
there must be some to direct and take the lead, and 
others to follow their guidance; especially under 
the peculiar circumstances in which the Christians 
were then placed, some of whom, there is reason: to 
think, enjoyed the yepicpara of the Holy Spirit. 
Those, for instance, who recited or sung the wéal 
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mvevnatixal, in the exercise of which gift the admo- 
nition droraccecba: &AAYAcIs was not the less requi- 
site. The Apostle elsewhere orders, that as in the 
case of those who spoke in unknown tongues, only’ 
two or three should speak, and that by turns, so in 
that of the prophets, only two or three should speak 
(by turns), and the others sit by and judge. And 
he directs that if any thing be suddenly revealed to 
one of the others that sit by, the first shall hold his 
peace, to prevent confusion: for (he adds) ‘“ the 
Spirits of the Prophets are subject to the Prophets ;” 
which, as almost all recent Commentators are agreed 
(and, among the rest, Bp. Middleton), signifies that 
those who are directly inspired are bound, at all 
proper seasons, to give way to others who have been 
gifted with the same inspiration. But this both 
requires and supposes subordination to a power vested 
some where, and to be obeyed (as the Apostle adds) 
in the fear of God; which expression does not 
signify, as Koppe explains it, ‘* with a pious mind,” 
but “ in reverent obedience to the will of that God 
who hath rendered the subordination necessary.” 
Here, then, the precept vmordccecde aAAVAoIS 1S 
meant to inculcate the order and subordination with 
which even these private religious exercises should 
be conducted. 

22. ai yuvaikes, tols idtos ayIoaciw vmotrdooecde. 
The mention of ecclesiastical subordination brings 
the Apostle to introduce the subject of civil subor- 
dination, both natural and social, together with 
the relative duties. And of each of these he treats 
in their order.* 

* Doddr, thinks he might the rather choose to insist on these, as, 
some were ready to imagine that Christian converts were released 
from any further obligations to those who still continued in a state 
of heathenism, and might consider the relation as dissolved between, 
them. (Compare 1 Cor. 7, 10O—@4. and 1 Tim. 6, 1&2.), The 
Apostle therefore presses it upon them, in whatever station they 
were placed, to show a due regard to relalive duties, and to remem- 
ber that Christian privileges did by no means exclude them ‘from the 
duties resulting from natural and civil relations of life, but rather did 
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In the phraseology there is nothing that requires 
notice, except that idios has no more force than the 
pronoun would, for which, however, the article might 
stand. Thus Koppe explains it as put for dmerégas. 
And so it is used in Coloss. 3, 18. This use of idios 
is not found in the Classical writers (though it seems 
to have place in Polyen. 676. ekacros trav crabpodyoy 
cov oy eriorabuov—Katapelvcas amextewe), Who em- 
ploy, instead of it, a pronoun; as Eurip. Alc. 85. 
agiorn doSacn yun [oot cis auris yeyevijobas. 

This obedience, the Apostle hints, is not to be 
sullen, but accompanied with affectionate respect, 
and voluntary, ws td Kugiw, i.e. as if rendered to 
the Lord. So in the parallel passage of Coloss. 3, 
23., ‘ whatever ye (servants) do, do it heartily, as to 
the Lord, and not to men.’”’ (See Grot.) Koppe, 
however, Rosenm., and Mackn., think it clear, from 
what follows, that the sense here is: ‘‘ be subject to 
your husbands in the same manner as ye are subject 
to the Lord,” i.e. as Mackn. explains, ‘ in all civil 
affairs the husband stands in the same relation to his 
wife as Christ does to his Church.” ‘The nature of 
this similarity he ingeniously illustrates.* 

23. brio auyp eats Kean Tis yuvasKos, ws Kal o 
Xpioros, &c. It is here remarked, by Grot., that 
the husband has dominion over the wife both by the 
law of nature and nations. And the learned Com- 
mentator maintains this position by intrenching him- 
self deep in Classical dicts, with one of which my 
fair readers (if with any such I am honoured) will 

enforce the obligation they were under to observe them.” He also 
judiciously observes, that the Apostle, in treating of the relative du- 
ties (as in Col. 3, 18 seqq.), begins with the lower relations, and 
then proceeds to the higher; and this probably because the duties 
of inferiors are commonly most apt to be objected to, as what are 
thought most difficult to be complied with ; and where these are 
well and faithfully performed, the correspondent duties of superiors 
will be more readily attended to, and more effectually secured. 

* On the duty in question I would compare Eurip. Cidip. frag. 
}. maca yap Sovdn régucer avdpds f coppwy yur, H &€ py cwpowy 
eroig ror Evvdy vmepdpovel. 
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be content. Menander p. 244. Ta devrepeta tiv yu- 
vaike def rye, Liv & ayepoviay ray Gawy avd’ Eyew, 
which may be Englished: “ Let the wife play the 
second fiddle, or sing the under part; but let the 
husband* in all things take the lead!” I wonder the 
learned Commentator did not think of Eur:p. Qidip. 
frag. 2. maoa yap avdpos Kakiwy HAoyos, KAY 6 KaKIOTOS 
Tip tH eddoxipotoav, which goes beyond any thing 

have seen, though it can excite no surprise, as 
coming from ¢he woman-hater ! 

23. kak adtos €or owryp To caparos. ‘This may 
be rendered, “ And he (i. e. Christ) it is who is the 
saviour and preserver of the body, namely, the 
Church ;” by which it is hinted, “ so ought the hus- 
band to be the safe-guard, defender, and preserver 
of the wife.” i 

24. BAN woreo 4 exkaycia—maval. The aarad is 
not (as Koppe would have it) a mere particle of 
transition, but signifies mow, or moreover, Sir H. 
Tooke ém: IIr. under the particle but. The év ravri 
must, of course, be understood with the restriction 
of every thing at all lawful, permitted by the Jaws 
of God or man, and consistent with the duties of 
them both, as Christians. The Apostle is here (as 
Theophyl. observes) speaking of Christian husbands 

* Here I cannot but observe on the terms in the Greek and Latin 
Janguages, avi)p and vir, neither of which is very significative, and 
in both the application seems derived from the Heb. wx, a man ; 
though that language has another term to express husband, namely, 
‘Sys, whieh signifies master. So the German ehe-weiber, a high man. 
The German weifer, Ang]. wife, probably signifies no more than 
woman, Kar’ é£oy)v, like the Greek yu) ; or perhaps it comes from 
weiben, to unite, conjoin, like the Latin maritus and marila. I know 
no term in any language that is so significant, or so expressive of the 
duties annexed to that state as our husband, i.e. the house band, or 
bond of the family. 

+ In which view no language (as I have just observed) is so well 
provided, as our own, with a term to designate this relation, which 
is beautifully touched on by the Shakspeare of the Grecian Drama- 
tists, in his sublime Agamemnon 869., where Clytemnestra calls 
Agamemnon dydpa—rov orabper kiva; Lwripa vads, xporovoy 
blmrAs oréyns oridoy rodhpn. 
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only, not Heathen ones; for a Christian wife could 
not be expected to show her obedience by forsaking 
her religion. 

25. oi avdpes—avras. The Apostle had, in the last 
verse, hinted at the defence and protection implied 
in the authority with which the husband was vested 
over the wife. He now further unfolds his meaning 
by especially enjoining the exercise of love, affection, 
and kindness towards the wife ; and (as in the former 
case), he illustrates this from the relation in which 
Christ stood towards the Church; since, in a mys- 
tical sense, He is considered as the spouse of the 
Church. 

The force ofthe article (which is here not attended 
to by the Commentators) may be expressed by the 
personal pronoun, ‘* Ye husbands love,” &c. ‘Eavrwy, 
which is here injudiciously made emphatic by some 
Commentators (see Mackn.), merely stands for vay + 
on which idiom see Pors. on Xenoph. Anab., and 
compare 2 Cor. 7, 11. and 1 Thess. 2, 8. 

This love (as Rosenm. observes) comprises every 
kind of care for the safety and welfare of the wife ; 
and, in the case of Christ, as respects the Church. 
It, however, imports something more, namely, an af- 
fectionate demeanour, and a magnanimous indulgence 
to the frailties of the weaker sex. So Theophyl. : 
oTw Kal avros Kay amootpedomeryy toys Kal Oourronevyy, 
TH TOAAY ayomy Kal TH Teovola mpocayayeo4as oTEvoE, 
kav mabys ts Ureg adrys, px dvedions. ‘The antient 
Commentators, however, carry the principle too far. 

25. kal éaurov wapedwxev Urep adtys. ‘This passage, 
up to ver. 28., contains the substance of Christ’s 
merits towards men, which the Apostle takes every 
occasion of introducing. Tlapédwxey éaurov, ‘* deli- 
vered himself (to death) for it.” Compare ‘Lit. 2, 14. 
Gal. 1, 3. . 

26. iva adriy ayiaon, kabapicas TO AovTpwo Tod HdaTos’ 
év pyar. These words represent the whole extent 
of Christ’s merits towards men. The va auvriy ayscoy 
denotes the final purpose, which may (I think) be 
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compared with that of Tit. 2,14. “that he might 
purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good 
works.”” The words kabapicas, &c. represent the 
means of effecting it, and seem to refer to the efti- 
cacy of baptism. Such is supposed to be the gene- 
ral purport of the passage. Proceed we to consider 
the particulars. ’Ayicégew is said, by Rosenm., not to 
signify ** obtain the pardon of sins,” but ‘* render 
them virtuous.” And he refers them to ver. 29. 
But this seems to be mere sophistry, since one is the 
result of the other. Christ, indeed, delivered him- 
self to death for the expiation of our sins; but he 
had in view our being excited to purify ourselves to 
him as a peculiar people, as zealous of good works, 
as if those could have saved us. And even Koppe 
grants that this doctrine is not to be excluded. He 
takes kafapioas for kal exadapioe, Aorist for the 
Present ka§apige. But this is too violent a mode to 
be relied upon. Kaédégicas is closely connected 
with ayioton, and may be better rendered (with Ro- 
senm.), “having purified it.” 

26. Tw rovtpwo Tov Vdaros must be understood of 
baptism, in which the new Christian is washed 
from the stains of original sin (see Acts 2, 38.), and 
which is also a symbol of that purity to which the 
new professor binds himself. Such appears to be 
the chief sense. With respect to the terms them-. 
selves, it is not improbable that (as Elsner and> 
Doddr. think) there is an allusion to the methods 
taken in Eastern countries to purify the virgins who 
were intended for the royal embrace. See Esth. 
2,3. 9,12. and Ez. 16, '7—~14. 

On the sense of év yar: Commentators are not 
agreed. Some think it adverts to the words of the 
baptismal form, as accompanied with prayers. And: 
this is supported by the antient Commentators. But 
many, and indeed not ill-founded, objections are 
made to it by the moderns. Others think it means 
‘* by the religion itself.” See Schleus. Lex. And: 
Koppe would take év sy,er: for a formula equivalent’ 
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to évexa tov, &c., i. @. eis To masacrycos. But his 
proofs are too weak to be admitted. The preceding 
interpretation is deserving of more attention ; but, 
upon the whole, I prefer POM of Locke, zs Ro- 
senm., and others, “ by the doctrine of Christ, the 
Gospel,” as the means of their original conversion 
and progressive sanctification. So the Vulg. and 
Beza, “ by the word of life.” 

In the acuree there is an evident allusion to bap- 
tism by immersion; and some think by baptism is 
especially meant adult baptism. On this subject the 
recent foreign Commentators have many over curious 
speculations, into which f think it not worth while 
to enter; since the refutation of misrepresentations, 
and the removal of misconceptions, would occupy 
too much space, and be more suitable to a ‘Theolo- 
gical discussion on the doctrines, than an exposition 
of the sense of the passage. 

27. a wapertioy—apepos. ‘The metaphorical 
allusion in the preceding is here still continued. 
The same sentiment is inculcated, with another view 
of the same metaphor, namely, of Christ’s dying to 
expiate our sins, and to lead us to holiness of life. 

It is not necessary to press on the etymological 
sense in evdo§. It signifies shining, beautiful. ‘The 
mrapacryoy has the popular sense of parare, produce, 
make. iro, which is supposed to come from 
cimanos impure, signifies : spot, or stain, on a gar- 
ment, or a freckle in the skin ;” as in Dioscorides. 
Examples of this signification may be seen in Wets. 
Puris signifies a wrinkle ; and the washing is just be- 
fore mentioned as the means of removing it. Yet 
we need not press on a metaphor. Nay, slight pirides 
are removed by lotions. ‘Ayia., ‘“ pure from the 
stain of vice.” "Apwpos answers to the Hebr. 2p; 
for popos is derived from 2], a blemish.* 

* Wets. has here some curious matter from Gitten and Maimo- 
nides, of which the former is as follows: “ Qui despondet sibi ux- 
orem sub conditione, si maculam non habeat, et inveniantur in eA 
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The words, it may be observed, are skilfully 
adapted both to the metaphor, and to the thing 
signified. See 2 Cor. 11, 2.* 

28. odrws opelAouciv—cwpara. The Apostle now 
turns to another argument whereby to impress on 
them the same duty, namely, that by loving and 
cherishing their wives, they love themselves, since 
their wives are their second selves. 

Some Commentators, as Rosenm., say that re 
€autwy cwopara is for themselves (like the Heb. 
Mo w:a3); which may be true; but the Apostle 
adopts the idiom (as Koppe observes) in conformity 
to the preceding figure, of Christ being the head of 
the body; or rather (as Mackn. thinks) with allusion 
to the formation of Eve from a part or Adam’s body, 
and an explication of the instruction God intended 

mucule, non est desponsa. Si simpliciter eam duxerit, et inventz 
in ea fuerint macule, exibit sine dote matrimoniali. Omnes ma- 
culz, que sacerdotem illegitimam faciunt, etiam uxorem illegiti- 
mam faciunt.” 

* It is beautifully observed by Doddr.: How bright an idea does 
this give us of the grand plan and design of Christianity, to bring 
all the millions of which the church consists to such a state of per- 
fect virtue and glory, that when the penetrating eye of Christ, its 
great and holy bridegroom, shall survey it, there shall not be one 
spot or wrinkle, or any thing like it, in the least to impair its beauty 
or offend his sight!” So Pearson, ap, Slade: ‘‘ As the church is 
truly holy, not only by holiness of institution, but also by a personal 
sanctity in reference to these saints (i. e. such as are properly so 
called) while they live; so itis also perfectly holy in relation to the 
same saints glorified in heaven. And at the end of the world, when 
all the wicked shall be turned into hell, and consequently all cut 
off from the communion of the church ; when the members of the 
church remaining, being perfectly sanctified, shall be eternally 
glorified, then shall the whole church be truly and perfectly holy. 
‘Then shall that be completely fulfilled that Christ shall ‘ present 
unto himself a glorious church,’ which shall be ‘ holy and without 
blemish.’ Not that there are two churches of Christ, one in which 
good and bad are mingled together, another in which there are 
good alone; one in which the saints are imperfectly holy, another 

* in which they are perfectly such ; but one and the same church, in 
relation to different times, admits or not admits the premixture of 
the wicked, or the imperfection of the godly.” 
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to convey to mankind by forming Eve in that 
mannner. ; 

Wets. compares Sanhedrim 70, 2. Gui uxorem 
amat ut corpus suum, ejus domui pax erit. And 
Rosenm. cites from Arbaa Turim 1. Debet homo 
diligere uxorem suam sicut corpus suum, et hono- 
rare illam supra corpus: tum etiam indulgere el, et 
custodire illam, ut custodit unam e membris suis. 

28. 6 ayamwy Tiy éEavTou yuvaika, EavToy ayama. Ro- 
senm. observes: ‘‘Sunt enim conjuges unum quid 
per individuam vite societatem. Uxor altera pars 
est hominis, qui constat ex viro et foemina. Ideo 
dictitant virum absque uxore tantum esse semiho- 
minem, sive hominem dimidiatum. Vid. Drus. ad 
h. 1. And Koppe remarks, since the husband is the 
head of the body, he must participate in whatever 
good or evil may happen to her. See the sensible 
note of Mackn. : 

29. ovdeis yap—eKkryoiay, Here we have a popu- 
lar argument ; and the yap does not import reason, 
or cause, but answers to our why. ‘This being a 
popular illustration, the words must not be pressed 
on. 

Ovdels, “ no one (in his senses).” ’Epioyce, 
“harshly treated ;” by a metonomy of the cause for. 
the effect. Nor is it to the purpose to say that 
monks and aScetics do so; for the strong term én. 
would imply to so utterly hate as to entirely deprive 
the body of all food, and destroy it. Zeépgxa is for 
copa; by a sort of Hebraism. 1 would here com- 
pare Aristot. Eth. 233., where he says that any one’s 
son is OomEp peoos avtod. And he adds: adrov de 
avders mpouiperrat Paumrew. The exreepw refers to 
food, and the 6aax. to clothing.* But in applying 
this to Christ, we must only keep in view the general 
idea of support and comfort. On the mode in which 

* There is also implied an indulgence to the frailties of the wife. 
And Theodoret observes, we do not soon cut off an ailing member, 
but seck to heal it. 
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this is done see the note of Grot.. The recent Com- 
mentators most unwarrantably explain all this away, 
and think that no. more is meant than, “ prospicit 
omni modo utilitatibus et commodis Christianorum.” 
80. Ors mean ecpev To cwpuros adrod, ‘for we are 
united in the closest connexion with Christ, as mem- 
bers of one and the same body.” So Koppe: “ Su- 
mus nos Christo conjuncti quemadmodum membra 
corporis invicem sunt conglutinata et consociata, 
hoc est, artissimé.” Thus Ais body will be put for 
himself. And so the Armenian Version. The 
Apostle, however, adopted the idiom, since he had 
in view the words of Adam concerning Eve, Gen. 
2, 23. It also occurs in Gen, 29, 14. 2 Sam. 5, 1., 
and elsewhere. And this, Whitby observes, shows 
that he had his eye on the mystical sense of the pro- 
duction of the woman from the man of which the 
Jews speak. 

Rosenm. observes, that we are represented as 
related by blood to Christ, because he assumed our 
human nature, and was in all respects made like as 
we are, only without sin. See Hebr. 2. 14. 

31. avti rovrou—piav. Here (Theodoret observes) 
the Apostle reminds them of the very words that 
were used of the woman. For (as Rosenm. remarks) 
we have no argument, but merely an illustration by 
a citation of the words of Gen. 2, 24.* This is one 
of those instances (somewhat rare) in which a cita- 
tion is introduced without any inchoative formula; 
on which see Surenhus. on the Quotations. Such is 
(I think) never done except when the passage is 
(like the present) so well known as not to need any 
formula of that kind; as in 6, 2. 

"Avri rodrov is for évexn rovrov. Doddr. well ren- 
ders it “ answerably to this.””. And Theodoret (from 
Chrys.) thus excellently illustrates the scope of the 
Apostle: rov mpwrov aidécbyrs vopov, os pera TiHy Tis 

* With which I would compare Plato Symp. ei yup rovro ériBu- 
= , pS Be = > s 2 NX ol R 7 er 

peire, €0€AW bpas curTHbai Kai cuppuoae Eis TO AUTO, Wate OO byTas 
éva yeyovévar 
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yuvaikes Onpsoupyiav erebn, Kal rH Guoes Tov avbowray 
EUMERNVE TOUS YAP YEYEVYKOTAS KATAAIMLMeYVOY 6 YaLW 
TLOTOLIAWY, Tr YUVAIKL TuVaMTETAL, Kal TOTHUT) TUYE- 
Gein yiveras, WaTE play TapKa Tods Uo vouiSer Oar. 

81. karareiver, will leave. The Hebrew future, 
like the Greek aorists, sometimes denotes what is 
customary. With the mpooxorrnSyjcera: (answering 
to the Hebr. p17) Koppe compares cuykararykerbat, 
in Marc. Antonin. 5, 1. 

32. 7d pucripiov ToUTo péeya eoriv. ‘The words may 
be rendered: ‘‘Great is this mystery,” i. e. in this 
saying, or matter, there 1s a great latent mystery ; 
q. d. ‘* This union of Adam and Eve, as relating to 
Christ and his Church, is a great mystery, contain- 
ing important truths and illustrations, which for ages 
were imperfectly understood.” (Slade.) The Apostle 
evidently recognises an allegorical sense in that 
passage, involving an image of the intimate union 
between Christ and his Church. 

Muorypiov, as Chrys. well observes, is equivalent 
to aaanyopic. Hence an allegorical writer is called 
mystical. See Jaspis. Koppe offers the following 
paraphrastic version: ‘and this very passage, if 
mystically accommodated to Christ and the church, 
see what truth it contains! namely this: That Christ 
left his father and mother, i. e. voluntarily relin- 
quished every thing that could be thought dear 
to him, life, comfort, and all worldly advantages ; 
rejected the Jews his countrymen; that he might 
form unto himself a church from among the 
Gentiles.” 

In tracing the allegory the Apostle did no more 
than imitate the mystical mode of interpretation 
then usual with the Jews, by which (as Rosenm. 
observes) with any person, history, and rites, is 
compared something else which may be illustrated 
by it.* 

* So Dr. Allen, ap. Whitby, says, it was a Jewish notion that the 
union of Adam was a type of that between the Messiah and his 
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It were scarcely necessary to notice the shameful 
blunder of the Vulgate translator, who renders 
puoriyory sacramentum, were not this the passage (for 
it is the only one) on which the Romanists have 
founded their doctrine of marriage being a sacra- 
ment. Mr. Valpy observes, that the word sacra- 
mentum was long used very indefinitely by ecclesi- 
astical writers ; it came at length to acquire a mean- 
ing more precise and fixed. 

33. wajy Kal tyeis—davdpa. The rary is a particle 
of transition. Here the Apostle resumes the sub- 
ject he had been treating of at ver. 29. (ver. 30—32. 
being, in some measure, parenthetical); and again 
enforces the injunction to married persons, the hus- 
band to love his wife as himself, and the wife rever- 
ence and respect her husband. 

33. of Ka eva, “each of you in particular ;” or 
rather, “ vos omnes et singuli.” This phrase is rare 
with the article. “Ayararw is put for aeyardre, by 
accommodation to éxacros. See Tychsen ap. Koppe, 

church. ‘Thus, the Jews say, according to Voisin, RIM NIN od 
mw np, and the mystery of Adam is the mystery of the Messiah, who 
is the Bridegroom of the church. These two writers therefore 
(Whitby observes) confirm the remark of Munster, “ That the 
creation of the woman from the rib of the man, was made hy the 
Jews to signify the marriage of the celestial man who is blessed, or 
of the Messiah with the church ;” whence the Apostle applies the 
very words, which Adam said concerning Eve his spouse, to those 

Christians who are the spouse of Christ, saying, ‘‘ We are members 
of his body, and of his flesh, and of his bones,” ver. 30. 

And Dr. Mackn. has a long and instructive annotation on the 
subject of this mystical and allegorical interpretation so usual in the 
Jewish church. I can, however, do no more than refer my readers 
toit. Doddr. expresses his wonder that so many difficulties should be 
raised on so obvious a point. ‘‘ The mystery (says he) certainly was, 
that the eternal Son of God, receiving the degenerate race of men 
into an union with himself, should have loved them with an affection 
exceeding that which is to be found among the most intimate human 
relations. This sublime doctrine had long been concealed, and 
cannot now be perfectly comprehended ; and therefore may, with 
the greatest propriety, be called a mystery in every sense of the 
word,” 
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Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 19. Kab? ev b€ exacrov wegh Tourwy 
oKoToy. 

33. 7% -8€ yuv7n iva doBijras tov avdpa. Koppe says, 
that GoByras: is for GoBelobw. But it is more regular 

to subaud Baerérw, which is expressed supra ver. 15. 
where see the note. The G08. denotes reverence ; and 

that implies the subjection enjoined at ver. 22. See 
Theophyl. 

CHAP. VI. 

VER. 1. rd réxva, brakovere Tois yovevoy ev Kugiw— 
dixaov. The article has here the same sense as at 
5,25. °Ev Kupiw is equivalent to é& dcPm Kuziov at 5, 
21., where see the note. Of course, this takes for 
granted that the parents are Christians, and com- 
mand nothing inconsistent with the duties of Chris- 
tians. For though, as in the case of the wife with 
respect to the husband, the obedience is expressed 
without limitation, yet it must be understood. 

1. route yap ears Oikasov. Some Commentators here 
run into needless refinements of interpretation. The 
Apostle merely means to say that this is right and 
just, both by the law of nature, and the law of 
Scripture. So Theophyl.: xat Quoe: dikasoy €or, Kot 
ind Tod vonov spootacceras. ‘Thus dicosos, in popular 
use, may mean both. Though Koppe observes that 
Sixasov is always to be referred to the will of God. 
That the duty in question is morally right, has been 
invariably acknowledged — by the most barbarous 

nations. 
2, Tipe Toy TAT EGO Tov Kal THy PnTe po. Here is ano- 

ther example of citation without an introductory 
formula; as at 5, 31. where see the note. Koppe 
here compares the following Greek dicts: ixayws 
Riwcoess ynpoBookwy ods yoveis, and éamife Tiny Tous 
yovels MPAEEW KAAWS. 

Tipav, which properly signies to perform one’s duty 
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fowards any one, must be understood to compre- 
hend all those lesser duties and offices of affection, 
care, and support which seem included in reverence : 
a signification found also in the Classical use of 
Tidy; as Tinav Tov iarpov. Soin the use of brorac- 
ceodu and doSciobas, as spoken of the wife towards 
the husband, is included all duties suitable thereto. 
On the present subject see the note of Schoettg. 

2. aris éorw evroay mpwry ev erayyeria. As this 
is assuredly not the first commandment with  pro- 
mise, so there must be some Limitation intended in 
the assertion, or the word rpary be otherwise inter- 
preted. Grot., Whitby, and Doddr. think the mean- 
ing is, the first with a special promise ; that which ts 
annexed to the second commandment being rather 
a general assertion belonging to all the command- 
ments, and being a general declaration of the mercy 
God would show to those who kept not only that, 
but ald his commandments ;: while this of which the 
Apostle speaks is really the first and only precept of 
the decalogue that has a particular promise annexed 
to it, peculiar to itself. (See Doddr.) ‘To this, how- 
ever, it has been objected by Hamm. and others, 
that it 7s the only one with a special promise. He 
would interpret, ‘ which is the first commandment of 
the second table, and that with a promise annexed.” 
But this seems too arbitrary a method. Preferable 
is that of the later Commentators, as Wets., Koppe, 
Rosenm., Schleus., and Jaspis, adopted by Slade and 
Valpy, who explain, “ a primary precept; one of the 
principal ;” which sense of rewr. occurs in Matt. 19, 
30, 20, 27. 22, 38. 1 Tim,,1,. 15 &: 16... And. :assu- 
redly a primary precept it is, vel ad fructum, vel ad 
necessitatem observandi, as Rosenm. remarks ;* and 

* Wets. aptly compares a similar sentiment of R. Simeon on 
Deut. 20, 6. Preceptum quintum inter gravia gravissimum est. 
Deus mercedem preceptorum suorum non aperuit, exceptis duobus, 
quorum alterum est gravissimum, alterum facillimum, Honora 
patrem et matrem maximum est preeceptum, ct merces ejus est vita 

VOL. VII. Qu 
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(as Mr. Slade observes) is of peculiar importance, as 
tending, by the injunction of early discipline, to 
secure an obedience to all the rest. ‘Lhe & érayye- 
aia must (I think) have the sense laid down by 
Hamm., “ and that too hasa promise annexed to it.” 
It cannot signify, ‘“ is a primary one because it has,” 
&c.; since (as Rosemn. observes) ‘‘ there is no great 
difference, whether a blessing is promised, or a threat 
denounced ; for both are equally attached to, or im- 
plied in each commandment.” And even when there 
is a communication, God at the same time promises 
a blessing, if that law is observed, and vice versa.” 
I would add, that the above interpretation of 
wxewty which I have adopted, is confirmed by the au- 
thority of Chrysost. and the Greek Commentators, 
who plainly so took it. Thus Theophyl. remarks, 
that 0d Qgovevoeis, ob poryevoers are mere primary 
commandments ; but this ts €v éwayyeAia, hath a pro- 
mise annexed, and therefore is of higher import- 
ance: for (he adds) éxelvar yap ai mpwras, those pri- 
mary ones have no promises or rewards annexed. 

3. iva ed wos yévyTas, Kal or paKgoypovios Erk Tis yis. 
In the Mosaic Law is promised a long life in Pales- 
tine; it being added, “which the Lord thy God 
giveth thee.” But the Apostle, not writing to Jews, 
but Christians, applies what is said of Palestine to 
others also, extends the application, and makes it 
common to all men. The sense of the promise was, 
that the Jewish state should be flourishing and per- 
manent in the promised land, if the children were 
well educated.* But this is applicable to all na- 

longeva. S.D. Of his Classical citations the most important are 
the following: Aristot. Nic. 9, 2. deiv—cal rir dé, kabarep Beots, 
ov macay O€ yovevaty, Ovde yap Ty airhy maze Kal pyzpl, ods ad 
7)V TOV aOpov, i) TOV OTpaTNYyoU, AAG THY TaTPLKYY Opolws Kal py- 
rpikyy’ Kal mayri b€ 7@ mpeoBurépy TYyshy THY KAO? HPukiay, Vravac- 
ragec kat KkarakXioer; and Plut. de frat. am, p. 479 E. wravres— 
Aéyovar kal Gdovat, ws yovevor Tyujy pera Deovs mowWTHY Kai peyia- 
Thy Ere puors 6 Te THY bboy CwEwy Vvopmos awédwKe. See also Mark 
132, 28. 

* The words, however, can scarcely be applied to education, un- 
less in a circuitous manner, namely, since a good education can 
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tions: for the discharge of the duties of life must 
depend upon a careful and religious education, and 
without the due discharge of those duties no state 
can flourish. As to “long life of individuals,” of 
that the passage does not treat. (Rosenm.) 

The Apostle, as writing to Gentile converts, very 
probably omitted the clause “ which the Lord thy 
God,” &c. since (as Doddr. observes) it better 
suited the case of the whole Church to express the 
promise in a general way. As to the interpretation 
given by Rosenm., of the promise, it is highly inge- 
nious, and has been adopted by almost all recent 
Commentators. Yet I cannot consent to exclude 
the first and more obvious application to individuals, 
which, considering that all the promises to the Jews 
were temporal, was likely enough to have been 
given, and (as Chrys. remarks) was a sort of promise 
calculated to have weight with children, and so plain 
that it could not be misunderstood: whereas the 
promise of national continuance in Palestine would 
have but little weight with children. Of course, 
however, this, like all other temporal ones, can have 
no application to Christians. 

4. po) Wapopyigere TX TExva dno, “ Do not provoke 
and irritate them by unnecessary harhness. See the 
note on 4, 26. We have épefigere at Col. 3, QI. 
where is added ive pa d&bupwo, i.e. “ lest they fall 
into a stupid despair, which injudicious severity 
tends to generate.” The Apostle then subjoins an 
admonition which, if attended to, would make 
severe correction little necessary, namely, to give 
the children a sober and religious education, includ- 
ing moral training and careful instruction in such 
knowledge as may be requisite for the station in life 
they are to occupy. 

alone secure this obedience. But a good domestic education de- 
pends on the observance of the above-mentioned duties of the hus- 
band and wife. For, as Theophyl. remarks (from Chrys.) rod ay- 
dpds Kaé rijs yurackds puOpiabértwy Kai rors vdpous ovs abros Pbdcas 
EOnKer, oF TodAOY Kapecrou TH radia broratat 

ie 
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The waidefa is rendered by our English Transla- 
tors nurture. But this is scarcely significant enough. 
By Mackn, correction ; which, however, is too strong 
aterm. It is taken by Koppe to denote the whole 
of the disctplina puerilis, the instruction, whether by 
example, benefits, admonitions, or punishment: ahd 
it is (he observes) synonymous with vov$ecia, which 
signifies, like the Hebr. 1010, the training of the 
mind to virtue; as 1 Sam. 3, 13.-(speaking of Eli), 
ouk evovberes Tovs TaLdas avdrod. Rosenm. and Schleus. 
explain it, ‘‘institutio et disciplina,” whether in 
learning or morals. And they render the whole 
clause: “ educere eos institutione et ad bones mores 
conformare, accommodaté ad preecepta religionis 
Christiane :” which may be the sense; but it seems 
harsh so to take the word. Some separate the za:- 
dela from Kupiov, and take it to denote (as Doddr.. 
observes) such a knowledge of books, men, and 
things as may fit them to appear in life with honour 
and usefulness. But the Kugfov cannot but be re- 
ferred to both; and I can by no means think that 
the Apostle had merely in view literary and _profes- 
sional education. That had never been much neg- 
lected among the Heathens. He probably meant 
(to use the words of Doddr.) ‘‘such a course of disci- 
pline and instruction as properly belongs to a religi- 
ous education, which ought to be employed in form- 
ing them for the Lord, by laying a restraint upon the 
first appearances of every vicious passion, and 
nourishing them up in the words of faith and of good 
doctrine.” (1 Tim. 4,6.) After all, however, it is not 
quite clear that the Apostle had in view any thing 
of training in learning and professional knowledge at 
all. He seems rather to apply the terms properly 
denoting training in general, to moral and religious. 
training, as the likeliest means of securing the obe- 
dience of the children. 

5. of dora bmraxovere roils Kupiois kara caupke. The 
Commentators remark on the prudence here shown 
by the Apostle, who does not aim at. political inno- 
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vation, nor interferes at all with the established rela- 
tions between bond-servants (for such are_ here 
meant) and their masters. ‘ Obey (says he) your 
earthly (kar& oapxa) masters.” The capka, it may 
be observed, is introduced with an indirect reference 
to the Spiritual Master in heaven. 

5. pera déov kal rponov (in which rpemov is, as 
Theophyl. observes, intensive of ¢s@0v) is a formula 
importing the deepest reverence. Sometimes it is 
used in the New Testament of the fear of God. One 
may remark on the distinguishing characteristics of 
the Law, and of the Gospel, as implied in the words 
by which the religious principle is expressed ; i. e. in 
the former, by the fear of God; in the latter, by that 
‘* perfect love which casteth out fear.” Yet I cannot 
assent to the criticism of Koppe, that the phrase is 
here meant to apply directly to God. 

5. év amrnotyts THs Kapdias voy, “ unfeignedly and 
without sullenness.” Koppe compares the Hebrew 
727 Ww in 1 Paral. 29,17. So we say, with right- 
heartedness. ‘The Classical writers use ev dmradryrt. 
And so 2 Cor. 1, 12. 

5. Ws to Xpiore, i. e. (as Koppe explains) ‘‘as if 
the service were unto Christ, the heavenly head, 
who is, in a more eminent sense, the Lord of the 
Christian.” 

6. pa kar’ opbarpodourciay ws dvbpwmeperkor, AAN— 
avipwros. Here is further explained the mode in 
which the service is to be rendered, namely, both in 
the presence and absence of the master. Compare 
Col. 3, 22. 

"Ogbarpodovrciay is a word of rare occurrence, 
in which, as well as in av6zarwraperxos the first part 
of the compound is emphatical, by a sort of subaudi- 
tion of pover. Compare Gal. 1, 10. The latter is 
found in Ps. 53,5. The Commentators compare the 
Latin phrase auribus et oculis servire. But that 
seems not quite of the same nature. More apposite 
is the sentiment adduced by Wets. from Ter. Adelph. 
1,1, 44. Malo coactus qui suum officium facit, Dum 
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id rescitum iri credit, tantisper cavet ; si sperat fore 
clam, rursum ad ingenium redit: quem beneficio 
adjungas, ille ex animo faciet, studet par referre, 
praesens absensque idem est. 

The words 4x’ ws dodA01 rod Xpsorod are explana- 
tory of the ws r@ Xgiorw. The words rosodvres 76 b€Ay- 
pe rod Oeod ex Yuoxys may be paraphrased: “ Doin 
the will of God, by whose providence ye were plaaictl 
ina state of servitude, and therefore performing 
your service heartily and willingly, as being rendered 
to the Lord.” Compare 1 Pet. 2, 16. 

6. €x Wyis, ex animo, feat. Mer’ evvoias, with 
well-affectedness, without sudlenness. Compare Rom. 
13, 5. Wets. cites T. Mag., who remarks that edvole 
applies as well to the inferior with respect to the su- 
perior, as to the superior with respect to the inferior. 
And he gives many Classical examples of the former 
use. Evyvots may, in this sense, be rendered well- 
affected. 

8. eldores OT: 6 env Th ExaoTos rolney, ayaiov. The 
good here spoken of is that which results from the 
discharge of duties whether towards God or towards 
man, and in whatsoever station. This good, it is 
figuratively said, xopseiras, he shall receive, viz. the 
reward of it. Koppe compares the Latin hac referet, 
for factorum preemia hec referet. See 2 Cor. 5, 10. 
1 Cor. 7, 22. 2,13. Gal. 3, 28. Kupiov, it is plain 
from the context, must mean Christ, not God, as 
some explain. 

Q. Kal of kupsor, &c. The xal is explained by 
Koppe, contra vero. But it may rather be rendered 
vicissim. On the words ta adr& roseire pds avrovs, it 
is not necessary to press, as do the antient Commen- 
tators; nor to confine them to the pera edvolas, as 
do the more recent Commentators; nor to take ra 
aira& moire (as do some antients and also Capell.) of 
condescension. And Capell. cites Senec. Ep. 47. 
where he calls servants our consortes, humble friends, 
fellow-servants. It may be better regarded as a 
popular phrase, importing ‘* Do your duties towards 
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them with like sincerity and alacrity.” Perhaps also 
the Apostle may hint at the injunction of Jesus, to 
*¢do unto others as we would they should do unto us.” 
Nay, Seneca in Ep. 47. (cited by Wets.) concludes a 
similar admonition to condescension and kindness to 
servants with a similar precept, “Sic cum inferiore 
vivas, quemadmodum tecum superiorem vellas vi- 
vere. See also Joseph. Ant. 6,7. cited by Wets. 

In order to illustrate the injunction as to what 
they are to do, the Apostle gives an example of 
what they are not to do: adverting to a fault in mas- 
ters which is inconsistent with any sense of responsi- 
bility towards a common master, namely, a mi- 
natory, objurgatory, and passionate demeanour, since 
it tends to destroy that well-affectedness which is 
the most powerful of all human motives to fidelity of 
service. Such is (I think) the sense of the expres- 
sion aveévres aresaxy, and not that which is assigned 
by some early moderns, namely, “‘ remitting the pu- 
nishments ye have threatened:” for a habit of not 
carrying threatened punishment into effect is what 
the Apostle could never have meant to inculcate. 
Nor can I approve of the expositions of more recent 
Commentators, “ Do not treat them harshly, as 
before.” ‘The Apostle’s injunction (I think) reaches 
further, and forbids all menacing and passionate de- 
meanour. (See Doddr.) Nor need we fancy in avév-- 
res any reference to what they Aad done; (in which 
view Mackn. renders, ‘‘ moderating your threats.”) 
It merely signifies to det alone, forbear ; as in Ps. 27, 
8. which the Apostle seems to have had in mind; 
(though the Commentators do not notice it): 
‘** Abide patiently upon the Lord. Leave off wrath, 
let go displeasure ; fret not thyself, lest thou be 
moved to do evil.” Wets. adduces several examples 
of the phrase; as Thucyd. 3, 10. tiv pév rod Mydou 
Exloav avévres; and Plut. Alex. p. 667 £. ws d€ éwpa 
Tov immoy adeKora THy amrelrry. 

The article seems to be used, as when applied to 
nouns of virtues and vices ; in which case it appears 
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to designate habit. On rpocwroaytia see the note 
on Gal. 2, 6. 

10. The Epistle at length concludes with a most 
weighty exhortation, namely, that the Christians be 
constant in the religion, even amidst their direst cala- 
mities, with which the Apostle does not dissemble 
every Christian must, especially in those times, 
struggle. Now the exhortation is expressed under 
the similitude of a soldier, who, thoroughly armed, 
proceeds boldly to battle, and stands out, till he 
either fall in the fight, or leave the field conqueror. 
(Koppe.) Compare 2 Cor. 10, 4. 1 Thess. 5, 8. 

The above, however, seems an undue limitation of 
the sense. The Apostle treats of constancy in resist- 
ing temptations of every kind to desert the faith of 
Christ. 
We have here a military allusion. Grot. compares 

2 Tim. 2, 1. Ps. 52, 7. Sept. But Iam surprised he 
and the other Commentators should have omitted a 
locus geminus in 1 Cor. 16, 13. ypyyopeire, oryKere ev 
Ty wioTEs, avopiSerbe, Kpurerodobe, where see the note. 

"Ev Kupiw is by almost all Commentators rendered 
‘* per dominum.” And thus the words ev +o kpares 
Tis icxvos adrod will signify, “ in dependance upon 
his strength.” But it seems better to take Kup. for 
the religion of Christ, and interpret the phrase of 
steadfastness in the profession of it ; as in a parallel 
passage of 1 Cor. 16, 13. orjKxere & 7H wiores. Both 
the antient and modern Commentators agree in re- 
garding kpares trys icyves adrod as a Hebraism, by 
which two substantives of cognate signification are 
used, to express the sense of one of them in a greater 
degree. 

11. €vddcucbe tiv ravorriay Tov Bod, ress Td duvac- 
hai—diaBorov. The Apostle here follows up the mi- 
litary metaphor, and evolves it by a kind of allegory ; 
first comparing, in a general way, the strong motives 
to steadfastness in the Gospel supplied by the aids 
and supports it imparts here, and the glorious hopes 
it reveals hereafter. Having first expressed this gene- 
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rally, and shown its spiritual meaning he then 
proceeds to apply it particularly. 

Ilavoraia signifies the complete apparatus of 
arms for an oplite, whether offensive or defensive. 
On which Koppe refers to a remarkable passage of 
Polyb. 6, 21. Tod cod, i. e. supplied by God, as it 
were the spiritual armour ; though all the support 
comes, either directly or indirectly, from God. The 
application is obvious: but the reader may consult 
the notes of Mackn. and Doddr. 

11. orjvai rps. The sense is, “to stand against, 
effectually withstand and resist.” Koppe compares 
Marc. Anton. 6, 41. mpis &vOpwrev orivar crac ro- 
aewiov. ‘The word is properly applied to persons, but 
sometimes (as here) figuratively to things. MeOadelas 
is another military term, and denotes stratagems, 
literaliy maneuvres. See the notes on 4, 14. and 2 
Macc. 13, 18. So in Philo 63 s. (cited by Loesner), 
p-e40d08 and reyvol are synonymous. [add Nicepho- 
rus Hist. 46 n. 7 €répais maaw tporois Tod movnpod pe- 
Godelas tiv amaryy cicdeyopevor Td emayyeana YOErouy, 
** abandoned their profession.” 

It is remarkable how studious the recent Com- 
mentators are to remove from this passage, as well as 
others, all notion of demoniacal agency. The term 
diafor0s properly signifies a calumniator, reviler ; 
which may apply to the case in question as regards 
God, and even men: but it is more probable that 
there is especial reference to the sense of deceiving, 
often found in diefarxrw and its derivatives. See 2 
Cereals 3: 

12. Ors odk Cori ypiv 4 rary mpds aiue Kal capKa. 
The word waay is properly a gymnastic term. So 
Plut. 2, 638. (cited by Wets.) reyvixwraroy kal ravoup- 
yoraroy toy abanarwv tiv marw ovoast. But the 
Apostle, as in other places, unites military and ago- 
nistical allusions. I. would compare a similar passage 
of Max. Tyr. vp. 5, 9. 1,'79. where we have mention 
of Socrates struggling with Melitus, with bonds, and 
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poison: next the Philosopher Plato, struggling with 
a tyrant’s anger, a rough sea, and the greatest dan- 
gers; then Xenophon, struggling with the perjuries 
of Tissaphernes, the snares of Arizeus, the treachery 
of Meno, and royal machinations; and lastly Dio- 
genes struggling with adversaries even more for- 
midable, namely, poverty, infamy, hunger, and cold. 

The Commentators here rightly supply povov. By 
aipa Kei cepKe is plainly meant mere man; asin Gal. 
1, 16. where see the note. Hebr. 2, 14. raan apis 
sagka. Se Herod. 1,17. Hom. Il. 6. 369. and Virg. 
En. 9, 375. cited by Wets. Theophyl. explains: 
avipwrovs opororabels yuiv Kal iooduvanovs. By the 
force of the antithesis we cannot but see that demo- 
niacal opposers are meant; as is clear, too, from ver. 
1 6. re Bern Tov movypod. 

In the agyas and €foveias the Commentators no- 
tice the same adaptation as in the case of good angels 
to the customs as yet prevalent in earthly govern- 
ment. See Theophyl. and Matt. 12, 26. On the 
sense of kocpoxparogas, or at least to whom it is to be 
applied, Commentators are not agreed. Some refer 
it to the Jewish rulers and doctors. But those exer- 
cised far too little power to make any such term ap- 
plicable. The antient and most modern Commenta- 
tors rightly regard the term as meant to designate 
demoniacal powers holding their habitation in the 
world, and exerting much influence in its affairs. 
The best modern Commentators notice that the 
Jews not only applied the term xospoxparwp to sove- 
reigns, as the Emperors of Rome, Persia, &c.* but 
also to the Devil, who is in Joh. 12, 31. called the 
apyuyv To Koopov TovTov. So Vajikra, r. 18. (cited by 
Wets.) eo tempore Deus S. B. vocavit angelum mor- 
tis, ipsique dixit ; quamvis te feci koopoxperopa super 
homines, nulla tamen tibi in hance gentem (Israelitas 

* Thus the word is used by the Schol. on Aristoph. Nub. 397. of 
the king of Egypt; and is applied by Orpheus to Apollo and Pan. 
See Wolf. 
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scil.), quia sunt filii mei. And so in Jambl. de Myst. 
Egypt. ) 2 & 3. the koopoxpardpes are the of ra brs 
cEanvyy ororyein otoixodvres. So also Irenexus 1, 1. 
diaPoroy bv Kal KorpoKpaTooa KaAovTIv. ‘hus, then, the 
words here used designate powerful enemies and op- 
posers of the Gospel of every kind, both human, and 
superhuman. 

12. pos TR wveupariKke TIS Tovypings ev ToIS exrougaviols. 
These words are not a little obscure, and have been 
variously interpreted. One thing seems certain, 
that the ra rvevparike tyS movygias must designate 
the bands of evil demons just before adverted to, 
taypare being understood. ‘Ts wrovypias is put 
for the cognate adjective, by a common Hebraism. 
But on the év trois éxovgaviois we are not enabled to 
pronounce with such certainty. Rosenm. remarks 
that the words cannot be connected with reéay yap 
yply €ort, since the contest is on earth; nor with 
mvevywarike, for the evil spirits are never said to be 
resident in heaven. He notices the common opinion 
(supported also by Koppe) that péex is to be under- 
stood: and he does not deny that the habitation of 
the angels, both good and bad, was, by the Jews, 
placed in the air. See supra, 2. 7 €Sovrla rov depos 
(where see the note). But, he adds, the ra erovpavia 
are not places under heaven, in the clouds and air: 
for those are vmepoveavia. And he, in conjunction 
with others, supplies mpaéypeo1, and assigns this 
sense, ‘fin order to obtain the heavenly benefits.” 
But I see not how this sense (though it may not be 
inapposite) can be elicited from the words. And as 
to his objection to the common interpretation, it 
seems to be very frigid. Upon the whole, indeed, 
that interpretation seems to involve the least diffi- 
culty. On the-terms here used it is not necessary 
to press. - It is sufficient for us to regard the words 
(which Locke renders, “ the spiritual managers of 
the opposition to the kingdom of God”) as desig- 
nating (as Doddr. says) those revolted spirits who, 
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whatever be their residence, are continually em- 
ployed in propagating wickedness. 

13. did rovTo avaraere tiv mavoraiay tod @eov. 
The di rovro, like ody elsewhere, has a resumptive 
force; the exhortation at ver. 11. (for ver. 12. is pa- 
renthetical) being repeated. “AvaadGere is synony- 
mous with the évdtcacbe at ver. 11., and as it pro- 
perly signifies to take up (ava), so it is often used 
with words signifying arms. See Wetstein’s ex- 
amples. (Koppe.) It was therefore used both of 
putting on a cloak or vest, and of putting on armour ; 
as in Joseph. Ant. 4, 5, 2. 20,.5,'7. The avriorives 
is here nearly synonymous with the orjvas mpos at 
ver; 11. 

13. €v Ty 7peoe, “ in the evil day of calamity and 
persecution ;”’ such as the Apostle knew was ¢hen, 
and would be more and more the case. It signifies, 
too, the evil day of temptation, from the remains of 
unsubdued passions worked upon by the great spiri- 
tual foe and his inferior agents. 

13. kal dmovta Karepyacdpevos otyvar. Here we 
have a finely conceived sentence, to which great 
spirit is imparted by the point at orjvo1, as opposed 
to avtioryvoer. On the sense of xarepy. Commenta- 
tors are not agreed. Almost all the early moderns, 
and also our English ‘Translators and Doddr., ren- 
der, ‘“‘ having effected, accomplished, done all to 
stand.” Others, as Beza, Zanch, and Koppe, ren- 
der, ‘* having conquered all enemies ;” the neuter 
being taken for the masculine. And the verb is 
often so used. The sense, indeed, is nearly the same 
upon either interpretation ; but the latter seems the 
most apposite, and least violent. Certain it is that 
or7jvas cannot have the sense which some Commen- 
tators (as Rosenm.) ascribe to it, namely, to stand 
ready for the engagement. rivoi is used for repi- 
viverbas to survive the contest, stand triumphant over 
the difficulty. So Thucyd. 5, 102. fin. kal dpiy ro 
pev iGo evbds avermioroy, pera O¢ Tod Opwpevov éTs Kab 
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orjvar eamis doas. See the note on 2 Cor. 4, 8., 
which passage, and that of Thucyd., together with 
the passages cited in the note, place the interpreta- 
tion beyond doubt. As to Rosenmuller’s objections, 
they are too frivolous to deserve attention. It is, 
moreover, supported by the authority of the antient 
Commentators. See Theophyl. 

The éravre refers to all obstacles, whether of per- 
sons, or things, including (as Theophyl. explains) all - 
the passions and evil affections excited in the heart 
by the author of all evil. f 

14. The Apostle, again, for the third time, re- 
sumes the former exhortation ; and this, in order to 
develope the nature of the duty, by tracing its va- 
rious parts. Here it is well remarked by Jaspis: 
* Totus locus est comparatio dilatata cum perpetua 
explicatione. Quare non argutandum est in singulis 
verbis ; nam omnes h. |. commemorate species ar- 
morum, redeunt tamen ad unum genus: arma; in 
applicatione: subsidia constantie. Ornatus nostree 
dilatatee comparationis minimé est cum pulvisculo 
discutiendus.” And yet I agree with Mr. Valpy, 
that though ‘“‘there is no need too curiously to ex- 
plain in what the peculiar correspondence between 
the Christian virtues and the several parts of armour 
consists, it is plain enough, in most cases, what the 
Apostle means, and how he would have believers be 
armed for their warfare.” 

In this accommodation of the metaphor the Apostle 
shows admirable acuteness and address. The orjre 
signifies stand to ‘your arms, or stand firmly; that 
being (as Theophyl. remarks) the first thing the 
soldier learns. TepiSwocpevor rijv oo Gov tpoy ev ary- 
bei, for w. T. 0. 6. €. &. Ws Gwoript, OF rEpISwpars. 
There is here an allusion to the belts with which the 
flowing vests of the Orientals required to be girded 
up for any active employment, the TiN. *Ev aaydeia, 
‘truth and sincerity, true and sincere belief, the 
bracer up and support of religious constancy.” See 
Ps. 109, 18. Of the figurative sense of rept. Wets. 
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gives many examples. I would add similar senti- 
ments in Philo Jud. 139 £. apis ody edyapiotiay Kal 
Tipjy TOO mavroKparopos EUgwyos Kal EUmpercis ywadueda, 
perarow maporrovpevar. Pseudo Joseph. 1404, 20. 
Karoxayabia kaborrmcapevoss & 1405,45. kalorracwpcda 
tiv To0 Oeiou Aoyiop.od waloxpareiav. 

14. evduoduevor tov Adpaxa +r. 0. The bwpag an- 
swers to the Heb. JW, and signifies Lorica, breast- 
plate, By disxasouvn must be here meant the con- 
stant practice of the moral and Christian virtues, 
(so Theophyl.: rav Kabcrou evdperoy Biov), which 
would be the surest safeguard against the calumnies 
of Pagan adversaries, and would be the best defence 
against the arts of those who tempted them to for- 
sake their religion ; since they would have to show 
such parts of it as would evince its efficacy. It 
would also be the best infernal support and consola- 
tion, like the nil conscire sibi, nulld pallescere culpd of 
the Poet. 

15. kal Urodyncaupevos Tos modas ev Eromacia T.€.T. €. 
These words have occasioned the Commentators no little trouble ; 

nor is it easy to so fix the interpretation as to remove all doubt. 
Mackn. thinks the preparation of the Gospel of peace means the vir- 
tues which, in the first ages, were necessary to those who travelled 
through the world to preach the Gospel, namely, fortitude, perseve- 
rance, self-government, and peaceableness. For these qualities 
were a great preservative against the evils to which they were ex- 
posed. And this mode of interpretation is supported by the an- 
tients. Yet itseems erroneous ; for surely the words refer to all 
Christians, and not preachers of the Gospel only. Some eminent 
modern Commentators, as Koppe and Rosenm., observe that the 
feet were shod, to promote firmness in standing (so ver. 14. 
orire ovv), which the military boot would give, by means of the 
spikes or hob-nails with which the heels were armed. And they 
refer to Juven. Sat. 3, 22. 16,24 & 25., and the notes of Ruperti. 
To which I'add Thucyd 3,29. joay d€ evaradeis re rH Orhioet, Kai 
roy aptarepoy dda pdvor Urodedepévor Aopadreias Eveka THs Tpos 
tov mndov. They also refer to Ezra, 2, 68. 3, 8., and Zach. 5, If. 
But the chief purpose for which shoes are worn is surely defence 
against the roughness of the road; and this is manifestly alluded 
to in the word érowuacia. For although the above Commentators 
think it denotes firmness and constancy, as of the base and founda- 
tion of an edifice, yet (as Schleus. remarks) even granting (what — 
could not well be proved) that it might signify firmness, and there- 
fore, by a metaphor, constancy of mind (as in the noble passage of 
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Young, ‘* On reason build resolve, that column of true majesty in 
man.”), yet that signification would not here be apposite: for 
the Apostle is speaking of those helps to constancy in religion sup- 
plied by God. Schleus. renders it: ‘ instar pedum armature sit 
vobis doctrina salutaris, animo vestro semper obversans, que vobis 
semper in promptu sit.” I cannot, however, but think that the 
Apostle had in view not merely constancy in maintaining the faith, 
but in fulfilling its moral precepts in the whole tenour of our con- 
duct. So Theophyl.: Biitvres cara 7d evayyédov: for, he adds, 
the feet are a symbol of life and conduct; as before, ‘‘ See that ye 

walk circumspectly,” Nor must the érouuacia be explained, as it is 
done by Schleus., and partly by Locke ; by which the word loses 
much of its native force. Besides, the military allusion in TOL fe 
will not permit this. Liable to the same objection (namely, that of 
undue limitation of the sense) is the interpretation of Doddr. and 
Slade, who think it is meant to point out the preparation which the 
Gospel makes for our defence, by that peaceful temper it inculcates, 
that mild and moderate demeanour, which was of so much impor- 
tance in protecting the early Christians from the fury and malice of 
persecution.” It is surely very uncritical to make the whole sen- 
tence, as it were, turn on the pivot of a genitive at the conclusion of 
it. The eipfvn rather has reference to that “‘ peace between God 
and the soul,” produced by the Gospel, and which is an earnest of 
happiness hereafter, what St. Paul, at Rom. 5, 1., calls peace with 
God, which, at Phil. 4, 7., he says, passeth all understanding, and 

therefore generates that holy confidence with which we may rely on 
his support and defence. In fine, preferring, as I systematically do, 
the most extensive sense any words will bear, I would propose the 
following paraphrastical version of the passage. ‘‘ And (like as 
soldiers have their feet shod with sandals armed with iron as a pre- 
paration or defence against the roughness, and security against the 
slipperiness or miriness of the roads) so do ye arm yourselves against 
the roughness, and secure yourselves against the slippery tempta- 
tions of your Christian course,-by being, as it were, shod with the 
preparation and defence supplied by the Gospel of peace, even the 
strong motives to constancy in religion, and a holy life, supplied by 
the Gospel of salvation.” So Jaspis: “‘ ad profliganda et debel- 
Janda omnia irritamenta malorum.” 

16. éri wraow cvarnBovres Tov Gupeov ris mwicTews. 
The é€xi wacw, may either be rendered, ‘in all 
things,”’ as it is done by the antients and the moderns, 
as Montan. and Est., or, with the early moderns, 
‘«above all ;” which interpretation is supported by 
Col. 3,14. Yet most recent Commentators render © 
it “over, or upon, or in addition to all.” But this 
yields a feeble sense, and the second interpretation 
(which was also adopted by our English Translators) 
deserves the preference. 
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"AvaraBovres, “ taking up.” See the note supra 
ver. 13. Toy bupesy ris zicrews, “ the ample shield 
of faith.” Such, I conceive, is the sense; éeris and §0- 
peos being, as the recent Commentators observe, used 
without distinction. Yet the 6dgeos, properly denoted 
the ample, oblong, and dvor-like shield used by the 
hoplites, which the Apostle has here in view; and 
aonr.,* in the larer writers, at least denoted the small 
round buckler of the Peltastz, or light armed. 
Wets. compares Sil. Ital. 11, 206. Armatumque 
‘fide pectus. 

At the words following év & duvjcecbe mavra Ta 
Béry rod wovypod Tra rerugwpeva oBecas, some Com- 
mentators have unnecessarily stumbled. ‘There is 
no incongruity, but only a somewhat harsh dwelling 
onthe metaphor. The féay rerupwpeéva, it is well 
known, were small slender spicula of cane, made use 
of to set wooden buildings or tents on fire. Now, 

* With which word the Etymologists have been somewhat per- 
plexed. There can be no doubt but that it comes from aw, the 
future tense of &z7w, to join, by a common metathesis. It is 
therefore (as Lennep says), the same word with és or band, the 
Gothic and Ang. Sax. pPeyp; and our old term hasp is the same 
word. Thus, it properly signifies a band, or buckle, and then a 
buckler, or shield with a buckle or strap to fasten it to the arm. 

+ Their form is accurately described by Ammian. 23, 4., Veget. 

2, 18., and Servius on Ain. 9, 705., allcited by Wets., together with 
many other passages, from which it would appear that the earliest 
account of their use on record is that of Thucyd. 2, 75., where he 
says that the Plateeans covered their wooden wall with raw hides, 
&c., to defend it from the fiery darts of the enemy, darn pire roppo~ 
pots otarots (addeofMar. But I am surprised Wets. should have 
omitted Herodot.S, 52.,who makes mention of a yet earlier use 
of them by the Persians against the wooden walls of the Areopagus 
at Athens. His words are these: dxws orureiov wept rovs diarovs 
mepilévres aWevav, érdgevoy és ro dpcypa. Wets. has collected 
numerous passages from Philo, Appian, Diodorus, and Herodian, 
(and to these I could add many from Dio Cass., Arrian, and other 
writers), from which it would appear that these were almost always 
called zupddpoe disroi, or rupddpa /[3édkn. The only instance in 
which servpwpéva occurs, is in Apoll. Bibl. 2,4. Hence, in Diodor. 
Sic. t. 9,119., for wupcoddpovs, I would read zuppdpovs, and in 
Zosim. 3, 25, 5., for tupoddpwr Bédwr, rupddpwy (3. Hence, too, 
is confirmed and illustrated, Auschyl. Theb. 441., wézoa dv avrod 
bby dikn TOY TupPopoY "Hier Kxepavyor, Where Bp. Blomfield 
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shields being usually coated over with brass, or other 
metal, would effectually extinguish these burning 
darts ; for, as we find from the passage of Arrian, 
cited by Wets., they were easily extinguished by any 
rapid or sudden jerk, and required some soft sub- 
stance whereon to fix themselves, being always 
thrown from a very weak bow; and therefore, they 
must have been, as to metal, or any stiff leather tela 
imbellia sine ictu. 

It is evident that rod diePcrov cannot signify (as 
Rosenm. and other recent Commentators would ex- 
plain it,) the adversary, or persecutor, but (as Koppe 
acknowledges,) the Devil, mentioned supra ver. 11., 
whose siferion agents, the adversaries, calumniators, 
&c. were. Besides, the term 6 d:a@Bor0s, is a very 
common one in Scripture, to denote Satan. 

Hliorss must here denote “ entire, complete, and 
unshaken reliance on God and Christ for present 
protection, and future salvation.” With the use of 
the 4uceos riorews, I would compare ‘Psi! 1BS62 
COwKaS pe brepacmicpsy cwrnpias od. Nor is this a 
Hebr aism. Thus “Eschyl. Ay. 1412. aomis—Yeoacous. 

17. Kai THY mepikedaraiay Tod cwryplov déGacbe. As 
the Apostle is alluding to the full armed soldier, he 
adds: “ Take unto yourself the helmet of salvation.” 
It is plain that rod cwrypiov is for ris cwrypias; as in 
Is. 38,.11., Ps..84, 7., Luke 2, 30. 3, 6., Acts 28, 28. 
By salvation, however, as the best Commentators are 
agreed, is meant the hope of salvation; q.d. ‘* Take 
as an helmet the hope of salvation.” And this is 
placed beyond doubt by a similar passage of 1 Thes. 
5, 8., évduoapevov mepikeParaiay érrida cwrypias. “The 
ratio metaphore 1 is too obvious to need explanation. 

17. kal tiv payoawayv To mveipatos. On the sense of 
this clause Commentators are divided in opinion. 

ingeniously conjectures zvpotyvdov. But the allusion which the 
Poet (himself a military man) has to the use of these jiery darts, 
sufficiently defends the present reading, which is also confirmed by 
what | suspect to be a kind of parody upon it by the old Apapartpo- 
practi’, Aristoph. Av. 1248., pérabpa—karabarocw myepdparsey 
merous. 

VOL. VII. 2x 
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Many recent ones, as Rosenm., would take rod xveugs. 
to signify antmi. But this is manifestly lowering the 
sense. Others take rot rvejparos for Ocod. But this 
is unnecessary. ‘To omit many other interpretations, 
which may be seen in Pole, Wolf, and others, I main- 
tain, with some antient and modern Commentators, 
that rod wveyu. must mean the Holy Spirit ; and 
pipe @eod, which is usually thought to mean the 
Scripture (though, by the recent Commentators, ex- 
plained by the vague term doctrine of the Gospel), 
must denote both the revelations of the Holy Spirit 
to man in the Scriptures of the Old Testament, and 
also in the promulgation of the Gospel of Christ 
with such glorious power in that age. Now this 
would supply the best offensive weapon against all 
the attacks of adversaries, as supplying abundant 
matter to refute all their objections. | 

18. di macys mpooevyyjs. The Apostle now 
drops the metaphorical allusions of the preceding 
elegant passage, and inculcates a duty by which 
alone the important helps and precious advantages 
above represented can be secured, namely, the exer- 
cise of prayer ; and by engrafting it so closely on 
the preceding clause, he intends especially to suggest 
the mode by which the sword of the Holy Spirit, even 
God’s word and Gospel, can be made effectual, by 
prayer for grace and assistance to comprehend and 
apply it. 

The phraseology presents nothing of difficulty. 
The only thing worthy of notice is that appearance 
of pleonasm, which is usually ascribed to Hebrew 
adiom, but (as on many other occasions) has been 
occasioned by intense fervour of mind in the sacred 
writers. Here the Ephesians are directed not only 
to pray, but to pray ‘“‘ with every kind of prayer,” 
with earnest supplication; in which there is a 
climax, and the terms are not (as some say) synony- 
mous. So Theophyl.: oy amas, arrd did raons 
mporevyxys Kal denoews, TIS meTa KAaUOuOD, THS mera 
TTEepoKTumias, THS peTa yovuKrAicias. I would add 
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Hebr, 5, 7., “he offered up prayers with strong 
crying and tears.” Now this they are to do at all 
times, and év wveymars, which signifies ex animo, 
heartily. So éxk ys, supra, ver. 7. 

The words following are meant to illustrate the 
mode in which this duty is to be performed: and «is 
QUT ToUTO aypumvevvres, explains the év ravtl Kaige, 
** assiduously continuing in it ;” as when it is said of 
*‘ praying night and day.” It denotes (as Theophyl. 
observes), tay vv tas Wuy7s. The rporxacrepyois 
is a stronger expression than rporevyjs, since it sige 
nifies a long continuing in prayer, i.e. long con- 
tinued prayer. And at dejoes we must repeat racn, 
and understand it, of supplication of the most earnest 
sort. On the injunction of earnest supplication and 
fervent prayer for spiritual aids, under the trials and 
persecutions which awaited them, the Apostle en- 
grafts that of prayer, for the support and welfare of 
Christians in general. 

Such, I conceive, is the true purport of the passage, 
of which the recent Commentators (as Koppe) have, 
by too much refining, whetted away the edge. 

Of «is ard rodro, examples are given by Wets. 
from 2 Pet. 1, 5., Rom. 13, 6. 9, 17., 2 Cor. 5, 5.,.7, 
11., Gal. 2, 19.,; Coloss. 4, 8. 

19. Kal vmep enod—rod cayyeaion. The Com- 
mentators remark on the modesty of the Apostle in 
entreating their prayers. On the sense of ive da67 
adcyes, they are not so well agreed. It is, by most 
Interpreters, thought that dsdevar adyev signifies to 
give a power and ability ; by others, an occasion of 
speaking. And the phrase is of frequent occurrence 
in the Classical writers, from whom Wets. produces 
many examples. Perhaps both senses may here be 
united. 

12. éy avoi£es rod oropares wou savours of Hebraism ; 
but the examples of Kypke prove that the metaphor 
extended to the Greek language in general. It is 
regarded by many as a mere pleonasm. It seems, 
however, to import boldness of speech. So that I 

2x2 
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know not whether the sense can be better repre- 
sented than in our common translation. Doddr. 
thinks the Apostle has here reference to his impedi- 
ment in speech. But that seems to be too hypotheti- 
cal. In the parallel passage of Col. 4, 3., we have 
iva Ocis dvolEn rpiv Gupav rov Adyou, with which Kypke 
compares Liban. Ep.575. From what follows, it 
should seem as if, being in bonds, he expected soon 
to be brought to an hearing, and to be permitted to 
speak for himself. (So Acts 26.) Yet 1 have some- 
times thought, that this language, and what follows, 
might be partly meant to soften the chagrin they 
might feel at the freedom of censure he had pre- 
viously employed, which might easily be paralleled 
with many other examples of similar delicate con- 
trivance. And it ought not to be objected, that 
Asyos is used ;* since the very same application of 
Adyos to writing occurs in the best authors, and is 
pes in 1 Cor. 6, 11., 7d cropa apy avewye mpas 

as. 

The term puorypiov tov edayyertov can require little 
explanation. It must have reference to those parts 
of the Gospel which had been especially a mystery 
to both Jews and Gentiles, as that of the Gentiles 
being placed on an equal footing with the Jews; 
that all are equally guilty before God, and therefore 
cannot be saved by works, but by the free grace of 
God: and such other ‘* deep things” as the “Apostle 
has revealed 1 in his Epistles. 

20. treép ob mperevw ev oiauces, ‘for which Gospel, 
and the dissemination of the mysterious truths which 
it reveals,” &c. IIpec bev, €. &. does not signify Stak 
am grown old in bounds.” ‘The verb zpeoPedw signi- 
fies to act the part of reecReds, namely, in delivering 

This, Theophyl. observes, shows that he did not meditate what he 
said, but, as Christ saith (Matt. 10, 19.), ‘‘ take no thought how, or 
what ye shall speak, for it shall be given you in that same hour what 
ye shall speak ;” so Paul, opening his mouth, uttered what God 
supplied to him, and thus accomplished every thing by divine grace.” 
Hence (he adds), may be understood what is meant by the sword of 
the Spirit, namely, the word of God. 
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asolemn message from one prince or state to ano- 
ther, and, in a general way, to discharge the office of 
ambassador. So it is used by the best authors. 
Koppe remarks that it does not differ from aréarroros 
civat Tod Xpicrov. It is strange that the Commenta- 
tors should not have compared the very similar pas- 
‘sage of 2 Cor. 5, 20. “* Now, then, we are ambassa- 
dors in Christ’s behalf: be ye reconciled unto God. ‘ 
This office (he says) he discharges €v anuoes, scil. wy.* 
Koppe compares 3 a Bec ptoy elvat ToD Xpiorov. 

The words ive €v airo—aaajoos are further expla- 
natory of the words at ver. 19. where see the note. 

_ Ey adr, in the speaking of it.” Koppe and Rosenm. 
join rapénordacopas with ravajoo. But the common 
mode of construing the passage seems preferable. 
See Gal. 4, 16. and the note. It is remarked by 
Theodoret : Tarw be THY uel edeiSe magebappivey 
avrous, Kal OLOKTKWY, WS Ov det ane, 7) épudoiay ev Tois 
res tou Aeczorov Ady LOT bY, ANAC cepviver bas Kah 

Aapmedver ba. 

21, 22. These verses form the Epilogus or Coda, 
which in this chapter is very brief. 

At ra kar’ ’pémust be understood reéypara. This 
is further explained by the more Classical phrase 7: 
mpacow. Examples of both phrases are adduced by 
the Philologists. The sense is, ‘‘ see what is. the 
state of my 7 affairs,” as we say, seehow Ido. Sol 
Sam. 17, 18. “See how thy brethren fare.” The 
Apostle had doubtless other reasons for sending 
Tychicus. For (as we have before seen) he left it to 
the bearers of his Epistle to explain some matters con- 
tained in them, to see that the directions were car- 
ried into effect, &c. 

Tychicus, who is mentioned also in Col. 4, 7.2 2 Tim.’ 
4, 12. and Tit. 3, 12., was one of Paul’s Sakevons or 
assistants in the propagation of the Gospel. We find 

* Theophyl, Wets., and Doddr., here recognize an allusion to 
the violation of the person of an ambassador, which was always sa- 
cred, This, however, seems not very probable. 
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from Acts 20, 4. that he was born in Proconsular 
Asia. 

On the terms ayaryris and miotis it is well ob- 
served by Theophyl., that if dyar. he must know all 
things; and if mior., he will not deceive. "Ev Kupio 
is taken by Koppe and Rosenm. for dsa roy Kugiov, Ku- 
piov evexa. It simply signifies “in the business of the 
Gospel ;” as & aJrw in the verse preceding. So 
Theophyl.: €v rois betas. 

22. ov erepa—iudv. The Apostle here declares 
the further purpose he had in view in sending Ty- 
chicus, namely, that he might comfort, and confirm 
them in the faith. For all this the rapaxaa. seems to 
import; though the Commentators only dwell on 
the first sense. 

23, 24. These last two verses contain the usual 
Apostolical benedictions, which here, however, differ 
in some slight respects from those elsewhere. 

"Eipyyy must (as in the preceding formulas of 
benediction) signify, not concord (as Koppe explains 
it), but blessing of every kind, spiritual and temporal. 
The ayarn pera wicrews has not before occurred: 
and as in 2 Pet. 1, 5. we have, “ Add to your faith 
virtue,” so here St. Paul prays, that with their faith 
may be conjoined Christian love, in which it seems 
they were deficient. So at 12, 10. the Apostle ex- 
horts to brotherly love: and at Gal. 5, 13, he has 
the admonition, by love to serve one another. But 
especially at Gal. 5,6. he bids them, “ strive after 
faith which worketh by love ;” (where see the note). 
It is observed by Hardy, that these two united have 
the promise of eternal life. 

At eipyvy—axo @eod must plainly be supplied «fy, 
‘“be (granted).” 

24. This benediction slightly differs from the 
others. 

24. 7 yapis is rendered by some, ‘“ this grace ;”. 
article for pronoun. But I prefer repeating @eod Kab 
Kupiov I. X. from the preceding verse. "Agbapota 
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must not be joined with Xpiorod (as it is done by 
Wets.), but with ayary; and it is well explained by 
Grot., Hamm., Koppe, and Rosenm., constantly, 
perpetually, unceasing ly ; ; though it may also denote 
sincerity, as Erasmus renders vis And so Locke, 
Whitby, and Wells, ‘ without mixing or joining any 
thing with him in the work of salvation, thus cor- 

- rupting the simplicity of the Gospel.” 2 Cor. 11, 3. 
Gal. 5, 2. Both senses (I agree with Mr. Slade) may 
be included. Theophyl. explains: pa ev TAdTe, 7H 
év 00Fa, AAW Ev Toles apbaprais. 



EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. 

CHAP. I. 

Verse 1. Hataos cal Tipcbeos. ‘Timothy had ac- 
companied Paulin each journey to Philippi (see Acts 
16 & 20.), and was therefore known to and esteemed 
by the Philippiaas. ‘The present Epistle seems to 
have been dictated to Timothy. 

1. dodaos "I. X. This was the name applied to all 
ministers of Christ employed in preaching the Gos- 
pel. (Rosenm.) I have before remarked that the 
term is not peculiar to the Scriptual writers, but is 
sometimes found in the Classical ones, as applied 
to priests of the heathen gods. 

The reason why he does not here, according to his 
custom, prefix the title of Apostle, Wets. thinks is 
this, that he might not seem to have received what 
they had sent as a debt, but as a free gift, 4, 11. 14, 
15 °& 16: 

1. ody érioKorols Kal OieKovals. 
On the exact import of the term ézicxomos there has been much 

discussion among Commentators and Theologians. If the term 
have here the sense in which it is usually taken, the difficulty will 

be how te account for the mention of bishops (two or more), when 
we should expect but one. This difficulty some Episcopalian writers, 
as Hamm., would remove by supposing that the Epistle was in- 
tended for several cities, of which Phillippi was the metropolis ; and 
that the salutation is meant for the presidents of each. But this is 
evidently an hypothesis formed * for the nonce,” and only cuts the 
knot ; not to say that it is inconsistent with the striking particulari- 
ties in the Epistle, which evidently fix it to the Christians of Phi- 
lippi and its vicinity. On this, as on most occasions, I see no rea- 

son to forsake our venerable guides, the antient Commentators, who 
inform us that these éxioxowor were the Presbylers of the several 
congregations of Christians in Philippi, (and, I would add, its vici- 
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nity, tosome distance). On this subject see the long and able 
Annotation, or rather Dissertation, of Whitby, who (inler alia) 
says: “ The Greek and Latin Fathers with one consent declare, 
that rovs rpeafsurépous otrws éxdidece, the Apostle here calls their 
Presbyters their Bishops. So Chrys., Theodoret, GEcumen., and 
Theophyl., among the Greeks, and among the Latins, St. Jerome, 
Pseud. Ambrosius, Pelagius, and Primasius ; and that not only for 
the above-mentioned reasons, that there could be but one Bishop, pro- 
perly so called, in one city ; ‘but for another alleged by them all, 
viz. that réws évowv@vovv Tots dvépaat, then the names were common 
to both orders, the Bishops being called Presbyters, and the Pres- 
byters, Bishops. And this, Theodoret says, is manifest in this 
place, because he adds here Deacons to the Bishops, making no 
mention of their Presbyters.” I therefore acquiesce in the opinion 
of Theodoret, who says that St. Paul then wrote to the Presbyters 
and Deacons of that city, because their Bishop Ephroditus, whom 
he styles his brother and his companion in labour, and fellow- 
soldier, and their Apostle, was then with him at Rome, 2, 25. and 

that he therefore mentions them, because they were so instru- 
mental in sending the contribution to him mentioned in 4, 15. 
Many distinguished Commentators and Critics go yet further, and 
maintain that there was no distinction at all between Presbyters and 
Bishops till after the Apostolical age. But this is far more than 
can be proved. Bingham, Eccl. Antiq. L. 2, 1., seems to have sa- 
tisfactorily established the existence of a power equivalent to that of 
Bishops in the Apostolical age, and both the exercise of the power 
and the assumption of the title in the next age to the Apostolical. 
See Mr. Slade’s note, and especially a long citation introduced b 
him from an able Treatise on the Claims of the Established Church, 
p- 23—25. Lond. 1815. 

With respect to the Deacons, they stiperintended the secuiar 
affairs of the society. (see Acts 6.), as distributing the alms, attend- 
ing on the sick, and sometimes exercising the subordinate sacerdo- 
tal offices, es pecially assisting at the Eucharist. 

2. Kapis buly—X pior00. Compare Rom. 1, 7. 
2.Gor:11,.2. Gal..1, 3.;Epht 1, 2. and the notes. 

3. esyapicTd TH Oew pov eri racy TH pvein buoy, 
* T return my thanks to God.” This is for the more 
Classical yap éyw. “Eni rao) TH pvein vpwv, “as 
often as | remember you all,” i. ¢. remember your 
Christian faithfulness, and progress in the Gospel. 
I cannot think, with Pierce and Michaelis, that there 
is here any reference to the presents the Apostle had 
received from the Philippians. Heinrichs remarks, 
that it is usual with St. Paul to thus commence an 
Epistle with the commendations of those to whom it 
is addressed; and that he has scarcely ever omitted 
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this, except in the case of the Galatians. Here he 
has used stronger expressions than he elsewhere 
employs, from the extreme affection which he seems 
to have borne towards this his. favourite church.” 
One cannot, too, but observe the delicacy with which 
in every Epistle these praises are introduced and 
expressed. ‘Thus here, as Theophy]. observes, when 
he says the remembrance of them gives him joy, he 
indirectly commends their virtue. 

Heyrore is (as Rosenm. observes) used populariter, 
in the sense sceepissime. Merd yapas tHy dexoww rorod- 
pevos. ‘The sense here is clear: though the con- 
struction is somewhat involved, on account of the 
accommodation of words pleonastically used, but 
highly expressive of the warmth of the Apostle’s 
feelings. It is therefore unwarranted to have re- 
course to critical conjecture, and even unnecessary 
to resort to alterations of the punctuation. The 
simple sense is, ‘‘ which prayers so continually offered 
up for you, are always offered up with joy.” 

5. éxl 77, Kowowvian voy eis TO evayyeawy. On the 
sense of these words there has been no little differ- 
ence of opinion. Some think that komwvie eis im- 
ports constancy in the profession of; others, since- 
rity in embracing the Gospel. But these interpre- 
tations are little agreeable to the usus loquendi. 
Many eminent interpreters, as Crell., Whitby, Grot., 
Menoch., Heinrichs, and Rosenm., including the 
authors of our common Version and most English 
translators, explain, ‘“ participation of the Christian 
doctrine, by having embraced the Christian faith.” 
See Gal. 2, 9. and 1 Cor. 2,9. ‘Thus eis is taken 
for ev. But the construction is not supported by the 
passages adduced ; and to take eis for é€v would here 
be rather harsh. ‘Though, therefore, the sense this 
interpretation yields is sufficiently agreeable to the 
context, and especially ver. 6. (see Whitby), yet 
there is surely no occasion to abandon the common 
interpretation, which is supported by the authority 
of the Greek Commentators, and has been main- 
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tained by some eminent modern ones, as Pierce, 
Oder, Michaelis, Wells, Pyle, and Hardy, and re- 
cently adopted by Storr and Slade, namely, ‘for 
your liberality in contributing for the furtherance 
of the interests of the Gospel,” a sense of xotvevia 
found in Rom. 15, 26. 2 Cor. 8, 4.9, 13. Of liber- 
ality of this kind the Philippians had, it appears, 
given striking proofs ever since the period of their 
conversion ; insomuch that the Apostle, at 4, 15. 
(using the same term kowwvic) says, oddenic pol exKray- 
Tia Exowiwyycer Eis Adyov dooews Kal AyWews, Et U7) UEls 
vovor. ‘This interpretation is, moreover, required by 
the words following: awd paras ipepas kypt Tod voy. 
For on the other they would seem superfluous, or 
worse. It is supported, too, by the authority of 
Phot., who explains: éri rH eis 70 dayyértoy Kowwvia 
ULV, TH Ard TLWTYS TpEesas peEyoL TOU VOY OieKovoupEry. 
And he observes: €oie 0€ Td EGeSHs parry rH we0- 
TECH EKOOXY Tup.dwvely” TOS yao ax’ apts yvyapioreis, 
piymw PePambervtas ert tH Kowwvia wv; merobws, 
Pyow, Gri 6 roadryy meddupcy Kal Jépuns yepovray apyry 
evdels, avros Kal els TeAEOTyTA Epyou TaUTHY mpowyayoy. 
And so Theophyl., who well explains thus: [lds de 
KOWWYEITE ; TELMOVTES por TH mpbs ypelav, Kal KyOopEVOI 
pour 6 yap TO KAA TI METAYEIpISoLEvW TUVEpywY Kal 
Boxlay raor TedTols, MeploTYS AUTM TOU Egyou yiverau. 

6. merofbws adrs todro—Xpiorov. These words 
must be interpreted according to the view taken of 
the sense of the preceding verse. Upon the inter- 
pretation of Grot., Whitby, and others, the good 
work will be, the good work of faith (see Joh. 6, 29. 
Rom. 2,7. 1 Cor. 15, 58. 16, 10. Phil. 2, 30. 2 Thess. 
WATS 17. Sime Ser BP 7, Beliévine”and 
embracing the Gospel, and regulating their lives by 
its precepts; their reformation by the Christian 
doctrine, &c., which would be carried forward to the 
day of the Lord. In conformity with the last de- 
tailed interpretation the sense has been thus laid 
down by Rosenm.: “ Spe confisus, fore, ut qui inter 
vos ccepit bene facere idem illud conficiat, usque ad 
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diem Jesu Christi.” But this is not a correct ver- 
sion: for according to it the 6 évegEcpevos may still 
be God. So Theodoret: miorevw dé, ws 6 TavtTyy dpiv 
dwpnraevos Tiy ayadny mpobupiav, acvaroy diarnpyoes 
QUT HY, LEY THS TOU TwWTHpos 7Fp.wy emidaveias. By Epyov 
ayasov may be meant this and any other kind of good 
work. 

The day of the Lord is by most Commentators 
understood of Christ’s second advent to judge the 
world. But this interpretation carries with it much 
of difficulty, which can only be avoided by para- 
phrase. (See Doddr.) I therefore prefer the inter- 
pretaticn of some antients and moderns (as Menoch., 
Est., Zanch, Mackn., and others), who understand 
it of the day of death, which is to every one, as it 
were, the day of the Lord. If, however, the former 
interpretation should be adopted, there will be no 
reason to consider the passage as countenancing the 
Calvinistic dogmas. For, as’ Grot. remarks, the 
Apostle supposes (as appears from what follows) 
tlieir co-operation.* Though he chuses to mention 
only the principal and nobler cause. So Philo Alteg. 
(cited by Grot.) [loach aoxyrai, &c. Multi qui se 
applicarunt ad virtutis studium circa finem defece- 
runt: sed cui Deus firmam dat scientiam, ei largitur 
utrumque, et operari virtutes, et ab iis nunquam re- 
cedere, &c. 

7. kabeos €or Oikasov euol Touro dpoveiy Umep mavTwy 
ypov, “for it is (only) just and right that I should 

* So Whitby observes, that the Apostle speaks this not out of 
any opinion of the election of all the Philippians to eternal life, or 
of the certainty of their perseverance to the end. Otherwise why 
the exhortation at 2, 12. 4, 1.2, 16.? He therefore speaks this 

from a judgment of charity, because, he says, it seems just, or fit, 
for me to conceive this good hope of you, by reason of that great 
affection you retain to me, and your patience in enduring the like 
afflictions: Now he that only gives these reasons of his confidence, 
gives us just reason to conceive he knew nothing of the necessity 
of their perseverance by virtue of any absolute election to salvation.” 
Indeed the Greek Commentators had carefully and ably exerted 
themselves to secure the words from doctrinal perversion, 
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thus think of you all.” See an example of this sense 
of dikaov eors in Acts 4, 19. zovelv, “ entertain 
this opinion, and cherish this hope.” Aid rod eyew 
pe ev TH Kapdian vpas. ‘The Commentators are not 
agreed whether this signifies, ‘* because I have you 
in my heart,” or, “ because you have me in your 
heart.” ‘The latter interpretation is supported by 
Hamm., Whitby, Oder, Doddr., Pyle, and most 
recent Commentators. But surely this is not so 
natural a construction as the former; nor is it (I 
think) so well supported by the context. The for- 
mer, then, which is confirmed by the antient Com- 
mentators, and espoused by all the modern ones up 
to the time of Hamm., seems to deserve the pre- 
ference. The explanation of it, indeed, involves 
somewhat more of difficulty; but that is no ground 
for supposing it the less true. Theophyl. (from 
Chrys.) well lays down the sense thus: ®zovw rodro 
UmED Upmwy, OTE HEL Eyw ev TH Kapdin dmas, Kal cide Te 
juéerepa Katoplwuara, Kal, OT! Grovdavere Kal amovTes 
cuyKoivewvol povyeverbar TIS yaoITOS TOD Edayyerion Kel 
toy decoy. “Qore dikaiy €or ene roimuTa oroya- 
Secbas urep voy, Kal ard Twv weooIlwy TeKuciperfou 
Kal ro TéAos. “Oooy de eyKwp.toy To ev Kapdia elves TTas- 
Aov, Tou' py ATAwWS OUTWS, HAAR pETa KploEws* Kal TOUS 
aSlous ayamrwyrtos ; 

io’ \ Couey , ry ‘yt: c 

7. Kat 77H aronoyia. ‘This is supposed to have been 
when he had to plead his cause before Nero against 
the Jews who were at Rome requiring him to be put 
to death. See Acts 28, 17. sq. 

7. cuykowvwvous pou T7HS xapiros. On the sense of 

this very vague and extensive term yess the Com- 
mentators are divided in opinion. Most modern 
ones, as Wets., Menoch., Storr. and Rosenm., render 
it “ the Apostical office bestowed upon me by Divine 
grace.” See Rom. 12, 3. ‘* Of this, (says Rosenm.) 
the Philippians were partakers, because they rejoiced 
at the great success of the Gospel.” But I agree 
with Heinrichs, that this mode of interpretation is 
very harsh. Other less probable ones may be seen 
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detailed in the Crit. Sacr., Pole, Wolf, &c. Upon 
the whole, the best founded seems to be that of the 
antient Commentators and, of the moderns, Grot., 
Hamm., and recently Noesselt, Storr, and Jaspis, 
who explain it, bonds, imprisonment, and persecu- 
tions, which are by the Apostle accounted a mark 
of Divine favour. See infra ver. 19, 20 & 29. ér: 
uplv exapicdy To Umep X—wacyev. Acts 5, 41., and 
especially infra 4, 14. cuyxovwyvycavres p00 77 Gainbes. 
This, Rosenm. observes, is to be connected with 
ver. 4. 

8. paprus yag pov €or 6 Ocdcs. Heinrichs com- 
pares the Hebr. 1 “Jy in 1 Sam. 12, 5. Gen. 31, 
50. Seealso Rom. 1, 19. Theopbyl., with his usual 
good taste, illustrates the scope of the words thus: 
Ody ws amiorodpevos poprupa Karel Tov Ody, AAA THY 
monary dialer ody EXwWY TapATTyTAL did Adyov, TH Ow 
KATAMILTAVEL TOUTO, TH TAS Kapdlas eSerasavts rovTe de 
Tov aAnlever avToY TEKP.7p1OV. 

’Eximofeiv, Heinrichs observes, answers to the 
éyew ev TH Kapoia, &c. at ver. '7., and merely signifies 
amare, like the Latin desideratissimus, for carissimus. 
It is indeed a very strong term, in which the ei is 
intensive; as BN°, in Ps. 119, 131. The phrase e& 
omrayxvos “Incod Xpiorov, is quite Hebraic. ‘The 
omaayyva (as Rosenm. observes), answers to the 
Hebr. nM, the inmost affections of the heart; 
and éy (like 3) signifies stmilitude; as in Col. 2, 6. 
See also Philem. 7 & 12. Heinrichs well renders: 
‘‘ qualis animi affectus in I. C. esse solebat, qualem- 
que et a cultoribus suis desiderat.” And this is con- 
firmed by Theophyl., who paraphrases thus: ors 
TaTIp wpwyv yeyovws Oe TiS TicTews THs cis Xpioroy, 
omAayyva exw eb vulv, od duoiKe, arr’ ola Xpsoris 
yupiveras roils yyrlos adrod dovAas, Tols AUTH yevvaos 
To TOU eUnyyEeAlou TEKVE. 

9. kal route mporedyop.ai—aicdyce:. The Apostle 
here gives them a specimen of the prayers which he 
addressed to God on their behalf. 

In the interpretation of these words much de- 
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pends on the sense to be assigned to &yéry, on which 
the Commentators are not quite agreed. It can 
hardly be supposed (though some antient and mo- 
dern Commentators entertain the opinion) that the 
Apostle would pray that their love to himself might 
abound more and more. I rather agree, with Theo- 
doret, and many modern Commentators, that by 
ayanry is here meant the principle of love, whether as 
borne to himself, or to other Christians; and the 
present is elegantly described, at 1 Cor. 13, 13., as 
the queen of all virtues. Of this he prays for a plen- 
tiful and progressive increase, in the energetic words 
ETL pParroy Kal paAroy mepiooevy. For Kypke has 
shown that repiooevery has here the passive sense to 
be increased. See Schl. Lex. 

9. €v exvyvwoet Kal radon aicbyoe:. The prayer, 
Heinrichs thinks, is that the increase of their dove 
may have added to it a perpetual increase of know- 
ledge. And Rosenm. remarks, that love is increased 
by Divine knowledge and understanding; since the 
more we understand of the benefits of God and 
Christ, and the more we experience the force of 
heavenly truths, the more is our love to God and 
Christ augmented. This may, in a certain sense, 
be true; but I cannot think that this is the truth 
the Apostle meant to express. I am rather inclined 
to think that the antients were right in supposing 
that the Apostle meant to pray that their knowledge 
and understanding might keep pace with that in- 
crease of love and affection: since, by that means, 
Christian love produces better fruits. They had, it 
should seem, been, from the first, docile, well-dis- 
posed, and kind-hearted. But, as would appear 
from the words following, their simplicity had been 
somewhat abused by crafty false teachers, chiefly 
Judaizers, &c. So Theophyl.: ta uy arads reévras 
AYOTATE, ANAK ETA DoKiaciag, Kal yyworews, Kal Kpl- 
cews. And Theodoret: Etyouas de Kal ry eyomny 
ipwov eridoow AnpPavery cel, Kal yywoews pas Eudo- 
pciobas, Kal Orakpioews’ evTavia de Tos amarewyas 
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exeivous yviEaro, Kal Oia TIS ebyTS TO TpaKTEeoy adrovS 
OlOaCKEL, WOTE yo Kel ris pev annoys ddacKkaria® 
Tis O74 Tis aAnfelas eorepypery. ‘The ery. is well 
explained by Theodoret diaxgicews, discernment, 
that natural sense (explains Heinrichs) by which 
they discern and feel what is true, right, and 
excellent in Christian doctrine. So Slade renders, 
“ perception or discrimination of right and wrong.” 
Whitby says the word is so used twenty times in 
the books of Proverbs, and he refers to Heb. 5, 14. 
Thus the év will have the sense of cuyv. 

10. eis 7d doximogerw—Xpiorov. The Apostle here 
developes his meaning in the preceding verse. Ao- 
ki.avey signifies so to try as to discern and ascertain 
what is true and genuine. Ta dsadepovra.- ‘This is 
one of those words which admit of two senses; 
though which ought to be assigned, Commentators, 
as in many other cases, are at a loss to determine. 
Aiapepery may either signify to differ, or tu be eaxcel- 
lent, of importance, superior, &c. Of these senses 
either may here have place. ‘The latter is adopted 
by many Commentators, including our English 
Translators,* and is well illustrated by Kypke. 
And undoubtedly there were points enow of supe- 
riority in the Gospel over the law of Moses, on 
which this faculty might be exercised. Others, as 
Wolf, Pierce, Pyle, Doddr., Heinrichs, and Schleus., 
adopt the former interpretation; and think this 
adverts to the difference between the doctrines of 
genuine Christianity, as compared to those of Ju- 
daizing teachers. And if the Apostle had here in 
view (as Theodoret says)- false teachers, this inter- 
pretation would seem to deserve the preference ; 
especially as it seems to include the other: for, in- 
deed, both interpretations appear to come to the 
same thing. 

10. Wa are elriKoweis Kal amgooKkoro Eis ypepay 

* It is also supported by the antient Commentators. Thus 
Theophyl., who explains: 7a ovppéporvra. "Eay yap pera Soxya~ 
gias Kal Kpicews ayardre, divacbe 70 cupdépor Soxipdoar. 
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Xpicrod. The word elaikpwis, which signifies in- 
teger, purus, is, by most modern Commentators, 
regarded as synonymous with arpockores, and equi- 
valent to the integer vite of Horace. And Rosenm. 
cites Plut. ws 04 tis clasKpivyis Kal aradys. But it 
should rather seem, from the context, that the an- 
tient Commentators rightly applied the ease. to 
purity and sincerity of faith and doctrine, and the 
duties towards God ; and ampeckores, to purity and 
irreproachableness of life and manners, and the 
duties towards men. And this (I find) is approved 
by Heinrichs. On ampock. see 24, 16. 1 Cor. 10, 32., 
and the notes. Heinrichs observes that whether the 
active or the passive sense of arp. be adopted, it mat- 
ters not. 

Kis zpepav Xpiorod some (as Rosenm.) would ex- 
plain “in, or at, the day of the Lord.” But that 
will depend on the signification ascribed to the yre 
just before. I see no reason to desert the common 
interpretation unto, until, which is strongly con- 
firmed by ver. 6. (of which this is a kind of repeti- 
tion per epanalepsin) épyov ayaiov emirenéoes &ypis 
jpepas “Iyood Xpiorod. In both cases, though most 
Commentators explain the day of judgment, yet it 
is most suitable to understand it of the approach of 
death, which is so represented in many parts of 
Scripture. 

11. reranpwpevor Kaprayv dixaocdvys—OQcod. Here 
many excellent MSS. of various recensions, and some 
Fathers and Translators, read kapxrv—riv, which is 
adopted by almost all Editors; and, on critical 
principles, it would seem to merit the preference. 
And yet so uncertain are all reasons of this kind, that 
it is not improbable the common reading may be the 
true one, and the other an emendation. ‘The plural 
form is, indeed, somewhat unusual in ¢his sense in 
the New Testament; yet it occurs in Jan. 3, 17,, 
where he says the 7 dvwhe codia is péory Kapray 
dyabov: and in the next verse he has the very ex- 
pression kapros dixasoovyys. Besides, many MSS. are 

VOL. VII. 2Y 
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such as are full of glosses, &e. And as to the Ver- 
sions, they are here no direct evidence. As to the 
Fathers, they are few and insignificant. The testi- 
mony of Chrys., who has the common reading, is of 
more weight than them all. On these grounds the 
common reading may be retained, which seems to 
have been preferred by three eminent and cautious 
Critics, Wets.,* Matthei, and Schleus. As to the 
sense, it is the same on either reading. By good 
fruits are, by a common Scriptural metaphor, meant 
good works. For the words explain the dmpockorol. 
Theophyl. well points out the sense thus: iva pera 
Tis Tov Ooyparwy oploryros Kal Bioy EynTE dKaTayYWOT OY. 

Now these good works are said to be performed 
d1a [yoo Xpiorov, which is taken for dic didayys 1. X. 
But this is too vague. It may signify ‘ suitably to 
the commands he has issued for our observance, and 
out of regard to his will.’ So Chrys. and Theophyl., 
who observe that this is mentioned, since the Hea- 
thens claimed the praise of performing that part of 
Oikatoodvn, which regards men; but it was done 
through vain-glory and to gain human approbation, 
and not done in the way Christ would have it, namely 
(as the Apostle adds) to the praise and glory of God. 

12. bri Ta KUT’ EME MaAAOY Eis MpoKOMiy Tov EvAYyyEriou 
éanavdev, It is observed, by Heinrichs, that from 
hence to ver. 26. St. Paul speaks of himself and his 
bonds, lest the minds of the Philippians should be 
pre-occupied by false and contrary rumours.” ‘The 
Apostle evidently means to say what is calculated to 
comfort them. 

Twaokew de vucas BovAouas is a phrase serving to 
introduce any communication. Ta kar ese. The 
expression properly signifies any one’s affairs ; as in 
Eph. 6, 21., where see the note and Wetstein’s ex- 
amples. It here signifies, the events which have 
happened to me; and is said, by way of euphemism, 

* For though, as an Interpreter, he can by no means be consi- 
dered as a safe guide, yet, as Critic, his opinions are marked by ‘sin- 
gular judgment and caution. 
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for “my bonds at Rome.” The phrase éayavbev els 
mpokoryy Tod evayyeAsov Is for améBawev or dmroBacw 
elyov, cessit in, have tended to; as Mark 5, 26. IIco- 
Kor7s, increase, propagation; a sense perpetually 
occurring in the best Greek writer, from whom 
examples, in superfluous abundance, are adduced by 
Wets. and Kypke. | 

It is easy to conceive how the Apostle’s being 
taken to Rome, and kept in bonds, would tend to the 
spread of the Gospel. 

13. wore rods deopovs—racs. The construction 
and sense of the passage seems to be that laid down 
by Pierce, Mackn., Rosenm., and Heinrichs, “so 
that my bonds and imprisonment suffered on account 
of Christ’s religion only, and not for any fault, are 
become plain to all the Pretorians, and to all other 
persons,” i.e. “so that it 1s manifest that,” &c. It 
is objected by Doddr., that yevérdas must thus. be 
taken twice. But évras may be supplied after gavégous. 
Suchasyntax is frequent in the Classical writers. 
"Ev Xpiore, is for dua Xpioroo. 

IIzairwpiov may signify, literally, the Pretorian 
Camp, or Palace; and then, at acimels rao1, we must 
subaud roros. But this is here a somewhat harsh 
ellipsis. So that I prefer, with most recent Com- 
mentators, to take wpe. for the Pretorians them- 
selves, the whole camp. And aoimois rac: may be 
rendered, “ and (by their means) to the public at 
large.” Some take zpair. to denote-the Palace, 
called by the Provincials Praetorium, since that was 
the name given to the residence of the Provincial 
Military governors. But it is observed, by Hein- 
richs and Rosenm., that the custody of the Empe- 
ror’s prisons (over which, he who was placed in 
command, bore the title of Prefectus preaetorii), was 
called zpairwipiov. Hence, by metonymy, the same 
name was applied to the Pretorian camp, situated at 
Rome. See Acts 28, 16., where it is related that 
Paul was delivered in charge to the Praefectus Pre. 
torii, and bound with a chain to a soldier. 

2x2 
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How this became so generally known we are left 
to conjecture. Some suppose that it was by the 
guard on Paul being very frequently changed. Per- 
haps, too, the guard might have been ‘converted. 
All this, however, i is mere speculation. 

14. Kal rods maeiovas—roy Adyoy aanrev. Her Tous 

maciovas seems to signify very many. By adergol év 
Kupiw, are meant, either Christian brethren, brother 
Christians, or, as some think, brother preachers. 
Tleroiboras trois derpois prov, Rosenm. and Heinrichs 
explain: “ relying on, or confiding in, the hope that 
if they should be apprehended on this account, they 
should come into no danger of death, but be as 
humanely treated as myself.” Thus, trois deo pois 
pou, will denote “ honestati vinculorum meorum.’ 
But this seems a frigid sense: and to interpret dec- 
pois in this manner is very harsh. I am aware that 
the clause is very elliptical; yet this kind of ellipsis 
would be almost unprecedented. I see no reason to 
desert the interpretation of Grot., and almost all 
other modern Commentators, supported as it is by 
the antients, namely, ‘ taking courage at the intrepid 
manner in which I bore my bonds, “and excited by 
the example of my patient endurance.” Theophyl. 
well paraphrases thus: pare pov peev emappnriagovro, 
voy de Teper orepoy EK TOU EE Ely TACoY mapenrraganre- 
voy, Kal TAUTO dedeprevor. And Theodoret : monnois de 
Tay adergay Kaul bapoos € ék Toy ep.coy Deo pay eveyevero. 
op@yres yep [ue ou joory Ta duo yey, Pepovre, adEews To 

Geioy KnpoTroue yy edayyeawy. And Gicumen.: Sagoos 
yep aurons erae, PeBouwbevras Ola THY Tlavaoy der pay 
mpos thy wot él yap pH Seioy 7 Ty Oyol, To KYpUy [0 OUK 

dv 6 Iladaos yvetyero trep aired bedéofor. Nothing 
can be more satisfactory than this sense ; since per- 
secution, or rather patient endurance of persecution, 
for religion’s sake, is the strongest recommendation 
of it: and certain it is that Protestantism has been 
rather benefited than otherwise, by the sufferings of 
her glorious army of Martyrs and Confessors. 
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In repiscotépws agcbws the repioo. merely signifies 
more ; and than before is implied, which must refer 
to the period before Paul’s being brought to Rome : 
for Christianity had been planted there, and had 
flourished sometime before. 

15. res pev—kypicoovow. These words obscurely 
hint at the existence of a party at Philippi similar to 
that which existed at most other places where Paul 
preached, hostile to him. These are supposed to 
have been Judaizers. Certainly they were not Jews 
(as Grot. thought) ; for they would not preach 
Christ in any way ; but they probably consisted also 
of those too worldly persons to whom the humbling 
doctrines of the Gospel, pronounced by Paul, were 
unacceptable ; and those ¢imid persons to whom the 
boldness, and what seemed incautious zeal of the 
Apostle were matter of alarm. ‘These, it appears, 
preached the Gospel indeed, but rather controver- 
sially, and actuated by envy and hostility to Paul. 

Others, however, did this 8? evdoxiav, which Hein- 
richs explains, “ of their own free will, and not actu- 
ated by a party spirit.” But I prefer the common 
interpretation, ‘‘ out of good will and sincere affec- 
tion,” i. e. towards Paul. And this seems to be 
supported by ver. 17. Others refer it to God; i. e. 
“ through a love of God, and througli piety.”. So 
Theodoret: ws beguws mwepl tiv edoeBeiav diaxelpevor. 
Cicumen: da riot, cyarijy, yropryy Kal Povryy eya- 
jv. And Theophyl.; pera evfeias yvropys. These 
significations in some measure merge into each 
other. 

16, 17. These verses are explanatory of the pre- 
ceding: 16, of the tives pev, &c.; 17, of the tives de, 
&c. But in several MSS., Versions, and Latin 
Fathers, the verses are transposed: and the transpo- 
sition is adopted by most Critics; but (I. think) on 
insufficient grounds. For, though the transposed 
order is more agreeable to the usage of the Classical 
writers, yet the other is more suitable to that of the 
Scriptural ones. I am entirely of the opinion of 
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Matthei, that the common reading is the miore 
genuine: and it is defended by ver. 15. The 
Apostle, it seems, in order to make the adaptation 
the more striking, places the adapted portions in the 
same order : the of pev corresponding to the rivés de. 
And this is certainly the more natural order ; though 
the other is the more elegant, and as such, was intro- 
duced by the Correctors of the MSS. in question, 
most of which are full of similar emendations. 

"EG epibeias, through strife, is explanatory of the 
dia ep. ‘The phrase occurs also at Rom. 2, 8., reig 
de €€ épifelas, scil. odo+. So here many Commentators 
think éyres is to be supplied. But that is not 
necessary. Oux ayvws signifies, ‘‘ not with a sincere 
mind and pure motives,” i.e. (as it is explained at 
ver. 18.), odk ev dayfein. So Theophyl.: ovk eiamKpives, 
odde OY avté To KaAov. Others think it alludes to an 
admixture of Gospel truths with Jewish errors. But 
this is less agreeable to the context. 

16. oidmevor barley exidépery Tois Serpols pou. Oiduevor 
signifies intending, wishing. See Schl. Lex. The 
words bribiv—pou: are explained by Dodadr., ‘‘ desirous 
to add yet more affliction to my bonds, by 
strengthening the cause of those who, while they call 
themselves Christians, seem to place a point of 
honour and conscience in hurting my reputation, and 
abetting unreasonable prejudices, which have been 
so eagerly raised and propagated, to the disadvantage 
of my character.” So indeed the words are usually 
interpreted; and this may be the sense. But the 
antient Commentators, and many eminent modern 
ones, think that these persons endeavoured thus to 
excite the fury of the ignorant multitude, or perhaps 
of the rulers, against Paul, and aimed at producing 
an increase of the severity of his imprisonment, by 
malignantly preaching Christ with excessive _pub- 
licity. So Theodoret : “Enesdy yap éwgeoy TOUS TY, 
duorrepele dovredoyras Kops duryepaivevTas Tov eda ye- 
Abou Toy Opdpoy, Kas ToUrey Tov beoméo tov Tlavaov vrovap- 

Bavovres alrioy' tives Tov €xelvwy Aupov magabnyorres, 
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valony Kare Ty cyopay meEpiiovTes ExypuTToy Tov Xpioroy, 
od TAS THY aKovoYTwY mpoLyDoUpEvoE OWTYpIAS, HAAG KivOU- 
yous TW amorTéAw Tupedovres. Both these motives 
amay have had place in different persons, or even the 
same persons. So that the two interpretations may 
be united, 

Of érigépw, in the sense to add, examples are 
adduced by Loesner. But the word also signifies to 
occasion, bring upon ; as in Thucyd. 3, 46., erig. ray 
airiav. 1, '70., eid. Woyor. 

17. of d€ €& ayamys, eciddres Ott Els amoroylay ToD 
evayyerion Keipat, “some, on the contrary (preach 
Christ), out of love and good will both to me and the 
Gospel. Eidéres—xeipasr. Some, as Pisc., Est., Mi- 
chelis, Endius, &c., render xeiuas, “ I lie in prison.” 
But it is not probable that the Apostle would express 
so much sense in that one word, for which (as Hein- 
richs observes) there is no authority, nor is it agree- 
able to the cis droroysav Tod evayyearlov: for it would 
have required 7 amoroyias. ‘The antient Com- 
mentators, and the most eminent modern ones, are 
agreed that it must signify riSepa:, “ I am placed 
where I am, in this situation ;’ asin 1 Thess. 3, 3. 
Compare Luke 2, 32. The use of xeipos for rifepas, 
to be destined, ordained, &c., is frequent in the Classi- 
cal writers. The sense, then, is, ‘well knowing 
that I am placed here for the defence of the Gospel, 
and to plead its cause.” 

18. ri yap, Rosenm. subauds diageper. So we say, 
what then? where there must be a similar ellipsis 
of matters it. Butthis does not represent the full 
sense, which seems to be this: ‘* what, then, signi- 
fies saying more.” So Theophyl.: ri yap def woarad 
aeye. And Cicumen.: ti yap paxporacyo. Other 
antients explain it ri wor peracs; q. d. ‘* what have I 
to do with the motives of those who preach it.” 
This, however, can scarcely be admitted. Doddr. 
and Rosenm. explain, ‘‘ what is the result of those 
attempts.” But I prefer the former interpretations, 
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which may be united. Macknight’s subaudition am 
I sorry, is very harsh. 

[lay is for ray ors. 
18. efre rooGaces, elre arnfeia. Itis plain, from the 

preceding verses, that rgod. must here be taken in 
the sense, not by occasion, but in pretence, with dis- 
simulation, pretext, and hypocrisy. The éarnfeia, 
answers to the katayyearovowy ovy ayvws, at ver. 16., 
where see the note. So also in 1 Cor. 5, 8., eiasKpiveta 
and aayfeia are conjoined. It is well observed, by 
Rosenm., that the Apostle does not mean to say itis 
the same whether the Gospel be taught in this or in 
that way, but that it is better for the Heathens and 
Jews to have some than no knowledge of Christ. So 
also the next words kai é& rodrw yaipw, arr xab 
xapyjoop.a: must be taken with the same qualification, 
namely: “In this spread of the Gospel, though it 
has partly proceeded from improper motives, and 
though the doctrines may not have been quite 
correct, I,” &c. See also Doddr. Theophyl. para- 
phrases : ’Exeivos peév did To AuTAcal pe TaUTA ToLodo I" 
eyo 0€ yaipw ort 6 Xpicris waeov KyputTreras Koy Eri 
TOUTO TOKUTHW, ET! TACOY YorpyTop.c. 

This is all that needs be considered; nor is it 
necessary to enter into those curious speculations on 
the nature of Paul’s joy in which some Com- 
mentators indulge. See Wolf’s Cure and Heinrichs. 

19. cide yap ors ToUTO pros amoPyoeTas cis cwrnpiay. 
By the rotro, some, as Rosenm., understand _ his cap- 
tivity. But this is too limited a sense. It rather 
seems to refer to the whole of the matter just 
mentioned. So Theophyl.: 7d at&erbas ro Kyovypa 
dice THs Tpos Ene ExOpas Kak TOU Syrov. 

19. por arobycerat cis cwrypiay. Almost all the re- 
cent Commentators, and among them Matthei, 
Slade, and Valpy, embrace the interpretation of 
Tiren. and Pearce, ‘deliverance from captivity.” 
See Pearce. And this is confirmed by Theophyl. on 
ver. 20. But it is well observed by Doddr., that, 
waving other objections, such an event could not be 
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said to proceed from the supply of the Spirit of 
Christ. Yet it is not (I think) necessary to inter- 
pret it of eternal salvation. Though indeed the 
amoPxireras may denote tendency to salvation; q. d. 
“it will materially promote my spiritual good. 4 
« And this (he adds, with edifying humility,) will be 
through your prayers for me, and the supply of the 
aids of the Spirit promised by Christ ;” which supply 
being in proportion to the necessity, would be more 
abundant as these trying circumstances required it. 
Such, I conceive, is the general sense of the passage, 
which is much mis-stated by the recent Commenta- 
tors, who understand by the rvedpa rou Xgiorad ‘ on 
disposition and mind similar to that of Christ ;” 
in Rom. 8, 9. Or 7 rvetpa rod Xpiorov they could 
explain of Christ himself ; q. d. “ adjuvante Christo;” 
which is entirely sinking rvedjua. And in nearly the 
same way even Mackn. seems to have interpreted. 
But this is utter perversion. By tov rvevaros must 
be meant the Holy Spirit. And this the strong term 
emixwpyyias (which signifies a liberal supply) sug- 
gests. So Gal. 3, 5. 6 ody érsywpnywv ipiv mvedpe, 
where see the note. Theophyl., (from Chrys. ) here 
well explains it roy tarciwy srcdbulees TIS YapiTos TOU 
TYEULALT OS. And Theodoret admirably paraphrases 
the words Kel & roTo—Xpiorou thus: ‘Eye 6 oe eudpai- 
YoULcLh, KOLh imo Tov evavTioyv poaprupoupevay opeoy THY 

aarnfermy’ Kol yep oi evreidey | Pudpnevos Kivduvor, €p-oh 7 p0~ 
Eevodon Ti Twrypiay, Kal upay Onravors Tals eoyais uv 
epyourray, kat Tou betou [4-05 YEU LOATOS Kopnyourros Tay 

yxapiv TAUTY, yep reroiGws, olda ws Kpelr ray Eoop.c Twy 

duo yepay" Touro yap DEVEL oukK aio yuvdycopnos” TYED[L.0L 
be ‘Tyros riy Xap TOU TYEUPLOLT OS ™ poo ny peur ev, €reE1o7, 

auros radryy aurois EXPN ITE KOTO vag roy beoméo tov 

"Lwavyyy, €K Tod TANPOLULTOS QUTOU HEIs TAYTES €raB0- 

pev. This interpretation, too, is strongly confirmed 
by what follows. 

20. Kard riv amckapadoKioy Kok enmion pov, “ accor d- 
ing to my anxious expectation and hope.” On amok. 
see the note on Rom. 8, 19. “Ors &y oddevi airyuvdy- 
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coos, “that I shall have no reason to be ashamed 
of any part of my Apostolical conduct.” Koppe 
thinks that there here commences a newsentence. But 
he seetns to have fallen into error, by not sufficiently 
attending to that peculiarity of the Apostle by which 
he accumulates periods on periods. 

20. évracy mappyocia. This is explained by Cicu- 
men. cadws, davepws, od cuverkiaopevws. And by 
Theophyl. avavripsyrws. 
By Xgicrss is meant the honour and glory of 

Christ and his Gospel. ’Ev to cajpari pov. The re- 
cent Commentators take this for év €uol; which may 
be admitted: but the other is much more spirited 
and significant ; since there is an allusion to suffer- 
ings in the body: and (as Heinrichs himself ac- 
knowledges,) martyrs are said (John 21, 19.) to glo- 
rify God in their bodies, as here St. Paul is said pe- 
yaruvery Tov Xpicrov ev rw cwp.ats. And I would add, 
St. Paul says, 1 Cor. 6, 20. dogacare riv Ociv ev rw 
TWLATL VUWY. | 

20. elre die Swrs, elre die Javarov, 1. e. (as Rosenm. 
explains) ‘‘ if I survive, the whole remainder of my 
life will be consecrated to the glory of Christ ; and 
if I have to die in his cause, by my death the truth 
of the doctrine of Christ will be confirmed.” Here 
the antient Commentators, Chrys. and Theophyl., 
&c. well deserve consultation. 

Q1. euol yap 7d Sav, Xpioros’ Kal ro cimolavely, Kégdos. 
There is something rather elliptical in this sentence. 
The yee has reference to the clause omitted, which 
may perhaps be thus supplied: ‘‘ And for both these 
events I am alike prepared, having reasons equally 
strong to reconcile myself to either; for,” &c. On 
the sense of the words following, which form an 
acuté dictum, there has been some difference of opi- 
nion. ‘The most favourite interpretation for the last 
century is that of Pierce, who thus explains: 
‘Christ is gain to me, living or dying.” But (as 
Doddr. remarks) this destroys the antithesis which 
evidently subsists between the two members of the 
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sentence. And in so antithetical a writer as St. 
‘Paul is very uncritical. Of these two members the 
first alone presents any real difficulty. And if the 
connection be what I have above suggested, and the 
sentence be antithetical, the sense will be as follows: 
** For my life (if I live) will be dedicated to Christ 
and his religion; and if I die, I shall be rather the 
gainer.* Some slightly vary the expressions. But 
be that as it may, it would be very injudicious to 
press or refine on the sense of an acute dictum like 
this, in which something must be allowed for the 
point. According to the above explanation, 7d jv 
will be (as frequently) for 7 ga». Theodoret well 
paraphrases thus: ’Ovyoiddga por audorepa, Kal 7 Sw, 
Kal 6 Gdvaross kal tiv Swi yap Tols TOO Xpiorod vopors 
DraKor pw, Kak Tov Davarov 3: adrov aipooucs web’ 7dovas. 

22. eb BE To Syy ev capKl, TOUTS mos Kagwos epyov. There 
is some obscurity in this sentence, produced by the 
same cause from whence it has so often elsewhere 
arisen, namely, excessive brevity. In this case our 
chief guide is the context, and the chain of thought. 
Rosenm. renders: “Quodsi vero vita mea in corpore 
utilitatem afferret muneri meo.” Heinrichs and 
Reichard: ‘ Quodsi vitae longior majorem docendi 
occasionem attulerit.” For épyev often signifies the 
office of a Christian teacher; as in 1 Thess. 5, 13. 
And kaprog signifies fruct, utility, kal, sane. 

Of these two interpretations the former seems pre- 
ferable ; but they in some degree merge into each 
other. Perhaps the most able view of the ratio sen- 
tentie is that of Theophyl. (from Chrys.): ta pi 
vopions diaRanrrey adrov tiv mapoucay owiy, dyoiw eb 

* IT would compare AKlian V. H. (speaking of Pausanias) oid« jv 
dipa rots Kakots ovd€ TO aroBaveiy Képdos. Socrat. ap. Plato, p. 31. 
ei ody rowvroy 6 Oavaros éart, Képdos éywye Néyw. Pausan. 4, 7, 4, 
képdos eivat Kahais riva aroBaveiy. Soph. Antiq. 463. doris yap év 
todoiav, ws éyw, Kaxois Zn, THs dd’ ovyt KarOavay Képdos Peper. 
Eurip. Med. 145. re ploe Eyy képdos. AEschin. 8. 5, 772. ri dyr’ épol 

Ejjv Képdos. Joseph. 676, 31. képdos & ei Ovhoxorey rhyv oupdopay 

To Cnv Towvpevot. Joseph. 1319, 47. rorAdGy edOds azrofsnPacovvrwy 
dre cuppopa TO Shy eorw uvPowrats, ovyxt Odvaros, 
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dé 7d oxy ev capkl, Tord por Kapros egyou, TouTETTIV, 
Eiroy ev OTs KEgdOS fro TO Oavely, wary Ewesdy Kab TO Sy 
€y Gupk) oUK akaproy pol Eats (KapmoDopw yap, diddacKey 
Kal dwrigwy ravras), ok oda Ts aigyoopos. ‘The sen- 
tence is certainly very elliptical, and perhaps there 
is an aposiopesis after épyov. The sense may be re- 
presented in the following paraphrase: “ But if my 
life in the flesh be of use to the Gospel (be it so, Isay 
no more), verily what I shall chuse I see and know 
not.” Schleus. compares Job. 34, 25. yuwpifev adray 
ra égyx: where the Vulg. renders, “novit eorum 
opera.” Prov. 3, 6. Marc. Ant. 4,29. And Wets. 
compares Curtius 9, 6. “ Mihi maximus laborum 
atque operum meorum fructus est, si Olympias mater 
immortalitati consacretur, quandocunque excesserit 
vita.” 

23. cuveyouas yap €k twv dvo, Here the Apostle 
further developes his meaning. ‘The sense is: ‘ I 
am held in suspense between two opposite cares and 
two evils, absence from Christ and absence from the 
Churches.”  Suveyer$a: signifies properly to be 
hemmed in, but is often (as here) used figuratively. 
Its proper syntax is with an év. But it sometimes 
carries an é€x (for 0); as here, and in Gal. &, 16. 
Doddr. takes it to be a nautical allusion, namely, to 
a ship stationed at a particular place, and riding at 
anchor, and at the same time likely to be forced to 
sea by the violence of the winds; which (he adds) 
presents us with a lively representation of the Apos- 
tle’s attachment to his situation in the Christian 
Church, and the vehemence of his desire to be un- 
bound; (for so he renders cévartoas). 

Tay signifies, the two following. ‘Thy éribupiay 
Exov els avandoos, Kal cov Xeicrw elvou, having the de- 
sire to depart (from this life) and be with Christ.” 
"Avaavw primarily signifies to loose, and is a nautical 
term, denoting to loose cable, i. e. to depart. Though 
it often signifies, in a general way, to depart, and 
may very well be applied, like may other verbs ex- 
pressive of departure, both in Greek and Latin, and 
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indeed all languages, to departure by death. Hein- 
richs compares the Rabbinical phrase dissolvi ex hoc 
mundo; and Cic. de divinit. L. 1. Quum animus ex 
corpore excesserit, tum demum redit. Very many 
other parallel passages are adduced by the early mo- 
dern Commentators (see Crit. Sacri and Pole’s 
Synop.), and many, as it should seem, superfluous 
illustrations of the metaphor. From the antithetical 
phrase éripeve év ry capkl it should appear, that ék 
THs capKos must here be supplied. The truth is, that 
the words é€v 7% capxi were added by way of explain- 
ing the former phrase. Compare 2 Cor. 5, 1 & 2. 

On the sentiment of the preference of death over 
life, Weistein adduces many Classical citations. 

23. roAAW yap paarroy Kpeicoov. A common ple- 
onasm (Heinrichs observes), intended to increase the 
force of the comparative ; as Mark 7, 36. 2 Cor. 7, 
13. (where see the notes.) Nor is it unknown in the 
Classical writers. See Wets. The reason why the 
Apostle thought it preferable is obvious. Wets. has 
here the following able annotation: “ Tria tempora 
distinguit Apostolus, tempus hujus vite, tempus a 
morte ad resurrectionem, et tempus post resurrec- 
tionem. Secundum prestat primo; tertium autem 
utroque. Neque enim qui ex hospitio solvit, ut in 
patriam redeat, eo ipso statim momento, quo pedem 
ex hospitio effert, in patriam rediit: sed iter aliquod 
emetiendum prius est. Ergo mortem preoptavit 
Paulus, ut liberaretur ab hujus vitee molestiis ; quod 
et plurimi fecerunt faciuntque: non vero quod cre- 
deret, mortuos citius ad Christum pervenire quam 
vivos. 1 Thess. 4, 14—17. 5, 10. Jud. 14, 10 & 11.’ 

On the powerful confirmation which this passage 
affords to the doctrine of an intermediate state be- 
tween death and the resurrection see the able notes 
of Whitby and Slade. 

24, avaykosoregov, Scil. €ors. Loesner explains this 
prestat. And he cites as examples several passages 
of Philo; as de Musica 17 p. of dvgwro1—avayasore- 
THY Kal WPEALwTaTyY Texyny TO Piw wapédocay. Ladd 
Apollon. Epist. 55. ody ofos re eyevopny marciova ypawas, 
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Kal odde elyov dvaykasrepa Tourwy. This signification, 
too, is frequent in Thucyd.; and I shall find some 
other opportunity of illustrating the nature of it. 
Our version needful very correctly represents the 
sense, which is well illustrated by Bengel thus: 
* Antiquius mihi est vobis inservire, quam ccelo 
frui citius. Coelum mihi non deerit.” And it is 
briefly, but ably, expressed by Theodoret thus: Kai 
TIS Swys emibupiad Exyw dik Td cupGepew dpiv' Kal 
Tod Gavarov, did Td cuvelvar TO Roiorw’ Wokpiroy ovy 
exw Thy aloeriw, eresdy Kal THs Swrs cida Képoos, Kal THs 
evrenlev amarnrayis Tiy aopyToy Yoovyy. 

Wets. compares Seneca, Epist. 104. Bono viro vi- 
vendum est, non quamdiu juvat, sed quamdiu opor- 
tet.—Ingentis animi est, aliena caussa ad vitam re- 
verti. 

25. Kat tour merous olda ort pev@ Kal cupmaoa- 
pevo rac vpiv. Most Commentators, including our 
English Translators and Rosenm., join tovre with 
weroiws. Others connect it with ofda,in this sense: 
‘‘being persuaded that it is very needful for you 
that I should live a while in the body.” Which 
seems the more natural construction, and is sup- 
ported by the authority both of the Greek Commen- 
tators, and many recent ones. But the sense is the 
same on either mode: for if the latter be adopted, 
we must at rovro subaud kare, “ on that account.” 
Theophyl. paraphrases thus: "Exedy avoykatey éors 
To emimevery TH oapKl, weroiborws Kal adioTaKTws vide 
ort pevo. Heinrichs observes, that we must not 
press on the signification of oid (for it appears from 
ver. 27. and 2, 17, that the Apostle was not without 
doubt and hesitation),* but take it populariter as 
signifying a good courage, and firm confidence that 
he would be permitted, by Divine Providence, to re- 
main and fulfil his important Apostolical office, till 
God should raise up another to supply his place. So 
also Slade. . 

The expression pevw kal cupmrapenevo is a strong 

* Some think that this includes a direct revelation. 
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one, indicating, not continuance in life, but occa- 
sional enjoyment of their society; a beautiful trait 
of the overflowing kindness of the Apostle’s heart. 

25. els riv Umay mpoKxoriy, Kal Xapay THs wicTEws, 

“ for your improvement in the faith (and religion of 
Jesus), and your comfort therefrom. 

26. iva To Kavynpae vp.wv repiocery ev X.’1. év. These 
words are susceptible of more than one meaning. 
But the best founded opinion is, that cavyyy« simply 
signifies joy, rejoicing (as it is rendered by our 
English Translators), erultation. The sense, then, 
is: “ that your exultation on account of Christ, and 
the success of his doctrine may be increased by me.” 
Aid ris euijs rapoucias rarw meds imas, “ by my (safe) 
return again to you.” “For (as Rosenm. para- 
phrases) from the safe return of your beloved teacher 
you will know that Christ favours you.” 

27. povey a&iws Tov edayyerion Tov Xgicrod woritever- 
§e. On the above passage, so finely representing 
his own views and hopes, and their glorious Christian 
prospects, the Apostle skilfully engrafts an admoni- 
tion which, from the frailty of human nature, can 
never be unseasonable, and is here introduced most 
impressively: “Only live and act worthy of the 
Gospel of Christ,” &c. On this sense of roairever dou 
see the notes on Acts 23, 1. and Phil. 3, 20. This 
elliptical use of »ovey (on which see the note on Gal. 
2, 10.) is variously explained by Commentators. 
Perhaps the simplest course is that of the antients, 
“ T only ask this of you.” 

27. ta elre €rxbov, &c. This sentence is elliptical, 
and may be thus expressed: “So that whether 
coming and seeing you, I may see; or being absent 
from you and hearing of you, I may hear that ye 
stand fast, &c. The ellipsis was adopted, to avoid 
the tautology. At ra repi juwy must be understood 
mpaypore. And thus it will not be necessary to take 
ra for ravra ; as do some Commentators. It ought 
not to have been supposed that the elre rapa, elre 
arav, the Apostle expresses uncertainty of coming 
to them. The words merely mean, whether he were 
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present or absent from them. (See Theodoret and 
Theophyl.) For he never indicates any time at 
which he should be present. | 

Q7. orjkere ev vi rvesparti. A figurative descrip- 
tion of concord. For zvevpa here signifies mind, 
heart, &c. So Theophyl.: otrw yolp kal év pia oxy 
joravral tives Suovoouvres Kal tuobuyoutes, dyrovors 
érav Kal ev rveyxnaéywor. I would compare Hero- 
dian 8,°5, 15. Ori "Iraria raca cupmemvedKos pia yywpn 
Kal Worn kK. 7. aA Acts 4, 32. rou d€ rajbous—zy 7 Kap- 
Ola Kab 4 Wuyx7| pia, where Loesner cites Philo: yvou7 
Kal Yuxn pla 

The words following further unfold the Apostle’s 
meaning, and make the sense more definite. In the 
interpretation of them, however, there is no little 
diversity among Commentators. Grot. explains: 
“‘ certantes quasi facto agmine contra hostes Evan- 
gelii.”” Rosenm.: “ unanimi consensu certantes 
pro utilitate Evangelii.”. Others render ry icra tr. 
e. “by means of the faith of the Gospel,” i. e. 
against adversaries. I see not how either the first 
or the third interpretation can be admitted. The 
second seems to deserve the preference. ‘The cuvaé- 
aouvres simply signifies unanimous consent, quasi facto 
agmine. Isee not how the words can be better ren- 
dered than in our Common Version. Theophyl. well 
paraphrases thus: cupragarapPavovres aAAnAOUS EV Ty, 
imés THs wictews abajoes. And Theodoret: 7% év rats 
Beiois Opovore Kab oO Kalvos vuwv umrep aarnieias aywv. 

«¢ Now contesting for the welfare of the Gospel (ob- 
serves Heinrichs) implied a resolute and courageous 
vindication of its doctrines against Heathen adversa- 
ries, and a steady adherence to it, in spite of all temp- 
tations to forsake it.” But there was another way 
in which it was incumbent on them to unanimously 
conflict for the Gospel, and further it, namely, by 
zeal in its propagation, and care to walk worthy of 
it. That this sense is here included, seems clear 
from 4, 3. aires €v TW Ebayyerio cuvybanoray prob 

28. kal py mruponevos ev pydevl Urd Twy cyTiKEevev. 
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The Apostle here adverts to that part of the cuvad- 
anos which consisted in maintaining the faith with 
constancy. My wrupopevo, ‘* not being in any thing 
terrified by your adversaries.” ‘The ‘term may be 
rendered, by our old participle, afear’d (still in the 
mouths of the v ulgar), whence the adjective afraid. 
IIrugw signifies to scare, and (as the Commentators 
say) is properly used of animals ;* but it is not un- 
frequently used of human beings. It is of more 
consequence, however, to remark that this strong 
term shows that the Philippians were then really 
suffering for the Gospel; which (as Doddr. says) is 
to be borne in mind, as serving to explain much of 
the following part of the Epistles. 

28. Jitss auToIS pev eoTiv EvderEis amrwrelas, vpiv 0€ 
cwrngias. Here we have a somewhat obscure sen- 
tence, which is thus paraphrased by Theophyl. : 
"Oray yap Boo, OTL pupio rexvaSiuevor ovde m ropa 
Up.cs Ouvavr at, ov Oerypno. TOUTO cues eSourw, ¢ OTk Ta 
prev auriy AMOAOUYT Oth, TO de Uperepar | loupe, Kal OV a- 

AwTa, Kal adtobey EyovTa Ty cwrnplay 5 And so 
the Scholiast ap. Matth. supplies emixelenois after 
Frhs, and explains ékeivots pev emiPovrcdew Spas de 
py Gopvbeicbar. See also Mackn. Rosenm. and 
Heinrichs take jis for orep or 6, +, because evdesEis 
follows; rendering : ‘* Which (terrifying) is, indeed, 
to them a sign of destruction, but to you this (being 
terrified, afflicted, and persecuted by them) is a sign 
of future salvation.” The former interpretation 
seems to be the most natural. 

28. kal rovro dws @eov, ‘and that from God; 
q.d. “and both their destruction and your salvation 
will be from God.” Rosenm. renders: ‘* ut illi 

* And so Hemsterhus. ap. Lennep. But I see not how it can be 
derived from zeriw and zérw. To me it seems that it is an Ono- 
motop. like zriw, spuo, and has no more signification than our 
puerile word boh or buh, It merely signifies to make a cer tain noise, 

meant to scare any animal or human being. As the term comes 
from rrvw, so that is cognate with zrdéw, from whence 7ro07). 

VOL. Vii i 4 
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tandem sentiant, sibi ipsis perniciei esse conatus vos 
vestramque religionem infestandi, vos autem senti- 
atis, constantiam in religione vergere vobis in sa- 
lutem.”’ 

29, ori vpiv—mracyew. The sentiment is plain; 
and in the phraseology nothing requires noting ex- 
cept a slight transposition for ors upiv éxapiady od 
povov, &c. “Eyapicby, “is granted as a favour or an 
honour.” ‘This is agreeable to the whole tenour of 
the Gospel. See Rom. 5, 3. Acts 5,41. Matt. 5, 
12. James 1, 2., and consult Whitby. 

30. Tov adroy dywva—ev énol. The Commentators 
remark on the anacoluthon éyovres for Eyourw (sptv) 5 
asin 3,19. The eyava is like the a&6anois adverted 
to at ver. 27. ’Ev éuo} Rosenm. takes in the sense 
“deme.” Itis rather for "2, “in my case.” The 
ov idere is thought to have reference to the story re- 
lated at Acts 16, 19 seqq., and 1 Thess. 2, 2,; and 
the vuv akovere to signify, ‘* hear, in this my Episile, 
or from other intelligence ;” or (I would add) from 
both. 

Doddr. does not confine this to his conflicts with 
Judaizers, but would explain the passage with 
greater latitude. 

CHAP. II. 

Verse 1. ef rig obv—oixriguol. The ody is resump- 
tive, and we have here a continuation of the admo- 
nition oryKere ev évi mvedpari, &c. at 1, 26. ‘This the 
Apostle exhorts them to fulfil if they hope for any 
of the consolations of the religion, or if they have 
any such fellow feeling as even nature instils and 
natural religion inculecates. Such seems to be the 
sense, which, however, is differently explained by 
some; and, indeed, in such kind of sentences the 
pathos tends to increase the difficulty. Heinrichs 
observes that the “ si qua est fides” is a formula du- 
bitandi. So Virgil, Ain. 1. 607. (cited by Wets.) 

Y 
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Di tibi, si qua pios respectant numina; si quid us- 
quam justitia est, aut mens sibi conscia recti, proemia 
digna ferant. 

The repaxayors is explained by some exhortation. 
But the antient and modern Commentators are 
agreed that it signifies consolation, comfort. And 
this signification (which I have above adopted) is 
ably supported and illustrated by Heinrichs, who 
remarks: “ Intelligitur autem solatium, quod Chris- 
tiana _ religio, Paoie interprete, praestare poterat 
Philippensibus, fere ut Rom. 15, 4.” The antients 
and most moderns, however, adopt another inter- 
pretation somewhat more difficult, but which may 
be the true one. They supply por ad’ vpewv, and take 
ects in the sense is fo be; i.e. “ If this is to be, if I 
am to have my comfort in Christ respecting you (in 
which view it is well remarked by Theodoret : za- 
ToIKknS Pircorogylas Ta pypara).” So Theophyl., who 
paraphrases thus: i Rovrer be TUPAKANTIY TIVE Gouvats 
por EY ToS Teiparmols pout <iTiva mapapuiiay, olay 7 
ayann yevva eb pearrnete OeiSas Ors Kowwviay Tivd eyxerE 
per epov ev Tois TyEUMaT IKOIS Kou Kar oe Kupiovr et 
onnruyxvigerde Kal olKTElceTE Le eg’ ois rao x00" TOUT 
avTa €v TOUTW [Lor amddoTE, EY TW AAATADS aya- 
wav. And so Theodoret, Chrysostom, Cicume- 
nius, and the Syriac Translator. This interpre- 
tation is supported by the preceding verse, and 
seems to be the more natural one: nor can we fail to 
admire the exquisite delicacy with which the Apostle 
here expresses himself; for (as Theophyl. observes) 
he makes their concord his own benefit, cat ws adres 
EAcovs aEsovpevos Tiberas. 

I cannot, however, agree with the antient Com- 
mentators, that wveve. signifies the Holy Spirit and 
its gifts. Kowevia rvevparos is a phrase denoting 
conjunction and unity of mind, the idem velle and 
the idem nolle. It is well remarked, by Rosenm., 
that the «i, in such a sentence, is strongly aflirma- 
tive; q.d. “If (as I know) Christians can impart 
the highest comfort to each other.” 

ZZ 
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2. raypwcare pov tiv yasav. The Apostle now 
shows in what this his rapakayors (which he here 
calls, by way of explanation, the fulfilment of his 
joy) consists, namely, in mutual agreement as to 
doctrine and concord in society. Heinrichs and 
Schleus., indeed, maintain that ro adro deovedyres and 
To ev dpovovvres are Synonymous. Andso Theophyl., 
who explains them both of social concord. And 
Wets. cites Polyb. 5. p. 441. réyovres ev kal ravre 
TOTES, KAI TUuMAEKOYTES Tas yeipas’ and Aristid. de 
Concord. Rhodior. p. 569. € kal rato Gpovotvres. 
As to the tautology, Heinrichs observes, hence re- 
sulting, from which some endeavour to free the 
Apostle, by making a distinction between the sense 
of the terms, that is not to be heeded. But we are 
not to bring in, or suppose, a tautology unnecessarily ; 
nor are all the apparent tautologies of the Apostle 
real ones, but rather proceed from our ignorance of 
the nice discriminations of the Greek language. I 
cannot but think, with Grot., Kypke, Wells, Mi- 
chaelis, Storr, and Rosenm., that the former denotes 
consent in doctrine; and the latter, social concord. 
That the former clause may refer to doctrinal agree- 
ment, we have the authority of the very learned 
Photius (ap. Gicumen.); though he takes the two 
clauses in the same sense, raaw dirriager Td dpodpo- 
velv. The cupaiyo: is well explained by Photius 
spauyo. Dr. Middleton agrees with Grot., except 
that he thinks the év has reference to what follows, 
namely, pydev kar’ épibeiav, &c.; q.d. “ minding the 
one thing, not to,” &c. And this is (he thinks) con- 
firmed by the following sentence having no verb, 
and as being therefore such as may be made the 
subject of a reference. I would observe that the 
Tiy ayorny exovres Seems meant to regulate the doc- 
trinal concord. ' | 

3. pndey kara epiteiay } KevodoSiav. ‘This verse has 
(I think) regard chiefly to the former of the two 
sorts of agreement just mentioned; and perhaps 
refers to the strife and vain-glory sometimes gene- 
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rated by the possession of the higher Spiritual gifts ; 
as in the case of the Corinthians and the Galatians. 
See Gal. 5, 26. (and the note) and 1 Cor. 12, 13 & 
14. It is well remarked, by Theophyl., that after 
strife the Apostle mentions vain-glory, as being the 
parent of it. 

The following clause suggests the cure for these 
disorders (and especially the primary one, vain- 
glory) namely, a spirit of true Christian humility. 
But the Apostle has, instead of drily enjoining this 
duty, at the same time described it by its principal 
characteristic, a disposition to think others superior 
to ourselves; for (as observes Rosenm.) ‘¢ it is the 
nature of modesty to always think more highly of 
others than oneself.” ‘This seems to be all that need 
be attended to in this popular dict, on the sense of 
which Commentators have too much pressed, and 
sought needless refinements ; some even thinking it 
a paradox, or oxymoron. 

The yyoupevos only imports, “ each being disposed, 
as far as facts and actual evidence will permit him,” 
&c.; a modification such as is also required in 1 
Cor. 13, '7., where it is said of charity, that it be- 
lieveth all things. Whitby thinks this refers, not to 
judgment, but to practice: q.d. ‘ Be as ready to 
assist and help others as if you were their subjects 
and inferiors.” But this is too harsh and sophistical. 

4. pr) TH ExuTw@y Exactos oKxoreire. These words 
are of themselves somewhat indeterminate. Yet the 
context, both of what precedes and what follows, 
limits them to the subject of modesty and humility. 
At pz must be supplied povov. The words are usually 
interpreted as inculcating a disposition to wave 
private interest when it clashes with that of others, 
or of religion. And Wets. adduces a great number 
of Classical passages expressive of this disinterested 
spirit. But I am inclined to think, with Raphel, 
Michaelis, Krause, Rosenm., Keil, and Heinrichs, 
that something more is intended. Considering the 
Kevodogiay of the preceding verse, aud what it im- 
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ports, thereappears to be reference to those spiritual 
gifts and endowments of mind in which some were 
superior to others; and for want of attending to the 
endowments of others as well as his own, each (it 
seems) was apt se metiri suo modulo. Hence that 
spirit of vanity in some, and envy in others, which 
so much prevailed at Corinth, Galatia, and, more or 
less, every where, and against which the Apostle 
was continually raising his voice. See Rom. 15, 1, 
and many other passages. 

5. Toure yap Pooveiobw ev tiv oxalév X.’I. ‘The 
Apostle here further excites them to this duty by 
the example of Christ. @poveic6w, Rosenm. remarks, 
is to be taken impersonally ; q.d. sentiatur. It is 
observed, by Heinrichs, that this is a stronger ex- 
pression: than Ppsveire, which i is found in some MSS. 

6. os ey p09 G7; Mcov urapywy, oux Apmoy pov iyioarTe 

TO elvou ioe Occ. 
There are tew passages of which the sense has been more disputed 

than the present; and (as Doddr, observes) it is especially remark- 
able on account of the conirary* uses that have been made of it in 
the controversy relating to the Deity of our ever blessed Redeemer.” 
§t will be here my part as well to confute falsehood as to set forth 
truth, But the subject is so extensive and important, and the an- 
notatory matter which has been written on it se cupious, that, to 
do justice to it, it demands rather a pamphlet than a note. I 
shall, however, endeavour to form such a digest of the most valu- 
able exegetical matter (together with my own opinions interposed } 
as may be serviceable to the student, who must, at the same time, 
recur to the original authorities, and especially Pole, Wolf, the 
Dissertation of Whitby, and the notes of Wets., Maekn., D’Oyley, 
and Mant. 

But to proceed to examine the wards in detail. “Os év poogm Ocod 
irapxwv, Here I must first lay before my younger readers an inter- 
pretation which has been supported by many eminent modern Com- 
mentators and Theologians, as Whitby, Wolf, Carpzov, and Mackn. 
I cannot do this better than by employing the words of Mackn.: 
“* As the Apostle is speaking of what Christ was before he took the 
form of a bondman, the form of Gud, of which he is said, in ver. 7., 

to have divested himself when he became man, cannot be any thing 
which he possessed, during his incarnation, or in his divested state ; 
consequently, neither Erasmus’s opinion, that the form of God con- 
sisted of those sparks of divinity, by which Christ, during his incar- 
nation, manifested his god-head; nor the opinion of the Socinians, 

* To which, indeed, those who deny the Divinity of our Lord are 
compelled to resort, or give up their principles, 
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that it consisted of the power of working miracles, is well-founded. 
For Christ did not divest himself either of the one or the other, but 
possessed both during the whole time of his public ministry. In 
like manner, the opinion of those who, by the form of God, under- 
stand the divine nature and the government of the world, cannot 
be admitted ; since Christ, when he became man, could not divest 
himself of the nature of God ; and, with respect to the government 
of the world, we are led, by what the Apostle tells us in Heb. 1, 3., 
to believe that he did not part even with that, but, in his divested 
state, still upheld all things by the word of his power. Wherefore 
the opinion of Whitby and others seems better founded, who by the 
form of God understand the visible glorious light in which the , 
Deity is said to dwell, 1 Tim. 6, 16., and by which he manifested | 
himself to the Patriarchs of old, Deut. 5, 22, 24., which was com- 
monly accompanied with a numerous retinue of angels, Psalm 69, 
17., and which is called the similitude of the Lord, Numb. 12, 8., 

the face, Psalm 31, 16, the presence, Exod. 33, 15., and the shape, 
John 5,37. This interpretation is supported by the term pop@7, 

here used, which signifies a person’s external shape, or appearance, 
and not his nature, or essence. Thus Mark 16, 12. Matt. 17, 2. 

This form he had with the Father before the world was, John IS, 5. 
Heb. 1, 3., and he will appear again with it at the last day, Matt. 
16, 27. Lastly, this sense of xopdH Ocod is confirmed by the sense 
of poppyy dovdov, ver. 7., which evidently denotes the appearance 
and behaviour of a bondman, not that Christ was really any person’s 
bondman or slave.”’ 

This interpretation, for which Whitby was in some measure in- 
debted to Ellis, Fort. Sacr., is certainly very ingenious, and sup- 
ported with considerable ability by that great Commentator, and 
some other writers referred to by Wolf. Yet the proofs seem not 
such as should induce us to abandon the interpretation of the an- 
tients and early moderns, which has also been maintained by many 
eminent Commentators for the last century and a half, and, among 
the rest, the great Bp. Pearson, Bull, and Burnet, Elsner, and others 

ap. Wolf, and recently Schleus. and the venerable Bp. Burgess, also , 
Bp. Tomline, and Archbp. Magee, who explain pzop¢7), by metonomy, 
the very nature and essence, the gvors and ovora. So Mr. Valpy: 
“¢ being in the form and nature of God,” i.e. being really God. Of © 
this signification several examples are produced by Elsner and 
Schleus., as Plato de Repub. 2. p. 431. (speaking of God) ca&Acoros 
Kal dpiaros @v eis 70 Suvaroy Exacros aiT@y péver det awAGs Ev TO 
avrov popdy. 1am not willing, I confess, to desert our antient and 
venerable guides, who, in points regarding the Divinity of our 
blessed Saviour, the Trinity, &c., rise far above the modern Inter- 
preters. Indeed, from whence have the mighty champions of or- 
thodoxy in modern times derived their most powerful arms, but 
from this quarter, as the works of Bps. Pearson and Bull will prove. 
See the notes of Bps. Burnet, Pearson, and Bull, ap. D'Oyley and 
Mant. Bp. Bull (as cited by Bp. Burgess) says that this passage is | 
almost sufficient for the refutation of all heresies respecting the | 
person of our Lord Jesus Christ. An observation which had been | 
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before made by Chrys. and Theophyl., and especially Phot. ap. 
CEcumen 80 B. doa w&s ék THy OdLywr TObTwY PnUdTwY TOD TrEd- 
plaros, Taoae KaTadvoyrae al aipeseis. And that Commentator, in 
conjunction with Theophyl., especially exerts himself to refute the 
heresies of Arius, Marcion, Marcel., Photinus, Sophronius, Paulus, 
Samot, Sabellius, Apollonarius, &e. To their very valuable matter 

I can do no more than refer my more learned readers. 
The interpretation of the Socinians, though supported by the 

acuteness of Crell., and the learning of Grot., Le Clerc, and Ro- 
senm., will not bear examination, and has been completely refuted 
by many modern Commentators and Theologians referred to by 
Wolf. Sp. Burnet (as cited by Doddr.) well cbserves, that “it is 
extremely cold and insipid, as if it were a mighty argument of hu- 
mility, that though Christ wrought miracles, which they strangely 
think signified by the phrase of being in the form of God, yet he did 
not set up for Supreme Deity !” 

The trapywy is thought by some to import pre-existence: and 
this is supported by Suidas in v., who doubtless derived the opinion 
from some antient Commentator. But it seems sufficient to sup- 
pose that the word may import subsisting in the real form of God, 
one wilh aad equal to the Father. 

Ovr dpraypoy tryhoaro 76 eivae ica Oe. As in the preceding 
case I saw no reason to adopt the interpretation of Whitby, &c., so 
Iam as little disposed to do so in the present. His citations from 
Heliodor. 322, 337 & 390 (for which he was indebted to Bos), to 
prove that dpz. signifies ‘‘ a thing to be earnestly coveted,” are not 
to the purpose. For, as Schleus. observes, the word there signifies 
“‘a thing which may easily be obtained, to obtain which there is no 
need either of counsel or labour; q.d. ‘a thing to be taken at a 
snatch, whenever we please to snatch at it.” A signification which 
is here quite inapposite. Therefore Whitby’s interpretation, ‘ he 
did not covet to appear as God,” must fall to the ground. Whitby 
is, however, right in maintaining that dy7aypoy is for apraypea. 
It signifies a prey, and metaphorically ‘a thing to be greedily 
caught at, seized, and held fast.” The sense then is: ‘‘ he did not 
eagerly seize, and tenaciously hold.” So Rosenm. and Schleus. : 
“non cupide usus est ;” the latter of whom compares Longin. § 4, 
ws gopiov rivds éparrdépevos., where see the Jearned Toup. This 
interpretation, which is also adopted and illustrated from Gregor. 
Naz. by Bp. Middleton, is entirely confirmed by the.antients, who 
almost all took the word in that sense. ‘Thus, for instance, Theo- 

phyl. (from Chrys.) ably annotates: “Oray ris dowaon re, poPetra 
arobécbat aro, iva po) azwr¢oy, Os ovK adbroU Ov" Gray dé ExeL Te 
pvotkoy, evxepas avrov Karagoovet, cidws bre dvamdPArjTov adro 
éxer, Kay Odén arroléoOa, Tady abTo avadiperat. POyaly ody, dre 6 
Yios rod Oeod ovK éxponOn Karafivac Tov oiketov abiparos, de Od 
ox eixev €& aorayis rovro, dnp oi) TO, TO eivat isos TO Oc@ Kat 
Tlarpt, dd\Aa dvorkdy abrov abipua rovro éyivwoKe’ O10 Kai TaTELVw~ 
Ojvac eidero, ws Kal ev TH raTewwoerTo bos avrov TypGy. ‘* When 
any one seizes any thing, he is afraid to lay it down, lest he should 
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lose it, as being not his own: but when any one has any thing by 
nature, he can very well disregard it, knowing that he has some- 
thing which he cannot lose; and if he chuses to lay it down, he 
can take it up again, ‘The Apostle therefore means to say, “The 
Son of God was not afraid to descend from his own dignity, since 
he had not this by rapine, namely, the being equal with God the 
Father, but knew it was his natural dignity. Therefore he chose 
even to humble himself, as even in his humiliation, still retaining | 

his exaltedness.” And Theodoret also ably annotates thus: Oeds 
ydp Oy, Kal pvcer eds, Kal THY pds TOY Tarépa igdrnra éywy, od 
ia ToUTO bmédaBe ToUTO yap tovwoy Toy Tao’ abiay TYAS TLvOs TeTU= 
xXukorwr’ ara ry abiay kavaxpvilas, Ty GKpay rarevoppociyny 
eiAeTo, Kal Thy avOowmeiay baédu Hoppiy. 

With respect to the important words 76 eivat ica Oeg, few things 
ever more surprised me, on seriously applying myself, with the ap- 
paratus of very many years of classical study to the interpretation 
of the New Testament, than to find that so many eminent modern 
Commentators should maintain that the ioa signifies not equality 
with, but similarity to. This opinion has been almost universally 
adopted from Whitby, who has a long annotation, in which he 
adduces many examples of isa in the sense of similarity and com- 
parison. And such a signification is of perpetual occurrence in the 
Classical writers; but never, I think, in such a context as the pre- 

sent. It is a frivolous argument urged by Whitby, that if St. Paul 
had meant to express equality with, he would have written icoy; 
as Joh. 5, 18., for St. Paul is not St. John. Nay, even the same 
writer sometimes uses greater liberties than this. I certainly see 
no reason to desert the universal opinion of the antients and early 
moderns, that isa is put for icov. Iam nota little gratified to 
find that that very learned and accurate scholar Schleus. has in his 
Lex. in voc. isos, had the courage to revive this opinion, which had 
been scouted by the German Commentators; and he subjoins the 
following examples. Job 5, 14. 10, 10, 15, 16. Hippocrat. Jure- 
Jurand., Col, I. p. 42. Opp hyneadbat per ror Sidakovra pe riy 
TéEXY HY ravrny ioa yevérno épotow. lian V. H. 8, 38.; refer- 
ring also to Glass Phil. Sacr. p. 65. ed. Dath. I myself remember to 
have met with several such in the Classical writers ; but neglected to 
note them down. I cannot, however, go so far with Schleus. as to 
deny that ica is put (as most recent Commentators say) for Kaz’ 
toa pépn; since we thus arrive at the same sense, and in a more 
regular manner; for car’ ica péon eivac signifies to be at equal 
shares with, be on an equal footing with any one; which is the same 
as to say, be on an equality, be equal with.* Finally, Schleus. ren- 

* Doddr. and Slade render, “ to be even as, appear as God, 
assuming the highest divine names, titles, and attributes, by which 
the Supreme Being has made himself known, and receiving from 
his servants divine honours and adoration.” Which does not ma- 
terially alter the sense ; for equality is thus imported, but is capable 
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ders the words thus: ‘* non rapinam duxit, Dei personam sustinere, 
seu zequalem natura et majestate Deo esse.” 

7. GAN éautoy exévwoe, &c. The éxévwoe cannot 
be better expressed than by the Vulg. sezpsum exin- 
anivit, emptied himself of. A signification of which 
Wets. has adduced several examples. It cannot 
merely mean “humilem et tenuem se gessit,” as 
Rosenm. explains, but (as Schleus.) “se ipsum ad 
statum tenuem depressit.” So at the next verse, 
erareivwcey éaxutov. And this interpretation is 
adopted by Heinrichs. . 

Hence it is clear what sense is to be assigned to 
popPzy Soaov AaBav, which is not that of Rosenm. 
and Morus, who interpret dovA0s, minister Dei, inas- 
much as he undertook the business committed to 
him by the Father.”* This (I repeat) cannot be 
admitted. All the antient, and the best modern 
Commentators, rightly explain, “he was made like 
unto a servant in the lowly and distressed condition 
which he voluntarily assumed, when he became man, 
and was even as one of us.” See Wetstein’s ex- 
amples and the note of Mackn. 

The next words év épompatsi aviowrav yevonevos 
denote the state in which he submitted to this hu- 
miliation; and simply signify: ‘* being made like 
unto men by assuming such a body as theirs.” So 
Rom. 8, 3. & épowpars cackis a&paptias’ where see 
the note. It is, however, rightly remarked by the 
Greek Commentators, that the év ouompars avd. ye- 
yonevos, Suggests those. points in which Christ was 
above a man, namely, in partaking of the Godhead, 
being free from sin, being born of a virgin, &c. So 
Theophyl.: odk jv d€ ro Pasvopevoy povov, arAAK Kol 

of perversion. The same applies to the interpretation of Wets., 
“ut Deus, ut Dei filius.” 

* And they add: ‘* Nam duo membra orationis, éxévwoer éavror, 
popdrnyv SobrAov AaBwy, et érameivwoey EavTov, YrijKoos yevdpevos, 
ita sibi respondent, ut unum, triccooy yevéoOat, explicando alteri, 
dovdov pood)yv Aafety, inserviat. Quum igitur instar Dei esset, ta- 
men se submisit se Deo, perticiendo negotio sibi a Patre tradito.” 
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Ocss' otk Gv Wirnts avOewros. Aid tours dyow, ev 
ipowpnars avoowrev yes ev yap Wuxi) Kal copa 
exeivos 0€ Woy Kal copa, Kal Meds. So also Theo- 
doret: wegi tod Oecd Acyou ratra Pyow, dts Oeds ay 
ody Ewpato Meds, tiv avOpwrelav megixeinevos DUT’ aUTD 
yao Tolvuy apporrer To ws avIpwmros’ y% yap avarnPbeion 
Guois arndws TodTo Hy" aUTos Dé ToUTO p.ev OUK yy" ToUTO dE 
mepiexeito. See also Chrys., Gicumen., and Photius. 
I cannot but subjoin the able annotation of Theo- 
doret on ver.6 & 7. @etis yap wv, Kal dices Deis, Kat 
Thy mpos Tov maTépu iooryTH Eywy, 03 péeya TOUTO UmE- 
Aafe’ TodTo yap lov Tw&y wap aFiav Tins Tivos TETU- 
YNKOTwMY? AAR TH a&lay KaraKgulas, Thy akpay TameEl- 
vogoruvyy elAero, Kal THv avoowrelav Umedu popPry. 

8. Kal oyrypati eipebeis ws aviowros, &c. These 
terms are of a peculiar cast, and very strong; though 
their force is little attended to by the recent Com- 
mentators. The scope of the sentence is well 
pointed out by Theophyl. (from Chrys.) thus: 
« After having said éxévwoev, that he might not be 
supposed to mean a change and transformation, 
the Apostle adds, ‘* Remaining what he was, he 
took what he was not;” his nature was not 
changed, but he was changed in cyzpari, i. e. 
év cagki. The ws, it must be observed, has much 
force. For he was not one of the many, but 
as one of the many; inasmuch as the Logos did 
pass into a man, but appeared as a man; and though 
himself acyyparioros, he went bro cxjpa.” ‘Theo- 
phyl., however, notices another sense of ws, by which 
it signifies not as if, but really. And this is pre- 
ferred by most modern Commentators. They also 
take evgiox. for yiverba:. But this latter seems to be 
a mere refinement: for wherever evp. appears to be 
used for yivéo6ou, or eivas, (like the Hebr. Nz for 
(517), it has usually, as here, a stronger sense. ‘The 
antient Commentators also remark on the éraz. as 
implying willing condescension. 

8. bryKoos peyol Yaverod. A brief phrase, which, 
however, carries with it much meaning; q. d. “ he 
was obedient to, and fulfilled all his Pather’s injunc- 
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tions, even to the submitting to death, nay, the 
ignominious death of the-cross.” The phraseology, 
however, imports not only free will, but good will 
and love to the Father. See Joh. 14, 31. 10, 18. 
Here not a few refinements (as usual) are excogi- 
tated by the earlier modern Commentators (see 
Christ. Sacr. Pole’s Syn., and Wolf), but which have 
little of solidity. Such curiosities of Theology I am 
accustomed to leave in medio. It may be sufficient 
for the reader to consult Whitby and Mackn. 

Q. 010 Kal 6 Oeds avrov vregubwoe, ‘“ Wherefore (in 
reward of this obedience) God hath exceedingly ex- 
alted him.” The urép implies an exaltation beyond 
that of all other human beings ; the exaltation being 
in the very nature in which he had humbled him- 
self. So Theodoret: Ajaroy Kal rots &yav dvorross, 
ws 7 bela ducis avevdens, Kal evavIpwricas, ov Tamesvos 
av thaby, Gare kat thyioros ay cauroy érameivwcev’ od 
rolvuy taafev & pa moorepoy elyev, AAA’ EraBev ws av- 
Oewmros, amep cixey wis Ocos. 

By évoza is meant a title, dignity, &c. 3 which sig- 
nification is found in the Latin omen, and the Hebr. 
ry). It occurs also in Rom. 9, 17., and Hebr. 9, 4., 
and often in the Old Testament. Examples of it 
are adduced by Wets., to which I add Thucyd. 5, 
16., and 1, 3. The most apposite is Achmet Onir. 
1. 172. (cited by Schleus.), edpyoev tos Kat dvopoe 

xrcoyv Tav erArwy Baociaewv. And so in our own 

language. [need only refer to the Johnsonian line, 
« And left a name at which the world grew 
pale,” &c. 

"Eyapicaro is well rendered, by Macku., bestowed. 
10. ta év red dvopars "Incod ray yoru Kaprby eémoupa- 

ylov Kol éxvyeioy kal kataxboviwy. This verse and the 
next are meant to show the nature of the vrepubwors 
before mentioned, in which the obedience is ex- 

pressed in two ways. 1., by the bending of the 
knee; 2., by the offering of praise. | 

The recent Commentators, remark, that ovowe and 

év are superfluous. But this seems an unwarranted 

wae - Ge 
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criticism. On the other hand, the Romanists run 
into the other extreme, of refining on the pro- 
nouncing the name of Jesus. Nay, even Protestant 
Commentators (as several, ap. Pole and Mackn.) 
strangely misapprehend the force ot éyozar1. The 
Apostle (I apprehend) means no more than to repre- 
sent the supreme dignity of Jesus by such a form of 
expression as would designate that of a man in the 
highest dignity, namely, in not only having the knee 
bowed to him when present, but even at the pro- 
nouncing of his name; which, if I remember right, 
is an Oriental custom. ‘This év is not superfluous ; 
but answers to the Hebr.., at. It is needless to 
enlarge (as do the Commentators) on genuflection 
being a sign of obedience from the earliest times, 
and especially in the East. 

There is something particularly elegant in the ex- 
pression every knee should bow, and every tongue 
confess, for, ‘‘every one should bow and confess,” 
which is, with reason, thought to be borrowed from 
Ts. 45, 23. Chrys. remarks, that by éxovpavioy kal 
ervyeiwy Kal katayboviny, is meant the whole universe, 
i. e. the various orders of persons in the universe. 
On these words the modern Commentators run (as 
usual) into endless diversities. They are explained 
by most of the antients as denoting angels, men, and 
devils. ‘The best moderns, however, take the cara- 
x. to signify the departed. And so Theodoret. And 
of this sense Wets. adduces numerous examples. 
The latter interpretation seems preferable. But 
both may be included. See the note of Whitby. 

ll. Kal raca yrawroa ESoporoyyanras OTs Kuguos 

"Incots Xpioris, eis doFav Oeod wargis. ‘The sense of 
raca yxwoon is clear from the preceding verse. 
"ESomoroy. is a stronger term than éporcy. At ore 
Kupios I. X. must be understood €or. The words 
eis doSav Ocov rargds, are to be referred to e&omonr,, | 
and indicate the ¢endency of the confession, namely, 
to the promotion of the glory and praise of God the 
Father. For, as Cicumen. 85 p. observes, “ it is 
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to the glory of the Father to have such a Son, the. 
Lord, Creator and God, of all, and to whom every 
knee ‘boweth, and every tongue confesseth.” 

19, TS. 

On the doctrine of the humiliation and obedience of Christ to 
God the Father, and the reward thence resulting, the Apostle, by 

means of wore, engrafts some exhortations, (up to ver. 18.) to obe- 
dience in its more general acceptation, as from man to God. So 
Theophyl. : TOUTO heyy, Gre deta bpiv dre 6 vids Tod Ocod t variKoos 
yeyove’ pephoasbe pev ovy €KELVOY, puphoacbe oe Kat éavrovs. 

Kaos ravrore wrnkovcare, ‘* as ye have always obeyed, viz. me 
and my injunctions, or God and the Gospel. Of each mode of in- 
terpretation passages are adduced in support. But the sense is the 
same on either. Some Commentators, as Rosenm., would take 
unk. as an Imperative; and, upon the whole, the same sense is 
produced: but, [ think, the construction is less natural. ‘Qs is so 

far pleonastic, that it is not easy to assign any definite sense ; yet it 
is not without force, or, at least, elegance ; and a similar use is 
often found in the Classical writers. On the todAAy paddXor it is not 
necessary to refine, as if they had been less obedient in his presence. 
It should seem, that circumstances had arisen during his absence, 
which gave them an opportunity of setting forth that obedience ina 
stronger light. And Theophyl. ingeniously suggests, in his para- 
phrase, Tére peev yap lows €doKeire ova THY pos epe aida TayTa 

TPATTELy* voy o€ € eayv T™pos per hy émireivyre, detbere Ore ov ov éme, 

adAa dea Tov Gedy. See also Ecumen. and Theodoret. 
It is strange that some modern Commentators, as Pierce and 

Mackn., should join pera gdov Kat rpdjov with the preceding, 
instead of the following words : a most unnatural construction, and 
at variance with the opinion of the best Commentators, both antient 
and modern, Indeed, the words are here required by the rijy éav- 
TOY owrnpiay karepydceabe, which does not mean, ‘ promote the 
good of each other” (as the innovating Pierce supposes), but must 
be taken in the sense ascribed to it by the antient and almost all 
modern Commentators, ‘ exert yourselves vigorously to work out 
and effect your salvation.” As to what is urged in support of the 
other interpretation, from the connection, that has little force. One 
thing, however, has been unnoticed by the Commentators, which, if 
considered, will set the connection in the clearest light, namely, that 
as kas requires an oUrws to correspond to it, so must it be supplied 
from this admonition ; q. d. “ So also now hearken to my admo- 
nition, and especially this, work out,” &c. In this view of the 
construction I find I have been anticipated by Heinrichs, 

One cannot but observe the strength and significance of the terms 
employed: for the cara in xarepy. is intensive, q. d. ‘ laboriously 
work,’* &c. ; and the pera gd0v Kal rpdpuov, at which the medern 

* So St. Barnabas (in imitation of this) says, in his Epist., p. 251 
Voss. Acie rHv Xetpdy cov épydon cis NUTpwWoW THY pLapTiwY Gov. 
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Commentators needlessly stumble, simply signifies, ‘‘ with great 
anxiety, care, and circumspection :” for, as Theophyl. observes, 
without fear no proficiency is attained either in the liberal or 
mechanical arts. 

The term éavréy, is plainly meant to suggest that something is to 
be done on man’s own part towards effecting his salvation.* 
0 Oeds yap éorwy 6 évepyay év ipiv Kal 7d Oédeuy Kai TO Evepyely, 

veo ris evdoxias. These words assign the reason why they are ex~ 
pected to work out their own salvation. The sense is : “‘ For it is 
God that, of his own good pleasure, worketh in you both the will 
and the faculty to do.” For it is truly observed by Hamm. (who 
has treated on this verse), that to work in us the 70 OéXey Kal ro 
évepyeiy, is the giving us that strength, working in us those abilities 

which are required for our willing or working, as necessary to pre- 
pare, _and assist us to do, either. So Schleus. Lex. 1, $23., 
explains : ‘ cui vires debetis exsequendi hance voluntatem vestram.” 
Che Infinitives are put for the nouns OéAnpu and évéoynua, which 
latter occurs in 1 Cor. 12, 6. ’Evepy. is the same as carepy. just 
before, and érireXeiy, in a similar passage, at 1, 6. It is well 
remarked, by Dr. Hamm., that évepyéyv must, in reason, be so inter- 
preted as shall be answerable to the exhortation to work out their 
own salvation. Consequently, as this which is done by God is done 
of his own free mercy, without any merit of ours which may claim 
it from him, and therefore requires not only our humility, but our 
diligence, caution, solicitude, and fear of displeasing so gracious a 
father, who may, if he be provoked by our unworthiness, withdraw 
it froni us ; so it isnot to be conceived to be wrought by God in 
such an irresistible manner, as that it shall be impossible for those 
in whom God thus works, to contradict or resist his working.” Dr. 
Whitby also truly remarks, that God worketh in us to will and to 
do, not by a physical operation which may make it necessary for us 
te do what he would have us to do; for why exhort another to 
do what God doeth for him, without his concurrence.*”’ ‘* The 

* The Calvinistical writers are exceedingly embarrassed with it : 
and Doddr. has, in his paraphrase, pursued a most disingenuous 
course, by rendering carepy.: “be solicitous, that you may work 
out your own salvation with great earnestness and assiduity ; yea, 
considering its infinite importance, with holy fear and trembling. 
I say your own salvation, for that will be most effectually secured 

and promoted by the temper I have now been recommending.” 

Thus, he dexterously, but not very creditably, contrives so to dilute 

and neutralize the strong sense contained in the words, as, in effect, 

to silence them, or render them only subservient to the following 

clause, which treats of the part God taketh in the effecting of salva- 
tion. When we see so sensible a writer and so good a man acting so 
disingenuous a part, we cannot but perceive the weakness of the 
system of doctrines he adopts, which drives him to such unwarrant- 

able measures. 
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term évepyeivy (continues he) must be here understood, not of phy- 
sical but moral operation; as when Satan is said to work in the chil- 
dren of disobedience, Eph. 2, 2. 2dly, when it is attributed to those 

causes which produce not their effects by any physical, but only by 
a moral operation, as when the word is said to be évepy7s, powerful, 
Hebr. 4, 12. The word 6 évépyevos, which effectually worketh in them 
that believe, 1 Thess. 2, 13. 3dly. when it is ascribed to God send- 
ing upon men évepyelay wavy, the efficacy of deceit, for surely 
God worketh no evil physically. In a word, did God thus work in 
us to will and to do, the work would be no more ascribed to us 
than the motion which was impressed on the body of Lazarus when 
wrapt up to the third heavens, could be ascribed to them, and the 
will would not deserve that name, as being neither free nor praise- 
worthy.” In the same light the sense is viewed by the most judi- 
cious modern Commentators and Theologians. See Bp. Tomline, 
as cited by Mr. Slade, who also refers to Bp. Sherlock’s Disc. vol. II, 
Disc. 4. See also the able note of Dr. Mackn. But perhaps the 
subject has been by no writer so well treated as by Dr. Balguy, in a 
most masterly Sermon for Whitsunday. From this I shall forbear 
to make any extracts, but content myself with respectfully recom- 
mending it to the attention of my Clerical brethren. 

I will now sum up the doctrine contained in these celebrated verses 
as fellows. It is said of God, and it is truly said, that he worketh in us 

to will and todo: it is said of man, and itis said as truly, that he is 
to work out his own salvation. Nothing can be more accurate than 
the distinction which is here made between the agency of God and 
the agency of man. Nothing can be more certain, on the one hand, 
than that without the assistance of God, man cannot be saved at 
all; nothing can be more certain, on the other hand, than that by 

his voluntary co-operation man ultimately is saved, and saved, be it 
remembered, in the very manner which the Scriptures themselves 

describe, and upon the very terms which God hath himself been 
pleased to appoint. 

But it may perhaps be enquired, how far these expositions are 
supported by the authority of the antient Interpreters ? To this I 
answer, that they are in perfect accordance therewith. The ortho- 

dox and enlightened Chryst. every where adopts these views. Thus 
on Matt. 26, 35. "EvretOev oby péya ddypa parOdvoper, ws ovre 
avOpwrivyn tpo8upia KaropOo0i Te ywois tijs Oeias porijs, ovre Oeia 
pow) Képdos déper xwpls dvOpwrivns TowBNuuias. See also his admi- 
rable Homily on this passage. His chief remarks (and they are 
very acute and apposite) are embodied in the following abstract of 
Theophyl.: Adrds éoriy 6 kai mpoOupiay didovs ipiv wore Oédeuy 
70 ayabor, kai ry épyaciay aro eis réhos Gywr" "Evepyet yap 6 
cds év hiv ro OéXewv’ rovreoti, cvvepyel hyty mpos To Oédewy Ta 
ayaba, cat avber 76 Wyabdr Oédnpa hdr, Kal ovvexkaier Gore Oep- 
pdrepov yevéoOac’ Kai ddAdws dé érerd)) 70 rédos avros éxcriOnory, ot 
6€ dvdpwrot &rep ar dpHmey Teetcnipeva mpds éxeiva Kal TO Bédeuy 
évepyeiobar tro Oend Aéyer’ otov, HOEAnods TL; évijplw xparrew 
Tovro’ éuy ev TO TédOS EraKkodovOH, OédXers TAEoY TovTO TO epyov" ek 
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de ov, arovapKg coe } OéAnots. Tov rolvuy rédous Teepe Tp? Ocp 
oy Tos, Tou Kat TO Oédewy J nay OUVEKKALOVTOS, eikdTws Kat TOUTO gnow 
eivac wap 7H Geo. “I kai aro rodXijs evVyvwpootrns 6 Maddos Kat 
avro ro Oédew éx Tov Ocod piv évepyeto0ar éyer Worep kal ra 
xaropBwpara Xaplopara Kael, ov 7d avregotvotor avapor, aha 
Boudspevos j Huds cet edxaptorety, kal wavra avarilévarT@ Oeg’ "Opa 
dé kal riy New" ev out, elTe, Tots pera poPou Kal Tpdpou THY ow- 

Thplay karepyacoptévots* éy yap TOUS rolovrous évepyet 6 Oeds TH 

mwavra. If am not mistaken, there are here some topics not to 
be found in, and others handled in a manner superior to that of 
our best modern Divines. 

14. ravra roieire ywols yoy yur pov Kal O1aAoyio poy. 
Most modern and some antient Commentators con- 
sider this as a general exhortation to the constant 
discharge of all Christian duties amidst whatever dif- 
ficulties, doubts, and temptations. So Theodoret : 
maviiecs Gepere Toy umes THS ApEeTHS TOON, TOUS Umeg TOU 

evayyertiou KivduvouS, [27 ‘bua xeyaivorres TO m poo min Toyo 
AuTIp Cy | LNde Osadogars Kew pevor Doyo 2015" eaurois yao 

Tov TAoUTOY abgoigere addels b€ Kégdy, TUAAEyaY MeyioTE 
arxyanrre kak TovOopuse. But this seems scarcely re- 
concileable with the terms yoyy. and diaa., unless 
they be much tortured. I rather assent to Hein- 
richs, that having at ver. 12 & 13 given them a ge- 
neral exhortation to Christian constancy, the Apos- 
tle now recurs to what he had more especially con- 
sidered at ver. 3—5. So also Crell., Whitby, and 
Mackn., the first mentioned of whom observes, that 
he enjoins on them the Christian duty of obeying 
their pastors, and adds the name of God, because the 
obedience is to be rendered as unto God. See Eph. 
5.and 1 Pet.5. Whitby (perhaps prudently) unites 
both, explaining: ‘‘ obey the precepts of the Chris- 
tian faith, and of your spiritual monitors cheerfully, 
and without grudging, and readily, without exacting 
a reason for every command they lay upon you.” The 

_yoyy. and dsaroyiop. are (as Heinrichs observes) 
effects of the égifeia and Keyodogia, of which he had 
cautioned them at ver. 3—5. Yoyyvopes properly 
signifies a grumbling, muttering, murmuring : and 
dsaroyiopos denotes that spirit of excuse and subter- 
fuge in which the YOY LIT P. usually finds vent, 
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namely, a disposition which seeks out doubts, and 
magnifies difficulties, ever seizing any flimsy reason 
whereon to justify neglect of what is required. So 
that the two phrases have nearly the same force ; 
hence they are both rendered by Schleus. prompto 
animo. 

15. va yevyobe dpepmrro: Kal axegains. The a 
simply denotes result and tendency; q.d. ‘‘’Thus 
will ye be blameless,” &c. *Axep. is not (as Heinrichs 
says) synonymous with dpeuarr., but it is often 
joined with it and its synonymes. So Plut. 2, 439 s. 
(cited by Wets.), epyov dé apenges els apetay Kal ake- 
gooy odk ear edpeiv. Tadd Eurip. Or. 912. &xepasos 
dweriayrroy hoKyKos Biov. On its derivation the Etymo- 
logists are not agreed. ‘The most probable opinion 
is, that it comes from privative and xepo, to mix. 
So the Etym. Mag. explains it 6 py Kexpapevos Kaots, 
GAN arnrws kal amoxiaws. It therefore seems to be 
equivalent to the integer vite scelerisque purus of 
Horace. Mackn. renders it untainted. But by aim- 
ing at being very literal, he (as on many other occa- 
sions) loses the spirit of the term. The two expres- 
sions are well rendered in our Common Version 
blameless and harmless. ‘The following expression 
réxva Ocov &pwyyra further unfolds the idea; and it 
is, as Heinrichs says, a cognomen piorum ; as reKva 
ETAYYEMAS. See Rom. 8, 16 & 21. 9, 8. Gal. 4, 28. 

15. & péeow yevetis oKoAIES Kal deoTgapperys* 
‘among persons of crooked and perverse habits.” 
The phraseology is rightly supposed to be derived 
from Deut. 32, 5. yever okorla Kab dseotpappevy. 
And in similar terms Jesus speaks of the Jews at 
Matt. 17, 17.3; and Peter, at Acts 2, 40. So also 
Ps. '77, 10. yever oxorse’ and Prov. 4, 24. 16, 28. 
The terms oxoams and dseorpappevos, like many 
others of a similar sense, as orpeSads, are, both in 
the Scriptural and Classical writers, applied to de- 
note wickedness. So Arrian Epist. (cited by Hein- 
richs) déypara orpePax Kal dieotpappevov. I add 
Pind. ap. Plat. 365 B. wérepov dixas reixos tiov 7 
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oKorlas amatras avabas, &c. Thus, by a similar me- 
taphor, the Heb. wpy,* is often used in the sense 
perverse, wicked. 

15. év ols aiverbe ws Gworipes ev Koop. It is 
strange that some Commentators (as Theophyl., 
Erasm., and Mackn.) should take ¢aiverfe in the 
Imperative. Nor is the ye confined (as most Com- 
mentators think) to the Philippians ; but it signifies 
ye and suchas ye. Doddr. has here (I think) evinced 
less than his usual judgment, by following Saurin 
(who caught the opinion up from his ingenious 
countrymen, Beza,) in regarding the gwornpes as 
having an allusion to light-houses. ‘This is, like 
many notions of that brilliant, but too fanciful French- 
man, a mere ignis fatuus, or false light, which, 
though it may pass off very well in a pulpit decla- 
mation, is not proper to be transplanted into a Com- 
mentary. ‘There is plainly (as the antients saw) an 
allusion to the heavenly luminaries that gave light to 

* T would observe that wpy properly signifies fo make hooked, 
to distort, pervert. For both wpy-and apy, tp», spy, and spy seem 
to be only variations of one general idea ; and even all, though re- 

garded as separate roots, are, in fact, derivatives from the primitive 

biliteral py, which (I am surprised the Lexicographers should not 
have seen,) signifies, literally, to hook ; indeed our hook (and per- 
haps yoke) is evidently derived from it. Hence it comes also to 
mean hook in, edge in, confine, compress, &c. Thus apy might well 
denote the end or exlremity of any thing, since there it is confined, 
and has its limits. "The same idea of edging in, confining, &c. is dis- 
cernible in spy, to bind about; from whence “py, ring-streaked. 
bpy is of exactly the same sense with wpy, and it is not improbable 
that oxoAvs, of which the Greek Etymologists give so indifferent an 
account, is derived from it, unless it comes from cydw, cognate with 
oxéw, cingo, like py. ‘py, to lock, is used by the same figure as that 
which subsists in apy. I cannot forbear adding, that the word 
wicked does not come, as Skinner (and from him most Etymologists) 
supposes, from vitiatus, but, according to Skinner’s first, but re- 
jected thought, from the Ang. Sax. picca, a wilch, or wizzard. It 
therefore literally signifies bewitched, viz. by the Devil; for that was 
plainly in the mind of those who first used the word. Thus, in our 
criminal processes, the prisoner is said, in the indictment, to have 
perpetrated the crime laid to his charge, incited by the Devil. Pro- 
bably this was borrowed from the law forms of our Anglo Saxon 
ancestors of the time of Alfred, &c. 

oA 
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the world, and are called by this name in Gen. 1, 
14 & 16. Sap. 13, 2. and Sir. 43,7. The planets 
also may be had in view; since in Deut. 8, 20. 
12,3. and 1 Macc. 1, 24.-persons eminent for virtue, 
rank, or talents, are so called. Nor is the metaphor 
unknown to the Classical writers. So Aristid. Pa- 
nathen. p. 136. (cited by Wets.) was otk éxeivor dice 
mrovtwy eserapmroy worep acrepes; To which I could 
add, if it were necessary, many other passages. I 
need scarcely remind my readers of the very similar 
comparison in Matt. 5,11 & 16. Eph. 5, 8. and 1 
Thess. 15, 5. All this might have shown the Com- 
mentators that the ye could not be meant to apply 
to the Philippians ondy, but has the general sense 
which I have above assigned to it. 

16. Adyov Swis éméyovres. On the sense of eréy. 
Commentators differ. Most render it, “ holding 
forth for the guidance and example of others.” And 
so our English Versions. ‘The same sense, too, is 
assigned by Grot., who says there is an apodosis 
mixed with a comparison. And Rosenm. observes 
that this is required by the context and the lingue 
ratio. ‘To the latter position, however, I must 
demur ; since neither this, nor any signification like 
it, is found in the Scriptural writers: and as to the 
context, that depends upon what these words are to 
be referred to. Now the Commentators have no- 
ticed that ver. 15. is parenthetical, and thus these 
words refer to the admonition zavrae woeire, &c. at 
ver. 15. I cannot, therefore, but prefer the inter- 
pretation of some antients (as Theodoret and He- 
sych.) and moderns, as (Luther, Knatchbull, Wolf, 
Whitby, Wets., and Heinrichs,) keeping to, retaining 
with constancy. Of this sense, indeed, there is no posi- 
tive example in the New Testament: but the word 
is often used in significations nearly allied to it; as 
inl Tim. 4, 16. Many similar exhortations occur 
elsewhere ; asin 1 Cor. 11, 2. ras rapadoces Karé- 
yere. Heb. 10, 23. xaréyonev ray tporoyiay tis éAmi- 
dos akaAivy et sepissime. 
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The arcyos gwys is an elegant periphrasis for the 
Gospel. 

16. eis Kavynpa épol eis ypepay Xoiorod. The eis 
denotes the end and result; q.d. ‘So that your 
conversion to the faith, and your constancy therein, 
may be a matter for my rejoicing in the day of 
Christ,” i.e. the day of judgment. The 67s signifies 
namely that ; and the words ovK eis Kevov—éxoriace 
further develope the preceding thought, and contain 
an elegant litotes, with which I would compare Solon 
29. dun yap aerarra coy Geciow avon, “Ape o° od parny 
epdovs In the eis Kevv edgapov there is an agonistical 
allusion, also used at Gal. 2, 2. Compare, too, 
1 Cor. 9, 26. The eis kevav éxoriaca is subjoined by 
way of explanation. How applicable it was to the 
whole of St. Paul’s life, after he began to preach the 
Gospel, is obvious; and it is surprising that Wets. 
should have recognized no more in the running and 
labouring than an allusion to his frequent peregrina- 
tions, ‘* Longam iter Hierosolymis per totam Mace- 
doniam.” I need only refer to the affecting descrip- 
tion of his course of life at 2 Cor. 6, 4—6., where, 
among the rest, we have €y kozois. 

17. GAN ei Kal omevdopat ext Ty Quoin Kal Aerroupyta 
Tis wicrews vpay. It is well observed, by Heinrichs, 
that the preceding word komiay, which denotes the 
various toils, hardships, and trials he had to en- 
counter in his Apostolical office, might easily suggest 
to him the possibility of his having to sacrifice, in 
the same glorious cause, even life itself. 

Though such is clearly the general sense, yet there 
is some obscurity in the phraseology, and an incon- 
gruity in Aeitougyia. Here Heinrichs has much | 
learned investigation; though, as usual, he is te- | 
diously and unnecessarily minute. I shall give the | 
substance of his annotation. ‘“ Zzevdeiv, like libare, 
is a common sacrificial term to denote the pouring | 
of the wine, wine and oil, or other liquid, on the head) 
of the victim previous to his being sacrificed; and 
as it was poured upon his head, émorevdw has muck 
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propriety. The éz} signifies for, or on account of. 
But the Apostle does not plainly say for the Gospel 
and the faith to which he had converted them, but 
names, instead, those good works which the Apostle 
had generated in the Philippians; and these he com- 
pares to 6ucia and Aeitoupyia. Similar metaphors 
frequently occur; as in Rom. 21, 1. 15, 16. Heb. 
13, 15 & 16. Thus he here for éx} 74 ricre tov 
puts ex 77 ucla Kab AEiTroupyia Tis Ticrews tpwr 
Finally, having brought forward the image, he dresses 
it by comparing his own death to a libation, with 
which his blood would be, as it were, to be poured 
over those sacrifices, victims, and oblations, which, 
by their faith and Christian probity, the Philippians 
had presented to God.” It is observed, by Hamm. 
and Mackn., that the bringing in of men to the faith 
of Christ, to the embracing and receiving of the 
Gospel, is, in other places, also compared to a sacri- 
fice, and the Apostle to an officiating priest. See 
Rom. 12, 1. 15, 16. And Doddr. observes, that the 
Apostle considers the faith of the Philippians as an 
acceptable sacrifice presented to God; and if he 
incurred martyrdom for his zeal to promote it, he 
might speak of his blood as a libation poured out 
upon occasion of it, with greater beauty and pro- 
priety than most Commentators have remarked.” 
IT would add that a similar metaphor occurs in 
Eurip. Orest. 188—190. 

The Apostle, then, with inexpressible magnani- 
mity, adds yalpw Kal cvyyaigw maow vpiv, “If this be 
so, I shall rejoice and congratulate you. For (as 
Rosenm. paraphrases) to you, and to all the faithful, 
the fruits of my death will reach.”” Most Critics are 
of opinion that the Present is here used for the Fu- 
ture. But it seems more correct to say that the 
Apostle, by a beautiful figure, supposes his impending 
death already at hand and present. That he must 
have intended this is plain from the words following 
at ver. 18, 7d 0 adrd Kal duels yaipere, kal cuyyaipere 
pot, Which, if renderedin the Future (as those Critics. 
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direct) have an insipid and frigid air. The antient 
Commentators, with their usual good taste, seem to 
have been aware of the true ratio of this use of the 
present. 

19. €arizw oy &v Kupiw Iyood, Tipcdeov raxEews rép- 
Was vpiv. After having concluded the exhortations 
commenced at 1, 27., the Apostle interweaves some- 
thing respecting himself, Timothy, and Epaphro- 
ditus. Of these two brethren, the former had, it 
seems, at the earnest request of the Apostle (2 Tim.), 
gone to Rome to see him, and was now with him, 
and whom, as being well known to the Philippians 
(Acts 16.), he would willingly have sent to support 
their minds, but that he could not spare one so dear 
at so critical a time. However, he endeavours to 
supply that want by sending Epaphroditus, who had 
recently recovered of a dangerous disorder, and of 
whom he speaks in the most affectionate terms. At 
the same time he comforts them by saying that he 
hopes shortly to be enabled to send Timothy to 
them. (Heinrichs.) 

The event which he waited for was, doubtless, the 
determination of his fate, for life, or death. 

19, €v Kupiw “Iyjood. It is remarked by Hein- 
richs: ‘** Apostoli, sicut omnia, ita et spes suas, a 
Deo Christoque repetebant.” So ver. 24. The kat 
in kzyw has much force, and stands in the place of a 
sentence; q.d. ‘* That not only you may be fully 
assured of my fate, but I also, being assured of your 
condition, may be easy in mind,” ver. 28. Euuyeiy 
signifies to be of good courage; of which sense many 
examples are adduced by Kypke. 

20. otdéva yap Exw iocluyov—pepinyyce. ‘This in- 
dicates the reason why he would have preferred 
sending Timothy, namely, he being a kind of second 
self, who could yyciws, &c., ‘ feel as genuine a care 
for them as himself.”? “IecWuyov, like-minded, one 
that thinks, cares about the same thing, and in the 
same manner. So Theophyl.: xydcnevos tay vpere- 
pov époiws exo. Of this, and similar terms, nu- 
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merous examples are adduced by Wets.; as Schol. 
on Eurip. Androm. 419. icoluya trois avoswras ciot 
ta texva. Tgnat. ad Heron. Magiay rijv buyarepe pov 
tiv ronupaberraryy—is avTibuyoy yevoivyy’ & on Eph. 
elyy dpov avtibuyov. Gloss. iodduyov, animaequum. 
So many later Classical writers say, foos rH KeGary 
or Wy of a very dear friend. And Hor. anime 
dimidium meee. 

20. yyolws, ‘* with the same paternal feelings as 
myself.” So Theophyl.: rarpixos. Thusat 1 Tim. 
1, 2. he calls him his ‘* own son in the faith.” 

Ql. of mavtes yao TH EauTwY SyToUTIV, od TA TOU 
Xpiorod “Iycod. Rosenm. thinks that by of ravres 
are meant, not all the teachers known to the Apostle, 
but only those at Rome, whom he might have sent 
to them. But it is not likely that he could mean to 
include Epaphroditus, whom he did send, and whom 
he so much praises at ver. 25.; any more than Ty- 
chicus, who merited no little commendation. I as- 
sent to Heinrichs, that the of ravres may be taken 
populariter for of ronal, the great bulk. The words 
are meant, Heinrichs conjectures, for those Chris- 
tian converts and teachers who were of the Ju- 
daizing party, and from whose enmity the Apostle 
had suffered somuch. See supra l, 15 seqg. This, 
however, may be going too far: for (as he himself 
admits) the negative oJk may be taken compara- 
tively ; q.d. ‘* no one pays so much attention to the 
interest of Jesus Christ as of his own personal in- 
terests.” It may, however, (with Theophyl.,) be taken 
to refer to the Apostle’s journey; q.d. ‘ all seek 
their own ease and safety rather than undertake a 
fatiguing and perilous journey.” So Doddr. thinks 
the Apostle may possibly speak this in reference to 
the part which some Christians, and probably some 
ministers at Rome, had acted, to whom he might 
have proposed this journey; which they might de- 
cline through too great a regard to their own ease 
and conveniency, which laid him under the neces- 
sity of parting with Timothy. 
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22. tiv be doxipry—eis rd edayyearov, “* The proof 
of him ye have had and known. We here have 
Substantive for adjective ; as in 2 Cor. 2, 9. iva yo 
THY OoKipyy dav, & 9, 22., where see the notes; q.d. 
“ his commendation does not rest on my testimony.” 
For Timothy had been with Paul at Philippi. See 
Acts 16, 1—3.,; and. 1'7; 14. 

22, edovrcurey cis rd edayyéraiov. It is here re- 
marked, by Heinrichs and Rosenm., that this is for 
edovrcucey TH EUayyerlw, ; since the Hebrews express 
the Greek dative by %. And they render “ inserviit ) ! 
Evangelio,” taking the édova. to have only reference 
to that idiom by which ministers of the Gospel are 
called dovAel rod edayyerion. “So Theophyl.: ws Geos 
Aetroupyes. But, considering the nature of the con- 
text, and that this use of the phrase occurs no where 
else in the New Testament, it should seem to have 
reference to his diligence in the service. 

23, rouTov prev ovy eAmiSw—eEnuras. ‘“* Him, how- 
ever, I hope to send shortly, that is as soon as I see 
how my affairs will terminate, how it shall fare with 
me.” ‘The termination alluded to is the event of the 
trial to which he expected shortly to be brought: 
and it was uncertain whether he would be con- 
demned to death, or perpetual imprisonment, or be 
acquitted and set at liberty. 

"Egaurys is to be taken with €ari2w. Heinrichs 
regards rodrov as put for toodrev, “ talem tantumque 
virum.” But this idiom, though it might be ad- 
mitted in a Classical writer, is not agreeable to the 
Scriptural style. Heinrichs also thinks the ard in 
aod is intensive ; as in aréyw. But the ar. never 
means more than aé (as to look at); a sense which 
may have place here. 

25. avaykaiov te—tuds. The dé signifies however ; 
and Heinrichs thinks it stands for a clause; q.d. 
*« But (since these things, though probable, are yet 
uncertain, that you might not be any longer igno- 
rant of the state of my affairs) I judged it necessary 
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to send Epaphroditus, though he be not quite re- 
stored to health; yet, lest you should hear any false 
tidings of my fate or his, 1 thought it better to send 
him now, without waiting for another opportunity.” 
On dveyxasoyv see the note supra 1, 24. With respect 
to the terms applied to Epaphroditus, my brother, 
fellow-labourer, and fellow-soldier, in these there is 
nothing but what is plain, since Epaphroditus was 
no doubt a presbyter at Philippi. But on the words 
jpwv 0€ aroorcAwy Commentators are not agreed in 
opinion ; some taking arocr., as denoting, if not 
Apostle, in the more elevated sense, yet, in a lower 
sense, or that of Deputy and Legate under Paul, i. e. 
as Bishop, in order to ordain Priests and Deacons. 
This, however, Dodér. thinks, is stooping very low 
to draw an argument for the existence of primitive 
Episcopacy.” Yet the good Doctor might have 
softened so positive an expression, since the opinion 
is not only supported by some eminent modern Com-~ 
mentators, as Wells, Blackw., Wets., and especially 
Whitby (who proves that ’Axéoroaos may be taken in 
this lower sense, see 2 Cor. 8, 22 & 23, &c.), but 
also by some antients. Nay it is somewhat coun- 
tenanced by Chrys. Yet, as the point is doubtful, I 
grant it may be better to wave the argument, espe- 
cially as “non tali auaxilio, &c. I cannot, however, 
but think that Dr. Doddr. stooped quite as low in 
urging that it was incongruous to suppose that the 
Philippians would have sent their Bishop as a mes- 
senger to Paul. Surely, without knowledge of the 
nature of the message and business, we cannot judge of 
the probability or improbability of the Bishop having 
the charge of it. If érecroavcs cannot be proved to 
have the sense in question, neither (1 think) can it 
be proved to have that of sacred ambassador, like 
the Hebr. mbw, conveyor of the sacred monies: 
though this interpretation is adopted by Grot. and 
Rosenm.: for I agree with Heinrichs that they 
make out no proof. Iam therefore inclined to adopt 
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the interpretation of some antients and moderns, who 
take arorr. simply to signify messenger ; as in Joh. 
13, 16. 

Aeiroupyos t7¢ yeelas properly signifies one who 
discharges any office, which must here be under- 
stood of the office of conveying ; and ris ypelas de- 
notes (as Rosenm. observes) the things of which he 
was in need. 

26. ered érimobay iv mavras vpas, “ For he was 
longing to see you all.” The ‘oe is left under- 
stood, and is supplied in some MSS., doubtless from 
the margin. Kai adypovwy, ‘and was exceedingly 
troubled.”” A very strong term, occurring also in 
Matt. 26, 37., where see the note. So Hippocr. : 
arvoyv Kal adymovewv 6 Bupos. ‘This was, as Mackn. 
observes, a decisive proof of the goodness of his 
heart. 

Q7. Kat yap yo%evyoe. The phraseology is here 
elliptical, and y&p stands in the place of a clause 
omitted; q.d. “For sick indeed he was, yea sick 
even almost unto death.”* In raparajowy Iavarea, 
Heinrichs fancies an inaccuracy ; and he thinks 
propriety of language required éws 6avarov. This 
error he excuses on the ground of the Apostle’s 
limited acquaintance with Grecian literature. But 
it may be questioned whether this be not too hyper- 
critical. Neither Heinrichs, nor any other modern 
critic, can tell how far the Hellenistical and provin- 
cial idiom extended: and as there seems every rea- 
son to think that the Apostle had in view Is. 38, 1. 
where the Greek translators all differ, so it is not 
improbable that in the time of the Apostle the words 
rapararnciov Savarw might exist in some copies of 
that version. And it is the Jess likely that the 
Apostle should have cotned the phrase, since he no 

. * [tis clear from this (as Whitby well observes ) that ‘‘ the Apostles 
could not exercise the gifts of healing at their own pleasure, but 
only by a special impulse, or suggestion from God. Those gifts 
were vouchsafec, not so much for the recovery of the sick, as to 
conyince and convert unbelievers.” 
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where else uses the word zapara. Certainly many 
idioms sanctioned by the usage of the best writers 
are far harsher than this. Nay, the phrase is almost 
justified by something very similar in Galen. 1, 3. 
in Hippocrat. Epidem. 1. (cited by Wets.) Keath ovTos 
ye Ano boY ake Tov Gavatrou Kat’ ekelyyy Ti ijp-eoav— 

rancloy adixero fovarov. In Atlian V. H. 8, 14. we 
have the more elegant expression evares Errl bewveeren. 

27. aan 6 cis adrov 7aéyoev. This was, no doubt, 
a usual phrase: but I cannot agree with Heinr. that 
it supposes the popular notion of diseases being 
punishments from God.” It seems merely to imply 
the pious opinion that recovery from dangerous dis- 
eases ought to be regarded as proceeding from the 
interposition of the Deity, and as a mark of his 
mercy. But indeed mercy may here signify benefit. 
See Theophyl. The Commentators might better 
have remarked on the skilful turn in ov« aurév dé 
peovoy, aAAd Kal ewe, Which is inferior to none that I 
remember in the best Classical writers, and, what is 
of more consequence, it is a strong proof of the 
affectionate disposition of the Apostle. 

On the words avryy éxl airy cx, the philolo- 
gical Commentators have here a favourable opportu- 
nity of opening out the stores of their erudition. See 
the huge farrago of Elsner, Wets., Kypke, and 
others. Suffice it to say, that this sort of phrase was 
applied to any kind of evil. So ** evil upon evil,” 
‘‘orief upon grief,” “ wound upon wound.” Many 
of the passages, lian. are of another kind, as 
‘** squadrons upon squadrons,”’ “ gluttony upon elut- 
tony,” “drunkenness upon drunkenness.” They 
might have appositely cited Aischyl. Pers. 537. p27 
Kata mpos KaKoios poo Gyros Kaxoy' and AXschyl. Suppl. 
116. (according to the emendation of Stanley and 
Pearson) a&rayv 0 ara. 

28; crovdarorépws ody erepra adtov—o. Lrovdaso- 
répws, is well rendered by the Vulg. Sestinantius, 
and by Theophyl. dvurepherws, i. e. * somewhat more 
hastily than I otherwise should;” for the reasons 
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mentioned at ver. 25. This signification was prob- 
ably idiotical and provincial ; for it never (I think) 
occurs in the Classical writers. “Ewepta is for dve- 
mepa, ‘sent him back.” In the words ive iddres 
autoy TaAW yapyre’ Koyo dAumorepos , there is an- 
other very elegant turn, and an unequivocal proof 
of the goodness of the Apostle’s heart; for he felt 
less sensible of his own griefs, by the satisfaction of 
knowing that they had the pleasure of receiving 
back their beloved minister safe. 

29. mpocdeyeobe avrov év Kuplw pera marys yupas. 
The év Kugiw is explained, “as becometh Christians.” 
Kal rovs rosovrous evtipavs éyere. A brief expression, 
which may be rendered, “and not only him, but 
such like have in honour, account honourable,” i. e. 
such as expose themselves to fatigue and danger in 
the cause of the Gospel. 

30. G51 die To Epyov Tod Xeiorov—aAerrougyias, ‘ For 
because of his (affection to) the work of Christ, (or 
‘in the cause of Christ,” as this was for the benefit 
of the Gospel) he came unto death.” The Com- 
mentators regard péeyer tod Oavedrov jyyice as a He- 
braism, like ma 17, in Job 32, 22. 

30. ragaBoureccipevos Ty Wuxy. 
There are few diversities of reading that have been more variously 

controverted than that which subsists in the present passage, where 
some antient MSS. and Versions, and some Fathers, read Tapa- 
BoXevcaperos, which has been approved by the most eminent Greek 
scholars that have ever lived, as Salmas., Scaliger, Casaub., Grot., 
and almost all the critics. The common reading, however, has 
been stiffly defended by Wolf, Heuman, Bengel, Elsner, Blackwall, 
Matthzi, Michaelis, Knapp, Schleus., Storr, Heinrichs, and Nolan, 

who urge, that, though the tapaPovdévoacbat does not elsewhere 
occur, yet no authority is required for so ordinary a compound ; so 
that its use may be defended even without authority; and the 
Apostle (they add) is accustomed to employ extraordinary words. 
On the other hand, it is urged in favour of zapa/3oX., that it is 
supported by the most eminent MSS. of various recensions, and 
also by the most antient Versions and many Fathers and Greek 
Commentators, It is, however, objected by Slade, that it is more 
usual for transcribers to omit a letter than to add one, and the 
proposed alteration would have an anomalous construction. But 
to this it might be answered, that the syllables God. and ova. are 
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often confounded by the scribes: yet as Govd. is much more fre- 
quent than (oX., they almost always change /JoA. into PovdA. As to 
the charge of anomalous construction, tapa(ovhevcacBar, if a cor- 
rect term, must have the same construction as rapaPadeoOar. Now 
the numerous examples of Wets. show that that word not only has 
the accusative, but the dative, especially in the latter writers. It is, 
moreover, objected by Heinrichs, that the termination devs is no 
where found, and is agreeable neither to analogy, nor to grammiati- 
cal rules; compound verbs having frequently the terminations 
Aoyéw, Toopéw, Hovéw, Spopéw, Poréw, but never evw. Yet the 

learned Commentator seems to rest too much on this argument. 
For such instances, though rare, are sometimes met with; as in 
Eurip. Ion. $877. Wuya 8 adyet kaxofovdrevdeta’ e. a., where, from a 
similar scruple respecting the analogical formation of raxofovdev- 
Ocio’, Barnes, after remarking : ‘‘Composita a Govdy cum preposi- 
tione faciunt etw, cum adjectivis in éw desinunt; ut et plurima alia 

verba a nominibus derivata, ut éreBovretw, tpoovrAevw, &c. sed 
kotvo(ovrAéw et kaxofovréw,” &c., conjectures kaka BovrevOero’, or 
kaxoBoudneis’, Or éxeBovAevbeio’, And Reisk proposes xara/3., 
which, however, is a vor nihili. As to the other conjectures, they 
are unnecessary, and have never been adopted by the great critics 
since Barnes's time. It is plain that kaxoGovAkevw comes from 
kaxdPovdos, which is used by the best writers. ‘Thus here, if zrapa- 
Borevodpevos be the true reading, it may come from zapa/odos. 
Nay, if zapaovd. be the true reading, it may come from zapafovros, 
synonymous with caxdfovdos: and though that word be rare, it is 
found in Du Cange’s Gloss. Greec. accompanied with two authorities, 
Theophanes and another writer. In short, had zapafPodévoacbai 
been bad Greek, would Chrys., Damascenus, Nicephorus, and others 
have used the word? ‘The anomaly surely is not great ; and zapa- 
BoXos, from which it would thus be formed, was in frequent use. 

As to the authority of MSS. and Versions, by which Heinrichs, 
the strenuous defender of the common reading, admits the new read- 
ing is especially supported, [ cannot think it is so very strong. They 
are but six in number, and though very antient, are such as have 
been every where altered by early Critics, who changed the idioti- 
cal expressions into Classical ones. And with respect to the Versions, 
they are worded so ambiguously, that it cannot be pronounced with 
certainty what the Translators read: though the sense, ‘‘ not re- 
garding his life,” seems more favourable to the old than the new 
reading. As to the authority of celebrated Greek Classical Scholars, 
it cannot decide a question of this kind: for we may account for 
their predilection in the same way as for the correction (if it be such) 
of those learned persons who emended the MS. A. B., &c., namely, 
from the perpetual occurrence of rapaPBoXdos and rapafddXeoOar in 
a sense not unsuitable to the present passage, and the very great 
rarity of tapaovAevecOa ; for the verb has been found no where 
else: but that is no argument against the existence of it, since it is 
formed analogically. IZLapaGovdos is also very rare; yet it is found 
in the antient lexicons, and, what is more to our present purpose, ~ 
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dvorapaPovdos in /Eschyl, Suppl. 113. ed. Stanley, dvarapaPotrAoree 
ppeai, malé consulentibus animis, whére the metre will not permit 
dvorapa/soAor. 

Upon the whole, though T admit that the question can scarcely 
be brought to any certain determination, yet 1 think the evidence, 
both external and internal, is in favour of the common reading. 
As to the sense it is much the same on either. 
From the nature of the expressions employed, some recent Com- 

mentators, as Heinrichs and Rosenm., have conjectured that the 
pertl of life, of which the Apostle speaks, was brought on by Epaph- 
roditus’s hastening forward to reach Rome to fulfil his commission, 
in spite of a severe fit of illness which seized him, and with which 
he struggled so as to reach his destination and fulfil his commission, 
though nearly at the expense of his life; since the disorder was so 
aggravated as to become nearly mortal. A most ingenious, and 
probably well founded, conjecture, which is equally consistent with 
mapafouvr. or rapaor. For both expressions seem far too strong, 
except on this conjecture; nor is it easy to see how any one 
undertaking a journey to Rome and back could be said to be re- 
gardless of, or to hazard his life. 

o > / ee Se e I x / 
30. ive avarrnpwoy TO YLwY voTEDTLA THs TPIS bE 

Aeiroupyias. ‘These words are well paraphrased by 
Theophyl.: ‘ you were not present to personally 
minister to my comfort, though you sent to the relief 
of my necessity. ‘This therefore which in you was 
wanting, namely, the ministration of the mind and 
body, he hath fulfilled, ministering to me instead of 
you all.” And so Doddr.: ‘* that he might fill up 
the deficiency of your service to me, and might, if it 
were possible, perform to me in his own person all 
the kind offices which your whole society could have 
rendered me, had you been with meas he was.” Com- 
pare similar sentiments and phraseology in 2 Cor. 9, 
Os Piuilems13.)-2.Cor..9,.12.. 11,9, Cok b.. 24 

CHAP. III. 

VERSE 1. 70 Aoimov, ciderndol pov, xalpere ev Kupiw. 
On account of the ro Acme, and the valedictory yai- 
pere €v Kupiw, Heinrichs thinks the Epistle, as far as 
it regarded the Church, ends here; and the ra 
aura ypadey viv, he thinks, commences a new Epis- 
tle, which having written by itself, the Apostle had 
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added to the former, not addressed to the whole 
Church, but only to certain persons in it, with whom 
he was more particularly acquainted, or to whom he 
was on this or that account more especially attached, 
and whom he knew to be further advanced in the 
Christian doctrine.” But this is resting too much 
on a dubious and extensive formula like to a~orev; and 
to take yaipere in its valedictory sense is quite arbi- 
trary, and indeed unnecessary ; for it is clearly horta- 
tive. And the 70 Acme may either mean hencefor- 
ward, as Whitby renders, or (as Doddr. and Mackn.), 
“ as to what remains.”” But the former interpreta- 
tion seems preferable; for it should appear that the 
following verse is a sort of coda or postscript, similar 
to what is found in many other of the Epistles. See 
2 Corsi3; 1d Galo, 17° Ephs610- TheApostle 
seems to have ceased writing or dictating here, and 
to have added the rest (which it is probable he ori- 
ginally intended to shorten) at another sitting. 

1. ra avta yeagew, &c. Some Commentators, as 
Doddr., have fancied in this a reference to some 
former Epistle which has been lost. But the princi- 
ple is unsound; for as it has never been proved that 
any one Apostolical Epistle is lost, so there is no 
reason to suppose it here. Others, as Menoch. and 
Mackn., take the ra avra ypadew as put elliptically 
for “ write the same things to you which we have 
written to others.” But the nature of the expres- 
sion confines it to the Philippians. It is therefore 
more reasonable, with Beza, Zeger, Flem., and 
Rosenm., to consider it as referring to some previ- 
ous personal admonitions. Indeed ygapew is some- 
times used populariter for r€yew, as also aeyew for 
ypagev. And so Grot. seems to have taken it. 

The particles pév and ce merely serve to the apo- 
dosis, and therefore ought not to be rendered by 
indeed and but. ‘They may be passed by, or ren- 
dered, ‘* on the one hand—on the other hand.” 

1. cxvypiv, wearisome. The word has «usually an 
active sense, but here it has a passive one; as in 
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Prov. 31, 27. "Acgares, i, e. (as Zanch, Grot., and 
Schleus. explain) ‘‘ makes you safe.” Wets. com- 
pares a similar passage of Liban. Epist. 61. zjpiv pev 
ovk Epyov ouTe ypadew ovre deiobas wegl TwY aUTwY’ Gol 
0° odK adv Exot KaAWS el wepl TwY adTw@Y aKovELY. 

2. Baremwere tous Kuvas, “look to, beware of the 
dogs.” So videre in Latin. And indeed this seems 
a Latinism; for Paérew in this sense requires the 
genitive with dro. Heinr. renders considerate. But 
this seems scarcely strong enough. ‘Theophy], ry- 
eeire, mooréyere py AaIwos. Both the senses, mind, 
and beware of may be united ; and our look to may 
well include them. Tods kivas, the dogs. The arti- 
cle points to some certain persons well known to his 
readers by that appellation. ‘These are supposed to 
have been the Judaizers who had privily crept in 
among the Christians, and were sowing the seeds of 
Judaism. Now the term xJwyv was in the plain- 
spoken phraseology of antient times, both in the East 
and West, employed to characterize impudence, pe- 
tulance, and greediness. See Suic. Thes. 2, 197. and 
132565 :d).: Ps2 22,16; -Matt..15,-26,'. Apoes 22; 15, 
It is used by the most dignified characters in the 
Iliad ; and it was applied to a whole class of Philoso- 
phers who seem to have been little sensible to any 
disgrace.. See Laert. Vit. Diog. and Wetstein’s 
Classical examples. Theophyl. well observes, that 
as the Jews applied this term to the Gentiles, (as the 
Mahommedans do now to the Christians), so there 
was a peculiar propriety in thus retaliating upon 
them, ws irdpous Kal pis Td Gws arnfcias avai yur- 
TOUVTAS, KAI KATA TOVTWY VAAKTOUYTAS. 

2. rovs Kkakous eoyaras. This does not merely mean 
wicked persons (as oi €pyaras THs adiKias at Luke 13, 
27.), but, as the best antient and modern Commen- 
tators are agreed, the false teachers, crafty Ju- 
daizers, who endeavoured to privily introduce the 
law. The word épyarys not unfrequently signifies 
teacher; as in Matt. 9, 37 & 39. Luke 10, 2. 2 Tim. 
2,15. The kaol €gyaras are here well paralleled by the 

VOL. VII. 3B 
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épyaras d0Asos at 2 Cor. 11, 13. where see the note. 
These were, however, kaxol in other respects, espe- 
cially by tearing up (as Theoph. observes) what 
others had planted. 

2. Brérere tiv katarouyy. On the force of the word 
kararouy, and the scope of the Apostle, the Com- 
mentators are divided in opinion. The interpretations 
proposed are for the most part very frigid, as that of 
Grot., Theodoret, and Michaelis, who take karerouy 
for rods Kararéuvoyras, namely, tiv ’Exxayoiav. Still 
more absurd is the interpretation of Mackn., “ the 
excision, because God will destroy them.” Prefer- 
able is the exposition of Vorst: “ Est elegans anta- 
naclasis, qua eorum jactationes de necessitate cir- 
cumcisionis irridet, et simul conditionem doctrine 
ipsorum exponit, quippe qua et seipsos et alios a 
Christo velut abscinderent.” And so nearly Rosenm. 
Upon the whole, I see no interpretation so rational 
as that of the antient Commentators. Thus Theo- 
phyl.: pee de kak Titov Hy Tore (read wore) mapa ‘Tov- 
daioss x 7 TeEpiTopt)” "Exel ouy voy Teyares, ovdey anno 7 Ko 

Tarops7) eorty" eel yep ouK €oTh YOULI Loy 76 yevopevay, 7 TI 

TupKka povoy kararéuvoucw, q. d. “beware of this 
cutting and hacking the flesh; for it is no more.” So 
also Schleus. and Heinr., the latter of whom remarks 
that the expression is used ironically and contemp- 
tuously, to show indignation at the fancy that no one 
could be made a Christian but by means of such an 
insignificant rite. 

3. jpeis yao erpev y wecitou7, q. d. “ They ought 
not to arrogate to themselves alone the title of weps- 
rouy ; for we Christians are, i. e. possess, the true cir- 
cumcision, even that of the heart.” (See Rom. 2 
29.) And on this the Prophets themselves insist. 
With the TVES LOT Ocw Aurgevovres We May compare 
that spiritual service enjoined by Christ, Joh. 4, 29. 
and that reasonable service mentioned at Rom. 12, 1. 
(see also 1 Cor. 7, 19.), and which did not depend 
upon external rites. Heinrichs observes, that it was 
then customary with Christians to assume to them- 
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selves those names and attributes on which the Jews 
prided themselves. 

The various reading @®eov seems to have arisen 
partly from error, and partly from intentional, but 
unnecessary, alteration. 

3. kai kavyopevor €v X., and who make our boast and 
glory (not in Jewish privileges, but) only in Christ 
Jesus, whose favour alone we seek, and follow his 
doctrine.’ Kat otk év capt reraidores. ‘These words 
are exegetical of the preceding. By capxi is meant 
those external rites and ceremonies in which the 
professors of the law especially placed their reliance 
for obtaining favour and acceptance with God. 

4. kairep yw éyw, &c. The scope of the Apostle 
(as Theophyl. remarks) is to show that he does not 
depreciate these grounds of confidence in the flesh 
because he possesses them not. His meaning is not, 
that he has confidence in the flesh: but he here 
uses a very brief mode of expression, of which the 
sense may be thus expressed: “ And yet (if there be 
any ground of such confidence in the flesh) Z have it. 
If any one thinks he has such grounds, I can show 
more.” The éy# is emphatic, and at €ywy must be 
understood eivs. ‘The doxe? is not (as Heinrichs thinks) 
pleonastic, but (as the antients saw) is inserted, to 
show that the Apostle does not recognise any such 
grounds. 

On the erie the Commentators trifle. It plainly 
must mean any Jew, or Jewish Christian, or Ju- 
daizer. On the paraoy it is not necessary to press. 
Doddr. well renders it ‘* probably more.” In fact 
the whole sentence «i ris—zeroiSyciv seems to mean 
no more than é7 ris daaos, and that is all that a Clas- 
sical writer would have said. He would probably 
have written éywye, ef tis HAAS, Exw mwerolbycw ev 
TapKl, AAA PLAADOY. 

5. mepirony oxrarpegos—Papicaios. The Apostle 
rhetorically accumulates many of the attributes of 
his dignity as a Jew, of which his countrymen, and 
especially the Pharisees, used, it should seem, fre- 

3B 
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quently to boast in conversation. Compare Rom. 9, 
4. seqq. (Heinrichs.) The sense is clearly this: ‘I 
was circumcised on the eighth day,” i.e. I was not 
a proselyte, or adult circumcised. With respect to 
the reading, however, it is not easy of determina- 
tion, and on this both the antient and modern Com- 
mentators are divided. Some adopt wegirouy, taking 
it as abstract for concrete, of which they adduce 
many examples from the Scriptural and Classical 
writers. But in all the passages they have cited it 
is used of a plural; and I can find no example of a 
singular. I therefore prefer, with others, to read 
mepitopy, sub. év, which yields the very same sense, 
with less harshness. As to MSS. they are no evi- 
dence in such minutiz. In the reading wegitop7, I 
find I am supported by Bp. Middleton, who renders: 
“* T was, in respect of circumcision (cir ‘cumcised) the 
eighth day.” 

5. €« yevous "Iopaya, guays Beviapiy, ‘“ by nation an 
Israelite, by tribe a Benjaminite.” It is remarked 
by Heinrichs that the Apostle says an Israelite, 
since other neighbouring nations, as the Edomites 
and Ishmaelites, practised circumcision. But it 
should rather seem that the Apostle means by Iogazja 
a true Israelite, and not such as the Samaritans, who 
pretended to be such. In this view he mentions the 
tribe of Benjamin, since that had not been led into 
captivity. Here Wets. cites Meg. on Esther 3, 4. 
Ego evyevéoregos Dei S. B. Omnes enim tribus nate 
sunt extra terram: proavus autem meus natus est in 
terra Israelis, de Mardochai ex tribu Benjamin. 

5. ‘EBpatos €§ “EBpaiwv. ‘This term is not merely 
synonymous with Jsraelite, or the more recent Jew, 
but, as Carpzov thinks, religionem cultumque Divi- 
num gentis designat. ‘The turn of the phrase * is 

* With which Wets. compares Medrasch. Thehillim 1, 1. Magnus 
filius mag ni, ebyeriys filius evyevous. Aristoph. Ram. 742. rots dé 
xarkots Kai Eévors Kal muppiats, Kal movnpois, KGK TOVNpaY. Eurip. 
Ale. 677. Oecoaddy k’ ard Oecsadov rarpos yeyura, Liban. Or. 
651. éXedOepds re Kai é& éhevOepwy. Lys. dovdos kal éx dovXwy. Pro- 
pert. 4, 2. Tuscus ego Tuscis orior. See Selden de J. N. and G. 2, 4. 
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meant to show that he was a Hebrew by both pa- 
rents, and that by a long series of ancestors, and 
with no mixture of Gentile or proselyte blood. Now 
of this the Jews were as proud as those Christians in 
Spain, who (as we learn from Cervantes) call them- 
selves old Christians, as having no mixture of Moor- 
ish blood. See Acts 22, 8, 26, 5. 2 Cor. 11, 22. 
Theophyl. well explains ipiavnbcurchy évdokiuay: "Tov- 
daily cips—riy ToAAnY evyevelay dEiKYUTT. 

5. kava vonov Papicaios. I know not why our Eng- 
lish Translators should have rendered this ‘ by law :” 
for it cannot surely mean the law properly so called, 
but (as Schoettg. says) the oral-law, in which almost 
the whole of Pharisaism consisted. So nearly Theo- 
phyl.: év rw pobyoes rod vopov. The most antient of 
our later Commentators render it sect: Schleus. 
moralia instituta; a signification rare, but of which 
I have remarked one example, Aristoph. Av. 1343. 
Epw 0” eywye Tay ev opyioryy vopeeny" "OpwiSopaven yae K. TA. 
Schol. Arist. 577. voLLoy YOY ov maYTa Toy VEY PuppEvOY 
Gyolv, aNNG TO eos. So also Thucyd. 6, 16. vopw pep 
yap They TO TOMLUTO. 

. kata Siro Siw@kwy THY EKKAIT OY. Here, xara 
signifies quod attinet ad. It is well observed, by 
Heinrichs, that kara gyjarov has reference to xara 
vonoyv; q. d. “out of my infuriate zeal for the rights 
and institutes of my sect, persecuting the Church.” 
Aidkwy is not (as Heinrichs and Rosenm. say), the 
Present for the Preterite : but it is the Participle i im- 
perfect. Theodoret well explains : od yap Oia rH 
Giroripiay, aude Ore boSay Kevyy, ode pidve Banrardevos, 
ws ‘Loudateoy apxovres, AAAK TO Umep TOU youu Preyoue- 

vos SyAw, Thy EKKANT iaY éxdgbouy. 
6. Kara dixasocdyyy tiv ev vow YEvopevos OLELTTOS, 

‘*as far as the righteousness which is by the law ex- 
tends, being blameless.” By the éixasoovvy év vow, 
is meant, all those observances, especially ritual, 
which the law enjoined. “Apeyaros imports that he 
never so acted as to give room for spiritual censure. 
(So Heinrichs). But there appears to be a sort of 
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meiosis. For he seems to hint, that, if justifica- 
tion could have been thus obtained, he should have 
had it. So Theodoret : "EdeSev ovk axpie7y dikasorvyyy 
THY YOpLAKiy. 

7. GAN OTive hy p08 Képo7. Under this ear’ a&rive 

there is much meaning couched, which may be thus 
expressed: ‘* These were such as to bring me into 
great credit with our Ecclesiastical rulers (see Acts); 
these made my reputation considerable (see Acts 9, 
1.) ; and would have led to dignities and emolu- 
ments, an introduction into the Sanhedrim, &e.; but 
all these opportunities of gain I (on my ‘change of 
views, and conversion to Christ) no more regarded 
than if they had been sources of loss.” Wets. adduces 
many Classical examples of Képdos yyeio bas, and Syutav 
jyciobas1, but ina somewhat different sense. 

Aida tov Xpiordv, ** because of Christ and his 
religion.” It is here beautifully observed, by Theo- 
doret: Ty mapaberes Twy Kgerrroveoy Saploy avopare TO 
cna TOE. TEpITTOS yap 6 AvyVvos TOU jaiov davevros® 1E- 
girris 6 radaywyas Tols Tiy TEAELAY THY copiay deGapee- 
vols, AY pyTTOY EOTE TIS Tithis ro yana TOS PLETAAAYOUTE 

TerElas TpoP7s. 
8. GAA pevouvye Kal yyovpas mavra enpiav. The 

GAAG pevouvye is a very elliptical formula, not used 
by the Classical writers,* and imports: “‘ And not 
these things only, but all other things which are 
thought honourable and profitable, did I despise. 
Nay, to the present time, I continue to think all 
things but loss,” &c. Asa 7d Umepeyov THS yuaoews 
Xpiored 1 Here dia may mean, ‘‘in comparison 
with.” But perhaps the sentence is elliptical, and 
may be thus paraphrased: ‘* And such they appear, 
because of the excellency of,” &c. To dmepéxov, is 
for thy Umregoxiy” or there is an Hendiadis for rzy 
yrorw tiv dregeyoucav. The ywo. X.I1., is here put 
for the revelation of Christ, the religious system 
revealed by him: on which signification, see Schleus. 

* Heinrichs renders it quid, quod, quin ; refering to Irmisch Exc. 
ad Herodian 1, 804. 
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Lex. in voce § 6., where are adduced, as examples, 
2 Cor. 2,14. 4, 6., 10,5., 1 Tim. 6, 20., Malachi 2, 
7. Schleus. also refers to Tittm. de Vestig. Gnost., 
p- 138. 

8. Or ov Ta mavra ESnpswbyy, sub. kara. There was 
no occasion for our Commentators to have stumbled 
at this expression, which is to be taken populariter. 
When he says he Jos¢ all, he means that he lost all 
the opportunity of gaining. And so the antient 
Interpreters. I cannot think, with Doddr., that 
this refers to any confiscation of property ; for such 
he had no means of acquiring. 

8. Kal yyodpas oKvBara elvan, va X. kepdyow. Here 
we have a climax on the preceding yyodpa: mavra 
Sypiav eivas. Thus the xa} may be rendered yea. 
ZKuBara, dung,or dross. It sometimes signifies the 
wreck thrown out by the sea (as in Ach. Tat. 2., 
cited by Rosenm.), and sometimes stubble, such as 
in farm-yards is trampled under foot by the cattle, 
and thus converted into dung. The expression may 
be Englished by ‘a mere drug,” which word comes 
from the Dutch Drog, dry, barren, useless, &c., and 
signifies, properly, a dried plant. Wets. has here 
very many passages illustrative of the sense of the 
word; and two, of the sentiment ; as Apulej. Flor. 
2. Cratetem rem familiarem abjecisse, velut onus 
stercoris, magis labori quam usui. Plaut. ‘Truc. 
2,7, 9., amator, qui bona sua pro stercore habet. 

Petron. 44., itaque illo tempore annona pro luto erat. 
8. iva Xpicrov xepdyow, “that I may gain the 

favour and rewards of Christ in his kingdom. 
9. Kal ebgefo €v adrw. Rosenm. explains this as 

merely importing ‘‘be a Christian.” And most 
moderns regard evp. as put for eivas. But this cannot 
here be admitted. The xegdyjow just before evidently 
has reference to the rewards adjudged at the last 
day: and in this view eve66 will have great force 
and beauty ; q. d. “ and be (at the great day) found 
united tohim in faith and love, and therefore be accept- 
ed and rewarded.” The év aire plainly denotes this 
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union, which is alluded to at Joh. 6, 56., “he 
dwelleth in me, and I in him.” I cannot think with 
Peirce and others, that this is a metaphor taken 
e re vestiarid. 

Q. pal Syev epay Oixosorivyy tH ex vopov. It is ob- 
served, by Rosenm., that dsxe1oodxy frequently signi- 
fies the favour and benignity of God; as in the 
Epistle to the Romans: but here may denote, by 
metonymy, the state of a man who has attained the 
favour of God: a sense (adds he) which is confirmed 
by ver. 8. seq. Thus the words may be rendered : 
“this my felicity and hope of eternal life I owe not 
to the Law, but to Christ.” Tyyv ék Qeod dixcsoodyyy, 
‘¢ for our Christian state is the gift of God. “Em r7 
wlorel, i. e. on account of my faith in Christ and his 
doctrine.” The dixasoovvyy tH €k vonov may however, 
Rosenm. thinks, be interpreted, “ virtue conformed 
to the Mosaic Law.” See ver. 6. ‘For the Phari- 
saical righteousness (continues he) consisted in the 
observance of rites. To this is opposed the 
righteousness by faith in Christ, 7 €x Qed éxi 74 m16- 
rét, a virtue which originates in, and is fostered by, 
the doctrine of Christ, the noblest part of which, 
consists of faith in the Divine promises, and is given 
by God under the condition of faith; a virtue far 
more excellent and perfect than the Jewish righteous- 
ness, and to which promises far greater, even eternal 
ones, were attached.” Of these two interpretations 
the latter alone can be admitted ; though it does not 
go farenough. Heinrichs better explains, ‘‘right- 
eousness, and the Divine favour thence obtained for 
us. The antient Commentators, however, expound 
yet more solidly. (See Chrys. and Theophyl.) Thus 
Cecumen. 96. D.: ery dyos, tv oloy && epywv epay Kal 
Tovwv TOY KaTa vopoy 4 yap ToalTy, hyolv, ovde errs 
kugiws dixasorivy (rh yap Kal momo: avopwros), AAR 7 
dia yapitos kal wictews Xpiorod, €or Kupios dixcsoovyy. 
At ray éx Qeov, I would subaud didonevyy: and ext ry 
miores, is for dia ris tiorews. Or eri, may mean on 
condition of. “ This righteousness from God by 
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faith is (as Mackn. explains) that which comes from 
God’s counting the believer's faith for righteousness, 
and from his working that faith in his heart, by the 
influences of his Spirit.” But see Whitby. 

10. rod yy@vou adrov, sub. évexa. This is a popular 
expression for ive yyw, which the preceding iva evpeba 
requires. Some, as Bengel, join tod yvovas with ric- 
ves. But this is too harsh. Our common Translators 
and Mackn., very properly retain the common con- 
struction. ‘The yvavas adrov must be taken in the 
same extent of signification as the ris yrwoews Xpic- 
rov at ver. 8. (where see the note), namely, of that 
exalted knowledge of which he now adduces some 
examples. Kal may be rendered nempe, even. 

10. rHyv duvapiy ris avacracews adrov. This phrase is 
susceptible of more than one sense. It is well observ- 
ed, by Heinr., that we are not to understand, “the 
efficacy of his resurrection to confirm the truth ofthe 
Christian religion, nor to excite to a holy life (as Mi- 
chaelis thought), but its efficacy in producing a sure 
hope that we also, so that we do not hesitate to bear 
calamities for his sake (Rom. 8, 17., 2 Tim. 2, 11 
and 12.), shall be raised to a like resurrection and 
glory.” It may more popularly be explained, with 
Mackn., “its power in confirming my faith in him, 
and my hope of salvation through him.” 

10. Kal Tv Kowwviay Tov mabyparwy adrod. These 
words are (though the Commentators will not confess 
it) very obscure. The acute and learned Heinr. says 
this is added conditionis loco ad dtvapiy avacracews 
percipiendam Christianis ineunde. But thisis too 
harsh: and the interpretations of most Commenta- 
tors are too vague. It should seem best to suppose a 
dilogia in yv@va:; so that yvavar tiv Kolvwviay, may 
signify, “to experience a participation in his suffer- 
ings, to know them experimentally.” It is, therefore, 
nearly equivalent to Kal rod Koiwyeiobas (or Koiwveiv) 
Tov Tadyatwy auTov, 1. e. iva KoIWwWYe. 

The words cup.popGovpevos tw JavaTw atrov, are exe- 
getical of the preceding. ‘The sense is: ‘being 
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conformed, likened unto him in his death.” So 
Theophyl. explains éoporpeba. The cuppopd. may, 
as Whitby observes, be interpreted ; 1st., temporally, 
by suffering and taking up the cross for his sake, as 
knowing that if we thus suffer with him, we shall be 
also glorified with him, Rom. 8, 17., 2 Tim. 2, 11 
and 12, 1 Pet. 4, 13. And @2dly., spiritually, by 
dying unto sin, as knowing that if we be thus con- 
formed to him in the likeness of his death, we shall 
be like unto him in his resurrection, and shall live 
with him, Rom. 6, 5 and 8. It may, however, be 
questioned whether the Apostle had the J/atter in 
view. 

11. ef rws Katavricw eis THY CEavarracw Tay vEeKpOY. 
It is amazing that some antient and modern Com- 
mentators should have been so perplexed with this 
passage, as if it implied a doubt of the resurrection : 
and strange it is that so good a scholar as Heinr. 
should maintain that it must imply doubt; which in- 
volves us in a needless difficulty, various modes of 
removing which he proposes, all too harsh and far- 
fetched to be thought of,* and which it is unneces- 
sary for me to detail, since it is certain, that, in the 
Hellenistical style (whatever may be the case in the 
Classical), e/rws often implies no doubt. On this 
idiom see Glass. Phil. Sacr., ‘Wolf’s Cure, &c. So 
Rom. 1, 10., 11, 14 and 21., 2 Sam. 16; 12., in all 
which places e/zws is used in the sense of ut, iva. 
Thus also «i is often used in the same sense. (See 
Schleus. Lex.) The was, however, should not (I 
think) be left unattended to. It imports, “ by any 
methods whatever.”+ ‘The Apostle means (though 

* As that the resurrection here meant is the spiritual resurreetion 
spoken of at Rom. 6, 11., Eph. 2, 5., 5,14. This has been main- 
tained by many Commentators, but is utterly inadmissible, for the 
reasons assigned by Mackn. 

+ Perhaps no Commentator has so well expressed this as Crell., 
thus: “ Verba si quo, non dubitantis revera sunt (nam alioquin du- 
bitasset apostolus se per illa media resurrectionem consecuturum) 
sed omni studio connitentis, et bonum illud ad quod connititur vehe- 
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he has expressed himself with his usual obscure 
brevity) to say that he is striving that by any means, 
both those above mentioned and by any others, 
he may attain unto the resurrection, &c. So Theo- 
doret : crovdagw d€ kal Kowwvioos adto tov rabyparey, 
kal roy cwrTygioy avrod pipyTacdas Odveroy, va meraryw 
Kal ris avacracews. It is plain that he took e ras 
for ive. If, however, any portion of doubt may be 
thought implied in the ¢i, it cannot regard the doctrine 
of the resurrection, but must only be ascribed to that 
exemplary humility which formed so distinguishing 
a characteristic of the Apostle. See 1 Cor. 9, 27., 
and the note. At the same time I would observe 
that the Apostle seems to say this less with a refe- 
rence to himself than as a delicate admonition to 
those whom he is addressing. 

On the other terms there ought not to have been 
any difficulties raised. As to xatavryjow, it simply 
signifies arrive at, attain unto; for, though I grant 
that it is a nautical term, yet I cannot, with Mr. 
Pierce, think that it alludes to a ship’s arriving at 
the port it is bound for; since it often meant no 
more than what is called touching at, and anchoring 
off, aport. See Acts 20, 15., and the note there, to 
which I add, that kar& here signifies karw, in oppo- 
sition to &vw, which meant to sea-ward; and kéra, 
to land-ward. 

With respect to é§avacracw, though a rather rare 
word, it is only a somewhat stronger term than davac- 
taois, and (as Chrys. and the other antients rightly 
saw) signifies the resurrection of the just, such as is 
described in 1 Cor. 15. It is strange that so many 
Commentators should have failed to see what appears 
so plain. 

12. ody ors 78m EAaBov, Mackn., renders: “ for I 
have not received.” But the common version seems 
far more correct, and only requires to have the ellip- 
sis filled up thus: “ Not that I mean to say that I 

menter desiderantis ; licet interim tacité significet istud bonum tale 
esse, ut quis illo excidere possit, nempe quia maximis laboribus ac 
studio paretur.” 
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have already attained.” By attaining the resur- 
rection, is meant, attaining the certainty of it. Here, 
we may observe, the Apostle expresses himself with 
his usual humility. See 1 Cor. 9, 27., and else- 
where. 

With respect to the words following 7 7401 rerenei- 
wpa, some would take reredeiwpas in its usual sense, 
«of moral and Christian perfection.” But this is 
unsupported by the context. Others think that there 
is an agonistic allusion ; the word redcoidcSa: signi- 
fying, to have arrived at the goal, and obtained the 
prize. (See Schl. Lex. and Mackn.) And, consider- 
ing that agonistical metaphors prevail throughout the 
next two verses, there can be no reason to doubt but 
that one has place here. And this is supported by 
Theophyl. Le Clerc indeed denies that any examples 
of that sense are to be found in the Classical writers. 
But Loesner adduces one from Philo, p. 74., dpe ye 
ony bray TeAcwbijs Kal Ppafeiov Kal orehavwy aEwbis. 
See also Acts 20, 24. 

12. diakw dé eh Kal KaTaraBa. Here, diwxw is an 
agonistical term, and signifies, “ I follow and pursue 
my course.” Then, at « kal kararabe there is, as 
usual (see Acts 8, 22., 17, 27., Mark 11, 13.), the 
ellipsis of some verb of trying or striving; q.d. “I 
steadily pursue my course, trying by all means that 
I may reach and attain that prize.” 

The words é & kat kareaydsyy are somewhat ob- 
scure; and many modes of interpretation have been 
proposed, almost all of which seem unfounded, or 
precarious. ‘The chief point to be attended tois the 
ellipsis in karaaaBw and Kkareaypbyv, and also the 
maoky, as at 1 Cor. 13, 12., in erinywookw and émiyp- 
ywokeobasr. The antient Commentators rightly saw 
that the Apostle here alludes to the extraordinary 
manner in which he was, as it were, pressed into the 
service of Christ, and compulsorily introduced to the 
Christian race-course. And so Grot. Omitting the 
speculations of recent Commentators, I shall content 
myself with introducing two excellent expositions of 
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the antient Commentators. (icumen. 98. A. €Y ® 
m pchy [Lcer b imoxareaniyy & umro Xeiorov 70% yap PS Gyo, 

devyovra Karenae, Kal TWIOTEUT OL memoinkey" ED cis ouy 

Karenr pony, olov €xt TO Knpuga, € éxi TO Bacr coos TO dvo- 

poe QUTOO eumpoo Gey ebveov Kath Barre, €ml rovTas éyo 
TpEXwW, Eb Kkararnnpe ToLouras yever bas olos erenn Gary. 
And Theodoret : adres [ne mor Epos kararasav éoayy- 
yeurev? EPevyoy yep auTov, Kal Alay | amen rpebopny auTOS 
de Kar énerBe Pevyovra" OlwKwW TolvuY Kgyo KkaTtanraBety 
avroy edienevos, iver pr) OrorprorgT@ Tis Twrnpias. 

In kareaynpiyy there is not (as Doddr. supposes) 
any allusion to the honorable introduction of candi- 
dates to the games. The very nature of the term 
will not permit this. ‘There is rather an allusion to 
the pressing persons for the public ser vice ; of which 
we have an example i in Thucyd. 6, 22., &yew orrorol- 
ous €K Toy pourcwvey mpos peepos ivory Kas pevous ép.p.icBous, 

where I shall take an opportunity of further illus- 
trating the custom so similar to that of our impress. 

13. 03 Aoyifonar KaresrangGevar. Here we have the 
same sentiment, though further evolved, as at ver. 
12., odk 671 747 EAaBov, where see the note. It is evi- 
dent that in these, and such like passages, the 
Apostle intends to hint admonition. 

14. ev dé, &c. The transposition here proposed 
by Pierce and others is unnecessary ; nor can there by 
any aposiopesis, as Heinr. supposes. It is better, 
with the antient and most modern Commentators, 
to suppose the omission of some verb, such as zo, 
p-eoipvo, okore, or the like, of which I prefer the dast. 
Others supply a¢yw, but that is too arbitrary. The 
most unobjectionable subaudition seems to be that of 
diwwxw, from what follows. It should appear that the 
Apostle intended to join it with dim«w, after the 
insertion of a parenthetical clause; but, having 
occasion to use di@xKw in that clause, he could not 
well repeat it, and what was meant to be parentheti- 
cal thus became part of the sentence; so that the 
construction is left imperfect ; though it may very 
well be supplied from what follows, 
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14. ra pev dxiow eriravbavonevos, Tois Sé Eumoocbev 
erexresvonevos. AavO. is here taken in a derived sense 
for to be careless, unheedful of ; as in Hebr. 6, 10 
and 13, 2., James 1, 24., and elsewhere. But it is 
here very apt, as being especially applied to those 
whorun arace. Verbs of forgetting, usually take 
the Genitive: yet Wets. adduces one example of 
the use of the accusative from Lucian D. Merc. 1, 
1., though there the word is employed in another 
sense. 

The r& oxicw are explained by most moderns, and 
many antients, of the things on which the Jews so 
prided themselves. But this appears to spoil the 
beauty of the thought, which requires us to include 
all his former attainments, and all his achievements 
in the cause of the Gospel: and, if we consider that 
such passages as this were intended as indirect admo- 
nitions to his converts. we shall see how much more 
propriety as well as beauty the thought will thus 
have. For this interpretation 1 have the authority 
of the antient Commentators, especially ‘Theodoret. 
and also most of the early modern ones. 

Tois 3€ €umrgorbev érexrenopevos. It is obvious how 
beautifully appropriate éxexr. is to the racer, whether 
on foot, or on horseback, or in the chariot; since 
the racer stretches his head and hands forward in 
anxiety to reach the goal. Examples in abundance 
are here adduced by the Philological Commentators. 
Wets. cites Ovid de R. A. 1, 221. Nec quot transieris, 
sed quot tibi, quere, supersint Millia. Lucian 2, 
657., Nil credens acti, cum quid supererat agendum, 
instat. Rosenm. compares Diog. Laert. 6, 2, 6., é 
dorryoy Edpapov, mpos Tw TEAEL edEL PLE cvElvat, Koel p22) 
waarnroy exsereivat. He might have more appositely 
have cited Diog. Laert. 5, 20. éswrybels ras dv reoKor- 
rorev of pabnral; EGy, edv Tos mpoeyovTas imKoyTES, TOUS 
0€ UoTEpoUYTAS [.7] avaLEVwWo!. 
On the words kar& oxorby eri 7d PpaBeiov the Com- 

mentators causelessly perplex themselves. The 
phraseology is, indeed, somewhat surcharged, but no 
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tmesis or parenthesis need be thought of; nor can 
the sense be better expressed than in our Common 
Version. The xara and ézi both denote the end of 
action ; the former, physically ; the latter, morally : 
and the latter was introduced, to better accommo- 
date the comparison to the thing to be represented. 
Here Wets. compares Eurip. Electr. 954. He might 
more aptly have cited Philo Jud. 327 a. émt rovroy 
oKiroy wamrep REA TAS TOD Biv mpaeis amdons adiels 
and Philostr. Icon. 861. ruyavres yap oxorov, a&iws 
Agyou Tpasowey. 

The words PpaGeiov and dvw Kajoews are supposed 
to have allusion to the Beabevra: or aywvoléra:, who 
sat on an elevated seat, and called forward the can- 
didates for the BgaPeiov or prize. 

"Avw, “high and heavenly.” So Theophyl. See 
Gal. 4, 26. and the note. "Ev Xgior@ "Iyood, ‘ through 
Christ Jesus; by his assistance.’ 

Such appears to be the plain sense of the passage, 
in which some adopt other views, or seek needless 
refinements. Wets. compares Philo de Palut. p. 
333, 12. did Tour’ ev Tois ypnopols of coPias Kal émo- 
Tins AmaAncto SiaterouvTes avaKeKAjobas Aeyovrou’ 
mpos yao To Geiov dyw Kareiobas Opis Tous bm’ adrov Ka- 
ramvevobevras. 

15. doos ody TEAEIOL, TOUTS dpovwnev. The Apostle 
changes the indirect into the direct admonition, and 
exhorts them to feel animated by the same spirit of 
aspiration after perfection as himself. ‘Téaeos pro- 
perly denotes one who has arrived mpos réros. Hence 
it denoted an adult, as compared to an infant, or a 
youth. See Eph.4, 13. and the note there. But 
it was sometimes applied metaphorically, to denote 
one advanced in the knowledge of any art or science, 
as religious knowledge (whence it was used of those 
who were initiated into the Heathen mysteries) ; as 
in 1 Cor. 2,6. And such is by most Commentators 
supposed to be the sense here. Others, however, 
think that the term is to be taken im sensu morali, 
to denote one advanced in moral and religious per- 
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fection; as Matt. 19, 21. Col. 1, 28. James 3, 1. and 
elsewhere. Perhaps both these last significations 
may be united. Tedewo: must mean those who are 
aiming at perfection. So Simplic. Comment. c. 75. 
p-. 289. (cited by Bulkley) who says, ‘*‘ Make it a 
point to live ws réreiov, ody ws TéeAos arasajhota, &c. 
the life of a perfect man, not as though you had 
already attained perfection, but as always, and with- 
out intermission, advancing towards it.” I cannot 
but think that he had in view some passage of the 
New Testament. 

15. rovTo Ggovapev. One would have expected the 
second person; but the first is used instead of the 
second out of delicacy. The sense is: “ let us be 
affected in the manner above described,” i. e. ém- 
aav§., &c. For, as observes Theophyl., reretou errs 
TO pa TéAciov vouigev éxvtov. The words following, 
Kal ef Te Erépws poveite, Kal tTovTO 6 Oecs bpiv amroKa- 
aves are somewhat obscure, and have been variously 
interpreted. Most recent Commentators take them 
to advert to the prejudices of the weak, but sincere, 
Jewish converts. So Noesselt, who paraphrases 
thus: “Si nondum eo profeceritis, ut hac Judaica 
omnia contemnenda putetis, sed aliquam tamen lau- 
dem in his queratis, meliorem vobis aliquando men- 
tem dabit Deus, ut hec propter excellentiorem 
Christi doctrinam contemnatis.” Rosenm. observes, 
that among the Philippians there were doubtless 
some who entertained low and weak notions of the 
Gospel, and whom therefore the Apostle wishes God 
may teach better things. Others, and especially 
Mackn., think that the passage has a more general 
meaning, namely, that such of the Philippians as 
sincerely feared the Lord, if they happened, from 
ignorance or prejudice, to think differently from the 
Apostle concerning any important article of faith, 
would have their error discovered to them, not by a 
particular revelation, but by the ordinary influences 
of the spirit, agreeably to Ps. 25, 12. Others inter- 
pret thus: “Ifyou have not yet arrived at perfect 
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knowledge, you will, if it please God, arrive at it.” 
The first interpretation, however, seems greatly pre- 
ferable, and it is very ably supported by Whitby. 
Grot. understands by rotro d&mox., “ will show you 
your error.” But this seems very harsh. On the 
amok. 1t iS not necessary to press. It may be con- 
sidered as said populariter. Whitby would under- 
stand it of the destruction of the Temple and the 
dispersion of the Jews, which would effectually dis- 
pel the prejudices of the Judaizers. But this is too 
formal and arbitrary. There is no occasion, how- 
ever, to suppose supernatural or miraculous revela- 
tion; but such as might be effected by the exercise 
of the understanding, and attention to the course of 
events, under the ordinary influences of the spirit. 
The sense, then, may be thus expressed: “ As to 
that wherein ye think otherwise, and continue in 
prejudice and error, God will, in his own good time, 
and by various means, show you your error, and let 
in truth on your minds.” 

16. waqy cis 6 €dbacapev, TH adrw ororyely Kavoyl, TO 
auvTo dpovelv. F 

There is here not a little diversity of reading. The words cavove 
—porety, are omitted in two MSS., the Copt. and Athiop. Ver- 
sions, and some Latin Fathers. Kavdye is omitted in four antient 
MSS. ; and in three or four others there is the following transpo- 
sition: rd abrd ppovety, TH abr@ aroxeiv. On this ground, bya 
very common rule in criticism, Mill, Bengel, Griesb., and others, 

hold that they are all spurious ; and as such they have been thrown 
out of the text by Griesbach, or bracketed, as by Knapp and Vater. 
But this appears to be a very rash and injudicious step. ‘The cri- 
tical rule in question, like all other general rules, admits of excep- 
tions, and must be modified in application ; as, for instance, when a 
passage is obscure and difficult, and many attempts are made by 
the early Jibrarii to remove the difficulty by critical emendation, 
whether by the omission, alteration, or transposition of certain 
words or clauses. Now surely, in such a case, if several of those 
means should be employed conjointly, a strange diversity of read- 
ings may and will arise ; and yet if, in such a case, an Editor were 
to cut out the passage, on account of this diversity, he would act as 
uncritically as he who should cancel a passage merely on account of 
its being obscure and difficult. Now I apprehend this to be ex- 
actly the case with the passage before us; for, as it stands in the 
common text, it is difficult; all the alterations render it less so, 

VOL. VII. 3¢ 
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(though all founded on false views), and are therefore suspicious. 
Moreover, the MSS. in which these alterations are found are only 
eight in number, and nearly all of them such as are elsewhere in- 
terpolated and altered. As to the Versions, they are of little weight, 
and are elsewhere corrupted by similar interpretations: indeed, in 

eases of this kind, no Versions are good evidence for alterations, 
since the antient translators took great liberties. Here, however, 

they confirm the common reading; as do also the Greek Fathers 
and Commentators. Moreover, the reading adopted in Griesbach 
(namely by the omission of the words cavévird aire ppoveiv) leaves 
(f think) a solecism. If the Apostle had meant to express the 
sense which Griesb. and the other Critics suppose, he ought (I con- 
ceive) to have written, not r@ avr@, but rovrw; as in a similar pas- 
sage at Gal. 6, 16. 001 76 Kavdvt TOUT GTOLXHGOVEL. 

For these reasons I assent to the opinion of those more cautious 
Critics, Wolf, Wets., Matth. and, I think, Nolan, that the common 
reading ought to be retained, and the words explained in the best 
manner we are able. Here, however, the interpreters seem to have 
been all on the wrong scent, and to have failed in seeing on what 
the difficulty hinges. It arose (1 think) from excessive brevity. 
The Apostle appears to have had two cognate senses in his mind at 
once, and to have blended the two clauses into one. 

The zA)}y is ill rendered in our English version nevertheless, Nor 
can I quite approve of the veruntamen of the Vulg., or the however 
of Mackn. It is (I think) rightly said by Heinr. to be nearly equi- 
valent to. xdvoy at 1, 26. (where see the note.) Rosenm. renders it 
dummodo; Schleus. tantummodo; and he adduces Acts 30, 23. 
With respect to the infinitive here, it is for the imperative, by the 
subaudition of de. (as Phot. remarks.) The sense, then, is: ‘* Only 
(mind this) to walk by that degree of knowledge whereunto we have 
attained. That such is the meaning of d, is plain from the preced- 
ing verse. 

OOdverv eis riva, signifies properly, “ to be before hand with 
another in arriving at any place:’’ but this notion of anticipation 
is often lost ; as here and at Matt. 12, 28. and Luke 11,20. And 
yet it may be a more energetic term than éd@ety. The ovoryeir is, 
like wepurareiy, used in the moral sense; as at Acts 21, 24. Rom. 
4, 12. Gal. 5, 25. 6, 16. where see the note. Such then, is, I think, 
the sense which the Apostle meant primariiy to express (and this is 
well rendered by Schleus., “ cognitioni qua in presenti gaudetis, 
convenienter vitam vestram instituite.”) : but he had also in mind 
(as I before observed) another sentiment, namely, r@ air@ orotyety 
kavove 70 avTo dpovety. These he has blended together, making 
the 7@ avro serve for both; whereas had he kept them separate, 
he would have written thus: wAjjyv eis 0 épOdcaper robrw ororyei”’ 
T@ AUTO, Hyp, oToryely Kavove, 

On the sense here of cavwy, see the note on Gal. 6,16. The 
phrase 76 ard dpoveiy, is synonymous with 70 éy dpovety ; and both 
are expressive of concord and unanimity. See Rom. 12, 16. 15, 5. 
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2 Cor. 13, 11. and elsewhere. And so the Classical writers. This 
seems to have been added, to explain the preceding, 

17. cuoppipynrat pov yiverbe. This admirable pas- 
sage the Apostle concludes by proposing his own 
example to imitation (to which he frequently ex- 
horts his churches ; as infr. 4, 9. 1 Cor. 4, 16. 11, 1. 
1 Thess. 1, 6.), and the pernicious example of cer- 
tain persons, warning them to avoid following. 
(Heinr.) 

All the recent Critics are agreed that the com- 
pound is here used for the simple. But so little of 
pleonasm is there in the Apostle, and so sparing 
is he of words, that I can hardly think he would 
have thrown away a preposition in composition. I 
would therefore, with Grot., render: ‘‘Omnes pari 
studio me imitamini.”” The ovy is used as in the 
cuvabarotytes at 1,27. As to the general sense con- 
veyed in kal cxoreire—rju.4s, itis obvious. Yet there 
is something in the terms which may cause hesitation. 
Theophyl. paraphrases thus: kal ws xpos apyérurey 
Baémovres, mpos exelvous dmoruravobe Kal worep eyere 
Tumov ée otw Kekelvovs. ‘The difficulty may best be 
removed by paraphrasing thus: ‘* And mind, look 
at for imitation those that live so (as we do), and as 
ye have them for an example, so use them as such.” 
By these the Apostle seems to have meant Timothy, 
Epaphroditus, and such like. As to the subject of 
the oxor. and the ruz., I cannot think it, with 
Whitby, “the abandonment of Jewish prejudices,” 
but, in a general way, an zmitation of him both in 
Christian faith, and in those good works, which are 
the surest proofs of its sincerity and the fairest fruits 
of its efficacy. On ruz. see the note on Acts 7, 44. 

18. roarel yap weoirarovow, &c. This is ill ren- 
dered in our common translation and Mackn.; * for 
many walk whom,” &c. The antient and the best 
modern Commentators are agreed that there is here 
an ellipsis of xaxws, or dAAws jrep €yw 5 and certainly 
this ought to be supplied in all versions meant for 
ordinary readers. ‘Though, after all, perhaps there 

3c 
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is not so much an ellipsis, as a beautiful aposiopesis, 
arising from delicacy. This might be expressed 
thus : woarol yap mEpiTaTaTW—oads, ‘*Many walk— 

I need not say how.” Now to show who those are 
to whom he alludes, the Apostle subjoins ots rearaxis, 
&c. By the many we need not understand many of 
the Philippians, but many of the Christians in gene- 
ral, especially those at Rome, whom probably the 
Apostle had chiefly in view. 

18. ods —Xpiorov. Rosenm. would take acyew here 
in the sense appellare. But this the spi will not 
permit, from which it appears that the common ver- 
sion said, or told, is correct. Tods éySpors tod oraugod 
rod Xgiorov. ‘These are supposed by many eminent 
moderns to have been Judaizers (teachers, or others), 
who, from their adherence to circumcision and some 
other rites of the law, were not aware of the true 
nature and extent of the great sacrifice of the death 
of Christ, which made circumcision nugatory, and 
were therefore averse to suffering any persecution 
from the Jews on its account. How the doctrine of 
the cross of Christ and circumcision are opposed to 
each, has been fully shown in the notes on Gal. 5, 11. 
6, 12 & 14. Such persons as these, however, were 
not only averse to all such doctrines as involved per- 
secution, but, in a general way, to such as were op- 
posed to sensuality and self-indulgence. Thus they 
were every where bitter enemies to Paul, as being the 
promulgator of doctrines too spiritual for their gro- 
velling dispositions. These, then (namely, Judaizing 
Christians), were, I imagine, the persons chiefly i in- 
tended: and yet I cannot but think that the above 
Commentators have done wrong in confining it to 
them. It should seem to have been meant also for 
some Gentile converts, who, from the remains of 
unsubdued corruption, were enemies to the cross of 
Christ, i. e. to all those pure and spiritual doctrines 
by which we are enjoined to crucify vicious inclina- 
tions, to conquer unruly appetites, and resist tempta- 
tions to worldly gain. 
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19. ay rd TéA0S arwAcia—Goovourres. The Apostle 
now particularly describes these persons, and, for a 
warning to others, shows the consequences of their 
conduct. 

Teéaos is by Beza and Rosenm. explained pcena. 
But this is harsh; and still more so the sense which 
Heinr. assigns to the clause, ‘‘ whose purpose is the 
destruction of Christianity.” This sense cannot be 
elicited from the words, nor ought it, if it could; for 
the sensual worldly-minded persons in question pro- 
bably did not intend the destruction of the religion 
they professed, but only wished to modify it to their 
own vicious course of life. “The sense is plainly that 
assigned by the antients and almost all moderns, who 
take this as a brief and popular expression for ‘‘ who 
will come to a bad end, whose conduct must termi- 
nate in their perdition.”?’ So Jude 13. “for whom 
is reserved the blindness of darkness for ever.” See 
also Rom. 6, 21. 2 Cor. 11, 5. Gal. 6, 8.* 

The Apostle then subjoins three distinguishing 
characteristicks of these wretched persons, namely, 
sensuality, uncleanness, and worldly-mindedness. Of 
these vices the first is expressed by a phrase which 
appears to be adagial. There is a similar expression 
in Rom. 16, 18. where see the note.-¢ 

* And so the following Rabbinical passages cited by Wets., Tar- 
gum Hieros. in Num. 24, 20 & 24. ‘* quorum finis in perditionem 
erit. Targum Jonathan in Num. 16, 40. et finis ejus in perditionem 
Psa]. 109, 13. Bemidbar. R. 20. et dixit angelus Domini Bileamo ; 
abicum viris, quia portio tua est cum illis, et finis tuus in perniciem 
ex mundo, 

t Several parallel passages are adduced by Grot., Wolf, Alberti, 
and Wets., the most apposite of which are the following. Liban Or. 
467 Cc. rijv Adida ayrt rod Ads NoytetcHe. Eurip. Cyclop. 335. 
a’ye rive O0w, THY épot, Qeotar & ov, Kal TH peyiarn yaoropl THe 

Saipove ds, Tov mueiy ye Kat payeiv rovg’ hpuépay Zeds ovros ayvOpw- 
Toot Toise owdpoot, Eurip.: Nixa pe ypela kat Kax@s dd\oupévn 
Taorijo, ad is ra wavra yiveracxaxa. I had myself collected several 
such; but in most of them I have been anticipated. I will only 
add Pliny, L. 26, 8. Plurimum negotii humano generi alveus exhibit, 
cujus Causa major pars mortalium vivit. 
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19. kal y d0Ea ev rH aioxsvy. An elegant expression, 
which is thus paraphrased by Origen: €¢’ ofs ee aic- 
xuverbas, é€xl Tourols olovras dofagec8as:. Similar pas- 
sages are cited by Raphel and Wets., as Polyb. 15. 
ed’ cis eypiy aloyiverbas Kal UrepBorny, ext TovTas ws 
Kanrois cepyiverdar Kab peyarauyev. Galen de Usu, 
part 6. éeidy rives,—é®’ ols expiry atrous aideiobas, Ko- 
POC, AvayKatoy VyyTapyy WereyEar Tov Acyov, brws 
pa wreous araryceev. Cicero in Verrem, 2, 47. On 
the nature of this aicydvy Commentators are not 
agreed. ‘The antients seem to have thought it no 
more than exegetical of the preceding, and Theoph. 
Says, avaryyolav deixvuct. Many have supposed it to 
refer to circumcision. But that were too frigid and 
jejune. I should prefer the former opinion, were I 
not inclined to suspect that it may have reference to 
venereal impurities, which there is reason to think 
the Gentile converts were too little careful to avoid. 

The next words designate the third characteristick, 
worldly mindedness ; for so, I think, the expression 
is to be understood. I cannot, with Pierce and 
others, think that this has reference to the rites of 
the Mosaic Law, as being of an earthly nature. The 
dpovouvres is rendered by our English Translators 
mind. But that is too feeble a sense. It rather sig- 
nifies, “ give their minds to; are given up to; resign 
their thoughts and bestow their cares upon, to the 
neglect of heavenly things.” So Col. 3, 2. ra d&vw 
Ppoveire, py ta éxi THs ys, where the word is well 
rendered in the English Version “ set your affections 
on,’’ &c. Here Wets. aptly cites (what I had myself 
noted down,) Homer, Od. L. 21, 85. vijrior aypamras, 
€dyp.epia Gpoveovres. And Heinrichs cites from Pers. : 
“o mentes hominum curve et cclestium inanes!” 
I add Aischyl. ap. Stob. 98. 6, +1 yoo Beoreiov orepy’ 
edrypepa ppovet. 

20. pov yap To roriTevpa ev odpavois Urapyer. The 
yap is not (as Heinrichs says) merely transitive, but 
has reference to a clause omitted; q. d. which we 
Christians ought not to do; for our, &c. Whitby 
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supplies, ‘‘ Imitate us, I say; for our,’ &c. But this 
is too arbitrary. Doddr. and Mackn. render the yap 
buf ; which cannot be admitted. 

TIoairevyc almost all our English Translators ren- 
der conversation, i. e. conduct, mode of life, for ga- 
avartpody.* But the best Commentators take it to 
be synonymous with woairere, and to denote citizen- 
ship. ‘That the words are synonymous is proved by 
the numerous examples of Raphel, Wets., and 
Loesner; and the signification just mentioned is 
supported by the authority of Theophyl.: wore ra 
divw Oeb yas Ppovelv, moos THY waTpida yw omevdey, 
eva Kal moarreverbas éeraybynev. Yet the former is 
equally supported by the usus loquendi, and by the 
context. Indeed those senses in some measure merge 
into each other. 
Among the Classical illustrations of the Philolo- 

gists are the following from Philo: éy odpaveo moru- 
revoneda. Anaxagoras, 2, 7. being asked what 
was his country, answered by pointing to heaven. 
Seneca Ep. 41. Homo majore sui parte illic est, 
unde descendit.— Such is the perpetual doctrine of 
the New Testament. See Col. 3, 2. Hebr. 11, 10. 
12, 22 & 23. 13, 14. 

After these words a clause is (as Heinr. remarks) 
to be supplied ; q. d. “ thither therefore our minds 
ought to be directed.” 

20. €& 00 kal cwripa amrekdeyoueda K. I. X. The €& 
od is for é& wy, scil. odgavov, by a common figure. 
The words have reference to the omitted clause, and 
suggest a reason why we should give our chief atten- 

* Of this signification St. Thes, adduces an example from Chion : 
yevé0w TovTo To woNirevpa. To which I add D. Hal. 1. 369, 3, pug 
dimayvres yvopn Ta Kowa TOO TOY idiwy Uipotpevor TodtTEbpara, 
Dio Cass. 408, 52. wept rév KowvGy avrov woduTevparwy héyery. So 
also Gregor. ap. St. Thes. cal éwodurevere Exagros kara rus érBv- 
pias ov Kara Tov O€ov vopor. 

+ Hieracl. Carm. Pythag. p. 100. (cited and translated by Bulk- 
ley), ‘‘ Providence watches the human soul, observing how it is 
conversant here.” And a little after he adds: ‘“ That being an 
heavenly plant, it cannot have its conversation upon earth.” 
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tion to heavenly things, namely, because we expect 
from thence the Saviour, who will richly reward all 
our patient endurance here. See 2 Tim, 4, 18. 

21. Os peraryyparices TO CMA Tis TamEVwrEWS 
jpav. The Apostle, in describing the nature of the 
redemption to be bestowed by the Saviour, especially 
adverts to that which is (as we learn from 1 Cor. 
15.) to be the commencement of the rewards he 
will bestow, and, as it were, a pledge for the rest. 
On this point the Apostle has, with great judgment, 
taken his stand, since it suggests a strong argument 
to resist temptations to sensuality and selfishness; 
namely, “ Why should I take so much thought for 
this wretched and perishable body, and this paltry 
self, when by thus resisting this very body, will, by 
my Saviour, be changed into a body similar to his 
glorious body, and be susceptible of pleasures such 
as “ mortal eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither 
hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive.” 
Such is the general sense ; but to turn to the phrase- 
ology, arexdouela is a strong expression, signifying, 
‘‘we anxiously expect.” Tys tarevwoews is, by a 
Hebraism, for the cognate adjective; as ris dys 
just after. Meracyyparigey, signifies to change the 
oynpo or form of any thing; as in 2 Cor. 11, 13 and 
14. and 1 Cor. 4, 6. The word here is well explained 
by Theophyl.: 76 adré peévov évddoeras apbapoiav’ pe- 
TAUTYHUATIC POS yap THY ars Plogas array vonow' and 
Theodoret: 70 0€ peraryyparioe, odk él tis pera- 
TOITEWS TOU TYIUMATOS TEDEIKEY, AAN ém) Tis ATAAAAYHS 
Tis dbopas. 

The words eis 15 yeveo$as advo are omitted in some 
five or six MSS., and are cancelled by Griesb. (as 
had been before directed by Grot., Mill, Bengel, 
Storr, and others), and not without countenance 
from critical principles, which, however, are of un- 
certain application in the New Testament. See the 
note supra ver. 16. 

21. cuppoppov, ‘of the same form and nature ;” 
(see Rom. 8, 29.) though, as Theodoret says, o} kara 
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THY womoTnTA Tis O0EaS, HAAR KATA THY Tourynra, A 
change necessary previous to our admission ; for, as 
the Apostle teaches, 1 Cor. 15, 25 and 26. * this 
corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mor- 
tal must put on immortality.’ 

21. Kara Try evepyeiav—rta movta. This most dig- 
nified passage is, as Theophyl. suggests, meant to 
remove unbelief; q. d. “ For power he hath to sub- 
due all things, and hath subdued, not even except- 
ing death."* See 1 Cor. 15, 26. and Joh. 11, 25. 
Here we have, as Heinr. observes, an argument a 
minori ad majus. Theodoret well paraphrases thus: 
TOTO. O€ woes dire 07) OUvapy G appyroy EXWY, KAI Sadlws 
Kok ry Pidpay Kol roy bavaroy kataravwy, Kal els abava- 
Tiav Te Wperepa TWAT PETABAAAWY, Kas i mapacKeuaswy 

amavras €ig avroy amoBaAerety. 

CHAP. IV. 

VERSE 1. wore, aderdol pov ayamryros, &c. The divi- 
sion seems here made at a very wrong place; and 
Doddr. thinks there is no more reason for making 
this the beginning of a new chapter, than there 
would be for disjoining the last verse of 1 Cor. 15. 

The wore, Heinr. observes, refers not to the fol- 
lowing, but to the preceding, and has a conclusive 
sense. And eximabnros he regards as synonymous 
with ayaryro. But it seems a stronger term, and 
is well rendered exoptati. Wets. compares Anthol.: 
rexva, woos. And Rosenm., Virg. Nec dulces na- 
tos, exoptatumque parentem. Xapa is, by an idiom 
found also in the Classical writers, put for the object 

* It deserves to be remarked that Christ is here said to subdue all 
things to himself, by his own strong working, notwithstanding the 
same subjection of all things is ascribed to the Father, 1 Cor. 15, 
25 Heb. 2,8. Thus also Rom.4, 17. Acts 26, 6. Eph. 1, 19. In 
like manner, Christ is said to raise himself from the dead, Joh. 2, 
19. and to be raised by the Father, Rom. 4,24, &c. The inference 
is plain. (Mackn. and Slade.) 
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of the joy, delicice mew. Zrehavis, “cause of re- 
ward.” So freqnently in the Old Testament; as 
Job. 19, 9. and Prov. 12, 4. ‘a virtuous woman is a 
crown to her husband.” Wets. compares Herod. 
Vit. Hom. 31. davdpis pev crepavos raves, rupyos de, 
moayjos. And Heinr. Hor. Od. 1, 1. dulce decus 
meum. Iadd Lycurg. contra Leocr. p. 188. Tayl. 
orehavey Tis rarpidos civas Tas exeivwy Wuyas. ‘Pheo- 
phyl., with great taste, illustrates the sort of climax 
which subsists in this verse. 

The orm has much meaning, namely, “ thus as I 
have exhorted you.” Expressions similar to the 
oryvat év Kupiw occur in 1 Cor. 15, 1. 16, 13. Gal. 
5, 1. where see the notes. 

2. edwdiav—Kupiw. The persons here mentioned 
were (as appears from ver. 3.) females, and, as the 
Commentators think, Deaconesses, who preached 
the Gospel to persons of their own sex. Various 
conjectures (for they are no more) are indulged by 
the Commentators (as Mackn. and Heinr.) which are 
not worth detailing. Ail that we can gather from 
the words is, that they had disagreed. It would 
seem, too, from the addition éy Kugiw, and from the 
use of 76 atts Pgovelv a little before, 3, 16., that this 
disagreement was in doctrine, which, however, had 
‘probably led to other and less justifiable dissentions, 
which the Apostle here endeavours to compose. 

3. Kal Eowrw kal ce, cvSuye yvyore. There are few 
points on which Critics are more agreed than on this, 
that for xl, vet, which is found in many MSS., Ver- 
sions, and Fathers, is the true reading. I will only 
observe, that I remember several instances in the 
Classical writers of a similar error of the scribes, 
especially in Orpheus and Apollon. Rhod. This 
particle answers to the Hebr. 83, from which indeed 
it seems derived. It also occurs in this sense in 
Philem. 20. and Ap. 22, 20. 

"Epwre@ ce, “I entreat thee.” A Latinism, from 
rogo. Z0gvye yvyore. On the exact sense of cvguye 
Commentators are not agreed. Some think it is a 
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proper name; but that may be regarded as merely a 
decent way of shuffling off the difficulty ; though in- 
deed it is inconsistent with the epithet yuyore. 
Others, both antient and modern, think that the 
Apostle is addressing his wife. But this is opposed 
both by grammatical and other reasons. See Whitby, 
Far more probable is the opinion that the term is 
synonymous with cvvesyos and cucrgarimrys supra 2, 
25., applied to Epaphroditus, whom some indeed 
think is here meant. But, as Heinr. observes, we 
cannot suppose the Apostle would apostrophise the 
letter-bearer. ‘The term ov§uyos is rightly regarded 
by Heinr. as denoting a closer connection than eby- 
epyos and cvorpariwrys. It here (I think with Els- 
ner and others) denotes colleague in office, and Iam 
inclined to agree with those who suppose the Apos- 
tle means the Bishop, or principal Presbyter of 
Philippi, who was, as it were, his deputy and subordi- 
nate colleague. And this is countenanced by the 
epithet yvyore, similar to which we have yvyciws 
supra 2, 20. where see the note. See also the note 
supra 1, 1. Doddr. thinks it probable that this 
might be an officer of considerable authority and 
dignity in the Church at Philippi, perhaps husband 
to one of the pious women here mentioned. 

Ivy. signifies genuine, faithful. So an Inscription 
cited by Wets.: Mapios moudys rH dig ocupBio apery 
eyoaoy yvyocins Kal cwhpiovws per avrov. 

3. cvrrayBavov avrais, “help and assist them; 
strengthen their hands in their Evangelical labours;” 
which so influential a person might very well do. 
The Apostle seems also to hint that he should keep 
peace between them. 

The words following suggest the kind of assist- 
ance to be rendered them. Airtives &y tw edayyeriw 
cuvydajoay pot, ‘who laboured with me in propagat- 
ing the Gospel.” On the nature of the cuvadayois 
Commentators are not agreed. As the Apostle so 
strictly forbad women to preach, some have thought 
the word might import a participation in the danger 
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mentioned at Acts 16,19. But this is too harsh; 
nor is it necessary. We have only to suppose that 
the co-operation was of such a nature as not to in- 
clude public preaching, but (as in the case of Pris- 
cilla, who is at Rom. 16, 13. called cuvesyds pov) 
only refer to private exhortation, and evangelizing 
among those of their own sex; which, considering 
the seclusion of the women, required by the customs 
of Greek society, would be an important help. This, 
I think, the Apostle had chiefly in view. And so 
several antient Commentators: though they include 
the receiving and accommodating ministers and 
preachers, &c. 

3. pera Kab Kayjpevros, “and assisted also by the 
co-operation of Clemens.”? Who this Clemens was, 
is not certain. The antients say, it was Clemens 
Romanus, one of the primitive Fathers. This, how- 
ever, the moderns reject: but not, I think, on sufh- 
cient grounds. Such a tradition, if it can be traced 
to an early period, is surely not unworthy of credit. 

3. ay Ta bvopara ev SiBAlw Sw7s, scil. aiwviov, 
toy7mppa, Ps. 69,9, &c. Heinrichs observes that 
as the future life is represented under the image of 
a wonirevpe (as a little before, 3, 20.), it is agreeable 
therefore to suppose (as usual) a catalogue of the 
citizen’s names, either natural or adopted (Luke 10, 
20. Ap. 20, 15. 21, 27.), and from which the un- 
worthy are erased (Apoc. 3, 5.).* Thus the names 
of the good are often represented as registered in 
Heaven. See Matt. 3, 5. But this by no means 
implies a certainty of salvation (nor, as Doddr.. ob- 
serves, does it appear that Paul had any particular 
revelation), but only that at that time the persons 
were on the list, from which (as is represented at 
Apoc. 3, 5.) the names of unworthy members might 
be erased. See the excellent note of Whitby. 

4. yalpere—yaigere. A repetition of the injunc- 

* So Targum Ezech. 13, 9. et in libro vita stern, qui scriptus 
est justis domus Israelis, non scribentur. 
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tion at 3, 1., and here, from warmth of affection, 
reiterated. So the Latin vale, vale. 

5. 7b emieikes dua yrwobyre racy avOpuirois. The 

ro émseskes is for 7 €mtexeia. ‘The sense is, by some, 
supposed to be propriety or correctness of conduct. 
And this is a signification frequent in the Classical 
writers ; but seldom found in the Scriptural ones, 
and not here apposite. It denotes (as the best 
Commentators are agreed) a general mildness and 
placidity of demeanour, both towards Christians and 
Heathens. It is equivalent to pergicrys and giray- 
§owria. This signification is frequent both in the 
Sept. and New Testament. Rosenm. paraphrases 
“Id agite, ut omnes homines experiantur et sciant, 
quam libenter pacis et concordiz causs4 de jure 

vestro remittatis, quam sitis faciles in condonandis 
injuriis, quam omnia equi bonique consulatis, et 
gequam in rebus arduis servetis mentem.” 

5. 6 Kupuos éyyus. 

Commentators are not agreed whether these words should be re- 
ferred to the preceding, or the following. The former seems the 
most probable opinion ; but, indeed, either may be admitted. If 
the latter be adopted, the words pepiydre, &c. should not have 
been separated from them. ‘O Kvpros may denote either God, or 
the Lord Jesus. The former interpretation is preferred by most 
modern Commentators. And Rosenm. and Heinrichs think that by 
éyyvs, near, is meant near at hand for help; q.d. “ Deus ubique 
vobis presens erit auxilio;’ Ps. 34, 19. I cannot, however, but pre- 

fer the interpretation of the antients and early moderns, who refer 
the Kupros to Jesus Christ ; q.d. “ the Lord is at hand for judg- 

ment.” Yet I am far from thinking, with some, that it signifies 
“the day of judgment is at hand;” since the event proves that 

this could not be the sense; and, indeed, the interpretation has 
been ably refuted by Whitby, who, in such passages as the present 

(James 5, 9. 1 Pet. 4, 7. Heb. 10, 25.), observes some other ad- 
vent must be supposed. ‘“‘ Now these expressions (argues he) are 
chiefly used in the Catholic Epistles, and the Epistles to the He- 

brews, that is, in the Epistles directed to the Jewish Churches, who 
were no strangers to these phrases, and who were well acquainted 

with a tremendous Advent of the Lord to punish the rebellions and 
infidelity of that nation. See Joel 2, 1, 11 & 31. Zach. 14, 1 & Q, 
and Mal. 3, 2. Qdly, There is also frequent mention of this time 
and day in the New Testament, when the Lord would come to de- 
stroy the unbelieving Jews, and also of the nearness of that time ; 
for the Baptist calls them to repentance from this very motive, that 
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the axe was then laid to the root of the tree, Matt, 3,10. That one 
was coming whose fan was in his hand, ver. 12. Our Saviour spends 
a whole Chapter in speaking wept tuépas radrns of that day, Matt. 
24, 36., and of the coming of the Son of man to the destruction of 
that nation, ver. 27 & 37., of the coming of the Lord, ver. 42., of 
the age in which he would thus come, ver. 34., of the signs when his 
coming was éyyvs near at hand, cat éxi Qipais at the door (which 
are the very words both of St. Paul and of St. James), when there 
would be a réXos, an end of ull things belonging to the Jewish 
Temple and constitution, ver. 14. Now to this coming of the 
Lord, foretold by himself in the very expressions of the Prophets, 
and in the words used here by the Apostles in their writings to the 
Jewish converts, we may very well refer the words above cited, and 
if there be any other of like nature.” The learned Commentator 
then proceeds to show the fitness of the exhortations to meekness 
under these circumstances. Upon the whole, the interpretation is 
ably supported, and may be true; but there seems another advent 
of our Lord here alluded to (as in many other passages of Scripture, 
and perhaps that of James 5, 9.), namely, the hour of death, which 
is to every man the very same as the final advent of Christ and the 
day of judgment. 

6. pydev pepisvare. Here there is in our Common ne EY PH ; 
Version the same mistake as at 3,19. The term 
employed is too feeble. Megim. always imports that 
anxious care which draws the soul contrary ways, 
as in Matt. 6, 25. 10,19. Luke 10, 41, &ce. 

6. €v avril. ‘The ellipsis is variously supplied by 
Commentators. Some fix on ypovw, or toxrw; others, 
mpaypats. But both may be intended. The datives 
mporevyy and dejoe: depend upon an ém} or oty un- 
derstood. ‘The latter is a stronger term than the 
former. See Eph, 6, 18. (and the note) 5, 24, 
Col. 3, 22. 

6. pera ebyapiorias, “ with thankfulness,” i. e. 
for what God shall be pleased to grant; which im- 
plies an acquiescence in what he may see fit to with- 
hold. Airzpara vpayv yrwpifecbw ress Tov Occv. Here 
there seems to be a blending of the two phrases, 
‘let your desires be made known,” and “ your re- 
quests or petitions offered.” On so obvious a sense 
it is needless further to enlarge. 

7. Kak 7% €igyvy—Tyo00. ‘These words suggest the 
high advantage of the temper just mentioned. The 
kal carries with it an odrw, ‘‘ by so doing.”” The 
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words 7 €igyvy—'Iyood are rendered by Heinrichs, 
‘“‘eritis tranquillissimi felicissimique.’”? But this is 
surely an unjustifiable lowering of the sense. Eigyyy 
@ecov is not (as Rosenm. says) a Hebraism for “ peace 
the most tranquil,” but the peace which cometh 
from God (Rom. 1, 7.) is inspired by his religion ; or 
** peace with God, obtained by Christ.” So Is. 
26, 3. * Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose 
mind is stayed on thee.” The reading é« Xgsorod is 
plainly from emendation. So Eph. 3, 19. tiv urep- 
Parrovoay THs yywoews ayaryy Tod Xpiorod 

7. vmregéyoura mavra voor, “ which surpasseth every 
imagination or conception of the mindof man.” On 
this sense of vowy see Schleus. Lex. in v. §. 2. gou- 
eyces Tas Kapdias yuwv. A military metaphor. The 
words kapdias Kat voynara, the recent Commentators 
say, are put for the man himself. But that is going 
too far. ‘The sense seems to be this: “ The peace 
thus obtained with God and from God will, as the 
strongest of all motives, keep your mindsand hearts, 
notwithstanding all attacks, in tranquillity, agree- 
ably to the admonition just before, pi pepipvare. 
The év Xpior@ “Iyood must (I think) be referred to 
the whole of the sentence. ’Ey signifies by (like the 
Heb. 3), and shows how and by whom this is pro- 
cured. Such, I conceive, is the sense. But many 
interpret differently. Most recent Commentators 
take the dpougyoe to denote “ will defend you against 
all temptations to desert the faith.” But this seems 
too formal, and not agreeable tothe context. Others 
explain, will preserve you in a Christian frame of 
mind ;” which is too vague; since the Apostle had 
especial reference to the pepiy. just before. The 
passage of Isaiah above cited (which the Apostle 
seems to have had in mind) is the best commentary 
on this passage. 

8. To Aoiriv—ravra royigerbe. The rd roiréy is, as 
Heinrichs observes, a formula properantis ad finem. 
So Theophyl.: wes émeryopevos, Kal oddev Kowiy ers 
Exwy mobs TR mapivTa, ovrw Gyciv. The Apostle 
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seems originally to have intended to’ conclude with 
this exhortation: but then changing his mind, added 
the rest as a sort of Coda, or postcript, at another 
sitting. In the interpretation of this affecting and 
impressive passage it is not necessary to press or 
refine so much on the terms as do some Commenta- 
tors. Heinrichs has rightly observed that from 
aaniq are brought forward the predicates of Chris- 
tian virtue. 

*Aanfy is well explained by the antient Commen- 
tators évaggra, truly virtuous. So the moderns ex- 
plain it rectum, honestum; and they compare the 
line of Horace : Quid verum atque decens curo 
et rogo. Zevva. honesta, decora, decorous, ve- 
nerable ; in which sense the word is often used in 
the Ciassical writers. See a fine passage on the 
force of the term in Chrys. 4, 908, 15. It is ex- 
plained by Theophyl., serious and grave, in contrast 
with the conduct of the worldly-minded. Alka 
and ayve require no explanation. The wgorgiay is 
interpreted by some (as Doddr.) friendly ; by others 
(as Mackn.) benevolent. But this seems dwelling 
too much on the etymology. I rather agree, with . 
many recent Commentators (whose interpretation is 
coufirmed by some antients), that it signifies amiable. 
So our Common Version, lovely. We may compare 
Sir. 20, 12. 6 copes ev Avyw wpooGiay worjoe. The 

evgyua is explained by some recent Commentators, 
as Storr and Schleus., as having reference to speaking 
well of others. But I see no reason to desert the 
interpretation of the antients and most moderns, “ of 
good report.” So the E.V. It must be observed 
that this is not a complete catalogue of Virtues (for 
that the Apostle means to include others, appears 
from ver. 9. & éuabere, &c.), but merely specimens 
such as particularly adorn the Christian character 
(compare 1 Cor. 13, 5 seqq. 2 Pet. 1, 5 seqq.); and 
I cannot but think (though it has not been noticed 
by the Commentators) that by the last two particu- 
lars the Apostle intends to advert to two virtues in 
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which persons who possess the former are often defi- 
cient, preserving a starched, austere, morose, and 
sour demeanour, which renders religion any thing 
but amiable; and a being too little careful, rgovociobos 
KaAa every ravtav avipwrwv, Rom. 12, 17. (where 
see the note), 1 Thess. 5, 15. 

8. ef tig apery Kal ef tis Exasvos, “ If there be any 
virtue (in these things) ; if there be any thing which 
deserves praise.” It is possible that after ef ris may 
be left to be understood an e&aaro, ** if there be any 
other virtue.” Aoyigerbe raura, ‘ think on those 
things; make them your study, so as to practise 
them.” Schleus. well defines the term molior aliquid, 
alicut rei studio et operam do. And he compares 
pereraw and the Heb. aWM_ in Ps. 35, 4. 4, 41, 8. 
a2, d4iProw. 16,30; Mich, 2)'slicZaehs By 7d 
would compare Soph. Antig. 1010. ratr’ ody, réxvov, 
dpovyrov. His meaning is, however, more fully ex- 
pressed by the rgdéocere in the next verse. 

9. & Kal epabere—mpaccere. Here we havea re- 
petition (though in stronger terms) of what was said 
at 3,17. From pathos, some words nearly synony- 
mous are accumulated. ‘Epasere and raperdPere 
may both be referred to catechetical and other oral 
instruction; and yxodcare has nearly the same im- 
port: but in one or other of the two last there is 
especial reference to the present Epistle. So Theo- 
phyl. The evéere év éuct refers to his personal ex- 
ample. 

Tatra mgacoere. He enjoins them to put in prac- 
tice the religious precepts he had given them, and 
follow the example he had set them. The words 
6 Ocds—ipwy are of the same import as those of ver. 
7., where see the note. 

10. exadpnv—dpovelv. ‘The sense of this verse is 
somewhat obscure, partly from the brevity of ex- 
pression, and partly from the dignified delicacy of 
the Apostle on such a subject ; from inattention to 
which some Commentators have fallen into error. 

‘Ev Kugiw Rosenm. renders propter Christum doc- 
VOL, VII. 3D 
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trint Christi caussd. Endius, tanguam Apostolus. 
And Theophyl., od koopsKxews, oF Protikos: g.d. ‘I 
had great spiritual comfort.”? See Doddr. 

The general subject of the verse is plainly the 
present which the Philippians had sent, for the re- 
lief of his necessity: but on the details Commenta- 
tors are not quite agreed. Some moderns, as Grot. 
and Hamm., would take the avedéacre in a Hiphil 
sense: q.d. ‘* have made your cause to flourish.” 
But for this use there is no authority, nor any coun- 
tenance from the antients. ‘The interpretation seems 
to have been adopted to avoid a difficulty in the 
construction, which may, however, be removed in a 
less violent manner. Both the antients and the best 
moderns have seen that there is at ro—dpoveiy an 
ellipsis of kara or eis. The question, however, is, 
what is the sense of davebdrere. Some Commenta- 
tors, as Schleus. and Jaspis, assign to it the following 
sense: ‘*I am rejoiced that your affairs are in a 
flourishing state, so that ye can again take care of 
me.” ‘This is intended to remove the objection to 
the common interpretation, namely, that they had 
never grown cold in their good will to the Apostle, 
or their study to do him service. But I confess that 
the difficulty appears to me not so great as to need 
being removed by such a violent method: for the 
70 wore seems, on that interpretation, not very apt: 
and as to ave9., the Classical passages cited are as 
favourable to one interpretation as to the other. 

But the chief objection is, that so much sense as 
“ut iterum mei curam gerere possitis” cannot be 
elicited from an elliptical preposition. I therefore 
see no reason to abandon the common interpreta- 
tion, which is supported by both the antients, and 
the most eminent moderns, namely: ‘ ye have flou- 
rished, and are revived in your care of me.” And 
though ava. and the cognate terms are, in the Clas- 
sical writers, used rather of personal and national 
prosperity, yet that is no rule for the Scriptural ap- 
plication. ‘The common interpretation is also con- 
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firmed by Ez. 17, 24. “ have dried up the green 
tree, and have made the dry tree to flourish.” 
Theophyl. explains: ws éx} gurdv Pracrncdvrey, cira 
neavievTwy, Koh adbis avadarndvrwy. Kal duels, Gyo, 

ovres avOnpol euracavdyre, eira avelarere. The dy rote, 
too, which, as the antients suggest, implies length 
of time, and hints a delicate reproof, confirms it. 
Others (as our English Translators) suppose an 
enallage for éycpny ors wore cvelerney ev duly ro Poovey 
umep €u.o0; which may be admitted ; though it is not 
very necessary. ‘The sense is the same. 

Poovey for dgovrigew is not unfrequent. 
The next words €{ @ kat éQgovetre, rxaipeiobe dé 

are well rendered in our Common Version, which is 
supported by the antients. The Apostle’s usual 
delicacy causes some obscurity: but he evidently 
means to suggest the best excuse for them, by pre- 
suming that they had not had an opportunity of 
sending, or means; yet of power to contribute to the 
relieving the necessities of so moderate a person as 
Paul they can hardly be supposed destitute. 

11. ody ort Kal? vorégyow rAéyw, &c. There isa 
mixture of delicacy and dignity in these words, such 
as is rarely met with in the most finished composi- 
tions. ‘They imply that he had been suffering under 
a decrease of his usual means of subsistence; yet 
that he had been endeavouring to reduce his desires 
to a level with his means, so as to be avrapxijs. The 
sense is: ‘I do not say this on account of any 
necessity or penury to which I have been reduced 
(for such I have not felt), since I have (happily) 
learnt in whatever circumstances I am, therein to 
acquiesce and accommodate myself thereto.’”’ The 
force of the ody ors is expressed by Theophyl. thus : 
od Oi TovTo pepPop.c ouiv, we ev evden wv, Kal Td 
€nautov cxorayv. The xara signifies in reference to, 
on account of. At ois must be understood recypac1, 
circumstances.* Wets. paraphrases thus: ‘ quo- 

* Of the parallel passages cited by Wets., the most apposite are 
the following. Seneca de V. Beata 6. Beatus est presentibus, 
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cunque in statu res mee sint, etiamsi pejore essent, 
quam nunc sunt in vinculis et paupertate.” It is 
well remarked by Theophyl., that the €ua6oy plainly 
implies that this is a lesson of no easy acquirement. 

Asrapkys is used both of a thing sufficient for the 
purpose intended, and of a person who feels suffi- 
ciency, and is therefore content. So Sirach. 40, 18. 
Gui) avTapKous Epyatou yavKkavoynorer a. 

12. ofda dé ramwevotcbas, oidn Kal mepioceverv. I see 
not why Rosenm. and Heinrichs should recognize 
in tarevovclas a notion of contempt, or want of 
power and dignity; q.d. contemptu uti possum.” 
It rather denotes being in lowly circumstances; as 
in Levit. 25, 39. éav d€ ramewwhy 6 aderdds cov race 
oot. See also Is..58; 10. Prov. 13,7. Sir. 13, 11. 
This sense, too, is frequent in the later Classical 
writers. See Schleus. Lex. in v. §.2. The inter- 
pretation is also confirmed by Theophyl., caiyos 
Kexpijcbas oda, Kal Aipov Urwhégey Kal evderav. It is 
proper to notice the apodotical and antithetical cast 
of the sentence, of which some recent Commenta- 
tors have much lowered the dignity, by making the 
corresponding terms synonymous, and the whole an 
example of a rhetorical figure. But the antithesis 
were occasioned by the high wrought state of the 
Apostle’s feelings ; and, if I mistake not, there is a 
climax: for pepinposr Kai yoprigerdas Kal wewav are 
stronger terms than ofda, &c., in which there may be 
(as some say) an allusion to initiation into the Hea- 
then mysteries. The third, xol wegsooevew kal vore- 
eeioas is synonymous with the first. Heinr. thinks 
that rareivovcbas required votcba:. But this and 
some other criticisms on the passage are very taste- 
less ; since the Apostle dictated this from the heart 
and did not intend a piece of fine writing. It is not 
necessary to press much on the wegiooevew and the 

qualiacunque sunt, contentus. Liban. Ep. 379. Gouvddpevos Sé 

padeiy, év ois Oy rvyxavw. Arrian Epict. 1, 22. ei OédXer pe ev 
rowovurots e€lvat, éy ois eiy. Isocr. ad Philipp. of pev wuvOgvorrat 

TeEpt UUTWY, EV Vis Elot. 
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xoptigerdas. Suffice it to say that the Apostle used 
abundance, when he had it, so as not to abuse it to 
luxury, but to preserve the surplus for future neces- 
sity, and partly to bestow it in charity to the poor. 
The revav is a strong term; but, from hints scat- 
tered in the Epistles, there is reason to think it liter- 
ally applicable. With this phraseology I would com- 
pare Diog. Laert. 1, 68. "Eya éricrapas adixeio bau. 

The & mayrh and & Taos are explained, by Theo- 
phyl. “5 €v TOavTs TO pelkpwo X pov, Kok €y TavTh TOKY POT, 

Kai ey TAT TOS TOALELITET OUTS Telpoy éaapov. I would 

compare Max. Tyr. D. 31, 6, 11, 110., where there 
is a similar pleonasm, namely TayvTayou Kal ey amrayTs. 

13. TOVTO isyow €v TO evduvap.ouTi pe Xgiore. 

The Apostle here shows how he had attained this 
power, namely, by the strength imparted by Christ. 
For ev Xpior@ does not mer ely signify, ‘ by the use 
of the doctrine of Christ (as Rosenm. explains),” but 
chiefly denotes the direct assistance of Christ and 
his Holy Spirit. This may be applied, mutatis mu- 
tandis, to the case of faithful Christians in every age. 

14. rrjy karnos—faive. It is well observed, by 
Heinrichs, that the Apostle adds this, lest he should 
be thought, by the preceding ver. 11—13., to de- 
preciate the gift, or the intentions of the donors, 
TIayjv, however. LvyKowwryjravres | pou TH Gaines, i.e. 
literally, * partaking in my distress ;° >“ as Apoc. 1, 
Q. ouykowwvous é€y TY, barber. But it must import to 

feel such a sympathy in the distress of another as 
prompts one to relieve him. 

The syntax of the participle with cuyxoway, is a 
common Grecism. See Matth. Gr. Gr. and Viger. Id. 

15. oidare—Maxedovias. Here év aX TOU edanyye- 
Asov is put populariter for €v oe Tou evry yenioy evay- 
yenigerda:; asin 2 Cor. 2, "Ore €€72.490v aro Ma- 
Kedovias, * when, after Hake aes many churches 
in Macedonia, I left it.’ See Acts 17, 14 & 15: 

15. oddepin por eKkayola exorvwovyrev Eig Adyov dorews 
kal AyWews. The Apostle is not content with saying 
exoty., communicated, but adds the strong phrase eis 
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rAoyoy docews Kal AyWews, which, I think, imports a 
mutual and regular reciprocation of gifts and re- 
ceipts, in which, the Commentators have seen, there 
is an allusion to the ratio acceptorum et datorum 
among the Romans (see Facciol. Lex.), or tabula 
accepti expensi. Schoettgen compares a similar 
phrase among the Hebrew merchants, 81D N34 by 
ynm1. Some refine too much on the dscews and 
ajwews, as if the dec. were also applicable to Paul, 
since it is said, “if we send unto you our spiritual 
things, is it a great thing if we reap your carnal 
things ?” But this seems harsh. It should rather 
appear that what is chiefly implied by the éoc. and 
an. is, that there existed on record, as it were, an 
account entered into the book of God, who will, at 
some future day, remunerate the giver. The ex- 
pression may also, as Crellius suggests, be meant as 
a limitation of the giving; q.d. “no church sup- 
plied me with any thing considerable enough to be 
entered down into an account book ; if any thing was 
given, it was not worth noting or putting down.” 

16. & Ocooaroviky, for cis ©., “ at Thessalonica.” 
Kal draé kai dis. The Commentators take this to 
signify seepius, pretty frequently; as in 1 Thess. 2, 
18. Neh. 13, 20. 1 Macc. 3, 30. So the Latin 
semel atque iterum. And Wets. cites Herod. 2, 121. 
kal dis Kal rpls dvoiEavrss & 3, 48. “* Yet I cannot 
think that the Apostle means the phrase to be taken 
in any other than its literal sense ;* for, as Doddr. 
observes, it appears by 1 Thess. 2,9. 2 Thess. 3, 7— 
9. that it was not to the liberality of the inhabitants 
of that city, but chiefly to the labour cf his own 
hands that Paul owed his subsistence during his 
abode among them.” 

* I would compare Philostr. V. Ap. 8, 12. oby dmaé adda Kai 
mahty. Polyen. 3, 14, 1. edwKkey ai7o wodda mTpopara Kal avdod- 

modu dis Tov Kat rols dyayetv. Dionys. Hal. 525, 41. dnX@oae Ty 
éxipaveiay ris Ocov, ovy mak cat dis, where Sylberg renders, 
«« idque semel atque iterum.” But that is neglecting the negative, 
which is here necessary, since it is a litotes for sepicule. 
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17. ody ors erignr@ ro dopa. Ody ors always car- 
ries with it Aéyw, either expressed or understood, 
q. d. “ I say not this because I seek after, wish for 
(Acts 13, 7.) any gift.” “AAW émgyra—tunav. This 
is delicately and somewhat obscurely expressed. 
The sense is (as the best Commentators are agreed), 
*« I feel pleasure in the gift, not so much on my own 
account as yours, considering the fruit that will re- 
dound from it in the praise of men, and the recom- 
pense of God.”’ Eis acyov sua, “ to your account.” 
This is said in accommodation to the metaphor 
adopted just before. 

18. amréyw 3€ ravta. Some Commentators, as 
Zanch, Grot., Schleus., and Heinrichs, take this to 
denote that he had received the whole sum remitted 
by Epaphroditus: so that it will be a kind of receipt 
or acknowledgment. But this seems not a little 
frigid ; and very rarely does St. Paul, in his Epistles, 
advert to secular affairs. I see no reason to desert 
the interpretation of the antients, and most moderns, 
who regard aréyw as put for €yw,* thougha stronger 
term; q.d. as Rosenm. explains, “ I have every 
thing; what I have received is sufficient for me; I 
desire no more.” ‘This sense, he rightly observes, 
is required by the words following zegiccesw and 
mTerAypwp.at, terms accumulated by the Apostle to 
show that he does not, by this giving of thanks, aim 
at drawing more from them. 

18. Kal repiocedw rerrrgwp.ci, i.e. simply, “I have 
enough and to spare, and want no more.” At ra 
map Up.coy subaud dopera. On the dopa edwdias 
see the note on Eph. 5,2. And on @uciav dexriy, 
evapestoy tT. @. see the note on Rom. 12, 1. 

19. 60€ Ocis—'Iyood. The Future is here thought 
to be used for the Optative. Perhaps both senses 
may be conjoined. By waécayv ypeiay is meant all 

* Ofwhich Wets, cites examples ; as Arrian Epict. 3, 24. ro yap 
evdapovouy améxery det ravra, & Oédn, TeTANPWpLEVY TUE EotKeVaL. 
So Philem. 15. ai@vioy abroy awéxns. 
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their necessity, spiritual and temporal. Of this 
phrase Wets. adduces many examples; as Thucyd. 
1,70. qv 8 aga mov Kal reipn oGarwow, avTEeaTicavTEs 
anna, errAjowoay ry ypeiav’ and Berachoth. fol. 16, 2. 
and Hieros. Sicut dicitur homini, quando bos vel 
asinus ejus mortuus est: Deus impleat tibi defectum 
tuum. ’Ey dy may be taken either with rayeaoei, 
or with dcEav. See Heinrichs. 

19. kara tov raovrey, ‘* according to the abundant 
power and omnipotence whereby, as Lord of heaven 
and earth, he can bestow what he will.” ’Ev Xpioro 
I. Rosenm. explains, per Christum Jesum, ut do- 
norum omnium spiritualium, ita et vite seterne da- 
torem et dispensatorem.” 

21. adeagol. Pierce thinks that from this distinc- 
tion it is highly probable the ministers at Rome were 
called by the name of brethren.. 

22. paniora O€ of ex THs Kaicapos oikias. Some 
think that by the of é€« tis K. cixias are meant rela- 
tions of Cesar. (See Raphel.) But others, with 
more probability, suppose Cesar’s domestics and 
ministers, especially freed-men. See Joseph. Ant. 
17, 5, 8. (cited by Krebs) and a passage of Philo 
cited by Loesner. The domus Cesaris often occurs 
in the inscriptions, and the oikia Kaicapos in the 
Greek Historians, as Dio Cass. 

END OF VOL, VII. 
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